Granny Storm Crow's List - January 2018

Well, we are still waiting for Trump to make good on his words- "Marijuana is such a big thing. I think medical should happen — right? Don't we agree? I think so. And then I really believe we should leave it up to the states."* Was that just another meaningless “campaign promise”?

When will our federal government bow to reality and the will of the people, and de-schedule cannabis? An effective herbal medicine that is safer to use than common aspirin has no business being a Schedule I drug! And we all know cannabis is a far safer intoxicant to use than alcohol.

Just why are medicines that can cause “suicidal thoughts or actions” perfectly fine to prescribe, while a simple herb that lifts your mood is strictly forbidden by federal law? Why are synthetic forms of THC (Marinol, Syndros, and Cesamet) considered as legitimate medicines that can be prescribed, yet THC, when extracted from a plant, is Schedule I – having no medical uses?

Our government’s Compassionate Investigational New Drug Program has been in existence since the mid-1970s. Every single month, the aging patients in the program have received 300 pre-rolled, government-issued “marijuana cigarettes” to be used for medical purposes. If cannabis has no medical uses, why has our government continued to provide medical marijuana for those patients for decades?

Over at PubMed (a .gov site), studies detailing the varied medical uses of cannabis and the cannabinoids are being published at an increasingly rapid rate. Yet our government stubbornly clings to its out-dated claims that cannabis has NO medical uses.

This List of studies and news articles is my protest to our government’s prohibition of all forms of cannabis. It is my hope that you will share my List and its information with others. Once the facts about cannabis become known, the need for full federal legalization becomes obvious!

In 1938, hemp was called “The Billion Dollar Crop”**. To put that into perspective, in 1938 you could get a brand new luxury car, a Chrysler Royal Brougham, for all of $975. So how much do you think the industrial hemp market would be worth today? And that amount is bolstered by the many new and remarkable uses for hemp that have been created during the last 80 years.

The government’s deliberate ignorance and outright lies about this useful, healing plant must end! For 80 years, our government has waged a futile and expensive war not only against this plant, but against its own people. The cruel fiction of “Schedule I” must give way to the facts - cannabis IS medicine and hemp is a multi-billion dollar crop just waiting to happen. And as my late grandfather once said, “If the truth won’t do, then something is wrong!”

Granny Storm Crow


** New Billion Dollar Crop [http://www.hempfarm.org/BillionDollarCrop.html](http://www.hempfarm.org/BillionDollarCrop.html)
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It Is Time for Marijuana to Be Reclassified as Something Other Than a Schedule I Drug! (article - 2005) (It’s been 13 years now. Just sayin’!)

NEWS ARTICLES - 2010 - 2018

CONDITIONS AND RELATED ITEMS

NEWS ARTICLES 2010 – 2018

Beginners – start here  No one is born knowing about cannabis, we all were beginners once. Reading these now will save you a lot of questions later.

https://www.leafscience.com/2017/03/17/the-endocannabinoid-system-a-beginners-guide/

The Endocannabinoid System For Dummies (We’ve Made It Easy For You) (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/07/28/endocannabinoid-system-dummies/

Cannabis Advice for the Novice Consumer  (news – 2016)
https://www.hellomd.com/health-wellness/cannabis-advice-for-the-novice-consumer

CannaCurious? Here’s How To Get Started With Marijuana  (news – 2016)
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/cannacurious-heres-how-to-get-started-with-marijuana/#sthash.kjiYzTwe.dpuf

Cannabis 101: THC vs CBD  (news – 2016)
https://www.hellomd.com/health-wellness/57a17dc121a3ad000006694fc/cannabis-101-thc-vs-cbd
**ACHALASIA** - a spasm of the esophagus that prevents normal swallowing.

STUDY: Self-medication of achalasia with cannabis, complicated by a cannabis use disorder (news – 2016)

Medical Cannabis serves as an orphan drug for: Tourette Syndrome, Dravet Syndrome, Stiff Person Syndrome, Achalasia and Idiopathic Intracranial Hypertension (news – 2016)

**ACNE**

Cannabidiol as a treatment for acne? (article, p. 31 – 2010)

**ACUPUNCTURE/ ELECTROACUPUNCTURE**

Cannabis and Acupuncture, the Yin and Yang of Healing Pain (an ancient connection revealed) (news – 2016)

**ADD/ ADHD**

Why I Give My 9-Year-Old Pot, Part 3 (news - 2010)
http://www.slate.com/id/2251174/

Dr. Jean Talleyrand Says Marijuana Safer than Ritalin for ADHD Teens (news – 2010)

Science: Cannabis effective in the treatment of TOURETTE Syndrome and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) (news – 2010)

Medical Marijuana is Entering the Classroom (news – 2010)
Why I Give My Autistic Son Pot, Part 4  
http://www.slate.com/id/2294072/?from=rss  
(news – 2011)

Is Medical Marijuana Safe For Children and Adolescents?  
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2013/05/27/is-medical-marijuana-safe-for-children-and-adolescents/  
(news - 2013)

Still Believe Nature Got It Wrong? Top 10 Health Benefits of Marijuana  
(news – 2013)  
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2013/05/01/still-believe-nature-got-it-wrong-top-10-health-benefits-of-marijuana/

Can Medical Cannabis Stop The ADHD Epidemic?  
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2013/04/11/can-medical-cannabis-stop-the-adhd-epidemic/  
(news - 2013)

Marijuana Affects Autism, But Not How You’d Think [Study]  
http://www.inquisitr.com/874575/marijuana-affects-autism-but-not-how-you’d-think-study/  
(news – 2013)

Can Marijuana Calm Symptoms of ADHD?  
http://www.leafscience.com/2013/10/11/can-marijuana-calm-symptoms-adhd/  
(news – 2013)

5 Prescription Drugs That Could Literally Replaced by Marijuana  
http://blogs.naturalnews.com/5-prescription-drugs-literally-replaced-marijuana/  
(news – 2015)

How medical marijuana can help those with ADD and ADHD focus  
(news – 2017)

Cannabis as a Medicine for ADHD  
http://everythingmedicalmarijuana.com/2017/03/28/cannabis-as-a-medicine-for-adhd/  
(news – 2017)

ADDICTION/ CRAVING

Indian hemp and the dope fiends of Old England  
http://www.idmu.co.uk/indian.htm  
(article - undated)

Addictive Properties of Popular Drugs  
http://www.drugwarfacts.org/cms/Addictive_Properties#sthash.6yenlQ8.dpbs  
(article – undated)

Teen Pot Smoking Won't Lead to Other Drugs as Adults  
(news - 2010)

Marijuana is NOT like Alcohol. Please make a note of it. Thanks.  
(news – 2010)

Don’t send your kid to treatment  
(news - repost – 2010)

Cure for the Munchies? Exercise Cuts Marijuana Cravings  
(news – 2011)
Exercise can reduce cannabis use in persons who don’t want to stop (news – 2011)

Marijuana Mouth Spray: Will It Be Abused? (news – 2012)

'Cannabis' receptor discovery may help understanding of obesity and pain (news – 2012)

Experts Tell the Truth about Pot (news – 2012)
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/the-truth-about-pot/

Supplement Helps Teens Kick Pot Habit (news – 2012)
https://www.medpagetoday.com/psychiatry/addictions/33286


Why I changed my mind on weed (news – 2013)

Terpenes May Improve Effectiveness Of Medical Marijuana (news – 2013)

Scientists Have Found A Way To Make Marijuana Un-Fun (news – 2013)
http://www.popsci.com/article/science/scientists-have-found-way-make-marijuana-un-fun

4 Myths About Marijuana Addiction (news – 2013)
http://www.leafscience.com/2013/11/28/4-myths-marijuana-addiction/

Science for stoners: What is marijuana “abuse?” (news – 2013)
http://www.salon.com/2013/10/26/science_for_stoners_what_is_marijuana_abuse/

Don’t Fear the Reefer (news – 2014)

Hormone shows promise at negating marijuana's high effect (news – 2014)

Active ingredient in pot sets off a feedback that reduces intoxication (news – 2014)

Muting Marijuana’s High: Pot Without the Impairment (news – 2014)
http://healthland.time.com/2014/01/03/muting-marijuanas-high-pot-without-the-impairment/

Surveys yet to link medical marijuana and teen drug abuse (news - 2014)

Legalizing Medical Marijuana Doesn't Lead To More Teens Smoking Pot: Study (news – 2014)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/04/25/medical-marijuana-teens_n_5214875.html
No link between tough penalties and drug use – report

Marijuana Is Less Addictive Than Chocolate
https://www.mainstreet.com/article/marijuana-less-addictive-chocolate (news - 2014)

The role of marijuana in your coffee addiction

Withdrawal drug could help cannabis addicts kick the habit

Substance abuse risk not greater in those using medical marijuana with prescribed opioids

Marijuana Study Counters 'Gateway' Theory

Many Anti-Pot Arguments Are Based On Weak Science, Say Researchers

How geneic variation influences marijuana dependence

Study identifies teens at risk for hashish use

Marijuana Could Help Treat Drug Addiction and Mental Health Problems

Decreasing Nicotine Consumption by Flipping a Molecular ‘Switch’

One way to fight the opioid epidemic? Medical marijuana.

Making or breaking habits: The endocannabinoids can do it

How the brain makes, and breaks, a habit
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/05/160526185419.htm (news – 2016)

Marijuana Use Rises in Iran, With Little Interference

Maine could be first state to OK medical marijuana to treat addicts
Mixing pot and tobacco increases dependence risk (news – 2016)

Does medical marijuana reduce need for other meds? (news – 2016)


Marijuana is not a gateway drug, admits Obama’s Attorney General (news – 2016)

Marijuana better alternative to painkillers (news – 2016)
http://www.technicianonline.com/sports/article_3bf18c14-910e-11e6-b5ca-9f48d5c1e2e3.html

Teens with Medical Marijuana Cards Much Likelier to Say They're Addicted, but Few Teens Have Them (news – 2016)
http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/637617/?sc=rsmn

Marijuana Dependence Influenced by Genes, Childhood Sexual Abuse (news – 2016)
http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/643766/?sc=rsmn

Medical marijuana reduces use of opioid pain meds, decreases risk for some with chronic pain (news – 2016)

Aging baby boomers increasingly embrace marijuana, heavy alcohol use (news – 2016)

CDC: More people are using marijuana, but fewer are abusing it (news – 2016)

What Colorado and other states tell us about how marijuana's big election day will affect health (news – 2016)

It’s counterintuitive, but war on drugs leads to harder ones (news – 2016)
http://www.abqjournal.com/710243/opinion/its-counterintuitive-but-war-on-drugs-leads-to-harder-ones.html

Medical marijuana's underexplored potential for helping opioid addiction (news – 2017)
https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2017-02/cp-mmu012617.php

Could marijuana be a gateway out of drug addiction? (news – 2017)

Ex-NOPD officer, with pill addiction kicked, touts marijuana for pain treatment
The Government's Best Weapon Against Heroin Might Be Marijuana
http://www.theadvocate.com/baton_rouge/news/politics/legislature/article_efcc7e0e-26ca-11e7-831f-e7c752eb6d1d.html

Medical marijuana used to treat heroin and cocaine addiction at Los Angeles rehab centre

New potential for marijuana: Treating drug addiction
http://www.cnn.com/2017/05/17/health/addiction-cannabis-harm-reduction/

Marijuana 'prehab' to treat opioid addiction

Survey: Pain patients overwhelmingly prefer medical marijuana over opioids

Seniors Buy Fewer Prescription Drugs In States That Have Legalized Marijuana
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/states-that-have-legalized-marijuana/

Five Handy Responses to Reefer Madness
http://theleafonline.com/c/activism/2015/07/five-handy-responses-reefer-madness/?muuid=9d522039XXX9ba2XXX4356XXXa328XXX04a72a94e463

ADDISON'S DISEASE
President John F Kennedy used Medical Marijuana for Pain

ADOLESCENTS/ YOUNG ADULTS - 13 years or older
Cancer – Childhood neuroblastoma complete remission
http://cannabisclinicians.org/view-all-case-reports(entry/667)
Medical Marijuana is Entering the Classroom
(news – 2010)

Dr. Jean Talleyrand Says Marijuana Safer than Ritalin for ADHD Teens
(news – 2010)

Teen Pot Smoking Won't Lead to Other Drugs as Adults
(news - 2010)

Marijuana May Offset Alcohol-Induced Cognitive Impairment Among Teens
(news – 2010)

Fake Weed, Real Drug: K2 Causing Hallucinations in Teens
(news – 2010)

Don’t send your kid to treatment
(news - repost – 2010)

Medical marijuana laws creating pot fiends? What study shows
(news - 2011)

'Fake Marijuana' May Trigger Heart Trouble in Teens
(news – 2011)

Are smart kids more likely to use drugs?
(news – 2011)

High Childhood IQ Linked to Subsequent Illicit Drug Use, Research Suggests
(news – 2011)

Study: Legal Medical Marijuana Doesn't Encourage Kids to Smoke More Pot
(news – 2011)

1 in 9 high school seniors using synthetic marijuana
(news – 2011)

Medical marijuana legalization won't boost teen pot use, study finds
(news – 2012)

Marijuana’s 'historic' surge among teens: 4 theories
http://theweek.com/article/index/222617/marijuanarsquos-historic-surge-among-teens-4-theories
(news – 2012)

Experts Tell the Truth about Pot
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/the-truth-about-pot/
(news – 2012)

Teen Marijuana Use May Show No Effect On Brain Tissue, Unlike Alcohol, Study Finds
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/12/21/teens-marijuana-brain-tissue-alcohol_n_2331779.html
(news – 2012)
Why K2 is Pimps’ Choice for Controlling Young Sex Workers (news – 2012)

Supplement Helps Teens Kick Pot Habit (news – 2012)
https://www.medpagetoday.com/psychiatry/addictions/33286

Teen says marijuana has been a lifesaver (myoclonus diaphragmatic flutter) (news/ anecdotal – 2012)
http://www.gazette.com/articles/seizes-134241-chaz-teen.html


Link between pot smoking and IQ drop challenged (news – 2013)
http://health.usnews.com/health-news/articles/2013/01/14/link-between-pot-smoking-and-iq-drop-challenged

Study: Depenalizing Drug Possession Offenses Associated With Lower Drug Consumption Rates Among Young People (news – 2013)

Marijuana Helped Teen Fight Leukemia, Say Doctors (news – 2013)

Is Medical Marijuana Safe For Children and Adolescents? (news - 2013)
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2013/05/27/is-medical-marijuana-safe-for-children-and-adolescents/

Legalise marijuana to deter teen binge drinking? (news – 2013)

Marijuana use on the rise among young adults, fiftysomethings (news – 2013)

Cannabis use among teens is on the rise in some developing countries (news – 2013)
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/releases/269017.php


Why "Just Say No" Doesn't Work (news – 2013)

Teen Marijuana Use Hasn't Exploded Amid Boom in Legalization Support, Drug Survey Finds (news – 2013)

Survey: Teens using synthetic drugs less often (news - 2013)
http://news.yahoo.com/survey-teens-using-synthetic-drugs-less-often-050311100.html;_ylt=AwrSyCRcGbJSljYA1CTQtDMD

Harvard: Marijuana Doesn’t Cause Schizophrenia (news – 2013)
Smoking "spice" associated with stroke in healthy, young adults  
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/releases/269132.php

Synthetic Marijuana Lands Thousands of Young People in the ER, Especially Young Males  

13-Year-Old Chico Ryder is Kickin' Cancer with Cannabis Oil  

Pot-smoking students better at school than 'marginalized' tobacco-smoking peers  
http://www.ctvnews.ca/health/pot-smoking-students-better-at-school-than-marginalized-tobacco-smoking-peers-1.1745098#ixzz2x6d4i4Ml

Surveys yet to link medical marijuana and teen drug abuse  

Alcohol and drugs put teens at increased risk for unsafe driving  

Legalizing Medical Marijuana Doesn't Lead To More Teens Smoking Pot: Study  

Study: Students better off saying 'no' to pot jobs  

Marijuana Users Have Better Cognitive Skills, Study Finds  
http://www.leafscience.com/2014/03/14/marijuana-users-better-cognitive-skills-study-finds/

U CSF-led study gathers data on safety, tolerability of purified cannabinoid for children with epilepsy  

Synthetic Drug Use Skyrocketing, Targeting Young Users  

CHART: College Lacrosse Athletes Are More Likely To Use Marijuana Than Any Other Sport  

Medical Marijuana Legalization: Pro-Pot Laws Do Not Lead To More Drug Use Among Teens, Study Finds  

Foster teen says she drank bleach to mask cannabis  
Alcohol, marijuana bad for teens in different ways

After California decriminalized marijuana, teen arrest, overdose and dropout rates fell

Pot Is the New Normal
http://time.com/3514137/marijuana-legalization-colorado-new-normal/

Marijuana: Occasional Cannabis Use in Teenagers Has 'No Relationship' with IQ or Exam Results
http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/marijuana-occasional-cannabis-use-teenagers-has-no-relationship-iq-exam-results-1471083

NYU research: Majority of high school seniors favor more liberal marijuana policies

Treat or nasty trick? Denver police warn of pot-tainted candy
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-marijuana-halloween-idUSKCN0I617B20141017

New Test Kit: Parents Can Screen Candy For Marijuana

No Halloween pot poisonings in Denver, hospital says

Medical marijuana opponents’ most powerful argument is at odds with a mountain of research

Teen marijuana use falls as more states legalize

Research compares consequences of teen alcohol and marijuana use

No increase in teen marijuana use in 2014, national survey finds

Pot Use Among Colorado Teens Appears to Drop After Legalization

No, marijuana use doesn’t lower your IQ

Marijuana use and high school graduation: it’s complicated

Teens smoking highly potent 'dabs' or 'earwax' with e-cigarettes
Poll: 47% in under-40 crowd say booze worse than weed (news – 2014)

New study casts doubts on effectiveness of drug testing students (news – 2014)
http://www.csmonitor.com/USA/USA-Update/2014/0113/New-study-casts-doubts-on-effectiveness-of-drug-testing-students

Alysa Erwin’s cancer is back, and doctors won't help her with cannabis oil treatment (news – 2014)

Daily pot use not associated with brain shrinkage: Colorado study (news – 2015)

One in three New York college students has gone to class high: study (news – 2015)
http://www.nydailynews.com/life-style/health/ny-college-kids-class-high-study-article-1.2113316

Pediatrician decides: alcohol or marijuana (news – 2015)
http://blog.sfgate.com/smellthetruth/2015/03/16/pediatrician-decides-alcohol-or-marijuana/

Study identifies teens at-risk for synthetic marijuana use (news – 2015)
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/03/150302091659.htm

Schools using out-of-school suspension drug policy show increased likelihood of marijuana use (news – 2015)
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/03/150319165342.htm

Parents support allowing medical marijuana in Maine schools (news – 2015)

What is the scope of marijuana use in the United States? (news – 2015)

Cannabis: World-renowned researchers discuss a new frontier in therapeutics (news – 2015)

Talking to kids about legal marijuana (news – 2015)

Marijuana Study Counters ‘Gateway’ Theory (news – 2015)

Getting high in senior year: NYU study examines reasons for smoking pot (news – 2015)

Pediatrician Group Recommends Decriminalizing Marijuana For Youngsters (news – 2015)
The Science Of Decriminalizing Drugs

How Legalizing Pot Affected 1M Teens
https://www.yahoo.com/parenting/how-legalizing-pot-affected-1m-teens-121674072507.html

Do medical marijuana laws increase teen pot smoking?

Drug warriors are still crying 'reefer madness.' The facts don't support them

A huge new study finds that medical marijuana doesn’t “send the wrong message” to kids

When Teens Have More Access to Marijuana, This is What Happens
http://www.cheatsheet.com/culture/when-teens-have-more-access-to-marijuana-this-is-what-happens.html/?a=viewall

More Young People Want Cannabis To Be Legal Than Tobacco
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2015/07/06/survey-states-young-people-want-cannabis-legal-over-tobacco_n_7736450.html?utm_hp_ref=uk&ir=UK

Study finds no link between teen marijuana use, mental health issues
http://www.foxnews.com/health/2015/08/04/study-finds-no-link-between-teen-marijuana-use-mental-health-issues/

Teen marijuana use not linked to later depression, lung cancer, other health problems, study finds
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/08/150804093718.htm

Schools employ many different ways to test for drugs
http://www.abqjournal.com/625738/sports/schools-employ-many-different-ways-to-test-for-drugs.html

Many Teens With Chronic Illnesses Use Alcohol, Pot

Two Major Studies Blast Apart Decades of Lies About Marijuana and Teenage Brains

One in every 17 college students smokes marijuana on daily or near-daily basis
http://www.news-medical.net/news/20150901/One-in-every-17-college-students-smokes-marijuana-on-daily-or-near-daily-basis.aspx

Teen marijuana use down despite greater availability
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/09/150915141045.htm

How genetic variation influences marijuana dependence
Alcohol and the teen brain: There’s evidence binge drinking is dangerous for the adolescent brain — but guess what substance gets the bad rap 

http://www.salon.com/2015/11/30/teens_and_binge_drinking_partner/

Legal weed having little effect on teen marijuana use, federal data shows


Why legalizing weed is unlikely to turn your kid into a pothead


Study identifies teens at-risk for synthetic marijuana use


Study identifies teens at risk for hashish use


College Kids Now Prefer ‘Funny’ Cigarettes


Majority of young conservatives lean toward marijuana legalization

http://www.dailytargum.com/article/2015/03/majority-of-young-conservatives-lean-toward-marijuana-legalization

Marijuana and the Developing Brain


Medical marijuana improves quality of life for S.J. family


Medical marijuana use by student nixed by Saskatoon school board


Dose of Reality: The Effect of State Marijuana Legalizations


The real ‘gateway drug’ is 100% legal


Cannabis use in teens does not affect their IQ or educational performance

(news – 2016)

http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/cannabis-use-teens-does-not-affect-their-iq-educational-performance-1536824

Drug curbs marijuana use, but with tough side effects


Cannabis ‘doesn’t lower IQ or school grades’ – but smoking tobacco does

(news – 2016)

http://metro.co.uk/2016/01/12/cannabis-doesnt-lower-iq-or-school-grades-but-smoking-tobacco-does-5617875/#ixzz3x3f2XAoDW

Study: Marijuana Use Not Predictive Of Lower IQ, Poorer Educational Performance

(news – 2016)
Gambling Is Associated with 'Risk-Taking Behavior' in Young Teens, Study Finds
(http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/647427/)

High Anxiety Risk in Adolescence Linked to One Gene

Largest ever longitudinal twin study of adolescent cannabis use finds no relationship
heavy use and IQ decline.

Busted: France, Canada have most teen pot smokers

Age When Marijuana Use Starts Impacts Brain Development Differently

Drug testing at your fingertips: Unique test examines nail clippings because “kids aren’t honest”
(http://fox6now.com/2016/02/04/drug-testing-at-your-fingertips-unique-test-examines-nail-clippings-because-kids-arent-honest/)

Legalization of marijuana in Washington had no effect on teens' access to drug
(http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/04/160430100249.htm)

Marijuana Related Arrests Skyrocket In Colorado For Black And Latino Minors
(http://www.vibe.com/2016/05/marijuana-arrests-colorado-skyrocket-black-latino/#)

As more states legalize marijuana, adolescents' problems with pot decline
(http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2016-05/wuso-ams052416.php)

Survey: Czech Republic has most young cannabis users in Europe

Another Survey Finds Legal Pot Hasn't Sent Teen Use Higher

Teen marijuana use in Colorado found lower than national average


Study uses diverse sample to examine childhood weight's link to age of first substance use
(http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160628110211.htm)

Diane Dimond: Recruiting Your Child as a Narc
(http://www.noozhawk.com/article/diane_dimond_recruiting_your_child_as_a_narc)

Your kid is way more likely to be poisoned by crayons than by marijuana
(news – 2016)
American teenagers ‘are MORE likely to smoke marijuana than binge drink’, new maps reveal
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-3719979/American-teens-likely-smoke-marijuana-binge-drinks-new-maps-reveal.html#ixzz4GCZQOLzu

CDC: Young People Say Marijuana Is Becoming Less Available
http://blog.norml.org/2016/09/02/cdc-young-people-say-marijuana-is-becoming-less-available/

Americans have radically changed their views on weed over 25 years

Is Marijuana Addictive And A Gateway Drug? Obama’s Attorney General Explains Cause Of Opioid, Heroin Epidemic

Marijuana is not a gateway drug, admits Obama’s Attorney General

Here’s how legal pot changed Colorado and Washington

There’s Only One Demographic That Still Thinks Marijuana Should Be Illegal

No highs or lows: Marijuana use holds steady among teens, young adults

Want to protect children? Legalize and lock down marijuana

Medical Marijuana Not a Lure for Kids: Study

Colorado lawmakers: Arizona anti-pot ads are inaccurate

Teens with Medical Marijuana Cards Much Likelier to Say They're Addicted, but Few Teens Have Them
(news – 2016) http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/667617/?sc=rsmn

Ravalli County drug case could change school searches in Montana

Marijuana Dependence Influenced by Genes, Childhood Sexual Abuse (news – 2016)
http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/643766/?sc=rsmn

Smoke signals  Teen drug use is declining, according to a new national survey
Here's who buys legal weed

Teens Now Associate ‘Smoking’ With Marijuana, Not Cigarettes

What Colorado and other states tell us about how marijuana's big election day will affect health

Alyssa Erwin Beats Back Cancer Twice With Cannabis After Being Told She Had No Options, Twice

Pot ER admissions at valley hospitals measure in teens
http://www.aspendailynews.com/section/home/171064

Students in Colorado will have access to $2 million in extra scholarship money — thanks to marijuana

College Kids Who Consume Cannabis Have Higher than Average GPAs
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/college-kids-who-consume-cannabis-have-higher-than-average-gpas/

Scientists Find Consuming Cannabis Does Not Impact Intelligence

Marijuana Is Harder Than Ever for Younger Teens to Find

Delaying Pot Smoking Better for Teens’ Brains

Colorado on marijuana: ER visits, poison-control calls down even as consumption rates remain steady
http://www.denverpost.com/2017/02/01/colorado-marijuana-er-visits-poison-control/

Synthetic Marijuana May Make You More Violent, Study Says
http://www.ibtimes.com/synthetic-marijuana-may-make-you-more-violent-study-says-2507355

College Students are the Most Likely First-Time Cannabis Users
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/college-students-are-the-most-likely-first-time-cannabis-users/

Study: First-time marijuana use in college at highest level in three decades
(news – 2017)

Cannabis-based medicine may cut seizures in half for those with tough-to-treat epilepsy
(news – 2017)
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/04/170418161907.htm
Why I’m Growing Weed: The absurdity of Georgia’s medical marijuana law (news – 2017)  

DEA: Your teens may be hiding drugs in their graphing calculators. Or teddy bears. (news – 2017)  
http://www.thenewstribune.com/opinion/article147360859.html

Should you smoke weed with your grown kids? (news – 2017)  

Going to college may increase risk of marijuana use (news – 2017)  

Ruling overturns law banning medical marijuana on campuses (news – 2017)  

The Compelling Case for Treating Autism with Marijuana (news – 2017)  

Investigators warn of creative drug paraphernalia (news – 2017)  

https://www.pastemagazine.com/articles/2017/05/does-cannabis-make-you-dumb.html

Why are millennials dropping alcohol for marijuana? (news – 2017)  
http://www.nydailynews.com/life-style/millennials-dropping-alcohol-marijuana-article-1.3247329

Study contradicts negative stereotypes about marijuana consumers (news – 2017)  

Cannabis Consumers Are Happy Campers (news – 2017)  
http://www.bdsanalytics.com/cannabis-consumers-happy-campers/

Marijuana Consumers: Young, Well-Paid, College-Educated (news – 2017)  

https://www.eaze.com/blog/posts/eaze-insights-modern-marijuana-consumer

Chelsea Leyland’s Big Crusade for Cannabis (news – 2017)  
http://www.harpersbazaar.com/culture/features/a9640704/chelsea-leyland-medical-marijuana-cbd-oil/

Teen Marijuana use falls to 20-year low, defying legalization opponents’ predictions (news – 2017)  

Washington state's marijuana law hasn't meant more use by young people, study says (news – 2017)  

Warning of marijuana Halloween candy derided as scare tactic (news – 2017)

Despite increased social acceptance, marijuana possession arrests increase: ACLU (news – 2017)

Marijuana Doomsday Didn't Come (news – 2017)
https://www.usnews.com/opinion/economic-intelligence/articles/2017-12-19/marijuana-legalization-doomsday-didnt-come-to-colorado

Into the Weeds (news – 2017)

A new target for marijuana (news – 2017)

**AGING** - also see OLDER ADULT CANNABIS USERS, MENOPAUSE

Aging & Medical Marijuana (booklet – undated)
http://www.safeaccessnow.org/aging_booklet

Pot for Grandma? Middle-Aged Adults Buying Weed for Ailing Parents (link to PDF – 2010)

Medical Marijuana Raises Tough Questions for Nursing Homes (news – 2010)

Cannabis Use in Nursing Homes – An Emerging Issue (news – 2011)

Endocannabinoid Signaling In Dietary Restriction And Lifespan Extension (news – 2011)
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/releases/225007.php

Cannabinoid-1 Receptor Protects The Brain From Aging (news – 2011)
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/releases/230948.php

Bodyguard for the Brain: Researchers Identify Mechanism That Seems to Protect Brain from Aging (news – 2011)

125 Year Old Woman Claimed Smoking Cannabis Everyday Was Her Secret to Long Life (news – 2011)

Israel pushing ahead in medical marijuana industry (news – 2012)
How Cannabinoids May Slow Brain Aging

Mitochondria Mysteries

Cannabis in Anti Aging Skin Care is Smoking Hot

Monterey County seniors finding pain relief in medical marijuana

4 Mind Blowing Ways Cannabis Can Help Your Brain

Dealing with age

Vaping weed is good for your skin
http://metro.co.uk/2016/03/18/vaping-weed-is-good-for-your-skin-5759607/ (news – 2016)

Marijuana May Boost Brain Performance

This Is What Happens to Your Beauty on Marijuana

Cannabinoids remove plaque-forming Alzheimer's proteins from brain cells

Is It Time To Get Grandma & Grandpa Some Weed?

CBD Science: How Cannabinoids Work at the Cellular Level to Keep You Healthy

Aging baby boomers increasingly embrace marijuana, heavy alcohol use

How Should Hospices Handle Legalized Medical Marijuana?

When Retirement Comes With a Daily Dose of Cannabis

Buying weed for Grandpa

Can Marijuana Restore Memory? New Study Shows Cannabis Can Reverse Cognitive Decline in Mice
Mice’s aging brains reset to youthful state by cannabinoid

Marijuana Use by Older Adults
http://learnaboutmarijuanawa.org/factsheets/olderadults.htm

Marijuana, Cannabinoids and Homeostasis: A Balancing Act

Illegal Patient Profiles: Spending the Golden Years with Cannabis

Undeniable Evidence: Cannabis, Alzheimer’s and Dementia
https://unitedpatientsgroup.com/blog/2017/03/15/undeniable-evidence-cannabis-alzheimers-and-dementia/

Science: Marijuana Can Reverse The Aging Process In Humans

Marijuana: Can It Reverse Aging and Other Signs of Oxidative Stress?

Marijuana May Boost, Rather Than Dull, the Elderly Brain

All About Marijuana Outreach At Retirement Communities

Seniors Buy Fewer Prescription Drugs In States That Have Legalized Marijuana
(news – 2017)
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/states-that-have-legalized-marijuana/

Why Are More Seniors Using Marijuana?
http://www.healthline.com/health-news/why-are-more-seniors-using-marijuana#5

ALCOHOLISM / ALCOHOL

Marijuana is NOT like Alcohol. Please make a note of it. Thanks. (news – 2010)

Study shows direct cellular interaction between endocannabinoids and alcohol in the brain (news - 2010)

Marijuana To Control Alcohol Abuse (news - 2010)

Marijuana May Offset Alcohol-Induced Cognitive Impairment Among Teens (news – 2010)
Study Overturns Decade-Old Findings in Neurobiology: Research Suggests Potential Target for Drugs to Combat Alcohol Addiction (news - 2010)
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2010/05/100512151549.htm

Cannabinoids: every body likes them, some bodies need them (news – 2010)
https://patients4medicalmarijuana.wordpress.com/2010/03/13/cannabinoids-every-body-likes-them-some-bodies-need-them/

Alcohol 'Most Harmful Drug', According to Multicriteria Analysis (news - 2010)

Latest Studies Imply That Cannabinoids Are Protective Against Alcohol-Induced Brain Damage (news – 2011)
http://blog.norml.org/2011/09/06/latest-studies-imply-that-cannabinoids-are-protective-against-alcohol-induced-brain-damage/

Why Medical Marijuana Laws Reduce Traffic Deaths (news - 2011)

Do Harsh Pot Laws Create a Dangerous Drinking Culture? 5 Reasons to Get Stoned Instead of Drunk (news – 2012)
http://www.alternet.org/story/153870/do_harsh_pot_laws_create_a_dangerous_drinking_culture_5_reasons_to_get_stoned_instead_of_drunk

http://theweek.com/article/index/227026/marijuana-infused-wine-the-new-high

Teen Marijuana Use May Show No Effect On Brain Tissue, Unlike Alcohol, Study Finds (news – 2012)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/12/21/teens-marijuana-brain-tissue-alcohol_n_2331779.html

Secret “Sober” Pot Smokers (news – 2013)
http://www.thefix.com/content/secret-%E2%80%9Csober%E2%80%9D-pot-users2030

Legalise marijuana to deter teen binge drinking? (news – 2013)

Study: Medical Marijuana Laws Lead To Decrease In Alcohol-Related Deaths (news – 2013)
http://www.opposingviews.com/i/society/study-medical-marijuana-laws-lead-decrease-alcohol-related-deaths#

Alcohol or Cannabis? No Question Which Substance Poses a Greater Risk to Health (news – 2013)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/paul-armentano/alcohol-or-cannabis_b_3799972.html

Marijuana Unlikely To Cause Violence, Study Finds (news – 2013)

New Study: Cannabis May Treat Brain Damage Caused by Heavy Alcohol Consumption (news – 2013)
http://thejointblog.com/new-study-cannabis-may-treat-brain-damage-caused-heavy-alcohol-consumption/

Which is more dangerous: marijuana or alcohol? (news – 2014)
Where you’re most likely to get arrested for marijuana and DUI, in 2 maps (news – 2014)

Alcohol and drugs put teens at increased risk for unsafe driving (news – 2014)

Colorado’s poster boy for ‘stoned driving’ was drunk off his gourd (news – 2014)
http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-watch/wp/2014/06/06/colorados-poster-boy-for-stoned-driving-was-drunk-off-his-gourd/

Poll: 47% in under-40 crowd say booze worse than weed (news – 2014)

Alcohol, marijuana bad for teens in different ways (news – 2014)

Research compares consequences of teen alcohol and marijuana use (news – 2014)

Does Legal Marijuana Help or Hurt the U.S. Health Care System? (news – 2014)

What Happens to Your Body When You Get Drunk and Stoned At The Same Time? (news – 2014)

New Study: Cannabis May Protect Liver From Alcohol Related Damage
https://thejointblog.com/new-study-cannabis-may-protect-liver-alcohol-related-damage/

Daily pot use not associated with brain shrinkage: Colorado study (news – 2015)

The laws on alcohol and marijuana are totally out of sync with the science (news – 2015)

Stoned Drivers At Far Lower Risk Of Crash Than Drunken Drivers (news – 2015)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/02/11/stoned-driving-crash-risk_n_6654810.html

Pediatrician decides: alcohol or marijuana (news – 2015)
http://blog.sfgate.com/smellthetruth/2015/03/16/pediatrician-decides-alcohol-or-marijuana/

Ladies, you might want to swap the bourbon for a bong (news – 2015)

6 facts about marijuana (news – 2015)
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2015/04/14/6-facts-about-marijuana/
Substance abuse risk not greater in those using medical marijuana with prescribed opioids
(http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2015-05/joso-sar051115.php)

Fed study: Booze impact greater than pot on driving (news – 2015)

How Driving While Stoned, Drunk Is Different (news – 2015)
(https://www.yahoo.com/health/how-driving-while-stoned-drunk-is-different-122336380243.html)

Drug warriors are still crying 'reefer madness.' The facts don't support them (news – 2015)

Did This Federal Study Just Imply That Marijuana Is Safer Than Alcohol? (news – 2015)
(http://www.fool.com/investing/general/2015/07/05/did-this-federal-study-just-imply-that-marijuana-i.aspx?source=ogyholnk0000001)

Many Teens With Chronic Illnesses Use Alcohol, Pot (news – 2015)

Marijuana influences visual development (news – 2015)
(http://www.scoop.co.nz/stories/SC1511/S00074/marijuana-influences-visual-develop.htm)

Alcohol and the teen brain: There’s evidence binge drinking is dangerous for the adolescent brain — but guess what substance gets the bad rap (news – 2015)
(http://www.salon.com/2015/11/30/teens_and_binge_drinking_partner/)

People Who Smoke Weed Are Losing Weight Because They're Not Drinking Booze (news – 2015)

Legal weed in Colorado doesn't curb alcohol sales (news – 2015)

Colorado Is Now Collecting More Tax Revenue From Marijuana Than From Alcohol (news – 2015)
(http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2015/09/16/colorado-marijuana-taxes-revenue_n_8147828.html?utm_hp_ref=canada-business&ir=Canada+Business)

Study: Patients Substitute Cannabis For Booze, Prescription Drugs (news – 2015)
(http://norml.org/news/2015/10/08/study-patients-substitute-cannabis-for-booze-prescription-drugs)

Babies Exposed to Cannabis in the Womb Have Better Vision by Age 4, Finds New Study (news – 2015)
(http://thejointblog.com/babies-exposed-to-cannabis-in-the-womb-have-better-vision-by-age-4-finds-new-study/)

Infographic: Pot smokers are skinnier than non-users (news – 2015)
(http://o.canada.com/health-2/infographic-pot-smokers-are-skinnier-than-non-users)

Marijuana and the Developing Brain (news – 2015)
How Baby Boomers Get High (news – 2015)  
https://fivethirtyeight.com/datalab/how-baby-boomers-get-high/  

Marijuana Could Help Treat Drug Addiction and Mental Health Problems (news & abst – 2016)  
http://neurosciencenews.com/addiction-mental-health-marijuana-5536/  

Treating Depression in Alcoholics (news & abst – 2016)  
http://neurosciencenews.com/alcoholism-depression-psychology-3541/  

The real ‘gateway drug’ is 100% legal (news – 2016)  

Study: Alcohol Is The Real Gateway Drug, Not Marijuana (news – 2016)  
http://www.theweeklyweedonline.com/study-alcohol-is-the-real-gateway-drug-not-marijuana/  

Cannabis Compares Favorably to Conventional PTSD Treatments (news – 2016)  
http://www.prweb.com/releases/2016/03/prweb13244763.htm  

Study links effects of prenatal alcohol and drug exposure with placental development (news – 2016)  

American teenagers 'are MORE likely to smoke marijuana than binge drink', new maps reveal (news – 2016)  
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-3719979/American-teenagers-likely-smoke-marijuana-binge-drinks-new-maps-reveal.html#ixzz4GCZQ0Lzu  

Study: Cannabis Exposure Diminishes Feelings Of Aggression (news – 2016)  

Comparing sexual experiences related to alcohol and marijuana use among adults (news – 2016)  

Serious researchers studied how sex is different when you’re high vs. when you’re drunk (news – 2016)  

Why Do We Always Compare Smoking Weed to Drinking Alcohol? (news – 2016)  

Is marijuana a gateway drug? Scientific research says no (news – 2016)  
http://www.devilslakejournal.com/news/20161103/is-marijuana-gateway-drug-scientific-research-says-no  

Opinion: Legal marijuana is affecting the beer industry’s memory (news – 2016)  

Marijuana spending passes that of spirits (news – 2016)  

Black drivers' cars searched more frequently on basis of drug, alcohol odor
Aging baby boomers increasingly embrace marijuana, heavy alcohol use

Big alcohol is working to undermine marijuana legalization, Wikileaks confirms

A Quarter of American Beer Drinkers Say They’re Switching to Pot

Most Americans support medical marijuana, believe it's less dangerous than alcohol, tobacco and opioids

Why are millennials dropping alcohol for marijuana?

The Key To Treating Alcoholism With Medical Marijuana

No Marijuana Pics On Stamps, Postal Service Says, But Alcohol And Tobacco OK

Medical marijuana took a bite out of alcohol sales. Recreational pot could take an even bigger one.

Time perception with weed vs alcohol.....another huge difference between the two

**ALLERGIES AND CANNABIS**

Marijuana Allergy: Fact or Fiction

Marijuana allergies a growing problem, study says
http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/630525/?sc=rsmn

Allergy to Cannibis (news – 2015)

Study finds no link between teen marijuana use, mental health issues (news – 2015)
http://www.foxnews.com/health/2015/08/04/study-finds-no-link-between-teen-marijuana-use-mental-health-issues/

Teen marijuana use not linked to later depression, lung cancer, other health problems, study finds
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/08/150804093718.htm

Reports of marijuana allergy rising (news – 2015)

Marijuana allergy can be triggered by toking (news – 2016)

Pharmaceuticals containing cannabinoids may be effective against skin diseases, say researchers

Topical cannabinoids may help to treat skin diseases (news – 2017)
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/316968.php

Rise of the CANNABIS allergy: 36 million Americans are allergic to marijuana - including other people's - causing asthma, inflammation and rashes (news – 2017)
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-4500844/36-million-Americans-allergic-pot-figures-show.html#ixzz4hN8OZaFr

https://www.greenrusdaily.com/cannabis-help-spring-allergies/

ALS / AMYOTROPHIC LATERAL SCLEROSIS/ LOU GEHRIG’S DISEASE

ALS and Medical Marijuana (news – undated)
http://www.floridamarijuanainfo.org/als-and-medical-marijuana/

Marijuana May Extend Life Expectancy Of Lou Gehrig's Disease Patients, Study Says (news - 2010)
http://blog.norml.org/2010/05/19/marijuana-may-extend-life-expectancy-of-lou-gehrig%E2%80%99s-disease-patients-study-says/

Cannabis and Lou Gehrig's Disease (news – 2010)
Patient pitches medical marijuana at Fla. Capitol (news/anecdotal – 2013)  

Cannabis Science: Finding The Optimal Therapeutic Ratio Of THC And CBD (news – 2014)  

Treating Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) Symptoms with Medical Marijuana (news – 2014)  

Marijuana May Treat ALS and Improve Survival Rate (news – 2016)  
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/marijuana-may-treat-als-and-improve-survival-rate/

---

**ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE**

Aging & Medical Marijuana (booklet – undated)  
http://www.safeaccessnow.org/aging_booklet

Newly discovered mechanism controls levels and efficacy of a marijuana-like substance in the brain (news – 2010)  

Cannabis and Alzheimer's Disease (news – 2010)  

Cannabinoids in Alzheimer’s Disease, Part II (news – 2010)  

New metabolic pathway for controlling brain inflammation (news – 2011)  

Bodyguard for the Brain: Researchers Identify Mechanism That Seems to Protect Brain from Aging (news – 2011)  

Scripps Research Scientists Discover Inflammation Is Controlled Differently in Brain and Other Tissues (news – 2011)  

http://www.nextavenue.org/can-marijuana-save-aging-brain/

Marijuana Compound Found Superior To Drugs For Alzheimer's (news – 2012)  
http://www.laleva.org/eng/2012/09/marijuana_compound_found_superior_to_drugs_for_alzheimers-print.html

How Cannabinoids May Slow Brain Aging (news – 2012)  
http://healthland.time.com/2012/10/29/how-cannabinoids-may-slow-brain-aging/
5 Marijuana Compounds That Could Help Combat Cancer, Alzheimers, Parkinsons (If Only They Were Legal) (news – 2012)
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/5-marijuana-compounds-could-help-combat-cancer-alzheimers-parkinsons-if-only-they-were-legal

Cannabinoid Receptor Stimulator Reverses Symptoms of Alzheimer's Disease in Animal Model (news – 2012)
http://www.biotechdaily.com/?option=com_article&Itemid=294742494

Researchers investigating potential drug for treatment of Alzheimer's disease (news – 2012)

Research identifies new therapeutic target for Alzheimer's disease (news – 2012)

Mitochondria Mysteries (news – 2012)
https://www.projectcbd.org/article/cannabinoids-and-mitochondria

Preventing marijuana-induced memory problems with over-the-counter painkillers (news – 2013)

Medical marijuana helps senior sleep, contend with other problems of aging (news – 2013)
http://www.ottawacitizen.com/health/seniors/Medical+marijuana+helps+senior+sleep+contend+with+other/8439474/story.html

Terpenes May Improve Effectiveness Of Medical Marijuana (news – 2013)

Still Believe Nature Got It Wrong? Top 10 Health Benefits of Marijuana (news – 2013)
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2013/05/01/still-believe-nature-got-it-wrong-top-10-health-benefits-of-marijuana/

Marijuana may improve stamina, rejuvenate brain — study (news - 2013)

New Study Shows Cannabinoids Improve Efficiency Of Mitochondria And Remove Damaged Brain Cells (news – 2013)
http://www.collective-evolution.com/2013/05/30/new-study-shows-cannabinoids-improve-efficiency-of-mitochondria-and-remove-damaged-brain-cells/

Cannabis may help reverse dementia: study (news – 2013)

New Study Finds Marijuana Could Help Treat Alzheimer’s Disease (news – 2013)

Marijuana cannabinoids slow brain degradation and aging, reverse dementia: here's how (news – 2013)
http://www.naturalnews.com/040456_marijuana_cannabinoids_dementia.html

Drug War Blocking Potential Treatments for Cancer, Alzheimer’s, Journal Claims (news – 2013)
Marijuana's Memory Paradox (news - forum repost – 2013)
http://ehealthforum.com/health/interesting-t164409.html

Marijuana for Alzheimer’s Disease (news – 2014)
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/your-brain-food/201411/marijuana-alzheimer-s-disease

Blocking brain's 'internal marijuana' may trigger early Alzheimer's deficits, study shows (news – 2014)

Marijuana fights Alzheimer’s disease, new study indicates (news – 2014)

Marijuana compound may halt Alzheimer's disease – study (news – 2014)

Alzheimer's Caused By Loss of Cannabinoids, Study Shows (news – 2014)

Cannabis May Protect The Aging Brain, Say Experts (news – 2014)
http://www.leafscience.com/2014/05/07/cannabis-may-protect-aging-brain-say-experts/

Marijuana Compound May Offer Treatment for Alzheimer’s Disease (news – 2014)
http://neurosciencenews.com/alzheimers-progression-thc-neuropharmacology-1274/

4 Mind Blowing Ways Cannabis Can Help Your Brain (news – 2014)
https://www.medicaljane.com/2014/12/14/4-mind-blowing-ways-marijuana-can-help-your-brain/

How Medical Marijuana’s Chemicals May Protect Cells (news – 2015)
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/how-medical-marijuana-s-chemicals-may-protect-cells/

What ailments does medical marijuana help? (news – 2015)

10 diseases where medical marijuana could have impact (news – 2015)

The Science Behind Sanjay Gupta’s WEED 3 (news – 2015)

Study: Marijuana Extract Oil Mitigates Symptoms Of Alzheimer’s-Induced Dementia (news – 2016)

Scientists Want the Smoke to Clear on Medical Marijuana Research (news – 2016)

Marijuana May Boost Brain Performance (news – 2016)
https://worldhealth.net/news/marijuana-may-boost-brain-performance/

Publix Billionaire Donates $800,000 to Fight Medical Marijuana in Florida
Medical marijuana has potential as Alzheimer’s treatment, study says

Does Marijuana Hold the Cure for Alzheimer's Disease?

Marijuana Use by Older Adults
http://learnaboutmarijuanawa.org/factsheets/olderadults.htm

Marijuana may help delay Alzheimer’s symptoms

Microbes, Alzheimer’s Disease, and Cannabis
http://cannabishealthindex.com/cannabinoid-research/microbes-alzheimers-disease-and-cannabis/

THC Stimulates Toxic Plaque Removal in the Brain, Blocks Inflammation, Finds Study

Cannabinoids remove plaque-forming Alzheimer's proteins from brain cells
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160629095609.htm

Marijuana could hold the key to treating Alzheimer's but drug laws stand in the way, say scientists

Can Marijuana Restore Memory? New Study Shows Cannabis Can Reverse Cognitive Decline in Mice

Mice’s aging brains reset to youthful state by cannabinoid

Increasing use by elders of CBD for anxiety

What Marijuana Did For This Alzheimer’s Patient Will Give You Hope
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/what-marijuana-did-for-this-alzheimers-patient-will-warm-your-heart/

Undeniable Evidence: Cannabis, Alzheimer’s and Dementia
https://unitedpatientsgroup.com/blog/2017/03/15/undeniable-evidence-cannabis-alzheimers-and-dementia/

Cannabinoids May Treat Oxidative Stress-Related Neurodegenerative Disorders, Says New Study

Tell Us Your Story: Marijuana Mac & Cheese Helps Ease Alzheimer’s
Positive Effects of Medical Marijuana on Alzheimer’s Prevention (news – 2017)

CBD, PPARs, and Gene Expression (news – 2017)

AMOTIVATIONAL SYNDROME

Lifetime prevalence of "amotivational syndrome" (article – undated)
https://www.addictioninfo.org/articles/262/1/Lifetime-Prevalence-of-Amotivational-Syndrome/Page1.html

Medical Cannabis and the Myth of Amotivational Syndrome (article – 2014)

Cannabis Reduces Short Term Motivation to Work For Money (news – 2016)
http://neurosciencenews.com/psychology-cannabis-work-4958/

ANECDOTAL / PERSONAL STORIES

Menière’s Syndrome by Charlie Ritchie (anecdotal - undated)
http://www.rxmarijuana.com/shared_comments/ritchie.htm

Menière's Syndrome By Martin Martinez (anecdotal - undated)
http://www.rxmarijuana.com/martinez2.htm

Drug War Victims (news – undated)
http://www.drugwarrant.com/articles/drug-war-victim/

ALS and Medical Marijuana (news – undated)
http://www.floridamarijuanainfo.org/als-and-medical-marijuana/

Genital Herpes by Kathy (anecdotal – undated)
http://www.rxmarijuana.com/shared_comments/Genital_Herpes.htm

Cannabis Sativa (Marijuana) for Fibromyalgia (anecdotal - 2007 - 2010)
http://www.fibromyalgie-reviews.com/drug_marijuana.cfm

The Faces Of Medical Marijuana: An Interview With Sarah Lovering (interview - 2010)
http://the420times.com/2010/04/the-faces-of-medical-marijuana/

Sam's Story: Medical Marijuana and Autism (news - 2010)
Why I Give My 9-Year-Old Pot, Part 3 (news - 2010)
http://www.slate.com/id/2251174/

Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome (news - 2010)
http://andrewsullivan.theatlantic.com/the_daily_dish/2010/05/the-cannabis-closet-chronic-joint-pain.html

Schneider: Lansing mom says son's legal marijuana use unfairly stigmatized (Ehlers-Danlos) (anecdotal/news - 2010)

The Cannabis Closet: Severe Eczema (anecdotal - 2010)
http://andrewsullivan.theatlantic.com/the_daily_dish/2010/05/the-cannabis-closet-severe-eczema.html

Cannabis and PTSD by Michael McKenna (anecdotal - 2010)

Steamboat mom sees results from giving autistic son medical marijuana (anecdotal/news - 2010)

Up in smoke: 'Cannabis gave me my life back' (migraine) (anecdotal – 2010)

Weed Control Part 1: MS sufferer finds relief with medical marijuana (anecdotal/news - 2010)

Why I Give My Autistic Son Pot, Part 4 (news – 2011)
http://www.slate.com/id/2294072/?from=rss

January is Glaucoma Awareness Month: Can Marijuana save eyesight? (news/forum repost/ anecdotal – 2011)

Cerebral Palsy Victim Sues City Over Medical Marijuana (news/anecdotal – 2011)

Father: Medical marijuana eased pain of my cancer-battling son (news/forum repost – 2011)

Isaacs' syndrome (forum post/anecdotal - 2011)

Teen says marijuana has been a lifesaver (myoclonus diaphragmatic flutter) (news/ anecdotal – 2012)
http://www.gazette.com/articles/seizes-13421-chaz-teen.html

Medical Marijuana and Lyme Disease…Alexis’ story (news/anecdotal – 2012)
http://www.doobons.com/blog/2012/02/22/medical-marijuana-and-lyme-disease-alexis-story/

This for That: Lyme Disease (news/anecdotal – 2012)
http://the420times.com/2012/01/this-for-that-lyme-disease/
Marijuana and Asperger's Syndrome  (anecdotal – 2012)  

Hashing It Out In Ohio With The Martha Stewart Of Marijuana  (interview – 2013) 

Multiple Sclerosis and Cannabis - A Conversation With Clark French  (news – 2013)  
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/jason-ree/d/multiple-sclerosis-and-cannabis_b_1902151.html

Marijuana Put My Crohn’s Disease Into Remission and It’s Not A Joke  (anecdotal – 2013)  

Checotah Man Credits Cannabis Oil For Improved Health (COPD)  (news – 2014)  
http://www.newson6.com/story/26293519/checotah-man-credits-cannabis-oil-for-improved-health

Desperate Journey  (seizures)  (news – 2014)  
http://extras.denverpost.com/stateofhope/

Meet Stefanie LaRue: Cancer Survivor and Medical Marijuana Advocate  (news – 2015)  
http://www.medicaljane.com/2015/02/03/stefanie-larue-cancer-survivor-and-advocate-credits-cannabis/

Why I chose to use cannabis  (chemotherapy)  (article – 2016)  
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4791147/

Medical marijuana saved the life of 8 year old boy with Angelman Syndrome  (news – 2016)  

"try cannabis"  (news – 2016)  
http://slow-mixmary.blogspot.com/

Chelsea Leyland's Big Crusade for Cannabis  (news – 2017)  
http://www.harpersbazaar.com/culture/features/a9640704/chelsea-leyland-medical-marijuana-cbd-oil/

**ANGELMAN’S SYNDROME**  – a genetic disorder with seizures, lack of speech, balance problems and developmental delays

Hemp Oil Giving Iowa Woman Her Life Back  (news – 2015)  
http://whotv.com/2015/02/09/hemp-oil-giving-iowa-woman-her-life-back/

Medical marijuana saved the life of 8 year old boy with Angelman Syndrome  (news – 2016)  

A desperate father finds CBD for Angelman Syndrome through blog writer  (news/ad – 2016)
ANGIOGENESIS – the formation of new blood vessels

Cannabis and Cancer, Pt. 3: How THC and CBD Work on Cancer Cells

CBD, PPARs, and Gene Expression

ANOREXIA - also see APPETITE STIMULANT

Do Deficits in Brain Cannabinoids Contribute to Eating Disorders?

Eating Disorders Tied to Absence of Brain Cannabinoids

San Francisco Medical Marijuana Clinic Says Cannabis is Effective for Many Women’s Medical Issues

Cannabis Can Help Treat Anorexia by Increasing Appetite

Marijuana Can Induce the Munchies. Can It Also Cure Anorexia?
(news – 2017) https://thebolditalic.com/marijuana-can-induce-the-munchies-can-it-also-cure-anorexia-a91ae30393e1

Medical Marijuana: Autism Wonder Drug?

Study: Cannabinoids Attenuate Hyperactivity and Weight Loss in Anorexia

ANTI-BACTERIAL PROPERTIES - also see MRSA

Can Marijuana Combat The ‘Catastrophic’ Rise Of Drug Resistant Bacteria?
What is CBC (Cannabichromene)? (news – 2013)
http://www.leafscience.com/2013/09/21/5-health-benefits-of-cannabichromene-cbc/

Cannabinoid-based Drug Effective Against Antibiotic-resistant MRSA (news – 2017)

**ANTI-FUNGAL PROPERTIES**

What is CBC (Cannabichromene)? (news – 2013)
http://www.leafscience.com/2013/09/21/5-health-benefits-of-cannabichromene-cbc/

Foot Nail Fungus is Stubborn, Ugly, and Pernicious (news – 2016)

**ANTI-PARASITIC PROPERTIES**

Unconscious use of ‘medical marijuana?’ Hunter-gatherer cannabis use linked to fewer internal parasites (news – 2015)
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/06/150601082721.htm

Cannabis and Intestinal Worms (news – 2016)
http://cannabishealthindex.com/cannabinoid-research/cannabis-and-intestinal-worms/

**ANTIOXIDANT PROPERTIES**

Cannabinoids Stop Radiation Therapy Oxidation (news & abst – undated)

Mitochondria Mysteries (news – 2012)
https://www.projectcbd.org/article/cannabinoids-and-mitochondria

Marijuana may improve stamina, rejuvenate brain —study (news - 2013)

New Study Shows Cannabinoids Improve Efficiency Of Mitochondria And Remove Damaged Brain Cells (news – 2013)
http://www.collective-evolution.com/2013/05/30/new-study-shows-cannabinoids-improve-efficiency-of-mitochondria-and-remove-damaged-brain-cells/

New Research Finds Marijuana May Combat Brain Damage (news – 2013)
http://thejointblog.com/new-research-finds-marijuana-may-combat-brain-damage/
Marijuana's Memory Paradox
http://ehealthforum.com/health/interesting-t164409.html

CBD Science: How Cannabinoids Work at the Cellular Level to Keep You Healthy
(news – 2016)
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/cbd-science-mitochondria-mysteries-homeostasis-renewal-endocannabinoid-system

Can Cannabis Prevent and Treat Traumatic Brain Injury?

Marijuana: Can It Reverse Aging and Other Signs of Oxidative Stress?

ANXIETY/ ANXIOLYTIC EFFECTS  (anxiety reducing)

Endocannabinoids and psychiatric disorders: the road ahead
(article – 2010)

New Findings on How the Brain’s Own Marijuana-Like Chemicals Suppress Pain
(news – 2011)

Omega 3s, Mice, and Receptors for Funny Cigarettes
(news – 2011)

Cannabinoids may block development of PTSD symptoms after traumatic experience
(news – 2011)

Brain altering drug calms fears also
(news – 2012)

Hashing It Out In Ohio With The Martha Stewart Of Marijuana
(interview – 2013)

Potential new way to treat anxiety
(news – 2013)
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/releases/264392.php

Terpenes May Improve Effectiveness Of Medical Marijuana
(news – 2013)

Could Marijuana Use Lead To A Calmer Prison Environment? Swiss Prisons Find Drug's Effects On Inmates Positive
(news – 2013)

Psychological Benefits Of Marijuana Usage
(news – 2013)
http://mentalhealthdaily.com/2013/03/05/psychological-benefits-of-marijuana-usage/
Discovery Sheds New Light on Marijuana’s Anxiety Relief Effects  
[news – 2014]  
[http://neurosciencenews.com/cannabinoid-receptors-amygdala-anxiety-833/]

Marijuana's anxiety relief effects: Receptors found in emotional hub of brain  
[news – 2014]  
[http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/03/140306142803.htm]

How Black Pepper relieves Cannabis Anxiety  
[news – 2014]  
[http://cannabisdigest.ca/black-pepper-relieves-cannabis-anxiety/]

The surprising everyday ingredient that can reduce pot paranoia  
[news – 2014]  
[http://www.salon.com/2014/08/21/the_surprising_everyday_ingredient_that_can_reduce_pot_paranoia_partner/]

Natural ‘high’ could avoid chronic marijuana use, Vanderbilt study finds  
[news – 2014]  
[http://news.vanderbilt.edu/2014/12/natural-high-could-avoid-chronic-marijuana-use-vanderbilt-study-finds/]

Activating cannabinoid brain receptors could replace marijuana for anxiety treatment  
[news – 2014]  
[http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/286482.php]

DR ALLAN FRANKEL’S EARLY VERSION INITIAL DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION GUIDE  
[news – 2014]  

Health Benefits Of Medical Marijuana: 3 Major Ways Cannabis Helps Sick People Live Normal Lives  
[news – 2014]  

Cannabis Prevents the Negative Behavioral and Physiological Effects PTSD  
[news – 2014]  
[http://neurosciencenews.com/neuropharmacology-cannabinoids-ptsd-1300/]

THCV: The Sports Car of Cannabinoids  
[news – 2014]  
[http://steephilllab.com/thcv-the-sports-car-of-cannabinoids/]

Cannabinoid Receptors May Control Aversive Memories  
[news & abstract - 2015]  
[http://neurosciencenews.com/habenula-cb1-receptors-memory-2742/]

Study finds no link between teen marijuana use, mental health issues  
[news – 2015]  
[http://www.foxnews.com/health/2015/08/04/study-finds-no-link-between-teen-marijuana-use-mental-health-issues/]

Teen marijuana use not linked to later depression, lung cancer, other health problems, study finds  
[news – 2015]  
[http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/08/150804093718.htm]

Is Anxiety Genetic?  
[news – 2015]  
[http://www.quickanddirtytips.com/education/science/is-anxiety-genetic]

5 Prescription Drugs That Could Literally Replaced by Marijuana  
[news – 2015]  
[http://blogs.naturalnews.com/5-prescription-drugs-literally-replaced-marijuana/]
Treating Depression in Alcoholics
http://neurosciencenews.com/alcoholism-depression-psychology-3541/

Marijuana Could Help Treat Drug Addiction and Mental Health Problems
http://neurosciencenews.com/addiction-mental-health-marijuana-5536/

Cannabis Compares Favorably to Conventional PTSD Treatments
http://www.prweb.com/releases/2016/03/prweb13244763.htm

High Anxiety Risk in Adolescence Linked to One Gene

Smoking cannabis DOESN'T cause clinical anxiety or depression, study finds
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3456326/Smoking-cannabis-DOESN-T-cause-clinical-anxiety-depression.html#ixzz45lywpZ11

How Cannabis Works to Control Pain and Anxiety
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/how-cannabis-works-to-control-pain-and-anxiety_us_57d97a73e4b0d93d17700f63

Pet owners try cannabis edibles, tinctures to ease animal anxiety, arthritis and more

Marijuana Appears to Benefit Mental Health: Study
http://time.com/4573129/marijuana-cannabis-mental-health/

Why Chauncey Billups was totally cool with NBA teammates smoking weed before games
http://www.thecannabist.co/2016/12/13/chauncey-billups-teammates-smoking-marijuana/69273/

Cannabis Advice for the Novice Consumer
https://www.hellomd.com/health-wellness/cannabis-advice-for-the-novice-consumer

Study Reveals Role of Spleen in Prolonged Anxiety After Stress

5 Strains You Should Try If You Suffer From Anxiety
http://herb.co/2016/07/07/anxiety-strains/?bt

10 Types Of Marijuana That Will Make You Feel More Peaceful
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/10-types-of-marijuana-that-will-make-you-feel-more-peaceful/#sthash.aZd1GnMh.dpuf

Natural cannabinoid found to play key role in anxiety
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/316682.php

A Veteran Returned Home With PTSD And Pain, So He Became A Medical Marijuana Patient
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/leo-bridgewater-medical-marijuana-vets-ptsd_us_58fe630fe4b018a9ce5dd083

CBD Oil Actually Helped With My Anxiety
http://nymag.com/thecut/2017/04/what-cannabidiol-oil-did-for-me.html

Consequences of pot program cuts 'should be alarming,' says veteran with PTSD
Aging & Medical Marijuana
(http://www.safeaccessnow.org/aging_booklet)

Endocannabinoid Modulation Of Tongue Sweet Taste Receptors May Help Control Feeding Behavior
(http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/releases/174683.php)

Ingredient in cannabis restores taste for cancer patients

Cannabis Ingredient Can Help Cancer Patients Regain Their Appetites and Sense of Taste, Study Finds
(http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2011/02/110222192830.htm)

Study helps explain why fatty foods are complicit in weight gain

**APPETITE** - also see TASTE, OBESITY
A Summary of Endocannabinoids and Obesity
(news – 2011)

Science: Cannabis influences blood levels of appetite hormones in people with HIV
(news – 2011)

Body's natural marijuana-like chemicals make fatty foods hard to resist
(news – 2011)

Endocannabinoid Signaling In Dietary Restriction And Lifespan Extension
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/releases/225007.php
(news – 2011)

Smoking marijuana not linked to obesity: study
(news – 2011)

Father: Medical marijuana eased pain of my cancer-battling son
(news/forum repost – 2011)

Cannabis as Painkiller
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/08/120807101232.htm
(news – 2012)

New Drug Could Help Maintain Long-Term Weight Loss
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/07/120726122116.htm
(news – 2012)

Key Shift in Brain That Creates Drive to Overeat Identified
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/04/130429154214.htm
(news – 2013)

Study: Why Pot Smokers Are Skinnier
http://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2013/05/study-why-pot-smokers-are-skinnier/275846/
(news – 2013)

Too little sleep may trigger the 'munchies' by raising levels of an appetite-controlling molecule
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/06/130617110935.htm
(news – 2013)

Mangoes Elevate High From Smoking Marijuana: Are They A Healthier Alternative To The 'Munchies'?
http://www.medicaldaily.com/mangoes-elevate-high-smoking-marijuana-are-they-healthier-alternative-munchies-247892
(news – 2013)

Tetrahydrocannabivarin (THCV): A Cannabinoid Fighting Obesity
(news – 2013)

Mechanism elucidated: How smell perception influences food intake
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/02/140210114550.htm
(news – 2014)

The brain mechanism connecting the sense of smell with appetite is discovered
(news – 2014)

Smoking Cannabis 'Gives Men Munchies and Women Pain Relief'
(news – 2014)
Why so munchy? Cannabis shown to ramp up sense of smell (news – 2014)

Mystery of 'the munchies' revealed: Cannabis use heightens sense of smell and taste (news – 2014)
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2555839/Mystery-munchies-revealed-Cannabis-use-heightens-sense-smell-taste.html#ixzz4phaMwlrN

New study links marijuana use and low body weight among Nunavik Inuit (news – 2015)
http://www.nunatsiaqonline.ca/stories/article/65674/new_study_links_marijuana_use_and_low_body_weight_among_inuit/

Yale Scientists May Have Figured Out Why Pot Causes the Munchies (news – 2015)

Marijuana munchies are all in the brain, U.S. study finds (news – 2015)
http://news.yahoo.com/marijuana-munchies-brain-u-study-finds-120525371.html;_ylt=AwrTWVUDzuRUazUA5BLQtDM


Here’s How Weed Affects Your Body (news – 2015)
http://www.popsci.com/heres-how-weed-affects-your-body

How The Brain Creates Marijuana-Fueled Munchies (news – 2015)

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/02/150204125558.htm

Cannabinoids may be responsible for weight gain associated with schizophrenia (news – 2015)

Lady Health: Top 5 Strains to Curb Appetite (news – 2015)
http://www.ladybud.com/2015/05/12/lady-health-top-5-strains-to-curb-appetite/

Mulling the Marijuana Munchies: How the Brain Flips the Hunger Switch (news – 2015)
http://neurosciencenews.com/hunger-neuroscience-cb1r-1776/

Why weed (and other cannabinoids) gives us— I mean, you—the munchies (news – 2015)

Marijuana flips appetite switch in brain (news – 2015)

Why I chose to use cannabis (article – 2016)
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4791147/
Skimping on sleep may activate the 'munchies' — https://www.yahoo.com/news/skimping-sleep-may-activate-munchies-154004485.html?ref=gs

Sleep and 2-AG — http://www.beyondthc.com/21065-2/


The Odd Science Behind Marijuana And Metabolism — http://herb.co/2016/02/01/odd-science-behind-marijuana-metabolism/


Study Shows Cannabis Could Lower Your BMI — https://www.marijuanatimes.org/study-shows-cannabis-could-lower-your-bmi/


When marijuana is the drug that helps — http://www.pantagraph.com/lifestyles/health-med-fit/when-marijuana-is-the-drug-that-helps/article_131712d7-8c4f-5be7-afa4-6033f2be5c8.html

10 Types Of Marijuana That Can Increase Your Appetite — https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/10-strains-thatll-give-you-a-serious-appetite/#sthash.l7vnWXze.dpuf


Marijuana Can Induce the Munchies. Can It Also Cure Anorexia? — https://thebolditalic.com/marijuana-can-induce-the-munchies-can-it-also-cure-anorexia-a91ae30393e1


ARTHRITIS
Aging & Medical Marijuana (booklet – undated)
http://www.safeaccessnow.org/aging_booklet

Medical Marijuana For Rheumatoid Arthritis? (news – 2011)

Benefits From Medical Marijuana (news – 2011)
http://www.livestrong.com/article/98476-medical-reasons-marijuana/

Neuromodulators for pain management in rheumatoid arthritis (abst/summary – 2012)

Reefer tokin’ seniors in South Florida see pain go up in smoke (news – 2012)

Can medical marijuana help rheumatoid arthritis? (news – 2012)
http://www.health.com/health/condition-article/0,,20499017,00.html

Drugs Related to Cannabis Have Pain-Relieving Potential for Osteoarthritis (news – 2014)
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/01/140107092825.htm

Synthetic cannabinoid molecule created for osteoarthritis (news – 2014)

Cannabis May Offer Relief for Connective Tissue Disorders (news – 2014)
http://theleafonline.com/c/science/2014/05/cannabis-may-offer-relief-for-connective-tissue-disorders/

Study uncovers marijuana's potential to treat autoimmune diseases (news – 2014)

Protection from osteoarthritis may lie in our own joints, study suggests (news – 2014)
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/05/140518092722.htm

http://www.theweedblog.com/could-cannabis-treat-rheumatoid-arthritis-new-study-says-it-may/

Study: Cannabinoid Use in the Treatment of Osteoarthritis Pain (news – 2015)

Dalhousie researcher investigates use of marijuana for arthritis pain (news – 2015)

What ailments does medical marijuana help? (news – 2015)

10 diseases where medical marijuana could have impact (news – 2015)

Family Family seeking cannabinoid spray prescription say many more could benefit (news – 2015)

Why Doris, 73, puts cannabis in her sandwiches (news – 2015)
Marijuana and Asthma: What Do Studies Say?  
http://www.leafscience.com/2014/02/04/study-explains-marijuana-isnt-bad-asthma/  
(news – 2015)

10 diseases where medical marijuana could have impact  
(news – 2015)

Study: Cannabidiol (CBD) as an Effective Asthma Treatment  
http://www.medicaljane.com/2015/06/17/research-suggests-cannabis-is-an-effective-asthma-treatment/  
(news – 2015)

Teen marijuana use not linked to later depression, lung cancer, other health problems, study finds  
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/08/150804093718.htm  
(news – 2015)

Many Teens With Chronic Illnesses Use Alcohol, Pot  
(news – 2015)

Marijuana & Asthma: Can it Help?  
https://www.hellomd.com/health-wellness/marijuana-asthma-can-it-help/  
(news – 2016)

Asthma Attack: Here’s How Smoking Marijuana Dilates Bronchioles  
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/asthma-attack-heres-how-smoking-marijuana-dilates-bronchioles/  
(news – 2017)

ATAXIA - lack of muscle coordination during movements like walking, sometime hereditary - also see  
SPINOCEREBELLAR ATAXIA and PHARC

Friedreich’s Ataxia  
http://www.marijuanapatientcard.com/glossary/friedreichs-ataxia/  
(news – 2013)

Medical marijuana: Is SD ready for legalization?  
http://rapidcityjournal.com/app/pages/marijuana/  
(news – 2015)

Spinocerebellar Ataxia – Medical Marijuana Research Overview  
http://www.medicalmarijuanainc.com/spinocerebellar-ataxia-medical-marijuana-research-overview/  
(news – 2015)

Friedreich’s Ataxia–Medical Marijuana for Symptom Relief  
(news – 2017)

ATHEROSCLEROSIS

Cannabinoids Therapeutic Effects on ATHEROSCLEROSIS, Medical Cannabis  
Marijuana Research Cannabidiol THC  
(news – 2011)
High on Nano: Cannabinoid Nanoparticles to Treat the Primary Cause of Heart Attack (news – 2013)  

New Study: Cannabis May Treat Atherosclerosis (news – 2014)  
https://thejointblog.com/new-study-cannabis-may-treat-atherosclerosis/

How can medical marijuana help with… ARTERIOSCLEROTIC HEART DISEASE? (news – 2015)  

https://www.massroots.com/learn/does-cannabis-help-stroke-victims

Studies Suggest Cannabis Can Counter the Progression of Atherosclerosis (news – 2016)  
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/studies-suggest-cannabis-can-counter-the-progression-of-atherosclerosis/

AUTISM - also see FRAGILE X SYNDROME

Steamboat mom sees results from giving autistic son medical marijuana (news/ anecdotal - 2010)  

Sam's Story: Medical Marijuana and Autism (news / anecdotal - 2010)  

Why I Give My 9-Year-Old Pot, Part 3 (news - 2010)  
http://www.slate.com/id/2251174/

Marijuana, autism, and failure: a true story (news – 2010)  
http://www.alexneedshelp.com/marijuana-autism-and-failure-a-true-story#.VOBDOC74Y5w

Marijuana madness (news – 2011)  

Why I Give My Autistic Son Pot, Part 4 (news – 2011)  
http://www.slate.com/id/2294072/?from=rss

Cannabis Science And The Unconventional Foundation For Autism (UF4A) Partner To Advance Successful Cannabis-Based Autism Treatments (news/info-commercial - 2011)  
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/releases/219569.php

Autism (news – 2011)  
http://www.cannabissearch.com/medical_benefits/autism/

Would some cannabinoids ameliorate symptoms of autism? (news - 2012)  


**BACK PAIN** - also see PAIN, SPASTICITY, SPINAL CORD INJURY

Pot a Common Remedy to Ease Back Pain (news – 2013) http://www.medpagetoday.com/MeetingCoverage/AdditionalMeetings/42228
Monterey County seniors finding pain relief in medical marijuana (news – 2014)

DR ALLAN FRANKEL’S EARLY VERSION INITIAL DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION GUIDE (news – 2014)

When Weed Is The Cure: A Doctor's Case for Medical Marijuana (interview – 2015)
http://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2015/07/14/422876973/when-weed-is-the-cure-a-doctors-case-for-medical-marijuana

How can medical marijuana help with …. BACK PAIN? (news – 2015)


Even in legal weed states, parents who consume pot can still lose custody of their kids (news – 2016)

BELL’S PALSY

Cannabinoids Help with Symptoms and More-Bell’s Palsy (news – undated)

Top Cannabis Strains to Relieve Bell’s Palsy (news – undated)
https://cannasos.com/strains/conditions/bells-palsy

Cannabis and Bell’s Palsy (news – 2015)

Can Bell’s Palsy Be Successfully Treated With Cannabis? (news – 2017)
http://herb.co/2017/08/02/bells-palsy/

BIPOLAR DISORDER

Cannabis for Bipolar (news – 2014)
http://www.ladybud.com/2014/01/13/cannabis-for-bipolar/

Bipolar man’s illness leads to acquittal on marijuana possession charge (news – 2015)

Science/Human: Cannabis showed beneficial effects in bipolar disorder in clinical study
All In The Mind #5: Cannabis And Bipolar Disorder (news – 2016) http://herb.co/2016/07/09/cannabis-bipolar-disorder/

Marijuana Appears to Benefit Mental Health: Study (news – 2016) http://time.com/4573129/marijuana-cannabis-mental-health/

**BLADDER / URINARY FUNCTIONS**


**BLOOD-BRAIN BARRIER**


Your Runner’s High Is Similar to a Pot High (news – 2015) http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2015/10/09/your-runner-s-high-is-similar-to-a-pot-high.html?ref=yfp

Temple researchers to explore ability of compounds to protect brain against HIV infection (news – 2016) http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2016-03/tuhs-trt032816.php

**BLOOD/ PLATELETS/ PLASMA**

BLOOD PRESSURE/VASORELAXATION

Study finds no link between teen marijuana use, mental health issues (news – 2015)
http://www.foxnews.com/health/2015/08/04/study-finds-no-link-between-teen-marijuana-use-mental-health-issues/

Teen marijuana use not linked to later depression, lung cancer, other health problems, study finds (news – 2015)
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/08/150804093718.htm

Cannabis Treatment for Hypertension (news – 2017)
https://www.thcmag.com/cannabis-treatment-for-hypertension/

BOOKS – an open section with no date restrictions

Marijuana Grow Bible (download - undated)
http://www.ilovegrowingmarijuana.com/marijuana-grow-bible/

The Cannabis Grow Bible (book - undated)
http://www.kindgreenbuds.com/cannabis-grow-bible/

Aging & Medical Marijuana (booklet – undated)
http://www.safeaccessnow.org/aging_booklet

On Being Stoned: A Psychological Study of Marijuana Intoxication (book - 1971)
http://www.druglibrary.org/special/tart/tartcont.htm

Ganja in Jamaica (book - download – 1975)
Ganja in Jamaica: A Medical Anthropological Study of Chronic Marihuana Use.

Marijuana - The First Twelve Thousand Years (book – 1980)
http://www.druglibrary.org/Schaffer/hemp/history/first12000/abel.htm

Hemp and Health (book - 1999)
http://www.rexresearch.com/hbush/hmphlth.htm#hhl2s


The Emperor Wears No Clothes (book - 2007)
http://jackherer.com/emperor-3/

Cannabis; extracting the medicine (book – 2007)
http://mforadhd.free.fr/Hazekamp%20EXTRACTING%20THE%20MEDICINE.pdf
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK423845/

**BOWEL DISORDERS** - also see GERD, COLITIS, IBS, CROHN’S

Marijuana Improves “Quality Of Life” For Patients With Inflammatory Bowel Disease (news – 2011)

Does Medical Marijuana Help Treat Diarrhea? (news – 2012)

Marijuana might be able to treat your terrible case of the runs (news – 2012)

Still Believe Nature Got It Wrong? Top 10 Health Benefits of Marijuana (news – 2013)
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2013/05/01/still-believe-nature-got-it-wrong-top-10-health-benefits-of-marijuana/

Study: Cannabinoid Could Potentially Cut Down On NSAID-Induced Hospitalizations (news – 2013)
http://blog.norml.org/2013/06/20/study-cannabinoid-could-potentially-cut-down-on-nsaid-induced-hospitalizations/

Herbal medicine may ease constipation (news – 2013)
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-herbal-constipation/herbal-medicine-may-ease-constipation-idUSTRE6AB52320101112

Leaky Gut Syndrome: Cannabinoids and the Endocannabinoid System (ECS) as a therapeutic target (news – 2014)

L. Acidophilus and the CB2 Receptor (news – 2014)
https://www.sclabs.com/l-acidophilus-and-the-cb2-receptor/

Cannabis Superior To Drugs For Inflammatory Bowel Condition (Crohn's Disease) (news – 2015)

What ailments does medical marijuana help? (news – 2015)

Japan’s First Lady Ushers In New Era of Hemp Acceptance by Purchasing Elixinol CBD Hemp Oil Product (news – 2016)

"try cannabis" (news – 2016) http://slow-mixmary.blogspot.com/
Multiple Sclerosis: Here’s Why Cannabis Is So Effective Against MS (news – 2016) http://herb.co/2016/07/28/marijuana-and-ms/


Chili peppers, marijuana may reduce gut inflammation (news – 2017) http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/317128.php


These Digestive Diseases Are Being Treated With Medical Cannabis (news – 2017) https://www.marijuanatimes.org/these-digestive-diseases-are-being-treated-with-medical-cannabis/

BRAIN

How One Citizen Scientist is Taking On Parkinson’s-related Nightmares – and Winning (news – undated) How One Citizen Scientist is Taking On Parkinson’s-Related Nightmares — and Winning

Levels And Efficacy Of A Marijuana-Like Substance In The Brain Controlled By Newly Discovered Mechanism (news – 2010) http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/releases/197171.php


New Study: Cannabis May Treat Brain Damage Caused by Heavy Alcohol Consumption (news – 2013)
http://thejointblog.com/new-study-cannabis-may-treat-brain-damage-caused-heavy-alcohol-consumption/

Brain-Imaging Study Links Cannabinoid Receptors to Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder: First Pharmaceutical Treatment for PTSD Within Reach (news – 2013)
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/05/130514085016.htm

4 Mind Blowing Ways Cannabis Can Help Your Brain (news – 2014)
https://www.medicaljane.com/2014/12/14/4-mind-blowing-ways-marijuana-can-help-your-brain/

What Happens To Your Body When You Get Drunk And Stoned At The Same Time? (news – 2014)

The brain mechanism connecting the sense of smell with appetite is discovered (news – 2014)

Cannabis Prevents the Negative Behavioral and Physiological Effects PTSD (news – 2014)
http://neurosciencenews.com/neuropharmacology-cannabinoids-ptsd-1300/

Researchers Discover How Key Protein Enhances Memory and Learning (news – 2014)
http://neurosciencenews.com/fabp5-protein-memory-learning-1013/

Study: THC Reduces Methamphetamine-Induced Brain Damage (news – 2014)
https://www.theweedblog.com/study-thc-reduces-methamphetamine-induced-brain-damage/

Study: Cannabis May Help Reduce Brain Damage Caused By Ischemic Strokes (news – 2014)
https://www.medicaljane.com/2014/12/31/marijuana-may-reduce-brain-damage-caused-by-strokes/

Nicotine Changes Marijuana’s Effect on the Brain (news & abstract - 2015)

Medical pot doesn’t lead to impaired driving (news – 2015)
http://www.abqjournal.com/524770/opinion/medical-pot-doesnt-lead-to-impaired-driving.html

Daily pot use not associated with brain shrinkage: Colorado study (news – 2015)

Two Major Studies Blast Apart Decades of Lies About Marijuana and Teenage Brains (news – 2015)

Here's how different drugs change your brain (news – 2015)

Robotics And Medical Marijuana — A Joint Venture (news – 2015)

Marijuana brain study offers new substance by including nicotine use
Uncovering the Neurological Differences Between the Sexes
http://neurosciencenews.com/sex-differences-hippocampus-2421/

Marijuana and the Developing Brain

New research sheds light on molecular architecture of receptors linked to many brain diseases

Harvesting Benefits from Cannabinoids.
http://www.cell.com/cell/fulltext/S0092-8674(16)31675-0

Suppressing Schizophrenia Symptoms Without Side Effects: Mouse Study
http://neurosciencenews.com/schizophrenia-compound-striatum-5089/

Previously Unknown Function of a Cannabinoid Receptor Identified
http://neurosciencenews.com/cb2-cannabinoid-receptor-hippocampus-4147/

Treating Depression in Alcoholics
http://neurosciencenews.com/alcoholism-depression-psychology-3541/

Temple researchers to explore ability of compounds to protect brain against HIV infection

This Startup Uses Brain Scans to Help Patients Pick the Perfect Pot
http://observer.com/2016/03/potbotics-brainbot/

Age When Marijuana Use Starts Impacts Brain Development Differently

Marijuana May Boost Brain Performance
https://worldhealth.net/news/marijuana-may-boost-brain-performance/

Making or breaking habits: The endocannabinoids can do it

How the brain makes, and breaks, a habit
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/05/160526185419.htm

Study shows cannabinoid type 2 receptor plays vital role in signal processing of the brain

Seeing Green: Pot Changes Brain's Response to Money

Marijuana Dependence Influenced by Genes, Childhood Sexual Abuse (news – 2016) http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/643766/?sc=rsmn


Natural cannabinoid found to play key role in anxiety (news – 2017) http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/316682.php


Chili peppers, marijuana may reduce gut inflammation (news – 2017) http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/317128.php


BRAIN TRAUMA - also see CHRONIC TRAUMATIC ENCEPHALOPATHY

Aging & Medical Marijuana
http://www.safeaccessnow.org/aging_booklet (booklet – undated)

New metabolic pathway for controlling brain inflammation

Scripp Research Scientists Discover Inflammation Is Controlled Differently in Brain and Other Tissues

Novel compounds to activate cannabinoid receptors in immune system wins award for young Hebrew University researcher
http://www.huji.ac.il/cgi-bin/dovrut/dovrut_search_eng.pl?mesge133966745705872560 (news – 2012)

New Study: Cannabis May Grow Stem Cells, Repair Brain After Injury

Low Doses of THC (Cannabis) Can Halt Brain Damage, Study Suggests
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/05/130530132531.htm (news – 2013)

THC Can Prevent Brain Damage – Study

Study: Cannabis Might Aid Brain Heal After Injury

New Research Finds Marijuana May Combat Brain Damage

Marijuana Bowl: Leading Up To Football's Biggest Game, The NFL May Want to Consider Legalizing Weed As Way To Treat Concussions


An elderly couple found help for a brain injury through marijuana — then police found 20 pot plants growing at their home (news – 2016) http://www.nashvillescene.com/nashville/an-elderly-couple-found-help-for-a-brain-injury-through-marijuana-andmdash-then-police-found-20-pot-plants-growing-at-their-home/Content?oid=6798313


A New Study Hopes to Determine if Cannabis Could be a Treatment for Concussions (news – 2016) https://www.marijuanatimes.org/a-new-study-hopes-to-determine-if-cannabis-could-be-a-treatment-for-concussions/


BREASTFEEDING/ LACTATION/ INFANT APPETITE

Cannabinoids: Common to Marijuana and Human Breast Milk (news – 2012)
http://www.naturalnews.com/036526_cannabinoids_breast_milk_THC.html

Cannabinoids, like those found in marijuana, occur naturally in human breast milk (news – 2012)
http://www.naturalnews.com/036526_cannabinoids_breast_milk_THC.html

The Common Link Between Breast Milk, Cannabis and Tea (news – 2014)

8 things you didn’t know about hemp (news – 2015)
http://www.pbs.org/newshour/rundown/8-things-didnt-know-hemp/

Researchers develop new method to detect cannabinoids in breast milk (news – 2017)

BULIMIA

Do Deficits in Brain Cannabinoids Contribute to Eating Disorders? (news – 2011)

Eating Disorders Tied to Absence of Brain Cannabinoids (news – 2011)

BURN INJURIES

“A Little Dab Will Do Ya”: An Emergency Department Case Series Related to a New Form of “High-Potency” Marijuana Known as “Wax” (article – 2014)
http://www.annemergmed.com/article/S0196-0644(14)%2801%2901025-7/fulltext

Good News for Burn Victims and New Organ Recipients (news – 2016)

BUSINESS OF CANNABIS / CANNABIS JOBS

Analysis: Denver pot shops’ robbery rate lower than banks’ 
(news – 2010)

Study On Pot Shops Has A Twist 
(news – 2011)

The Other IRS Scandal Outright War Against Marijuana Dispensaries 
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2013/05/18/the-other-irs-scandal-outright-war-against-marijuana-dispensaries/ 
(news – 2013)

Legal marijuana's all-cash business and secret banking 
(news – 2013)

Longer waits for marijuana than cronuts 
(news – 2013)

Green gold: Israel sets a new standard for legal medical marijuana research, production and sales 
(news – 2013)

Study: Students better off saying 'no' to pot jobs 
(news – 2014)

Bid to Expand Medical Marijuana Business Faces Federal Hurdles 
(news – 2014)

Why Chocolope? To sell marijuana, you need a clever name 
http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-marijuana-names-20140711-story.html#page=1 
(news – 2014)

Grand Closing: America’s Pot Farmers Are Putting Mexican Cartels Out of Business 
(news – 2014)

[Infographic] Marijuana’s Effect on Denver Tourism; Hotel Searches Up 25% in 3 Months & 73% During 4/20 Weekend 
(news – 2014)

Legal Pot In The U.S. May Be Undercutting Mexican Marijuana 
(news – 2014)

U.S. won't stop Native Americans from growing, selling pot on their lands 
(news – 2014)

Cato Paper Highlights Marijuana Legalization’s Ho-Hum Impact in Colorado 
(news - 2014)

Calculating the Enormous Potential of the Hemp Industry 
(news – 2014)

The Number of Marijuana Dealers in the United States 
(news – 2014)
Marijuana Businesses Can't File for Bankruptcy  
(news – 2015)

A first for the marijuana industry: A product liability lawsuit  
(news – 2015)

Colorado Is Now Collecting More Tax Revenue From Marijuana Than From Alcohol  
(news – 2015)

Legalizing Weed: Top Commercial Hemp Products Imported to the US  
http://www.newsmax.com/FastFeatures/legalizing-weed-hemp-products/2015/12/07/id/704894/#ixzz3wbW3wELk  
(news - 2015)

New marijuana industry wrestles with pesticides and safety  
https://apnews.com/0262169511724c78aaa1f610efbcbcb17/new-marijuana-industry-wrestles-pesticides-and-safety  
(news – 2015)

Israel Could Grow Into A Global Cannabis Startup Superpower  
http://techcrunch.com/2015/09/04/israel-sparks-up-cannabis-startups/  
(news – 2015)

Colorado may ban 'candy' name on marijuana treats  
http://www.denverpost.com/2015/08/11/colorado-may-ban-candy-name-on-marijuana-treats/  
(news – 2015)

Meet the Women Pushing Pot in D.C.  
(news – 2015)

Colorado’s cannabis-friendly hotel  
(news – 2015)

SD Indian tribe to begin selling recreational pot by Jan. 1  
(news – 2015)

Seasonal workers flock to California to process marijuana  
(news – 2015)

Marijuana tourism’s reach expands  
(news – 2015)

SO YOU WANT TO OPEN A POT SHOP?  
http://www.mapinc.org/drugnews/v15/n446/a06.html?134  
(news – 2015)

Retirees Represent Major Marijuana Market  
http://marijuana.heraldtribune.com/2015/08/13/retirees-represent-major-marijuana-market/  
(news – 2015)

Emerging from shadows, pot industry tries to build brands  
(news – 2015)

Report paints picture of legal marijuana as a growth industry  
(news – 2015)

Legal Marijuana Is The Fastest-Growing Industry In The U.S.: Report
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Postal Service to newspapers: your marijuana ads are illegal</td>
<td><a href="http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2015/12/04/u-s-postal-service-to-newspapers-your-marijuana-ads-are-illegal.html">http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2015/12/04/u-s-postal-service-to-newspapers-your-marijuana-ads-are-illegal.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay: 6 workers arrested for stealing state-grown pot</td>
<td><a href="http://infotel.ca/newsitem/lt-uruguay-marijuana/cp1833917066#.WW2gWGensQ">http://infotel.ca/newsitem/lt-uruguay-marijuana/cp1833917066#.WW2gWGensQ</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


(nums – 2016) [http://infotel.ca/newsitem/lt-uruguay-marijuana/cp1833917066#.WW2gWGensQ](http://infotel.ca/newsitem/lt-uruguay-marijuana/cp1833917066#.WW2gWGensQ)


Oregon marijuana market growing thousands of jobs (news – 2016)
http://www.usatoday.com/story/money/nation-now/2016/05/19/oregon-marijuana-jobs/84633414/

Paraphernalia shops drop the smoke screen (news – 2016)
https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2016/12/14/paraphernalia-shops-drop-smoke-screen/PrQgvhT4fBOoX18OoXIlzM/story.html

Can I stop my employee from smoking weed on the job? (news – 2016)
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/rob-magazine/can-i-stop-my-employees-from-smoking-weed-on-the-job/article30520441/?cmpid=rss1

A tip sheet for workers and workplaces where marijuana is legal (news – 2016)
http://gazette.com/article/1591346

Who can work in a marijuana shop? (news – 2016)
http://www.alaskajournal.com/2016-10-21/who-can-work-marijuana-shop#.WXZTumenzSQ

Damian Marley Is Converting a California Prison into a Pot Farm: Exclusive (news – 2016)

Marijuana’s ‘trimmigrant’ labor force poses conflicts for some North Coast towns (news – 2016)

Some employers nod to medical marijuana while at work (news – 2016)
http://www.businessinsurance.com/article/20151014/NEWS08/151019928?template=printart

Facebook cracks down on marijuana firms with dozens of accounts shut down (news – 2016)

How to Grow a Cannabis Farming Business in the Blazing Marijuana Economy (news - 2016)

Working with weed: Meet a budtender (news – 2016)

Working with weed: Meet a public relations specialist (news – 2016)
http://www.ocregister.com/articles/simard-718962-industry-dinenberg.html

Working with weed: Meet a lab technician (news – 2016)
http://www.ocregister.com/articles/industry-718960-bhattacharya-labs.html

Working with weed: Meet a delivery coordinator (news – 2016)
http://www.ocregister.com/articles/marijuana-718959-siegel-industry.html

Working with weed: Meet a technology developer (news – 2016)
http://www.ocregister.com/articles/marijuana-718963-norris-industry.html

Many Bay Area women choosing careers in cannabis industry (news – 2016)
Average legal user spends $647 a year on marijuana

Legal Weed Spurs Real Estate Boom In U.S. States

America's legal pot economy is forced underground

Market for legal pot could pass $20 billion
http://www.hartfordbusiness.com/article/20161111/NEWS02/311119983

Your brand-name bong might be bogus, trademark lawsuits charge

How Will Small Marijuana Businesses Fare in the Wake of Proposition 64?

Where Gray-Haired Aunties Push Weed

Why captains of cannabis industry don't like the “M word

Here’s who buys legal weed

4 Things I Learned Working in the Marijuana Industry
http://www.cheatsheet.com/money-career/4-things-i-learned-working-in-the-marijuana-industry.html/?a=viewall

Legal Advice for Cannabis Startups: First, Invest. Then, Stay out of Jail.

Two retirees create marijuana packaging business in Colorado

5 Tips for Breaking Into the 'Budding' Marijuana Industry
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/279830

Israel: The Epicenter of Cannabis Research and Innovation

California marijuana company beats police raid

Why Britain's Grandmas Are Growing More Weed Than Ever
Trade School in Colorado Is Training Cannabis 'Sommeliers'  
https://steemit.com/cannabis/@doitvoluntarily/trade-school-in-colorado-is-training-cannabis-sommeliers  
(news – 2016)

My Life-Changing Visit to a Cannabis Clinic  
https://thebolditalic.com/my-life-changing-visit-to-a-cannabis-clinic-f14e12c1cb90  
(news – 2016)

Marijuana inventory covered under commercial insurance policy (D. Colo)  
http://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=22069d25-79e8-41de-85e4-6864f03bb5bb  
(news – 2016)

Willie Nelson Reserve Marijuana Commands 50% Price Premium  
(news – 2016)

Guy growing cannabis illegally is now a multi-millionaire and paying his taxes  
http://metro.co.uk/2016/05/22/guy-growing-cannabis-illegally-is-now-a-multi-millionaire-and-paying-his-taxes-5898100/#ixzz49PsHUFIX  
(news – 2016)

This Marijuana Farmers' Market Proves That Weed Is the New Wine  
http://www.laweekly.com/restaurants/this-marijuana-farmers-market-proves-that-weed-is-the-new-wine-7325690  
(news – 2016)

'Ganja Gum' could soon be made in Aspen  
(news – 2016)

Oregon ‘Cannabis Campus’ Lets Tourists See How Their Weed is Made  
http://time.com/4311245/cannabis-tourism-state-oregon/  
(news – 2016)

Jamaica to sell cannabis to tourists at airports  
http://metro.co.uk/2016/07/02/jamaica-to-sell-cannabis-to-tourists-at-airports-5981263/#ixzz4PD7S4c9U  
(news – 2016)

Want Your Marijuana Startup to Succeed? Study Patent Law  
https://www.wired.com/2016/11/wanna-make-weed-startup-better-patent-stash/  
(news – 2016)

Washington Looks to Create Certification for Organic Cannabis  
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/washington-looks-to-create-certification-for-organic-cannabis/  
(news – 2016)

Medical marijuana legalization sparks business interests  
(news – forum re-post - 2016)

Yofumo Products Redefine the Post-Harvest Cannabis Process  
(news/ ad – 2016)

Tetra Bio-Pharma Looks to Make Cannabis Affordable -- CFN Media  
(news/ad – 2016)

Marijuana brands can trademark almost anything, except marijuana  
(news – 2017)

Marijuana Money: How Much Do Cannabis Consumers Spend Annually?  
(news – 2017)
Bogus bongs or bogus lawsuits? Pipe maker sues over fakes (news – 2017)

Copyright Case Shines a Light on the Changing Cannabis Industry (news – 2017)
http://www.seattleweekly.com/food/copyright-case-shines-a-light-on-the-changing-cannabis-industry/

Marijuana's Patent Spree Puts The 'High' In High Tech (news – 2017)


Marijuana and gender equity: Why cannabis industry is a magnet for women executives (news – 2017)

'Ganjapreneurs' are rebranding cannabis as supermarket-friendly (news – 2017)

Apple just patented a vape (news – 2017)

California looks to build $7 billion legal pot economy (news – 2017)
http://newsok.com/california-looks-to-build-7-billion-legal-pot-economy/article/feed/1157993

A marijuana entrepreneur brings in over $1 million a year running a 'bud and breakfast' hotel (news – 2017)

Inside the dangerous and discreet world of marijuana security (news – 2017)

Marijuana Enthusiasts Are Trading In Joints For Concentrates And Microdosing (news – 2017)

Weed 101: Colorado Agriculture Agency Shares Pot Know-How (news – 2017)

Colorado marijuana leader says dismantling of industry would cause a recession (news – 2017)

“You just killed the weed man”: Adventures in buying (legal) pot (news – 2017)

Small Oregon Credit Union Offers Banking To Marijuana Businesses (news – 2017)
http://ijpr.org/post/small-oregon-credit-union-offers-banking-marijuana-businesses#stream/0
Drug-slinging catapult seized on US-Mexico border

Queens of the Stoned Age

Medical marijuana access in SA a 'farce'

Marijuana Labels Could Mislead Kids and Consumers

After decades fighting drugs, Colombia joins marijuana trade

Luxury Cannabis Is Officially Here

Swiss cannabis entrepreneurs develop craving for low-potency pot

Veterans Fight for the Right to Free Marijuana

World's first marijuana gym is in (where else?) California

‘Unclean’ Cannabis More Than a Pest for the Cannabis Industry

Pesticide Poisoning Fears Result In First Recreational Marijuana Recall In Oregon
(news – 2017)
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/first-recreational-marijuana-recall-in-oregon/#sthash.mEcTvqx0.dpuf

Annie Nelson introduces chocolates infused with ‘Willie’s Reserve’ marijuana
(news – 2017)

Why Pygmies Are Dealing Weed to Survive

9 Statistics That Prove Legal Marijuana Is an Economic Boom

Green Card Greetings Launches the First Greeting Card Gift Bag for Marijuana Products
(news – 2017)

This Landmark Marijuana Bill Would Move Cannabis to Schedule III
'Remember, you're black': African-American families hesitant on marijuana legalization (news – 2017)  

Meet Power Plant Gym: The first to mix fitness and marijuana (news – 2017)  

"Medical marijuana refugee" Laurie Gaddis uses cannabis to treat her skin cancer (news – 2017)  

Migrant workers are making thousands trimming marijuana in California (news – 2017)  

Marijuana may be legal in state, but it could get you deported (news – 2017)  
http://www.record-bee.com/article/NQ/20170418/NEWS/170419848

Humboldt distillery infuses vodka with marijuana (news – 2017)  

Marijuana Friendly Campground in Oregon Opens (news – 2017)  

http://www.7x7.com/worlds-first-cannabis-processing-center-2375350634.html

Vireo Health's marijuana smuggling scandal (news – 2017)  

CanPay Brings Tech Alternative to Cash-Based Marijuana Industry (news – 2017)  
http://www.westword.com/marijuana/canpay-is-a-tech-solution-for-the-cash-based-marijuana-industry-8904161

'Budtender' says marijuana dispensary bosses left him high and dry after raid (news – 2017)  

Retired rabbi turned medical marijuana dispensary owner says Ohio laws will change: Q&A (news – 2017)  

Marijuana 'apprenticeships' could get dispensary employees started faster (news – 2017)  

New federal bill would allow banking for marijuana businesses (news – 2017)  

Oregon's medical-only marijuana dispensaries on decline (news – 2017)  
A free lock box with your pot purchase? New state law means some stores could be handing out safes

I-TEAM: Female pot farm workers say sexual assaults on the rise

Justice Department Says People in Marijuana Business Can't Use Bankruptcy

Missing marijuana: Weed disappearing from licensed dispensaries, not all cheaters get caught

New Data Shows Medical Marijuana Consumers Far Outspend Recreational Users
http://420intel.com/articles/2017/05/05/new-data-shows-medical-marijuana-consumers-far-outspend-recreational-users

California Cannabis: The Marijuana Manufacturing Rules (Part 1)

Cannabis retreat launches in California with marijuana-infused meals and 'psychedelic yoga' to help guests 'expand their minds'

Sharp Intellos Robot Patrols Marijuana Grow Facility in Test Case Application

Marijuana Is Cheaper In States Where It's Legal
http://www.motherjones.com/kevin-drum/2017/05/marijuana-cheaper-states-where-its-legal

Legal marijuana outsold both Viagra and tequila in 2016

Report: Total Marijuana Demand Tops Ice Cream In U.S.

La Mesa's Green Mile

States Offer Breaks To Minority Marijuana Entrepreneurs
http://dfw.cbslocal.com/2017/05/31/breaks-minority-marijuana-entrepreneurs/

California Localities Primed for Legal Recreational Cannabis Use

Las Vegas’ latest marijuana trend: enhanced yoga

Older Women and Medical Marijuana: A New Growth Industry

Marijuana Industry to Surpass Manufacturing in Job Creation by 2020  (news – 2017)  
https://www.eaze.com/blog/posts/marijuana-industry-jobs-2020

Preventing Pot Shots: Stick To Your Marijuana Compliance Standards  (news – 2017)  
http://abovethelaw.com/2017/06/preventing-pot-shots-stick-to-your-marijuana-compliance-standards/

Hawaii comp insurer cancels policies for medical marijuana dispensaries  (news – 2017)  

Bitcoin May Be Shooting Itself in the Foot by Acting as a Bridge Currency for the Marijuana Industry  (news – 2017)  

Big Tobacco Is About To Pivot To Big Marijuana (XLP)  (news – 2017)  
https://etfdailynews.com/2017/06/30/big-tobacco-is-about-to-pivot-to-big-marijuana-xlp/

The Business of Pot: There Are More Legal Marijuana Workers Than There Are Dental Hygienists  (news – 2017)  

Legal Marijuana Already Generating Jobs On Par with Large Mainstream Industries  (news – 2017)  

Ways for Cannabis Businesses to Become More Environmentally Sustainable  (news – 2017)  
http://www.hempyreum.org/en/78983

Israeli And American Companies Create Marijuana Inhaler For Sleep  (news – 2017)  
http://forward.com/fast-forward/366463/israeli-and-american-companies-create-marijuana-inhaler-for-sleep/

Some Thoughts on Marijuana Related Patents  (news – 2017)  
http://www.thedailychronic.net/2017/73112/some-thoughts-on-marijuana-related-patents/

Column: How cannabis patents could pave the way for future lawsuits  (news – 2017)  
http://www.pbs.org/newshour/rundown/column-cannabis-patents-pave-way-future-lawsuits/

A veteran pot farmer mourns the passing of a more paranoid, more profitable way of life  (news – 2017)  
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/b01cb1c8-048a-37e3-a896-1f6bef5f71bc/ss_a-veteran-pot-farmer-mourns.html

Headset Identifies Unique Factors That Affect Cannabis Sales  (news – 2017)  
http://ireadculture.com/headset-identifies-unique-factors-that-affect-cannabis-sales/

How Medical Marijuana Farming in Israel Could Help California's Cannabis Industry — and Vice Versa  (news – 2017)  

Marijuana Dispensaries Quell Crime, Study Finds  (news – 2017)  
Cannabis Cigarettes Can Soon Be Purchased At These Supermarkets (Switzerland) (news – 2017)
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/cannabis-cigarettes-can-soon-be-purchased-at-these-supermarkets/

Everyone’s Favorite Organic and Fair Trade Soap Company is Promoting Marijuana Certification (and It’s a Huge Deal) (news – 2017)

Study: Cannabis Dispensaries Deter Crime (news – 2017)
http://mjinewsnetwork.com/lifestyle/study-cannabis-dispensaries-deter-crime/

UCI marijuana study finds increased crime rates following L.A. pot dispensary closures (news – 2017)
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/caffeeaf-5ea4-3880-bd06-74b9cd0k1e31/ssi_uci-marijuana-study-finds.html

Marijuana Retail Stores More Prevalent in Low-Income Areas of Denver and Seattle (news – 2017)

Cannabis Botanists are in Short Supply (news – 2017)
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/cannabis-botanists-are-in-short-supply/

Death of the Cannabis Industry Could Lead to a Recession (news – 2017)

Effort to limit pot advertising on clothing in California falls short (news – 2017)

Homes near marijuana dispensaries worth more, report says (news – 2017)

Think you might challenge that marijuana shop’s city license? L.A. might stand in your way (news – 2017)

California is trying to educate people about marijuana before recreational sales start (news – 2017)

American University Unveils New Degree: Marijuana Chemistry (news – 2017)
http://bigthink.com/stephen-johnson/a-midwestern-university-just-created-a-program-for-marijuana-analysis

Gorilla Glue adhesives company reaches settlement with cannabis business (news – 2017)
http://www.thecannabist.co/2017/10/04/gorilla-glue-marijuana-strains-lawsuit-settlement/89321/

California reportedly growing eight times as much marijuana as people are actually consuming (news – 2017)
People Are Now Getting Free Weed to Pick Up Trash (news – 2017)
https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/d38g8w/people-are-now-getting-free-weed-to-pick-up-trash-vgtrn

California's Pot Growers Are Worried the State Has Too Much Weed (news – 2017)

Neighbors 'had no idea' marijuana company was next door (news – 2017)
http://www.nj.com/mercer/index.ssf/2017/10/highstown_neighbors_had_no_idea_major_marijuana_c.html

Fundraiser for burned marijuana farms shut down (news – 2017)

Town Swaps Chocolate for Marijuana and Sees Revival of Fortunes (news – 2017)

Canadian cannabis firm licensed to produce in Denmark (news - 2017)

Marijuana Doomsday Didn't Come (news – 2017)
https://www.usnews.com/opinion/economic-intelligence/articles/2017-12-19/marijuana-legalization-doomsday-didnt-come-to-colorado

Tourists roll up for Morocco’s cannabis trail (news – 2017)

Medical marijuana took a bite out of alcohol sales. Recreational pot could take an even bigger one. (news – 2017)

Here’s a new cross-border weed smuggling strategy: ziplining (news – 2017)
http://www.thecannabist.co/2017/11/30/zipline-marijuana-smuggling-mexico93619/

Marijuana Ads Don’t Increase Use, Study Indicates (news – 2017)
https://www.marijuanamoment.net/marijuana-ads-dont-increase-use-study-indicates/


Study: Nearly 70% of online CBD marijuana extracts are mislabeled (news – 2017)
http://arstechnica.com/science/2017/11/study-nearly-70-of-online-cbd-marijuana-extracts-tested-were-mislabeled/

Can marijuana rescue coal country? (news – 2017)
https://www.washingtonpost.com/amphtml/lifestyle/magazine/can-marijuana-rescue-coal-country/2017/08/07/87ef803a-68ae-11e7-8eb5-cbcc2e7bfbf_story.html

Destination Green: Marijuana Company to Turn California Town Into Tourist Spot (news – 2017)
http://www.newswEEK.com/marijuana-destination-town-california-nipton-649422

New Drying Technology being introduced to Canadian Cannabis Producers (news/ad – 2017)
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/2c094aec-75ab-32f5-8b1d-de85bc399b3d/ss_new-drying-technology-being.html

This Pot Company Is Cleaning Up The Weed Industry With Aeroponics (news/ ad – 2017)
CAFFEINE and the ENDOCANNABINOID SYSTEM

Marijuana + Caffeine: Debunking a Popular Myth (news – 2012)

Don’t Fear the Reefer (news – 2014)

The role of marijuana in your coffee addiction (news – 2015)
http://blog.oup.com/2015/05/marijuana-coffee-addiction/

Quitting pot? Substitute a little coffee buzz (news – 2015)
http://blog.sfgate.com/smellthetruth/2015/05/11/quit-post-substitute-a-little-coffee-buzz/

Drinking Coffee And Smoking Pot: Caffeine Dosage Impacts Marijuana's Effects (news – 2015)


On caffeine and cannabis (news – 2016)
https://news.lifeco/c/caffeine-and-cannabis/

CANCER - ADENOCARCINOMA

Natural Cannabinoids Gave My Cat a Better Quality of Life (news – 2016)

Can cannabis combat cancer? (news – 2016)

**CANCER – ANGIOSARCOMA**

Marijuana Advocates Sue Feds After DEA Rejects Weed as Medicine  
(News – 2011)  

Benton Mackenzie  
(News – 2015)  

Benton Mackenzie dies after fight with cancer  
(News – 2015)  
http://wcfcourier.com/news/local/8895687b-e448-570b-b7a1-fee0160d5547.html

Using high CBD cannabis oil to reduce tumor growth  
(News – 2015)  

**CANCER – BILE DUCT**

Die or break the law: man illegally healed with medical marijuana identifies himself  
(News – 2016)  

**CANCER – BLADDER / URETHRAL**

Study claims marijuana tied to lower bladder cancer risk  
(News – 2013)  

Whole-Plant Cannabis Use Associated with Decreased Likelihood of Developing Bladder Cancer  
(News – 2015)  

Select Marijuana Users Could Be 45% Less Likely to Develop This Type of Cancer  
(News/ Ad – 2015)  

Cannabis use linked to lower bladder cancer rate in men  
(News + Abst – 2016)  

Development of new inhibitors for N-acylethanolamine-hydrolyzing acid amidase as promising tool against bladder cancer  
(Abst – 2016)  
**CANCER – BONE**

New Study: Cannabis Can Inhibit The Pain Associated With Bone Cancer  
(news – 2013)  

CBD/THC Treats Multiple Myeloma Bone Damage  
(news – 2015)  
[https://peoplebeatingcancer.org/cbdthc-treat-multiple-myeloma-bone-damage/](https://peoplebeatingcancer.org/cbdthc-treat-multiple-myeloma-bone-damage/)

Anderson: Medical marijuana late in life — as patients come closer to death  
(news – 2017)  

**CANCER – BREAST**

Aging & Medical Marijuana  
(booklet – undated)  
[http://www.safeaccessnow.org/aging_booklet](http://www.safeaccessnow.org/aging_booklet)

Cannabidiol researchers discover the switch to turn off aggressive breast cancer gene  
(news - forum repost - 2010)  

Medical marijuana news. Cannabidiol stops the spread of breast cancer.  
(news - forum repost - 2010)  

Marijuana compound could stop aggressive cancer metastasis  
(news - 2012)  

Pot compound seen as tool against cancer  
(news – 2012)  

Is Marijuana the Cancer Cure We’ve Waited For?  
(news – 2012)  
[http://www.empowher.com/cancer/content/marijuana-cancer-cure-we-ve-waited](http://www.empowher.com/cancer/content/marijuana-cancer-cure-we-ve-waited)

Marijuana And Cancer: Scientists Find Cannabis Compound Stops Metastasis In Aggressive Cancers  
(news – 2012)  

Cannabis Cures Cancer: Look at me, I’m Cancer Free!  
(news – 2012)  
Fighting Cancer: Another Study Reveals the Cannabis and Cancer Link  

UEA research reveals how cannabis compound could slow tumour growth 
[https://www.uea.ac.uk/about/media-room/press-release-archive/-/asset_publisher/a2jEGMiFHPhv/content/new-research-reveals-how-cannabis-compound-could-slow-tumour-growth](https://www.uea.ac.uk/about/media-room/press-release-archive/-/asset_publisher/a2jEGMiFHPhv/content/new-research-reveals-how-cannabis-compound-could-slow-tumour-growth)

2,500-Year-Old ‘Siberian Princess’ Corpse Shows Breast Cancer, Medicinal Pot Use 

MEDICAL MARIJUANA : Out of the Shadows 

Cannabis oil stopped my cancer says Lake Macquarie's Susannah Patch 

Cannabis and Cancer, Pt. 1: Can Cannabis Kill Cancer? 

How Medical Marijuana’s Chemicals May Protect Cells 

The ID-1 Gene, Aggressive Cancers, and a Cannabinoid in Marijuana 

Cannabis reduces tumor growth in study 

Studies Show Cannabinoids May Help Fight Triple-Negative Breast Cancer 

Meet Stefanie LaRue: Cancer Survivor and Medical Marijuana Advocate 
[https://www.medicaljane.com/2015/02/03/stefanie-larue-cancer-survivor-and-advocate-credits-cannabis/](https://www.medicaljane.com/2015/02/03/stefanie-larue-cancer-survivor-and-advocate-credits-cannabis/)

The U.S. Government’s Department of Health Finally Admits That Marijuana Kills Cancer 

When marijuana is the drug that helps 
[http://www.pantagraph.com/lifestyles/health-med-fit/when-marijuana-is-the-drug-that-helps/article_131712d7-8e46-5be7-afa4-b033fc2be5c8.html](http://www.pantagraph.com/lifestyles/health-med-fit/when-marijuana-is-the-drug-that-helps/article_131712d7-8e46-5be7-afa4-b033fc2be5c8.html)

Cannabinoids and chemotherapy in combination kill cancer cells 

Medicinal cannabis law change comes too late for Hamilton grandmother
Cannabis used in combination with chemotherapy found to be effective in killing leukemia cells (news – 2017) 

HORMONALLY SENSITIVE BREAST CANCER & THC (news – 2017) 
http://www.greenbridgemed.com/hormonally-sensitive-breast-cancer-thc/

CBD, Cannabis and Breast Cancer (news – 2017) 
https://www.constancetherapeutics.com/learn-more/cbd-cannabis-and-breast-cancer

CANCER – CERVICAL


Cannabis Treating Cervical Cancer (news – 2017) 

CANCER – CHOLANGIOCARCINOMA

Marijuana Compound Halts Spread of Biliary Cancers (news – 2012) 
http://www.imarijuana.com/tag/biliary-tract-cancer

CANCER – COLON / COLORECTAL

Aging & Medical Marijuana (booklet – undated) 
http://www.safeaccessnow.org/aging_booklet

How Weed Can Protect Us From Cancer and Alzheimer’s (book excerpt – 2012) 
http://www.alternet.org/story/156269/how_weed_can_protect_us_from_cancer_and_alzheimer%27s

Can Marijuana Stop The Growth Of Colon Cancer Cells? (news – 2012) 

Marijuana Versus Leading Pharmaceuticals In The Treatment of Colon Cancer (news – 2013) 
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2013/05/06/marijuana-versus-leading-pharmaceuticals-in-the-treatment-of-colon-cancer/
Grandmother with terminal cancer jailed for prescribed medical marijuana (news – 2017)
http://theweek.com/speedreads/696918/grandmother-terminal-cancer-jailed-prescribed-medical-marijuana

A Mother With Stage 4 Colon Cancer: How Marijuana Helped (news – 2017)
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/a-mother-with-stage-4-colon-cancer-how-marijuana-helped/#sthash.wTX7QK1a.dpuf

Medicinal cannabis: Doctors to learn how to prescribe drug at Melbourne course (news – 2017)

CANCER – GASTRIC

New Study Finds THC Kills Stomach Cancer Cells (news – 2013)
http://thejointblog.com/new-study-finds-thc-may-treat-stomach-cancer/

Bas Rutten Believes In A Future Without Pharmaceuticals Thanks To Marijuana And CBD (news – 2017)

New Colombia Resources, Inc. Announces their Sannabis Indica Essential Oil and Pure Extract Together Shrunk a Cancerous Tumor by 50% in Three Months in a Terminally Ill Cancer Patient (news/ ad – 2017)

CANCER – GLIOMA/ BRAIN CANCERS

Aging & Medical Marijuana (booklet – undated)
http://www.safeaccessnow.org/aging_booklet

Science: Cannabidiol enhances the anti-cancer effects of THC on human brain cancer cells (news – 2010)
http://www.cannabis-med.org/english/bulletin/ww_en_db_cannabis_artikel.php?id=313#3

Cannabinoids inhibit glioma cell invasion in brain cancer studies (news – forum repost 2010)

Cannabis Rx: Cutting Through the Misinformation : Dr. Andrew Weil (news - 2010)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/andrew-weil-md/can-cannabis-treat-cancer_b_701005.html

Cannabis Inhalation Associated With Spontaneous Tumor Regression
Drugs that reduce activity of ABDH6 enzyme can prevent brain damage: Study

Tumors Regressing — Thanks to Cannabis?

Marijuana Compound Induces Cell Death In Hard-To-Treat Brain Cancer

Scientists find a new pharmacological target to modulate the effect of cannabinoids through their CB1 receptors

Marijuana compound could stop aggressive cancer metastasis

Marijuana And Cancer: Scientists Find Cannabis Compound Stops Metastasis In Aggressive Cancers

Is Marijuana the Cancer Cure We've Waited For?

Cannabis For Infant's Brain Tumor, Doctor Calls Child "A Miracle Baby"

Cannabinoid May Treat Brain Cancer

Clinical trial evaluates synthetic cannabinoid as brain cancer treatment

"Miracle" Cannabis Oil: May Treat Cancer, But Money and the Law Stand in the Way of Finding Out

As Anecdotal Reports of Anti-Cancer Effects from Cannabis 'Oil' Pile Up, Doctors Stress Need to Document Its Effects

Buying Pot For My 11-Year-Old

e-Therapeutics announces continuation of ETS2101 phase I trial in brain cancer (news – 2014)

Inhaled Cannabis May Keep Brain Cancer in Remission (news – 2014)

Research Shows How Marijuana Compound Can Reduce Tumor Growth In Cancer Patients (news – 2014)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/07/16/marijuana-tumors_n_5588639.html

Winlock student with brain tumor credits cannabis for recent recovery (news – 2014)

Marijuana Drastically Shrinks Aggressive Form Of Brain Cancer, New Study Finds (news – 2014)

Cannabis extract can have dramatic effect on brain cancer, says new research (news – 2014)

Cannabis Extract, Radiation Shrink Brain Tumors in Mice (news – 2014)

Cannabis combined with radiotherapy can make brain cancer ‘disappear,’ study claims (news – 2014)

4 Mind Blowing Ways Cannabis Can Help Your Brain (news – 2014)
https://www.medicaljane.com/2014/12/14/4-mind-blowing-ways-marijuana-can-help-your-brain/

Alysa Erwin’s cancer is back, and doctors won’t help her with cannabis oil treatment (news – 2014)

Cannabis and Cancer, Pt. 1: Can Cannabis Kill Cancer? (article – 2015)

Cannabis and Cancer, Pt. 2: The Triple Threat of THC, CBD, and Conventional Treatment on Cancer (article – 2015)

‘Major hypocrisy’: US govt-funded agency admits marijuana can kill cancer cells (news – 2015)
http://rt.com/usa/248581-us-admit-marijuana-cancer/

Science Seeks to Unlock Marijuana’s Secrets (needs subscription) (news – 2015)
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/2015/06/marijuana/sides-text

The ID-1 Gene, Aggressive Cancers, and a Cannabinoid in Marijuana (news – 2015)
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/id-1-gene-aggressive-cancers-cannabinoid-marijuana-cholewa


---

**CANCER - HEAD AND NECK**


---

**CANCER – LEUKEMIA**


Dad defends decision to give 7-year-old daughter with leukemia marijuana for the pain (news – 2013) http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2372317/Dad-defends-decision-7-year-old-daughter-leukemia-marijuana-pain.html?ITO=1490&ns_mchannel=rss&ns_campaign=1490


Cannabinoids and chemotherapy in combination kill cancer cells  
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/317798.php

Cannabinoids used in combination with chemotherapy found to be effective in killing leukemia cells  

Cannabinoids used in combination with chemotherapy found to be effective in killing leukemia cells  

Cancer and Kids: Is Medical Marijuana the Answer?  

CANCER – LIVER

Cedars-Sinai Denying Transplant To Medical Marijuana Patient With Inoperable Liver Cancer  

Study: Cannabis Agonists Produce Anti-Cancer Effects In Human Liver Cancer Cells  

Anti-Cancer Effects In Human Liver Cancer Cells Produced By Cannabis Agonists  
http://www.imarijuana.com/tag/cannabinoid-agonists

Blocking body's endocannabinoids could be effective liver cancer treatment  
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/11/151123103057.htm

Die or break the law: man illegally healed with medical marijuana identifies himself  

Marijuana ‘saved my life’  

CANCER – LUNG

Marijuana compound could stop aggressive cancer metastasis  

Media Ignored Expert's Shocking Findings That Marijuana Helps Prevent Lung Cancer: Now It's Med-School Material  
Is Marijuana the Cancer Cure We’ve Waited For?  
http://www.empowher.com/cancer/content/marijuana-cancer-cure-we-ve-waited

Study: Smoking Marijuana Not Linked with Lung Damage  
http://healthland.time.com/2012/01/10/study-smoking-marijuana-not-linked-with-lung-damage/

Cannabis and the Lung: No More Smoking Gun?  

The Inhibitory Effects of Cannabidiol on Systemic Malignant Tumors  
http://www.jpsmjournal.com/article/S0885-3924(13)00115-2/fulltext

"Miracle" Cannabis Oil: May Treat Cancer, But Money and the Law Stand in the Way of Finding Out  

Federal Government Reports Marijuana Effective in Combatting Certain Cancers Reports ADSI  

‘Marijuana habit not linked to lung cancer’, Oncology Practice Reports  

Monterey County seniors finding pain relief in medical marijuana  

New Research Shows How Marijuana Compound Can Reduce Tumor Growth In Cancer Patients  
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/07/16/marijuana-tumors_n_5588639.html

Cannabidiol (CBD) May Increase Lung Cancer’s Susceptibility To Specialized Killer Cells  

Cannabis and Cancer, Pt. 1: Can Cannabis Kill Cancer?  

Cannabis and Cancer, Pt. 3: How THC and CBD Work on Cancer Cells  

The Impact Of Smoking Marijuana Regularly On Your Lungs, According To Science  
http://thinkprogress.org/health/2015/01/22/3614459/new-pot-research/

Study: Smoking Marijuana Does Not Raise Lung Cancer Risk  
http://cancer.about.com/od/smokingandcancer/f/marijuana.htm

UCLA Professor Finds Marijuana Is Safer to Smoke Than Tobacco  
Teen marijuana use not linked to later depression, lung cancer, other health problems, study finds
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/08/150804093718.htm

The U.S. Government’s Department of Health Finally Admits That Marijuana Kills Cancer

Die or break the law: man illegally healed with medical marijuana identifies himself

More palliative care patients should get medical marijuana: doctors
http://www.ctvnews.ca/health/health-headlines/more-palliative-care-patients-should-get-medical-marijuana-doctors-1.2779014

A taste of his own medicine for Langley marijuana advocate

The Shocking Differences Between Cannabis and Tobacco Smoke
https://www.greenrushedaily.com/2016/01/10/differences-cannabis-tobacco-smoke/

Which Is Worse For You – Marijuana Smoke Or Tobacco Smoke?
http://www.theweeklyweedonline.com/which-is-worse-for-you-marijuana-smoke-or-tobacco-smoke/

Massive scientific report on marijuana confirms medical benefits

Marijuana ‘saved my life’

Smoking Marijuana Does Not Increase Lung Cancer Risk, Report Finds
https://www.eaze.com/blog/posts/smoking-marijuana-lung-cancer

CANCER – MELANOMA

Marijuana to fight skin cancer in major human trial

Pharmaceuticals containing cannabinoids may be effective against skin diseases, say researchers

Topical cannabinoids may help to treat skin diseases
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/316968.php

Should I prescribe marijuana for my patients? Senior users weigh in
http://www.jweekly.com/2017/06/18/should-i-prescribe-marijuana-for-my-patients-senior-users-weigh-in/
**CANCER - MESOTHELIOMA**

69-Year Old Says Cannabis Oil is Keeping Him Healthy and Strong Six Years After Mesothelioma Diagnosis  

Surviving Mesothelioma Releases Second Installment in Cannabis Oil Series Detailing Patient’s Remarkable Survival Regimen  
http://www.prweb.com/releases/2016/04/prweb13368373.htm

Surviving Peritoneal Mesothelioma: Stephen Jay Gould’s Cancer Journey  

**CANCER - MYELOMA**

Can Marijuana and Cialis really kill myeloma cells?  

Cannabidiol Can Kill Multiple Myeloma Cells  
https://thejointblog.com/cannabidiol-can-kill-multiple-myeloma-cells/  

New Study Shows Marijuana May Help Fight Cancer  

CBD/THC Treats Multiple Myeloma Bone Damage  
https://peoplebeatingcancer.org/cbdthc-treat-multiple-myeloma-bone-damage/  

'I'm on death row already': Sick Arkansans in limbo as they wait for medical marijuana  

**CANCER – NEUROBLASTOMA **

Cancer – Childhood neuroblastoma complete remission  
http://cannabisclinicians.org/view-all-case-reports/entry/667/  

Father Arrested for Using Cannabis Oil on Daughter With Stage 4 Neuroblastoma  
http://realfarmacy.com/father-arrested-using-cannabis-oil-daughter-stage-4-neuroblastoma/
Girl, 3, who was given cannabis oil by her father, loses cancer battle (news – 2016)

Study: Cannabinoids Limit Neuroblastoma Cell Proliferation (news – 2016)

---

**CANCER – ORAL**

No Relief Yet for Brutal Oral Cancer Pain, but Cannabinoids May Offer Some Hope (news – 2014)
http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/617125/?sc=rsmn

Miracle Plant: Can Medical Marijuana Heal Wounds? (news – 2017)

---

**CANCER – OVARIAN**

Marijuana compound could stop aggressive cancer metastasis (news - 2012)

Why I chose to use cannabis (article – 2016)
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4791147/

Cannabis oil a saving grace for Lake Country woman after end of life diagnosis (news – 2016)

FDA OKs Cannabis-Based Ovarian Cancer Treatment (news – 2016)

---

**CANCER – PANCREATIC**

Pancreatitis & Medical Marijuana (forum repost - 2011)

Study: Cannabis Plays A Key Role In Pancreatic Cancer Treatment (news – 2014)
CANCER – PNET / PRIMITIVE NEUROECTODERMAL TUMOR

Father: Medical marijuana eased pain of my cancer-battling son
(news - forum repost – 2011)

CANCER – PROSTATE

Is Marijuana the Cancer Cure We’ve Waited For? (news – 2012)
http://www.empowher.com/cancer/content/marijuana-cancer-cure-we-ve-waited

Marijuana And Cancer: Scientists Find Cannabis Compound Stops Metastasis In Aggressive Cancers (news – 2012)

Tommy Chong Is "Cancer Free;" Claims Marijuana Cures Cancer (news – 2013)

Study: Medical Cannabis May Inhibit The Spread Of Prostate Cancer (news – 2013)

CANCER – Rhabdomyosarcoma

13-Year-Old Chico Ryder is Kickin’ Cancer with Cannabis Oil (news – 2015)

This is Nattaly Brown. She's 7, has cancer, and uses medical marijuana (news – 2017)

7 year-old Michigan Native Fought Cancer With Cannabis… and Won (news – 2017)

CANCER – SKIN

Cannabis Science Provides Physician’s Documentation That Confirms Successful Treatment of Skin Cancer (news/ad – 2011)
Marijuana May Turn Off DNA Linked To Skin Cancer And Other Diseases (news – 2013)

Anandamide May Serve Anticancer Role In Skin Cancer (news – 2013)

Cannabinoids Found to Reduce 90% of Skin Cancer in Just 20 Weeks, According to New Study (news – 2013)

Japanese Study Shows Cannabinoids Inhibit Tumor Growth (news – 2014)
https://www.medicaljane.com/2013/07/27/study-shows-cannabinoids-inhibit-tumor-growth/

Marijuana to fight skin cancer in major human trial (news – 2016)

Pharmaceuticals containing cannabinoids may be effective against skin diseases, say researchers (news – 2017)

Topical cannabinoids may help to treat skin diseases (news – 2017)
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/316968.php

"Medical marijuana refugee" Laurie Gaddis uses cannabis to treat her skin cancer (news – 2017)

Marijuana ‘saved my life’ (news – 2017)

CANCER – SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMA

Cannabis Oil Shrinks “One Of The Worst” Cancers (news – infomercial – 2012)

Medical Cannabis in the Palliation of Malignant Wounds—A Case Report (article – 2017)
http://www.jpsmjournal.com/article/S0885-3924(16)30328-1/abstract

CANCER - VARIOUS/ UNNAMED

Aging & Medical Marijuana (booklet – undated)
http://www.safeaccessnow.org/aging_booklet
Cannabis Rx: Cutting Through the Misinformation : Dr. Andrew Weil (news - 2010)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/andrew-weil-md/can-cannabis-treat-cancer_b_701005.html

Cannabis is used for first time in hospitals to relieve pain of terminal cancer patients (news – 2011)

Benefits From Medical Marijuana (news – 2011)
http://www.livestrong.com/article/98476-medical-reasons-marijuana/

Ingredient in cannabis restores taste for cancer patients (news – 2011)

Worth Repeating: You Can’t Censor Cannabis Cancer Treatment (news – 2011)
http://www.tokeofthetown.com/2011/03/worth_repeating_you_cant_censor_cannabis_cancer_tr.php#more

Medical Marijuana: The Illegal Herb that Fights Cancer (news - 2011)

Another Study Confirms Anti-Cancer Effects of THC and CBD (news – 2011)
http://mamamojournal.blogspot.com/search?q=Another+Study+Confirms+Anti-Cancer+Effects+of+THC+and+CBD

Cannabis Science Reports: National Cancer Institute Updates Confirm Successful Cancer Treatments with Medical Cannabis. (news - 2011)
http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Cannabis+Science+Reports%3a+National+Cancer+Institute+Updates+Confirm...a0252875363

Cannabinoid Shown Effective as Adjuvant Analgesic for Cancer Pain (news - 2012)
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/06/120604142426.htm

Scientists find a new pharmacological target to modulate the effect of cannabinoids through their CB1 receptors (news – 2012)

Cannabinoid therapy helps provide effective analgesia for cancer patients with pain (news – 2012)

Marijuana compound could stop aggressive cancer metastasis (news - 2012)

Marijuana And Cancer: Scientists Find Cannabis Compound Stops Metastasis In Aggressive Cancers (news – 2012)

Cannabis, cannabinoids and cancer – the evidence so far (news – 2012)
http://cancerresearches.blogspot.com/2014/05/cannabis-cannabinoids-and-cancer.html

5 Marijuana Compounds That Could Help Combat Cancer, Alzheimers, Parkinsons (If Only They Were Legal) (news – 2012)
Cannabinoid formulation benefits opioid-refractory pain
(news – 2012)

Mitochondria Mysteries
https://www.projectcbd.org/article/cannabinoids-and-mitochondria
(news – 2012)

Cannabinoids may be a target for new strategies in cancer treatment
(news – 2012)

Hashing It Out In Ohio With The Martha Stewart Of Marijuana
(interview – 2013)

"Miracle" Cannabis Oil: May Treat Cancer, But Money and the Law Stand in the Way of Finding Out
(news – 2013)

Federal Government Reports Marijuana Effective in Combatting Certain Cancers Reports ADSI
(news – 2013)

4 Examples of Alternative Cancer Therapies
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2013/05/23/cancer-therapies
(news – 2013)

Hemp Could Free Us From Oil, Prevent Deforestation, Cure Cancer and It’s Environmentally Friendly – So Why Is It Illegal?
(news – 2013)

Still Believe Nature Got It Wrong? Top 10 Health Benefits of Marijuana
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2013/05/01/still-believe-nature-got-it-wrong-top-10-health-benefits-of-marijuana
(news – 2013)

Fighting Cancer: Another Study Reveals the Cannabis and Cancer Link
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2012/10/05/fighting-cancer-another-study-reveals-the-cannabis-and-cancer-link
(news – 2013)

New Study: THC May Treat Inflammatory Diseases and Cancer By Altering Genes
(news – 2013)

20 Medical Studies That Prove Cannabis Can Cure Cancer
(news – 2013)

Study shows non-hallucinogenic cannabinoids are effective anti-cancer drugs
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/10/131004094105.htm
(news – 2013)

New Study Proves Cannabinoids Have Cancer Fighting Properties
http://www.opposingviews.com/society/drug-law/new-study-proves-cannabinoids-have-cancer-fighting-properties
(news – 2013)
http://www.gacareproject.com/flash-back-how-georgia-legalized-medical-marijuana/


Rick Simpson Oil (RSO) - learn about Rick Simpson and how to make RSO (news – 2013)

Drug War Blocking Potential Treatments for Cancer, Alzheimer’s, Journal Claims (news – 2013)
http://healthland.time.com/2013/06/14/drug-war-blocking-potential-treatments-for-cancer-alzheimers-journal-claims/

http://www.safeaccessnow.org/medical_cannabis_research_what_does_the_evidence_say

The Comprehensive Report on the Cannabis Extract Movement and the Use of Cannabis Extracts to Treat Diseases (link to upload - 2014)
http://www.slideshare.net/TheHempSolution/comprehensive-report-on-the-cannabis-extract-movement

UEA research reveals how cannabis compound could slow tumour growth (news – 2014)
https://www.uea.ac.uk/about/media-room/press-release-archive/-/asset_publisher/a2jEGMiFHPhv/content/new-research-reveals-how-cannabis-compound-could-slow-tumour-growth

Georgia Medical Patients Apply for Marijuana Research Program (news – 2014)
http://www.gacareproject.com/georgia-medical-patients-apply-for-marijuana-research-program/

Cannabis Science: Finding The Optimal Therapeutic Ratio Of THC And CBD (news – 2014)

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/07/16/marijuana-tumors_n_5588639.html

How marijuana shrinks cancerous tumours (news – 2014)
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/marijuana-shrinks-cancerous-tumours-122611456.html

Why so munchy? Cannabis shown to ramp up sense of smell (news – 2014)

DR ALLAN FRANKEL’S EARLY VERSION INITIAL DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION GUIDE (news – 2014)

Marijuana, Reconsidered: Dr. Lester Grinspoon On 45 Years Of Cannabis Science (interview – 2015)
Cannabis and Cancer, Pt. 1: Can Cannabis Kill Cancer? (article – 2015)

What ailments does medical marijuana help? (news – 2015)

10 diseases where medical marijuana could have impact (news – 2015)

'Major hypocrisy': US govt-funded agency admits marijuana can kill cancer cells (news – 2015)
http://rt.com/usa/248581-us-admit-marijuana-cancer/

Synthetic drugs: evidence that they can cause cancer (news – 2015)
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/04/150416083746.htm

The Science Behind Sanjay Gupta’s WEED 3 (news – 2015)

Marijuana Is a Wonder Drug When It Comes to the Horrors of Chemo (news – 2015)

Indian Oncologists Want Cannabis Legalized To Fight Cancer (news – 2015)

Marijuana: lower cost, more choice (news – 2015)

Illinois medical marijuana applicants trending female, older (news – 2015)

Scientists reveal how THC – found in cannabis – ‘could slow cancer tumour growth’ (news – 2015)

Cannabis reduces tumor growth in study (news - 2015)
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/279571.php

The Outsourcing of American Marijuana Research (news – 2015)

Cannabigerol (CBG): The Traffic Cop of Cannabinoids (news – 2015)
https://www.massroots.com/learn/what-is-cbg-cannabigerol

The U.S. Government’s Department of Health Finally Admits That Marijuana Kills Cancer (news- forum repost - 2015)

Using Medical Cannabis in an Oncology Practice (article – 2016)
http://www.cancernetwork.com/oncology-journal/using-medical-cannabis-oncology-practice#shash.CIT8JR9n.uWvEhJSG.dpuf
Can cannabis combat cancer?  (news – 2016)

Native American Church Sues Postal Service Over Seizure of ‘Sacramental’ Marijuana  (news – 2016)
http://www.oregonlive.com/marijuana/index.ssf/2016/01/native_ameri...marijuana-sales-400085091.html

Santa Claus speaks out against North Pole ban of marijuana sales  (news – 2016)

Weeding out the truth: Cannabis-based medications for cancer patients  (news – 2016)

The Shocking Differences Between Cannabis and Tobacco Smoke  (news – 2016)
https://www.greenrushdaily.com/2016/01/10/differences-cannabis-tobacco-smoke/

Medical Cannabis in the Palliation of Malignant Wounds—A Case Report  (article – 2017)
http://www.jpsmjournal.com/article/S0885-3924(16)30328-1/abstract

Cannabis Guidelines  (article – 2017)
https://cjon.ons.org/cjon/21/4/cannabis-guidelines

In Peru, mothers rouse support for legalizing medical marijuana  (news – 2017)

Terpineol: The Tumor Killing Terpene That Fights Cancer  (news – 2017)
http://herb.co/2017/03/30/terpineol/

END 4/20 SHAME: An Oncology Nurse’s Struggle  (news – 2017)
http://www.dopemagazine.com/oncology-nurses-struggle/

Oncology Nurses Help Patients Navigate Medicinal Marijuana Complexities  (news – 2017)
http://www.cancernetwork.com/ONS-2017/oncology-nurses-help-patients-navigate-medicinal-marijuana-complexities

Marijuana ‘saved my life’  (news – 2017)

Cannabinoids and chemotherapy in combination kill cancer cells  (news – 2017)
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/317798.php

Cannabinoids used in combination with chemotherapy found to be effective in killing leukemia cells  (news – 2017)

A Mother With Stage 4 Colon Cancer: How Marijuana Helped  (news – 2017)
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/a-mother-with-stage-4-colon-cancer-how-marijuana-helped/#sthash.wTX7QK1a.dpuf

Dosing THCA: Less is more  (news – 2017)
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/dosing-thca-less-more

Should I prescribe marijuana for my patients? Senior users weigh in  (news – 2017)
Medicinal cannabis: Doctors to learn how to prescribe drug at Melbourne course
(news – 2017)

Survey: A Quarter of Cancer Patients Use Legal Medical Marijuana. (news – 2017)
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/301190

CBD, Cannabis and Breast Cancer
https://www.constancetherapeutics.com/learn-more/cbd-cannabis-and-breast-cancer

CBD, PPARs, and Gene Expression

**CANNABINOID HYPEREMESIS SYNDROME** – vomiting due to cannabinoid overdose

Marijuana use associated with cyclic vomiting syndrome in young males
(news – 2012)
http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2012-01/w-mua010912.php

Marijuana use may cause severe cyclic nausea, vomiting, a little-known, but costly effect
(news – 2012)
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/10/121022081353.htm

Marijuana, Real or Fake, Can Lead to Unusual Gastro Problem

Cannabinoid Hyperemesis Syndrome? Bring on the Hot Sauce
http://journals.lww.com/em-news/blog/BreakingNews/Pages/post.aspx?PostID=183

When Weed Makes You Projectile Vomit

Finally, the Article on Cannabis Hyperemesis Syndrome that Readers Deserve
(news – 2017)
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/finally-the-article-on-cannabis-hyperemesis-syndrome-that-readers-deserve/

**CARPAL TUNNEL SYNDROME**

How can medical marijuana help with… CARPAL TUNNEL SYNDROME?
(news – 2015)
**CELIAC DISEASE**

Cannabis May Treat Celiac Disease, According to Recent Government-Published Study (news – 2015)

Cannabis May Cure Celiac Disease (news – 2015)

Marijuana Provides Relief for Celiac Disease (news – 2016)
https://www.hellomd.com/health-wellness/marijuana-provides-relief-for-ceeliac-disease/

These Digestive Diseases Are Being Treated With Medical Cannabis (news – 2017)
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/these-digestive-diseases-are-being-treated-with-medical-cannabis/

**CEREBRAL PALSY**

Alternative Drug Therapy Approach Alleviates Cerebral Palsy Symptoms and Muscle Spasticity (news – 2011)

Cerebral Palsy Victim Sues City Over Medical Marijuana (news/anecdotal – 2011)

Health Benefits Of Medical Marijuana: 3 Major Ways Cannabis Helps Sick People Live Normal Lives (news – 2014)

Treating Cerebral Palsy Symptoms With Medical Marijuana (news – 2014)

Disabled JeffCo student's cannabis medication confiscated, school cites federal law (news – 2015)

**CHAGAS DISEASE / AMERICAN TRYPANOSOMIASIS** – spread by kissing bug bites

Promising Treatment for Chagas Disease: Caryophyllene Oxide (a cannabinoid-based preparation) (news – 2016)
Synergistic Effect of Lupenone and Caryophyllene Oxide against Trypanosoma cruzi  
(news – 2016)  

**CHARCOT-MARIE-TOOTH DISEASE** - an inherited neurological disorder

Charcot-Marie-Tooth Disease by Anonymous  
(anecdotal – undated)  

medical marijuana helps.  
(anecdotal – 2010)  
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/opinions/49162

Does Cannabis Relieve Charcot-Marie-Tooth Disease (CMT)?  
(news – 2016)  
http://herb.co/2016/12/20/charcot-marie-tooth-disease-cmt/

**CHEMICAL COMPOSITION**

Yes, different strains do matter, sort of  
(news – undated)  
http://www.hailmaryjane.com/different-strains-do-matter/

Non-psychoactive cannabis to be unveiled at Annual National Clinical Conference on Cannabis Therapeutics  
(news - 2010)  

Genome of Marijuana Sequenced and Published  
(news – 2011)  

Cannabis Sequencing Study Explores Differences Between Marijuana, Hemp Producing Plants  
(news – 2011) (needs registration)  
http://www.genomeweb.com/sequencing/cannabis-sequencing-study-explores-differences-between-marijuana-hemp-producing

The cannabis genome: How hemp got high  
(news – 2011)  

10 Questions To Ask Your Cannabis Scientist  
(news - 2011)  
http://www.pureanalytics.net/blog/2011/08/13/10-questions-to-ask-your-cannabis-scientist/

Cannabis Genome Uncloaked: Commentary on the Scientific Implications  
(article – 2012)  
http://www.icrs.co/content/Cannabis_Genome_Uncloaked.pdf
How Do You Know Which Medical Marijuana Strain Is Right For You? (news – 2012)
http://www.unitedpatientsgroup.com/blog/2012/01/31/how-do-you-know-which-medical-marijuana-strain-is-right-for-you/

Researchers identify cannabinoid-making pathway (news – 2012)

Development Of Marijuana Varieties To Produce Pharmaceuticals (news – 2012)
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/releases/247908.php

Acidic versus Activated Cannabinoids- Tips on How to Choose the Therapy Regimen that is Right for You (news – 2012)
http://pureanalytics.net/blog/2012/05/09/acidic-versus-activated-cannabinoids-tips-on-how-to-choose-the-therapy-regimen-that-is-right-for-you/

What You Need to Know about Growing CBD-rich Cannabis from Seed (news/ad – 2012)
http://pureanalytics.net/blog/2012/03/12/what-you-need-to-know-about-growing-cbd-rich-cannabis-from-seed/

Simple Method: Isolating & Extracting INDIVIDUAL Cannabinoids... from BadKittySmiles (forum post – 2012)

Young cannabis confirmed: Cannabinoid content discriminates between drug and hemp forms of cannabis seedlings (news – 2013)

Cannabis fractions: Separating cannabinoids from terpenoids (news – 2013)

High levels of THC in Australian cannabis (news – 2013)

Not That High (news – 2013)
http://www.slate.com/articles/health_and_science/science/2013/03/marijuana_potency_returning_smokers_want_mellower_pot_strain_s.html

Cannabis spp. (pistillate inflorescence and leaf) (article – 2014)
http://www.botanicalauthentication.org/index.php/Cannabis_spp._(pistillate_inflorescence_and_leaf)

Amber is Bad ? (article – 2014)
http://growhappyplants.com/look.html

Scientists Make Breakthrough In Genetic Screening For Cannabis (news – 2014)
http://www.leafscience.com/2014/03/06/scientists-make-breakthrough-genetic-screening-cannabis/

Monsanto plans to patent genetically modified marijuana in Uruguay (news – 2014)
Your Next Cooking Oil Could Come From Hemp
http://www.popsci.com/article/science/your-next-cooking-oil-could-come-hemp
(news – 2014)

What is the difference between Indica and Sativa Marijuana Plants?
(news - 2014)

Cannabinoid Breakdown
http://www.bloomwellbend.com/cannabinoid-breakdown/
(news – 2014)

Cannabis Chemistry 101
http://www.greencultured.co/cannabis-chemistry-101/
(news – 2014)

The Bud Light-ification of Bud
(news – 2014)

Strain Fingerprint™ Launch: Leafly Partnership
http://steephilllab.com/steep-hill-strain-fingerprint-leafly-partnership/
(news – 2014)

Cannabinoids (article – 2015)
http://steephill.com/science/cannabinoids

World’s strongest weed? Potency testing challenged
(news – 2015)

Was Marijuana Really Less Potent in the 1960s?
(news – 2015)

Robotics And Medical Marijuana — A Joint Venture
(news – 2015)

Monsanto Creates First Genetically Modified Strain of Marijuana
http://worldnewsdailyreport.com/monsanto-creates-first-genetically-modified-strain-of-marijuana/
(news - 2015)

(news – 2015)

Distribution Of Sugars Within Marijuana Plants
(news – 2015)

Here’s The Real Difference Between Sativa & Indica Pot Strains
http://www.refinery29.com/difference-between-indica-and-sativa
(news – 2015)

You can’t tell a pot from the label
http://thechronicleherald.ca/metro/1308503-you-can%E2%80%99t-tell-a-pot-from-the-label?from=most_read&most_read=1308503&most_read_ref=%2Fnews
(news – 2015)

Where Does Your Weed Come From? Breaking Down The DNA Of Sativa And Indica Strains
(news – 2015)

Growing Marijuana At A Cellular Level
http://www.theweeklyweedonline.com/growing-marijuana-at-a-cellular-level/
(news – 2015)
Finding the Right Strain of Medical Marijuana
(news – 2015)

The Rise Of Tailor-Made Highs
https://article.wn.com/view/2015/09/25/The_Rise_Of_TailorMade_Highs/
(news – 2016)

Marijuana's Mad Scientist Is Changing the Weed Game
(news – 2016)

What Makes Each Marijuana Strain Unique?
https://www.hellomd.com/health-wellness/what-makes-each-marijuana-strain-unique
(news – 2016)

Cannabis and Cannabinoid Research Publishes Data Demonstrating the Degradation of Cannabidiol to Psychoactive Cannabinoids when Exposed to Simulated Gastric Fluid
(news – 2016)

Why Is Pot So Stinky?
(news – 2016)

The Cannflavins Unique to Cannabis
http://www.beyondthe.com/the-cannflavins-unique-to-cannabis/
(news – 2016)

McLean Hospital Study Finds That Medical Marijuana Use May Improve Cognitive Performance
(news – 2016)

How does cannabis get users “high”? Science explains.
http://www.thecannifornian.com/cannabis-culture/cannabis-get-users-high-science-explains/
(news – 2016)

Time To Put ‘Skunk’ Out Of Business
http://volteface.me/features/skunk-out-of-business/
(news – 2016)

Do You Know Your Optimum Vaping Temperature?
http://herb.co/2016/08/18/optimum-vaping-temperature/
(news – 2016)

Purple, Red & Green Weed: A Guide To Your Bud Colors
http://herb.co/2016/08/25/bud-colors/
(news – 2016)

Does CBD Convert to THC When Ingested? The findings from one study conclude it is possible.
https://www.thcmag.com/does-cbd-convert-to-thc-when-ingested-the-findings-from-one-study-conclude-it-is-possible/
(news – 2016)

Does oral cannabidiol convert to THC, a psychoactive form of cannabinoid, in the stomach?
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/releases/311150.php
(news – 2016)

From Pot to FAAH: Exploiting the Endocannabinoid System
https://www.medpagetoday.com/neurology/generalneurology/56011
(news – 2016)

CBGA - The Precursor To All Cannabinoids
http://www.potbot.com/blog/cbga-the-precursor-to-all-cannabinoids/
(news – 2016)
Beyond Aroma: Terpenes in Cannabis
https://www.sclabs.com/beyond-aroma-terpenes-in-cannabis/

Federally produced cannabis for research does not reflect potency, diversity of legal markets
http://www.colorado.edu/today/2016/11/14/federally-produced-cannabis-research-does-not-reflect-potency-diversity-legal-markets

Marijuana vs. Hemp: What's the Difference?

Product Review: tCheck Cannabis Oil Potency Tester
http://beyondchronic.com/2016/10/product-review-tcheck-cannabis-oil-potency-tester/

The Best Recipe for Maximizing the Medical Effects of Marijuana
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/entourage-effect-best-recipe-maximizing-marijuana

How Cannabis Strain Genetics Influence the THC:CBD Ratio

Part 2, Why Strains Have THC and CBD Limits

Part 3, How to Assess THC and CBD Levels

Part 4, Predicting Strain Effects From THC and CBD Levels

What Gives Marijuana Strains Their Flavors?

Marijuana Flavor Genes Identified
http://www.genengnews.com/gen-news-highlights/marijuana-flavor-genes-identified/81254111

What Gives Cannabis its Flavour?

Marijuana Mood Ring: What do Cannabis Colors Mean?
http://www.westword.com/marijuana/marijuana-colors-have-meaning-beyond-a-strains-strength-9140194

What is Cannabis Ruderalis?
http://www.leafscience.com/2017/05/07/what-is-cannabis-ruderalis/

Cannabis Anthocyanins: A Closer Look at the Color Purple in Cannabis
(news – 2017)

Cannabis colors: Why So Many? What Do They Mean?

Why Is Weed Getting More Potent?
Cannabis Part 2: Cannabinoids and Endocannabinoids (news – 2017)

CHEMOTHERAPY

Aging & Medical Marijuana (booklet – undated)
http://www.safeaccessnow.org/aging_booklet

Marijuana Extract Might Help Prevent Chemotherapy-Related Nerve Pain (news – 2011)

Cannabinoid 'Completely' Prevents Chemotherapy-Induced Neuropathy, Study Says (news – 2011)

Ingredient in cannabis restores taste for cancer patients (news – 2011)

Marijuana component may ease pain from chemotherapy drugs (news – 2011)

CBD: Marijuana Compound Has No High, But Relieves Pain (news – 2011)

Cannabidiol may help prevent paclitaxel-induced peripheral neuropathy (news – 2011)

Marijuana component could ease pain from chemotherapy drugs (news – 2011)

Marijuana Advocates Sue Feds After DEA Rejects Weed as Medicine (news – 2011)

Father: Medical marijuana eased pain of my cancer-battling son (news/forum repost – 2011)

Reefer tokin' seniors in South Florida see pain go up in smoke (news – 2012)

Cannabis as Painkiller (news – 2012)
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/08/120807101232.htm

Cannabis-based medications prove effective in relieving pain (news – 2012)

Mother Investigated After Opting For Marijuana Over Chemotherapy (news – 2013)


Why I chose to use cannabis (article – 2016) http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4791147/


Insys Therapeutics Announces FDA Approval of Syndros™ (news – 2016) http://syndros.com/


When marijuana is the drug that helps (news – 2017) http://www.pantagraph.com/lifestyles/health-med-fit/when-marijuana-is-the-drug-that-helps/article_131712d7-8e46-5be7-afa4-b033fc2be5c8.html
5 Positive Takeaways From The Groundbreaking Health Report On Cannabis

Grandmother with terminal cancer jailed for prescribed medical marijuana

'Tm on death row already': Sick Arkansans in limbo as they wait for medical marijuana

Here’s How Marijuana Can Kick Chemotherapy-Induced Nausea To The Curb

Blunt talk: Medical marijuana takes root

This is Nattaly Brown. She's 7, has cancer, and uses medical marijuana

7 year-old Michigan Native Fought Cancer With Cannabis… and Won

Cannabinoids and chemotherapy in combination kill cancer cells

Cannabinoids used in combination with chemotherapy found to be effective in killing leukemia cells

A Mother With Stage 4 Colon Cancer: How Marijuana Helped

Should I prescribe marijuana for my patients? Senior users weigh in

NEUROSCIENCE: THE STUDY AND APPLICATION OF CANNABIS MEDICINES

Cancer and Kids: Is Medical Marijuana the Answer?

CBD, Cannabis and Breast Cancer

CHEST PAIN - NON CARDIAC

New Study Suggests THC Can Treat Non-Cardiac Chest Pain
Novel way for treating non-cardiac chest pain due to esophageal hypersensitivity (news – 2014)

CHILDREN (2 to 12 years old) - NOTE- Children do not always react to cannabis like adults. They can experience breathing trouble and other serious problems, especially with high-doses (some edibles, hash, etc). Also see ADOLESCENTS, and INFANTS

Cancer – Childhood neuroblastoma complete remission (case report – undated)
http://cannabisclinicians.org/view-all-case-reports/entry/667/

12 Year Olds More Likely to Use Potentially Deadly Inhalants Than Cigarettes or Marijuana (news - 2010)
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2010/03/100312144534.htm

Medical Marijuana is Entering the Classroom (news – 2010)

Marijuana, autism, and failure: a true story (news – 2010)
http://www.alexneedshelp.com/marijuana-autism-and-failure-a-true-story#VOBDOC74Y5w

Marijuana is helping my 9-year-old (news - 2010)
http://theweek.com/article/index/202109/Marijuana_is_helping_my_9yearold

Why I Give My 9-Year-Old Pot, Part 3 (news - 2010)
http://www.slate.com/id/2251174/

Pot growers' kids in good health, study says (news - 2011)

The Kids Are All Right, Even if Their Parents Grow Pot (news – forum repost – 2011)
https://www.medicalmarijuana.com/the-kids-are-all-right-even-if-their-parents-grow-pot/

Why I Give My Autistic Son Pot, Part 4 (news – 2011)
http://www.slate.com/id/2294072/?from=rss

Does pot possession equal child neglect? (news – 2011)

Father: Medical marijuana eased pain of my cancer-battling son (news/forum repost – 2011)

Researchers study neuroprotective properties in cannabis (news - 2012)
http://www.foxnews.com/health/2012/03/20/researchers-study-neuroprotective-properties-in-cannabis/

How Medical Marijuana Is Giving a Six-Year-Old Boy New Life (news – 2012)
Is Medical Marijuana Safe for Children? (news – 2012)

Don’t Eat Daddy’s Cookies: How to Talk to Your Kids About Pot (news – 2012)
http://healthland.time.com/2012/12/13/dont-eat-daddys-cookies-how-to-talk-to-your-kids-about-pot/#ixzz2fY4CtXZ3

Can Medical Cannabis Stop The ADHD Epidemic? (news - 2013)
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2013/04/11/can-medical-cannabis-stop-the-adhd-epidemic/

Medical Marijuana for Kids? Some Praise Results While Others Worry About Risks (news – 2013)
http://www.cnbc.com/id/100876423

Maine Mom Fights Son’s Autistic Episodes With Marinol (news – 2013)

Charlotte’s Web Of Suffering: Six-Year-Old Colorado Girl With Dravet Syndrome Finds Relief From Marijuana High In CBD (news – 2013)

Dad defends decision to give 7-year-old daughter with leukemia marijuana for the pain (news – 2013)

Buying Pot For My 11-Year-Old (news – 2013)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/suzanne-leigh/buying-pot-for-my-11-year-old_b_3538543.html

Mother Investigated After Opting For Marijuana Over Chemotherapy (news – 2013)

Families of children with epilepsy moving to Colorado, drawn by success of marijuana oil (news – 2013)

Families migrate to Colorado for marijuana miracle (news – 2013)

Parents losing custody for medical-marijuana use (news – 2013)

Harvard: Marijuana Doesn’t Cause Schizophrenia (news – 2013)

Physicians, Medical Marijuana, and the Law (article – 2014)

The Comprehensive Report on the Cannabis Ment and the Use of Cannabis Extracts to Treat Diseases (link to upload - 2014)
http://www.slideshare.net/TheHempSolution/comprehensive-report-on-the-cannabis-extract-movement
Does medical marijuana equal bad parenting? (news – 2014)

This Family Had To Fire Their Doctor To Get Medical Marijuana For Their Son (news – 2014)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/03/25/epilepsy-medical-marijuana_n_5022008.html

Marijuana tested as treatment for children with epilepsy (news – 2014)

Changing pot laws prompt child-endangerment review (news – 2014)

UCSF-led study gathers data on safety, tolerability of purified cannabinoid for children with epilepsy (news – 2014)

Bid to Expand Medical Marijuana Business Faces Federal Hurdles (news – 2014)

The new faces of marijuana (news – 2014)
http://www.msnbc.com/hardball/the-new-faces-marijuana

Treat or nasty trick? Denver police warn of pot-tainted candy (news – 2014)
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-marijuana-halloween-idUSKCN0I617B20141017

New Test Kit: Parents Can Screen Candy For Marijuana (news – 2014)

No Halloween pot poisonings in Denver, hospital says (news – 2014)

Cannabis: World-renowned researchers discuss a new frontier in therapeutics (news – 2015)

Talking to kids about legal marijuana (news – 2015)

Controversial Cannabis Treatment Helps 9-Year-Old Boy Speak His First Words (news – 2015)

How the media used one tiny study to wildly exaggerate the threat of marijuana edibles (news – 2015)
http://www.vox.com/2015/6/22/8826011/pot-edibles-dangerous

How genetic variation influences marijuana dependence (news – 2015)

Marijuana influences visual development (news – 2015)
'Grandma's magic remedy:' Mexico's medical marijuana secret (news – 2015)

Pharmaceutical CBD (cannabidiol) Shows Promise for Children with Severe Epilepsy (news – 2015)
https://www.aesnet.org/about_aes/press_releases/pharmaceuticalcbd2015#sthash.wL57kCVn.dpuf

Babies Exposed to Cannabis in the Womb Have Better Vision by Age 4, Finds New Study (news – 2015)
http://thejointblog.com/babies-exposed-to-cannabis-in-the-womb-have-better-vision-by-age-4-finds-new-study/

Perth mum uses hemp oil medicinal cannabis to treat daughter with rare disease (news – 2015)

FDA and Marijuana: Questions and Answers (article – 2016)
http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/PublicHealthFocus/ucm421168.htm

Medical Marijuana Liquid Could Help Treat Severe Epilepsy in Children (news – 2015)

Using Medical Marijuana to Stop Childhood Seizures (news & abstract – 2016)

Utah mom in hiding, fears losing kids for treating daughter with cannabis oil (news – 2016)

What life is like after police ransack your house (news – 2016)

Father advocates for exemption to pot ordinance to treat son's severe epilepsy (news – 2016)

Buying medical pot for your child? Look out (news – 2016)
http://www.philly.com/philly/health/kidshealth/20160611_Buying_medical_pot_for_your_child_Look_out.html

2 years after CBD oils legalized in NC: How they work for the child the law is named for (news – 2016)

Ganja break - Fewer children in custody since decriminalisation of the weed (news – 2016)

Your kid is way more likely to be poisoned by crayons than by marijuana (news – 2016)
Oregon family uses medical marijuana to manage son's autistic rage
http://www.wtoc.com/story/20660400/medical-marijuana-used-to-manage-autism#WPOnoll126481

Here’s how legal pot changed Colorado and Washington

Want to protect children? Legalize and lock down marijuana
http://eastvalleytribune.com/arizona_article_d2716b90-9a38-11e6-b59c-63efecf71ef6d.html

Marijuana butter eased her child's symptoms. Then her kids were taken away from her.

Health care refugees: Family flees Florida to save daughter's life

Health care refugees: Medical marijuana and new hope

Virginia school suspends an 11-year-old for one year over a leaf that wasn’t marijuana

Beware: Children can passively 'smoke' marijuana, too
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/12/161207124123.htm

Marijuana Dependence Influenced by Genes, Childhood Sexual Abuse
(news – 2016) http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/643766/?sc=rsmn

Even in legal weed states, parents who consume pot can still lose custody of their kids

Doctored marijuana gives relief to boy whose parents found no other way to help him

Father Arrested for Using Cannabis Oil on Daughter With Stage 4 Neuroblastoma
(news – 2016) http://realfarmacy.com/father-arrested-using-cannabis-oil-daughter-stage-4-neuroblastoma/

Girl, 3, who was given cannabis oil by her father, loses cancer battle

Equal access to our education system for children who are medical cannabis patients

I made my son cannabis cookies. They changed his life.

Autism awareness month: fight for cannabis oil
http://wrbl.com/2017/04/02/autism-awareness-month-fight-for-cannabis-oil/
Hooded, handcuffed, and 'violated': South Dakota's use of forced catheterization (news – 2017)

Cannabis-based medicine may cut seizures in half for those with tough-to-treat epilepsy (news – 2017)
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/04/170418161907.htm

Medical marijuana prescribed to 11-year-old boy on the NHS in first case of its kind (news – 2017)

Poll: Majority of marijuana smokers are parents, backed Clinton 2-1 (news – 2017)

Cannabis Gives 4-Year-Old a Shot at Life After Family's Cross-Country Move (news – 2017)

Marijuana and Autism: New research is unlocking cannabis' potential as an autism treatment (news – 2017)

The Compelling Case for Treating Autism with Marijuana (news – 2017)

This is Nattaly Brown. She's 7, has cancer, and uses medical marijuana (news – 2017)

7 year-old Michigan Native Fought Cancer With Cannabis… and Won (news – 2017)

Researchers identify main factors of home indoor air pollution: marijuana surprisingly plays a big role (news – 2017)
http://www.zmescience.com/ecology/home-air-pollution-study/

Marijuana Labels Could Mislead Kids and Consumers (news – 2017)


To save her daughter, this mom became a medical marijuana pioneer (news – 2017)
http://www.salon.com/2017/09/03/to-save-her-daughter-this-mom-became-a-medical-marijuana-pioneer_partner/

Warning of marijuana Halloween candy derided as scare tactic (news – 2017)
**CHOLESTEROL**

How marijuana could help cure obesity-related diseases

Study: Marijuana May Reduce Risk of Erectile Dysfunction
http://www.leafscience.com/2013/12/09/study-marijuana-may-reduce-risk-erectile-dysfunction/

Cholesterol Drug Might Work Better than Medical Marijuana
http://www.popsci.com/cholesterol-drug-targets-same-receptors-marijuana

Common cholesterol drug stimulates the same receptors as marijuana

**CHRONIC FATIGUE SYNDROME/ MYALGIC ENCEPHALOMYELITIS**

Myalgic Encephalomyelitis by Anonymous
http://www.rxmarijuana.com/shared_comments/Myalgic_Encephalomyelitis.htm

Medical marijuana shows promise for pain
http://sacfs.asn.au/news/2012/01/01_08_medical_marijuana_shows_promise_for_pain.htm

Nabilone (Cesamet) For Fibromyalgia and Chronic Fatigue Syndrome
http://www.healthrising.org/drugs-for-fibromyalgia/nabilone-cesamet-fibromyalgia-chronic-fatigue-syndrome/

How cannabis can treat ME (chronic fatigue syndrome)

**CIRCADIAN RHYTHM**

Marijuana Time Warp

**CLINICAL ENDOCANNABINOID DEFICIENCY THEORY**

What Is Clinical Endocannabinoid Deficiency?
https://sensiseeds.com/en/blog/what-is-clinical-endocannabinoid-deficiency/
Endocannabinoid Deficiency Could Be To Blame For Your Chronic Health Conditions, Study Finds

Ethan Russo: Endocannabinoid Deficiency & Medical Cannabis

Dr. Greg Gerdeaman: Human Endocannabinoid System Awareness (interview – 2016)

Dr. Ethan Russo explains Clinical Endocannabinoid Deficiency (news – 2016)

Marijuana/Fibromyalgia – The Data Pile Up (news – 2016)

Is Your Low-Fat Diet Killing Your Endocannabinoid System? (news – 2016)

What Impacts the Endocannabinoid System Besides Cannabis? (news – 2016)
https://www.marijuananimes.org/what-impacts-the-endocannabinoid-system-besides-cannabis/

Cannabis is an Effective Treatment for PTSD (news – 2017)
https://www.marijuananimes.org/cannabis-is-an-effective-treatment-for-ptsd/

What is Clinical Endocannabinoid Deficiency? (news – 2017)
http://www.cannabisculture.com/content/2017/08/02/dr-frank-clinical-endocannabinoid-deficiency-cecd

COCAINE and the ENDOCANNABINOID SYSTEM

Cocaine, Opiate, and Cannabinoid Infant Mortality Study (news – 2011)

Study: Marijuana compound helps mitigate cocaine addiction in mice (news – 2011)

Can marijuana curb cocaine addiction? (news – 2011)
http://theweek.com/article/index/217709/can-marijuana-curb-cocaine-addiction


COLDS
Diminishing Suffering from Colds and Flu with Medical Marijuana  
http://drscirus.com/medicine/medical-marijuana/diminishing-suffering-colds-flu-medical-marijuana  
(news – 2016)

Does Cannabis Cure the Common Cold?  
https://www.hellomd.com/health-wellness/does-cannabis-cure-the-common-cold  
(news – 2016)

**COLITIS** - also see BOWEL DISORDERS

Study uncovers marijuana's potential to treat autoimmune diseases  
(news – 2014)

L. Acidophilus and the CB2 Receptor  
https://www.sclabs.com/l-acidophilus-and-the-cb2-receptor/  
(news – 2014)

How can medical marijuana help with… COLITIS?  
(news – 2015)

What ailments does medical marijuana help?  
(news – 2015)

Japan’s First Lady Ushers In New Era of Hemp Acceptance by Purchasing Elixinol CBD Hemp Oil Product  
(news – 2016)

Cannabis as a Treatment for Inflammatory Bowel Disease  
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/cannabis-as-a-treatment-for-inflammatory-bowel-disease/  
(news – 2016)

Active ingredients in both hot peppers and cannabis calm the gut's immune system  
(news – 2017)

Chili peppers, marijuana may reduce gut inflammation  
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/317128.php  
(news – 2017)

To Calm the Gut, Look to Weed and Hot Peppers  
(news – 2017)

Cannabinoid Chewing Gum Enters Phase II Trial  
(news – 2017)

**COMPASSIONATE INVESTIGATIONAL NEW DRUG PROGRAM/ NIDA CANNABIS**  
- The US government’s federal Medical Marijuana Program. Also see “2000-2009 studies” and the pre-2000 List

US Government Medical Cannabis Tins  
(news – undated)
Federal IND Patients (article – undated)

Free pot? Federal program ships marijuana to four (news – photo essay- undated)

Smoked Marijuana IS Medicine: Feds Still Distributing Rolled Joints (news – 2011)
http://www.tokeofthetown.com/2011/12/smoked_marijuana_is_medicine_feds_still_distributing.php


In decades-old program, Uncle Sam provides pot (news – 2011)

Federal Rx: Marijuana (news – 2011)

Free Govt. Marijuana Via “Compassionate” Drug Program (news – 2011)

Ole Miss home to medical marijuana lab (news – 2012)

Irv Rosenfeld’s 30th Anniversary of Getting Marijuana From the Feds (news – 2012)
http://blog.mpp.org/tag/compassionate-investigational-new-drug/

While Arresting Thousands Of Pot Smokers Daily, Feds Supply 4 Patients With Legal Marijuana (news – 2013)

4 Americans get medical pot from the feds (news – 2014)

Mississippi, home to federal government’s official stash of marijuana (news – 2014)

Pot-smoking stockbroker has a steady supplier: the feds (news – 2015)

Two Floridians get free marijuana for life -- from the feds (news – 2015)

ICYMI: The Feds Have Their Own Crop Of Whacky-Tobacky In The Heart Of Mississippi (news – 2015)

Federally produced cannabis for research does not reflect potency, diversity of legal markets
(http://reason.com/blog/2015/10/21/brookings-report-decries-the-federal-gov)

Government marijuana looks nothing like the real stuff. See for yourself.
(news – 2017)

The Quality Of Government Marijuana Is So Bad It’s Hindering Research
(news – 2017)
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/the-quality-of-government-marijuana-is-so-bad-its-hindering-research/#sthash.aZPNjSgN.dpuf

Government Marijuana Is Inferior And Moldy, Researcher Claims
(news – 2017)

Criticism of U. of Mississippi Marijuana Quality Unfair

Government research-grade marijuana is not exactly fire
(news – 2017)
https://1weed.net/government-research-grade-marijuana-is-not-exactly-fire/

COPD/ CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY DISEASE

Marijuana Smoke Not as Damaging as Tobacco, Says Study
(news - 2012)

Study: Smoking Marijuana Not Linked with Lung Damage
(news – 2012)
http://healthland.time.com/2012/01/10/study-smoking-marijuana-not-linked-with-lung-damage/

Cannabis and the Lung: No More Smoking Gun?
(editorial – 2013)

Checotah Man Credits Cannabis Oil For Improved Health (COPD)
(news – 2014)
http://www.newson6.com/story/26293519/checotah-man-credits-cannabis-oil-for-improved-health

Marijuana Smoking Not Linked to Chronic Breathing Problems
(news – 2014)

The Impact Of Smoking Marijuana Regularly On Your Lungs, According To Science
(news – 2015)
http://thinkprogress.org/health/2015/01/22/3614459/new-pot-research/

UCLA Professor Finds Marijuana Is Safer to Smoke Than Tobacco
(news – 2015)

Spliffs Are Poison, Destroy Lungs
(news – 2016)
CROHN’S DISEASE - also see BOWEL DISORDERS


Choosing pot over pills may be the way to go for Crohn's sufferers (news – 2013) http://www.thetotalhealthcare.com/choosing-pot-over-pills-may-be-the-way-to-go-for-crohns-sufferers-msn/

Could Cannabis Cure Crohn's Disease? (news – 2013) http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2013/05/21/cannabis-treatment-inflammatory-bowel-disease-crohns_n_3311278.html?just_reloaded=1


The Comprehensive Report on the Cannabis Extract Movement and the Use of Cannabis Extracts to Treat Diseases (link to upload - 2014) http://www.slideshare.net/TheHempSolution/comprehensive-report-on-the-cannabis-extract-movement


Cannabis Superior To Drugs For Inflammatory Bowel Condition (Crohn's Disease) (news – 2015) http://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/cannabis-superior-drugs-inflammatory-bowel-condition-crohns-disease
Boy Using Cannabis Oil: ‘I’d Rather Be Illegally Alive Than Legally Dead’

What ailments does medical marijuana help?

10 diseases where medical marijuana could have impact

NFL player using marijuana for Crohn's disease may press league over drug policy

Cannabis as a Treatment for Inflammatory Bowel Disease
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/cannabis-as-a-treatment-for-inflammatory-bowel-disease/

Can a worker be fired for using medical cannabis?
http://www.metro.us/boston/can-a-worker-be-fired-for-using-medical-marijuana/zsJqcp---o1586JKzKFi/

Cannabinoid Chewing Gum Enters Phase II Trial

This Firefighter Took A Doctor’s Advice To Use Medical Marijuana — Now He Could Be Fired
https://cannabisnewsworldwide.wordpress.com/2017/06/24/this-firefighter-took-a-doctors-advice-to-use-medical-marijuana-now-he-could-be-fired/

These Digestive Diseases Are Being Treated With Medical Cannabis
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/these-digestive-diseases-are-being-treated-with-medical-cannabis/

Massachusetts court rules for woman fired for medical marijuana use
https://www.reuters.com/article/massachusetts-marijuana-idUSL1N1K80Y8

Why Are More Seniors Using Marijuana?
http://www.healthline.com/health-news/why-are-more-seniors-using-marijuana#5

**CRIME and CANNABIS**

LAPD chief: Pot clinics not plagued by crime

Marijuana Arrests Now Exceed Arrests For Violent Crime
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/01/17/marijuana-possession-arrests_n_2490340.html

No correlation between medical marijuana legalization, crime increase: Legalization may reduce homicide, assault rates
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/03/140326182049.htm
Study: Marijuana legalization doesn’t increase crime (news – 2014)
http://www.msnbc.com/all/does-marijuana-lower-the-crime-rate

Medical Marijuana Dispensaries and Their Effect on Crime (news – 2014)

Medical Marijuana's Legalization and Crime Rates (news – 2014)

Study finds legalized marijuana does not affect crime or economics (news – 2016)

Why are more Americans in jail for marijuana use than violent crime? (news – 2016)

Police arrest more people for marijuana use than for all violent crimes — combined (news – 2016)
http://m.gazette.com/police-arrest-more-people-for-marijuana-use-than-for-all-violent-crimes-combined/article/1587703

Marijuana Dispensaries Quell Crime, Study Finds (news – 2017)

Study: Cannabis Dispensaries Deter Crime (news – 2017)
http://mjnewsnetwork.com/lifestyle/study-cannabis-dispensaries-deter-crime/

UCI marijuana study finds increased crime rates following L.A. pot dispensary closures (news – 2017)
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/caffeeaf-5ea4-3880-bd06-74b9cd0c1e31/ss_uci-marijuana-study-finds.html

Uruguay Legalized Marijuana and the Crime Rate Has Plummetted (news – 2018)
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/308557

---

CRPS/ RSD - COMPLEX REGIONAL PAIN SYNDROME/ REFLEX SYMPATHETIC DYSTROPHY/ CAUSALGIA

Research: Marijuana’s Cannabinoids Aid Nervous Center (news – 2012)
https://rsdcrpsnews.wordpress.com/2012/07/07/research-marijuanas-cannabinoids-aid-nervous-center/

Marijuana Pill Relieves MS and RSD/CRPS Symptoms Plus Pain (news – 2012)

How to use Palmitoylethanolamide (PEA) in CRPS? (news – 2013)

Does Medical Marijuana Relieve CRPS/RSD Pain? The Debate Continues (news – 2016)
Patients, towns want relief from state's foggy pot rules

CULTIVATION - not meant to be a “grow guide”, just a “fun” news section with no date restrictions.

Marijuana Grow Bible
http://www.ilovegrowingmarijuana.com/marijuana-grow-bible/

The Cannabis Grow Bible
http://www.kindgreenbuds.com/cannabis-grow-bible/

How to Grow Cannabis Outdoors
http://www.sunset.com/garden/flowers-plants/how-to-grow-marijuana

How to Grow Marijuana Outdoors: A Beginner’s Guide

What kind of fertilizer for hemp, at home
http://geomedia.top/what-kind-of-fertilizer-for-hemp-at-home/

How Far Should Your Grow Light Be to Marijuana Plants in Indoor Marijuana Grow Room?
http://bigbudsmag.com/how-close-should-marijuana-grow-lights-be-to-marijuana-plants/

Cold Weather Marijuana Growing Tips
http://bigbudsmag.com/cold-weather-marijuana-growing-tips/

Growing Marijuana: Drying & Curing for Perfect Buds
http://bigbudsmag.com/growing-marijuana-br-drying-curing-for-perfect-buds/

The Best Strains For Growing Monster Marijuana Plants
http://bigbudsmag.com/the-5-best-strains-for-br-growing-monster-marijuana-plants/

Observations on the raising and dressing of hemp
http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/faw:@field%28DOCID+icufawbc0010%29

http://www.hempline.com/hemp/hemp_articles/?Article_ID=22
Influence of Environment on Sexual Expression in Hemp (1923)
http://www.jstor.org/stable/2469863?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents

CARBOHYDRATE-NITROGEN RATIOS WITH RESPECT TO THE SEXUAL EXPRESSION OF HEMP (1934)
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC439101/

TIME FACTOR IN UTILIZATION OF MINERAL NUTRIENTS BY HEMP by Sister Mary Etienne Tibeau (1936)

New Billion Dollar Crop (news – 1938)
http://www.hempfarm.org/BillionDollarCrop.html

New Billion Dollar Crop- Popular Mechanics (news – 1938)
(in original on page 239)
https://books.google.com/books?id=9sDAAAAAMBAJ&printsec=frontcover&dq=popular+mechanics+the+new+billion+dollar+crop+&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0CB0Q6AEwAGoVChMI3qOk3cHqzwIVBjqlCh19XAHE#v=onepage&q=billion%20dollar&f=false

http://www.thefrugallife.com/mildew.html

Hemp: A New Crop with New Uses for North America (news – 2002)
http://www.hort.purdue.edu/newcrop/ncna02/v5-284.html

Cover Me with Hemp (news – 2004)

Home remedies for powdery mildew (news – 2005)
http://www.growingformarket.com/articles/powdery-mildew-solutions

Want shorter flowers? Just add liquor (news – 2006)


Industrial Hemp (Cannabis sativa L.) – a High-Yielding Energy Crop (thesis – 2011)
http://pub.epsilon.slu.se/8415/1/prade_t_111102.pdf

Medicinal Genomics Sequences the Cannabis Genome to Assemble the Largest Known Gene Collection of this Therapeutic Plant. (news – 2011)
http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Medicinal+Genomics+Sequences+the+Cannabis+Genome+to+Assemble+the+...-a0264585240

Attack of the Clones (news – 2011)
Genome of Marijuana Sequenced and Published  
(news – 2011)

Miracle-Gro for marijuana?  
http://theweek.com/article/index/216317/miracle-gro-for-marijuana  
(news – 2011)

Seniors’ Medical Pot Collective Faces Opposition in California  
(news – 2011)

Feasibility of Using Mycoherbicides to Control Illicit Drug Crops Is Uncertain  
(news – 2011)

What Medical Marijuana strain is best for your condition, Sativa or Indica?  
(forum repost – 2011)

Farmer starts 'accidental cannabis plantation'  
http://www.thelocal.de/20120905/44777  
(news – 2012)

Deer And Marijuana Plants  
http://www.ilovegrowingmarijuana.com/marijuana-pests-deer/  
(news – 2012)

Man ‘grew cannabis to ease gout pain’  
http://www.theboltonnews.co.uk/news/9970540.Man__grew_cannabis_to_ease_gout_pain__/  
(news/ anecdotal – 2012)

What You Need to Know about Growing CBD-rich Cannabis from Seed  
http://pureanalytics.net/blog/2012/03/12/what-you-need-to-know-about-growing-cbd-rich-cannabis-from-seed/  
(news/ad – 2012)

How to Harvest Cannabis Plants  
http://www.weedist.com/201307/how-to-harvest-cannabis-plants/  
(news – 2013)

Young cannabis confirmed: Cannabinoid content discriminates between drug and hemp forms of cannabis seedlings  
(news – 2013)

Indoor Growing: Dirty Fingernails, Better Life  
http://www.weedist.com/2013/09/indoor-growing-dirty-fingernails-better-life/  
(news – 2013)

CBD strains from Europe Grown Out in California  
(news – 2013)

Want to grow your own weed at home? Some basics  
http://www.thecannabist.co/2013/03/01/marijuana-growing-basics-seeds-clones-questions-answers-growing-pot/2915/  
(news – 2013)

Citing hemp’s legitimate uses, growers seek freedom to cultivate it  
(news – 2013)

Shedding New Light On Basement Marijuana Technology  
(news – 2013)
Cannabis spp. (pistillate inflorescence and leaf) (article – 2014)  
http://www.botanicalauthentication.org/index.php/Cannabis_spp._(pistillate_inflorescence_and_leaf)

Amber is Bad ? (article – 2014)  
http://growhappyplants.com/look.html

How to Use Dr. Bronners As Insecticidal Soap (news - 2014)  

Powdery Mildew On Marijuana Plants (news – 2014)  
http://www.i love growing marijuana.com/marijuana-diseases-powdery-mildew/

Music to grow cannabis by (news – 2014)  
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/crime/9637421/Music-to-grow-cannabis-by

Hemp growers cooperatives' report touts crop's benefits to coal (news – 2014)  

Weed’s Chronic Energy Use Becomes a Concern (news – 2014)  

Mississippi, home to federal government's official stash of marijuana (news – 2014)  

Before pot yield of their dreams, constant care for fickle plants (news – 2014)  

Why Chocolope? To sell marijuana, you need a clever name (news – 2014)  
http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-marijuana-names-20140711-story.html#page=1


Federal marijuana bill would legalize some cannabis strains (news – 2014)  

U.S. government to grow 30 times more marijuana this year (news – 2014)  

Marijuana: Italian Army to Grow Cannabis for Medical Purposes (news – 2014)  

Where Americans Smoke and Grow Marijuana (Maps) (news – 2014)  

Legal Pot In The U.S. May Be Undercutting Mexican Marijuana (news – 2014)  

U.S. won't stop Native Americans from growing, selling pot on their lands
Money to burn
http://mashable.com/2014/12/31/marijuana-farm-startup/?utm_campaign=Mash-Prod-RSS-Feedburner-All-Partial&utm_medium=feed&utm_source=rss

What is the difference between Indica and Sativa Marijuana Plants?

Flowering Week by Week
http://www.bloomwellbend.com/flowering-week-week/

Why Don’t We Grow Tomatoes in Basements? The Future of Cannabis Cultivation Is in Greenhouses

Ancient Medicine Man
https://www.thcmag.com/ancient-medicine-man/

Morocco, top hash provider, mulls legislation to break marijuana taboo and legalize growing

Marijuana Police Accidentally Raid Man’s Okra Garden
http://time.com/3479728/marijuana-okra-police/

Pot farmers are poisoning weasel relative

Red, white and hemp Americana: Five pivotal moments in U.S. history
http://www.thecannabist.co/2014/07/02/hemp-5-pivotal-moments-u-s-history-red-white-hemp-americana/15366/

Tyler Markwart: The Case For GMO Cannabis
http://www.ganjapreneur.com/tyler-markwart-gmo-marijuana/

Some Useful Marijuana Cloning Tips
http://growingmarijuanatips.com/marijuana-cloning-tips/

Diseases On Marijuana Plants

What are ‘feminized’ marijuana seeds?
http://blog.sfgate.com/smellthetruth/2015/01/28/what-are-feminized-marijuana-seeds/

RCMP expert admits Mounties lacked data to back up medical pot affidavit

Growing hemp for research?
http://siouxcityjournal.com/business/local/1cb1b771-849b-5f0e-9634-3ffe37c122c3.html
Lawyers use 'Right to Farm' amendment to defend cultivation of marijuana
(news – 2015)

Legal Marijuana Cultivation Is Driving A Technology 'Revolution' In Industrial Agriculture
(news – 2015)

Regulating Pot to Save the Polar Bear: Energy and Climate Impacts of the Marijuana Industry
(news – 2015)

Science Seeks to Unlock Marijuana’s Secrets
(news – 2015)
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/2015/06/marijuana/sides-text

The Pot Whisperer: Amherst master grower in demand for cultivation expertise
(news – 2015)

Here's The Real Difference Between Sativa & Indica Pot Strains
(news – 2015)
http://www.refinery29.com/difference-between-indica-and-sativa

Colombia Supreme Court: Cultivating Up To 20 Marijuana Plants Is Not A Crime
(news – 2015)

Marijuana's Pesticide Problem
(news – 2015)

Hein and Helsmoortel support proposed ‘kosher’ pot farm in Saugerties
(news – 2015)

Mexico Police Bust Greenhouses With Genetically Modified Pot
(news – 2015)

Water for grass not a big dip: Pot growing would use less than golf courses
(news – 2015)
http://www.chieftain.com/water-for-grass-not-a-big-dip/article_4182c73c-f451-5f1f-8316-f59252f67c83.html

Natural pest control business gets boost from medical cannabis industry
(news – 2015)

Judge: Missouri right-to-farm doesn't cover marijuana
(news – 2015)
http://www.stltoday.com/news/local/feature/judge-missouri-right-to-farm-doesn-t-cover-marijuana/article_eba50d05-6bc4-562f-8251-c70ad766c736.html

Where Does Your Weed Come From? Breaking Down The DNA Of Sativa And Indica Strains
(news – 2015)
Deer devour hemp crops at southern Oregon farm

In the land of towering pot plants, Pakistani farmers brace for a buzz-kill

The Great Kentucky Hemp Experiment

New Poll Finds Millions Would Like to "Grow Your Own"

How LEDs Are Making Weed Better

Distribution Of Sugars Within Marijuana Plants

Is marijuana a single species?: While you’re searching for the perfect high, scientists go deeper
http://www.salon.com/2015/09/28/is_marijuana_a_single_species_while_youre_searching_for_the_perfect_high_scientists_go_deeper_partner/ (news – 2015)

Marijuana Grow Closet: Interviewing the Mastermind Behind D.C.’s Next Best Amenity

Pot pesticides: What exactly are these chemicals, and why are they banned?

Growing Marijuana At A Cellular Level

Growing Medical Weed Is NOT a Crime, California Appeals Court Rules

Indoor farming: Good for cannabis, not so good for food

Study: pot cultivation is hurting the environment

Neat “Trick” Could Save Michigan Marijuana Growers 66% On Electric Bills

Swedish man acquitted in court for growing medical marijuana
"Nuns" fight to keep their marijuana-based business in California  
(news – 2016)

Latin America's biggest medical cannabis farm sprouts in Chile  
(news – 2016)

Perfect pot? U of Guelph researchers working to grow marijuana optimally  
(news – 2016)

How To Save Water When Growing Marijuana Plants Outdoors  
http://www.theweeklyweedonline.com/how-to-save-water-when-growing-marijuana-plants-outdoors/  
(news – 2016)

State Regulators Weigh in on Pesticides Like Never Before  
(news – 2016)

Buffington: I’m Growing Marijuana  
(news – 2016)

Buffington: Medical Marijuana, Part 2  
(news – 2016)

Clone Your Favorite Marijuana Plants  
https://magazine.grasscity.com/clone-marijuana-plants-2096/?utm_source=mantis&utm_medium=recommend&utm_campaign=mantis&muuid=9d522039XXX9ba2XXX4356XXXa328XX X04a72a9de463  
(news – 2016)

Marijuana's Mad Scientist Is Changing the Weed Game  
(news – 2016)

Which Pesticides Are Allowed on Marijuana?  
http://www.eastbayexpress.com/LegalizationNation/archives/2016/03/15/which-pesticides-are-allowed-on-marijuana  
(news – 2016)

Cannabiz: Can I Sell Marijuana to Dispensaries?  
(news – 2016)

Timeline: The hemp odyssey of Alex White Plume  
(news – 2016)

Grass Fed - Should livestock eat cannabis?  
http://www.bohemian.com/northbay/grass-fed/Content?oid=2966332  
(news – 2016)

Stretching Stems On Your Marijuana Plants  
https://magazine.grasscity.com/stretching-marijuana-plants-2462/?utm_source=mantis&utm_medium=recommend&utm_campaign=mantis&muuid=9d522039XXX9ba2XXX4356XXXa328XX X04a72a9de463  
(news – 2016)

Marijuana's Dirty Secret: Energy Consumption  
https://www.hellomd.com/health-wellness/marijuana-s-dirty-secret-energy-consumption  
(news – 2016)

How To Grow Dense And Bushy Marijuana Plants  
(news – 2016)
What is the Best Way to Cure Cannabis Flowers? (news – 2016)  
https://www.massroots.com/learn/how-to-cure-cannabis

The stoned soldiers of Santa Cruz (news – 2016)  
http://mashable.com/2016/04/04/veterans-cannabis-santa-cruz/#dFxkfom5aqO

Pot fences make good neighbors (news – 2016)  

Father advocates for exemption to pot ordinance to treat son's severe epilepsy (news – 2016)  


The crazy, complicated world of “organic” weed (news – 2016)  

Guy growing cannabis illegally is now a multi-millionaire and paying his taxes (news – 2016)  
http://metro.co.uk/2016/05/22/guy-growing-cannabis-illegally-is-now-a-multi-millionaire-and-paying-his-taxes-5898100/#ixzz49PsHUFIX

Stoned sheep cause mayhem after eating marijuana plants (news – 2016)  

Marijuana May Boost Brain Performance (news – 2016)  
https://worldhealth.net/news/marijuana-may-boost-brain-performance/

Science For Space Farming Is Also Being Used to Grow Weed (news – 2016)  

Federal agency won't include pot in annual crop statistics (news – 2016)  

This woman teaches you how to legally grow weed in your home (news – 2016)  

Marijuana campaign tactic: Buy American, not Mexican (news – 2016)  

The Latest: California lawmakers OK water for pot growers (news – 2016)  

The Sweet Spot (news – 2016)  
http://www.northcoastjournal.com/humboldt/the-sweet-spot/Content?oid=3836973

An elderly couple found help for a brain injury through marijuana — then police found 20 pot plants growing at their home (news – 2016)
Fake 'Organic' Pot Gardening Products Yanked From Oregon Stores (news – 2016)

Farmers are planting marijuana to clean up the land contaminated by Europe's biggest steel mill (news – 2016)
http://www.businessinsider.com/italian-farmers-turning-to-hemp-2016-7

Quiz: Do your neighbors think you’re running a marijuana operation? (news – 2016)

High Science: Tissue Culture Cultivation Is The Future Of Growing (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/07/09/tissue-culture-cultivation/

Pot Not the New Almond (news – 2016)

State Department Says DEA Is Wrong on Marijuana Monopoly (news – 2016)

Humboldt County’s Marijuana Boom Is Destroying Redwoods and Killing Rare Wildlife

Marijuana farms could join pear orchards and vineyards as Rogue Valley mainstays (news – 2016)

Can I sell cannabis clones to home growers after Alaska's legalization date? (news – 2016)
http://www.adn.com/highly-informed/article/can-i-sell-cannabis-clones-home-growers-after-alaskas-legalization-date/2015/02/07/

Damian Marley Is Converting a California Prison into a Pot Farm: Exclusive (news – 2016)

Raid! National Guard, State Police descend on 81-year-old’s property to seize single pot plant (news – 2016)
http://www.gazettenet.com/MarijuanaRaid-HG-100116-5074664

Albania destroys marijuana fields to clean up its image (news – 2016)

University of Nebraska-Lincoln launches hemp research (news – 2016)

Marijuana industry brought to a standstill by new pesticide testing regulations (news – 2016)

Marijuana’s ‘trimmigrant’ labor force poses conflicts for some North Coast towns (news – 2016)


Uruguay: 6 workers arrested for stealing state-grown pot (news – 2016)
http://infotel.ca/newsitem/lt-uruguay-marijuana/cp1833917066#WW2eWGenzSQ

Bonfires of moldy pot (news – 2016)

Is marijuana farming hurting the environment? (news – 2016)

In remote Indian village, cannabis is its only livelihood (news – 2016)
http://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/in-remote-indian-village-cannabis-is-its-only-livelihood/

Will the Marijuana Industry Ever Go Green? (news – 2016)


Cannabis convict Eddy Lepp free from prison (news – 2016)

Here’s what police might do if you’re stopped with marijuana (news – 2016) (includes guidelines letter to the Mass. State Police)

Calif. city to require name, address and $141 to grow pot at home (news – 2016)

Marijuana plants flourish under LED lights (news – 2016)

Stopping Mites, Gray Mold, Powdery Mildew, Thrips & Other Marijuana Grow Room Nightmares (news – 2016)

Stopping Mites, Gray Mold, Powdery Mildew, Thrips & Other Marijuana Grow Room Attackers, Part 2 (news – 2016)

The DEA spent $73,000 to eradicate marijuana plants in Utah. It didn’t find any. (news – 2016)

Hemp’s Forgotten American History (news – 2016)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/5834cb44e4b0506fde618779f

Hemp growers may try to block federal ban on marijuana extracts (news – 2016)
Diagnosing Nutrient Deficiencies in Sick Cannabis Plants (news – 2016)

What are the Best Nutrients for Growing Cannabis? (news – 2016)

Weed Bill Legalizing Growth Gains Momentum in Dutch Parliament (news – 2016)

‘Pot fairy’ strikes Brown Avenue, again (news – 2016)
http://www.athensnews.com/news/local/pot-fairy-strikes-brown-avenue-again/article_8c60c6e8-859b-11e6-bdf6-33fca2b52f4b.html

How to Grow a Cannabis Farming Business in the Blazing Marijuana Economy (news - 2016)

Greenhouse Cannabis Cultivation: What are the Benefits? (news – 2016)

Did the Industrial Value of Hemp Spark Cannabis Prohibition? (news – 2016)

Costs of Growing Cannabis at Home vs. Buying Bud at a Dispensary (news – 2016)

To Flush or Not to Flush (news – 2016)
http://www.cannabisbusinesstimes.com/article/to-flush-or-not-to-flush/

46 Tips for Better Cultivation (news – 2016)
http://www.cannabisbusinesstimes.com/article/46-tips-for-better-cultivation/

To Grow or Not to Grow: The Benefits of Growing Your Own Cannabis (news – 2016)
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/to-grow-or-not-to-grow-the-benefits-of-growing-your-own-cannabis/

Hemp and Heavy Metal Toxicity in Soil (news – 2016)

5 Pesticides Wrongfully Used in Cannabis Cultivation (news – 2016)
https://merryjane.com/health/5-pesticides-wrongfully-used-in-cannabis-cultivation

Marijuana inventory covered under commercial insurance policy (D. Colo) (news – 2016)
http://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=22069d25-79e8-41de-85e4-6864f03bb5bb

The government spent $18 million destroying marijuana plants last year (news – 2016)

My Greenhouse Cannabis Grow (news – 2016)
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/my-greenhouse-cannabis-grow/
Washington Looks to Create Certification for Organic Cannabis
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/washington-looks-to-create-certification-for-organic-cannabis/

Dutch Study Says Legal Cannabis Cultivation Would Boost Human Rights

How to Kill White Flies on Cannabis
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/whitefly/

Why Britain's Grandmas Are Growing More Weed Than Ever

Cannabis farmers hidden in India's Himalayas

14 Gadgets That Make Growing Marijuana Easy
http://www.cheatsheet.com/gear-style/gadgets-that-make-growing-marijuana-easy.html/?a=viewall

Pesticide Use on Cannabis
https://www.technologynetworks.com/tn/white-papers/pesticide-use-on-cannabis-288143

Like Fine Wine, Pot Smoking Destinations Will Promote Appellations

Finally, state gives medical marijuana licensees green light to cultivate

California looks to build $7 billion legal pot economy
http://newsok.com/california-looks-to-build-7-billion-legal-pot-economy/article/feed/1157993

Did you know marijuana is America’s most energy-intensive crop?

Legal marijuana sales creating escalating damage to the environment
https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2017-02/lu-lms022117.php

Weed 101: Colorado Agriculture Agency Shares Pot Know-How

Italy's military 'narcos' cook up cannabis cures

Are cities' new marijuana laws about safety, or blocking Proposition 64?

Guard Dogs Abandoned By Migrant Marijuana Workers Run Wild In North Coast Hills

Marijuana growers get agricultural discount on utility bills
Marijuana grow lights are causing static for ham radio operators (news – 2017)

After decades fighting drugs, Colombia joins marijuana trade (news – 2017)

South African Court OKs Marijuana for Home Use (news – 2017)

Migrant workers are making thousands trimming marijuana in California (news – 2017)

http://www.7x7.com/worlds-first-cannabis-processing-center-2375350634.html


Why I’m Growing Weed: The absurdity of Georgia’s medical marijuana law (news – 2017)

Proposed ban on outdoor cannabis gardens returns to Santa Rosa City Council (news – 2017)

Growing Marijuana in Raised Garden Beds (news – 2017)

A guide on renters’ rights and the legalization of marijuana (Massachusetts) (news – 2017)


Jackie Kennedy Once Caught Kennedy Cousins Growing Pot in the Family’s Famed Hyannis Port Compound (news – 2017)
http://people.com/politics/jackie-kennedys-assistant-caught-cousins-growing-pot-hyannis-port/

Agri View: Hemp, an Unlikely Crop (news – 2017)
http://agnetwest.com/2017/05/19/agri-view-hemp-unlikely-crop/

Your Guide to Pruning Cannabis Plants for Maximum Yield (news – 2017)

Oregon Legislature Compliance Rules Killing Medical Marijuana (news – 2017)
Chileans grow own medical marijuana as weed ban loosens (news – 2017)
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-chile-marijuana-idUSKBN18I24N

Bible Hill grad student researches methods of stabilizing cannabis oil (news – 2017)

Medical marijuana patients turn to the courts to roll back home grow regulations (news – 2017)

California reportedly growing eight times as much marijuana as people are actually consuming (news – 2017)

Cops can destroy seized marijuana, even if you're growing it legally (news – 2017)
https://www.csindy.com/coloradosprings/cops-can-destroy-seized-marijuana-even-if-youre-growing-it-legally/Content?oid=5856850

Suit targets Fontana's marijuana restrictions (news – 2017)


Catalonia legalises marijuana consumption, cultivation and distribution (news – 2017)

A veteran pot farmer mourns the passing of a more paranoid, more profitable way of life (news – 2017)
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/b01cb1c8-048a-37e3-a896-1f6bef5f71bc/ss_a-veteran-pot-farmer-mourns.html

Biologist to Develop Disease-Resistant Cannabis in Scientific Breakthrough (news – 2017)
http://www.hempyreum.org/en/85858

How Medical Marijuana Farming in Israel Could Help California's Cannabis Industry — and Vice Versa (news – 2017)

Everyone’s Favorite Organic and Fair Trade Soap Company is Promoting Marijuana Certification (and It’s a Huge Deal) (news – 2017)

Looking back at an L.A. pot bust from 1948 (news – 2017)
Canadian scientists claim first science paper on marijuana cultivation (news – 2017)

California reportedly growing eight times as much marijuana as people are actually consuming (news – 2017)

California's Pot Growers Are Worried the State Has Too Much Weed (news – 2017)

Fundraiser for burned marijuana farms shut down (news – 2017)

A grow-your-own pot boom: From young tokers to elderly cancer patients (news – 2017)


Oklahoma game wardens find hunting blind made of pot plants (news – 2017)

Can marijuana rescue coal country? (news – 2017)
https://www.washingtonpost.com/amphtml/lifestyle/magazine/can-marijuana-rescue-coal-country/2017/08/07/8ef803a-68ae-11e7-8eb5-cbccc2e7bfbf_story.html

This Pot Company Is Cleaning Up The Weed Industry With Aeroponics (news/ ad – 2017)


**CYSTIC FIBROSIS**

Many Teens With Chronic Illnesses Use Alcohol, Pot (news – 2015)

**CYSTITIS**

Severity of acute cystitis may be cut with cannabinoid agonist (news – 2011)
How can medical marijuana help with… INTERSTITIAL CYSTITIS?  
(news – 2015)  

**DEPRESSION**

Deficiency of Dietary Omega-3 May Explain Depressive Behaviors  
(news - 2011)  
http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Deficiency+of+Dietary+Omega-3+May+Explain+Depressive+Behaviors.-a0248155576

Endocannabinoids: A healthy diet is good for LTD  
(news – 2011)  

What An Expectant Mother Eats Affects Children’s Psychology in Later Life  
(news – 2011)  

A Brain Wrought Without Omega-3  
(news – 2011)  

Omega-3 deficiency disrupts cannabinoid receptor function in brain  
(news – 2011)  
http://cannabisculture.hanf.ws/2012/06/26/omega-3-deficiency-disrupts-cannabinoid-receptor-function-in-brain/

Natural Herbs That Increase Serotonin  
(news – 2011)  

Research provides new clues to understand link between deficits of AGPO-3, depression  
(news – 2011)  

Smoking Cannabis Increases Risk of Depression in the Case of Genetic Vulnerability, Study Finds  
(news – 2012)  

How Smoking Marijuana may Help Women to Fight Nasty Symptoms of Menopause?  
(news – 2012)  

Study: THC Increases Brain Activity In Response To Positive Stimuli  
(news – 2013)  

This bud’s for you: Marijuana identified as a buffer against loneliness, study suggests  
(news – 2013)  

What is CBC (Cannabichromene)?  
(news – 2013)  
http://www.leafscience.com/2013/09/21/5-health-benefits-of-cannabichromene-cbc/
Psychological Benefits Of Marijuana Usage (news – 2013)
http://mentalhealthdaily.com/2013/03/05/psychological-benefits-of-marijuana-usage/

Activating cannabinoid brain receptors could replace marijuana for anxiety treatment (news – 2014)
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/286482.php

Natural ‘high’ could avoid chronic marijuana use, Vanderbilt study finds (news – 2014)
http://news.vanderbilt.edu/2014/12/natural-high-could-avoid-chronic-marijuana-use-vanderbilt-study-finds/

Cannabinoid Receptors May Control Aversive Memories (news & abstract - 2015)
http://neurosciencenews.com/habenula-cb1-receptors-memory-2742/

New Study Finds Marijuana To Be Effective Against Depression (news – 2015)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/02/06/marijuana-depression_n_6622126.html

Marijuana Is Effective In Treating Depression -- Latest Study (news – 2015)
http://au.ibtimes.com/marijuana-effective-treating-depression-latest-study-1419071

Here's What Marijuana Does to Your Stress (news – 2015)
http://www.attn.com/stories/855/marijuana-depression-research-mental-health

Study finds no link between teen marijuana use, mental health issues (news – 2015)
http://www.foxnews.com/health/2015/08/04/study-finds-no-link-between-teen-marijuana-use-mental-health-issues/

5 Prescription Drugs That Could Literally Replaced by Marijuana (news – 2015)
http://blogs.naturalnews.com/5-prescription-drugs-literally-replaced-marijuana/

Teen marijuana use not linked to later depression, lung cancer, other health problems, study finds (news – 2015)
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/08/150804093718.htm

What are Cannabinoids? (news – 2015)
https://www.massroots.com/learn/what-are-cannabinoids

Former U.S. Marine starts campaign to raise awareness of overmedication of veterans (news – 2015)

Marijuana Could Help Treat Drug Addiction and Mental Health Problems (news & abst – 2016)
http://neurosciencenews.com/addiction-mental-health-marijuana-5536/

Treating Depression in Alcoholics (news & abst – 2016)
http://neurosciencenews.com/alcoholism-depression-psychology-3541/

Feeling very happy? It's in your genes (news – 2016)
http://www.aol.co.uk/news/2016/01/15/feeling-very-happy-its-in-your-genes/

Cannabis Compares Favorably to Conventional PTSD Treatments (news – 2016)
http://www.prweb.com/releases/2016/03/prweb13244763.htm
Smoking cannabis DOESN’T cause clinical anxiety or depression, study finds  
(news – 2016)  
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3456326/Smoking-cannabis-DOESN-T-cause-clinical-anxiety-depression.html#ixzz45lywpZ11

An elderly couple found help for a brain injury through marijuana — then police found 20 pot plants growing at their home  
(news – 2016)  

Marijuana Appears to Benefit Mental Health: Study  
(news – 2016)  
http://time.com/4573129/marijuana-cannabis-mental-health/

Marijuana May Improve Cognitive Function  

Multiple Sclerosis: Here’s Why Cannabis Is So Effective Against MS  
(news – 2016)  
http://herb.co/2016/07/28/marijuana-and-ms/

10 Types of Marijuana That’ll Make You More Optimistic  
(http://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/10-types-of-marijuana-thatll-make-you-more-optimistic/#sthash.Dn5m1bN9.dpuf)

Natural cannabinoid found to play key role in anxiety  
(http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/316682.php)

A Veteran Returned Home With PTSD And Pain, So He Became A Medical Marijuana Patient  
(news – 2017)  
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/leo-bridgewater-medical-marijuana-vets-ptsd_us_58fe630fe4b018a9ce5dd083

CBD Oil Actually Helped With My Anxiety  
(http://nymag.com/thecut/2017/04/what-cannabidiol-oil-did-for-me.html)

A Mother With Stage 4 Colon Cancer: How Marijuana Helped  
(http://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/a-mother-with-stage-4-colon-cancer-how-marijuana-helped/#sthash.wTX7QK1a.dpuf)

Natural chemical helps brain adapt to stress  
(http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/03/170329140945.htm)

How marijuana edibles keeps this guy focused and working  
(http://www.salon.com/2017/05/07/how-marijuana-edibles-keeps-this-guy-focused-and-working_partner-2/)

Cannabis is an Effective Treatment for PTSD  
(http://www.marijuanatimes.org/cannabis-is-an-effective-treatment-for-ptsd/)

DERMATITIS

Hemp Seed Oil for Skin  
(news – 2010)  
http://www.livestrong.com/article/340189-hemp-seed-oil-for-skin/

Dermatologists: Marijuana Can Improve Your Skin, But Not If You Smoke It  
(news – 2013)  
Marijuana May Turn Off DNA Linked To Skin Cancer And Other Diseases (news – 2013)

Adelmidrol: a novel glia modulator (news – 2015)

Cannabis can alleviate psoriasis or eczema (news – 2015)
http://420insight.com/medicinal/cannabis-can-alleviate-psoriasis/

Marijuana allergy can be triggered by toking (news – 2016)

Rise of the CANNABIS allergy: 36 million Americans are allergic to marijuana - including other people's - causing asthma, inflammation and rashes (news – 2017)
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-4500844/36-million-Americans-allergic-pot-figures-show.html#ixzz4hN8OZsFr

Pharmaceuticals containing cannabinoids may be effective against skin diseases, say researchers (news – 2017)

Topical cannabinoids may help to treat skin diseases (news – 2017)
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/316968.php

**DIABETES**

Pot Compound Mitigates Diabetic Cardiomyopathy (news - 2010)

Cannabinoids inhibit and may prevent neuropathic pain in diabetes. (news - 2010)

Lab Notes: Pot Has Benefits for Diabetic Hearts (news - 2010)
http://www.medpagetoday.com/LabNotes/LabNotes/23853

A Summary of Endocannabinoids and Obesity (news – 2011)

Study: Cannabis Use Associated With Decreased Prevalence Of Diabetes (news – 2012)

Synthetic cannabinoid could treat pain in diabetes patients (news – 2012)

Study: Synthetic THC Analogue Mitigates Diabetic Neuropathy, Is ‘Well Tolerated’ In Patients (news – 2012)
Encouraging anti-diabetic results for new cannabinoid drug (news – 2012)

New drug offers novel pain management therapy for diabetics. (news - 2012)
http://www.thefreelibrary.com/New+drug+offers+novel+pain+management+therapy+for+diabetics.-a0306899453

Drug offers new pain management therapy for diabetics (news – 2012)

Medicinal Cannabis and Painful Sensory Neuropathy (editorial – 2013)
http://journalofethics.ama-assn.org/2013/05/oped1-1305.html

Marijuana: The next diabetes drug? (news – 2013)

Regular Marijuana Use is Associated With Favorable Indices to Diabetic Control, Say Investigators (news – 2013)

Marijuana Users Have Better Blood Sugar Control (news – 2013)
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/05/130515085208.htm

Study: Why Pot Smokers Are Skinnier (news – 2013)
http://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2013/05/study-why-pot-smokers-are-skinnier/275846/

Cannabis linked to prevention of diabetes (news – 2013)

Cannabis-Derived Drug Shows Promise in Treating Type 2 Diabetes (news – 2013)

Marijuana Extract Holds Promise as Diabetes Treatment (news – 2013)

Study: Marijuana Smokers Are Thinner And Healthier Than Non-Users (news – 2013)

Marijuana may help blood sugar control, study says (news – 2014)
http://www.philly.com/philly/health/diabetes/Marijuana_may_help_blood_sugar_control_study_says.html

Novel drug target linked to insulin secretion and type 2 diabetes treatment (news – 2014)

GW Pharmaceuticals Provides Update on Cannabinoid Pipeline (news/ad – 2014)
http://ir.gwpharm.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=833085

Smoking Cannabis Reduces Diabetic Neuropathy Pain (news & abstract – 2015)
Marijuana Could be the Answer to Fighting These 3 Diseases (news – 2015)

New study links marijuana use and low body weight among Nunavik Inuit (news – 2015)
http://www.nunatsiaqonline.ca/stories/article/65674new_study_links_marijuana_use_and_low_body_weight_among_inuit/

What ailments does medical marijuana help? (news – 2015)

Nunavik Inuit health study from 2004 continues to churn out info (news – 2015)
http://www.nunatsiaqonline.ca/stories/article/65674nunavik_inuit_health_study_from_2004_continues_to_churn_out_info/

Cannabis alleviates peripheral neuropathic pain in diabetes (news – 2015)

Marijuana Gains Traction In Fight Against Diabetes And Obesity (news – 2015)

Why THC Isn't The Only Thing In Weed That Matters (news – 2015)

Synthetic cannabis compounds used to tackle diabetes linked kidney failure (news – 2015)

Infographic: Pot smokers are skinnier than non-users (news – 2015)
http://o.canada.com/health-2/infographic-pot-smokers-are-skinnier-than-non-users

Endogenous "cannabis" influences development of the fetal pancreas (news - 2015)
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/10/151023084458.htm

Foot Nail Fungus is Stubborn, Ugly, and Pernicious (news – 2016)

Active ingredients in both hot peppers and cannabis calm the gut's immune system (news – 2017)

Chili peppers, marijuana may reduce gut inflammation (news – 2017)
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/317128.php

To Calm the Gut, Look to Weed and Hot Peppers (news – 2017)

DRIVING AND CANNABIS

Study: Marijuana Has Little Effect On Driving (news - 2010)
http://www.wfsb.com/story/14787761/study-marijuana-has-little-effect-on-driving-6-07-2010
Hartford Hospital Studies Effects Of Marijuana Use On Driving Skills

Psychomotor Impairing Effects Of Cannabis Are Nominal In Experienced Users, Study Says

Cannabis electric car to be made in Canada

THC blood test: Pot critic William Breathes nearly 3 times over proposed limit when sober

Medical Marijuana Laws Shown to Reduce Traffic Fatalities - Well, that settles that

Study shows medical marijuana laws reduce traffic deaths

Why Medical Marijuana Laws Reduce Traffic Deaths

It Turns Out That Smoking Marijuana May Actually Make You A Safer Driver

Cannabinoids improve driving ability in a Tourette's patient.

THC driving limits could cause more innocent people to spend months in jail, attorney says

Cannabis and psychomotor performance: A rational review of the evidence and implications for public policy

Marijuana Users Are Safer Drivers Than Non-Marijuana Users, New Study Shows

Reasons Why Marijuana Users Are Safe Drivers

7% of California Drivers Test Positive for Marijuana, but Are They Impaired?
(news – 2012) http://healthland.time.com/2012/11/20/7-of-cal-drivers-test-positive-for-marijuana-but-are-they-impaired/#ixzz2f1Y4mBJet

Study: Imposition Of Per Se Limits For Drugs Don't Reduce Traffic Deaths
(news – 2013)
Michigan driver who uses medical marijuana wins appeal

Pot smell isn’t cause to arrest everyone in a car

Study: Medical Marijuana Laws Lead To Decrease In Alcohol-Related Deaths

Cannabis driving claims 'don't stand up to evidence'

Hemp-seed muesli led to ACT drug-driving charge: Laws under fire

If Medical Marijuana Laws Cause A 'Surge in Drugged Driving Deaths,' Why Are Fatalities Falling?

Marijuana and driving: Field tests for impaired drivers

More drivers positive for pot in Washington

Alcohol and drugs put teens at increased risk for unsafe driving

Colorado’s poster boy for ‘stoned driving’ was drunk off his gourd

The Truth About Driving While Stoned

Research compares consequences of teen alcohol and marijuana use

Study: Prescription Drugs Cause More Fatal Car Crashes Than Marijuana

Since marijuana legalization, highway fatalities in Colorado are at near-historic lows

Arizona court rules on DUI law for marijuana users
Alcohol, marijuana bad for teens in different ways (news – 2014)

Pot Is the New Normal (news – 2014)
http://time.com/3514137/marijuana-legalization-colorado-new-normal/

Cato Paper Highlights Marijuana Legalization’s Ho-Hum Impact in Colorado (news - 2014)

After California decriminalized marijuana, teen arrest, overdose and dropout rates fell (news – 2014)

Studies claim medical marijuana may reduce suicide rates, traffic fatalities (news – 2014)

Cannabis conundrum: Evidence of harm?: Opposition to marijuana use is often rooted in arguments about the drug’s harm to children and adults, but the scientific evidence is seldom clear-cut (article – 2015)

Peaceful feeling, or up in smoke? Medical marijuana in medicolegal context (article – 2015)
http://www.beyondthebrain.net/blog/peaceful-feeling-or-up-in-smoke-medical-marijuana-in-medicolegal-context

Medical pot doesn’t lead to impaired driving (news – 2015)
http://www.abqjournal.com/524770/opinion/medical-pot-doesnt-lead-to-impaired-driving.html

Feds: No link between pot and car crashes (news – 2015)

Stoned Drivers At Far Lower Risk Of Crash Than Drunken Drivers (news – 2015)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/02/11/stoned-driving-crash-risk_n_6654810.html

If Marijuana Causes Lots Of Crashes, Why Are They So Hard To Count? (news – 2015)

California Lawmakers Give Up On Marijuana DUIs — For Now (news – 2015)
http://www.sfweekly.com/thesnitch/2015/03/12/california-lawmakers-give-up-on-marijuana-duis-for-now

Researchers develop first validated method of detecting drugs of abuse in exhaled breath (news – 2015)

Pediatrician decides: alcohol or marijuana (news – 2015)
http://blog.sfgate.com/smellthetruth/2015/03/16/pediatrician-decides-alcohol-or-marijuana/

Fed study: Booze impact greater than pot on driving (news – 2015)
How Driving While Stoned, Drunk Is Different (news – 2015)
https://www.yahoo.com/health/how-driving-while-stoned-drunk-is-different-122336380243.html

Did This Federal Study Just Imply That Marijuana Is Safer Than Alcohol? (news – 2015)
http://www.fool.com/investing/general/2015/07/05/did-this-federal-study-just-imply-that-marijuana-i.aspx?source=eogyholnk0000001

In US, 47% Say Legal Marijuana Will Make Roads Less Safe (news – 2015)

'Protein powder' claim required evidence in drug driving case, court rules (news – 2015)

High driver acquitted (news – 2015)
http://www.winnipegsun.com/2015/12/18/high-driver-acquitted

More drivers use marijuana, but link to crashes is murky (news – 2015)
http://www.iihs.org/iihs/sr/statusreport/article/50/4/3

Driving with a Marijuana High: How Dangerous Is It? (news – 2015)
http://www.livescience.com/51450-driving-on-marijuana-alcohol-dangerous.html

Car made of hemp makes Denver stop (news – 2015)

Supreme Court: Holding Motorists To Wait For Drug Dog Is Unconstitutional (news – 2015)

Dose of Reality: The Effect of State Marijuana Legalizations (report – 2016)

No magic number for driving under the influence of marijuana (news – 2016)
http://bangordailynews.com/2016/01/07/opinion/contributors/no-magic-number-for-driving-under-the-influence-of-marijuana/?ref=mostReadBoxOpinion

Study says marijuana doesn’t affect your biking (news – 2016)
http://www.grindtv.com/bike/study-says-weed-doesnt-affect-your-biking/#E75LfU8zXTpnoIUT.99

Study: No scientific basis for laws on marijuana and driving (news – 2016)
https://apnews.com/27594d0c278840708e7e3212c1a07c66

California Lawmakers Working to Jail Sober Drivers Collide with Science (news – 2016)

High hopes riding on ‘Cannabis Car’ (news – 2016)

Blood THC levels after smoking pot are useless in defining “too high to drive”
Criticism over NSW tripling roadside drug tests  (news – 2016)

D.C. Department of Health Calls for Taxing and Regulating Marijuana  (news – 2016)

Arbitrary Marijuana Limits Leave Drivers High and Dry  (news – 2016)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/nerdwallet/arbitrary-marijuana-limit_b_11321558.html

The Difficulty Of Enforcing Laws Against Driving While High  (news – 2016)
http://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2016/09/06/492810932/the-difficulty-of-enforcing-laws-against-driving-while-high

Study of Fatal Car Accidents Shows Medical Marijuana May Help Curb Opioid Use  (news – 2016)

Medical Marijuana Laws Linked to Fewer Opioid-Related Fatal Crashes  (news – 2016)
http://www.insurancejournal.com/?p=426980

Here’s how legal pot changed Colorado and Washington  (news – 2016)

Fentanyl maker fights pot legalization  (news – 2016)

Don’t Hold Your Breath for a Marijuana “Breathalyzer” Test  (news – 2016)
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/don-t-hold-your-breath-for-a-marijuana-breathalyzer-test/

Marijuana legalization: Just because motorist looks stoned doesn't mean they're impaired, Mass. judge says  (news – 2016)

Marijuana breathalyzer test under development, but questions remain over judging whether driver is actually impaired  (news – 2016)
http://www.masslive.com/articles/19710976/legal_marijuana_as_massachusetts.amp

Black drivers’ cars searched more frequently on basis of drug, alcohol odor  (news – 2016)

Here’s what police might do if you’re stopped with marijuana  (news – 2016)  (includes guidelines letter to the Mass. State Police)

This Car Is Made Out Of Cannabis Hemp  (news – 2016)
http://nypost.com/2016/05/06/this-car-is-made-out-of-cannabis-hemp/
States with medical marijuana laws have lower traffic fatality rates, study reports
(news – 2016)

Court: Medical marijuana law trumps law on transporting pot
(news – 2016)

This Correlation Between Legal Medical Marijuana States and Traffic Fatalities Is Shocking
(news – 2016)

What Colorado and other states tell us about how marijuana's big election day will affect health
(news – 2016)

Federal Courts Say Plates from a Legal Cannabis State are Not Grounds for Search and Stop
(news – 2016)

AAA Study Finds Cannabis DUI Laws Not Factually Based
(news – 2016)

When Are You Too Stoned to Drive?
(news – 2017)

Va. bills would end license suspension for marijuana possession
(news – 2017)

Senate bill would remove possesion by ingestion charge for marijuana
(news – 2017)

Is Your Marijuana Covered By Your Insurance?
(news – 2017)
https://www.thestreet.com/amp/story/14093895/1/is-your-marijuana-covered-by-your-insurance.html

Colorado Marijuana DUIs Down One Third From 2016
(news – 2017)

Grandmother with terminal cancer jailed for prescribed medical marijuana
(news – 2017)
http://theweek.com/speedreads/696918/grandmother-terminal-cancer-jailed-prescribed-medical-marijuana

'The Drug Whisperer': Ga. officer's mystery drug arrests
(news – 2017)

When can you drive with weed in your car? A consumer guide to California marijuana laws arrests
(news – 2017)

Formula Drift Racer Is First Pro Driver Sponsored By Cannabis
(news – 2017)
http://herb.co/2017/03/31/racer-sponsored-cannabis/
Air Fresheners as Probable Cause? A New Jersey Lawyer Talks Garden State Cannabis Arrests  
(news – 2017)

Study: Marijuana not linked to rise in auto fatalities  
(news – 2017)

How Has Legalization Really Impacted the Rate of Car Crashes?  
[https://www.marijuanatimes.org/how-has-legalization-really-impacted-the-rate-of-car-crashes/](https://www.marijuanatimes.org/how-has-legalization-really-impacted-the-rate-of-car-crashes/)  
(news – 2017)

Marijuana company to sponsor race car driven by grandson of Dale Earnhardt  
[http://www.mlive.com/sports/2017/06/marijuana_company_to_sponsor_r.html](http://www.mlive.com/sports/2017/06/marijuana_company_to_sponsor_r.html)  
(news – 2017)

In Colorado, a Dog Alert Is Not Sufficient for Traffic Search, Appellate Court Rules  
(news – 2017)

ACLU Sues Cobb Police Department Over DUI Marijuana Arrests  
(news – 2017)

Massachusetts court: Roadside drunk driving tests not valid for suspected weed  
(news – 2017)

## DRUG TESTING

What Drugs Are Tested for in a Urinalysis?  
(news – 2010)

Just Say ‘No’ to Drug Tests — Then Bargain  
(news - 2010)

Has the Most Common Marijuana Test Resulted in Tens of Thousands of Wrongful Convictions?  
[http://www.alternet.org/investigations/147613/has_the_most_common_marijuana_test_resulted_in_tens_of_thousands_of_wrongful_convictions/?page=entire](http://www.alternet.org/investigations/147613/has_the_most_common_marijuana_test_resulted_in_tens_of_thousands_of_wrongful_convictions/?page=entire)  
(news – 2010)

Drugs That Test Positive for THC  
(news – 2010)

APA: Drug Test Results Often Flawed  
[http://www.medpagetoday.com/MeetingCoverage/APA/20253](http://www.medpagetoday.com/MeetingCoverage/APA/20253)  
(news - 2010)

New tests for 'legal marijuana,' 'bath salts' and other emerging designer drugs  
(news – 2011)

What Causes False Positives in Marijuana Drug Testing?  
(news – 2011)
Strange Reason for Baby's Positive Pot Test Found

7% of California Drivers Test Positive for Marijuana, but Are They Impaired?
http://healthland.time.com/2012/11/20/7-of-cal-drivers-test-positive-for-marijuana-but-are-they-impaired/#ixzz21Y4mBJet

Montreal hospital regrets drug-testing error after baby seized

Stoners beware: Exercising might lead to a positive drug test

One Toke, Many Hits: Exercise Could Trigger Additional High for Marijuana Users
http://healthland.time.com/2013/09/17/one-toke-many-hits-exercise-could-trigger-additional-high-for-marijuana-users/

Synthetic Marijuana Added to Defense Department Drug Testing

Rules change on Olympic marijuana testing

UFC Raises Marijuana Testing Threshold
http://www.theweedblog.com/ufc-raises-marijuana-testing-threshold/

Hemp-seed muesli led to ACT drug-driving charge: Laws under fire

New study casts doubts on effectiveness of drug testing students
http://www.csmonitor.com/USA/USA-Update/2014/0113/New-study-casts-doubts-on-effectiveness-of-drug-testing-students

Arizona court rules on DUI law for marijuana users

Foster teen says she drank bleach to mask cannabis (news – 2014) (Old trick, may not work with new tests. You add a few drops of bleach to your urine sample- DO NOT DRINK IT!)

DC bans pot testing of job applicants

Could Second-Hand Pot Smoke Make You Fail a Marijuana Test?

How Long Does THC Stay In Your System?
http://www.leafscience.com/2014/04/22/how-long-the-stay-system/

Cannabis is Increasingly Legal, Employers Need to Stop Screening for it
(news – 2015)
Leawood couple loses lawsuit over failed marijuana raid at their home (news – 2015)

Companies drug test a lot less than they used to — because it doesn’t really work (news – 2015)
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/wonkblog/wp/2015/03/10/companies-drug-test-a-lot-less-than-they-used-to-because-it-doesnt-really-work/?wprrss=rss_business

http://thinkprogress.org/economy/2015/02/26/3624447/tanf-drug-testing-states/

Geeky Pot Testing Pioneers Seek To Leverage Colorado’s Jewish Marijuana Connection (news – 2015)

When Might It Be Discriminatory to Fire a Medical Marijuana User? (news – 2015)
http://www.tlnt.com/2015/05/04/when-might-it-be-discriminatory-to-fire-a-medical-marijuana-user/

How Employee Drug Testing Targets the Poor and Minorities (news – 2015)

Will Cannabis Salves and Topicals Cause a Positive Drug Test? (news – 2015)

Colorado court: Workers can be fired for using pot off-duty (news – 2015)

Is it time to legalize marijuana in sports? (news – 2015)

'Protein powder' claim required evidence in drug driving case, court rules (news – 2015)

Schools employ many different ways to test for drugs (news – 2015)
http://www.abqjournal.com/625738/sports/schools-employ-many-different-ways-to-test-for-drugs.html

More job candidates failing drug screenings (news – 2015)
http://www.thestar.com/news/crime/2015/02/10/motherisk-review

Cops: Man used "Whizzinator" strap-on device to pass drug test (news – 2015)

Testing for secondhand marijuana exposure (news – 2015)
DEA Employees Fail Drug Tests, Shockingly Face No Serious Consequences (news – 2015)  http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/dea-drug-tests_560abff4e4b0af3706de0211

CDC Guidelines Urge Doctors Not to Test for Marijuana (news – 2016)  http://www.painnewsnetwork.org/stories/2016/3/18/45g7l80k0vufjyhhb06z2tgvxj3v


Study: No scientific basis for laws on marijuana and driving (news – 2016)  https://apnews.com/27594d0c278840708e7e3212c1a07c66


Blood THC levels after smoking pot are useless in defining “too high to drive” (news – 2016)  http://arstechnica.com/science/2016/05/legal-limits-for-marijuana-dui-are-arbitrary-and-unsupported-by-science/


Hugo Water Test Results Not Back Yet, Order Not To Drink It Remains (news - 2016)  http://idenver.cbslocal.com/2016/07/22/test-results-of-hugo-water-wont-be-available-today/

Hugo water safe to drink after conclusive tests show no signs of THC (news - 2016)  http://www.denverpost.com/2016/07/23/hugo-water-safe-no-thc/

How can THC contaminate a water supply system? We went to find out (news – 2016)  http://www.thedenverchannel.com/news/local-news/marijuana/denver7-finds-out-how-the-can-contaminate-a-water-supply-system

The Difficulty Of Enforcing Laws Against Driving While High (news – 2016)  http://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2016/09/06/492810932/the-difficulty-of-enforcing-laws-against-driving-while-high

Drug testing at work: Cannabis creates new digital divide

Passing a marijuana drug test: What you need to know

The Grass Is Looking Greener

How To Flush Marijuana Out Of Your System

The Easy Way To Detox From Cannabis
http://herb.co/2016/05/18/easy-detox-from-cannabis/ (news – 2016)

How long does weed stay in your system?

Senate bill would remove possesion by ingestion charge for marijuana

Hooded, handcuffed, and 'violated': South Dakota's use of forced catheterization

Drug testing and CBD: Can a cannabidiol user test positive for marijuana?

Colorado Employers Rethinking Drug Testing

Feds Clarify: Medical Marijuana Isn’t An Excuse In Drug Testing

**DRUG TESTING – BLOOD/ PLASMA**

Latest blood test detects 12 popular synthetic cannabinoids in "fake pot".
(news – 2011)

THC blood test: Pot critic William Breathes nearly 3 times over proposed limit when sober
(news – 2011)

Study: Imposition Of Per Se Limits For Drugs Don't Reduce Traffic Deaths
(news – 2013)
Michigan driver who uses medical marijuana wins appeal

One Toke, Many Hits: Exercise Could Trigger Additional High for Marijuana Users

Could Second-Hand Pot Smoke Make You Fail a Marijuana Test?

Driving with a Marijuana High: How Dangerous Is It?

How Long Does Marijuana Stay in Our Systems? Here's Why There's No Definite Answer

Blood THC levels after smoking pot are useless in defining “too high to drive”

The Difficulty Of Enforcing Laws Against Driving While High

Does Smoking More Weed Get You Higher, Or High For Longer?

DRUG TESTING – BREATH TEST

Breathalyzer Could Detect Drugs

Research closing in on a breathalyzer for marijuana — but there’s a problem

Law Enforcement May Soon Have A New Weapon In The Fight Against Drugged Drivers: Marijuana Breathalyzer

Breath test to detect pot is being developed at WSU

Researchers develop first validated method of detecting drugs of abuse in exhaled breath

A Breathalyzer Test For All Sorts Of Drugs
Pot Breathalyzer To Make Marijuana Legalization Safer (news – 2015)

Inside the race to make the first breathalyzer for pot (news – 2015)
http://www.foxnews.com/health/2015/07/20/inside-race-to-make-first-breathalyzer-for-pot/

Marijuana Breathalyzers Being Developed As Canada Looks To Legalize Pot (news – 2016)

Don’t Hold Your Breath for a Marijuana “Breathalyzer” Test (news – 2016)
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/don-t-hold-your-breath-for-a-marijuana-breathalyzer-test/

Marijuana breathalyzer test under development, but questions remain over judging whether driver is actually impaired (news – 2016)
http://www.masslive.com/articles/19710976/legal_marijuana_as_massachuset.amp

Cannabix Technologies Provides Update on Marijuana Breathalyzer Development (news/ad – 2016)

**DRUG TESTING – DIY CANNABINOID TESTING**

http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/marijuana-edibles-cannabis-testing-kit-released-by-us-company-cb-scientific-halloween-1471571

New Test Kit: Parents Can Screen Candy For Marijuana (news – 2014)

DIY test to find high CBD plants grown from seeds (forum post – 2015)

MyDx: A Personal, Handheld, Smartphone Enabled Cannabis Analyzer (ad – 2016)
http://www.cannabisfn.com/mydx-a-personal-handheld-smartphone-enabled-cannabis-analyzer/

**DRUG TESTING- EDIBLES**

Tests show THC content in marijuana edibles is inconsistent (news – 2014)

DRUG TESTING – HAIR

Motherisk review should be expanded: Innocence Project (news – 2015)
http://www.thestar.com/news/crime/2015/02/10/motherisk-review-should-be-expanded-innocence-project.html

Schools employ many different ways to test for drugs (news – 2015)
http://www.abqjournal.com/625738/sports/schools-employ-many-different-ways-to-test-for-drugs.html

How Marijuana Can Get You Fired … Even If You Never Use It (news – 2015)

Passing a marijuana drug test: What you need to know (news – 2016)
http://www.thecannifornian.com/cannabis-business/jobs/passing-marijuana-drug-test-need-know/

http://herb.co/2017/02/07/hair-follicle-test/?bt_alias=eyJ1c2VySWQiOiAiYTM4ZDi0tMzNmMC00NGRkLWEyOTYtNGI3ZjY1MDy3In0%3D

DRUG TESTING - OTHER

Cannabis spp. (pistillate inflorescence and leaf) (article – 2014)
http://www.botanicalauthentication.org/index.php/Cannabis_spp._(pistillate_inflorescence_and_leaf)

Will Cannabis Salves and Topicals Cause a Positive Drug Test? (news – 2015)

Drug testing at your fingertips: Unique test examines nail clippings because “kids aren’t honest” (new – 2016)
http://fox6now.com/2016/02/04/drug-testing-at-your-fingertips-unique-test-examines-nail-clippings-because-kids-arent-honest/

The crazy, complicated world of “organic” weed (news – 2016)

Hugo Water Test Results Not Back Yet, Order Not To Drink It Remains (news – 2016)
Hugo water safe to drink after conclusive tests show no signs of THC (news - 2016)

How can THC contaminate a water supply system? We went to find out (news – 2016)

Unreliable and Unchallenged (news – 2016)
https://www.propublica.org/article/unreliable-and-unchallenged

'The Drug Whisperer': Ga. officer’s mystery drug arrests (news – 2017)

Researchers develop new method to detect cannabinoids in breast milk (news – 2017)

Massachusetts court: Roadside drunk driving tests not valid for suspected weed (news – 2017)

DRUG TESTING - ORAL

7% of California Drivers Test Positive for Marijuana, but Are They Impaired? (news – 2012)
http://healthland.time.com/2012/11/20/7-of-cal-drivers-test-positive-for-marijuana-but-are-they-impaired/8ixzz2IY4mBJet

Schools employ many different ways to test for drugs (news – 2015)
http://www.abqjournal.com/625738/sports/schools-employ-many-different-ways-to-test-for-drugs.html

Passing a marijuana drug test: What you need to know (news – 2016)
http://www.thecannifornian.com/cannabis-business/jobs/passing-marijuana-drug-test-need-know/

DRUG TESTING – QUALITY CONTROL - also see SAFETY-ADULTERANTS


Medical marijuana tested for toxins and impurities (news - 2010)

Chemists Analyze Cannabis For Safety And Potency (article – 2013)
http://cen.acs.org/articles/91/i49/Chemists-Analyze-Cannabis-Safety-Potency.html
Why Marijuana Needs Chemical Quality Control Testing  
(news – 2014)

Inside a Colorado Lab That Tests Marijuana  
(news – 2014)

Ten Ways Marijuana Testing Can Go Wrong  
http://www.theweeklyweedonline.com/ten-ways-marijuana-testing-can-go-wrong/  
(news – 2015)

World’s strongest weed? Potency testing challenged  
(news – 2015)

New technique could more accurately measure cannabinoid dosage in marijuana munchies  
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/03/160315085618.htm  
(news – 2016)

How Potent Is That Pot Brownie? Dry Ice And A Blender Might Crack The Case  
(news – 2016)

US researchers call for re-evaluation of microbial testing of Cannabis  
http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2016-06/fo1-urc061416.php  
(news – 2016)

Restrictions on pot-safety testing put public at risk, scientists warn  
(news – 2016)

Marijuana labs: Oregon pot tests safer than food  
http://www.kgw.com/money/business/marijuana-labs-oregon-pot-tests-safer-than-food/341762827  
(news – 2016)

MyDx: A Personal, Handheld, Smartphone Enabled Cannabis Analyzer  
http://www.cannabisfn.com/mydx-a-personal-handheld-smartphone-enabled-cannabis-analyzer/  
(ad – 2016)

The Quality Of Government Marijuana Is So Bad It’s Hindering Research  
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/the-quality-of-government-marijuana-is-so-bad-its-hindering-research/#sthash.aZPNjSgN.dpuf  
(news – 2017)

A Closer Look at Cannabis Testing  
https://www.technologynetworks.com/tm/white-papers/a-closer-look-at-cannabis-testing-288139  
(link to article – 2017)

Pesticide Use on Cannabis  
https://www.technologynetworks.com/tm/white-papers/pesticide-use-on-cannabis-288143  
(link to article – 2017)

Microbiological Safety Testing of Cannabis  
https://www.technologynetworks.com/tm/white-papers/microbiological-safety-testing-of-cannabis-288152  
(link to article – 2017)

Inside the high-tech labs that make sure your legal marijuana is safe  
(news – 2017)

Standards for Cannabis Testing Laboratories  
https://www.technologynetworks.com/tm/white-papers/standards-for-cannabis-testing-laboratories-288164  
(news – 2017)

Study: Nearly 70% of online CBD marijuana extracts are mislabeled  
(news – 2017)
DRUG TESTING – URINE

Now, There's a Test for That -- Norchem's "Fake Marijuana" Test Reveals Significantly Increased Abuse of Spice/K2 (news - 2010)

NMS Labs & Cerilliant Announce Identification Of Major Metabolite Of The Synthetic Cannabinoid JWH-073 (news – 2011)
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/releases/226597.php


Ask Old Hippie: Will Cranberry Juice Help You Pass A Drug Test? (news – 2011)

Baby Soaps and Shampoos Trigger Positive Marijuana Tests (news – 2012)
http://healthland.time.com/2012/06/19/baby-soaps-and-shampoos-trigger-positive-marijuana-tests/#ixzz21IE9aajD

Broncos Linebacker Failed Two Drug Tests By Providing 'Non-Human Urine' (news – 2012)

Strange Reason for Baby's Positive Pot Test Found (news – 2012)

Study: Imposition Of Per Se Limits For Drugs Don't Reduce Traffic Deaths (news – 2013)
http://norml.org/news/2013/01/17/study-imposition-of-per-se-limits-for-drugs-don-t-reduce-traffic-deaths

Rules change on Olympic marijuana testing (news – 2013)

UFC Raises Marijuana Testing Threshold (news – 2013)
http://www.theweedblog.com/ufc-raises-marijuana-testing-threshold/


How Long Does THC Stay In Your System? (news – 2014)
http://www.leafscience.com/2014/04/22/how-long-thc-stay-system/

Schools employ many different ways to test for drugs (news – 2015) http://www.abqjournal.com/625738/sports/schools-employ-many-different-ways-to-test-for-drugs.html


CDC Guidelines Urge Doctors Not to Test for Marijuana (news – 2016) http://www.painnewsnetwork.org/stories/2016/3/18/45g7l80k0vufyjhbo6z2tgxajv3k


**DRUG TESTING – WASTEWATER/ SEWAGE**


Wastewater analysis and drugs — a European multi-city study (link to PDF – 2016) http://www.emcdda.europa.eu/topics/pods/waste-water-analysis

How can THC contaminate a water supply system? We went to find out (news – 2016) http://www.thedenverchannel.com/news/local-news/marijuana/denver7-finds-out-how-the-can-contaminate-a-water-supply-system
**DUPUYTREN'S CONTRACTURE**

Dupuytren's Contracture - Cannabis Can Help

Dupuytren's Contracture resolves with topical cannabis salve
http://cannabisclinicians.org/view-all-case-reports/entry/622/

Dupuytren's - The tumors are really shrinking (anecdotal/forum post – 2013)

Dupuytren’s Contracture and Cannabis (news – 2016)

Cannabinoids, Dupuytren, and Orphan Drugs (news – 2017)
https://dupuytrens.org/cannabinoids-dupuytren-and-orphan-drugs/

**DYSKINESIA** - impairment of the power of voluntary movement

Tardive Dyskinesia and Marijuana Information: Treat Tardive’s With Cannabis (news – undated)

Tardive Dyskinesia Helped By Cannabis (news – 2016)
http://www.greenbridgemed.com/tardive-dyskinesia-helped-by-cannabis/

Tardive Dystonia and the Use of Cannabis (letter - forum repost - 2010)

**DYSTONIA**

Tardive Dystonia and the Use of Cannabis (letter - forum repost - 2010)

Marijuana Saved My Life: An Abbreviated Dope Diary (news – 2014)

Disabled JeffCo student's cannabis medication confiscated, school cites federal law (news – 2015)

This Firefighter Took A Doctor’s Advice To Use Medical Marijuana — Now He Could Be Fired (news – 2017)
https://cannabisnewsworldwide.wordpress.com/2017/06/24/this-firefighter-took-a-doctors-advice-to-use-medical-marijuana-now-he-could-be-fired/

**EBOLA**

CBD Protective Against Ebola Virus  
http://cannabisdigest.ca/cbd-protective-ebola-virus/  
(article – 2014)

Cannabidiol: a potential treatment for post Ebola Syndrome?  
http://www.thetotalhealthcare.com/category/ebola/  
(news – 2016)

**ECZEMA**

Hemp Seed Oil for Skin  
http://www.livestrong.com/article/340189-hemp-seed-oil-for-skin/  
(news – 2010)

The Cannabis Closet: Severe Eczema  
http://andrewsullivan.theatlantic.com/the_daily_dish/2010/05/the-cannabis-closet-severe-eczema.html  
(anecdotal - 2010)

Hemp Seed Oil For Eczema – Cures From The Inside Out  
(news/ anecdotal – 2012)

Cannabis can alleviate psoriasis or eczema  
http://420insight.com/medicinal/cannabis-can-alleviate-psoriasis/  
(news – 2015)

This Is What Happens to Your Beauty on Marijuana  
https://www.yahoo.com/beauty/this-is-what-happens-to-1411025717600310.html  
(news – 2016)

Pharmaceuticals containing cannabinoids may be effective against skin diseases, say researchers  
(news – 2017)

Topical cannabinoids may help to treat skin diseases  
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/316968.php  
(news – 2017)

**EDEMA**

Activation of cortical type 2 cannabinoid receptors ameliorates ischemic brain injury  
(news – 2013)  
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/02/130221141140.htm

Cannabinoid Trans-Caryophyllene Protects Brain Cells From Ischemia  
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/256799.php  
(news – 2013)
Marijuana for Knee Pain and Swelling  
http://sportskneetherapy.com/marijuana-for-knee-pain-and-swelling/  

EHLERS-DANLOS SYNDROME

The Cannabis Closet: Chronic Joint Pain  

Schneider: Lansing mom says son's legal marijuana use unfairly stigmatized  

Medicinal Marijuana: A Patient-Driven Phenomenon  

Panelists debate state of medical marijuana in RI  
http://www.browndailyherald.com/2012/04/05/panelists-debate-state-of-medical-marijuana-in-ri/  

I Was Totally Against Drug Use Until I Needed Medical Marijuana  

Cannabis May Offer Relief for Connective Tissue Disorders  
http://theleafonline.com/c/science/2014/05/cannabis-may-offer-relief-for-connective-tissue-disorders/  

Utah mom with chronic pain hopes for change after being convicted of using marijuana  

EMBRYOS/ FETAL DEVELOPMENT/ PLACENTAL DEVELOPMENT

Endogenous "cannabis" influences development of the fetal pancreas  
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/10/151023084458.htm  

Is Smoking Weed While Pregnant Really So Bad?  
https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/gyy8pm/is-smoking-weed-while-pregnant-really-so-bad-v24n7  

ENDOMETRIOSIS

Cannabinoids May Provide Treatment for Endometriosis  
http://greencrosscenter.com/marijuana-card-doctor/2011/10/cannabinoids-may-provide-treatment-for-endometriosis/  

Breaking Taboo: The Rise Of Cannabis Suppositories  
**ENTOURAGE EFFECT** – the cannabinoids and terpenes work best as a team

Terpenes and the "Entourage Effect"  
https://www.projectcbdo.org/terpenes-and-entourage-effect  
(news – undated)

How THC and CBD Work Together  
http://pureanalytics.net/blog/2012/02/19/how-the-and-cbd-work-together/  
(news – 2012)

Why CBD Is Not Enough: The Entourage Effect  
https://www.massroots.com/learn/what-is-cannabis-entourage-effect  
(news – 2014)

Cannabis and Cancer, Pt. 2: The Triple Threat of THC, CBD, and Conventional Treatment on Cancer  
(article – 2015)

What is the Entourage Effect?  
https://www.hellomd.com/health-wellness/what-is-the-entourage-effect  
(news – 2016)

The Best Recipe for Maximizing the Medical Effects of Marijuana  
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/entourage-effect-best-recipe-maximizing-marijuana  
(news – 2017)

Some of the Parts: Is Marijuana’s “Entourage Effect” Scientifically Valid?  
(news – 2017)  

---

**EPILEPSY/SEIZURES** also see EPIDIOLEX in the “PHYTOCANNABINOIDS” section

Marijuana, autism, and failure: a true story  
http://www.alexneedshelp.com/marijuana-autism-and-failure-a-true-story#.VOBDOC74Y5w  
(news – 2010)

Cannabis could be used to treat epilepsy  
(news – 2011)

Pot Compound Exerts Anticonvulsant Effects In Animal Models Of Epilepsy  
(news - 2011)  

New research provides hope for those with epilepsy  
(news - 2011)
Science/UK: Antiepileptic efficacy of cannabidivarin will be tested in clinical studies


'Hammer Head' 'incense' blamed for seizure of youth in Le Roy


How Medical Marijuana Is Giving a Six-Year-Old Boy New Life

http://thinkprogress.org/justice/2012/09/18/854811/how-medical-marijuana-is-giving-a-six-year-old-boy-new-life/?mobile=nc

Medical Marijuana Coverage Still Lost in the Legal Weeds


Epidiolex - GW Pharmaceuticals

http://www.gwpharm.com/Epidiolex.aspx

Cannabis Anti-Convulsant Shakes up Epilepsy Treatment


New cannabis discovery could lead to better treatments for epilepsy

http://www.reading.ac.uk/news-and-events/releases/PR464765.aspx

Medical Marijuana for Kids? Some Praise Results While Others Worry About Risks

http://www.cnbc.com/id/100876423

New therapy for fragile X chromosome syndrome discovered

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/04/130410082413.htm

Charlotte’s Web Of Suffering: Six-Year-Old Colorado Girl With Dravet Syndrome Finds Relief From Marijuana High In CBD


Toronto family hopes for access to controversial treatment to cure baby’s rare epilepsy


THC Can Prevent Brain Damage – Study

http://www.science20.com/news_articles/thc_can_prevent_brain_damage_study-113512

Families of children with epilepsy moving to Colorado, drawn by success of marijuana oil


Families migrate to Colorado for marijuana miracle


Comes Now Epidiolex (FDA approves IND studies of CBD)


Epidiolex - GW Pharmaceuticals

http://www.gwpharm.com/Epidiolex.aspx

Cannabis Anti-Convulsant Shakes up Epilepsy Treatment


New cannabis discovery could lead to better treatments for epilepsy

http://www.reading.ac.uk/news-and-events/releases/PR464765.aspx

Medical Marijuana for Kids? Some Praise Results While Others Worry About Risks

http://www.cnbc.com/id/100876423

New therapy for fragile X chromosome syndrome discovered

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/04/130410082413.htm

Charlotte’s Web Of Suffering: Six-Year-Old Colorado Girl With Dravet Syndrome Finds Relief From Marijuana High In CBD


Toronto family hopes for access to controversial treatment to cure baby’s rare epilepsy


THC Can Prevent Brain Damage – Study

http://www.science20.com/news_articles/thc_can_prevent_brain_damage_study-113512

Families of children with epilepsy moving to Colorado, drawn by success of marijuana oil


Families migrate to Colorado for marijuana miracle


Comes Now Epidiolex (FDA approves IND studies of CBD)
Cannabis-Based Epilepsy Drug Approved For Clinical Trials (news – 2013)

New Research Finds Marijuana May Combat Brain Damage (news – 2013)
http://thejointblog.com/new-research-finds-marijuana-may-combat-brain-damage/

Physicians, Medical Marijuana, and the Law (article – 2014)

The Comprehensive Report on the Cannabis Extract Movement and the Use of Cannabis Extracts to Treat Diseases (link to upload - 2014)
http://www.slideshare.net/TheHempSolution/comprehensive-report-on-the-cannabis-extract-movement

Medical Marijuana in the UK: As a doctor, should I be able to prescribe cannabis to my patients? (article – 2014)
http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/medical-marijuana-in-the-uk-as-a-doctor-should-i-be-able-to-prescribe-cannabis-to-my-patients-9791583.html

An Ingredient of Pot May Help People with Epilepsy (news – 2014)

Federal red tape ties up marijuana research (news - 2014)
http://www.nature.com/news/federal-red-tape-ties-up-marijuana-research-1.14926

This Family Had To Fire Their Doctor To Get Medical Marijuana For Their Son (news – 2014)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/03/25/epilepsy-medical-marijuana_n_5022008.html

Marijuana tested as treatment for children with epilepsy (news – 2014)

UCSF-led study gathers data on safety, tolerability of purified cannabinoid for children with epilepsy (news – 2014)

Bid to Expand Medical Marijuana Business Faces Federal Hurdles (news – 2014)

Federal marijuana bill would legalize some cannabis strains (news – 2014)

Low-THC Medical Marijuana Bills: Leaving Most Patients Behind (news – 2014)
https://www.mpp.org/low-or-no-thc-high-cbd-medical-marijuana-bills/

https://www.massroots.com/learn/what-is-cannabis-entourage-effect

Desperate Journey (news – 2014)
http://extras.denverpost.com/stateofhope/

Marijuana research hampered by access from government and politics, scientists say
The new faces of marijuana
http://www.msnbc.com/hardball/the-new-faces-marijuana

A cannabis-based drug is showing 'promise' in children with severe epilepsy

GW Pharmaceuticals Provides Update on Cannabinoid Pipeline
http://ir.gwpharm.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=833085

Cannabis, Medical Science, and Fundamental Human Rights, With Dr. Ethan Russo
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/sunilkumaraggarwal/cannabis-science-and-fund_b_8334384.html

Medical Marijuana Liquid Could Help Treat Severe Epilepsy in Children

How Medical Marijuana’s Chemicals May Protect Cells
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/how-medical-marijuana-s-chemicals-may-protect-cells/

Many States Mulling Medical Marijuana Bills

Oshawa woman says marijuana helped curb her constant seizures
http://toronto.ctvnews.ca/oshawa-woman-says-marijuana-helped-curb-her-constant-seizures-1.2246708

What ailments does medical marijuana help?

10 diseases where medical marijuana could have impact

The Science Behind Sanjay Gupta’s WEED 3

Big Pharma-Produced Cannabis Is Likely Coming to the U.S.
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/aliceolearyrandall/medical-cannabis-issue-th_b_7925956.html

Study confirms safety of cannabis drug CBD

Science Seeks to Unlock Marijuana’s Secrets
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/2015/06/marijuana/sides-text

Could Marijuana Chemical Help Ease Epilepsy?

Why THC Isn't The Only Thing In Weed That Matters

What ailments does medical marijuana help?

10 diseases where medical marijuana could have impact

The Science Behind Sanjay Gupta’s WEED 3

Big Pharma-Produced Cannabis Is Likely Coming to the U.S.
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/aliceolearyrandall/medical-cannabis-issue-th_b_7925956.html

Study confirms safety of cannabis drug CBD
Could medical marijuana help your dog?  (news – 2015)  

'Grandma's magic remedy:' Mexico's medical marijuana secret  (news – 2015)  

New Minnesota marijuana strain more potent, could cut costs  (news – 2015)  

9 Investigates availability of Charlotte’s Web for doctors  (news – 2015)  

Pharmaceutical CBD (cannabidiol) Shows Promise for Children with Severe Epilepsy  (news – 2015)  
https://www.aesnet.org/about_aes/press_releases/pharmaceuticalcbd2015#sthash.wL57kCVn.dpuf

Special Report: Georgia's medical marijuana treatment trials underway  (news – 2015)  
http://www.41nbc.com/2015/02/05/special-report-georgias-medical-marijuana-treatment-trials-underway/

Marijuana Derivative Reduces Seizures in People With Treatment Resistant Epilepsy  (news – 2015)  
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/12/151223221532.htm

The Outsourcing of American Marijuana Research  (news – 2015)  

Medical marijuana improves quality of life for S.J. family  (news – 2015)  

Hemp Oil Giving Iowa Woman Her Life Back  (news – 2015)  
http://whotv.com/2015/02/09/hemp-oil-giving-iowa-woman-her-life-back/

Perth mum uses hemp oil medicinal cannabis to treat daughter with rare disease  (news – 2015)  

FDA and Marijuana: Questions and Answers  (article – 2016)  
http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/PublicHealthFocus/ucm421168.htm

Using Medical Marijuana to Stop Childhood Seizures  (news & abstract – 2016)  

Can Cannabis Treat Epileptic Seizures?  (news – 2016)  
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/can-cannabis-treat-epileptic-seizures/

Buffington: I’m Growing Marijuana  (news – 2016)  

Buffington: Medical Marijuana, Part 2  (news – 2016)  

Preliminary Results of UAB’s CBD Oil Studies Show Promise  (news – 2016)  
http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/649217/?sc=rsmn

Father advocates for exemption to pot ordinance to treat son's severe epilepsy (news – 2016)  http://www.theunion.com/news/localnews/20665929-113/father-advocates-for-exemption-to-pot-ordinance-to


An elderly couple found help for a brain injury through marijuana — then police found 20 pot plants growing at their home (news – 2016)  http://www.nashvillescene.com/nashville/an-elderly-couple-found-help-for-a-brain-injury-through-marijuana-andmdash-then-police-found-20-pot-plants-growing-at-their-home/Content?id=6798313


Marijuana butter eased her child's symptoms. Then her kids were taken away from her. (news – 2016)  http://www.star-telegram.com/news/nation-world/national/article110342262.html


Doctored marijuana gives relief to boy whose parents found no other way to help him (news – 2016) http://www.courant.com/health/hc-wapo-medial-marijuana-20170103-story.html


Dosing THCA: Less is more (news – 2017) http://www.alternet.org/drugs/dosing-thca-less-more


Family hopes marijuana compound will stop child’s seizures (news – 2017) https://www.worldcannabis.net/family-hopes-marijuana-compound-will-stopchilds-seizures/
To save her daughter, this mom became a medical marijuana pioneer (news – 2017)
http://www.salon.com/2017/09/03/to-save-her-daughter-this-mom-became-a-medical-marijuana-pioneer_partner/

Forbidden medicine: Caught between a doctor’s CBD advice and federal laws (news – 2017)

**ESSENTIAL TREMOR**

Retired Flint couple sees the light on medical marijuana (news – 2014)

Cannabinoids May Protect Against Essential Tremor, New Study Finds (news – 2016)
https://thejointblog.com/cannabis-may-protect-essential-tremor-new-study-finds/

Marijuana May Improve Essential Tremor and Parkinson’s (news – 2016)

**EXERCISE and the ENDOCANNABINOID SYSTEM**

Cure for the Munchies? Exercise Cuts Marijuana Cravings (news – 2011)

Exercise can reduce cannabis use in persons who don’t want to stop (news – 2011)

'Runner's High' may have played role in evolutionary history of humans (news – 2012)
http://in.news.yahoo.com/runners-high-may-played-role-evolutionary-history-humans-105030765.html

It hurts so good: the runner’s high (news – 2012)
http://blogs.scientificamerican.com/scicurious-brain/2012/03/12/it-hurts-so-good-the-runners-high/


Why resolutions about taking up physical activity are hard to keep. (news – 2013)
http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Why+resolutions+about+taking+up+physical+activity+are+hard+to+keep.-a0313904638

London Zoo: No runner’s high for ferrets (news – 2013)

Do Dogs Get Runner's High? (news – 2013)
Stoners beware: Exercising might lead to a positive drug test (news – 2013)

One Toke, Many Hits: Exercise Could Trigger Additional High for Marijuana Users (news – 2013)
http://healthland.time.com/2013/09/17/one-toke-many-hits-exercise-could-trigger-additional-high-for-marijuana-users/

Study: Memory Benefits Of Exercise Tied To Cannabinoid System (news – 2013)

Now that's a yoga high! Trippy new class pairs pot with relaxing poses to enhance meditative practice (news – 2014)
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2883729/Now-yoga-high-Trippy-new-class-pairs-pot-relaxing-poses-enhance-meditative-practice.html#ixzz3iSNrVMek

Runner's high linked to cannabinoid receptors in mice (news & abstract – 2015)

Marijuana's Surprising Effects On Athletic Performance (news – 2015)

Smoking marijuana may help athletic performance (news – 2015)
http://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/smoking-marijuana-may-help-athletic-performance/2015/02/06/f0ea7b1c-a71d-11e4-a06b-9df2002b86a0_story.html?wprss=rss_national

Marijuana Finds Popularity Among An Unlikely Group (news – 2015)

Olympic athlete pushes for pot gold (news – 2015)
http://www.blocalnews.com/national/300827901.html

These ‘420 Games’ Athletes Want to Change the Perception of Weed (news – 2015)
http://time.com/3999710/weed-athletes-run/

Your Runner’s High Is Similar to a Pot High (news – 2015)
http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2015/10/09/your-runner-s-high-is-similar-to-a-pot-high.html?ref=yfp


Homing In on the Source of Runner’s High (news – 2015)

In Defense of Working Out While High (news – 2016)

Should You Smoke Marijuana After a Workout? Weed May Help You Recover, Perform Better (news – 2016)

These famous athletes are advocating for marijuana as a workout tool (news – 2016)
A runner who calls himself the 'world's fastest stoner' once passed a drug test 36 hours after smoking marijuana

Can Marijuana Help You Get in Shape?

This Gym Wants You to Get High While You Work Out

Here's the real reason you get a 'runner’s high' after a long run

Exercise Can Still Increase Hunger Even in Sleep Deprivation

Natural Ways to Activate the Endocannabinoid System Without Marijuana

The three biggest questions about how marijuana affects athletic performance

Kusha yoga explores how weed treats your body type

The Effect Of Weed On Exercise: Is Marijuana A Performance-Enhancing Drug?

10 Types of Marijuana For Extreme Outdoor Activities

World's first marijuana gym is in (where else?) California

Meet Power Plant Gym: The first to mix fitness and marijuana

11 Things To Know About Getting High Before a Workout

Yoga and cannabis: Ganjasana melds plant science and an ancient tradition

Can microdosing enhance your fitness routine?

Can marijuana actually help you exercise? I got high and ran 6 miles to find out
Las Vegas’ latest marijuana trend: enhanced yoga

Study: Cannabinoids Attenuate Hyperactivity and Weight Loss in Anorexia

Marijuana and Lifting Weights: What the Science Suggests
https://barbend.com/marijuana-lifting-weights/

“Big John” McCarthy: Research cannabis for athletes and sports injuries
http://www.unclecliffy.com/big-john-mccarthy-research-cannabis-for-athletes-and-sports-injuries/

FASTING/ FOOD/WATER DEPRIVATION and the ENDOCANNABINOID SYSTEM
Endocannabinoid Signaling In Dietary Restriction And Lifespan Extension
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/releases/225007.php

FERTILITY/ SEXUAL FUNCTION
San Francisco Medical Marijuana Clinic Says Cannabis is Effective for Many Women’s Medical Issues

Study: Marijuana May Reduce Risk of Erectile Dysfunction
http://www.leafscience.com/2013/12/09/study-marijuana-may-reduce-risk-erectile-dysfunction/

PMS, Menses, Menopause and Cannabis

Women find sexual help...with cannabis?
http://www.cnbc.com/id/101892786?__source=yahoonews&par=yahoonews#

Estrogen increases cannabis sensitivity

Match.com’s Recent Survey Explores The Relationship Between Singles And Weed
http://aplus.com/a/match-survey-how-weed-affects-dating-relationships

Females Build Up Tolerance To Marijuana Faster Than Males, Study Finds
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/09/10/females-tolerance-marijuana_n_5784022.html
Cannabis and Male Sexual Performance  

Comparing sexual experiences related to alcohol and marijuana use among adults  
(news – 2016)  

Serious researchers studied how sex is different when you’re high vs. when you’re drunk  
(news – 2016)  

Tantra THC: Using Cannabis to Make Sex Sacred  
(news – 2016)  

Pot users twice as likely to report multiple orgasms, Match.com finds  
(news – 2016)  

If You Love Weed, Chances Are You’re Great In Bed  
(news – 2016)  
http://herb.co/2016/07/04/love-weed-great-in-bed/

Cannabinoid Receptor Activates Spermatozoa  
(news – 2016)  
http://neurosciencenews.com/spermatozoa-cannabinoid-receptors-4935/

This Wonderful New Weed Strain Helps Women Have Orgasms  
(news – 2017)  

6 Sexy Weed Strains That Will Make You Better In Bed  
(news – 2017)  

Jewish backstory of sexy cannabis products for women  
(news – 2017)  

Philly420: The birds, the bees and the buds  
(news – 2017)  
http://www.philly.com/philly/columnists/philly420/Philly420_The_birds_the_bees_and_the_buds.html

How different types of marijuana affect your orgasms  
(news – 2017)  
http://www.salon.com/2017/07/07/how-different-types-of-marijuana-affect-your-orgasms_partner/

New Cannabis Strain Designed to Help Women Orgasm  
(news – 2017)  
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/new-cannabis-strain-designed-to-help-women-orgasm/

Regular marijuana users have more sex, study says  
(news – 2017)  

Is Pot Good For Your Sex Life? The Truth About Being High and Horny  
(news – 2017)  
https://www.menshealth.com/sex-women/marijuana-good-for-sex-life

Could marijuana be an aphrodisiac?  
(news – 2017)  
FETAL ALCOHOL SPECTRUM DISORDER
Marijuana is NOT like Alcohol. Please make a note of it. Thanks. (news – 2010)
Marijuana influences visual development (news – 2015)
Medical Marijuana Keeps Sacramento Woman From Heart Transplant (news – 2017)

FIBROMYALGIA
Medical marijuana may help fibromyalgia pain (news - 2010)
Inhaled Cannabis Beneficial For Fibromyalgia Patients, Study Says (news – 2011)
http://norml.org/news/2011/05/19/inhaled-cannabis-beneficial-for-fibromyalgia-patients-study-says
Cannabis Use in Patients with Fibromyalgia: Effect on Symptoms Relief and Health-Related Quality of Life – Source: Public Library of Science ONE, Apr 28, 2011
One in 8 with fibromyalgia uses cannabis as medicine (news – 2012)
http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/07/12/us-fibromyalgia-cannabis-idUSBRE86B1D620120712
1 in 10 fibromyalgia patients uses marijuana to ease pain (news – 2012)
Pot Popular for Pain in Fibromyalgia (news – 2012)
http://www.medpagetoday.com/clinical-context/Fibromyalgia/33384
Reefer tokin' seniors in South Florida see pain go up in smoke (news – 2012)
Which Medical Marijuana Strains Are The Best For Fibromyalgia? (news – 2012)
http://www.theweedblog.com/which-medical-marijuana-strains-are-the-best-for-fibromyalgia/
Nabilone (Cesamet) For Fibromyalgia and Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (news – 2013)
http://www.healthrising.org/drugs-for-fibromyalgia/nabilone cesamet-fibromyalgia-chronic-fatigue-syndrom/
Fibromyalgia: Big Pharma vs Medical Cannabis (news – 2014)
FLU / INFLUENZA

Diminishing Suffering from Colds and Flu with Medical Marijuana (news – 2016)
http://drsrircus.com/medicine/medical-marijuana/diminishing-suffering-colds-flu-medical-marijuana

FRAGILE X SYNDROME  - also see AUTISM

Marijuana-like brain chemicals could be key to treating fragile X syndrome (news – 2012)
http://www.empowher.com/wellness/content/marijuana-brain-chemicals-could-be-key-treating-fragile-x-syndrome?page=0.2

How the endocannabinoid 2-AG may reduce symptoms of “Fragile X” autism (news – 2012)

New therapy for fragile X chromosome syndrome discovered (news – 2013)
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/04/130410082413.htm

Marijuana Affects Autism, But Not How You’d Think [Study] (news – 2013)
'Fragile X Syndrome' Researchers Boost Social Skills in Mice (news – 2013)

GAMBLING

Gambling Is Associated with 'Risk-Taking Behavior' in Young Teens, Study Finds (news – 2016)
http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/647427/

Roll joints, not dice: Could cannabis be used to ‘cure’ problem gamblers? (news – 2016)
http://metro.co.uk/2016/03/02/roll-joints-not-dice-could-cannabis-be-used-to-cure-problem-gamblers-5728367/

GASTRITIS

Does Cannabis Help Treat Gastritis? (news – 2012)
https://www.theweedblog.com/does-cannabis-help-treat-gastritis/

Gastritis treatment using Medical Marijuana (news – 2012)
http://www.medicalmarijuanablog.com/benefits/gastritis.html

How can medical marijuana help with …. GASTRITIS? (news – 2016)

Digest This: Medical Marijuana May Help Sufferers Of Gastritis (news – 2017)
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/digest-this-cannabis-may-help-sufferers-of-gastritis/#sthash.Fc5GITUV.dpuf

GATEWAY THEORY


Risk of Marijuana’s ‘Gateway Effect’ Overblown, New UNH Research Shows (news – 2010)

http://www.opposingviews.com/i/marijuana-is-gateway-drug-theory-debunked-again

Marijuana a "Gateway" Drug? Scientists Call Theory Half-Baked. (news – 2010)
Study says marijuana no gateway drug

Experts Tell the Truth about Pot

Legalizing Medical Marijuana Doesn't Lead To More Teens Smoking Pot: Study

Experts debate whether marijuana is a 'gateway' drug

Cannabis conundrum: Evidence of harm?: Opposition to marijuana use is often rooted in arguments about the drug's harm to children and adults, but the scientific evidence is seldom clear-cut

Setting The Record Straight On The Phrase “Gateway Drug”

Today is 4/20/2015. Is it finally time to stop calling marijuana a gateway drug?

'Just Say No' to the Gateway Theory of Pot

Chris Christie's Marijuana Claim Relies On Shaky Science

Is Marijuana Really a ‘Gateway Drug’?

Marijuana Might Actually be an Anti-Gateway Drug

Marijuana Is Not, Repeat Not, a Gateway Drug

Marijuana Study Counters 'Gateway' Theory

Many Anti-Pot Arguments Are Based On Weak Science, Say Researchers

Prohibition Is the Real "Gateway Drug"

The real ‘gateway drug’ is 100% legal
Study: Alcohol Is The Real Gateway Drug, Not Marijuana

Viral Internet post prompts question: Does D.A.R.E. no longer consider marijuana a gateway drug?

Is marijuana a gateway drug? Here's what the research says.

Poll: Two-Thirds Of Americans Say Enforcing Marijuana Laws Costs More Than It's Worth

Is marijuana a gateway drug? Scientific research says no

Government has apparently dropped 'gateway' theory, marijuana critics should too

Could marijuana be a gateway out of drug addiction?

Marijuana: safer than opioids?

DEA Removes False Claims About Cannabis from Their Website

Five Handy Responses to Reefer Madness

Republican lawmaker says marijuana should be illegal because of African American ‘genetics’
https://thinkprogress.org/kansas-rep-marijuana-african-americans-eff0ace5d0b0/ (news – 2018)
GENDER-BASED DIFFERENCES

Males, Females Respond Differently to Cannabinoids  

New Survey: Guys Are Bigger Potheads Than Gals  
http://www.thestreet.com/story/12159561/1/guys-are-bigger-potheads-than-gals.html?cm_ven=RSS Feed  (news – 2013)

Marijuana and the Modern Lady  

Synthetic Marijuana Lands Thousands of Young People in the ER, Especially Young Males  

Marijuana Use Results in Less Domestic Violence  

Smoking Cannabis 'Gives Men Munchies and Women Pain Relief'  

Estrogen increases cannabis sensitivity  

Females Build Up Tolerance To Marijuana Faster Than Males, Study Finds  

Research compares consequences of teen alcohol and marijuana use  

25 Odd Facts About Marijuana  

Men, blacks most likely to get tickets for Seattle pot use  

Marijuana's Risky Reputation Is Wafting Away  

Illinois medical marijuana applicants trending female, older  

Why do men want to legalize pot more than women do?  

Uncovering the Neurological Differences Between the Sexes  
Infographic: Pot smokers are skinnier than non-users  

COMPREHENSIVE MEDICAL MARIJUANA PATIENT STUDY  
(link to PDF – 2016)  
https://www.hellomd.com/medical-marijuana-patient-survey

What Does the Average Cannabis Consumer Look Like?  
https://docsend.com/view/kv9hgzy (article – 2016)

Here’s who buys legal weed  

Nigeria: Inside Story of Abuja Elite Female Marijuana Smokers  

Marijuana Consumers: Young, Well-Paid, College-Educated  

Eaze Insights: The Modern Marijuana Consumer  

Study: Nearly Half of People who Use Cannabidiol (CBD) Products Stop Taking Pharmaceuticals  

Why Britain’s Grandmas Are Growing More Weed Than Ever  

GLAUCOMA - also see VISION

Canadian Ophthalmological Society policy statement on the medical use of marijuana for glaucoma.  
(article - 2010)  
http://www.canadianjournalofophthalmology.ca/article/S0008-4182%2810%2980129-2/abstract

Benefits From Medical Marijuana  

In decades-old program, Uncle Sam provides pot  

Police Harass Federal Medical Marijuana Patient Elvy Musikka  

January is Glaucoma Awareness Month: Can Marijuana save eyesight?  
(forum repost / anecdotal – 2011)  

Still Believe Nature Got It Wrong? Top 10 Health Benefits of Marijuana  
(news – 2013)
Georgia Medical Patients Apply for Marijuana Research Program

4 Americans get medical pot from the feds

What ailments does medical marijuana help?

10 diseases where medical marijuana could have impact

Two Floridians get free marijuana for life -- from the feds

Raid! National Guard, State Police descend on 81-year-old’s property to seize single pot plant

Study suggests marijuana improves your night vision

GOUT

Marijuana for Gout

Man ‘grew cannabis to ease gout pain’

That’s Dope: Medical Marijuana Helps Relieve Man’s Gout

Medical Marijuana and Arthopathy Gout
https://www.marijuanadoctors.com/content/ailments/view/12/arthopathy-gout (news – 2013)

Marijuana: Its Use in the Treatment of Gout

Ganja-flavored Indomie: Man would mix marijuana with instant noodles to treat ailments, Bali police not on board with that home remedy
Medical Marijuana is the New Midol? California Doc Pitch Cannabis to Fairer Sex (news – 2011)  

San Francisco Medical Marijuana Clinic Says Cannabis is Effective for Many Women’s Medical Issues (news – 2011)  

Still Believe Nature Got It Wrong? Top 10 Health Benefits of Marijuana (news – 2013)  
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2013/05/01/still-believe-nature-got-it-wrong-top-10-health-benefits-of-marijuana/

Top Five Marijuana Strains For PMS (news – 2013)  
http://www.theweedblog.com/top-five-marijuana-strains-for-pms/

PMS, Menses, Menopause and Cannabis (news – 2014)  

Women find sexual help...with cannabis? (news – 2014)  
http://www.cnbc.com/id/101892786?__source=yahoonews&par=yahoonews#

9 Ways Women And Weed Go Together Like Mary And Jane (news – 2015)  

Meet The Woman Making Aphrodisiac Weed (news/ad – 2015)  

COMPREHENSIVE MEDICAL MARIJUANA PATIENT STUDY (link to PDF– 2016)  
https://www.hellomd.com/medical-marijuana-patient-survey

Weed-infused 'female suppositories' are a thing now (news – 2016)  

Cannabis-based vagina suppositories the latest invention to help ease period pain (news – 2016)  

Pot users twice as likely to report multiple orgasms, Match.com finds (news – 2016)  

If You Love Weed, Chances Are You’re Great In Bed (news – 2016)  
http://herb.co/2016/07/04/love-weed-great-in-bed/

Comparing sexual experiences related to alcohol and marijuana use among adults (news – 2016)  

Serious researchers studied how sex is different when you’re high vs. when you’re drunk (news – 2016)
Marijuana tampons might mark end of period pain (news – 2016)

Breaking Taboo: The Rise Of Cannabis Suppositories (news – 2016)

Pot for periods? Medical marijuana marketed as monthly pain relief (news – 2016)

Do Cannabis-Infused Suppositories Actually Work? We Put One to the Test (news – 2016)
https://www.leafly.com/news/lifestyle/we- tried-a-vaginal-cannabis-suppository-so-you-dont-have-to

Tantra THC: Using Cannabis to Make Sex Sacred (news – 2016)

Does Marijuana Help Period Cramps? (news – 2016)
https://www.theweedblog.com/marijuana-help-period-cramps/

Cannabinoid Receptor Activates Spermatozoa (news – 2016)
http://neurosciencenews.com/spermatozoa-cannabinoid-receptors-4935/

Why Pot Feels So Much Weaker When You're On Your Period (news – 2017)
http://www.refinery29.com/smoking-weed-period-effects

This Wonderful New Weed Strain Helps Women Have Orgasms (news – 2017)


Verify: Do marijuana suppositories relieve severe menstrual cramps? (news – 2017)

Jewish backstory of sexy cannabis products for women (news – 2017)

Philly420: The birds, the bees and the buds (news – 2017)
http://www.philly.com/philly/columnists/philly420/Philly420_The_birds_the_bees_and_the_buds.html

How different types of marijuana affect your orgasms (news – 2017)
http://www.salon.com/2017/07/07/how-different-types-of-marijuana-affect-your-orgasms_partner/

New Cannabis Strain Designed to Help Women Orgasm (news – 2017)
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/new-cannabis-strain-designed-to-help-women-orgasm/


Regular marijuana users have more sex, study says (news – 2017)
HAIR

The Benefits of Hemp Oil on Hair

This Is What Happens to Your Beauty on Marijuana

ANOTHER MYASTHENIA GRAVIS PATIENT TREATED WITH THC, THC-ACID AND CBD

HEARING - also see TINNITUS; also see AM-111 in SYNTHETICS SECTION

Otoprotective Effect of AM-111 Also Shown In Model of Cochlear Ischemia

Analysis: Drugmakers step up search for hearing loss medicines

HEART DISEASE/ CARDIOVASCULAR

Lab Notes: Pot Has Benefits for Diabetic Hearts
http://www.medpagetoday.com/LabNotes/LabNotes/23853 (news - 2010)

Suicides in other trials led to early termination of trial into effects of weight loss drug rimonabant on cardiovascular outcomes (CRESCENDO study)

Pot Compound Mitigates Diabetic Cardiomyopathy

Fake Weed, Real Drug: K2 Causing Hallucinations in Teens

Inhaled Incense “K2” May Cause Heart Damage

Marijuana Compounds Hold Promise In Treatment Of Cardiovascular Diseases
Tachycardia followed by bradycardia after smoking the synthetic cannabinoid “K9” (news – 2012)

Study: Marijuana Smoking Not Associated With Greater Mortality Risk Among Heart Attack Survivors (news – 2013)

THC Can Prevent Brain Damage – Study (news – 2013)
http://www.science20.com/news_articles/thc_can_prevent_brain_damage_study-113512

High on Nano: Cannabinoid Nanoparticles to Treat the Primary Cause of Heart Attack (news – 2013)
http://www.scienceworldreport.com/articles/11463/20131208/high_on_nano_cannabinoid_nanoparticles_to_treat_the_primary_cause_of_heart_attack.htm

Scientists Pursue Cannabis-Based Nanoparticles For Heart Disease (news – 2013)
http://www.leafscience.com/2013/12/10/scientists-pursue-cannabis-based-nanoparticles-heart-disease/

Could pot be good for your heart? (news – 2014)
http://bgr.com/2014/02/07/marijuana-health-benefits-cardiology/

Pot Smokers Show Less Inflammation (news – 2014)

Cannabis conundrum: Evidence of harm?: Opposition to marijuana use is often rooted in arguments about the drug’s harm to children and adults, but the scientific evidence is seldom clear-cut (article – 2015)


How can medical marijuana help with… ARTERIOSCLEROTIC HEART DISEASE? (news – 2015)

Hemp for a Healthy Heart? (news – 2015)
http://blog.lifeextension.com/2014/02/hemp-for-healthy-heart.html

Many Anti-Pot Arguments Are Based On Weak Science, Say Researchers (news – 2015)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/marijuana-use-myths_55cb6f53e4b0923c12bed78d?ncid=txtlnkusaolp00000592&kvcomref=mostpopular

Science/Human: Pre-treatment with CBD did not influence effects of smoked cannabis (news – 2016)

Marijuana Use Tied to Rare, Temporary Heart Malfunction (news – 2016)
http://www.philly.com/philly/health/topics/HealthDay716629_20161113_Marijuana_Use_Tied_to_Rare__Temporary_Heart_Malfunction.html
Study: History of Marijuana Use Associated with Improved Short-term Outcomes in Heart attack Patients

Medical Marijuana Keeps Sacramento Woman From Heart Transplant

No, This Marijuana Trick Won’t Make You Feel Any Higher

HEMP/ HEMP FIBER/HEMP SEED OIL

Cannabis, Coca, & Poppy: Nature's Addictive Plants - Cannabis
http://www.deamuseum.org/ccp/cannabis/history.html

Hemp in Religion (Japan)

HEMPEN CULTURE IN JAPAN
http://www.japanhemp.org/uncleweed/history.htm#religion

Hemp produces viable biodiesel, study finds

Hemp could be key to zero-carbon houses

Cannabis electric car to be made in Canada

Industrial Hemp (Cannabis sativa L.) – a High-Yielding Energy Crop
http://pub.epsilon.slu.se/8415/1/prade_t_111102.pdf

The cannabis genome: How hemp got high

History of Cannabis in Ancient China
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/the-teenage-mind/201105/history-cannabis-in-ancient-china

Recycled Polyester, Organic Cotton or Hemp - Which is The Most Eco-Friendly Fiber?
(news – forum repost – 2011)

Could hemp help nuclear clean-up in Japan?
http://www.cannabisculture.com/content/2011/03/15/Could-Hemp-Help-Nuclear-Clean-Japan
The potential of industrial hemp (Cannabis sativa L.) for biogas production (thesis – 2012)  
http://lup.lub.lu.se/lur/download?func=downloadFile&recordOid=2856430&fileOid=2857088

Buy It Now, It’s Legal – Medical Marijuana Cannabidiol (CBD from Industrial Hemp) (news - 2012)

The potential of industrial hemp (Cannabis sativa L.) for biogas production (thesis – 2012)  
http://lup.lub.lu.se/lur/download?func=downloadFile&recordOid=2856430&fileOid=2857088

Farmer starts 'accidental cannabis plantation' (news – 2012)  
http://www.thelocal.de/20120905/44777

Hemp Could Free Us From Oil, Prevent Deforestation, Cure Cancer and It’s Environmentally Friendly – So Why Is It Illegal? (news – 2013)  

Citing hemp’s legitimate uses, growers seek freedom to cultivate it (news – 2013)  

Zeoform: A New Plastic That Turns Hemp Into Almost Anything (news – 2013)  

All You Need to Know About Hemp Seeds (news – 2013)  

1914 Federal Reserve $10 Note Was Printed On Hemp Paper (news - 2013)  
http://americankabuki.blogspot.nl/2013/01/1914-federal-reserve-10-note-was.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed:+AmericanKabuki+%28American+Kabuki%29

Hemp is Effective in Cleaning Nuclear Disasters (news - 2013)  

Doctor Cannabis (news – 2013)  
http://forward.com/articles/188881/doctor-cannabis/

Could hemp nanosheets topple graphene for making the ideal supercapacitor? (news/ abstr – 2014)  

Your Next Cooking Oil Could Come From Hemp (news – 2014)  
http://www.popsci.com/article/science/your-next-cooking-oil-could-come-hemp

Plant-Based Foods With the Highest Omega-3 Fatty Acids (news – 2014)  

Hemp Prepares for Prime Time as Weed’s Sober Cousin (news – 2014)  

Hemp growers cooperatives' report touts crop's benefits to coal (news – 2014)  
With Legal Weed Comes Hemp Beer (news – 2014)  

Hemp growing going legit after decades-long ban (news – 2014)  

Can Legalizing Marijuana Help Appalachia? (news – 2014)  
https://www.mainstreet.com/article/can-legalizing-marijuana-help-appalachia

https://indiancountrytodaymedianetwork.com/2014/09/26/people-hemp-part-1-losing-land-culture-tradition-157074

People of the Hemp, Part 2: Criminalizing Traditional Teachings (news – 2014)  

Hemp-Based Batteries Could Change the Way We Store Energy Forever (news – 2014)  

Calculating the Enormous Potential of the Hemp Industry (news - 2014)  

Why Governments Promote Deadly Nuclear Energy and Ban Beneficial Hemp (news - 2014)  
http://www.mintpressnews.com/MyMPN/governments-promote-deadly-nuclear-energy-ban-beneficial-hemp/442/

The Secret History of Cannabis in Japan (news – 2014)  

Red, white and hemp Americana: Five pivotal moments in U.S. history (news – 2014)  
http://www.thecannabist.co/2014/07/02/hemp-5-pivotal-moments-us-history-red-white-hemp-americana/15366/

Maligned and banned: The American comeback of industrial hemp (news – 2015)  

Growing hemp for research? (news – 2015)  
http://siouxcityjournal.com/business/local/1cb1b771-849b-500e-9634-3ffe37c122c3.html

What is Hemp? (news – 2015)  

W.Va. looks to future of hemp farming (news – 2015)  
http://www.wygazette.com/article/20150322/GZ03/150329221

Tarpon Springs ‘hemp house’ owner an ambassador for the crop (news – 2015)  

Science Seeks to Unlock Marijuana’s Secrets (needs subscription) (news – 2015)  
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/2015/06/marijuana/sides-text

Hemp industry enters 2nd year with hazy market potential (news – 2015)  
http://www.pressherald.com/2015/05/30/hemp-industry-enters-2nd-year-with-hazy-market-potential/
Colorado hemp grows from novelty to industry with potential

Now, people can live in grass houses

U of M study explains why hemp and marijuana are different

Hemp in Oregon: In surprise move, Senate rejects bill to pause production in Oregon

China to Banish Poverty By Using Hemp – Even In Cosmetics

Federal lawmakers urge Oregon to speed up industrial hemp program

Deer devour hemp crops at southern Oregon farm

Hemp Homes Could Hit New High As Growing Cannabis Gets Legal

How Hemp Can Clean Up Radiation From Fukushima Nuclear Disaster

The Great Kentucky Hemp Experiment

The House That Pot Built: Using Hemp For Construction

8 things you didn’t know about hemp
http://www.pbs.org/newshour/rundown/8-things-didnt-know-hemp/

Car made of hemp makes Denver stop

Is marijuana a single species?: While you’re searching for the perfect high, scientists go deeper
http://www.salon.com/2015/09/28/is_marijuana_a_single_species_while_youre_searching_for_the_perfect_high_scientists_go_deeper_partner/

Hemp returning to North Carolina fields ... legally
http://www.favobserver.com/article/20151128/News/31128958

Italian Ice Cream Maker Creates Hemp Gelato

Hemcrete®: Carbon Negative Hemp Walls

http://inhabitat.com/hemcrete-carbon-negative-hemp-walls-7x-stronger-than-concrete/  
Legalizing Weed: Top Commercial Hemp Products Imported to the US  (news - 2015)  
http://www.newsmax.com/FastFeatures/legalizing-weed-hemp-products/2015/12/07/id/704894/#ixzz3WwW3wELk

Japan’s First Lady Wants To Be A Hemp Farmer  (news – 2015)  

Marijuana Farmers VS Hemp Farmers Over Pollen  (news – 2015)  

An Open Letter to Those Who Oppose Cannabis Clothes  (news – 2015)  
http://www.ladybud.com/2015/05/19/an-open-letter-to-those-who-oppose-cannabis-clothes/

Lip balm containing pot ingredient thrown out at air base  (news – 2015)  

Hemp as fibre and food? Regulatory developments and current issues  (news/ link to PDF – 2016)  
http://apo.org.au/node/64033

Legalizing Weed: 5 Key Points Made in US Government Film 'Hemp for Victory'  (news – 2016)  
http://www.newsmax.com/FastFeatures/legalizing-weed-hemp-for-victory/2016/01/06/id/708456/#ixzz3wBYNDkp

Weed-infused vodka is here, but it’s not what you think  (news – 2016)  

Timeline: The Hemp Odyssey of Alex White Plume  (news – 2016)  

This Car Is Made Out Of Cannabis Hemp  (news – 2016)  
http://nypost.com/2016/05/06/this-car-is-made-out-of-cannabis-hemp/

High hopes riding on ‘Cannabis Car’  (news – 2016)  

Case of the munchies: Ag department cracks down on hemp-filled dog treats  (news – 2016)  


Why This Grain-Free, Nut-Free, Gluten-Free, Vegan Protein Needs to Be Every Fitness Buff’s Best Friend  (news – 2016)  

Natural Cannabinoids Gave My Cat a Better Quality of Life  (news – 2016)  

Farmers are planting marijuana to clean up the land contaminated by Europe's biggest steel mill  (news – 2016)  
http://www.businessinsider.com/italian-farmers-turning-to-hemp-2016-7
Japan’s First Lady Ushers In New Era of Hemp Acceptance by Purchasing Elixinol CBD Hemp Oil Product

University of Nebraska-Lincoln launches hemp research

In remote Indian village, cannabis is its only livelihood
http://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/in-remote-indian-village-cannabis-is-its-only-livelihood/

Hemp growers may try to block federal ban on marijuana extracts

Hemp’s Forgotten American History
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/5834cb44e4b050dfe618779f

Did the Industrial Value of Hemp Spark Cannabis Prohibition?

Bio-Based Hemp Plastics are Gaining Momentum
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/bio-based-hemp-plastics-are-gaining-momentum/

Hemp and Heavy Metal Toxicity in Soil

Marijuana vs. Hemp: What's the Difference?

A new neglected crop: cannabis (summary – full is free with registration - 2017)
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/356/6335/232

DEA Announces Actions Related to Marijuana and Industrial Hemp

Hemp hits new high as building material on Dutch bridge

Swiss cannabis entrepreneurs develop craving for low-potency pot

Hemp Industries Association Sues DEA Over Illegal Attempt to Regulate Hemp Foods as Schedule I Drugs
https://thehia.org/HIAHemppressreleases/4594319?utm_source=Motion+against+DEA+Announcement&utm_campaign=HIA-Motions-DEA&utm_medium=email

DEA Attempts to Regulate Hemp Foods as Schedule 1 Drugs
https://www.theweedblog.com/dea-regulate-hemp-foods-schedule-1-drugs/#prettyPhoto

Dozens show up for meeting on industrial hemp
http://www.kwch.com/content/news/Dozens-show-up-for-420687604.html
Hemp for human consumption finally gets a green light in Australia and New Zealand (news – 2017)

You can build your own tiny hemp home, he’ll show you how (news – 2017)
http://www.thecannabist.co/2017/05/10/tiny-hemp-houses-hempcrete-john-patterson/79070/

Agri View: Hemp, an Unlikely Crop (news – 2017)
http://agnetwest.com/2017/05/19/agri-view-hemp-unlikely-crop/

Bible Hill grad student researches methods of stabilizing cannabis oil (news – 2017)

Everyone’s Favorite Organic and Fair Trade Soap Company is Promoting Marijuana Certification (and It’s a Huge Deal) (news – 2017)

Hemp Consumes Radiation, Mitigates Heavy Metals From Soil Through Phytoremediation (news – 2017)

Research Shows Industrial Hemp Is More Versatile Than We Thought (news – 2017)

Hemp building material could help survive and prevent destruction (news – 2017)

http://segra-intl.com/segrapedia/cannabis-part-1-an-introduction/

Cannabis Part 2: Cannabinoids and Endocannabinoids (news – 2017)


HEPATITIS

Cannabis and Hepatitis C (news – 2010)
http://www.amarimed.com/DOCBLOG/tabid/90/EntryId/15/Cannabis-and-Hepatitis-C.aspx

Cannabis Compound Induces Death Of Cells Associated With Liver Fibrosis (news – 2011)
Top 5 Most Innovative Uses For Hemp

Report on Medical Cannabis Research History - What the Science Says
http://www.safeaccessnow.org/medical_cannabis_research_what_does_the_evidence_say

HEREDITARY MULTIPLE EXOTOSES

Fort Lauderdale legal pot smoker tells his story in new book

Free Govt. Marijuana Via “Compassionate” Drug Program

I Irv Rosenfeld’s 30th Anniversary of Getting Marijuana From the Feds
http://blog.mpp.org/tag/compassionate-investigational-new-drug/

Stockbroker with bone disease claims smoking 130,000 government-issued joints over 30 years has saved his life

4 Americans get medical pot from the feds

Medical marijuana use by student nixed by Saskatoon school board

Pot-smoking stockbroker has a steady supplier: the feds

Two Floridians get free marijuana for life -- from the feds

HERPES VIRUS

Genital Herpes by Kathy
http://www.rxmarijuana.com/shared_comments/Genital_Herpes.htm

Herbal medication for cold sores and genital herpes and preparation thereof
(full – 2012)
How Herpes is Affected by THC, as Explained by Dr. Rasmussen

Cannabis Can Treat Herpes Virus Infection

New research suggests that medical marijuana can treat herpes

Herpes and Marijuana

Medical Marijuana for Herpes

HICCUPS

Marijuana for Intractable Hiccoughs
http://www.rxmarijuana.com/hiccoughs.htm (news – undated)

Teen says marijuana has been a lifesaver (myoclonus diaphragmatic flutter)

Marijuana cures hiccups
https://www.420magazine.com/2013/03/marijuana-cures-hiccups/ (news – 2013)

Breathe Easy: Marijuana Can Cure Medically Intractable Hiccups

THE “HIGH”/ CANNABIMIMETIC EFFECTS

Is a Chocolate High Possible?

New Analysis Says Cannabis Breeders Should Grow for Safety As Well As Potency

Cannabis-enhancing plant to be marketed worldwide as new drug

THC blood test: Pot critic William Breathes nearly 3 times over proposed limit when sober
Water Curing Your Weed
http://www.hailmaryjane.com/wisdom-wednesday-water-curing-your-weed/

7% of California Drivers Test Positive for Marijuana, but Are They Impaired?
(news – 2012)
http://healthland.time.com/2012/11/20/7-of-cal-drivers-test-posit...ixzz2IY4mBJet

It hurts so good: the runner’s high
(news – 2012)
http://blogs.scientificamerican.com/scicurious-brain/2012/03/12/it-hurts-so-good-the-runners-high/

'Runner's High' may have played role in evolutionary history of humans
(http://in.news.yahoo.com/runners-high-may-played-role-evolutionary-history-humans-105030765.html

Tailoring Your High: Intro to Temperature Control With a Vaporizer
(news – 2012)

Michael Pollan: What Do Marijuana and Catnip Have in Common?
(news – 2012)
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/148510/michael_pollan:_what_do_marijuana_and_catnip_have_in_common/

How Do You Know Which Medical Marijuana Strain Is Right For You?
(news – 2012)
http://www.unitedpatientsgroup.com/blog/2012/01/31/how-do-you-know-which-medical-marijuana-strain-is-right-for-you/

How Marijuana Impairs Memory
http://neurosciencenews.com/marijuana-impairs-memory-astroglia-cb1r-thc/

Acidic versus Activated Cannabinoids- Tips on How to Choose the Therapy Regimen that is Right for You
(news – 2012)
http://pureanalytics.net/blog/2012/05/09/acidic-versus-activated-cannabinoids-tips-on-how-to-choose-the-therapy-regimen-that-is-right-for-you/

Cannabis Strain Explorer   (web page - 2012)   http://pureanalytics.net/blog/2012/05/09/acidic-versus-activated-cannabinoids-tips-on-how-to-choose-the-therapy-regimen-that-is-right-for-you/

Why Research is Right About Smoking vs. Eating Medicinal Marijuana
(news – 2013)
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2013/05/15/why-research-is-right-about-smoking-vs-eating-medicinal-marijuana/

In 1884, A Popular Science Writer Got Way Too Stoned
(news – 2013)

New Survey: Guys Are Bigger Potheads Than Gals
(news – 2013)
http://www.thestreet.com/story/12159561/lguys-are-bigger-potheads-than-gals.html?cm_ven=RSSFeed

Science for potheads: Why they love to get high
(http://www.salon.com/2013/09/08/science_for_potheads_why_they_love_to_get_high/

London Zoo: No runner’s high for ferrets

Do Dogs Get Runner's High?
Stoners beware: Exercising might lead to a positive drug test (news – 2013)

One Toke, Many Hits: Exercise Could Trigger Additional High for Marijuana Users (news – 2013)
http://healthland.time.com/2013/09/17/one-toke-many-hits-exercise-could-trigger-additional-high-for-marijuana-users/

Mangoes Elevate High From Smoking Marijuana: Are They A Healthier Alternative To The 'Munchies'? (news – 2013)
http://www.medicaldaily.com/mangoes-elevate-high-smoking-marijuana-are-they-healthier-alternative-munchies-247892


Mangoes Elevate High From Smoking Marijuana: Are They A Healthier Alternative To The 'Munchies'? (news – 2013)
http://www.medicaldaily.com/mangoes-elevate-high-smoking-marijuana-are-they-healthier-alternative-munchies-247892

Science for stoners: Here’s how pot works (news – 2013)
http://www.salon.com/2013/08/17/science_for_stoners_heres_how_pot_works/

Not That High (news – 2013)
http://www.slate.com/articles/health_and_science/science/2013/03/marijuana_potency_returning_smokers_want_mellower_pot_strain.html

Scientists Have Found A Way To Make Marijuana Un-Fun (news – 2013)
http://www.popsci.com/article/science/scientists-have-found-way-make-marijuana-un

Too Much, Too Soon (news – 2013)
https://www.thcmag.com/much-soon/

Arguments Over the "High" of Cannabis are Half-Baked (news – 2013)
http://blog.themobilityresource.com/blog/post/cannabis-it-never-killed-anyone

Pharmaceutical Cannabis Produces Similar High, Study Finds (news – 2013)
http://www.leafscience.com/2013/12/04/pharmaceutical-cannabis-produces-similar-high-study-finds/

Hormone shows promise at negating marijuana's high effect (news – 2014)

Active ingredient in pot sets off a feedback that reduces intoxication (news – 2014)

Muting Marijuana’s High: Pot Without the Impairment (news – 2014)
http://healthland.time.com/2014/01/03/muting-marijuanas-high-pot-without-the-impairment/

A few of our favorite strains: 25 ranked reviews from our critics (news – 2014)
http://longlivehealthtips.info/a-few-of-our-favorite-strains-25-ranked-reviews-from-our-critics/

What Happens To Your Body When You Get Drunk And Stoned At The Same Time? (news – 2014)
3 Things You Should Remember (But Probably Won't) If You Get Too High On Marijuana Edibles
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/06/04/high-on-marijuana-edibles_n_5446062.html

Why growing numbers of pot smokers eat mango before lighting up
http://www.salon.com/2014/07/11/why_growing_numbers_of_pot_smokers_eat_mango_before_lighting_up_partner/

Why Eating A Marijuana Candy Bar Sent Maureen Dowd To Paranoia Hell

One in three New York college students has gone to class high: study
http://www.nydailynews.com/life-style/health/ny-college-kids-class-high-study-article-1.2113316

Stoned Drivers At Far Lower Risk Of Crash Than Drunken Drivers
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/02/11/stoned-driving-crash-risk_n_6654810.html

From Stoned Bunnies to Cannabis-Based Pet Care: What's the Effect of Pot on Animals?

Mild-strength marijuana is the future of pot
http://blog.sfgate.com/sf/gate/smellthetruth/2015/03/31/mild-strength-marijuana-is-the-future-of-pot/

Citicoline: A Useful Supplement For Medical Cannabis Patients
http://www.cannabiscure.info/files/citicoline.htm

UEA scientists separate medical benefits of cannabis from unwanted side effects
https://www.uea.ac.uk/about/uea-scientists-separate-medical-benefits-of-cannabis-from-unwanted-side-effects

U of M study explains why hemp and marijuana are different

California Wildfires: Can Burning Marijuana Fields Get You High?

Finding the Right Strain of Medical Marijuana

Potent joint wrapped in 24-karat gold creates a buzz

Cannabis Edibles: Why So Unpredictable?
https://www.massroots.com/learn/why-marijuana-edibles-effects-vary

Driving with a Marijuana High: How Dangerous Is It?
http://www.livescience.com/51450-driving-on-marijuana-alcohol-dangerous.html

Customers looking for a high ask a marijuana 'budtender' for advice
What are Cannabinoids? (news – 2015)
https://www.massroots.com/learn/what-are-cannabinoids

Drinking Coffee And Smoking Pot: Caffeine Dosage Impacts Marijuana's Effects (news – 2015)

COMPREHENSIVE MEDICAL MARIJUANA PATIENT STUDY (link to PDF– 2016)
https://www.hellomd.com/medical-marijuana-patient-survey

In Defense of Working Out While High (news – 2016)

The Rise Of Tailor-Made Highs (news – 2016)
https://article.wn.com/view/2015/09/25/The_Rise_Of_TailorMade_Highs/

Your genes may predict how you react to smoking weed (news – 2016)
http://mashable.com/2016/03/09/genes-predict-how-you-get-high/#15VQcjKFQaqE

This Startup Uses Brain Scans to Help Patients Pick the Perfect Pot (news – 2016)
http://observer.com/2016/03/potbotics-brainbot/

What Makes Each Marijuana Strain Unique? (news – 2016)
https://www.hellomd.com/health-wellness/what-makes-each-marijuana-strain-unique

Cannabis and Cannabinoid Research Publishes Data Demonstrating the Degradation of Cannabidiol to Psychoactive Cannabinoids when Exposed to Simulated Gastric Fluid (news – 2016)

Nobody knows How High You Are Right Now- It’s Really Hard to Measure (news – 2016)
http://www.wired.com/2016/04/nobody-knows-high-right-now-really-hard-measure/

Blood THC levels after smoking pot are useless in defining “too high to drive” (news – 2016)

Science/Human: Pre-treatment with CBD did not influence effects of smoked cannabis (news – 2016)

Epic Cop Fail: Burning Illegal Weed Got This Town High (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/07/06/cops-burning-illegal-weed/

Comparing sexual experiences related to alcohol and marijuana use among adults (news – 2016)

Serious researchers studied how sex is different when you’re high vs. when you’re drunk (news – 2016)
Why Do We Always Compare Smoking Weed to Drinking Alcohol? (news – 2016)

Ganja Grows Up (news – 2016)
http://www.bendsource.com/bend/ganja-grows-up/Content?oid=2762480

Scientists Closer to Understanding Why Weed Gets Us High (news – 2016)

Marijuana legalization: Just because motorist looks stoned doesn't mean they're impaired, Mass. judge says (news – 2016)

Marijuana breathalyzer test under development, but questions remain over judging whether driver is actually impaired (news – 2016)
http://www.masslive.com/articles/19710976/legal_marijuana_as_massachusetts.amp

In remote Indian village, cannabis is its only livelihood (news – 2016)
http://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/in-remote-indian-village-cannabis-is-its-only-livelihood/

Discover Your Subjective Therapeutic Window: Turning Cannabis Into A Precision Medication (news – 2016)
http://cannabishealthindex.com/cannabis-safety/the-secret-about-cannabis-that-everyone-should-know/

How does cannabis get users “high”? Science explains. (news – 2016)
http://www.thecannifornian.com/cannabis-culture/cannabis-get-users-high-science-explains/

Cannabis strains today much stronger than your parents’ pot (news – 2016)

'Microdosing' is the future of marijuana (news – 2016)

Cannabis Advice for the Novice Consumer (news – 2016)
https://www.hellomd.com/health-wellness/cannabis-advice-for-the-novice-consumer

Will I Get Higher If I Hold In My Hit Longer? (news – 2016)
https://www.greenrushdaily.com/2016/10/21/will-get-higher-hold-hit-longer/

Time To Put ‘Skunk’ Out Of Business (news – 2016)
http://volteface.me/features/skunk-out-of-business/

5 Strongest Strains On Earth Right Now Will Melt Your Mind (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/08/01/strongest-strains/?bt_alias=eyJ1c2VySWQiOiAiYTM4ZDI0ODctMzNmMC00NGRkLWEyOTYtNGI3ZjY1MDIyZDc3In0%3D

Do You Know Your Optimum Vaping Temperature? (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/08/18/optimum-vaping-temperature

Finally: Researchers have figured out how much weed is in a typical joint (news – 2016)
THC: Everything You Need To Know About Delta9-Tetrahydrocannabinol
(news – 2016) http://herb.co/2016/07/24/what-is-the

Does CBD Convert to THC When Ingested? The findings from one study conclude it is possible.

Does oral cannabidiol convert to THC, a psychoactive form of cannabinoid, in the stomach?

Gut Check: Does CBD change to THC in the stomach?

Compound suggests pain treatment without opioid or medical marijuana side effects

Beyond Aroma: Terpenes in Cannabis

Using a Vaporizer is the Best Way to Avoid Terpene Destruction

When Are You Too Stoned to Drive?

CBD can protect marijuana users from getting too stoned. Here’s how

Senate bill would remove possesion by ingestion charge for marijuana

“You just killed the weed man”: Adventures in buying (legal) pot

Why That Maui Wowie Doesn’t Hit You The Same Way Every Time

How Long Do The Effects Of Being High On Weed Last?
(news – 2017) http://herb.co/2017/02/04/long-high-weed-last/?bt_alias=eyJ1c2VySWQiOiAiYTM4ZDI0ODctMzNmMC00NGRkLWEyOTYtNGI3ZjY1MDc3NDBmZDciLCJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9

Some of the Parts: Is Marijuana’s “Entourage Effect” Scientifically Valid?

This Is Why You Shouldn’t Call 911 When You’re Too High

Ways To Know The Difference Between Mind High VS. Body High
(news – 2017) http://herb.co/2017/04/15/mind-high-vs-body-high/
Does Smoking More Weed Get You Higher, Or High For Longer?  
http://herb.co/2017/04/24/smoking-get-higher-high-longer/ 
(news – 2017)

'The Drug Whisperer': Ga. officer's mystery drug arrests 
(news – 2017)

Why Pot Feels So Much Weaker When You're On Your Period 
http://www.refinery29.com/smoking-weed-period-effects 
(news – 2017)

Study: Trying new marijuana products and edibles is associated with unexpected highs 
(news – 2017)

Why Weed Feels So Much Stronger When You Eat It 
http://www.refinery29.com/edibles-weed-more-high-effects-of-marijuana 
(news – 2017)

No, This Marijuana Trick Won’t Make You Feel Any Higher 
(news – 2017)

Why Some People Can't Handle Their Weed 
(news – 2017)

CBD:THC Ratio – What Does the Ratio Mean? (Infographic) 
https://www.eaze.com/blog/posts/cbdthcratio-infographic 
(news – 2017)

HISTORY - ANCIENT USE – a “fun” section with no date restrictions

Ancient Psychoactive Incense and Preparations 
(news - undated)

Ayurvedic Herbs – Cannabis 
http://www.indianmirror.com/ayurveda/cannabis.html 
(article – undated)

Hemp in Religion (Japan) 
(article - undated )

HEMPEN CULTURE IN JAPAN 
http://www.japanhemp.org/uncleweed/history.htm#religion 
(article - undated )

An Overdose of Hasheesh 
http://www.popsci.com/archive-viewer?id=1cOCoDAADAMBAJ&pg=509 
(article – 1884)

The Unconstitutional Prohibition of Cannabis 
https://www.thcfarmer.com/community/threads/trolingers-history-of-cannabis.22328/ 
(forum repost- full – undated)

Marijuana - The First Twelve Thousand Years 
http://www.druglibrary.org/Schaffer/hemp/history/first12000/abel.htm 

SCIENCE WATCH; Marijuana Medication 
(news – 1993)
Drugs clue to Shakespeare's genius (news – 2001)

Jesus Healed Using Cannabis (news - 2003)

Timeline: the use of cannabis (news – 2005)
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/programmes/panorama/4079668.stm

The Emperor Wears No Clothes (book - 2007)
http://jackherer.com/emperor-3/

The Big Bhang (article – 2009)
http://www.cannabisculture.com/content/2009/06/01/big-bhang

The Great Keneh Bosem Debate - Part 1 (article – 2009)

Part 2 of the Great Keneh Bosem Debate: (article – 2009)


A History of Marijuana (news – 2010)

Marijuana in the Bible (article - 2011)
https://patients4medicalmarijuana.wordpress.com/marijuana-info/marijuana-in-the-bible/

Ancient Egypt and Cannabis (news – 2011)
http://www.westcoastleaf.net/?p=2840

History of Cannabis in Ancient China (news – 2011)
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/the-teenage-mind/201105/history-cannabis-in-ancient-china

History of Cannabis in India (article – 2011)
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/the-teenage-mind/201106/history-cannabis-in-india

In 1884, A Popular Science Writer Got Way Too Stoned (news – 2013)

It's a story of highs and lows when talking marijuana (news – 2013)

Doctor Cannabis (news – 2013)
http://forward.com/articles/188881/doctor-cannabis/

2,500-Year-Old ‘Siberian Princess’ Corpse Shows Breast Cancer, Medicinal Pot Use (news – 2014)
Marijuana: How one plant spread throughout the world (news – 2014)

Amazon Warriors Did Indeed Fight and Die Like Men (news – 2014)

Pakistan: Cannabis Discovered in Prehistoric Tomb (news – 2014)

The Secret History of Cannabis in Japan (news – 2014)

Ancient Medicine Man (news – 2014)
https://www.thcmag.com/ancient-medicine-man/

Jesus & Cannabis (article/ recipe – 2015)
https://patients4medicalmarijuana.wordpress.com/marijuana-info/marijuana-in-the-bible/jesus-cannabis/


Gold Artifacts Tell Tale of Drug-Fueled Rituals and "Bastard Wars" (news – 2015)


Was William Shakespeare high when he penned his plays? (news – 2015)

Weed has long history in Japan but now best avoided (news – 2015)

The Unexpected History of Ganja (news - 2015)
http://www.bloomwellbend.com/weed-terms-history-ganja/

Shavuot, The Bible, and Medical Marijuana (news – 2016)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/shavuot-the-bible-and-medical-marijuana_us_575edbf2e4b079c7cee5fc02

Stoned Age - Did pot dealers found Western civilization? (news – 2016)
http://www.bohemian.com/northbay/stoned-age/Content?oid=2975022

Ancient Cannabis 'Burial Shroud' Discovered in Desert Oasis (news – 2016)

In remote Indian village, cannabis is its only livelihood (news – 2016)
http://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/in-remote-indian-village-cannabis-is-its-only-livelihood/

Cannabis Plants Discovered in Ancient Burial in China (news – 2016)
Hemp’s Forgotten American History  (news – 2016)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/5834cb44e4b050dfe618779f

Cannabis farmers hidden in India's Himalayas  (news/photo essay – 2016)

Medical Cannabis for Pain: Anecdote or Evidence  (article – 2017)


Why Pygmies Are Dealing Weed to Survive  (news – 2017)


A 10,000 Year History Of Marijuana And Spirituality  (news – 2017)
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/cannabis-and-spirituality-a-10000-year-history/

A Brief, Paranoid History of Anti-Weed PSAs  (news – 2017)

http://segrapedia.cannabis-part-1-an-introduction/

**HISTORY - 1937 to present**- a “fun” section with no date restrictions

VICTOR LICATA : A RUSH TO JUDGEMENT  (ebook – undated)
http://reefermadnessmuseum.org/VictorLicata/Chap00_Index.htm

Indian hemp and the dope fiends of Old England  (article - undated)
http://www.idmu.co.uk/indian.htm

Cannabis, Coca, & Poppy: Nature’s Addictive Plants - Cannabis  (article – undated)
http://www.deamuseum.org/ccp/cannabis/history.html

The Unconstitutional Prohibition of Cannabis  (forum repost- full – undated)
https://www.thefarmer.com/community/threads/trolingers-history-of-cannabis.22328/
THE LEGEND OF THE HOT TAMALE PEDDLER: What the Newspapers were saying:

STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM C. WOODWARD, LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL, AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, CHICAGO, ILL.
http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer/hemp/taxact/woodward.htm

New Billion Dollar Crop
http://www.hempfarm.org/BillionDollarCrop.html

New Billion Dollar Crop - Popular Mechanics
(in original on page 239)
https://books.google.com/books?id=9sDAAAAAMBAJ&printsec=frontcover&dq=popular+mechanics+the+new+billion+dollar+crop&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0CB0Q6AEwAGoVChMI3qOk3cHgwIVBijlCh19XAHE#v=onepage&q=billion%20dollar&f=false

Marijuana, the New Prohibition
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1501862/

Marijuana - The First Twelve Thousand Years
http://www.druglibrary.org/Schaffer/hemp/history/first12000/abel.htm

To Prescribe Or Not To Prescribe?
http://www.time.com/time/nation/article/0,8599,8599.7410,00.html

Green Light for Pot?
http://www.time.com/time/nation/article/0,8599,8599.9031,00.html

Reefer Madness -- The Federal Response to California's Medical-Marijuana Law
(article - 1997)
http://www.drugsense.org/tfy/nejm0897.htm

Bush: War On Drugs Aids War On Terror
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/bush-war-on-drugs-aid-war-on-terror/

Presidential Commission Shocks White House: Recommends Marijuana Should Be "Decriminalized"
http://www.csdp.org/publicservice/shafer.htm

Cannabis Condemned: the Proscription of Indian Hemp.

Timeline: the use of cannabis
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/programmes/panorama/4079668.stm

Medical Marijuana, American Federalism, and the Supreme Court
http://www.maps.org/mmj/jama-federalism.pdf

Weed control
http://www.boston.com/news/globe/ideas/articles/2006/05/28/weed_control

Why I'm Not Against, Like, Oh Wow Man, Pot
http://www.time.com/time/nation/article/0,8599,1564430,00.html#ixzz21LQJvFE
The Emperor Wears No Clothes (book - 2007)
http://jackherer.com/emperor-3/

Medi-Cal pays pot-related expenses (news – 2007)
http://www.mapinc.org/norml/v07/n809/a08.htm

The Army’s Conquest-by-Cannabinoid Fantasy O’Shaughnessy’s in 2008 (article – 2008)

http://www.digitaljournal.com/article/257008

Can sick Californians be fired for smoking pot? (news – 2008)
http://business.time.com/2008/01/29/can_sick_californians_be_fired/#ixzz21IKetbQD

An American Pastime: Smoking Pot (news – 2008)
http://www.time.com/time/health/article/0,8599,1821697,00.html

A Brief History of Medical Marijuana (news – 2009)
http://content.time.com/time/health/article/0,8599,1931247,00.html

Average Marijuana Potency by Year, 1975-2003 (news – 2009)


The State of Clinical Cannabis Research in the United States (article – 2010)
http://cms.herbalgram.org/herbalgram/issue85/article3485.html?ts=1468715296&signature=a48507246678218574b7813654eb818

History of Cannabis in India (article – 2011)
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/the-teenage-mind/201106/history-cannabis-in-india

While You Were Weekending: California Makes Pot an Infraction (news – 2010)
http://newsfeed.time.com/2010/10/04/while-you-were-weekending-california-makes-pot-an-infraction/#ixzz21IPF25WV

No Medical Marijuana Limits: California Supreme Court (news – 2010)

V.A. Easing Rules for Users of Medical Marijuana (news – 2010)

A History of Marijuana (news – 2010)
http://www.dailykos.com/story/20100908/03/890036/-A-History-of-Marijuana

Pot Prices Go Viral: Crowdsourcing the Drug Deal? (news – 2010)

Marijuana: Retired Cops, Judges and Lawyers Push to Legalize (news – 2010)
UC studies show marijuana has therapeutic value, reports to legislature (news – 2010) http://www.physorg.com/news185645841.html

In decades-old program, Uncle Sam provides pot (news – 2011) http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/44697173/ns/us_news-life/decades-old-program-uncle-sam-provides-pot/#.T3KO0YGRZpk


Former Supreme Court justice blasts minimum sentences for marijuana offenders. (article - 2012) http://www.cmaj.ca/content/184/8/E391


Pat Robertson: Marijuana Should Be Treated Like Alcohol (news – 2012) http://newsfeed.time.com/2012/03/08/pat-robertson-marijuana-should-be-treated-like-alcohol/#ixzz21IJjtlml


The cannabis conundrum (article – 2013) http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3808660/


The notorious ‘pot brownie’ recipe from ‘The Alice B. Toklas Cookbook’ (news - 2013) http://dangerousminds.net/comments/the_notorious_pot_brownie_recipe_from_the_alice_b_toklas_cookbook
It's a story of highs and lows when talking marijuana (news – 2013)

Doctor Cannabis (news – 2013)
http://forward.com/articles/188881/doctor-cannabis/

http://www.safeaccessnow.org/medical_cannabis_research_what_does_the_evidence_say

Who Discovered THC? Setting the Record Straight (news – 2014)
http://cannabisdigest.ca/discovered-thc-setting-record-straight/

Harvard Potheads: Then and Now (news – 2014)
http://www.thecrimson.com/flyby/article/2014/9/12/harvard-potheads-then-and-now/

Marijuana’s rising acceptance comes after many failures. Is it now legalization’s time? (news – 2014)

Why marijuana’s moment has arrived (news – 2014)

Marijuana was criminalized in 1923, but why? (Canada) (news - 2014)
http://www.cbc.ca/news/health/marijuana-was-criminalized-in-1923-but-why-1.2630436

Marijuana: How one plant spread throughout the world (news – 2014)

The Great Colorado Weed Experiment (news – 2014)

More than zero: reclassifying marijuana could have a significant impact on drug policy. (news - 2014)
http://www.forbes.com/sites/jacobsullum/2014/02/07/more-than-zero-reclassifying-marijuana-would-have-a-significant-impact-on-drug-policy/

FDA to evaluate marijuana for potential reclassification as less dangerous drug (news – 2014)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/06/24/fda-marijuana_a_5526634.html

Red, white and hemp Americana: Five pivotal moments in U.S. history (news – 2014)
http://www.thecannabist.co/2014/07/02/hemp-5-pivotal-moments-u-s-history-red-white-hemp-americana/15366/

Marijuana, Reconsidered: Dr. Lester Grinspoon On 45 Years Of Cannabis Science (interview – 2015)

President John F Kennedy used Medical Marijuana for Pain (news –2015)

Pfizer, Eli Lilly Were The Original Medical Marijuana Sellers (news – 2015)
http://www.forbes.com/sites/debraborchardt/2015/04/08/pfizer-eli-lilly-were-the-original-medical-marijuana-sellers/

Here’s What People Called Pot in the 1940s (news – 2015)
http://time.com/3815347/jazz-marijuana-history/

How Our War on Drugs Undermines Mexico (news – 2015)
http://time.com/3853971/1971-war-on-drugs/

History of marijuana in America (news – 2015)

Science Seeks to Unlock Marijuana’s Secrets (needs subscription) (news – 2015)
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/2015/06/marijuana/sides-text

Local History: Region's first marijuana arrests followed tougher laws in 1930s (news – 2015)

100 years after El Paso became first city in US to outlaw pot, debate remains the same (news – 2015)

Pot detecting drug dogs post legalization They will still have a job to do (news – 2015)
http://article.wn.com/view/2015/06/05/Pot_detecting_drug_dogs_post_legalization_They_will_still_ha/

Here's the real reason why marijuana is illegal in the US (news – 2015)
http://www.attn.com/stories/2116/reason-marijuana-illegal-united-states#ixzz3es6wnlQ4

Nebraska and Oklahoma Sue Colorado in Supreme Court Over Legal Recreational Pot (news – 2015)


At 82, he's the world's most eminent pot scientist (news – 2015)
http://hemphealthytoday.blogspot.com/2013/08/at-82-hes-worlds-most-eminent-pot.html

Weed has long history in Japan but now best avoided (news – 2015)

The Outsourcing of American Marijuana Research (news – 2015)

The Unexpected History of Ganja (news - 2015)
http://www.bloomwellbend.com/weed-terms-history-ganja/

Go Ask Alice: The History of Toklas’ Legendary Hashish Fudge (news – 2015)
HIV / AIDS

Cannabinoid Administration Halts Disease Progression, Decreases Mortality In Primate Version of Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)


Science: Cannabis influences blood levels of appetite hormones in people with HIV


Marijuana-Like Chemicals Inhibit Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) in Late-State AIDS

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/03/120320195252.htm

Cannabinoid drugs can directly inhibit HIV in late-stage AIDS


Cannabinoid receptors give cells the tools they need to defend against HIV infection

http://www.naturalnews.com/035656_cannabinoids_HIV_marijuana.html

California pot research backs therapeutic claims

http://www.sacbee.com/2012/07/12/4625608/california-pot-research-backs.html

Cannabis-based medications prove effective in relieving pain


Medicinal Cannabis and Painful Sensory Neuropathy

http://journalofethics.ama-assn.org/2013/05/oped1-1305.html

Study: cannabis compound might have use as an HIV drug


Synthetic Derivatives of THC May Weaken HIV-1 Infection to Enhance Antiviral Therapies

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/04/130430131530.htm

Temple scientists weaken HIV infection in immune cells using synthetic agents


Compounds That Stimulate The Cannabinoid Type 2 Receptor In White Blood Cells Can Weaken HIV-1 Infection


Report on Medical Cannabis Research History- What the Science Says

http://www.safeaccessnow.org/medical_cannabis_research_what_does_the_evidence_say

Marijuana may slow spread of HIV

http://www.upi.com/blog/2014/02/19/Marijuana-may-slow-spread-of-HIV/4561392843139/


Temple researchers to explore ability of compounds to protect brain against HIV infection (news – 2016) http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2016-03/tuhs-trt032816.php

Insys Therapeutics Announces FDA Approval of Syndros™ (news – 2016) http://syndros.com/


HOMEOSTASIS - keeping your body running like it should run.

Not Feeling Well? Perhaps You're 'Marijuana Deficient' (news – 2010) http://www.alternet.org/health/146151/not_feeling_well_perhaps_you%27re_%27marijuana_deficient%27/


Ethan Russo: Endocannabinoid Deficiency & Medical Cannabis (news – 2015)
https://www.ganjapreneur.com/ethan-russo-endocannabinoid-deficiency-medical-cannabis/

CBD Science: How Cannabinoids Work at the Cellular Level to Keep You Healthy (news – 2016)
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/cbd-science-mitochondria-mysteries-homeostasis-renewal-endocannabinoid-system

Dr. Ethan Russo: Endocannabinoid Nutrition (news – 2016)
https://www.ganjapreneur.com/ethan-russo-endocannabinoid-nutrition/

Marijuana, Cannabinoids and Homeostasis: A Balancing Act (news – 2016)


Marijuana: Can It Reverse Aging and Other Signs of Oxidative Stress? (news – 2017)

Diet & the Endocannabinoid System (news – 2017)

HORMONES

Science: Cannabis influences blood levels of appetite hormones in people with HIV (news – 2011)

Males, Females Respond Differently to Cannabinoids (news – 2013)
http://www.beyondthc.com/marijuana-as-the-womans-friend/

A Cannabinoid That Looks Like THC Could Be Key To Diagnosing PTSD (news – 2013)

Don’t Fear the Reefer (news – 2014)

Active ingredient in pot sets off a feedback that reduces intoxication (news – 2014)

Hormone shows promise at negating marijuana’s high effect (news – 2014)

Muting Marijuana’s High: Pot Without the Impairment (news – 2014)
http://healthland.time.com/2014/01/03/muting-marijuanas-high-pot-without-the-impairment/
Estrogen increases cannabis sensitivity

Females Build Up Tolerance To Marijuana Faster Than Males, Study Finds
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/09/10/females-tolerance-marijuana_n_5784022.html

Oxytocin Enhances Pleasure of Social Interactions by Stimulating Production of “Bliss Molecule”
http://neurosciencenews.com/oxytocin-anandamide-2926/

'Love hormone' oxytocin mimics effects of marijuana
https://in.news.yahoo.com/love-hormone-oxytocin-mimics-effects-marijuana-074404829.html

Why weed (and other cannabinoids) gives us—I mean, you—the munchies

Is Smoking Weed the Secret to a Successful Relationship?
http://ecosalon.com/is-smoking-weed-the-secret-to-a-successful-relationship/

New options for treating autism

Marijuana flips appetite switch in brain

Cannabis and Male Sexual Performance

Exercise Can Still Increase Hunger Even in Sleep Deprivation

Marijuana, Cannabinoids and Homeostasis: A Balancing Act

Why Pot Feels So Much Weaker When You're On Your Period
http://www.refinery29.com/smoking-weed-period-effects

HORMONALLY SENSITIVE BREAST CANCER & THC
http://www.greenbridgemed.com/hormonally-sensitive-breast-cancer-thc/

**HUNTINGTON'S DISEASE** - a progressive brain disorder caused by a defective gene

Drugs that reduce activity of ABDH6 enzyme can prevent brain damage: Study

THC for Huntington's Disease? CB1 receptors important for more than drug use
IBS/IBD - also see BOWEL DISORDERS

Cannabis Use Common Among Patients With Inflammatory Bowel Disease, Study Says (news – 2011)

Marijuana Improves “Quality Of Life” For Patients With Inflammatory Bowel Disease (news – 2011)

Still Believe Nature Got It Wrong? Top 10 Health Benefits of Marijuana (news – 2013)
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2013/05/01/still-believe-nature-got-it-wrong-top-10-health-benefits-of-marijuana/
L. Acidophilus and the CB2 Receptor

Cannabis Superior To Drugs For Inflammatory Bowel Condition (Crohn's Disease)
(news – 2015)

Many Teens With Chronic Illnesses Use Alcohol, Pot

Cannabis as a Treatment for Inflammatory Bowel Disease

Cannabidiol (CBD) May Increase Lung Cancer’s Susceptibility To Specialized Killer Cells

Can marijuana help transplant patients? New research says maybe

3D Structure of Protein That Guides the Immune System Uncovered
http://neurosciencenews.com/trpv2-ion-channel-immune-system-3448/ (news & abst – 2016)

New Study Proves THC Improves Organ Transplant Success

Good News for Burn Victims and New Organ Recipients

Study Reveals Role of Spleen in Prolonged Anxiety After Stress

IMMUNE SYSTEM

Novel compounds to activate cannabinoid receptors in immune system wins award for young Hebrew University researcher
http://www.huji.ac.il/cgi-bin/dovrut/dovrut_search_eng.pl?mesge133966745705872560 (news – 2012)

Targeting the Endocannabinoid System to Treat Sepsis
http://www.signavitae.com/2013/05/targeting-the-endocannabinoid-system-to-treat-sepsis/ (review – 2013)

Cannabis as a Treatment for Inflammatory Bowel Disease

Cannabidiol (CBD) May Increase Lung Cancer’s Susceptibility To Specialized Killer Cells

Can marijuana help transplant patients? New research says maybe

3D Structure of Protein That Guides the Immune System Uncovered
http://neurosciencenews.com/trpv2-ion-channel-immune-system-3448/ (news & abst – 2016)

New Study Proves THC Improves Organ Transplant Success

Good News for Burn Victims and New Organ Recipients

Study Reveals Role of Spleen in Prolonged Anxiety After Stress
Active ingredients in both hot peppers and cannabis calm the gut's immune system
(news – 2017)  

Chili peppers, marijuana may reduce gut inflammation  
(news – 2017)  
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/317128.php

Marijuana may help HIV patients keep mental stamina longer  
(news – 2017)  
https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2017-12/msu-mmh121217.php

**INFANTS (0 to 2 years) NOTE:** Small children do not always react to cannabis like adults. They can experience breathing trouble and other serious problems, especially with high-doses (some edibles, hash, etc). The smaller the child, the more danger. Also see GERMINAL MATRIX HEMORRHAGE

Pregnant Women Smoking Pot Could Reduce Infant Mortality  
(news - 2010)  
http://www.opposingviews.com/i/pregnant-women-smoking-pot-could-reduce-infant-mortality

Cocaine, Opiate, and Cannabinoid Infant Mortality Study  
(news – 2011)  

What An Expectant Mother Eats Affects Children’s Psychology in Later Life  
(news – 2011)  

Cannabis For Infant's Brain Tumor, Doctor Calls Child "A Miracle Baby"  
(news – 2012)  
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/12/01/cannabis-for-infants-brain-tumor-call-a-miracle-baby_n_2224898.html

Strange Reason for Baby's Positive Pot Test Found  
(news – 2012)  

Montreal hospital regrets drug-testing error after baby seized  
(news – 2013)  

Toronto family hopes for access to controversial treatment to cure baby’s rare epilepsy  
(news – 2013)  

Babies Exposed to Cannabis in the Womb Have Better Vision by Age 4, Finds New Study  
(news – 2015)  
http://thejointblog.com/babies-exposed-to-cannabis-in-the-womb-have-better-vision-by-age-4-finds-new-study/

Pity the Poor Stormtroopers: Baby Bou-Bou Ambushed Them (Updated, May 21)  
(news – 2015)  
http://freedominourtime.blogspot.com/2015/05/pity-poor-stormtroopers-baby-bou-bou.html

Cannabis during pregnancy and childbirth: a natural remedy  
(news – 2015)  
http://www.hempyreum.org/arc/en/73457
Combination of marijuana and tobacco in pregnancy may compound risks
(news – 2016)
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-pregnancy-marijuana-tobacco-idUSKCN0YV2BN

Marijuana Use During Pregnancy Does Not Increase Birth Risk, Study Finds
(news – 2016)

Is It Safe to Use Cannabis During Pregnancy?
(news – 2016)
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/is-it-safe-to-use-cannabis-during-pregnancy/

Using Pot While Pregnant Not Tied to Birth Risks
(news – 2016)

For the First Time Ever, Cannabis Oil Will Be Used in a Hospital — To Save a 2-Month Old Baby Girl
(news – 2016)

Even in legal weed states, parents who consume pot can still lose custody of their kids
(news – 2016)

Pot and pregnancy: Mom's Choice or Child Safety?
(news – 2017)

Is Smoking Weed While Pregnant Really So Bad?
(news – 2017)
https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/gyy8pm/is-smoking-weed-while-pregnant-really-so-bad-v24n7

Why More Women Are Smoking Weed While Pregnant
(news – 2017)

INFLAMMATION

Aging & Medical Marijuana
(booklet – undated)
http://www.safeaccessnow.org/aging_booklet

Hemp Oil Benefits for Skin
(news – 2010)
http://www.livestrong.com/article/137621-hemp-oil-benefits-skin/

Scripps Research Scientists Discover Inflammation Is Controlled Differently in Brain and Other Tissues
(news – 2011)

New metabolic pathway for controlling brain inflammation
(news – 2011)

Scientists find a new pharmacological target to modulate the effect of cannabinoids through their CB1 receptors
(news – 2012)
Sending multiple sclerosis up in smoke

What is CBC (Cannabichromene)?
http://www.leafscience.com/2013/09/21/5-health-benefits-of-cannabichromene-cbc/

New Study: THC May Treat Inflammatory Diseases and Cancer By Altering Genes

Marijuana's Memory Paradox
http://ehealthforum.com/health/interesting-t164409.html

Drugs Related to Cannabis Have Pain-Relieving Potential for Osteoarthritis
http://www.scienceodaily.com/releases/2014/01/140107092825.htm

Study uncovers marijuana's potential to treat autoimmune diseases

Synthetic cannabinoid molecule created for osteoarthritis

Pot Smokers Show Less Inflammation

Could Cannabis Treat Rheumatoid Arthritis? New Study Says It May
http://www.theweedblog.com/could-cannabis-treat-rheumatoid-arthritis-new-study-says-it-may/

Marijuana Compound May Offer Treatment for Alzheimer’s Disease
http://neurosciencenews.com/alzheimers-progression-thc-neuropharmacology-1274/

How Smoking Marijuana Might Be The Best Way To Prevent Alzheimer’s Disease

Temple researchers to explore ability of compounds to protect brain against HIV infection

Marijuana May Boost Brain Performance

Medical marijuana has potential as Alzheimer’s treatment, study says

Marijuana better alternative to painkillers
http://www.technicianonline.com/sports/article_3bf18c14-910e-11e6-b5ca-9f48d5e1e2e3.html

Marijuana may help delay Alzheimer’s symptoms

Study Reveals Role of Spleen in Prolonged Anxiety After Stress
THC Stimulates Toxic Plaque Removal in the Brain, Blocks Inflammation, Finds Study (news – 2016)  
The three biggest questions about how marijuana affects athletic performance (news – 2016)  
Better With Age: How Cannabis Improves Quality Of Life (news – 2016)  
http://herb.co/2016/09/12/better-age-cannabis-improves-quality-life/  
Multiple Sclerosis: Here’s Why Cannabis Is So Effective Against MS (news – 2016)  
http://herb.co/2016/07/28/marijuana-and-ms/  
Cannabis vs. Lupus (news – 2016)  
http://herb.co/2016/05/15/cannabis-vs-lupus/  
Cannabinoids remove plaque-forming Alzheimer’s proteins from brain cells (news – 2016)  
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160629095609.htm  
Studies Suggest Cannabis Can Counter the Progression of Atherosclerosis (news – 2016)  
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/studies-suggest-cannabis-can-counter-the-progression-of-atherosclerosis/  
Pharmaceuticals containing cannabinoids may be effective against skin diseases, say researchers (news – 2017)  
Rise of the CANNABIS allergy: 36 million Americans are allergic to marijuana - including other people's - causing asthma, inflammation and rashes (news – 2017)  
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-4500844/36-million-Americans-allergic-pot-figures-show.html#ixzz4hN8OZsFr  
Topical cannabinoids may help to treat skin diseases (news – 2017)  
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/316968.php  
Active ingredients in both hot peppers and cannabis calm the gut's immune system (news – 2017)  
Chili peppers, marijuana may reduce gut inflammation (news – 2017)  
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/317128.php  
To Calm the Gut, Look to Weed and Hot Peppers (news – 2017)  
INTERACTIONS WITH OTHER DRUGS

Chocolate: The Good, the Bad and the Angry
(news - 2010)

Cannabis-enhancing plant to be marketed worldwide as new drug
(news – 2010)

What Causes False Positives in Marijuana Drug Testing?
(news – 2011)

Marijuana, Narcotics Help Patients Reduce Chronic Pain, Study Finds
(news – 2011)

Hormone shows promise at negating marijuana's high effect
(news – 2014)

Active ingredient in pot sets off a feedback that reduces intoxication
(news – 2014)

Muting Marijuana’s High: Pot Without the Impairment
http://healthland.time.com/2014/01/03/muting-marijuanas-high-pot-without-the-impairment/
(news – 2014)

Alcohol and drugs put teens at increased risk for unsafe driving
(news – 2014)

Medical marijuana laws may reduce painkiller overdoses
(news – 2014)

How Black Pepper relieves Cannabis Anxiety
http://cannabisdigest.ca/black-pepper-relieves-cannabis-anxiety/
(news – 2014)

What Happens To Your Body When You Get Drunk And Stoned At The Same Time?
(news – 2014)

Why growing numbers of pot smokers eat mango before lighting up
http://www.salon.com/2014/07/11/why_growing_numbers_of_pot_smokers_eat_mango_befo_re_lighting_up_partner/
(news – 2014)

Study: THC Reduces Methamphetamine-Induced Brain Damage
https://www.theweedblog.com/study-thc-reduces-methamphetamine-induced-brain-damage/
(news – 2014)

Veterans Health Administration Policy on Cannabis as an Adjunct to Pain Treatment with Opiates
http://journalofethics.ama-assn.org/2015/06/pfor2-1506.html
(article – 2015)

Nicotine Changes Marijuana’s Effect on the Brain
(news & abstract - 2015)
Substance abuse risk not greater in those using medical marijuana with prescribed opioids (news – 2015)  

Marijuana brain study offers new substance by including nicotine use (news – 2015)  

Drinking Coffee And Smoking Pot: Caffeine Dosage Impacts Marijuana's Effects (news – 2015)  

Preliminary Results of Uab’s Cbd Oil Studies Show Promise (news – 2016)  
http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/649217/?sc=rsmn


Combination of marijuana and tobacco in pregnancy may compound risks (news – 2016)  
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-pregnancy-marijuana-tobacco-idUSKCN0YV2BN

Ebbu Announces Groundbreaking Scientific Research of "Entourage Effect" (news – 2016)  

Mixing pot and tobacco increases dependence risk (news – 2016)  

Does medical marijuana reduce need for other meds? (news – 2016)  

The Dangerous Side of Opioids and How Cannabis Can Tame the Beast (news – 2016)  
http://cannabishealthindex.com/cannabinoid-research/the-dangerous-side-of-opioids-and-how-cannabis-can-tame-the-beast/

Spliffs Are Poison, Destroy Lungs (news – 2016)  
https://www.greenrushdaily.com/2016/01/12/spliffs-poison-destroy-lungs/

Can Marijuana Cause Deadly Drug Interactions? (news – 2016)  

Effects of Marijuana in Chemotherapy or Radiotherapy (news – 2016)  

Marijuana Use by Older Adults (news – 2016)  
http://learnaboutmarijuanawa.org/factsheets/olderadults.htm

Mixing the Pot? 7 Ways Marijuana Interacts with Medicines (news – 2016)  

On caffeine and cannabis (news – 2016)  
https://news.lift.co/caffeine-and-cannabis/

Chili peppers, marijuana may reduce gut inflammation (news – 2017)  
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/317128.php
Active ingredients in both hot peppers and cannabis calm the gut’s immune system
(News – 2017)

To Calm the Gut, Look to Weed and Hot Peppers
(News – 2017)

Should You Mix Turmeric And Weed For Pain Management?
(News – 2017)
http://www.thealternativedaily.com/turmeric-and-weed-for-pain/

Cannabinoids and chemotherapy in combination kill cancer cells
(News – 2017)
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/317798.php

Stirring the Pot: Potential Drug Interactions With Marijuana
(News – 2017)

Cannabinoids used in combination with chemotherapy found to be effective in killing leukemia cells
(News – 2017)

Not Telling Your Doctor About Marijuana Use Can Hurt You
(News – 2017)

CBD:THC Ratio – What Does the Ratio Mean? (Infographic)
(News – 2017)
https://www.eaze.com/blog/posts/cbdthcratio-infographic

**ISAACS’ SYNDROME/ ACQUIRED NEUROMYOTONIA**

Science: Dramatic improvement of neuromyotonia (Isaacs' syndrome) with THC in a case report
(News – 2010)

Isaacs' syndrome
(forum post/anecdotal - 2011)

**IQ/ MEMORY/ COGNITIVE EFFECTS**

Key ingredient staves off marijuana memory loss
(news - 2010)

Marijuana May Offset Alcohol-Induced Cognitive Impairment Among Teens
(news – 2010)
Are Stoners Really Dumb, or Do They Just Think They Are? (news – 2010)
http://healthland.time.com/2010/11/18/are-stoners-really-dumb-or-do-they-just-think-they-are/

Study: Marijuana Not Linked With Long Term Cognitive Impairment (news – 2011)

“Stoner Stupid” Myth Goes Up In Smoke (news – 2011)

Are smart kids more likely to use drugs? (news – 2011)

High Childhood IQ Linked to Subsequent Illicit Drug Use, Research Suggests (news – 2011)

Cannabinoid-1 Receptor Protects The Brain From Aging (news – 2011)
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/releases/230948.php

Bodyguard for the Brain: Researchers Identify Mechanism That Seems to Protect Brain from Aging (news – 2011)

On Creativity, Marijuana and "a Butterfly Effect in Thought" (news – 2011)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jason-silva/on-creativity-marijuana-a_b_900701.html

Marijuana Use Associated With 'Superior' Cognitive Performance In Schizophrenic Patients, Study Says (news – 2011)

Cannabis and Creativity (news – 2012)
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/psychology-masala/201204/cannabis-and-creativity

The Science Behind Cannabis and Creativity (news – 2012)

Teen Marijuana Use May Show No Effect On Brain Tissue, Unlike Alcohol, Study Finds (news – 2012)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/12/21/teens-marijuana-brain-tissue-alcohol_n_2331779.html

Pot smoking not tied to middle-age mental decline (news – 2012)
http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/01/04/us-drugs-idUSTRE8030AE20120104

Structured Unlearning: Marijuana May Impair Memory via the Brain's Non-Firing Cells (news – 2012)
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/marijuana-memory-astrocytes/

http://www.alternet.org/drugs/148510/michael_pollan_what_do_marijuana_and_catnip_have_in_common/

Does Cannabis Boost Creativity? (news – 2012)
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2012/03/14/does-cannabis-boost-creativity/
How Marijuana Impairs Memory (news – 2012)
http://neurosciencenews.com/marijuana-impairs-memory-astroglia-cb1r-thc/

Link between pot smoking and IQ drop challenged (news – 2013)

Low Doses of THC (Cannabis) Can Halt Brain Damage, Study Suggests (news – 2013)
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/05/130530132531.htm

Marijuana may improve stamina, rejuvenate brain — study (news - 2013)

New Study Shows Cannabinoids Improve Efficiency Of Mitochondria And Remove Damaged Brain Cells (news – 2013)
http://www.collective-evolution.com/2013/05/30/new-study-shows-cannabinoids-improve-efficiency-of-mitochondria-and-remove-damaged-brain-cells/

THC Can Prevent Brain Damage – Study (news – 2013)
http://www.science20.com/news_articles/thc_can_prevent_brain_damage_study-113512

Preventing marijuana-induced memory problems with over-the-counter painkillers (news – 2013)

In Mice Anti-Inflammatories Ameliorate Medical Marijuana's Memory Mishaps (news – 2013)

Science for potheads: Why they love to get high (news – 2013)
http://www.salon.com/2013/09/08/science_for_potheads_why_they_love_to_get_high/

Study: Memory Benefits Of Exercise Tied To Cannabinoid System (news – 2013)

New Research Finds Marijuana May Combat Brain Damage (news – 2013)
http://thejointblog.com/new-research-finds-marijuana-may-combat-brain-damage/

Marijuana's Memory Paradox (news - forum repost – 2013)
http://ehealthforum.com/health/interesting-t164409.html

Discovery Sheds New Light on Marijuana’s Anxiety Relief Effects (news – 2014)
http://neurosciencenews.com/cannabinoid-receptors-amygdala-anxiety-833/

Pot-smoking students better at school than 'marginalized' tobacco-smoking peers (news – 2014)
http://www.ctvnews.ca/health/pot-smoking-students-better-at-school-than-marginalized-tobacco-smoking-peers-1.1745098#ixzz2x6dq4iMr

Cannabis, Creativity, & The Cortex (news – 2014)
http://neuwritesd.org/2014/01/16/cannabis-creativity-the-cortex/


Marijuana: Occasional Cannabis Use in Teenagers Has 'No Relationship' with IQ or Exam Results (news – 2014) http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/marijuana-occasional-cannabis-use-teenagers-has-no-relationship-iq-exam-results-1471083


Cannabis Prevents the Negative Behavioral and Physiological Effects PTSD (news – 2014) http://neurosciencenews.com/neuropharmacology-cannabinoids-ptsd-1300/


Cannabis conundrum: Evidence of harm?: Opposition to marijuana use is often rooted in arguments about the drug’s harm to children and adults, but the scientific evidence is seldom clear-cut (article – 2015) http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/cncy.21516/full


Many Anti-Pot Arguments Are Based On Weak Science, Say Researchers (news – 2015) http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/marijuana-use-myths_55c6f53e4b0923c12bed78d?ncid=tstlnkusaolp00000592&kvcommref=mostpopular
Should I stay or should I go? On the importance of aversive memories and the endogenous cannabinoid

Marijuana brain study offers new substance by including nicotine use
(news – 2015)

No addled brain for experienced medical marijuana users: study
(news – 2015)

Alcohol and the teen brain: There’s evidence binge drinking is dangerous for the adolescent brain — but guess what substance gets the bad rap
(news – 2015)
http://www.salon.com/2015/11/30/teens_and_binge_drinking_partner/

Marijuana and the Developing Brain
(news – 2015)

Hemp Oil Giving Iowa Woman Her Life Back
(news – 2015)
http://whotv.com/2015/02/09/hemp-oil-giving-iowa-woman-her-life-back/

Harvesting Benefits from Cannabinoids.
(article – 2016)
http://www.cell.com/cell/fulltext/S0092-8674(16)31675-0

Marijuana Could Help Treat Drug Addiction and Mental Health Problems
(news & abst – 2016)
http://neurosciencenews.com/addiction-mental-health-marijuana-5536/

Cannabinoids control memory through mitochondria
(news & abst – 2016)

Cannabis use in teens does not affect their IQ or educational performance
(news – 2016)
http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/cannabis-use-teens-does-not-affect-their-iq-educational-performance-1536824

Cannabis ‘doesn’t lower IQ or school grades’ – but smoking tobacco does
(news – 2016)
http://metro.co.uk/2016/01/12/cannabis-doesnt-lower-iq-or-school-grades-but-smoking-tobacco-does-5617875/#ixzz3xf2XAoDW

Study: Marijuana Use Not Predictive Of Lower IQ, Poorer Educational Performance
(news – 2016)

Largest ever longitudinal twin study of adolescent cannabis use finds no relationship heavy use and IQ decline.
(news – 2016)

Age When Marijuana Use Starts Impacts Brain Development Differently
(news – 2016)

Marijuana May Boost Brain Performance
(news – 2016)
https://worldhealth.net/news/marijuana-may-boost-brain-performance/
Marijuana may help delay Alzheimer’s symptoms  
(news – 2016)

McLean Hospital Study Finds That Medical Marijuana Use May Improve Cognitive Performance  
(news – 2016)

Cannabis and Malaria: New Study Reveals CBD is Effective in Preventing Deaths  
(news – 2016)

Cannabinoids Induce Memory Loss Through a Decrease in Energy in Neurons  
http://neurosciencenews.com/neural-energy-cannabinoids-5477/  
(news – 2016)

Marijuana May Improve Cognitive Function  
(news – 2016)

Marijuana Side Effects: 5 Worst Complaints From Users  
(news – 2016)

Is Cannabis the Key to Unlocking Creativity?  
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/is-cannabis-the-key-to-unlocking-creativity/  
(news – 2016)

College Kids Who Consume Cannabis Have Higher than Average GPAs  
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/college-kids-who-consume-cannabis-have-higher-than-average-gpas/  
(news – 2016)

Scientists Find Consuming Cannabis Does Not Impact Intelligence  
(news – 2016)

Delaying Pot Smoking Better for Teens’ Brains  
(news – 2017)

Medical cannabis could improve quality of life, executive functioning for patients  
(news – 2017)

Can Marijuana Restore Memory? New Study Shows Cannabis Can Reverse Cognitive Decline in Mice  
(news – 2017)

Mice’s aging brains reset to youthful state by cannabinoid  
(news – 2017)

What Marijuana Did For This Alzheimer’s Patient Will Give You Hope  
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/what-marijuana-did-for-this-alzheimers-patient-will-warm-your-heart/  
(news – 2017)
Cannabis Connection: Does Weed Make You Dumb?  

Science: Marijuana Can Reverse The Aging Process In Humans  

Marijuana May Boost, Rather Than Dull, the Elderly Brain  

Five Handy Responses to Reefer Madness  

Marijuana may help HIV patients keep mental stamina longer  

Cannabis Connection: Does Weed Make You Dumb?  

Cannabis Part 3: Cannabinoids and Mental Health  

KIDNEYS

Wyoming kidney failure outbreak linked to designer 'blueberry spice' drug, aka 'legal marijuana'  

Outbreak of kidney failure in Wyoming linked to ''Spice''  
[http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/03/03/us-spice-illness-wyoming-idUSTRE82204T20120303](http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/03/03/us-spice-illness-wyoming-idUSTRE82204T20120303)  (news – 2012)

Blueberry “spice” in Wyoming linked to cases of renal failure  

New health concerns about 'fake pot' in US  

Synthetic Marijuana Dangerous for Kidneys  

Synthetic Marijuana Harms Kidneys of 16 Users, CDC Reports  

Synthetic drugs carry risk of kidney damage  

Synthetic cannabis compounds used to tackle diabetes linked kidney failure
LEISHMANIASIS  →  a disease caused by protozoan parasites that are spread by sandflies

A CB2 Activating Cannabinoid is the new potential weapon against horrific parasites
(news – 2016)
http://cannabishealthindex.com/cannabinoid-research/a-cb2-activating-cannabinoid-is-the-new-potential-weapon-against-horrific-parasites/

LIVER DISEASE - NON HEPATITIS/LIVER FUNCTIONS  →  also see HEPATITIS

Cannabis Compound Induces Death Of Cells Associated With Liver Fibrosis
(news – 2011)

Marijuana Compound Improves Brain And Liver Function In Animal Model Of Hepatic Encephalopathy
(news – 2011)

Scripps Research Scientists Discover Inflammation Is Controlled Differently in Brain and Other Tissues
(news – 2011)

New Study: Cannabis May Protect Liver From Alcohol Related Damage
(news – 2014)
https://thejointblog.com/new-study-cannabis-may-protect-liver-alcohol-related-damage/

Marijuana And Fatty Liver Disease: How The Plant Can Help
(news – 2017)

Weed Power: Milk Thistle, Liver Disease and the Endocannabinoid System
(news – 2017)  
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/weed-power-milk-thistle-liver-disease-endocannabinoid-system
LONG TERM / HEAVY USE EFFECTS

125 Year Old Woman Claimed Smoking Cannabis Everyday Was Her Secret to Long Life

Pot smoking not tied to middle-age mental decline
(http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/01/04/us-drugs-idUSTRE8030AE20120104) (news – 2012)

One Joint a Week for 49 Years Doesn’t Harm Lungs, Research Finds

Chronic cannabis abuse, delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol and thyroid function.

Long-Term Cannabis Use Is Associated With Better Health Than Long-Term Tobacco use

‘Marijuana habit not linked to lung cancer’, Oncology Practice Reports

Marijuana has no adverse effects on health, BU study suggests

Study: Recreational Marijuana Users Show No ‘Negative Health Outcomes’

No detectable association between frequency of marijuana use and health or healthcare utilization

Marijuana Use Results in Less Domestic Violence

Marijuana’s Effect on Memory Overstated, Study Finds

The Impact Of Smoking Marijuana Regularly On Your Lungs, According To Science
(http://thinkprogress.org/health/2015/01/22/3614459/new-pot-research/) (news – 2015)

Daily pot use not associated with brain shrinkage: Colorado study

What It’s Like To Smoke Pot Every Day For 50 Years
No sign of safety risks with long-term pot use for chronic pain

No addled brain for experienced medical marijuana users: study

Teen marijuana use not linked to later depression, lung cancer, other health problems, study finds
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/08/150804093718.htm

One in every 17 college students smokes marijuana on daily or near-daily basis
http://www.news-medical.net/news/20150901/One-in-every-17-college-students-smokes-marijuana-on-daily-or-near-daily-basis.aspx

Marijuana - How Safe is it Really? (article - link to PDF – 2016)
https://journals.mcmaster.ca/iScientist/article/download/1104/991

Study says long-term pot use causes poor gum health – but not much else

Marijuana Use Linked to Increased Gum Disease Risk
https://www.perio.org/consumer/marijuana-use

Largest ever longitudinal twin study of adolescent cannabis use finds no relationship heavy use and IQ decline.

More Proof That Marijuana Keeps You Thin, Fit And Active
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/more-proof-that-weed-keeps-you-thin/#sthash.2OdtF6Je.dpuf

More people are smoking weed every day, ‘like cigarettes’, study reveals
http://metro.co.uk/2016/08/15/more-people-are-smoking-weed-every-day-like-cigarettes-study-reveals-6068652/

Daily Marijuana Use Linked to Lower BMI
https://www.livescience.com/56068-daily-marijuana-use-linked-to-lower-bmi.html

Marijuana researcher hopes legalization will open door to more study
http://ipolitics.ca/2017/04/08/marijuana-researcher-hopes-legalization-will-open-door-to-more-study/

Cannabis Connection: Does Weed Make You Dumb?
https://www.pastemagazine.com/articles/2017/05/does-cannabis-make-you-dumb.html

LUNG FUNCTION

Scripps Research Scientists Discover Inflammation Is Controlled Differently in Brain and Other Tissues
Marijuana doesn't harm lung function, study found
Study: Smoking Marijuana Not Linked with Lung Damage
http://healthland.time.com/2012/01/10/study-smoking-marijuana-not-linked-with-lung-damage/  
Marijuana Smoke Not as Damaging as Tobacco, Says Study
One Joint a Week for 49 Years Doesn’t Harm Lungs, Research Finds
Pot smokers don't puff away lung health: study
http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/01/11/us-pot-health-idUSTRE8092BC20120111  
Science Says: Lungs Love Weed
http://iloveweed.net/2012/02/science-says-lungs-love-weed/  
Study: Cannabinoids Offer Treatment For Severe Lung Disease
Cannabis conundrum: Evidence of harm?: Opposition to marijuana use is often rooted in arguments about the drug's harm to children and adults, but the scientific evidence is seldom clear-cut
The Impact Of Smoking Marijuana Regularly On Your Lungs, According To Science
http://thinkprogress.org/health/2015/01/22/3614459/new-pot-research/  
No smoke, no fire: What the initial literature suggests regarding vapourized cannabis and respiratory risk
UCLA Professor Finds Marijuana Is Safer to Smoke Than Tobacco
http://www.lawweekly.com/music/ucla-professor-finds-marijuana-is-safer-to-smoke-than-tobacco-5658317
Study: Use Of Vaporizers Mitigates Pulmonary Risks Associated With Cannabis Smoking (news – 2015)

Marijuana Shown to Be Less Damaging to Lungs Than Tobacco (news – 2015)
http://www.ucsf.edu/news/2012/01/11282/marijuana-shown-be-less-damaging-lungs-tobacco

WHY SMOKING MOLDY WEED IS BAD, BAD NEWS (news – 2016)

https://www.hellomd.com/health-wellness/beginner-guide-finding-the-right-marijuana-vaporizer

Spliffs Are Poison, Destroy Lungs (news – 2016)
https://www.greenrushdaily.com/2016/01/12/spliffs-poison-destroy-lungs/

The Shocking Differences Between Cannabis and Tobacco Smoke (news – 2016)
https://www.greenrushdaily.com/2016/01/10/differences-cannabis-tobacco-smoke/

Will I Get Higher If I Hold In My Hit Longer? (news – 2016)
https://www.greenrushdaily.com/2016/10/21/will-get-higher-hold-hit-longer/

Marijuana Side Effects: 5 Worst Complaints From Users (news – 2016)

4 Ways To Tell If You’ve Been Smoking Moldy Weed (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/12/27/smoking-moldy-weed/?bt_alias=eyJ1c2VySWQiOiAiYjIzN2FlZDctM2I5Yi00MzViLTkyNjAtMmU0MjgzZjQ3NzAwIn0%3D

Which Is Worse For You – Marijuana Smoke Or Tobacco Smoke? (news – 2016)
http://www.theweeklyweedonline.com/which-is-worse-for-you-marijuana-smoke-or-tobacco-smoke/

Massive scientific report on marijuana confirms medical benefits (news – 2017)

5 Methods Of Smoking Ranked From Most Healthy To Least Healthy (news – 2017)
http://herb.co/2017/04/25/methods-smoking-healthy/

Researchers identify main factors of home indoor air pollution: marijuana surprisingly plays a big role (news – 2017)
http://www.zmescience.com/ecology/home-air-pollution-study/

https://bronchiectasisnewstoday.com/2017/06/19/cannabis-help-people-lung-diseases/#comment-2844

Asthma Attack: Here’s How Smoking Marijuana Dilates Bronchioles (news – 2017)
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/asthma-attack-heres-how-smoking-marijuana-dilates-bronchioles/
**LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS**

Systemic Lupus Erythematosus by Lisa Swiderski (anecdotal - undated)
http://rxmarijuana.com/lupus.htm

LEGALISING CANNABIS (Marijuana) for MEDICINAL USE (news – 2010)

Medical Marijuana and Lupus: What You Need to Know (news – 2013)
http://www.medicaljane.com/2013/01/07/lupus-and-medical-marijuana/

Treating Lupus with Cannabis (news – 2013)

Study uncovers marijuana's potential to treat autoimmune diseases (news – 2014)

Lupus and Cannabis (news – 2015)
http://www.theimpactnetwork.org/lupus/

One family's medical-marijuana story (news – 2015)

Lupus and Medical Marijuana (news – 2015)

Cannabis vs. Lupus (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/05/15/cannabis-vs-lupus/

The Best Cannabis Strains for Lupus (news – 2017)
https://cannabis.net/blog/medical/the-best-cannabis-strains-for-lupus

Medical Marijuana and Lupus – What You Need to Know (news – 2017)


**LYME DISEASE**

Lyme Disease by Cynkay Morningstar (anecdotal – undated)
http://rxmarijuana.com/shared_comments/Lyme_Disease.htm

Lyme Disease - Cannabis Treatment (news/anecdotal – undated)
http://medicalmarijuana.com/medical-uses/condition.cfm?conID=55

Cannabis Alleviates Symptoms of Lyme Disease! (news – 2010)
http://ezinearticles.com/Cannabis-Alleviates-Symptoms-of-Lyme-Disease?&id=4979819
Medical Marijuana and Lyme Disease…Alexis’ story  
http://www.doobons.com/blog/2012/02/22/medical-marijuana-and-lyme-disease-alexis-story/  
(news/anecdotal – 2012)

This for That: Lyme Disease  
http://the420times.com/2012/01/this-for-that-lyme-disease/  
(news/anecdotal – 2012)

How Cannabis Helps Lyme Disease  
http://www.theimpactnetwork.org/lyme-disease/  
(news – 2014)

Cannabis kicks Lyme disease to the curb  
http://www.naturalnews.com/043834_cannabis_Lyme_disease_medical_marijuana.html  
(news – 2014)

Cannabidiol paste potentially a cure for Lyme disease  
(news - forum repost – 2nd article – 2015)  
http://www.lymeneteurope.org/forum/viewtopic.php?t=5617

I moved across the country so weed could take the edge off my Lyme disease  
(news – 2016)  
http://www.sheknows.com/health-and-wellness/articles/1126764/marijuana-for-lyme-disease

Cannabis Can Relieve Symptoms Of Lyme Disease  
(news – 2017)

MACROPHAGES - your body’s “clean-up crew” cells

Chili peppers, marijuana may reduce gut inflammation  
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/317128.php  
(news – 2017)

To Calm the Gut, Look to Weed and Hot Peppers  
(news – 2017)

MALARIA

Cannabidiol (CBD) in the Treatment of Cerebral Malaria  
(news – 2015)

Cannabis and Malaria: New Study Reveals CBD is Effective in Preventing Deaths  
(news – 2016)  

MALE SEXUAL FUNCTION

Study: Marijuana May Reduce Risk of Erectile Dysfunction  
(news – 2013)
The Truth About How Marijuana Affects Male Sexual Performance
http://www.leafscience.com/2013/12/09/study-marijuana-may-reduce-risk-erectile-dysfunction/
(news – 2015)

Cannabis and Male Sexual Performance
(news – 2016)

If You Love Weed, Chances Are You’re Great In Bed
http://herb.co/2016/07/04/love-weed-great-in-bed/
(news – 2016)

Comparing sexual experiences related to alcohol and marijuana use among adults
(news – 2016)

Serious researchers studied how sex is different when you’re high vs. when you’re drunk
(news – 2016)

Tantra THC: Using Cannabis to Make Sex Sacred
(news – 2016)

Cannabinoid Receptor Activates Spermatozoa
http://neurosciencenews.com/spermatozoa-cannabinoid-receptors-4935/
(news – 2016)

Philly420: The birds, the bees and the buds
http://www.philly.com/philly/columnists/philly420/Philly420_The_birds_the_bees_and_the_buds.html
(news – 2017)

How different types of marijuana affect your orgasms
(news – 2017)

Regular marijuana users have more sex, study says
(news – 2017)

Is Pot Good For Your Sex Life? The Truth About Being High and Horny
https://www.menshealth.com/sex-women/marijuana-good-for-sex-life
(news – 2017)

MARFAN’S SYNDROME

Regarding Marfan Syndrome
(forum post – 2010)

Marfan Syndrome-Cannabinoids Relieve Symptoms
http://medicalmarijuana.com/medical-marijuana-treatments/Marfan-Syndrome-
(news – 2013)
Cannabis May Offer Relief for Connective Tissue Disorders (news – 2014)
http://theleafonline.com/c/science/2014/05/cannabis-may-offer-relief-for-connective-tissue-disorders/

MASSAGE

What’s Better Than a Massage? A Cannabis-Infused Massage (news – undated)

I just got a weed-infused massage, and I feel GREAT (news – 2014)
http://www.thecannabist.co/2014/06/04/marijuana-infused-massage-feel-great-the-topical-massages/13010/

I Tried a Cannabis Massage and This Is What Happened (news – 2015)

Cannabis Oil and the Massage Therapist’s Office: What You Need to Know to Make it Safe (news – 2016)

MAST CELLS - immune cells involved with allergies, wound healing, and fighting germs

Cannabinoids and Mastocytosis (news – undated)

Adelmidrol: a novel glia modulator (news – 2015)

Cannabidiol for mast cell activation and histamine intolerance? (news – 2016)

MCCUNE-ALBRIGHT SYNDROME

Grapevine girl heads west, hoping marijuana will ease her pain (news – 2016)
MEDICAL MARIJUANA

Aging & Medical Marijuana
http://www.safeaccessnow.org/aging_booklet

Indian hemp and the dope fiends of Old England
http://www.idmu.co.uk/indian.htm

Cannabis, Coca, & Poppy: Nature’s Addictive Plants - Cannabis
http://www.deamuseum.org/ccp/cannabis/history.html

How to make Cannabis Oil (aka RSO or “Hemp Oil”)
https://patients4medicalmarijuana.wordpress.com/how-to-make-cannabis-oil-aka-rso-or-hemp-oil/

Federal IND Patients

US Government Medical Cannabis Tins
http://www.herbmuseum.ca/content/us-government-medical-cannabis-tins

Medical Marijuana - Medical Organizations Endorsing Marijuana
(news – undated)
http://www.perkel.com/politics/issues/endorse.htm

Free pot? Federal program ships marijuana to four
(news – photo essay- undated)

The Faces Of Medical Marijuana: An Interview With Sarah Lovering
(interview - 2010)
http://the420times.com/2010/04/the-faces-of-medical-marijuana/

Necessity or nastiness? The hidden law denying cannabis for medical use.
(full/news – 2010)

The State of Clinical Cannabis Research in the United States
(article – 2010)
http://cms.herbalgram.org/herbalgram/issue85/article3485.html?ts=1468715296&signature=a485072466786218541b7813654eb8818

Medical Cannabis Use Doesn't Adversely Impact Substance Abuse Treatment Outcomes, Study Says
(news – 2010)

Oregon hospitals denying life saving organ transplants to legal medical marijuana patients
(news - 2010)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/russ-bellville/oregon-hospitals-denying-b_575965.html

Health Tragedy: Patients Denied Life-Saving Transplants for Their "Abuse of Illicit Substances"
(news – 2010)
http://www.alternet.org/health/145432/health_tragedy%3A_patients_denied_life-saving_transplants_for_their_%22abuse_of_illicit_substances%22

Medical Marijuana Raises Tough Questions for Nursing Homes
(news – 2010)
V.A. Easing Rules for Users of Medical Marijuana (news – 2010)

LAPD chief: Pot clinics not plagued by crime (news – 2010)

Medicinal Marijuana: A Patient-Driven Phenomenon (news - 2010)

Cannabinoids: every body likes them, some bodies need them (news – 2010)
https://patients4medicalmarijuana.wordpress.com/2010/03/13/cannabinoids-every-body-likes-them-some-bodies-need-them/

No Medical Marijuana Limits: California Supreme Court (news – 2010)

Why Medical Marijuana Laws Reduce Traffic Deaths (news - 2011)

Study shows medical marijuana laws reduce traffic deaths (news – 2011)

Medical Marijuana Laws Shown to Reduce Traffic Fatalities - Well, that settles that (news – 2011)

THC blood test: Pot critic William Breathes nearly 3 times over proposed limit when sober (news – 2011)

Cannabis is used for first time in hospitals to relieve pain of terminal cancer patients (news – 2011)

Cannabis Use in Nursing Homes – An Emerging Issue (news – 2011)


Smoked Marijuana IS Medicine: Feds Still Distributing Rolled Joints (news – 2011)
http://www.tokeofthetown.com/2011/12/smoked_marijuana_is_medicine_feds_still_distributing.php

Medical marijuana laws creating pot fiends? What study shows (news - 2011)

Study: Legal Medical Marijuana Doesn't Encourage Kids to Smoke More Pot (news – 2011)

Does pot possession equal child neglect? (news – 2011)
Pot growers' kids in good health, study says  

The Denial of Organ Transplants to Medical Marijuana Patients  

Cancer Patient Taken Off Of Liver Transplant List Because Of Medical Marijuana Use  

Cedars-Sinai Denying Transplant To Medical Marijuana Patient With Inoperable Liver Cancer  

Federal Rx: Marijuana  

Medical Marijuana is the New Midol? California Doc Pitch Cannabis to Fairer Sex  

Patients Substitute Marijuana for Prescription Drugs  

History of Cannabis in Ancient China  

Marijuana (Cannabis sativa) Mayo Clinic  

Cerebral Palsy Victim Sues City Over Medical Marijuana  

Police Harass Federal Medical Marijuana Patient Elvy Musikka  

Seniors’ Medical Pot Collective Faces Opposition in California  

Vets see more dogs snarfing humans’ medical pot  

Marijuana Advocates Sue Feds After DEA Rejects Weed as Medicine  

The Kids Are All Right, Even if Their Parents Grow Pot  
https://www.medicalmarijuana.com/the-kids-are-all-right-even-if-their-parents-grow-pot/ (news – forum repost – 2011)

Who Benefits Most From Medical Marijuana? Senior Citizens  
https://www.medicalmarijuana.com/the-kids-are-all-right-even-if-their-parents-grow-pot/ (news – 2012)
While Arresting Thousands Of Pot Smokers Daily, Feds Supply 4 Patients With Legal Marijuana  

Moldy Marijuana? Legal Markets Spark Push for Health, Safety Standards  
http://www.cnbc.com/id/100678723  

Adequate and Well-Controlled Studies Proving Medical Efficacy of Cannabis Exist but Are Ignored by Marijuana Schedulers  
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/sunil-kumar-aggarwal/marijuana-schedule-1_b_3071725.html  

Sativex® rescheduled by the Home Office  
(click “yes” if asked)  

Arguments Over the "High" of Cannabis are Half-Baked  
http://blog.themobilityresource.com/blog/post/cannabis-it-never-killed-anyone  

Legal marijuana's all-cash business and secret banking  

Marijuana research cut as support grows  
http://www.heraldnet.com/article/20130421/NEWS02/704219903/0/living02  

Is Marijuana Booming Among Boomers?  
http://www.forbes.com/sites/nextavenue/2013/05/16/is-marijuana-booming-among-boomers/  

Medical marijuana helps senior sleep, contend with other problems of aging  
http://www.ottawacitizen.com/health/seniors/Medical+marijuana+helps+senior+sleep+contend+with+other/8439474/story.html  

Is Medical Marijuana Safe For Children and Adolescents?  
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2013/05/27/is-medical-marijuana-safe-for-children-and-adolescents/  

How America Learned to Stop Worrying and Love Marijuana  

The Other IRS Scandal Outright War Against Marijuana Dispensaries  
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2013/05/18/the-other-irs-scandal-outright-war-against-marijuana-dispensaries/  

Medical Marijuana: Consortium of Multiple Sclerosis Centers  

Medical Marijuana Gets Blessing of Orthodox Rabbi — But Don't Get High  
(new – 2013)  

Medical Marijuana for Kids? Some Praise Results While Others Worry About Risks  
(new – 2013)  
http://www.cnbc.com/id/100876423  

Medical marijuana users don't have protections from sub-par pot  
(new – 2013)  
THC Can Prevent Brain Damage – Study (news – 2013)
http://www.science20.com/news_articles/thc_can_prevent_brain_damage_study-113512

Dad defends decision to give 7-year-old daughter with leukemia marijuana for the pain (news – 2013)

Cannabis for Elders: A Precarious State (news – 2013)

Buying Pot For My 11-Year-Old (news – 2013)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/suzanne-leigh/buying-pot-for-my-11-year-old_b_3538543.html

Longer waits for marijuana than cronuts (news – 2013)

Study: Medical Marijuana Laws Lead To Decrease In Alcohol-Related Deaths (news – 2013)
http://www.opposingviews.com/i/society/study-medical-marijuana-laws-lead-decrease-alcohol-related-deaths#

No detectable association between frequency of marijuana use and health or healthcare utilization (news – 2013)

Father Of Weed Science Says Research Limits Are 'Tragic' (news – 2013)

Green gold: Israel sets a new standard for legal medical marijuana research, production and sales (news – 2013)

Why I changed my mind on weed (news – 2013)

Mother Investigated After Opting For Marijuana Over Chemotherapy (news – 2013)

http://blogs.ocweekly.com/navelgazing/2013/10/can_you_fly_the_friendly_skies.php

Light-up Nation: What Israel can teach America about medical marijuana (news – 2013)
http://www.jewishjournal.com/cover_story/article/green_gold_israel_sets_a_new_standard_for_legal_medical_marijuana_reasearch

Senior Focus: Should marijuana be legalized for end of life care? (news – 2013)
http://www.stltoday.com/lifestyles/health-med-f/fi/6814b63f-d758-5500-9507-a908a5b20c01.html

Medical Marijuana (news – 2013)
http://www.webmd.com/pain-management/features/medical-marijuana-uses
Families of children with epilepsy moving to Colorado, drawn by success of marijuana oil

Few Problems With Cannabis for California

Marijuana Use Increased Over the Last Decade
http://www.pewresearch.org/daily-number/marijuana-use-increased-over-the-last-decade/

Survey: 76 percent of doctors approve of medical marijuana use

Most Docs OK With Medical Marijuana: Survey

"Why It's So Hard For Scientists To Study Medical Marijuana"

From Alive to Living: Disabilities Treated with Medical Marijuana

Doctor Cannabis
http://forward.com/articles/188881/doctor-cannabis/

Pot-Smoking Quadriplegic’s Firing Shows Haze Over Rules
https://www.shroomery.org/forums/showflat.php/Number/19099570

Off-the-clock pot use shouldn't be grounds for firing, poll finds

These Are The 9 Reasons That Sanjay Gupta Changed His Mind About Marijuana

Teen Marijuana Use Hasn't Exploded Amid Boom in Legalization Support, Drug Survey Finds

Drug War Blocking Potential Treatments for Cancer, Alzheimer’s, Journal Claims
http://healthland.time.com/2013/06/14/drug-war-blocking-potential-treatments-for-cancer-alzheimers-journal-claims/

Australian Doctors, Experts Join Call For Medical Marijuana

Athletes and Pot: Legalized marijuana in a league of its own
Michigan driver who uses medical marijuana wins appeal

Flash Back: How Georgia Legalized Medical Marijuana: A ‘Tiger Of A Woman Takes On Conservative Georgia And Wins A Battle For Cancer Victims
http://www.gacareproject.com/flash-back-how-georgia-legalized-medical-marijuana/

Medical marijuana: certifying physicians must study regulations, science of treatment.

Science for stoners: What is marijuana “abuse?”
http://www.salon.com/2013/10/26/science_for_stoners_what_is_marijuana_abuse/

Marijuana Prohibition Now Costs The Government $20 Billion A Year: Economist
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/04/20/marijuana-prohibition-costs_n_3123397.html

Marijuana Helped Teen Fight Leukemia, Say Doctors

Marijuana Users Being Denied Organ Transplants

Sanjay Gupta: Only 6 Percent Of Marijuana Research Considers Medical Benefits

Medical Marijuana in Israel

Clinical decisions. Medicinal use of marijuana--polling results.

The DEA: Four Decades of Impeding And Rejecting Science
http://www.drugpolicy.org/sites/default/files/DPA-MAPS_DEA_Science_Final.pdf

Medical Marijuana in the UK: As a doctor, should I be able to prescribe cannabis to my patients?
http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/medical-marijuana-in-the-uk-as-a-doctor-should-i-be-able-to-prescribe-cannabis-to-my-patients-9791583.html

Marijuana Resource Center: State Laws Related to Marijuana
https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/ondcp/state-laws-related-to-marijuana

Medical Cannabis and the Myth of Amotivational Syndrome

Report on Medical Cannabis Research History- What the Science Says
http://www.safeaccessnow.org/medical_cannabis_research_what_does_the_evidence_say
Medical marijuana: 4 experts on benefits vs. risks (article – 2014)
https://www elsevier com/connect/medical-marijuana-4-experts-on-benefits-vs-risks

A Review and Critique of Dr. Sanjay Gupta’s Weed 2: Cannabis Madness on CNN (article – 2014)
http://cms herbalgram org/heg/volume11/04April/CNNGupataWEED2critique.html

Physicians, Medical Marijuana, and the Law (article – 2014)

In States With Medical Marijuana, Painkiller Deaths Drop by 25 Percent (news – 2014)
http://www newsweek com/states-medical-marijuana-painkiller-deaths-drop-25-266577

The Common Link Between Breast Milk, Cannabis and Tea (news – 2014)

The new faces of marijuana (news – 2014)
http://www.msnbc.com/hardball/the-new-faces-marijuana

Medical Marijuana Cuts Suicide Rates By 10% In Years Following Legalization (news – 2014)
http://www.medicaldaily.com/medical-marijuana-cuts-suicide-rates-10-years-following-legalization-268472

Seattle police: Can off-duty officers work pot shop security? (news – 2014)

Patients curious about medical marijuana treatments (news – 2014)

Canadian Hospitals Prepare To Allow Medical Marijuana (news – 2014)
http://www.leaflscience.com/2014/01/09/canadian-hospitals-prepare-allow-medical-marijuana/

It’s not your grandfather’s marijuana any more (news – 2014)

Scientists Know More About Marijuana as a Medicine Than Many FDA Approved Pharmaceuticals (news – 2014)
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/scientists-know-more-about-marijuana-medicine-many-fda-approved-pharmaceuticals

Georgia Medical Patients Apply for Marijuana Research Program (news – 2014)
http://www.gacareproject.com/georgia-medical-patients-apply-for-marijuana-research-program/

Marijuana’s rising acceptance comes after many failures. Is it now legalization’s time? (news – 2014)

If Medical Marijuana Laws Cause A 'Surge in Drugged Driving Deaths,' Why Are Fatalities Falling? (news – 2014)

DEA targets doctors linked to medical marijuana. (news – 2014)
Medical marijuana leaving doctors, patients in limbo (news – 2014)

'I'm Going To Prison For Working At A Pot Shop That Was Legal In My State' (news – 2014)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/03/03/robert-duncan-marijuana_n_4877072.html?ncid=txtlnkusaolp00000592

Gupta: 'I am doubling down' on medical marijuana (news – 2014)
http://edition.cnn.com/2014/03/05/health/gupta-medical-marijuana/

Medical marijuana and 'the entourage effect' (news – 2014)

Medical Marijuana: Much More Than Just THC and CBD (news – 2014)
http://www.medicaljane.com/2014/05/14/thc-cbd-and-more-the-entourage-effect-of-whole-plant-cannabis-medicine/

Doctors tell lawmakers medical marijuana is effective (news – 2014)
http://qctimes.com/news/local/government-and-politics/7d2eb47e-ab8d-5a0d-8025-5307d2adfe0.html

Marijuana Saved My Life: An Abbreviated Dope Diary (news – 2014)

Tests show THC content in marijuana edibles is inconsistent (news – 2014)

Does medical marijuana equal bad parenting? (news – 2014)

State Accidentally Releases Confidential Law Enforcement Info To Marijuana Activist (news – 2014)

Federal red tape ties up marijuana research (news - 2014)
http://www.nature.com/news/federal-red-tape-ties-up-marijuana-research-1.14926

Non-psychoactive CBD oil made from marijuana plants poised to be game-changer (news - 2014)

Surveys yet to link medical marijuana and teen drug abuse (news - 2014)

This Family Had To Fire Their Doctor To Get Medical Marijuana For Their Son (news – 2014)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/03/25/epilepsy-medical-marijuana_n_5022008.html

Retired Flint couple sees the light on medical marijuana (news – 2014)

A medical marijuana patient's determined search for relief (news – 2014)

Legalizing Medical Marijuana Doesn't Lead To More Teens Smoking Pot: Study
Why Drs. Gupta, Oz and Besser changed stance on pot
http://www.thecannabist.co/2014/05/13/changing-tide-dr-gupta-oz-besser-changed-minds-pot/11705/

Mississippi, home to federal government's official stash of marijuana

Doctors Say DEA Blackmailed Them Over Medical Marijuana Ties
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/06/06/dea-doctors-medical-marijuana-_n_5460077.html

Medical Marijuana Policies Complicate Research Treating Chronic Sickle Cell Pain
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/06/11/minnesota-medical-marijuana_n_5485383.html

Changing pot laws prompt child-endangerment review

Let’s Clarify the State Laws on Cannabis: Who’s in, Who’s Out?
http://www.unitedpatientsgroup.com/blog/2014/07/10/which-states-have-legal-marijuana-heres-the-latest/

Biohackers Are Engineering Yeast to Make THC
http://motherboard.vice.com/read/biohackers-are-engineering-yeast-to-make-thc

Checotah Man Credits Cannabis Oil For Improved Health (COPD)
http://www.newson6.com/story/26293519/checotah-man-credits-cannabis-oil-for-improved-health

Bid to Expand Medical Marijuana Business Faces Federal Hurdles

Medical marijuana laws may reduce painkiller overdoses

Federal marijuana bill would legalize some cannabis strains

States With Medical Marijuana Laws Have Fewer Opioid Overdose Deaths

No correlation between medical marijuana legalization, crime increase: Legalization may reduce homicide, assault rates
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/03/140326182049.htm

Medical Marijuana's Legalization and Crime Rates

Monterey County seniors finding pain relief in medical marijuana

PMS, Menses, Menopause and Cannabis

Testing of Colorado marijuana for contaminants to begin this year
http://gazette.com/testing-of-pot-for-contaminants-to-begin-this-year/article/1536213
U.S. government to grow 30 times more marijuana this year (news – 2014)

Marijuana: Italian Army to Grow Cannabis for Medical Purposes (news – 2014)

Does Legal Marijuana Help or Hurt the U.S. Health Care System? (news – 2014)

Colorado Court to Decide Whether Smoking Pot is a Fireable Offense (news – 2014)

Marijuana research hampered by access from government and politics, scientists say (news – 2014)

92% of patients say medical marijuana works (chart) (news – 2014)

Low-THC Medical Marijuana Bills: Leaving Most Patients Behind (news – 2014)
https://www.mpp.org/low-or-no-thc-high-cbd-medical-marijuana-bills/

Medical Marijuana and the Workplace: What Employers Need to Know Now (news – 2014)

4 Americans get medical pot from the feds (news – 2014)

Pot's a Pain for Painkillers (news – 2014)
http://www.northcoastjournal.com/humboldt/pots-a-pain-for-painkillers/Content?oid=2718796

Where Americans Smoke and Grow Marijuana (Maps) (news – 2014)

Why Marijuana Needs Chemical Quality Control Testing (news – 2014)

Medical marijuana opponents’ most powerful argument is at odds with a mountain of research (news – 2014)

State Medical Marijuana Laws Linked to Lower Prescription Overdose Deaths (news – 2014)

Legalize Medical Marijuana, Doctors Say in Survey (news – 2014)
Doctors bone up on medical marijuana
http://commonwealthmagazine.org/health-care/004-doctors-bone-up-on-medical-marijuana/

More than zero: reclassifying marijuana could have a significant impact on drug policy.
(news – 2014)
http://www.forbes.com/sites/jacobslullum/2014/02/07/more-than-zero-reclassifying-marijuana-would-have-a-significant-impact-on-drug-policy/

From Demon Weed To God’s Plant

Politicians’ prescriptions for marijuana defy doctors and data
(news – 2014)

FDA to evaluate marijuana for potential reclassification as less dangerous drug
(news – 2014)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/06/24/fda-marijuana-n_5526634.html

DR ALLAN FRANKEL’S EARLY VERSION INITIAL DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION GUIDE

Health Benefits Of Medical Marijuana: 3 Major Ways Cannabis Helps Sick People Live Normal Lives
(news – 2014)

MEDICAL MARIJUANA : Out of the Shadows

Are Baby Boomers Ready To Give MJ a Second Chance?

1 in 20 California Adults Have Used Medical Marijuana, 92 Percent Said It Helped, New Study Finds
(news – 2014)

California Pot Patients Report ‘Overwhelming Satisfaction’ With Plant
(news – 2014)

The Secret History of Cannabis in Japan

Brazil Considering Medical Marijuana Legalization

The Most Popular Day of the Week For Buying Weed
https://fivethirtyeight.com/datalab/the-most-popular-day-of-the-week-for-buying-weed/

Medical Marijuana Dispensaries and Their Effect on Crime
Israel is Allowing Soldiers to Use Medical Cannabis While in Service  (news – 2014)
http://www.ladybud.com/2014/08/22/israel-is-allowing-soldiers-to-use-medical-cannabis-while-in-service/

https://data.colorado.gov/Health/Medical-Marijuana-Statistics-Reported-Condition/5yqk-p422

Ending the U.S. government’s war on medical marijuana research  (report – 2015)
https://www.brookings.edu/research/ending-the-u-s-governments-war-on-medical-marijuana-research/

Using the Evidence to Talk about Cannabis  (article – 2015)

With education, nurses can help to bridge the marijuana gap  (article – 2015)

Cannabis, Medical Science, and Fundamental Human Rights, With Dr. Ethan Russo  (article – 2015)

Veterans Health Administration Policy on Cannabis as an Adjunct to Pain Treatment with Opiates  (article – 2015)
http://journalofethics.ama-assn.org/2015/06/pfor2-1506.html

Marijuana Research with Human Subjects  (article – 2015)
http://www.fda.gov/newsevents/publichealthfocus/ucm421173.htm

Marijuana gears up for production high in US labs  (article – 2015)
http://www.nature.com/news/marijuana-gears-up-for-production-high-in-us-labs-1.17129

Peaceful feeling, or up in smoke? Medical marijuana in medicolegal context  (article – 2015)
http://www.beyondthebrain.net/blog/peaceful-feeling-or-up-in-smoke-medical-marijuana-in-medicolegal-context

Marijuana, Reconsidered: Dr. Lester Grinspoon On 45 Years Of Cannabis Science  (interview – 2015)

When Weed Is The Cure: A Doctor's Case for Medical Marijuana  (interview – 2015)
http://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2015/07/14/422876973/when-weed-is-the-cure-a-doctors-case-for-medical-marijuana?utm_medium=RSS&utm_campaign=authorinterviews

Benton Mackenzie  (news – 2015)

Benton Mackenzie dies after fight with cancer  (news – 2015)

NM Court of Appeals reaffirms that medical marijuana is covered by workers’ compensation  (news – 2015)
Medical pot doesn’t lead to impaired driving
http://www.abqjournal.com/524770/opinion/medical-pot-doesnt-lead-to-impaired-driving.html

Pierce County judge: State can’t ban doctors from advertising marijuana services

Medical marijuana use by student nixed by Saskatoon school board

Medical Marijuana Vapour Room Set To Serve Veterans With PTSD
http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2015/01/21/marijuana-for-trauma-vapur-room-new-brunswick_n_6512026.html?utm_hp_ref=canada-business&ir=Canada+Business

Dr. Vivek Murthy On Medical Marijuana: US Surgeon General Says It 'Can Be Helpful'

Feds say marijuana has no medical value. Obama's new surgeon general seems to disagree.

RCMP expert admits Mounties lacked data to back up medical pot affidavit

Senators Introduce Historic Bill to Allow Medical Marijuana
http://time.com/3738038/medical-marijuana-congress/

Disabled JeffCo student's cannabis medication confiscated, school cites federal law

California Legislator Introduces Bill to End Organ Transplant Denials for Medical Marijuana Patients
http://www.commondreams.org/newswire/2015/02/12/california-legislator-introduces-bill-end-organ-transplant-denials-medical

Pot-smoking stockbroker has a steady supplier: the feds

Many States Mulling Medical Marijuana Bills

Nevada Law Would Make 'Pot for Pets' Legal

Pot-Dispensing Rabbi: D.C. Residents Deserve Legal Access to Marijuana
http://time.com/3726560/pot-dispensing-rabbi-d-c-residents-deserve-legal-access-to-marijuana/

Annual Marijuana Report: Jobs Boost, Medical Outnumbers Retail

Growing hemp for research?
http://www.laist.com/2015/02/05/growing_hemp_for_research.html
Medical marijuana spawning many businesses

Medical marijuana users could help researchers define risks, benefits

Pfizer, Eli Lilly Were The Original Medical Marijuana Sellers

Parents support allowing medical marijuana in Maine schools

'Major hypocrisy': US govt-funded agency admits marijuana can kill cancer cells

What happens when marijuana is legal and HOA rules are hazy?

Cannabis: World-renowned researchers discuss a new frontier in therapeutics

Medical Marijuana: Information for each state

Robotics And Medical Marijuana — A Joint Venture

The Science Behind Sanjay Gupta’s WEED 3

Marijuana is medicine, Journal of the American Medical Association concludes

When Might It Be Discriminatory to Fire a Medical Marijuana User?

Substance abuse risk not greater in those using medical marijuana with prescribed opioids

Science Seeks to Unlock Marijuana’s Secrets

Gray hair goes green: Sun City marijuana clinic sees line out door

Which States Are Enforcing the Law?

The high life

Unconscious use of 'medical marijuana?' Hunter-gatherer cannabis use linked to fewer internal parasites (news – 2015)
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/06/150601082721.htm

Controversial Cannabis Treatment Helps 9-Year-Old Boy Speak His First Words (news – 2015)

Video: Santa Ana police raid pot shop, then eat its edibles, attorney says (news – 2015)

Warning Letters and Test Results (news – 2015)
http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/PublicHealthFocus/ucm435591.htm

Medical Marijuana Is Often Less Potent Than Advertised (news – 2015)
http://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2015/06/23/416791647/medical-marijuana-is-often-less-potent-than-advertised

Hein and Helsmoortel support proposed ‘kosher’ pot farm in Saugerties (news – 2015)

One family's medical-marijuana story (news – 2015)
http://www.philly.com/philly/columnists/ronnie_polaneczky/20150624_one_family_s_medical-marijuana_story.html

21 medical benefits of marijuana (news – 2015)

Legitimate medical-marijuana use should not get you fired (news – 2015)

Marijuana ruled 'reasonable and necessary' for injured worker's pain relief (news – 2015)

Bipolar man's illness leads to acquittal on marijuana possession charge (news – 2015)


Citicoline: A Useful Supplement For Medical Cannabis Patients (news – 2015)
http://www.cannabiscure.info/files/citicoline.htm

Free, online resource introduced for patients and healthcare professionals in Canada (news – 2015)

White House Lifts Restriction on Medical Marijuana (news – 2015)
Major Pot Research Barrier Goes Up in Smoke (news – 2015)
http://www.usnews.com/news/articles/2015/06/22/major-pot-research-barrier-goes-up-in-smoke


How the media used one tiny study to wildly exaggerate the threat of marijuana edibles (news – 2015)
http://www.vox.com/2015/6/22/8826011/pot-edibles-dangerous

Cholesterol Drug Might Work Better than Medical Marijuana (news – 2015)
http://www.popsci.com/cholesterol-drug-targets-same-receptors-marijuana

Pediatrician Group Recommends Decriminalizing Marijuana For Youngsters (news – 2015)

Do medical marijuana laws increase teen pot smoking? (news – 2015)

Drug warriors are still crying 'reefer madness.' The facts don't support them (news – 2015)

A huge new study finds that medical marijuana doesn’t “send the wrong message” to kids (news – 2015)

World first: Launch of Quebec registry for users of medical cannabis (news – 2015)


U.S. policy keeps medical marijuana research funding low (news – 2015)
http://www.goerie.com/us-policy-keeps-medical-marijuana-research-funding-low


Is it time to legalize marijuana in sports? (news – 2015)

The DOJ 'Intended To Discourage' A Historic Medical Marijuana Bill (news – 2015)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/doj-medical-marijuana_55c382adeb0d9f743db14fc

How the Justice Department seems to have misled Congress on medical marijuana (news – 2015)
At 82, he's the world's most eminent pot scientist
http://hemphealthytoday.blogspot.com/2013/08/at-82-hes-worlds-most-eminent-pot.html

Indian Oncologists Want Cannabis Legalized To Fight Cancer

Medical marijuana users face higher insurance rates, even if they don't smoke it
https://ca.news.yahoo.com/medical-marijuana-users-face-higher-12000146.html

Big Pharma-produced Cannabis Is Likely Coming to the U.S.

Dr. Sanjay Gupta: It's time for a medical marijuana revolution

Marijuana: lower cost, more choice

Israel Could Grow Into A Global Cannabis Startup Superpower
http://techcrunch.com/2015/09/04/israel-sparks-up-cannabis-startups/

How weed is being embraced by the wellness movement

Many Teens With Chronic Illnesses Use Alcohol, Pot

Medicinal marijuana: Patients battle stigma and misunderstanding
http://www.sciencemag.org/releases/2015/08/150828113011.htm

Illinois medical marijuana applicants trending female, older

CANNABIS ISSUE COVER FEATURE: LOBEL PRIZE
https://digboston.com/cannabis-issue-cover-feature-lobel-prize/

Doctors pioneer pot as an opioid substitute
http://www.bostonherald.com/news_opinion/local_coverage/2015/10/doctors_pioneer_pot_as_an_opioid_substitute

Medical Marijuana Safe for Chronic Pain: Study

A first for the marijuana industry: A product liability lawsuit

1 in 5 Small Businesses Would Allow Employees to Use Medical Marijuana While at Work, Study Finds - Three-Quarters of Small Businesses Do Not Require Employees to Take Drug Tests


Many Anti-Pot Arguments Are Based On Weak Science, Say Researchers (news – 2015) http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/marijuana-use-myths_55cb6f53e4b0923c12bed78d?ncid=tstlnkusaolp00000592&kvcommref=mostpopular


First-of-its-kind survey 'great opportunity for the industry to gather data directly from patients' (news – 2015) http://www.whig.com/article/20151222/ARTICLE/312229872

DEA eases requirements for natural cannabis-derived drug research (news – 2015) http://www.trust.org/item/20151223171611-xsa6u/


Organization To Offer Kosher Medical Marijuana In New York State (news – 2015) http://newyork.cbslocal.com/2015/12/30/kosher-medical-marijuana/


Law coming to protect intellectual rights of ganja growers (news – 2015)

Why Aren't American Veterans Allowed to Treat Their PTSD with Medical Marijuana? (news – 2015)

Customers looking for a high ask a marijuana 'budtender' for advice (news – 2015)

Canadian multicenter study examines safety of medical cannabis in the treatment of chronic pain (news – 2015)

Painkiller Deaths Drop by 25 Percent in States Where Medical Marijuana is Legal (news – 2015)

The State that Turns Pregnant Women Into Felons (news – 2015)
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/when-womb-crime-scene

Perspective: Close the knowledge gap (news – 2015)
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v525/n7570_supp/full/525S9a.html?foxtrotcallback=true

The Outsourcing of American Marijuana Research (news – 2015)

Medical marijuana: Showdown at the cannabis corral (news – 2015)
https://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v525/n7570_supp/full/525S15a.html

Swedish man acquitted in court for growing medical marijuana (news – 2015)

ICYMI: The Feds Have Their Own Crop Of Whacky-Tobacky In The Heart Of Mississippi (news – 2015)

Study: Patients Substitute Cannabis For Booze, Prescription Drugs (news – 2015)
http://norml.org/news/2015/10/08/study-patients-substitute-cannabis-for-booze-prescription-drugs

Seeking the Facts on Medical Marijuana (news – 2015)

California Senate Moves To End Discrimination Against Medical Marijuana Patients Seeking Organ Transplants (news – 2015)

Government restrictions, lack of funding slow progress on medical marijuana research news – 2015)
DEA Chief Wrong on Medical Marijuana

Brookings Report Decries the Federal Government’s ‘War on Medical Marijuana Research’

5 Prescription Drugs That Could Literally Replaced by Marijuana

Medical Marijuana May Help Transplant Patients

What are Cannabinoids?

Medical marijuana improves quality of life for S.J. family

Marijuana and the Developing Brain

Tinder-style dating app pairs marijuana users

DEA warns of stoned rabbits if Utah passes medical marijuana

Kosher marijuana: What would my Bubbie think?

Seniors Are Seeking Out States Where Marijuana is Legal

Retirees Represent Major Marijuana Market

The Outrage of Medical Pot Users Denied Organ Transplants

Medical marijuana seems to help chronic pain patients, appears to be safe: study

Ethan Russo: Endocannabinoid Deficiency & Medical Cannabis

President John F Kennedy used Medical Marijuana for Pain
Health Canada Authorizes Emerald Health to begin Production of Cannabis Oil and to Expand Production Space


Documentary 'The Scientist' About Lifetime Achievements of Prof. Raphael Mechoulam


Merck Manual - Marijuana (Cannabis) Consumer version


COMPREHENSIVE MEDICAL MARIJUANA PATIENT STUDY (link to PDF – 2016)

https://www.hellomd.com/medical-marijuana-patient-survey

Why I chose to use cannabis

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4791147/

NIDA Drug Supply Program

https://www.drugabuse.gov/researchers/research-resources/nida-drug-supply-program

NIDA's Role in Providing Marijuana for Research

https://www.drugabuse.gov/drugs-abuse/marijuana/nidas-role-in-providing-marijuana-research

DEA Announces Actions Related to Marijuana and Industrial Hemp


FDA and Marijuana: Questions and Answers

http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/PublicHealthFocus/ucm421168.htm

Cannabis Legalization: Focusing on Patient Needs: Five Recommendations on Access, Affordability, and Research

http://cfamm.ca/patient-recommendations/

Dose of Reality: The Effect of State Marijuana Legalizations


Marijuana Could Help Treat Drug Addiction and Mental Health Problems

http://neurosciencenews.com/addiction-mental-health-marijuana-5536/

Migraine Frequency Decreased by Medical Marijuana

http://neurosciencenews.com/medical-marijuana-migraine-3440/

Physicians want robust studies on medical marijuana use


Medical Marijuana Kosher? Doesn't Matter, Says Kashruth Council of Canada


Medical cannabis producer Bedrocan lowers its prices to $5 a gram (news – 2016) http://www.ctvnews.ca/business/medical-cannabis-producer-bedrocan-lowers-its-prices-to-5-a-gram-1.2751150


Marijuana survey finds medical users more likely to consume edibles and vaporize (news – 2016) http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/01/160128133040.htm


What Gives Israel the Edge on Marijuana? For starters, the nation puts patients before politics (news – 2016) http://observer.com/2016/03/what-gives-israel-the-edge-on-marijuana/


CDC Guidelines Urge Doctors Not to Test for Marijuana (news – 2016) http://www.painnewsnetwork.org/stories/2016/3/18/45q7I80k0ufyivhb06z2tqzdxj3vk
Will the Government Know If I Get a Marijuana Card? (news – 2016)
http://blogs.findlaw.com/blotter/2016/03/will-the-government-know-if-i-get-a-marijuana-card.html#stash.3x5PbcQa.dpuf

The stoned soldiers of Santa Cruz (news – 2016)
http://mashable.com/2016/04/04/veterans-cannabis-santa-cruz/#dFxkfom5akqO

VA docs to be able to recommend marijuana in some states (news – 2016)
http://www.militarytimes.com/story/veterans/2016/05/19/congress-votes-let-va-docs-recommend-marijuana-some-states/84589708/

Poll: 3 out of 4 Ohio voters favor legalizing marijuana for medical purposes (news – 2016)
http://www.norwalkreflector.com/Health-Care/2016/02/22/Poll-3-out-of-4-Ohio-voters-favor-legalizing-marijuana-for-medical-purposes.html?ci=stream&lp=2&p=1

Where Gray-Haired Aunties Push Weed (news – 2016)

Medical marijuana: How a headache sufferer got his insurance to cover cannabis (news – 2016)

My Visit To The Pot Shop (news – 2016)
http://betterafter50.com/2015/10/my-visit-to-the-pot-shop/

Grapevine girl heads west, hoping marijuana will ease her pain (news – 2016)

Die or break the law: man illegally healed with medical marijuana identifies himself (news – 2016)

Facebook cracks down on marijuana firms with dozens of accounts shut down (news – 2016)

Lawmakers eye stricter medical marijuana rules for welfare recipients (news – forum re-post - 2016)

Not Able To Get Medical Marijuana Through The VA, Veterans Struggle With Cost, Confusion (news – 2016)
http://www.wbur.org/all-things-considered/2016/02/04/veterans-medical-marijuana

Pot Dispensaries Flood California Tax Office With Weed-Smelling Cash (news – 2016)

Father advocates for exemption to pot ordinance to treat son's severe epilepsy (news – 2016)

More palliative care patients should get medical marijuana: doctors (news – 2016)
http://www.ctvnews.ca/health/health-headlines/more-palliative-care-patients-should-get-medical-marijuana-doctors-1.2779014
Medicinal cannabis: Towradgi's Ben Oakley supports tabling of new laws  

Scientists Want the Smoke to Clear on Medical Marijuana Research  
[news – 2016](http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/a-new-era-in-medical-marijuana-research/)

Passover's OK for Weed Smoking Because of Its "Healing" Scent, Says Extremely Chill Rabbi  

'No-Buzz' Medical Pot Laws Prove Problematic for Patients, Lawmakers  

10 Countries (Aside From the U.S.) Where Some Form of Medical Marijuana Is Legal  

Seniors are filling their prescriptions -- at a pot shop  

Meet Sue Taylor, the Black Grandmother Leading the Charge to Bring Marijuana to the Elderly  

The FDA Is Cracking Down On CBD Oil  

As more states legalize marijuana, adolescents' problems with pot decline  

State Department: The DEA Has Been Lying About Research Pot  
[news – 2016](http://freedomleaf.com/statedepartment-dea-lying-pot/)

Sun Life first insurer to stop treating pot users as smokers as marijuana increasingly accepted as a medicine (Canada)  

Cannabis producer starts shipping to Croatia  

The Rise of Medical Marijuana In Germany  
[news – 2016](http://marijuanapolitics.com/rise-medical-marijuana-germany/)

Medical marijuana becomes legal in Macedonia  

Buying medical pot for your child? Look out  
[news – 2016](http://www.philly.com/philly/health/kidshealth/20160611_Buying_medical_pot_for_your_child__Look_out.html)
US researchers call for re-evaluation of microbial testing of Cannabis  
(news – 2016)  
http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2016-06/fo1-urc061416.php

Shavuot, The Bible, and Medical Marijuana  
(news – 2016)  
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/shavuot-the-bible-and-medical-marijuana_us_575edbf2e4b079c7cee5f02

Time to remove marijuana from the Controlled Substances Act  
(news – 2016)  

California marijuana company beats police raid  
(news – 2016)  

Marijuana May Boost Brain Performance  
(news – 2016)  
https://worldhealth.net/news/marijuana-may-boost-brain-performance/

Medical marijuana patient rolls climb 44%  
(news – 2016)  
http://www.hartfordbusiness.com/article/20160622/NEWS01/160629976

2 years after CBD oils legalized in NC: How they work for the child the law is named for  
(news – 2016)  

Poll shows deep opposition to City of Vancouver crackdown on marijuana dispensaries  
(news – 2016)  

American Pain Society Offers Guidance on Medical Marijuana for Pain  
(news – 2016)  
http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/655977/?sc=rsmn

What the merger of recreational, medical pot means  
(news – 2016)  

Patients, towns want relief from state's foggy pot rules  
(news – 2016)  

Most medical marijuana users benefit from treatment, finds Ben-Gurion University study  
(news – 2016)  

Maine could be first state to OK medical marijuana to treat addicts  
(news – 2016)  

Can I stop my employee from smoking weed on the job?  
(news – 2016)  
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/rob-magazine/can-i-stop-my-employees-from-smoking-weed-on-the-job/article30520441/?cmpid=rss1

Pharmacists open to medical marijuana  
(news – 2016)  
http://www.ottawasun.com/2016/07/01/pharmacists-open-to-medical-marijuana

Remembering the Florence Nightingale of Medical Marijuana  
(news – 2016)  
Cannabis one piece in pain management puzzle

Many Bay Area women choosing careers in cannabis industry

Does medical marijuana reduce need for other meds?

Fake 'Organic' Pot Gardening Products Yanked From Oregon Stores

Average legal user spends $647 a year on marijuana

Publix Billionaire Donates $800,000 to Fight Medical Marijuana in Florida

Medical Marijuana: How Do You Get a Prescription?

Veterans’ cry: ‘I found marijuana, and it saved me’

Reefer Madness! Medical Marijuana is Already Saving $165M Per Year for Medicare
http://www.cannabisculture.com/content/2016/07/20/reefer-madness-medical-marijuana-is-already-saving-165m-per-year-for-medicare (news – 2016)

Big Pharma's Concerned About These Marijuana Stats

Marijuana-munching cops fired after being caught on tape

Japan’s First Lady Ushers In New Era of Hemp Acceptance by Purchasing Elixinol CBD Hemp Oil Product

Is It Time To Get Grandma & Grandpa Some Weed?

After medical marijuana legalized, Medicare prescriptions drop for many drugs

Number of Legal Medical Marijuana Patients (as of Mar. 1, 2016)

One striking chart shows why pharma companies are fighting legal marijuana
A taste of his own medicine for Langley marijuana advocate

Time for the Media to Correct Its Cannabis Lexicon

One in Eight U.S. Adults Say They Smoke Marijuana

VA hospital in Phoenix blocks presentation on cannabis, PTSD

Arizona Spends Big Bucks to Keep Serious Diseases like Parkinson's from Qualifying for Medical-Marijuana Program

State Department Says DEA Is Wrong on Marijuana Monopoly

Gallup: More than 33 million American adults currently use marijuana

DEA rejects marijuana reclassification, despite states' shifting acceptance

Middle-aged parents more likely to smoke weed than their teenaged kids

Study: Medical marijuana changes how employees use sick time

In New Jersey, patients say new marijuana lotions and oils 'surprisingly effective'

Study of Fatal Car Accidents Shows Medical Marijuana May Help Curb Opioid Use

This Marijuana Farmers' Market Proves That Weed Is the New Wine
5 Tips for Breaking Into the 'Budding' Marijuana Industry
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/279830

DEA’s pot designation is very definition of ‘Reefer Madness’
http://www.hawaiitribune-herald.com/commentary/their-views/dea-s-pot-designation-very-definition-reefer-madness

Nonprofit provides free medical marijuana to California vets

NJ veterans fight to use medical marijuana for treatment of PTSD

U.S. prosecutors dealt setback in medical marijuana cases

Inconsistent strains: Medicinal users struggle with Sacramento region’s patchwork marijuana laws
https://www.newsreview.com/sacramento/inconsistent-strains/medicinal-users-struggle/content?oid=21780756

Medical Marijuana Laws Linked to Fewer Opioid-Related Fatal Crashes
http://www.insurancejournal.com/?p=426980

Marijuana farms could join pear orchards and vineyards as Rogue Valley mainstays

Oregon family uses medical marijuana to manage son's autistic rage
http://www.wtoc.com/story/20660400/medical-marijuana-used-to-manage-autism#WNPoll126481

Identifying Old or Bad Cannabis Past its Shelf Life

For the First Time Ever, Cannabis Oil Will Be Used in a Hospital — To Save a 2-Month Old Baby Girl

Patients may soon be able to use pot at Marin hospital

Colorado gives marijuana candy a new look to avoid confusion

Marijuana Legalization: Israeli Pharmacies To Start Selling Medical Cannabis

McLean Hospital Study Finds That Medical Marijuana Use May Improve Cognitive Performance
FACT CHECK: Are VA doctors prohibited from recommending medical marijuana? (news – 2016)

A casino magnate is spending millions to fight legal marijuana in three states (news – 2016)

Study finds legalized marijuana does not affect crime or economics (news – 2016)

Medical Marijuana Not a Lure for Kids: Study (news – 2016)

Marijuana butter eased her child's symptoms. Then her kids were taken away from her. (news – 2016)

Fentanyl maker fights pot legalization (news – 2016)

Feds drop effort to shut down Berkeley marijuana dispensary (news – 2016)

Woman loses job after doctor tells employer about marijuana use, lawsuit says (news – 2016)

Is marijuana a gateway drug? Scientific research says no (news – 2016)
http://www.devilslakejournal.com/news/20161103/is-marijuana-gateway-drug-scientific-research-says-no

Study: Medical Marijuana Laws Associated With Greater Workforce Participation Among Older Americans (news – 2016)

Survey: NFL players say some teammates use marijuana before they play (news – 2016)

The Science behind the DEA's Long War on Marijuana (news – 2016)
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/the-science-behind-the-deas-long-war-on-marijuana/

Santa Claus speaks out against North Pole ban of marijuana sales (news – 2016)

A New Test of Pot's Potential to Replace Painkillers (news – 2016)

For Colorado veterans, marijuana a controversial treatment (news – 2016)

Health care refugees: Family flees Florida to save daughter's life  (news – 2016)

Health care refugees: Medical marijuana and new hope  (news – 2016)

Marijuana doctors get new business buzz from legalization in California  (news – 2016)

This Company Thinks It's High Time for a Medical Marijuana Inhaler  (news – 2016)

NFL player using marijuana for Crohn's disease may press league over drug policy  (news – 2016)

Weed inhalers may soon be available to folks who use medical marijuana  (news – 2016)

Some employers nod to medical marijuana while at work  (news – 2016)
http://www.businessinsurance.com/article/20151014/NEWS08/151019928?template=printart

Marijuana industry brought to a standstill by new pesticide testing regulations  (news – 2016)

OBAMA: It’s 'untenable' for government to enforce 'a patchwork of laws' on marijuana  (news – 2016)

Yes, most state employees can use marijuana off the job  (news – 2016)

The marijuana-initiative blunder that could cost California millions of dollars  (news – 2016)

Bonfires of moldy pot  (news – 2016)

Irish Government passes medicinal cannabis bill without vote  (news – 2016)

UK certifies marijuana molecule CBD as medicine  (news – 2016)


Teens with Medical Marijuana Cards Much Likelier to Say They're Addicted, but Few Teens Have Them (news – 2016)  http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/637617/?sc=rsmn

DEA: 'media attention' is making it tough to put people in jail for marijuana (news – 2016)  http://www.nola.com/articles/19800330/marijuana_pot_dea_jail.amp


UGA expert available to discuss DEA decision on reclassifying marijuana (news – 2016)  http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/658962


Marijuana Use by Older Adults (news – 2016)  http://learnaboutmarijuanawa.org/factsheets/olderadults.htm


Medical cannabis patients wonder about Prop. 64’s potential effects (news – 2016)  http://www.thecannifornian.com/cannabis-health/medical-cannabis-patients-wonder-prop-64s-potential-effects/


Marijuana Appears to Benefit Mental Health: Study (news – 2016)  http://time.com/4573129/marijuana-cannabis-mental-health/


Why Chauncey Billups was totally cool with NBA teammates smoking weed before games

DEA Gives Cannabis Law Significant Tweak

Here’s who buys legal weed

Even in legal weed states, parents who consume pot can still lose custody of their kids

How Omega 3 Improves the Effectiveness of CBD Oil
https://www.highlandpharms.com/cbd-oil-effective-omega-3 (news – 2016)

Aging baby boomers increasingly embrace marijuana, heavy alcohol use

States with medical marijuana laws have lower traffic fatality rates, study reports

Opioid Use Decreases in States that Legalize Medical Marijuana

Cannabis Sativa, Inc. Awarded Patent for "Ecuadorian Sativa" Cannabis Plant

Marijuana should be treated like tobacco, alcohol, Obama says

Court: Medical marijuana law trumps law on transporting pot

How The Federal Government Limits Valid Scientific Research on Cannabis Sativa

DEA Refuses to Change Classification of Marijuana as Dangerous Drug With No Medical Use

Doctors Struggle With Medical Marijuana Knowledge Gap

Cannabis Makes up 22% of Canadian Veteran Drug Payments
Cannabis: Israel's next big medical export?  
[news – 2016]

Israel: The Epicenter of Cannabis Research and Innovation  
[news – 2016]

Could Medical Cannabis Break the Painkiller Epidemic?  
[news – 2016]

Gupta: DEA’s missed opportunity on medical marijuana  
[news – 2016]

New analysis highlights patterns of adult medical marijuana use  
[news – 2016]

New Medical Marijuana Policy Is a Catch-22, Researchers Say  
[news – 2016]

Marijuana May Improve Cognitive Function  
[news – 2016]

Federally produced cannabis for research does not reflect potency, diversity of legal markets  
[news – 2016]

Medical marijuana legalization sparks business interests  
(news – forum re-post - 2016)

Five new facts about medical versus recreational pot users  
[news – 2016]

Cannabis Wins Big On Election Night  
[news – 2016]
[http://beyondchronic.com/2016/11/cannabis-wins-big-on-election-night/]

Better With Age: How Cannabis Improves Quality Of Life  
[news – 2016]
[http://herb.co/2016/09/12/better-age-cannabis-improves-quality-life/]

Dr. Jay Marion: medical marijuana could improve quality of life for Louisiana patients  
(news – 2016)

This Correlation Between Legal Medical Marijuana States and Traffic Fatalities Is Shocking  
[news – 2016]
[https://www.fool.com/investing/2017/01/08/this-correlation-between-legal-medical-marijuana-s.aspx]
How Should Hospices Handle Legalized Medical Marijuana? (news – 2016)
http://usa.thelancet.com/blog/2016-10-19-how-should-hospices-handle-legalized-medical-marijuana

Medical marijuana reduces use of opioid pain meds, decreases risk for some with chronic pain (news – 2016)

How To Make The Best Medical Cannabis Oil (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/08/24/best-medical-cannabis-oil/

Where is weed legal? Map of U.S. marijuana laws by state (news – 2016)

Gut Check: Does CBD change to THC in the stomach? (news – 2016)

Does oral cannabidiol convert to THC, a psychoactive form of cannabinoid, in the stomach? (news – 2016)
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/releases/311150.php

My Life-Changing Visit to a Cannabis Clinic (news – 2016)
https://thebolditalic.com/my-life-changing-visit-to-a-cannabis-clinic-f14e12c1cb90

After medical marijuana legalized, Medicare prescriptions drop for many drugs (news – 2016)
https://www.mprnews.org/story/2016/07/07/npr-medical-marijuana

Mixing the Pot? 7 Ways Marijuana Interacts with Medicines (news – 2016)

Why Pa. seniors are getting high on marijuana in record numbers (news – 2016)
http://www.philly.com/philly/columnists/erin_arvedlund/20161030_Why_are_seniors_America_s_newest_medical-marijuana_fans_.html

People Using This Health Remedy Are Often Denied Organ Transplants (news – 2016)

Study: Marijuana Use Not Associated With Adverse Outcomes In Transplant Patients (news – 2016)

Cannabis found to be possible 'cure' for organ transplant rejection (news – 2016)
http://www.naturalnews.com/055164_organ_transplants_rejection_cannabis_treatment.html

U.S. Drug Czar Admits the Government has Blocked Cannabis Research (news – 2016)
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/u-s-drug-czar-admits-the-government-has-blocked-cannabis-research/

Judge Orders Illinois to Add Post-Operative Chronic Pain to Medical Marijuana List (news – 2016)
Cannabis for health? Reduced absenteeism in cannabis states says study  
(news – 2016)

3 Tips To Getting The Correct CBD Dosage  
http://herb.co/2016/12/05/correct-cbd-dosage/  
(news/ad – 2016)

Tetra Bio-Pharma Looks to Make Cannabis Affordable -- CFN Media  
(news/ad – 2016)

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK65875/  
(full – 2017)

Medical Cannabis for Pain: Anecdote or Evidence  
(article – 2017)

Cannabis Guidelines  
https://cjon.ons.org/cjon/21/4/cannabis-guidelines  
(article – 2017)

A Closer Look at Cannabis Testing  
https://www.technologynetworks.com/tn/white-papers/a-closer-look-at-cannabis-testing-288139  
(link to article – 2017)

Massive scientific report on marijuana confirms medical benefits  
(news – 2017)

Brazil issues first license for sale of a cannabis-based drug  
(news – 2017)

German lawmakers green light medical cannabis use  
(news – 2017)

Use of Marijuana for Medical Purposes Among Adults in the United States  
(abst – 2017)

Equal access to our education system for children who are medical cannabis patients  
(news – 2017)

North Americans Spent Almost $7 Billion on Legal Marijuana in 2016, Report Finds  
(news – 2017)

SB 301 would protect a worker's right to use marijuana off the clock  
(news – 2017)

Israel takes steps to decriminalize marijuana use  
(news – 2017)
I made my son cannabis cookies. They changed his life.  
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/i-made-my-son-cannabis-cookies-they-changed-his-life/2017/01/06/699b1d20-d1ef-11e6-a783-cd3f950f2fd_story.html?utm_terms_did=6a6531b7b2

Poll: Support for marijuana growing like a weed in Texas  

Can marijuana ease the opioid epidemic?  

Medical Marijuana Keeps Sacramento Woman From Heart Transplant  

Marijuana Gets Its Own Congressional Caucus  
http://reason.com/blog/2017/02/17/marijuana-gets-its-own-congressional-cau

Italy's military 'narcos' cook up cannabis cures  

Medical marijuana's underexplored potential for helping opioid addiction  
https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2017-02/cp-mmu012617.php

Are cities' new marijuana laws about safety, or blocking Proposition 64?  

Colorado marijuana leader says dismantling of industry would cause a recession  

Medical marijuana status incidental to busted veterans  

In Peru, mothers rouse support for legalizing medical marijuana  

Marijuana In Israel Gets A Push From The Right  

When marijuana is the drug that helps  
http://www.pantagraph.com/lifestyles/health-med-fit/when-marijuana-is-the-drug-that-helps/article_131712d7-8c46-5bc7-af64-b0336c2be5c8.html

Medical marijuana access in SA a 'farce'  
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-03-03/medical-marijuana-access-in-sa-a-farce/8323288

Government marijuana looks nothing like the real stuff. See for yourself.  
Marijuana could hold the key to treating Alzheimer's but drug laws stand in the way, say scientists

Titles, statuses of all medical marijuana bills

After decades fighting drugs, Colombia joins marijuana trade

Patrick Stewart Reveals He Uses Marijuana Daily To Help With Arthritis Symptoms
(news – 2017)

The Best Recipe for Maximizing the Medical Effects of Marijuana
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/entourage-effect-best-recipe-maximizing-marijuana

Israeli And American Companies Create Marijuana Inhaler For Sleep
http://forward.com/fast-forward/366463/israeli-and-american-companies-create-marijuana-inhaler-for-sleep/

A pharma company that spent $500,000 trying to keep pot illegal just got DEA approval for synthetic marijuana

Swiss cannabis entrepreneurs develop craving for low-potency pot

Veterans Fight for the Right to Free Marijuana

The Quality Of Government Marijuana Is So Bad It’s Hindering Research
(news – 2017)
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/the-quality-of-government-marijuana-is-so-bad-its-hindering-research/#sthash.aZPNjSgN.dpuf

Government Marijuana Is Inferior And Moldy, Researcher Claims

Criticism of U. of Mississippi Marijuana Quality Unfair

Could marijuana be a gateway out of drug addiction?

World's leading marijuana expert says he has never smoked a joint

Oxford University announces new £10m medical marijuana research programme
(news – 2017)
Opioid Overdose Deaths Plummet In States Which Legalized Medical Marijuana
(news – 2017)

Medical cannabis could improve quality of life, executive functioning for patients
(news – 2017)

Seniors Boosting Their Quality Of Life With Cannabis
(news – 2017)

The Promised Land of Medical Marijuana
(news – 2017)

When Retirement Comes With a Daily Dose of Cannabis
(news – 2017)

5 Positive Takeaways From The Groundbreaking Health Report On Cannabis
(news – 2017)
https://www.civilized.life/articles/the-latest-cannabis-health-report/

Jeff Sessions What Would A Federal Marijuana Crackdown Look Like?
(news – 2017)
http://blog.norml.org/category/jeff-sessions/

Johns Hopkins pulls out of pot-for-PTSD study
(news – 2017)

Kidney patient taken off transplant list for using medical marijuana
(news – 2017)

How to get a medical marijuana card in every state: The definitive guide
(news – 2017)

Hebrew University launches multidisciplinary center on medical marijuana
(news – 2017)

Marijuana researcher hopes legalization will open door to more study
(news – 2017)
http://ipolitics.ca/2017/04/08/marijuana-researcher-hopes-legalization-will-open-door-to-more-study/

The Holy Land of Medical Marijuana
(news – 2017)

This Landmark Marijuana Bill Would Move Cannabis to Schedule III
(news – 2017)

NFL team docs booed DEA official at 2011 presentation
(news – 2017)
More than half of US adults have tried marijuana, poll finds

Medical marijuana could save $1 billion for Medicaid, study shows
http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/medical-marijuana-could-save-1-billion-for-medicaid-study-shows/article/2620711

"Medical marijuana refugee" Laurie Gaddis uses cannabis to treat her skin cancer

Medical marijuana prescribed to 11-year-old boy on the NHS in first case of its kind

Study: Nationwide medical marijuana laws would save lives and a billion taxpayer dollars

Most Americans support medical marijuana, believe it's less dangerous than alcohol, tobacco and opioids

Poll: Majority of marijuana smokers are parents, backed Clinton 2-1

Don’t delay medi-ganja
http://jamaica-gleaner.com/article/letters/20170425/dont-delay-medi-ganja

A Veteran Returned Home With PTSD And Pain, So He Became A Medical Marijuana Patient
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/leo-bridgewater-medical-marijuana-vets-ptsd_us_58fe630fe4b018a9ce5dd083

Vireo Health's marijuana smuggling scandal

West Virginia Becomes 29th State To Allow Medical Marijuana
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/west-virginia-becomes-29th-state-to-allow-medical-marijuana/#sthash.jy32NrQt.dpuf

Study: Opiate prescriptions lower where medical marijuana legal

Is Your Marijuana Covered By Your Insurance?
https://www.thestreet.com/amp/story/14093895/1/is-your-marijuana-covered-by-your-insurance.html

New Jersey Man (Kind of) Wins Medical Marijuana Insurance Coverage

Miracle Plant: Can Medical Marijuana Heal Wounds?
Don’t Believe Oklahoma’s Meaningless CBD Stunt
https://cannabisnow.com/dont-believe-oklahomas-meaningless-cbd-stunt/

Medical marijuana in the workplace still a ‘gray’ area for Valley employees

CBD Oil Actually Helped With My Anxiety
http://nymag.com/thecut/2017/04/what-cannabidiol-oil-did-for-me.html

Cannabis Gives 4-Year-Old a Shot at Life After Family's Cross-Country Move

Can a worker be fired for using medical cannabis?
http://www.metro.us/boston/can-a-worker-be-fired-for-using-medical-marijuana/zsJqcp---o1586JKzKFi/

Queen Victoria? 8 Historic Women Who Made Marijuana History

Retired rabbi turned medical marijuana dispensary owner says Ohio laws will change: Q&A

Ganja-flavored Indomie: Man would mix marijuana with instant noodles to treat ailments, Bali police not on board with that home remedy

Marijuana and Autism: New research is unlocking cannabis' potential as an autism treatment

The morality of marijuana

Department of health warns Florida residents about medical marijuana scam

Oregon's medical-only marijuana dispensaries on decline

A free lock box with your pot purchase? New state law means some stores could be handing out safes

Don’t Mail Your Mary Jane
http://www.spokesman.com/stories/2017/apr/28/dont-mail-your-mary-jane/

Cannabinoid Chewing Gum Enters Phase II Trial

Proposed ban on outdoor cannabis gardens returns to Santa Rosa City Council
(news – 2017)

West Virginia Enacts Medical Marijuana Law
(news – 2017)

Grandmother with terminal cancer jailed for prescribed medical marijuana
(news – 2017)
http://theweek.com/speedreads/696918/grandmother-terminal-cancer-jailed-prescribed-medical-marijuana

New Data Shows Medical Marijuana Consumers Far Outspend Recreational Users
(news – 2017)
http://420intel.com/articles/2017/05/05/new-data-shows-medical-marijuana-consumers-far-outspend-recreational-users

Congress Gives Jeff Sessions $0 To Go After Medical Marijuana Laws
(news – 2017)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/jeff-sessions-state-marijuana-laws_us_59077dcde4b0bb2d087023df

The US is falling behind other countries—like Canada—on marijuana
(news – 2017)

Ruling overturns law banning medical marijuana on campuses
(news – 2017)

Florida's Medical Marijuana Patients Are Totally Screwed Now
(news – 2017)

‘Unclean’ Cannabis More Than a Pest for the Cannabis Industry
(news – 2017)
http://www.cannabisbusinesstimes.com/article/unclean-cannabis-more-than-a-pest-for-the-cannabis-industry/

The Compelling Case for Treating Autism with Marijuana
(news – 2017)

'I'm on death row already': Sick Arkansans in limbo as they wait for medical marijuana
(news – 2017)

Here's How Marijuana Can Kick Chemotherapy-Induced Nausea To The Curb
(news – 2017)
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/heres-how-marijuana-can-stop-chemotherapy-induced-nausea/

Blunt talk: Medical marijuana takes root
(news – 2017)

Medical marijuana patients show ‘benefits’
(news – 2017)
http://www.fergusfallsjournal.com/2017/05/medical-marijuana-patients-show-benefits/

Marijuana Is Cheaper In States Where It's Legal
(news – 2017)
http://www.motherjones.com/kevin-drum/2017/05/marijuana-cheaper-states-where-its-legal

Consequences of pot program cuts 'should be alarming,' says veteran with PTSD
This is Nattaly Brown. She's 7, has cancer, and uses medical marijuana

7 year-old Michigan Native Fought Cancer With Cannabis… and Won

Increasing use by elders of CBD for anxiety

Health Canada Now Mandating Cannabis Pesticide Testing

Israel Eases Restrictions on Medical Marijuana Use and Possession

Rule would increase THC levels allowed by Leni’s Law

The Government's Best Weapon Against Heroin Might Be Marijuana

Oregon Legislature Compliance Rules Killing Medical Marijuana

Governor signs 12 marijuana bills, more on his desk

Chileans grow own medical marijuana as weed ban loosens

Medical marijuana used to treat heroin and cocaine addiction at Los Angeles rehab centre

Marijuana ‘saved my life’

Medical Marijuana User Wrongly Denied Internship, R.I. Judge Rules

What Wounded Veterans Need: Medical Marijuana

The DEA says ‘marijuana is not medicine’ — reality says otherwise

How Does Islam Regard Cannabis And Marijuana Use?
Bible Hill grad student researches methods of stabilizing cannabis oil (news – 2017)

How High are Marijuana Taxes in Your State? (news – 2017)
https://taxfoundation.org/marijuana-taxes-state/

New Medical Marijuana Patients in Georgia with no Medical Marijuana (news – 2017)

How My Brief Encounter with Marijuana is Still Helping My Anxiety, Years Later (news – 2017)

How medical marijuana can help those with ADD and ADHD focus (news – 2017)

Surely You Jest, Medical Pot Firm Tells New Mexico (news – 2017)

Medical marijuana patients turn to the courts to roll back home grow regulations (news – 2017)

Cops can destroy seized marijuana, even if you're growing it legally (news – 2017)
https://www.csindy.com/coloradosprings/cops-can-destroy-seized-marijuana-even-if-youre-growing-it-legally/Content?oid=5856850

Medical marijuana can help Arizona address opioid problem (news – 2017)

Former Seminole chief Billie to leverage sovereign land in the legal weed game (news – 2017)

Bas Rutten Believes In A Future Without Pharmaceuticals Thanks To Marijuana And CBD (news – 2017)

Stirring the Pot: Potential Drug Interactions With Marijuana (news – 2017)


Marijuana 'prehab' to treat opioid addiction (news – 2017)

This Firefighter Took A Doctor’s Advice To Use Medical Marijuana — Now He Could Be Fired (news – 2017)
https://cannabisnewsworldwide.wordpress.com/2017/06/24/this-firefighter-took-a-doctors-advice-to-use-medical-marijuana-now-he-could-be-fired/


Oxford University Researchers to Explore the Potential Benefits of Medical Marijuana (news – 2017) https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/292784


Medical marijuana could save Medicaid $1 billion in prescription drug costs (news – 2017) http://www.salon.com/2017/04/20/study-medical-marijuana-could-save-medicaid-1-billion_partner/


18,000 now use medical marijuana in CT (news – 2017) https://ctmirror.org/2017/06/14/18000-now-use-medical-marijuana-in-ct/


Three-quarters of Americans want Trump to respect state marijuana laws (news – 2017)

Medicinal cannabis: Doctors, nurses and Nimbin 'elders' trade marijuana tips (news – 2017)

Should I prescribe marijuana for my patients? Senior users weigh in (news – 2017)
http://www.jweekly.com/2017/06/18/should-i-prescribe-marijuana-for-my-patients-senior-users-weigh-in/

National Nurses Day: Celebrating Medical Marijuana’s Unsung Heroes (news – 2017)

How marijuana edibles keeps this guy focused and working (news – 2017)
http://www.salon.com/2017/05/07/how-marijuana-edibles-keeps-this-guy-focused-and-working_partner-2/


Part 2, State-By-State MMJ Qualifying Conditions (news – 2017)


https://www.eaze.com/blog/posts/cbdthcratio-infographic

Marijuana Can Induce the Munchies. Can It Also Cure Anorexia? (news – 2017)
https://thebolditalic.com/marijuana-can-induce-the-munchies-can-it-also-cure-anorexia-a91ae30393e1

Survey: Pain patients overwhelmingly prefer medical marijuana over opioids (news – 2017)

Hawaii comp insurer cancels policies for medical marijuana dispensaries (news – 2017)

Trump Administration Bastardizing Progress With Medical Marijuana – America’s Lawyer (news – 2017)

Take two hits of Maui Wowie and call me in the morning: Baby boomers in the age of medical marijuana (news – 2017)
Government research-grade marijuana is not exactly fire
https://1weed.net/government-research-grade-marijuana-is-not-exactly-fire/

This Firefighter Took A Doctor’s Advice To Use Medical Marijuana — Now He Could Be Fired
https://cannabisnewsworldwide.wordpress.com/2017/06/24/this-firefighter-took-a-doctors-advice-to-use-medical-marijuana-now-he-could-be-fired/

Patients fear medical marijuana card could cost them their social security benefits

All About Marijuana Outreach At Retirement Communities

Tell Us Your Story: Marijuana Mac & Cheese Helps Ease Alzheimer’s

What You Need To Know About Medical Marijuana And Gun Ownership

Medical Cannabis Use is Becoming More Popular Among Senior Citizens
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/medical-cannabis-use-is-becoming-more-popular-among-senior-citizens/

Older Women and Medical Marijuana: A New Growth Industry

A 'Catch-22' of medical marijuana and organ transplants

Medicinal cannabis: Doctors to learn how to prescribe drug at Melbourne course

NEUROSCIENCE: THE STUDY AND APPLICATION OF CANNABIS MEDICINES
http://www.greenbridgemed.com/neuroscience-cannabis-medicine/

Poland Legalizes Medical Marijuana

How Medical Marijuana Farming in Israel Could Help California's Cannabis Industry — and Vice Versa

Medical Marijuana States See Big Drop in Drug Prescriptions and Medicare Spending
Everyone’s Favorite Organic and Fair Trade Soap Company is Promoting Marijuana Certification (and It’s a Huge Deal)
(news – 2017)

Five Handy Responses to Reefer Madness
http://theleafonline.com/activism/2015/07/five-handly-responses-reefer-madness/?uuid=9d522039XXX9ba2334356XXXa32bXXX04a72a94e463
(news – 2017)

Massachusetts court rules for woman fired for medical marijuana use
https://www.reuters.com/article/massachusetts-marijuana-idUSL1N1K80Y8
(news – 2017)

The Key To Treating Alcoholism With Medical Marijuana
(news – 2017)

Puerto Rico enacts medicinal marijuana law
(news – 2017)

Medical marijuana used to treat heroin and cocaine addiction at Los Angeles rehab centre
(news – 2017)

Why Are More Seniors Using Marijuana?
http://www.healthline.com/health-news/why-are-more-seniors-using-marijuana#5
(news – 2017)

Survey: A Quarter of Cancer Patients Use Legal Medical Marijuana.
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/301190
(news – 2017)

Seniors Turn To Medical Marijuana For What Ails Them
(news – 2017)

94% of Americans Support Legalizing Medical Marijuana, but Not Congress
(news – 2017)

Medical students not trained to prescribe medical marijuana
(news – 2017)

Peruvian congress approves legalization of medicinal pot
(news – 2017)

Legal marijuana is saving lives in Colorado, study finds
(news – 2017)

Medical students not trained to prescribe medical marijuana
(news – 2017)

Can we talk about marijuana at church?
https://www.christiancentury.org/article/features/can-we-talk-about-marijuana-church
(news – 2017)

Canadian cannabis firm licensed to produce in Denmark
(news - 2017)
World Health Organization clashes with DEA on marijuana compound, CBD (news – 2017)

New Policy Lets V.A. Docs Talk to Veterans About Medical Marijuana Use (news – 2017)
http://reason.com/blog/2017/12/20/new-policy-lets-va-docs-talk-to-veterans

Medical Marijuana's Main Ingredient Isn't Dangerous or Addictive, World Health Organization Report Says (news – 2017)

Residual Limb Pain – Medical Marijuana Research Overview (news – 2017)
https://www.medicalmarijuanainc.com/residual-limb-pain-medical-marijuana-research-overview/

UF Health Conducts New Study On Possible Marijuana’s Medical Effects On HIV (news – 2017)

UNM study: Medical marijuana an alternative for opioids (news – 2017)

Feds Clarify: Medical Marijuana Isn’t An Excuse In Drug Testing (news – 2017)
https://www.marijuanamoment.net/feds-clarify-medical-marijuana-isnt-excuse-drug-testing/

https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/296559

Cannabis Better Than Big Pharma Meds for PTSD? (news – 2017)

Forbidden medicine: Caught between a doctor’s CBD advice and federal laws (news – 2017)

**MENIERE'S SYNDROME**

Menière’s Syndrome by Charlie Ritchie (anecdotal - undated)
http://www.rxmarijuana.com/shared_comments/ritchie.htm

Menière's Syndrome By Martin Martinez (anecdotal - undated)
http://www.rxmarijuana.com/martinez2.htm

Meniere’s Disease and Marijuana by Constance Bumgarner Gee (anecdotal – 2012)
http://rxmarijuana.com/menieres_disease_and_marijuana.htm
Ryan Adams back after Meniere’s disease battle  
(news – 2014)

Cannabis to Ease Meniere’s Symptoms  
http://menieres-help.com/blog/966/cannabis-to-ease-menieres-symptoms/  
(news – 2016)

Doctors say, “Cannabis treats Meniere’s Disease”  
https://www.medicalmarijuana.com/medical-marijuana-treatments-cannabis-uses/cannabis-treats-menieres-disease/  
(news – 2017)

Cannabis Treats Meniere’s Disease  
http://medicalsecrets.com/vertigo/  
(news – 2017)

**MENOPAUSE** - also see AGING, GYNOCOLOGY

Medical Marijuana is the New Midol? California Doc Pitch Cannabis to Fairer Sex  
(news – 2011)  

San Francisco Medical Marijuana Clinic Says Cannabis is Effective for Many Women’s Medical Issues  
(http://www.prweb.com/releases/marijuana-doctor/san-francisco/prweb8668761.htm)  
(news – 2011)

Medical Marijuana uses for menopause symptoms  
(anecdotal – 2011)  
http://www.medhelp.org/posts/Menopause/Medical-Marijuana-uses-for-menopause-symtoms/show/1374545

How Smoking Marijuana may Help Women to Fight Nasty Symptoms of Menopause?  
(news – 2012)  

PMS, Menses, Menopause and Cannabis  
(news – 2014)  

Moms, Menopause and Marijuana?  
(news – 2015)  
http://www.ladybud.com/2014/10/22/moms-menopause-and-marijuana/

**METABOLIC SYNDROME**

Study: Smoking Marijuana Associated With 50% Lower Chance Of Developing Metabolic Syndrome  
(news – 2015)  

The Odd Science Behind Marijuana And Metabolism  
(news – 2016)  
http://herb.co/2016/02/01/odd-science-behind-marijuana-metabolism/
Marijuana use and metabolic syndrome

http://www.medicalmarijuanaupdate.com/2016-02-12-marijuana-use-and-metabolic-syndrome.html

Study Linking Cannabis Use And Increased Risk of Metabolic Syndrome is Inconsistent with Prior Data


CBD, PPARs, and Gene Expression


METHODS OF USE – CAPSULES

How To Make Your Own Canna Caps

http://beyondchronic.com/2011/01/how-to-make-your-own-canna-caps/

Capsule Warning: The AVB Experiment That Went Wrong

http://beyondchronic.com/2012/08/capsule-warning-avb-experiment-wrong/

Old Hippie’s Medicine Chest (or, Canna Caps Revealed)


Warning: Do Not Vaporize Edible Cannabis Oil


Time-Release Capsules Make Medical Marijuana More Approachable (news/ad – 2015)


How to Make Your Own Cannabis-Infused Capsules (news – 2017)


METHODS OF USE – “DABS”/ HASH OIL/CONCENTRATES

The Beginner’s Guide To Dabbing & Cannabis Concentrates (news – 2013)


Philly420: Marijuana refined (news – 2013)

http://www.philly.com/philly/columnists/philly420/Marijuana_refined_Hash_oil_cannabis_concentrates_and_dabbing_.html?c=r

Getting high goes high-tech (news – 2013)


To Dab, or Not To Dab (news – 2013)
Too Much, Too Soon
https://www.thcmag.com/much-soon/

“A Little Dab Will Do Ya”: An Emergency Department Case Series Related to a New Form of “High-Potency” Marijuana Known as “Wax”
http://www.annemergmed.com/article/S0196-0644%2814%2901025-7/fulltext

Smoking Concentrated Marijuana, Known as Dabbing, Is All the Rage

HolyWater, Live Resin, and The Future Of Terpene-Rich Cannabis Concentrates

Rosin Tech: How To Make Solventless Extraction with Ease
http://www.medicaljane.com/2015/04/13/rosin-tech-how-to-make-solventless-extraction-with-ease/

Teens smoking highly potent 'dabs' or 'earwax' with e-cigarettes

Cannabis 101: How To Handle Your Cannabis Concentrates
http://www.medicaljane.com/2014/03/17/cannabis-101-how-to-handle-your-cannabis-concentrates/

Supercritical Carbon Dioxide (CO2) Extraction: Pure Cannabis Oil
http://www.medicaljane.com/2014/04/11/supercritical-carbon-dioxide-co2-extraction-pure-cannabis-oil/

An Underground Community Of Hash Oil 'Craftsmen'
http://keranews.org/post/underground-community-hash-oil-craftsmen

Oregon's hot hash oil market drives demand for marijuana 'trim'

VPD apologizes for inaccurate 'shatter' tweet

What Is 'Shatter' Weed and Is It the Future of Marijuana?

Dabbing for Health: CBD Dabs Have Instant Relief
http://sfevergreen.com/dabbing-for-health/

Concentrates 101: What’s on the market, from kief and CO2 oil to BHO
http://www.thecannabist.co/2015/06/19/marijuana-concentrates-kief-co2-oil-bho-water-hash-shatter/wax-shatter/36386/

Dabs, The Latest Marijuana Trend Police And Media Are Needlessly Freaking Out About

What is Dabbing?
https://www.massroots.com/learn/what-is-dabbing
METHODS OF USE – DECARBOXYLATION – a method to increase potency

Decarboxilation (article – undated)  
http://theweedscene.com/recipe/decarboxilation/

How To Make Your Own Canna Caps  

How-to: Paleo’s Potent Cannabis Oil (Edibles Technique)  
(form post – 2011)  

Decarboxylating Cannabis: Turning THCA into THC  

Cannabis Decarboxylation – THC Preparation for Unheated Edibles  

Decarboxylation of cannabis: scientific info about temps and times  

The Chemistry of Nitrous-Powered, Pot-Infused Liquor  

Cannabis Chemistry 101  

Do You Decarboxylate Your Weed Before You Cook With It? It Is Highly Recommended  

Now Trending: Rosin Tech  

Potency 101  

Decarboxylating Marijuana: Why It's Important  

How To Make and Use Cannabis-Infused Butter and Oil  

New techniques for the extraction & preparation of cannabis oil: an interview with Alison Wake  

Part 3, How to Assess THC and CBD Levels  
**METHODS OF USE - E-CIGARETTES/ VAPE PENS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vaporizers, e-cigs of the pot world, are booming</td>
<td><a href="http://www.usatoday.com/story/money/business/2014/03/15/marijuana-vaporizing-gains/6042675/">http://www.usatoday.com/story/money/business/2014/03/15/marijuana-vaporizing-gains/6042675/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vape pen reviews: 12 portable vaporizers that stand out</td>
<td><a href="http://www.thecannabist.co/2014/12/22/best-2014-vape-pen-reviews-portable-vaporizers/25747/">http://www.thecannabist.co/2014/12/22/best-2014-vape-pen-reviews-portable-vaporizers/25747/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head in the clouds: The complete noob’s guide to ecigs and vaping</td>
<td><a href="http://www.digitaltrends.com/cool-tech/beginners-guide-to-vaping/#ixzz4P4iHyak9">http://www.digitaltrends.com/cool-tech/beginners-guide-to-vaping/#ixzz4P4iHyak9</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everything You Need To Know If You’re Buying A New Vaporizer</td>
<td><a href="http://herb.co/2017/01/20/buying-new-vaporizer/">http://herb.co/2017/01/20/buying-new-vaporizer/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
METHODS OF USE – EDIBLES – GENERAL USE

Marijuana Fuels a New Kitchen Culture
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/05/19/dining/19pot.html?_r=1&scp=1&sq=marijuana&st=c
(news – 2010)

Cannabis Club Culinary Offerings
(news/ad – 2010)

Marijuana cannabinoids - oral and transdermal methods
http://www.naturalnews.com/034425_marijuana_cannabinoids_medicine.html
(news – 2011)

How to Cook with Weed
https://thebolditalic.com/how-to-cook-with-weed-the-bold-italic-san-francisco-2a779b94a64f
(news – 2011)

Crumbs of comfort: Cannabis cookies are kosher for Passover
(news - 2012)

Cannabis Decarboxylation – THC Preparation for Unheated Edibles
(news – 2012)

Beyond Pot Brownies: The New Cannabis Cuisine
(news – 2012)

Legalized Pot: Smoke It or Eat It?
http://news.yahoo.com/legalized-pot-smoke-eat-172706138.html;_ylt=A2KJjbzsZqJQ5CsAUXjQtDMD
(news – 2012)

Of Edibles And Overdosing
http://beyondchronic.com/2012/04/edibles-and-overdosing/#comment-2799
(news – 2012)

Moldy Marijuana? Legal Markets Spark Push for Health, Safety Standards
(http://www.cnbc.com/id/100678723
(news – 2013)

An Introduction To Marijuana Edibles: What You Should Know About Ingesting Cannabis
http://www.medicaljane.com/2013/02/05/an-introduction-to-marijuana-edibles-why-ingesting-cannabis-just-makes-sense/
(news – 2013)

Too Much, Too Soon
https://thcmag.com/much-soon/
(news – 2013)

Why Research is Right About Smoking vs. Eating Medicinal Marijuana
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2013/05/15/why-research-is-right-about-smoking-vs-eating-medicinal-marijuana/
(news – 2013)

High on Health: Cannabinoids in the Food Supply
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2013/04/25/high-on-health-cbd-in-the-food-supply/
(news – 2013)

My Life As A Professional Cannabis Baker
http://www.buzzfeed.com/emofly/my-life-as-a-professional-cannabis-baker
(news – 2013)

Should Your Aging Parent Try Medical Marijuana?
(news/ anecdotal – 2013)
Tests show THC content in marijuana edibles is inconsistent

Calculating THC dosage for weed-infused recipes

Saturday Diary / Dumb and Dumber: getting a Mile High in Colorado

Treat or nasty trick? Denver police warn of pot-tainted candy

New Test Kit: Parents Can Screen Candy For Marijuana

No Halloween pot poisonings in Denver, hospital says

Don’t Harsh Our Mellow, Dude

A Vogue Editor Cooks with Pot

3 Things You Should Remember (But Probably Won’t) If You Get Too High On Marijuana Edibles

Why growing numbers of pot smokers eat mango before lighting up

Warning: Do Not Vaporize Edible Cannabis Oil

Why Eating A Marijuana Candy Bar Sent Maureen Dowd To Paranoia Hell

It Was Only A Matter Of Time Before The World Got A Marijuana Food Truck
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/05/16/the-firstever-marijuana-f_n_5316913.html (news/ ad – 2014)

With education, nurses can help to bridge the marijuana gap

Cannabinoid Dose and Label Accuracy in Edible Medical Cannabis Products

Potency 101

When Weed Is The Cure: A Doctor's Case for Medical Marijuana
Maureen Dowd burned over pot op-ed (news – 2015)

Coffee and ganja provide a healthy income in Aceh (news – 2015)

The THC Levels in Marijuana Edibles Are Totally Unreliable (news – 2015)
http://www.grubstreet.com/2015/03/thc-levels-edibles.html

Five Tips for Buying Marijuana-Infused Food (news – 2015)
http://www.eastbayexpress.com/LegalizationNation/archives/2015/03/13/five-tips-for-buying-marijuana-infused-food

New frontier for marijuana products: kosher certification (news – 2015)

Users May Never Buy a Pot Laden Dunkin' Donut, But Psychoactive Ice Cream is Readily Available (news – 2015)

Lab: Edibles' potency more accurate than a year ago, still needs work (news – 2015)

Incredible Medibles: Marijuana Meets Culinary Innovation (news – 2015)
http://www.pastemagazine.com/articles/2015/05/incredible-medibles-marijuana-meets-culinary-innov.html


Marijuana-Infused Smoked Salmon Is The Future Of Breakfast (news – 2015)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/05/26/marijuana-smoked-salmon-rosenbergs-bagels_n_7444508.html

Medical Marijuana Is Often Less Potent Than Advertised (news – 2015)
http://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2015/06/23/416791647/medical-marijuana-is-often-less-potent-than-advertised

How the media used one tiny study to wildly exaggerate the threat of marijuana edibles (news – 2015)
http://www.vox.com/2015/6/22/8826011/pot-edibles-dangerous

How to Stay Healthy While You're High (news – 2015)

Colorado may ban 'candy' name on marijuana treats (news – 2015)
http://www.denverpost.com/2015/08/11/colorado-may-ban-candy-name-on-marijuana-treats/

Why Doris, 73, puts cannabis in her sandwiches (news – 2015)


Migraine Frequency Decreased by Medical Marijuana (news & abst – 2016) http://neurosciencenews.com/medical-marijuana-migraine-3440/

Marijuana survey finds medical users more likely to consume edibles and vaporize (news – 2016) http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/01/160128133040.htm


New technique could more accurately measure cannabinoid dosage in marijuana munchies (news – 2016) https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/03/160315085618.htm


Commissioners delay pot jerky decision  

Cooking with cannabis: ‘I have a fish guy, a meat guy and a weed guy’  

Artisanal marijuana crabcakes: Is this the future of getting high?  

Mountain Town News: Yes to cannabis jerky, but still many worries  

Remembering the Florence Nightingale of Medical Marijuana  

Your kid is way more likely to be poisoned by crayons than by marijuana  

Marijuana-munching cops fired after being caught on tape  

Cannabis Counters Migraines (new old news)  
http://www.beyondthc.com/cannabis-counters-migraines-another-news-flash/ 

Colorado gives marijuana candy a new look to avoid confusion  

Ganja Grows Up  
http://www.bendsource.com/bend/ganja-grows-up/Content?oid=2762480 

Want to protect children? Legalize and lock down marijuana  
http://www.eastvalleytribune.com/arizona/article_d2716b90-9a38-11e6-b59c-63efecf71e6d.html 

Marijuana Myths That Just Won’t Die  
http://www.seattleweekly.com/food/marijuana-myths-that-just-wont-die/ 

A new era for cannabis extracts in California  

How Too Much Marijuana Can Cost You an Arm and a Leg  

Medical Marijuana ‘Edibles’ Mostly Mislabeled, Study Show  
http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/636034/?sc=rsmn 

Discover Your Subjective Therapeutic Window: Turning Cannabis Into A Precision Medication  
http://cannabishealthindex.com/cannabis-safety/the-secret-about-cannabis-that-everyone-should-know/
A trade school in Colorado is training foodies and weed enthusiasts to become pot 'sommeliers'

Gourmet ganja? Marijuana dining is growing up, slowly

Why Is Cannabis-Infused Coconut Oil So Powerful?
http://herb.co/2016/10/19/cannabis-infused-coconut-oil/?bt_alias=eyJ1c2VySWQiOiAiYTM4ZDI0ODctMzNmMC00NGRkLWEyOTYtNGI3ZjY1MDIyZDc3In0%3D (news – 2016)

The Early Bird Does Not Get The Legal Weed

Welcome to Pot Shabbat

Better With Age: How Cannabis Improves Quality Of Life

Does CBD Convert to THC When Ingested? The findings from one study conclude it is possible.

Does oral cannabidiol convert to THC, a psychoactive form of cannabinoid, in the stomach?

Pet owners try cannabis edibles, tinctures to ease animal anxiety, arthritis and more

This Machine Was Made for Cannabis, But It Has Become My New Kitchen Essential

Product Review: tCheck Cannabis Oil Potency Tester

I made my son cannabis cookies. They changed his life.

How Long Do The Effects Of Being High On Weed Last?
http://herb.co/2017/02/04/long-high-weed-last/?bt_alias=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%3D (news – 2017)

Marijuana Enthusiasts Are Trading In Joints For Concentrates And Microdosing

Marijuana Labels Could Mislead Kids and Consumers


Medicinal cannabis law change comes too late for Hamilton grandmother
How marijuana edibles keeps this guy focused and working
http://www.salon.com/2017/05/07/how-marijuana-edibles-keeps-this-guy-focused-and-working_partner-2/

Marijuana 101: 5 Tips For Choosing The Best Edible For You

Marijuana-smoked turkey now served in Denver at Cook’s Fresh Market

Kosher Marijuana Edibles Are a Sabbath Necessity for Observant Jewish Stoners

METHODS - EDIBLES - BEVERAGES - CANNABIS TEA

Health Benefits of Cannabis Tea

How To Make Marijuana-Infused Tea
http://www.leafscience.com/2014/07/05/make-marijuana-infused-tea/

This Thai iced tea puts a different spin on “herbal infusion” (recipe)

'Wanna Grab a Marijuana Tea After Work?’

'Grandma's magic remedy:' Mexico's medical marijuana secret

Can I Do Anything With My Cannabis Stems?
http://herb.co/2015/10/13/can-i-do-anything-with-my-cannabis-stems/?bt_alias=eyJ1c2VySWQiOiAiYWI3Y2UzNmMtODFhMi00NjBjLThlNTItM2U0ZWI3MDJiMzczbn0%3D

When Retirement Comes With a Daily Dose of Cannabis
Cannabis Tea Made With Leftover Marijuana Stems? We Have A Recipe! (news – 2017)
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/cannabis-tea-with-leftover-marijuana-stems-we-have-a-recipe/#sthash.556g4uyy.dpuf

Marijuana Infused Tea is Effective in Treating Chronic Pain, Study Finds (news – 2017)
http://www.thedailychronic.net/2017/7372/study-cannabis-infused-tea-effective-for-treating-chronic-pain/

METHODS – EDIBLES - BEVERAGES – OTHER

Form of medical marijuana won’t get you high, but it's creating a buzz (news - 2010)
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/05/31/AR2010053102231.html

Juiced Marijuana Offered to Medical Users as Alternative to Smoking (news - 2010)

A sip replaces a toke with new marijuana soda (news – 2011)

Forget Four Loko: The rise of marijuana soda (news – 2011)

http://theweek.com/article/index/227026/marijuana-infused-wine-the-new-high

The Chemistry of Nitrous-Powered, Pot-Infused Liquor (news – 2013)

Got Hemp Milk? The Benefits of Hemp Milk (news – 2013)

How to Make Canna-Milk (news – 2013)
http://www.weedist.com/2013/08/how-to-make-cannamilk/

Marijuana infused coffee claims to give you a real morning buzz (news – 2014)
http://www.foxnews.com/leisure/2014/06/03/marijuana-infused-coffee-claims-to-give-real-morning-buzz/

With Legal Weed Comes Hemp Beer (news – 2014)

GREEN DRAGON: How to Make Weed Vodka At Home (recipe – 2014)

Coffee and ganja provide a healthy income in Aceh (news – 2015)

Mild-strength marijuana is the future of pot (news – 2015)
http://blog.sfgate.com/smelltheruth/2015/03/31/mild-strength-marijuana-is-the-future-of-pot/

Marijuana coffee pods are here  

Hemp for a Healthy Heart?  
http://blog.lifextension.com/2014/02/hemp-for-healthy-heart.html (news – 2015)

Marijuana-infused wine: Cannabis adds flavor, structure to wine  

The Latest Craze In Winemaking: Marijuana-Infused Wine  

Canadian company's marijuana-infused coffee pods ready for brewing  

A Pot-Flavored Beer? DC: No Marijuana In The Beer ‘Smells Like Freedom”  

The Next Hot Ingredient in Cocktails: Cannabis  

Weed-infused vodka is here, but it's not what you think  

Coffee Pot: What Happens When You Mix Marijuana & Caffeine?  

9 Marijuana Beers for 4/20  

Recipe: Homemade Cannabis-Infused Banana Smoothie  

Making wine with biodynamically farmed grapes — and marijuana  

This green wine is actually made out of marijuana—and it's available in the US  

Cannabis coffee pods are a thing — and they're even compostable  

The Benefits of Organic Hemp Milk  
Humboldt distillery infuses vodka with marijuana

Raw, Vegan Hemp Milk Recipe – How To Make Hemp Milk

Homemade caramel coffee recipe: Pre-packaged cannabis coffee drinks are great, but this is better
http://www.thecannabist.co/2017/05/25/infused-cannabis-drink-recipe-caramel-coffee/80222/

Why Your Next Cocktail Might Taste Like Weed
https://www.bonappetit.com/story/cannabis-cocktails

Marijuana and Milk? Here's what you need to know about weed milk, a relaxing vegan drink

METHODS – EDIBLES – FOODS

CanChew Cannabinoid Gum Available to Patients Early 2013
https://www.medicaljane.com/2012/12/18/canchew-cannabinoid-gum/

Moldy Marijuana? Legal Markets Spark Push for Health, Safety Standards
http://www.cnbc.com/id/100678723

Injured Soldiers Receive Cannabinoid Gum from Adopt-A-Soldier

Cannabinoid Dose and Label Accuracy in Edible Medical Cannabis Products

Users May Never Buy a Pot Laden Dunkin' Donut, But Psychoactive Ice Cream is Readily Available

Medical Marijuana Is Often Less Potent Than Advertised
http://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2015/06/23/416791647/medical-marijuana-is-often-less-potent-than-advertised

Baked Salmon: Pot-Infused Gravlax May Be the Next Big Thing in Edibles

Garyn Angel: Empowering Patients with Homemade Cannabis infusions
http://www.ganjapreneur.com/garyn-angel-magical-butter/

Marijuana labs: Oregon pot tests safer than food
Medical Marijuana ‘Edibles’ Mostly Mislabeled, Study Show  
[news – 2016]  
http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/636034/?sc=rsmn

AXIM bags pot discount for gum to treat multiple sclerosis  
[news/ad – 2016]  

Weed-Infused Olive Oil Means Vinaigrettes Will Be a Lot More Exciting  
[news – 2017]  

**METHODS - EDIBLES - RAW UNHEATED CANNABIS / JUICING**

Form of medical marijuana won't get you high, but it's creating a buzz  
[news - 2010]  
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/05/31/AR2010053103231.html

Juiced Marijuana Offered to Medical Users as Alternative to Smoking  
[news - 2010]  

Marijuana cannabinoids - oral and transdermal methods  
[news – 2011]  
http://www.naturalnews.com/034425_marijuana_cannabinoids_medicine.html

Juicing medical marijuana the latest trend in amazing cures  
[news – 2012]  
http://www.naturalnews.com/034599_medical_marijuana_juicing_cures.html

The Amazing Health Benefits of Juicing Raw Cannabis Leaves  
[news – 2012]  

Juicing cannabis miraculously saves lives after physicians declare the battle lost  
[news – 2012]  
http://www.naturalnews.com/035400_juicing_cannabis_remedies.html

Cannabis Cures Cancer: Look at me, I’m Cancer Free!  
[news – 2012]  
http://www.tokeofthetown.com/2012/10/cannabis_cures_cancer_look_at_me_im_cancer_free.php

Acidic versus Activated Cannabinoids- Tips on How to Choose the Therapy Regimen that is Right for You  
[news – 2012]  
http://pureanalytics.net/blog/2012/05/09/acidic-versus-activated-cannabinoids-tips-on-how-to-choose-the-therapy-regimen-that-is-right-for-you/

Is Juicing Cannabis Better For Health Than Smoking It?  
[news – 2013]  
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2013/01/02/is-juicing-cannabis-better-than-smoking-it/

Some shocking results: A woman replaced 40 medications with raw cannabis juice…  
[news – 2013]  
http://hutriverofnz.wordpress.com/2013/09/08/1604/

6 Reasons To Juice Rather Than Smoke Cannabis  
[news – 2014]  
http://pureanalytics.net/blog/2013/09/10/6-reasons-to-juice-rather-than-smoke-cannabis/
The Benefits of Juicing Cannabis (news – 2014)
http://www.bloomwellbend.com/benefits-juicing-cannabis/

How to Make Non-Psychoactive Cannabis & Carrot Juice (news – 2015)
http://www.medicaljane.com/2015/01/14/non-psychoactive-cannabis-carrot-juice-recipe/

The World of Juicing is Missing Something: RAW CANNABIS (news – 2015)
https://www.thcmag.com/the-world-of-juicing-is-missing-something-raw-cannabis/

No Heat ACTIVE cannabis smoothie recipe...this is real. Experience report (forum post – 2015)

Better With Age: How Cannabis Improves Quality Of Life (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/09/12/better-age-cannabis-improves-quality-life/

Why You Should Be Eating Raw Weed (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/02/13/eating-raw-weed/?bt_alias=eyJ1c2VySWQiOiAiYTM4ZDI0ODctMzNmMC00NGRkLWEyOTYiLCJ6b29saW5lcnQiOiAiL3MyODkyMzU3NzUyNzM2NTIyNzY4MjY4MDMzODE1NTIyL2NyZXMtb3Zlci1zdG9yY2F0aW9uLXN1cnNlcj1jYTAwMDFmYjE2MDIyYzI5MTU2MmQ4ZTciLCJwYXlsb2FkZXIiOiAid2VicnkifQ%3D

5 Reasons Why You Need To Start Eating Raw Cannabis (news – 2017)

**METHODS – EDIBLES – RECIPES** – no date restrictions

Bhang Recipes for Holi (collection- undated)
http://www.indiankitchenfood.com/bhang-recipes-holi/

Recipes from "Onlinepot" (undated)
http://www.onlinepot.org/recipes.htm

Hemp Seed Recipes (collection- undated)
http://manitobaharvest.com/recipes.html

{{Easy}} How to prepare Bhang Receipes at home Easily. (collection- undated)
http://www.theholi.com/2015/03/how-to-prepare-bhang-receipes.html

Edible Marijuana Recipes (collection - undated)
http://theweedscene.com/edible-recipes/

5 Cannabis Recipes That You Need to Try This Spring (collection - undated)
https://www.leafly.com/news/food-travel-sex/5-cannabis-recipes-that-you-need-to-try-this-spring

Alice B. Toklas brownies: the recipe! (recipe – 1994)
http://www.straightdope.com/columns/read/880/alice-b-toklas-brownies-the-recipe

Cannabis Recipes (forum thread/collection - 2004)
Cannabutter In 7 Easy Steps!  
(forum thread/ recipe - 2005)

Moroccan Majoun  
http://www.chowhound.com/recipes/moroccan-majoun-10415  
(recipe – 2008)

Magical Thai Vegan Soup  
http://herb.co/recipes/magical-thai-vegan-soup/  
(news – 2008)

IC Recipe Guide  
(forum thread/ collection - 2008)

Spiced Nuts  
http://herb.co/recipes/spiced-nuts/  
(news – 2009)

Cannabis Cooking Tips From Uncle Buck  
(article – 2010)

Majoon Recipe  
http://goodandbaked.com/recipes/desserts/majoon-recipe/  
(recipe – 2010)

Oven-Roasted Chicken Thighs with Green Chili Sauce  
(recipe – 2010)

Ask Old Hippie: What Can I Do With Marijuana Cooking Oil?  
(article – 2010)

BadKat's CannaPharm: Canna Caps, UV Reactive GLOWING Hash Candy, Canna 'Bombs' & more  
(forum post/ collection - 2011)

Jalapeño Pot Poppers  
http://herb.co/recipes/jalape-o-pot-poppers/  
(recipe – 2011)

How to Cook with Weed  
https://thebolditalic.com/how-to-cook-with-weed-the-bold-italic-san-francisco-2a779b94a64f  
(news – 2011)

How To Blast Off With Nutella Firecrackers  
http://beyondchronic.com/2012/01/how-to-blast-off-nutella-firecrackers/  
(news/recipe – 2012)

Cannabis Decarboxylation – THC Preparation for Unheated Edibles  
(news – 2012)

Super Canna Bowl Chili  
http://herb.co/recipes/super-canna-bowl-chili/  
(recipe – 2012)

Pineapple Express Upside Down Cake  
http://www.foodrepublic.com/recipes/pineapple-express-upside-down-cake/  
(recipe – 2012)

Kitchen Kush: The best cannabutter in America? Yep, in just 7 easy steps
Stoner Sundae: How to Make Weed Ice Cream
http://www.thefader.com/2013/07/03/stoner-sundae-how-to-make-weed-ice-cream/

The notorious ‘pot brownie’ recipe from ‘The Alice B. Toklas Cookbook’
http://dangerousminds.net/comments/the_notorious_pot_brownie_recipe_from_the_alice_b._toklas_cookbook

How To Make Quick & Easy Cannabutter
http://herb.co/recipes/quick-easy-cannabutter/

One Bunch of Fresh Cannabis Leaves (Underground Pop-Up Weed-Dinner Green Congee)
http://www.newyorker.com/culture/culture-desk/one-bunch-of-fresh-cannabis-leaves

How To Make Cannabis Infused Sweet Potatoes That Are Vegan, Gluten-free
http://www.medicaljane.com/2014/12/01/how-to-make-vegan-gluten-free-cannabis-infused-sweet-potatoes/

Stoner Sundae: How to Make Weed Ice Cream
http://www.thefader.com/2013/07/03/stoner-sundae-how-to-make-weed-ice-cream/

The notorious ‘pot brownie’ recipe from ‘The Alice B. Toklas Cookbook’
http://dangerousminds.net/comments/the_notorious_pot_brownie_recipe_from_the_alice_b._toklas_cookbook

Cooking with Cannabis: How to Make Weed Butter
http://gizmodo.com/cooking-with-cannabis-how-to-make-weed-butter-1500453696

Cooking With Cannabis: 8 Delicious Marijuana Recipes
https://www.thestreet.com/story/12784956/1/cooking-cannabis-8-delicious-marijuana-recipes.html

Marijuana Spa Products You Can Make at Home
https://www.mainstreet.com/article/marijuana-spa-products-you-can-make-home-0

Cooking with Cannabis – Ricotta Stuffed Mushrooms
http://www.bloomwellbend.com/cooking-cannabis-ricotta-stuffed-mushrooms/

Smokin’ mac ’n cheese ultimate comfort food (recipe)
http://www.thecannabist.co/2014/03/03/marijuana-recipe-kitchen-kush-smokin-mac-n-cheese-savor-entree-marijuana-enhanced/3962/

This Thai iced tea puts a different spin on “herbal infusion” (recipe)

How to Make Non-Psychoactive Cannabis & Carrot Juice
http://www.medicaljane.com/2015/01/14/non-psychoactive-cannabis-carrot-juice-recipe/

Not Your Mother’s Pot Brownie
http://hereandnow.wbur.org/2015/05/25/pot-edibles-recipes?utm_medium=RSS&utm_campaign=storiesfromnpr

Mahjoun (Moroccan Hash Jam)
Cannabis Infused Sugar Cookies: Recipe
https://www.hellomd.com/health-wellness/cannabis-infused-sugar-cookies-recipe
(news – 2015)

Go Ask Alice: The History of Toklas’ Legendary Hashish Fudge
(news – 2015)

Here’s how to make a marijuana-infused ‘weed turkey’ this Thanksgiving
http://fusion.net/story/236079/weed-turkey-thanksgiving-dinner/
(news – 2015)

OH’s Law Of Cannabis Edible Potency
(news – 2015)

Golden Delight Drink
http://herb.co/recipes/golden-delight/
(news – 2015)

Tomahawk Rib Eye
https://www.thcmag.com/tomahawk-rib-eye/
(news – 2015)

Medicated Coffee Creamer Recipe
(forum post – 2015)

12 Delicious Bhang Recipes That You Should Definitely Try Out This Holi
https://www.scoopwhoop.com/bhang-recipes-for-holi/
(collection – 2016)

Make your own cannabutter in seven easy steps [PHOTOS]
http://www.denverpost.com/2016/05/26/cannabutter-marijuana-infused-butter/
(news – 2016)

Cannabis-Infused Dark Chocolate Coconut Balls
(news – 2016)

Cannabis Cupcakes
(news – 2016)

Chewy granola bars are some good-for-you ganja goodness (video recipe)
http://www.thecannabist.co/2014/05/05/marijuana-recipes-granola-bars-chewy-kitchen-kush-raisins-nuts/11149/
(news – 2016)

How to Make a Great-Tasting Cannabis Smoothie
(news – 2016)

How To Make and Use Cannabis-Infused Butter and Oil
http://beyondchronic.com/2016/08/how-make-use-cannabis-infused-butter-oil/
(news – 2016)

TFT How To: Make The Best Vegan Cannabutter Ever In The Oven
(news – 2016)

Celebrate Danksgiving With These Marijuana Infused Turkey Day Treats
http://www.laweekly.com/restaurants/celebrate-danksgiving-with-these-marijuana-infused-turkey-day-treats-7622744
(news – 2016)
5 Weed Brownie Recipes That Will Blow Your Mind (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/12/08/weed-brownie-recipes-2/

How to Make Pot Infused Crepes in Honor of Bastille Day in France (news – 2016)

Recipe: Homemade Cannabis-Infused Banana Smoothie (news – 2016)
https://weedy.com/news/recipe-homemade-cannabis-infused-banana-smoothie%0A

Cannabis-Infused Turkey Sage Meatballs (news – 2016)

Marijuana Milk? It’s A Thing And We Have The Recipe (news – 2016)
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/got-milk-heres-how-to-make-a-killer-cannabis-version/

Mexican Hot Chocolate (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/recipes/mexican-hot-chocolate/

Recipe: Cannabis Courgettes à la Plancha (news – 2016)
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/recipe-cannabis-courgettes-a-la-plancha/

The Benefits of Organic Hemp Milk (news - 2016)

Ask a Stoner: How Can I Have a Merryjuana Christmas? (news – 2016)
http://www.houstonpress.com/news/ask-a-stoner-how-can-i-have-a-merryjuana-christmas-9040585

Recipe: Nigerian Red Kidney Bean Stew with Cannabis Oil (news – 2016)

T.H.Ghee (news – 2016)
https://www.bonappetit.com/recipe/thghee

Get Totally Baked With Weed-Filled Hamantaschen (news – 2017)

Relatively Simple Modernist Marijuana Cooking: Powdered Cannabutter (news – 2017)

5 Ways To Utilize Leftover Marijuana Pulp From Cannabutter (news – 2017)

Mini cannabis pizzas can be made now, enjoyed later | Recipe (recipe – 2017)

Tell Us Your Story: Marijuana Mac & Cheese Helps Ease Alzheimer’s (news – 2017)

This ‘Baked’ Banana Bread Can Be Made Gluten Free And Vegan (news – 2017)
Recipe: Bring the Heat with These Spicy Infused Chicken Wings  

Effortless Gourmet Breakfast: Cannabis-Spiked Chia Seed Pudding  
https://thefreshtoast.com/recipes/effectless-gourmet-breakfast-cannabis-spiked-chia-seed-pudding/

Wake And Bake With Potzo Brei This Passover  

Carnival Sweet Potato Fries with Cannabutter Recipe  

Double Down On Adulthood With This Cannabis Crème Brûlée  
https://thefreshtoast.com/recipes/double-down-on-adulthood-with-this-cannabis-creme-brulee/

Infused Chicken Parmesan and Pasta  

Filling And Life Affirming Dinner: Marijuana-Infused Ma Po Tofu  

An Extra-Lifting Lemongrass, Cannabis Coconut Soup For A Terpinous Trip  

Weed-infused stuffed French toast recipe: An elegant, elevated and easy breakfast  
http://www.thecannabist.co/2017/05/11/marijuana-stuffed-french-toast-recipe/79270/

Tired of Hummus? Try Cannabis-Infused Vegan White Bean Tapenade  

What Is Bhang? A History Lesson and a Recipe  

Vegan Cannabis Fruit Snacks, Because Why Not?  
https://thefreshtoast.com/food/vegan-cannabis-fruit-snacks-because-why-not/

Should You Mix Turmeric And Weed For Pain Management?  
http://www.thealternativedaily.com/turmeric-and-weed-for-pain/

Chilly? Make Some Marijuana-Infused Turmeric Hot Cocoa  
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/marijuana-infused-turmeric-hot-cocoa/

TFT How To: Make These Soft Pretzels Dosed With THC  
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/tft-how-to-make-these-soft-pretzels-dosed-with-thc/

Cannabis Tea Made With Leftover Marijuana Stems? We Have A Recipe!  
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/cannabis-tea-with-leftover-marijuana-stems-we-have-a-recipe/#sthash.556g4uyy.dpuf

Homemade caramel coffee recipe: Pre-packaged cannabis coffee drinks are great, but this is better  
http://www.thecannabist.co/2017/05/11/marijuana-stuffed-french-toast-recipe/79270/
These Cannabis Prosecco Popsicles Are The Ultimate Chill Out  

The Ultimate Summer Food: Strawberry Salad With Coconut-Cannabis Dressing  

Recipe: Cannabis Cornbread  

How To Make Pot Chips Using the Leftover Leaves From Your Marijuana Harvest  

METHODS OF USE – HASHISH

Making hash is easier than you think!  

Thank goats for best hashish  

How To Make Dry Ice Hash  

Study identifies teens at risk for hashish use  

Concentrates 101: What’s on the market, from kief and CO2 oil to BHO  

In remote Indian village, cannabis is its only livelihood  

Beyond Buds: A Look into Ed Rosenthal’s New Guide to Cannabis Extracts  

THC-A Crystalline: The World’s Strongest Hash With 99.99% THC  

What Is Charas Cannabis Concentrate?  

High and dry: Pakistan’s penchant for hash  
**METHODS OF USE – INHALERS**

PUFFiT Portable Inhaler Vaporizer Review  
[news/ad – 2013](http://azmarijuana.com/vape/puffit-portable-inhaler-vaporizer-review/)

Study: Cannabis Inhaler Delivers Effective Relief To Neuropathy Patients  
[news - 2014](http://blog.norml.org/2014/08/18/study-cannabis-inhaler-delivers-effective-relief-to-neuropathy-patients/)

The Syqe Inhaler: 3D Printing Meets Medical Marijuana  

LaraPharm’s dry-powder inhaler delivers cannabis like a medicine  

This Company Thinks It’s High Time for a Medical Marijuana Inhaler  

Weed inhalers may soon be available to folks who use medical marijuana  

Israeli And American Companies Create Marijuana Inhaler For Sleep  
[news – 2017](http://forward.com/fast-forward/366463/israeli-and-american-companies-create-marijuana-inhaler-for-sleep/)

**METHODS OF USE – MICRO-DOISING / LOW DOSE**

Exploring Therapeutic Microdoses Of Cannabis  
[news – 2012](http://beyondchronic.com/2012/07/exploring-therapeutic-microdoses-cannabis/)

Low Doses of THC (Cannabis) Can Halt Brain Damage, Study Suggests  
[news – 2013](http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/05/130530132531.htm)

'Microdosing' is the future of marijuana  

Less Is More: Why Low-Dose Cannabis Is Important  

Cannabis Microdosing  
[news – 2016](https://www.marijuanatimes.org/cannabis-microdosing/)

Marijuana Enthusiasts Are Trading In Joints For Concentrates And Microdosing  
Microdosing Marijuana: What Doctors Say Is The Best Way To Consume
(news – 2017)  
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/microdosing-marijuana-doctors-say/#sthash.XOh83Hlf.dpuf

Pot brownies could lose some punch under proposed California rules  
(news – 2017)  

Can microdosing enhance your fitness routine?
(news – 2017)  
http://www.thecannabist.co/2017/03/02/microdosing-marijuana-fitness-challenge/74697/

Can marijuana actually help you exercise? I got high and ran 6 miles to find out
(news – 2017)  
https://mic.com/articles/177049/can-marijuana-actually-help-you-exercise-i-got-high-and-ran-6-miles-to-ind-out#.jXeCp84oh

Microdosing With Cannabis: Benefits Without the Buzz
(news – 2017)  

Medical Marijuana for Seizures
(news – 2017)  
https://www.projectcbd.org/article/medical-marijuana-seizures-sulak-saneto-goldstein

METHODS OF USE – NANOPLATFORMS/ NANOPARTICLES, etc.

High on Nano: Cannabinoid Nanoparticles to Treat the Primary Cause of Heart Attack
(news – 2013)  

Scientists Pursue Cannabis-Based Nanoparticles For Heart Disease
(news – 2013)  
http://www.leafscience.com/2013/12/10/scientists-pursue-cannabis-based-nanoparticles-heart-disease/

InMed Announces Positive Pre-Clinical Data on an Ocular Hydrogel Formulation using a Biosynthesized Cannabinoid
(news – 2017)  
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/143739f3-72aa-334d-94b1-bf831c3e90bb/ss_inmed-announces-positive.html

METHODS OF USE – RSO / RICK SIMPSON’S OIL/ HEMP OIL/ PHOENIX OIL

How to make Cannabis Oil (aka RSO or “Hemp Oil”)  
(article – undated)  
https://patients4medicalmarijuana.wordpress.com/how-to-make-cannabis-oil-aka-rso-or-hemp-oil/

Medical Marijuana: The Illegal Herb that Fights Cancer
(news - 2011)  

Cannabis Science Provides Physician’s Documentation That Confirms Successful Treatment of Skin Cancer
(news/ info-mercical – 2011)  
Cannabis Cures Cancer: Look at me, I’m Cancer Free! (news – 2012)
http://www.tokeofthetown.com/2012/10/cannabis_cures_cancer_look_at_me_im_cancer_free.php

Cannabis For Infant's Brain Tumor, Doctor Calls Child "A Miracle Baby" (news – 2012)

Cannabis Oil Shrinks “One Of The Worst” Cancers (news/ ad – 2012)

Marijuana Helped Teen Fight Leukemia, Say Doctors (news – 2013)


As Anecdotal Reports of Anti-Cancer Effects from Cannabis 'Oil' Pile Up, Doctors Stress Need to Document Its Effects (news – 2013)

4 Examples of Alternative Cancer Therapies (news – 2013)
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2013/05/23/cancer-therapies/

Tommy Chong Is "Cancer Free;" Claims Marijuana Cures Cancer (news – 2013)

Rick Simpson Oil (RSO)- learn about Rick Simpson and how to make RSO (news – 2013)

Psoriasis - Treated with Cannabis Oil (anecdotal – 2013)

The Comprehensive Report on the Cannabis Extract Movement and the Use of Cannabis Extracts to Treat Diseases (link to upload - 2014)
http://www.slideshare.net/TheHempSolution/comprehensive-report-on-the-cannabis-extract-movement

Non-psychoactive CBD oil made from marijuana plants poised to be game-changer (news - 2014)

Cherotah Man Credits Cannabis Oil For Improved Health (COPD) (news – 2014)
http://www.newson6.com/story/26293519/cherotah-man-credits-cannabis-oil-for-improved-health

Bid to Expand Medical Marijuana Business Faces Federal Hurdles (news – 2014)

Cannabis Extract Fights 'Incurable Form' of Leukemia (news – 2014)
http://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/cannabis-extract-fights-incurable-form-leukemia
Alysa Erwin’s cancer is back, and doctors won't help her with cannabis oil treatment (news – 2014)

Cannabis oil stopped my cancer says Lake Macquarie's Susannah Patch (news – 2014)

Using high CBD cannabis oil to reduce tumor growth (news – 2015)

13-Year-Old Chico Ryder is Kickin’ Cancer with Cannabis Oil (news – 2015)

Health Canada Authorizes Emerald Health to begin Production of Cannabis Oil and to Expand Production Space (news/ad – 2015)

Utah mom in hiding, fears losing kids for treating daughter with cannabis oil (news – 2016)

Study: Marijuana Extract Oil Mitigates Symptoms Of Alzheimer’s-Induced Dementia (news – 2016)

Cannabis oil a saving grace for Lake Country woman after end of life diagnosis (news – 2016)

Die or break the law: man illegally healed with medical marijuana identifies himself (news – 2016)

69-Year Old Says Cannabis Oil is Keeping Him Healthy and Strong Six Years After Mesothelioma Diagnosis (news – 2016)

Surviving Mesothelioma Releases Second Installment in Cannabis Oil Series Detailing Patient’s Remarkable Survival Regimen (news – 2016)
http://www.prweb.com/releases/2016/04/prweb13368373.htm

"try cannabis" (news – 2016)
http://slow-mixmary.blogspot.com/

Alyssa Erwin Beats Back Cancer Twice With Cannabis After Being Told She Had No Options, Twice (news – 2016)

Better With Age: How Cannabis Improves Quality Of Life (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/09/12/better-age-cannabis-improves-quality-life/
How To Make The Best Medical Cannabis Oil

In Peru, mothers rouse support for legalizing medical marijuana

Medical marijuana access in SA a ‘farce’

Autism awareness month: fight for cannabis oil

"Medical marijuana refugee" Laurie Gaddis uses cannabis to treat her skin cancer
(news – 2017)

Vireo Health's marijuana smuggling scandal

Miracle Plant: Can Medical Marijuana Heal Wounds?

Don't Believe Oklahoma’s Meaningless CBD Stunt

Bible Hill grad student researches methods of stabilizing cannabis oil

Marijuana ‘saved my life’

Concentrate Shelf Life: How Long Does Cannabis Oil Last?

Cancer and Kids: Is Medical Marijuana the Answer?

New Colombia Resources, Inc. Announces their Sannabis Indica Essential Oil and Pure Extract Together Shrunk a Cancerous Tumor by 50% in Three Months in a Terminally Ill Cancer Patient

**METHODS OF USE – SECOND-HAND SMOKE**

METHODS OF USE - SMOKING - also see SMOKED CANNABIS AS MEDICINE

Study: Smoking pot may ease chronic pain

Study Claims Cannabis Reduces Chronic Pain

Smoking marijuana not linked to obesity: study

Smoked Marijuana IS Medicine: Feds Still Distributing Rolled Joints

Differences Between Smoking Cigarettes & Marijuana

Pot smoking not tied to middle-age mental decline
http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/01/04/us-drugs-idUSTRE8030AE20120104 (news – 2012)

Legalized Pot: Smoke It or Eat It?

Cannabis and the Lung: No More Smoking Gun?

Why Research is Right About Smoking vs. Eating Medicinal Marijuana
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2013/05/15/why-research-is-right-about-smoking-vs-eating-medicinal-marijuana/ (news – 2013)

Is Juicing Cannabis Better For Health Than Smoking It?
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2013/01/02/is-juicing-cannabis-better-than-smoking-it/ (news – 2013)

Mangoes Elevate High From Smoking Marijuana: Are They A Healthier Alternative To The 'Munchies'?
Dermatologists: Marijuana Can Improve Your Skin, But Not If You Smoke It (news – 2013)  

Science for stoners: What is marijuana “abuse?” (news – 2013)  
http://www.salon.com/2013/10/26/science_for_stoners_what_is_marijuana_abuse/  

The Truth About Marijuana Smoke: A Smelly Study (news/ad – 2013)  

Why growing numbers of pot smokers eat mango before lighting up (news – 2014)  
http://www.salon.com/2014/07/11/why_growing_numbers_of_pot_smokers_eat_mango_before_lighting_up_partner/  

http://thinkprogress.org/health/2015/01/22/3614459/new-pot-research/  

Hookah myth debunked: They don’t filter out toxic chemicals (news – 2015)  

Study: Smoking Marijuana Does Not Raise Lung Cancer Risk (news – 2015)  
http://cancer.about.com/od/smokingandcancer/f/marijuana.htm  

Mild-strength marijuana is the future of pot (news – 2015)  
http://blog.sfgate.com/smellthetruth/2015/03/31/mild-strength-marijuana-is-the-future-of-pot/  

Potent joint wrapped in 24-karat gold creates a buzz (news – 2015)  

10 Unique Rolling Papers You Don’t Know Exist (news – 2015)  
http://maryjanesdiary.com/10-unique-rolling-papers-you-may-not-know-exist/  

College Kids Now Prefer ‘Funny’ Cigarettes (news – 2015)  

8 Tips To Hide The Smell Of Weed (news – 2015)  
http://herb.co/2015/10/20/hide-the-smell-of-weed/?bt_alias=evJ1c2V0aSWQ0aBYTM4ZDk0DctMzNmMC00NGRkLWFEvOTYzNGI3ZjY1MDIzZDc3In0%3D  

Marijuana Shown to Be Less Damaging to Lungs Than Tobacco (news – 2015)  
http://www.ucsf.edu/news/2012/01/11282/marijuana-shown-be-less-damaging-lungs-tobacco  

How to Roll a Joint Perfectly Every Time (news – 2016)  

Which Is Worse For You – Marijuana Smoke Or Tobacco Smoke? (news – 2016)  
http://www.theweeklyweedonline.com/which-is-worse-for-you-marijuana-smoke-or-tobacco-smoke/  

Cutting the Weed: Joints Have Less Marijuana Than Thought (news – 2016)  

Science Figures Out How Much Pot Is In a Joint (news – 2016)
Finally: Researchers have figured out how much weed is in a typical joint

(News – 2016)


Dear Stoner: What Is Thai Stick? + Should I stick with Zig-Zags?

(News – 2016)


How to Smoke Weed: A Beginner's Guide

(News – 2016)


Identifying Old or Bad Cannabis Past its Shelf Life

(News – 2016)


Teens Now Associate ‘Smoking’ With Marijuana, Not Cigarettes

(News – 2016)


Cannabis Advice for the Novice Consumer

(News – 2016)

https://www.hellomd.com/health-wellness/cannabis-advice-for-the-novice-consumer

The Shocking Differences Between Cannabis and Tobacco Smoke

(News – 2016)

https://www.greenrushdaily.com/2016/01/10/differences-cannabis-tobacco-smoke/

How to Make the World’s Best Sploof

(News – 2016)

https://www.greenrushdaily.com/2016/02/25/make-worlds-best-sploof/

Will I Get Higher If I Hold In My Hit Longer?

(News – 2016)

https://www.greenrushdaily.com/2016/10/21/will-get-higher-hold-hit-longer/

Finally: Researchers have figured out how much weed is in a typical joint

(News – 2016)


Why Do We Always Compare Smoking Weed to Drinking Alcohol?

(News – 2016)


The Early Bird Does Not Get the Legal Weed

(News – 2016)


4 Ways To Tell If You’ve Been Smoking Moldy Weed

(News – 2016)

http://herb.co/2016/12/27/smoking-moldy-weed/?bt_alias=evJ1c2VvSWG0OiYTM4ZDB0OxtMzNmMC00NGRkLWFyODYyNGJ3ZjY1MDIvZDc3In0%3D

Cannabis Microdosing

(News – 2016)

https://www.marijuanatimes.org/cannabis-microdosing/

Marijuana Enthusiasts Are Trading In Joints For Concentrates And Microdosing

(News – 2017)


Government marijuana looks nothing like the real stuff. See for yourself.

(News – 2017)


O, Cannabis! How to Taste the Nuances of Marijuana Like a Pro

(News – 2017)

http://valleyadvocate.com/2017/03/27/how-to-taste-marijuana-like-a-pro/
Does Smoking More Weed Get You Higher, Or High For Longer?  (news – 2017)
http://herb.co/2017/04/24/smoking-get-higher-high-longer/

http://herb.co/2017/02/04/long-high-weed-last/?bt_alias=eyJ1c2VySWQiOiAiYTM4ZDI0MC00NGE0LTQ1MDktMjI5MS0wOTY4MDljZmRhZjYiLCJoYXNoIjoiMjIyOWZlZDctMDI0ZS00MWMxLThiZjMtOTA1ZmVjMTRiNjU0In0%3D

What is marijuana wax? Crumble, shatter, budder and the dizzying world of concentrates (news – 2017)

Is Vaping Safe? The Differences Between Vaping vs. Smoking Cannabis (news – 2017)

Is Smoking Weed While Pregnant Really So Bad? (news – 2017)
https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/gyy8pm/is-smoking-weed-while-pregnant-really-so-bad-v24n7

5 Methods Of Smoking Ranked From Most Healthy To Least Healthy (news – 2017)
http://herb.co/2017/04/25/methods-smoking-healthy/

Researchers identify main factors of home indoor air pollution: marijuana surprisingly plays a big role (news – 2017)
http://www.zmescience.com/ecology/home-air-pollution-study/

Investigators warn of creative drug paraphernalia (news – 2017)

The Sushi Blunt Will Make You Extremely Hungry (news – 2017)
https://www.civilized.life/articles/the-sushi-blunt-will-make-you-extremely-hungry/

How to Entertain with Weed: An Etiquette Guide (news – 2017)

METHODS OF USE – SUPPOSITORY

Backdoor Medicine: How Cannabis Suppositories Can Save Lives (news – undated)
http://www.cannabisoils.ca/backdoor-medicine-how-cannabis-suppositories-can-save-lives/

https://mothernatureandyou.org/2015/05/22/cannabis-suppositories-is-the-posterior-superior/

RECTAL ABSORPTION OF CANNABINOIDS. (news – 2015)
http://www.greenbridgemed.com/rectal-absorption-of-cannabinoids/

Weed-infused 'female suppositories' are a thing now (news – 2016)

Cannabis-based vagina suppositories the latest invention to help ease period pain (news – 2016)

Do Cannabis-Infused Suppositories Actually Work? We Put One to the Test (news – 2016)  
https://www.leafly.com/news/lifestyle/we-tries-a-vaginal-cannabis-suppository-so-you-dont-have-to

The Butt of the Story: Why Rectal Cannabis is a Great Choice for Many Patients (news – 2016)  

Breaking Taboo: The Rise Of Cannabis Suppositories (news – 2016)  

Pot for periods? Medical marijuana marketed as monthly pain relief (news – 2016)  

Cannabis Suppositories Provide Patients With a Beneficial Alternative to Traditional Methods of Ingestion (news – 2016)  

Marijuana tampons might mark end of period pain (news – 2016)  

How to Make Marijuana Suppositories at Home (article – 2017)  

A Mother With Stage 4 Colon Cancer: How Marijuana Helped (news – 2017)  
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/a-mother-with-stage-4-colon-cancer-how-marijuana-helped/#sthash.wTX7QKIa.dpuf

Verify: Do marijuana suppositories relieve severe menstrual cramps? (news – 2017)  


METHODS OF USE – TINCTURES

Marijuana Tincture (article & video – 2010)  
http://patients4medicalmarijuana.wordpress.com/medical-use-of-cannabis-video/marijuana-tincture/

WildWill's Glycerin Tincture HOW-TO (forum thread - 2010)  

Extractum Cannabis (news – forum repost - 2010)  
Ask Old Hippie: How Do You Make Green Dragon?

Taming Tinctures – Liquid Cannabis

How to Make Glycerine Tincture
http://www.weedist.com/2013/02/how-to-make-glycerine-tincture/ (news – 2013)

How to Brew Cannabis Tinctures (Eyedroppers Full of Happiness)

Monterey County seniors finding pain relief in medical marijuana

Alcoholic Herbal Tintures: The Basics

GREEN DRAGON: How to Make Weed Vodka At Home

DR ALLAN FRANKEL’S EARLY VERSION INITIAL DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION GUIDE

'Grandma's magic remedy:' Mexico's medical marijuana secret

What is a Cannabis Tincture?

Can I Do Anything With My Cannabis Stems?
http://herb.co/2015/10/13/can-i-do-anything-with-my-cannabis-stems/?bt_alias=eyJ1c2VySWQiOiAiYWI3Y2UzNmMtODFjMS00NjBjLThiNTItM2U0ZWI3MDJiMzZk2In0%3D (news – 2015)

Why I chose to use cannabis
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4791147/ (article – 2016)

Weed-infused vodka is here, but it's not what you think

Making wine with biodynamically farmed grapes — and marijuana

A new era for cannabis extracts in California

Cannabis concentrates lead new era in California

Beyond Buds: A Look into Ed Rosenthal’s New Guide to Cannabis Extracts
(news – 2016)


METHODS OF USE - TOPICAL OINTMENTS


Dupuytren's Contracture resolves with topical cannabis salve (news – undated) http://cannabisclinicians.org/view-all-case-reports/entry/622/


Jesus & Cannabis (article/ recipe – 2015)


Why Is Cannabis-Infused Coconut Oil So Powerful? - http://herb.co/2016/10/19/cannabis-infused-coconut-oil/?bt_alias=eJ1c2VvSWQOiAjtYTM4ZDI0ODctMyNzNmMC00NGRkLWEyOTYtNGE3ZiY1MDIzZDc3In0%3D - (news – 2016)


METHODS OF USE - TOPICAL OINTMENT RECIPES

Topical Cannabis Healing Salve (recipe – 2010)
http://patients4medicalmarijuana.wordpress.com/2010/04/30/topical-cannabis-healing-salve/

Balms from canna roots (forum thread - 2010)
http://www.greenpassion.org/showthread.php?t=20879

Medical Marijuana Topical Balm Recipe for Eczema, Sore Joints, PMS Cramps (recipe – 2011)

Psoriasis - Treated with Cannabis Oil (anecdotal – 2013)

Marijuana Lotion for Pain Relief: A Soothing Workaday Recipe (news/recipe – 2014)

Marijuana Spa Products You Can Make at Home (news – 2014)
https://www.mainstreet.com/article/marijuana-spa-products-you-can-make-home-0

How to Give Yourself a Cannabis Facial (news – 2014)
http://www.elle.com/the-pot-issue/hemp-facial-diy

Jesus & Cannabis (article/ recipe – 2015)
https://patients4medicalmarijuana.wordpress.com/marijuana-info/marijuana-in-the-bible/jesus-cannabis/

Cannabis Salve for Pain- Neuropathy – Yep, I had shingles. :( (news – 2015)


Comfrey Canna Salve Recipe For Aches & Pains (recipe – forum post – 2016)

Medical Cannabis in the Palliation of Malignant Wounds—A Case Report (article – 2017)
http://www.jpsmjournal.com/article/S0885-3924(16)30328-1/abstract

METHODS OF USE - TRANSDERMAL PATCH

Marijuana cannabinoids - oral and transdermal methods (news – 2011)
http://www.naturalnews.com/034425_marijuana_cannabinoids_medicine.html

Seattle company to market medical marijuana patch to control pain in dogs, horses (news – 2011)
The Surprising New Way to Get High
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/surprising-new-way-get-high

Marijuana-infused patch maker seeks to open production facility in Aspen

Product Review: Mary’s Medicinals Transdarmal Patch
http://www.weedist.com/2014/05/product-review-marys-medicinals-transdermal-patch/

Will Cannabis Salves and Topicals Cause a Positive Drug Test?

Transdermal Cannabis Patches - The Future Is Here
https://cannabis.net/blog/medical/transdermal-cannabis-patches-the-future-is-here

What Are THC, CBD, and Other Cannabis-Derived Transdermal Patches?

METHODS OF USE – VAPORIZERS - also see E-CIGARETTES/VAPE PENS

What is a Vaporizer?

Intro to Temperature Control With a Vaporizer

Capsule Warning: The AVB Experiment That Went Wrong
http://beyondchronic.com/2012/08/capsule-warning-avb-experiment-wrong/

California pot research backs therapeutic claims
http://www.sacbee.com/2012/07/12/4625608/california-pot-research-backs.html

Simple Method: Isolating & Extracting INDIVIDUAL Cannabinoids... from BadKittySmiles

Cannabis and the Lung: No More Smoking Gun?

The Best Temperature For A Vaporizer Is ...
http://www.eastbayexpress.com/LegalizationNation/archives/2013/09/16/the-best-temperature-for-a-vaporizer-is

The Advantages of Vaporizing Medical Marijuana

Study: Vaporized, Low-Potency Cannabis Mitigates Neuropathic Pain
http://blog.norml.org/2013/01/03/study-vaporized-low-potency-cannabis-mitigates-neuropathic-pain/
New Study: Vaporized Marijuana is a Safe and Effective Pain Treatment  (news – 2013)

Dermatologists: Marijuana Can Improve Your Skin, But Not If You Smoke It

Best Eight Vape Pens and Portable Vaporizers 2013  (news/ad – 2013)

The Truth About Marijuana Smoke: A Smelly Study  (news/ad – 2013)

3 Studies That Prove Vaporizers Are Good For Your Lungs (news – 2014)
http://www.leavesciencenews.com/2014/01/11/3-studies-prove-vaporizers-good-lungs/

Vaporizers, e-cigs of the pot world, are booming  (news – 2014)
http://usatoday.com/story/money/business/2014/03/15/marijuana-vaporizing-gains/6042675/

Vapourizing marijuana reaching trend status, Canadian doctor says  (news – 2014)
https://ca.news.yahoo.com/vapourizing-marijuana-reaching-trend-status-144153865.html

Vaporized medical marijuana study given green light  (news – 2014)
http://abc7news.com/health/vaporized-medical-marijuana-study-given-green-light/261437/

MEDICAL MARIJUANA : Out of the Shadows  (news – 2014)

Warning: Do Not Vaporize Edible Cannabis Oil  (news – 2014)

5 Portable Marijuana Vaporizers Worth Investing In  (news/ad – 2014)
http://www.leavesciencenews.com/2014/09/06/5-portable-marijuana-vaporizers-need-invest/

http://www.theweeklyweedonline.com/herbalizer-vaporizer/

Newest Vapor Pens Keep Selling For A Reason  (news/ad – 2014)

Magic Flight Launch Box – MFLB  (news / ad – 2014)
http://www.theweeklyweedonline.com/magic-flight-launch-box/

Confirmation of the trials and tribulations of vaping  (article – 2015)

Study: Use Of Vaporizers Mitigates Pulmonary Risks Associated With Cannabis Smoking  (news – 2015)
No smoke, no fire: What the initial literature suggests regarding vapourized cannabis and respiratory risk


The Growth of the Vaporizer Industry


Dank Tanks: Convenient, Potent Cannabis Extracts For Your Vape Pen


5 Marijuana Vaporizers Offering a Better, Healthier High

http://www.cheatsheet.com/business/5-marijuana-vaporizers-offering-a-better-healthier-high.html/?a=viewall

Best vape pens 2015 – vaporizer and cartridge review


Top 5 Desktop Vaporizers of 2015


Volcano Vaporizer

http://www.theweeklyweedonline.com/volcano-vaporizer-digit-classic/

Smoking Marijuana has been a life changer but it’s killing my lungs. I am a total newbie with vaporizers but need help choosing one.

https://www.reddit.com/r/vaporents/comments/34jo7g/smoking_marijuana_has_been_a_life_changer_but/

Marijuana survey finds medical users more likely to consume edibles and vaporize

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/01/160128133040.htm

Study: Vaporizers Deliver Safe And Reliable Doses Of Cannabinoids


Vaping weed is good for your skin

http://metro.co.uk/2016/03/18/vaping-weed-is-good-for-your-skin-5759607/

'Creative' stoners planted seed for safer medical marijuana: study


This Is What Happens to Your Beauty on Marijuana

https://www.yahoo.com/beauty/this-is-what-happens-to-1411025717600310.html

Science/Human: Inhaled cannabis reduces neuropathic pain in patients with spinal cord injury

http://www.cannabis-med.org/english/bulletin/ww_en_db_cannabis_artikel.php?id=482#2

Head in the clouds: The complete noob’s guide to ecigs and vaping


Discover Your Subjective Therapeutic Window: Turning Cannabis Into A Precision Medication

http://cannabishealthindex.com/cannabis-safety/the-secret-about-cannabis-that-everyone-should-know/
https://www.hellomd.com/health-wellness/beginner-s-guide-finding-the-right-marijuana-vaporizer

Better With Age: How Cannabis Improves Quality Of Life (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/09/12/better-age-cannabis-improves-quality-life/

Do You Know Your Optimum Vaping Temperature? (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/08/18/optimum-vaping-temperature

Using a Vaporizer is the Best Way to Avoid Terpene Destruction (news – 2016)
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/using-a-vaporizer-is-the-best-way-to-avoid-terpene-destruction/

The Best Vape Pen for Every Appetite (news/ad – 2016)
http://gizmodo.com/the-best-vape-pen-for-every-appetite-1652373346

Medical Cannabis in the Palliation of Malignant Wounds—A Case Report (article – 2017)
http://www.jpsmjournal.com/article/S0885-3924(16)30328-1/abstract

Apple just patented a vape (news – 2017)

The Best Vaporizers (Some Expert Advice) (news – 2017)

Marijuana Enthusiasts Are Trading In Joints For Concentrates And Microdosing (news – 2017)

Everything You Need To Know If You’re Buying A New Vaporizer (news -2017)
http://herb.co/2017/01/20/buying-new-vaporizer/

What is marijuana wax? Crumble, shatter, budder and the dizzying world of concentrates (news – 2017)

Is Vaping Safe? The Differences Between Vaping vs. Smoking Cannabis (news – 2017)

5 Methods Of Smoking Ranked From Most Healthy To Least Healthy (news – 2017)
http://herb.co/2017/04/25/methods-smoking-healthy/

Vape pens: The highs and lows of weed vaporizers (news – 2017)

We Tested Some of the Best Weed Vapes on the Market (news – 2017)

Army: Vaping oils blamed for 2 deaths, 60 hospitalizations (news – 2018)
METHODS OF USE – VARIOUS/ OTHER

Dosage & Routes of Cannabis and Cannabinoid Administration (article - forum repost - 2010)  

Marijuana cannabinoids - oral and transdermal methods (news – 2011)  
http://www.naturalnews.com/034425_marijuana_cannabinoids_medicine.html

Integrating Cannabis Into Clinical Care (article – 2013)  
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3875042/

The Truth About Marijuana Smoke: A Smelly Study (news/ad – 2013)  

Consumption Methods - explore the many ways people consume medical cannabis (news – 2014)  
http://www.medicaljane.com/2014/05/08/an-overview-of-various-cannabis-consumption-methods/

Marijuana Spa Products You Can Make at Home (news – 2014)  
https://www.mainstreet.com/article/marijuana-spa-products-you-can-make-at-home-

It’s not your grandfather’s marijuana any more (news – 2014)  

DR ALLAN FRANKEL’S EARLY VERSION INITIAL DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION GUIDE (news – 2014)  

A new kind of dental high-giene: cannabis toothpaste (news – 2015)  

Marijuana: lower cost, more choice (news – 2015)  

What are Cannabinoids? (news – 2015)  
https://www.massroots.com/learn/what-are-cannabinoids

Can I Do Anything With My Cannabis Stems? (news – 2015)  
http://herb.co/2015/10/13/can-i-do-anything-with-my-cannabis-stems/?bt_alias=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
COMPREHENSIVE MEDICAL MARIJUANA PATIENT STUDY
(link to PDF – 2016)
https://www.hellomd.com/medical-marijuana-patient-survey

Cannabis Legalization: Focusing on Patient Needs: Five Recommendations on Access, Affordability, and Research

Finally, a pizza box you can use to smoke weed
http://mashable.com/2016/04/14/pizza-box-smoke-weed/#8wB9M_pillGg (news – 2016)

6 Smoke-Free Ways You Can Enjoy Weed
http://herb.co/2016/07/06/smoke-free-weed/ (news – 2016)

Nobody smokes their weed any more

Discover Your Subjective Therapeutic Window: Turning Cannabis Into A Precision Medication

Here's who buys legal weed

The Early Bird Does Not Get the Legal Weed

Google reveals what people really think about weed

Better With Age: How Cannabis Improves Quality Of Life

Marijuana Enthusiasts Are Trading In Joints For Concentrates And Microdosing

A Closer Look at Cannabis Testing

Cannabis Guidelines

The Best Recipe for Maximizing the Medical Effects of Marijuana

Swiss cannabis entrepreneurs develop craving for low-potency pot

What is marijuana wax? Crumble, shatter, budder and the dizzying world of concentrates
5 Methods Of Smoking Ranked From Most Healthy To Least Healthy

Study: Trying new marijuana products and edibles is associated with unexpected highs

Essentials of Cannabis Extraction: Techniques for creating marijuana products
https://www.technologynetworks.com/tn/articles/essentials-of-cannabis-extraction-techniques-for-creating-marijuana-products-288970

How to Entertain with Weed: An Etiquette Guide

MIDLIFE ADULT USE

Middle-aged parents more likely to smoke weed than their teenaged kids

Study: Medical marijuana changes how employees use sick time

There’s Only One Demographic That Still Thinks Marijuana Should Be Illegal
http://www.cheatsheet.com/culture/marijuana-legalization-survey.html/?ref=YF&yptr=yahoo

No highs or lows: Marijuana use holds steady among teens, young adults

Here’s who buys legal weed

New analysis highlights patterns of adult medical marijuana use

Use of Marijuana for Medical Purposes Among Adults in the United States

Should you smoke weed with your grown kids?

Study: Middle-aged white men marijuana use on the rise

Study contradicts negative stereotypes about marijuana consumers

Cannabis Consumers Are Happy Campers
http://www.bdsanalytics.com/cannabis-consumers-happy-campers/


---

**MIGRAINE/HEADACHE**


Teen marijuana use not linked to later depression, lung cancer, other health problems, study finds (news – 2015) http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/08/150804093718.htm


Migraine Frequency Decreased by Medical Marijuana (news & abst – 2016) http://neurosciencenews.com/medical-marijuana-migraine-3440/


Dr. Ethan Russo explains Clinical Endocannabinoid Deficiency  

Illegal Patient Profiles: Using Cannabis to Tackle Migraines and PTSD  
(news – 2016)  

Here Are 10 Types Of Marijuana That Can Relieve Your Migraines  
(news – 2017)  
[https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/here-are-10-types-of-marijuana-that-can-relieve-your-migraines/#sthash.KCI1AJK3.dpuf](https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/here-are-10-types-of-marijuana-that-can-relieve-your-migraines/#sthash.KCI1AJK3.dpuf)

Marijuana May Stop Your Brutal Headache Right In Its Tracks  
(news – 2017)  

Cannabinoids found to be suitable treatment for migraine attacks  
(news – 2017)  

THE MILITARY and the CANNABINOIDS

V.A. Easing Rules for Users of Medical Marijuana  
(news – 2010)  

Combat veterans testify that medical pot helps with their PTSD  
(news – 2013)  

Synthetic Marijuana Added to Defense Department Drug Testing  
(news – 2013)  

A Cannabinoid That Looks Like THC Could Be Key To Diagnosing PTSD  
(news – 2013)  

Marijuana: Italian Army to Grow Cannabis for Medical Purposes  
(news – 2014)  

Injured Soldiers Receive Cannabinoid Gum from Adopt-A-Soldier  
(news – 2014)  

Israel is Allowing Soldiers to Use Medical Cannabis While in Service  
(news – 2014)  

Veterans Health Administration Policy on Cannabis as an Adjunct to Pain Treatment with Opiates  
(article – 2015)  
[http://journalofethics.ama-assn.org/2015/06/pfor2-1506.html](http://journalofethics.ama-assn.org/2015/06/pfor2-1506.html)

Medical Marijuana Vapour Room Set To Serve Veterans With PTSD  
(news – 2015)  
The Benefits of Cannabis and Phantom Limb Pain

Former U.S. Marine starts campaign to raise awareness of overmedication of veterans

Granola bars contain hemp seeds, Army warns

Legalized Marijuana Presents Recruiting Dilemma for US Military

Despite Support By Experts, Marijuana Still Unavailable To Most Veterans With PTSD

Could Pot Help Veterans With PTSD?

Marijuana and the Developing Brain

Lip balm containing pot ingredient thrown out at air base

Why Aren't American Veterans Allowed to Treat Their PTSD with Medical Marijuana?

Not Able To Get Medical Marijuana Through The VA, Veterans Struggle With Cost, Confusion
http://www.wbur.org/all-things-considered/2016/02/04/veterans-medical-marijuana (news – 2016)

VA docs to be able to recommend marijuana in some states

Veterans’ cry: ‘I found marijuana, and it saved me’

The stoned soldiers of Santa Cruz

Veterans are using pot to erase PTSD, despite scant research

VA hospital in Phoenix blocks presentation on cannabis, PTSD

Wild Bill Donovan’s Truth Drug: THC Acetate
Nonprofit provides free medical marijuana to California vets

NJ veterans fight to use medical marijuana for treatment of PTSD

Alaska soldiers barred from events promoting marijuana

FACT CHECK: Are VA doctors prohibited from recommending medical marijuana?

Military weighs mellower marijuana restrictions for recruits

For Colorado veterans, marijuana a controversial treatment

Veterans Meet in Austin to Demand Passage of an All-Inclusive Medical Marijuana Policy in Texas

Cannabis Makes up 22% of Canadian Veteran Drug Payments

Italy's military 'narcos' cook up cannabis cures

Medical marijuana status incidental to busted veterans

Veterans Fight for the Right to Free Marijuana

A Veteran Returned Home With PTSD And Pain, So He Became A Medical Marijuana Patient
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/leo-bridgewater-medical-marijuana-vets-ptsd_us_58fe630fe4b018a0ce5dd083 (news – 2017)

Marijuana Poll: Military Veterans Strongly Support Legal Access

DoD members liable for use, possession of marijuana

What Wounded Veterans Need: Medical Marijuana

Lawsuit challenges Kentucky’s ban on using marijuana for medical purposes
New Policy Lets V.A. Docs Talk to Veterans About Medical Marijuana Use  
(http://reason.com/blog/2017/12/20/new-policy-lets-va-docs-talk-to-veterans)

Army: Vaping oils blamed for 2 deaths, 60 hospitalizations  

---

**MISCELLANEOUS STUFF - NEWS** - a “fun” section with no date restrictions

**VICTOR LICATA : A RUSH TO JUDGEMENT**  
(http://reefermadnessmuseum.org/VictorLcata/Chap00_Index.htm)  
(ebook – undated)

**Drug War Victims**  
(news – undated)  
(http://www.drugwarrant.com/articles/drug-war-victim/)

**US Government Medical Cannabis Tins**  
(http://www.herbmuseum.ca/content/us-government-medical-cannabis-tins)  
(news – undated)

**THE LEGEND OF THE HOT TAMALE PEDDLER:** What the Newspapers were saying:  
(http://reefermadnessmuseum.org/chap11/NewsPaper.htm)  
(news – undated)

**An Overdose of Hasheesh**  
(http://www.popsci.com/archive-viewer?id=vCoDAAAAMBAJ&pg=509)  
(article – 1884)

**New Billion Dollar Crop**  
(http://www.hempfarm.org/BillionDollarCrop.html)  
(news – 1938)

**New Billion Dollar Crop - Popular Mechanics**  
(http://books.google.com/books?id=9sDAAAAMBAJ&printsec=frontcover&dq=popular+mechanics+the+new+billion+dollar+crop&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0CB0Q6AEwAGoVChMI3qOk3cHqzwIVBqjICh19XAhE#v=onepage&q=billion%20dollar&f=false)  
(news – 1938)

**Mr. X by Carl Sagan**  
(http://marijuana-uses.com/mr-x/)  
(article - 1969)

**Marijuana, the New Prohibition**  
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1501862/)  
(link to PDF – 1970)

**What's the origin of the words joint, roach, and stoned?**  
(news – 1975)

**Ganja in Jamaica: The Effects of Marijuana Use.**  
(http://csp.org/chrestomathy/ganja_in.html)  
(book exerpts - 1976)

**Marijuana - The First Twelve Thousand Years**  
(http://www.druglibrary.org/Schaffer/hemp/history/first12000/abel.htm)  

**Nature in the Rastafarian Consciousness**  
(http://entheology.com/peoples/nature-in-the-rastafarian-consciousness/)  
(news – 1989)
ON FURTHER RECONSIDERATION by Lester Grinspoon M.D.  
http://rxmarijuana.com/FURTHER_RECONSIDERATION.htm  
(article – 1994)

Preference for High- Versus Low-potency Marijuana.  
(abst – 1994)

Ganja in Jamaica  
http://www.cedro-uva.org/lib/boekhout.ganja.en.html  
(editorial – 1996)

Kaneh Bosm: Cannabis in the Old Testament  
http://www.cannabisculture.com/content/1996/05/01/1090  
(article – 1997)

Reefer Madness -- The Federal Response to California's Medical-Marijuana Law  
(article - 1997)  
http://www.drugsense.org/tfy/nejm0897.htm

Have I got brews for you... Hemp beer's here to stay.  
http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Have+I+got+brews+for+you...+Hemp+beer%27s+here+to+stay._a060746769  
(news – 1998)

Canada OKs Medical Marijuana  
(news – 1999)

Marijuana Gets Research Nod  
(news – 1999)

A history of the Royal Grain  
http://www.cannabisculture.com/content/1999/01/01/1425  
(news - 1999)

Marijuana: the ultimate sex drug  
http://www.cannabisculture.com/content/1999/11/01/77  
(news - 1999)

Drugs clue to Shakespeare's genius  
(news – 2001)

What are the words to "La Cucaracha"?  
http://www.straightdope.com/columns/read/2315/what-are-the-words-to-la-cucaracha  
(news – 2001)

Hemp: A New Crop with New Uses for North America  
http://www.hort.purdue.edu/newcrop/v5-284.html  
(news – 2002)

This Bud's Not For You  
http://content.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,201911,00.html  
(news – 2002)

Presidential Commission Shocks White House: Recommends Marijuana Should Be "Decriminalized"  
http://www.csdp.org/publicservice/shafer.htm  
(news – 2002)

Cannabis and the evidence that led to its international control: a cautionary tale.  
(download – 2003)  

Medical marijuana to sell for $5 per gram  
http://www.cmaj.ca/content/169/3/222.1.full  
(article – 2003)
Cannabis linked to Biblical healing

Marijuana Research

'Info-mania' dents IQ more than marijuana

Pot, Dogs, and the Constitution

Ford And Deisel Never Intended Cars To Use Gasoline

The Thin Green Line: Employers and Medical Marijuana

Weed control

Taking a Leaf from 'Pot Docs'

Hemp Ethanol Saves the World (1) – The Economics of Hemp Fuels

Hemp Ethanol Saves the World (2) - The History of Hemp Fuels

Hemp Ethanol Saves the World (3) – The Politics of Hemp Fuels

The Army’s Conquest-by-Cannabinoid Fantasy
O’Shaughnessy’s in 2008

False Positives Equal False Justice

The Significance of US Govt Cannabinoid Patent 6,630,507

Feds' pot grower talks shop--but who can get his weed?

Cannabis Yields and Dosage

The Great Keneh Bosem Debate - Part 1
Part 2 of the Great Keneh Bosem Debate: (article – 2009)

A Brief History of Medical Marijuana (news – 2009)
http://content.time.com/time/health/article/0,8599,1931247,00.html

Average Marijuana Potency by Year, 1975-2003 (news – 2009)

Kids who smoke pot like to listen to music that mentions it (news – 2009)

Four percent of adults worldwide using cannabis (news – 2009)
http://phys.org/news14892348.html

Necessity or nastiness? The hidden law denying cannabis for medical use. (full/news – 2010)
http://profdavidnutt.wordpress.com/2010/12/13/necessity-or-nastiness-the-hidden-law-denying-cannabis-for-medical-use/

Pot for Grandma? Middle-Aged Adults Buying Weed for Ailing Parents (link to PDF – 2010)

The Budgetary Impact of Ending Drug Prohibition (news - link to PDF- 2010)

The State of Clinical Cannabis Research in the United States (article – 2010)
http://cms.herbalgram.org/herbalgram/issue85/article3485.html?ts=1468715296&signature=a485072466786218574b7813654eb818


Hemp produces viable biodiesel, study finds (news – 2010)

Hemp could be key to zero-carbon houses (news – 2010)

Scientists Find New Sources of Plant Cannabinoids Other than Medical Marijuana? (news – 2010)

Cannabis electric car to be made in Canada (news - 2010)

Pot Prices Go Viral: Crowdsourcing the Drug Deal? (news – 2010)

Analysis: Denver pot shops’ robbery rate lower than banks’ (news – 2010)

Don’t send your kid to treatment (news - repost – 2010)
Medicinal Genomics Sequences the Cannabis Genome to Assemble the Largest Known Gene Collection of this Therapeutic Plant.  
(http://www.freelibrary.com/Medicinal+Genomics+Sequences+the+Cannabis+Genome+to+Assemble+the...)  
(news – 2011)

Drug Raids Based on "Smelling" Marijuana  
(http://www.opposingviews.com/i/society/crime/drug-raids-based-smelling-marijuana)  
(news – 2011)

Genome of Marijuana Sequenced and Published  
(news – 2011)

Feasibility of Using Mycoherbicides to Control Illicit Drug Crops Is Uncertain  
(news – 2011)

Part of placebo effect ascribed to cannabinoids  
(http://arstechnica.com/science/2011/10/is-the-placebo-effect-partially-caused-by-cannabinoids/)  
(news – 2011)

Report: Drug-Sniffing Dogs Are Wrong More Often Than Right  
(news – 2011)

Pot growers' kids in good health, study says  
(news - 2011)

125 Year Old Woman Claimed Smoking Cannabis Everyday Was Her Secret to Long Life  
(news – 2011)

Could hemp help nuclear clean-up in Japan?  
(http://www.cannabisculture.com/content/2011/03/15/Could-Hemp-Help-Nuclear-Clean-Japan)  
(news – 2011)

10 Questions To Ask Your Cannabis Scientist  
(http://www.pureanalytics.net/blog/2011/08/13/10-questions-to-ask-your-cannabis-scientist/)  
(news - 2011)

Marijuana Slang Terms  
(http://www.theweedblog.com/list-of-marijuana-slang-terms/)  
(news – 2011)

Recycled Polyester, Organic Cotton or Hemp - Which is The Most Eco-Friendly Fiber?  
(news – forum repost – 2011)  

Cannabis Genome Uncloaked: Commentary on the Scientific Implications  
(http://www.icrs.co/content/Cannabis_Genome_Uncloaked.pdf)  
(article – 2012)

The potential of industrial hemp (Cannabis sativa L.) for biogas production  
(http://elab.lnu.se/luran/download?func=downloadFile&recordOld=2856430&fileOld=2857088)  
(thesis – 2012)

Go to Trial: Crash the Justice System  
(news – 2012)

Water Curing Your Weed  
(news – 2012)
How Do You Know Which Medical Marijuana Strain Is Right For You?  
(news – 2012)  
http://www.unitedpatientsgroup.com/blog/2012/01/31/how-do-you-know-which-medical-marijuana-strain-is-right-for-you/

Mexican Drug Smugglers Are Launching Pot Into The U.S. With A Huge Pneumatic Cannon  
(news – 2012)  

Olympics FYI: Why Is Cannabis Considered a Performance-Enhancing Drug?  
(news – 2012)  

Cannabis most widely used drug on Earth  
(news – 2012)  

Ten worst sentences for marijuana-related crimes  
(news – 2012)  
http://www.salon.com/2012/10/29/ten_worst_sentences_for_marijuana_related_crimes/

Michael Pollan: What Do Marijuana and Catnip Have in Common?  
(news – 2012)  
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/148510/michael_pollan:_what_do_marijuana_and_catnip_have_in_common/

Crums of comfort: Cannabis cookies are kosher for Passover  
(news - 2012)  

Thank goats for best hashish  
(news – 2012)  
http://www.pakistantoday.com.pk/2012/06/03/news/national/thank-goats-for-best-hashish/

Marijuana Now the Most Popular Drug in the World  
(news – 2012)  

Farmer starts 'accidental cannabis plantation'  
(news – 2012)  
http://www.thelocal.de/20120905/44777

Don’t Eat Daddy’s Cookies: How to Talk to Your Kids About Pot  
(news – 2012)  
http://healthland.time.com/2012/12/13/dont-eat-daddys-cookies-how-to-talk-to-your-kids-about-pot/#ixzz2IY4CFxZ3

Barack Obama's marijuana smoking days with the 'Choom Gang'  
(news – 2012)  

The cannabis conundrum  
(article – 2013)  
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3808660/

Clinical decisions. Medicinal use of marijuana--polling results.  
(article – 2013)  

Cannabis in the Holy Anointing Oil? "Exodus 30:23"  
(article – 2013)  
Cannabis use among teens is on the rise in some developing countries
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/releases/269017.php

Marijuana Unlikely To Cause Violence, Study Finds

Could Marijuana Use Lead To A Calmer Prison Environment? Swiss Prisons Find Drug's Effects On Inmates Positive

A Colorado marijuana guide: 64 answers to commonly asked questions
http://www.denverpost.com/2013/12/31/a-colorado-marijuana-guide-64-answers-to-commonly-asked-questions/

Marijuana and the Modern Lady

5 Biggest Lies from Anti-Pot Propagandist Kevin Sabet
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/5-biggest-lies-anti-pot-propagandist-kevin-sabet?page=0%2C0

Zeoform: A New Plastic That Turns Hemp Into Almost Anything

3D Printing Is Getting Stoned
https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/788awy/3d-printing-is-getting-stoned-5886b6e0e47a7e45874beecd

In 1884, A Popular Science Writer Got Way Too Stoned

Hemp is Effective in Cleaning Nuclear Disasters

Top 5 Most Innovative Uses For Hemp

Silicon Valley’s secret ingredient? Marijuana, says Bloomberg report
http://www.bizjournals.com/boston/blog/mass_roundup/2013/03/silicon-valley-marijuana-use.html

Sanjay Gupta: Only 6 Percent Of Marijuana Research Considers Medical Benefits

The DEA: Four Decades of Impeding And Rejecting Science
http://www.drugpolicy.org/sites/default/files/DPA-MAPS_DEA_Science_Final.pdf

Could hemp nanosheets topple graphene for making the ideal supercapacitor?

Who Discovered THC? Setting the Record Straight
http://cannabisdigest.ca/discovered-the-setting-record-straight/
Hemp growers cooperatives' report touts crop's benefits to coal (news – 2014)

Active ingredient in pot sets off a feedback that reduces intoxication (news – 2014)

With Legal Weed Comes Hemp Beer (news – 2014)

Scientists Know More About Marijuana as a Medicine Than Many FDA Approved Pharmaceuticals (news – 2014)
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/scientists-know-more-about-marijuana-medicine-many-fda-approved-pharmaceuticals

Eskimos and stoners have impressive vocabularies (news – 2014)

Holy Cannabis: The Bible Tells Us So (news – 2014)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jane-marcus-phd/holy-cannabis-the-bible-t_b_4784309.html

Like, wow: Police chief is hoaxed on pot perils (news – 2014)

Does medical marijuana equal bad parenting? (news – 2014)

State Accidentally Releases Confidential Law Enforcement Info To Marijuana Activist (news – 2014)

Is marijuana the future of Big Tobacco? (news – 2014)

Marijuana Is Less Addictive Than Chocolate (news - 2014)
https://www.mainstreet.com/article/marijuana-less-addictive-chocolate

If You're Black and in Love With Mary Jane, You're 3.67 Times More Likely to Be Arrested (news – 2014)

Non-psychoactive CBD oil made from marijuana plants poised to be game-changer (news - 2014)

Where you’re most likely to get arrested for marijuana and DUI, in 2 maps (news – 2014)

The Official Recognition of Bob Marley’s Rastafarianism Gets Prison Inmates In Jovial Mood (news – 2014)

Monsanto plans to patent genetically modified marijuana in Uruguay
Study: Students better off saying 'no' to pot jobs

CBS News Poll- Americans Divide on Legalization of Marijuana Use, May 14 – 18, 2014

Mississippi, home to federal government's official stash of marijuana

Doctors Say DEA Blackmailed Them Over Medical Marijuana Ties
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/06/06/dea-doctors-medical-marijuana-_n_5460077.html

Colorado’s poster boy for ‘stoned driving’ was drunk off his gourd
http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-watch/wp/2014/06/06/colorados-poster-boy-for-stoned-driving-was-drunk-off-his-gourd/

Changing pot laws prompt child-endangerment review

Icelanders Top List on Global Cannabis Use

Why Chocolope? To sell marijuana, you need a clever name
http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-marijuana-names-20140711-story.html#page=1

Dealing with age

Biohackers Are Engineering Yeast to Make THC
http://motherboard.vice.com/read/biohackers-are-engineering-yeast-to-make-thc

Getting High: Public Opinion on Marijuana Legalization in 4 Charts
http://wallstcheatsheet.com/politics/getting-high-public-opinion-on-marijuana-legalization-in-4-charts.html/?a=viewall

Thomas Jefferson's Favorite Plant Is Back in American Soil
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/doug-fine/thomas-jeffersons-favorite_plant_is_b_5582029.html?ncid=txtlnkusaolp00000592

CHART: College Lacrosse Athletes Are More Likely To Use Marijuana Than Any Other Sport

Marijuana Smokers Are Moral And Selfless In Romantic Relationships, Survey Suggests

Medical Marijuana Legalization: Pro-Pot Laws Do Not Lead To More Drug Use Among Teens, Study Finds

Women find sexual help...with cannabis?
Marijuana Use Results in Less Domestic Violence

Testing of Colorado marijuana for contaminants to begin this year
http://gazette.com/testing-of-pot-for-contaminants-to-begin-this-year/article/1536213

U.S. government to grow 30 times more marijuana this year

People of the Hemp, Part 1: Losing Land, Culture, Tradition

People of the Hemp, Part 2: Criminalizing Traditional Teachings

Colorado Court to Decide Whether Smoking Pot is a Fireable Offense

Morocco, top hash provider, mulls legislation to break marijuana taboo and legalize growing

Marijuana Spa Products You Can Make at Home
https://www.mainstreet.com/article/marijuana-spa-products-you-can-make-home-0

Treat or nasty trick? Denver police warn of pot-tainted candy
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-marijuana-halloween-idUSKCN0I617B20141017

New Test Kit: Parents Can Screen Candy For Marijuana

No Halloween pot poisonings in Denver, hospital says

Legal Pot In The U.S. May Be Undercutting Mexican Marijuana

The Price Of Pot: Analysis of A Global Market From Amsterdam 2014

Medical Marijuana and the Workplace: What Employers Need to Know Now
(news – 2014)

Harvard Potheads: Then and Now
http://www.thecrimson.com/flyby/article/2014/9/12/harvard-potheads-then-and-now/

U.S. won't stop Native Americans from growing, selling pot on their lands
Where Americans Smoke and Grow Marijuana (Maps)
(news – 2014)

Teen marijuana use falls as more states legalize
(news – 2014)

Marijuana was criminalized in 1923, but why? (Canada)
http://www.cbc.ca/news/health/marijuana-was-criminalized-in-1923-but-why-1.2630436
(news - 2014)

Money to burn
http://mashable.com/2014/12/31/marijuana-farm-startup/?utm_campaign=Mash-RSS-Feedburner-All-Partial&utm_medium=feed&utm_source=rss
(news – 2014)

DEA targets doctors linked to medical marijuana.
(news – 2014)

4 Americans get medical pot from the feds
(news – 2014)

Marijuana use and high school graduation: it’s complicated
(news – 2014)

What it’s like inside a recreational marijuana dispensary
(news – 2014)

Marijuana research hampered by access from government and politics, scientists say
(news – 2014)

Why Marijuana Needs Chemical Quality Control Testing
(news – 2014)

More than zero: reclassifying marijuana could have a significant impact on drug policy.
http://www.forbes.com/sites/jacobsullum/2014/02/07 /more-than-zero-reclassifying-marijuana-would-have-a-significant-impact-on-drug-policy/
(news - 2014)

The Bud Light-ification of Bud
(news – 2014)

FBI director: Zero tolerance pot policy kills our ability to hire cyber war programmers. Updated
http://www.dailykos.com/story/2014/05/21/1301070/-FBI-director-Zero-tolerance-pot-policy-kills-our-ability-to-hire-cyber-war-programmers
(news - 2014)

Weed’s Chronic Energy Use Becomes a Concern
(news – 2014)

Best Songs About Weed To Celebrate 4/20
http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2014/04/17/420-best-songs-weed_n_5169898.html
(news - 2014)
The Number of Marijuana Dealers in the United States (news – 2014)

The Syqe Inhaler: 3D Printing Meets Medical Marijuana (news - 2014)

Bill O'Reilly's Marijuana Legalization Poll Completely Backfires (news – 2014)

Marijuana Police Accidentally Raid Man's Okra Garden (news – 2014)
http://time.com/3479728/marijuana-okra-police/

L. Acidophilus and the CB2 Receptor (news – 2014)
https://www.sclabs.com/l-acidophilus-and-the-cb2-receptor/

Marijuana gears up for production high in US labs (article – 2015)
http://www.nature.com/news/marijuana-gears-up-for-production-high-in-us-labs-1.17129

Marijuana Research with Human Subjects (article – 2015)
http://www.fda.gov/newsevents/publichealthfocus/ucm421173.htm

https://data.colorado.gov/Health/Medical-Marijuana-Statistics-Reported-Condition/5yqk-p422

Tyler Markwart: The Case For GMO Cannabis (interview – 2015)
http://www.ganjapreneur.com/tyler-markwart-gmo-marijuana/

The Internet’s First Transaction Was For A Bag Of Marijuana (news – 2015)
http://www.theweedblog.com/the-internets-first-transaction-was-for-a-bag-of-marijuana/

NM Court of Appeals reaffirms that medical marijuana is covered by workers’ compensation (news – 2015)

Oops! FedEx Misdelivered Marijuana Package; Not Liable, Court Says (news – 2015)

What will happen to Oregon's pot-detecting K-9s when marijuana becomes legal? (news – 2015)
http://www.kptv.com/story/27813505/marijuana-legal-k9s-police-dogs#ixzz3OSIB8py

Coffee and ganja provide a healthy income in Aceh (news – 2015)

World’s strongest weed? Potency testing challenged (news – 2015)

Marijuana's Surprising Effects On Athletic Performance (news – 2015)
Up in smoke: Most D.C. marijuana citations go unpaid

Marijuana is medicine, Journal of the American Medical Association concludes
(news – 2015)

Inside the first ‘Marijuana of the Month’ club shipment from Marvina
(news – 2015)

Dr. Vivek Murthy On Medical Marijuana: US Surgeon General Says It 'Can Be Helpful'
(news – 2015)

Feds say marijuana has no medical value. Obama's new surgeon general seems to disagree.
(news – 2015)

Cannabis is Increasingly Legal, Employers Need to Stop Screening for it
(news – 2015)
http://thejointblog.com/cannabis-is-increasingly-legal-employers-need-to-stop-screening-for-it/

Why pot legalization is also a fight for social justice
(news – 2015)
http://theewek.com/articles/542678/why-pot-legalization-also-fight-social-justice

RCMP expert admits Mounties lacked data to back up medical pot affidavit
(news – 2015)
affidavit/article23326464/?cmpid=rss1

25 Odd Facts About Marijuana
(news – 2015)

Tinder-style dating app pairs marijuana users
(news – 2015)
http://www.upi.com/Odd_News/2015/02/05/Tinder-style-dating-app-pairs-marijuana-users/104123187017/?st_rec=1401423762960

One in three New York college students has gone to class high: study
(news – 2015)
http://www.nydailynews.com/life-style/health/ny-college-kids-class-high-study-article-1.2113316

Apple decides marijuana app belongs in the App Store after all
(news – 2015)
http://www.engadget.com/2015/02/14/massroots-back-in-the-app-store/?ncid=rss_truncated

Marijuana Laws Are 'Bizarre,' Says Cato Institute In Call For Feds To Reschedule Cannabis
(news – 2015)

Pot-smoking stockbroker has a steady supplier: the feds
(news – 2015)

A guide to smoking weed around the world
(news – 2015)
DEA warns of stoned rabbits if Utah passes medical marijuana (news – 2015)

63% of Republican Millennials favor marijuana legalization (news – 2015)

4 Ways the Drug War Harms National Security (news – 2015)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/james-carli/4-reasons-lawmakers-shou_b_6762056.html

Regulating Pot to Save the Polar Bear: Energy and Climate Impacts of the Marijuana Industry (news – 2015)

Schools using out-of-school suspension drug policy show increased likelihood of marijuana use (news – 2015)
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/03/150319165342.htm

Marijuana's Risky Reputation Is Wafting Away (news – 2015)

http://thinkprogress.org/economy/2015/02/26/3624447/tanf-drug-testing-states/

Growing hemp for research? (news – 2015)
http://siouxcityjournal.com/business/local/1cb1b771-849b-5f0e-9634-3ffe37c122c3.html

More than 100 Native American Tribes Consider Growing Marijuana (news – 2015)

Where You Can Legally Light a Joint in the Nation's Capital (news – 2015)

What to know before visiting your first pot shop (news – 2015)
http://mashable.com/2015/03/28/pot-shop-beginner/

Meet the Women Pushing Pot in D.C. (news – 2015)

I Thought Legalizing Pot Would Be a Disaster. But It Turned Out To Be Wonderful. (news – 2015)
http://time.com/3815608/marijuana-legalization/

'Major hypocrisy': US govt-funded agency admits marijuana can kill cancer cells (news – 2015)
http://rt.com/usa/248581-us-admit-marijuana-cancer/

6 facts about marijuana (news – 2015)
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2015/04/14/6-facts-about-marijuana/

Here’s What People Called Pot in the 1940s (news – 2015)
Robotics And Medical Marijuana — A Joint Venture
(news – 2015)

Rep. Rohrabacher: Pot Prohibition Has Bred 'Police State'
(news – 2015)

Legalized Marijuana Presents Recruiting Dilemma for US Military
http://sanford.duke.edu/articles/legalized-marijuana-presents-recruiting-dilemma-us-military
(news – 2015)

9 Things A Cannabusiness Startup Needs To Consider That Other Startups Don't
http://www.forbes.com/sites/julieweed/2015/05/01/8-things-a-cannabusiness-startup-needs-to-consider-that-other-startups-dont/
(news – 2015)

First Church of Cannabis Files Paperwork with Indiana Secretary of State
(news – 2015)

Lawyers use 'Right to Farm' amendment to defend cultivation of marijuana
(news – 2015)

Talking to kids about legal marijuana
(news – 2015)

Colorado’s cannabis-friendly hotel
(news – 2015)

Mock Ad For New DEA Chief Shows What It Takes To Be A 'Real' Drug Warrior
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/05/12/mock-ad-seeking-new-dea-chief_n_7265814.html?ncid=txtlnkusaolp00000592
(news – 2015)

The War on Drugs Costs Us All Big Money
(news – 2015)

Legal Marijuana Cultivation Is Driving A Technology 'Revolution' In Industrial Agriculture
(news – 2015)

America’s Marijuana Laws Give International Law the Middle Finger
(news – 2015)

The high life
http://www.phnompenhpost.com/post-weekend/high-life
(news – 2015)

Should Police Sniffer Dogs Be Banned From Music Festivals?
http://www.buzzfeed.com/alexlee/politicians-claim-the-dog-dogs-dont-work#.cjR4eIN5e
(news – 2015)

Unconscious use of 'medical marijuana? ‘ Hunter-gatherer cannabis use linked to fewer internal parasites
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/06/150601082721.htm
(news – 2015)
Marijuana Prices Move Toward $2,000 a Pound  
(news – 2015)

An Open Letter to Those Who Oppose Cannabis Clothes  
http://www.ladybud.com/2015/05/19/an-open-letter-to-those-who-oppose-cannabis-clothes/  
(news – 2015)

Video: Santa Ana police raid pot shop, then eat its edibles, attorney says  
(news – 2015)

Federal government agrees to pay for sewer analysis to determine marijuana use in Washington  
(news – 2015)

Honey bees might be trained to replace drug-sniffing dogs  
(news – 2015)

Portland Police Use Voodoo Doughnuts to Show You How Much Marijuana You Can Carry  
(news – 2015)

State Marijuana Laws Complicate Federal Job Recruitment  
(news – 2015)

China to Banish Poverty By Using Hemp – Even In Cosmetics  
(news - 2015)

Monsanto Creates First Genetically Modified Strain of Marijuana  
http://worldnewsdailyreport.com/monsanto-creates-first-genetically-modified-strain-of-marijuana/  
(news - 2015)

What is the scope of marijuana use in the United States?  
(news – 2015)

Nebraska and Oklahoma Sue Colorado in Supreme Court Over Legal Recreational Pot  
(news – 2015)

A Pot-Flavored Beer? DC: No Marijuana In The Beer ‘Smells Like Freedom”  
(news – 2015)

(news – 2015)

David Sirota | Marijuana Legalization: The Pay-Any-Price Principle  
(news – 2015)
Pediatrician Group Recommends Decriminalizing Marijuana For Youngsters

Major Pot Research Barrier Goes Up in Smoke
http://www.usnews.com/news/articles/2015/06/22/major-pot-research-barrier-goes-up-in-smoke

SD Indian tribe to begin selling recreational pot by Jan. 1

Drug warriors are still crying 'reefer madness.' The facts don't support them

10 Reasons Why Federal Medical Marijuana Prohibition is about to Go Up in Smoke

Is Marijuana Legal on Indian Reservations?

More Than Four in 10 Americans Say They Have Tried Marijuana

Ruling: Smell of marijuana can't be only basis for searches

SO YOU WANT TO OPEN A POT SHOP?
http://www.mapinc.org/drugnews/v15/n446/a06.html?134

How the Justice Department seems to have misled Congress on medical marijuana

Top 10 Songs About Weed and Pot To Get High To

At 82, he's the world's most eminent pot scientist
http://hemphealthytoday.blogspot.com/2013/08/at-82-hes-worlds-most-eminnet-pot.html

DARE’s Accidental Pro-pot Stance Was Prescient
http://nypost.com/2015/08/03/dares-accidental-pro-pot-stance-was-prescient/

State Lawmakers Want Feds To Respect Their Marijuana Laws
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/state-marijuana-laws_55c3a74de8b0d9b743dbd0985?ncid=txtlnkusaolp00000592&kvcomref=mostpopular

New DEA Leader: ‘Pot Is Probably Not As Bad As Heroin’
Taxpayers are paying $60 for every pot plant the DEA destroys in Oregon (news – 2015)  

Quiz: Is this quote from Prohibition or marijuana legalization? (news – 2015)  
http://www.oregonlive.com/business/index.ssf/2015/10/quiz_is_this_quote_from_prohibit.html  

In the land of towering pot plants, Pakistani farmers brace for a buzz-kill (news – 2015)  

FBI: Marijuana arrests increase for first time since 2009 (news – 2015)  

Government of Canada has started spelling the drug it called ‘Marihuana’ as ‘Marijuana’ (sometimes) (news – 2015)  

Marijuana Businesses Can't File for Bankruptcy (news – 2015)  


Prohibition Is the Real "Gateway Drug" (news – 2015)  
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/inge-fryklund/prohibition-is-the-real-g_b_8210802.html  

Seasonal workers flock to California to process marijuana (news – 2015)  

Marijuana tourism’s reach expands (news – 2015)  

Illinois medical pot users erroneously told to give up guns (news – 2015)  

Is Smoking Weed the Secret to a Successful Relationship? (news – 2015)  
http://ecosalon.com/is-smoking-weed-the-secret-to-a-successful-relationship/  

Housing marijuana offenders costs how much? (news – 2015)  

Lip balm containing pot ingredient thrown out at air base (news – 2015)  

After two years, debate remains over marijuana legalizations' impacts (news – 2015)  
http://www.denverpost.com/2015/12/26/after-two-years-debate-remains-over-marijuana-legalizations-impacts/
53 Slang Terms for Marijuana From Around The World You've Probably Never Heard Of

Marijuana's Mad Scientist Is Changing the Weed Game

Americans like legalized pot a lot more than Girl Scout cookies
http://nypost.com/2016/03/14/americans-like-legalized-pot-a-lot-more-than-girl-scout-cookies/

Marijuana inventory covered under commercial insurance policy (D. Colo)
http://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=22069d25-79e8-41de-85e4-6864f03bb5bb

Does that marijuana business have a license? You can check on Department of Revenue's website

Librede Receives Phase I SBIR to Develop Yeast-Based Cannabinoid Production and Drug Discovery Platform

6 incredible things that happened when Portugal decriminalized all drugs

This Startup Uses Brain Scans to Help Patients Pick the Perfect Pot
http://observer.com/2016/03/potbotics-brainbot/

Busted: France, Canada have most teen pot smokers

Man Trains Bees to Make Honey From Marijuana
http://countercurrentnews.com/2016/03/man-trains-bees-to-make-honey-from-herb/

Pondering pot: Oakland museum marijuana exhibit delves into the debatable bud

Marijuana May Be Legal, but Good Luck Filing the Paperwork

Facebook cracks down on marijuana firms with dozens of accounts shut down

Where Do Marijuana Strain Names Come From? Origins of Sour Diesel, OG Kush and More
Pot Dispensaries Flood California Tax Office With Weed-Smelling Cash
(news – 2016)

Cannabis and Cannabinoid Research Publishes Data Demonstrating the Degradation of Cannabidiol to Psychoactive Cannabinoids when Exposed to Simulated Gastric Fluid
(news – 2016)

British drug sniffing dogs are great at finding sausages, but not drugs
(news – 2016)

State Department: The DEA Has Been Lying About Research Pot
(news – 2016)
http://freedomleaf.com/state-dea-lying-pot/

'Stoned' sheep go on 'psychotic rampage' after eating cannabis plants dumped in Welsh village
(news – 2016)

‘I don’t know it as cannabis, I know it as African tobacco weed’
(news – 2016)
http://www.irishexaminer.com/ireland/i-dont-know-it-as-cannabis-i-know-it-as-african-tobacco-weed-404723.html

Grass Fed - Should livestock eat cannabis?
(news – 2016)
http://www.bohemian.com/northbay/grass-fed/Content?oid=2966332

Science For Space Farming Is Also Being Used to Grow Weed
(news – 2016)

9 Marijuana Beers for 4/20
(news – 2016)

Finally, a pizza box you can use to smoke weed
(news – 2016)
http://mashable.com/2016/04/14/pizza-box-smoke-weed/#8wB9M_pllGql

The government spent $18 million destroying marijuana plants last year
(news – 2016)

Cannaphobia: What’s Up With Fear of Marijuana
(news – 2016)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/laura-lagano/post_11378_b_9558838.html
Marijuana Use Rises in Iran, With Little Interference

Federal agency won't include pot in annual crop statistics

The high life
http://www.phnompenhpost.com/post-weekend/high-life

Hmong Community in Siskiyou County told not to vote or face felony prosecution
http://cannabusinesslaw.com/2016/06/hmong-community-in-siskiyou-county-told-not-to-vote-or-face-felony-prosecution/

More Hmong Siskiyou County residents allege harassment; say many afraid to vote

Remembering the Florence Nightingale of Medical Marijuana

Jamaica to sell cannabis to tourists at airports
http://metro.co.uk/2016/07/02/jamaica-to-sell-cannabis-to-tourists-at-airports-5981263/#ixzz4DP7S4c9U

9 Terms For Weed From Around The World You Need To Know
http://herb.co/2016/06/07/9-terms-for-weed-from-around-the-world-you-need-to-know/

Many Bay Area women choosing careers in cannabis industry

Seeing Green: Pot Changes Brain's Response to Money

Police in South Dakota use catheters, force to collect urine samples

Average legal user spends $647 a year on marijuana

Your kid is way more likely to be poisoned by crayons than by marijuana

How To Get Maximum Kief From Your Grinder
http://herb.co/2016/06/28/maximum-kief-grinder/

Big Pharma's Concerned About These Marijuana Stats

Drug War is ‘Root Cause’ of Police Shooting Epidemic, says Libertarian Party Presidential Nominee Gary Johnson
Hugo Water Test Results Not Back Yet, Order Not To Drink It Remains (news - 2016)

Hugo water safe to drink after conclusive tests show no signs of THC (news - 2016)

How can THC contaminate a water supply system? We went to find out (news – 2016)

Stoned Age - Did pot dealers found Western civilization? (news – 2016)
http://www.bohemian.com/northbay/stoned-age/Content?oid=2975022

Marijuana-munching cops fired after being caught on tape (news – 2016)

Epic Cop Fail: Burning Illegal Weed Got This Town High (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/07/06/cops-burning-illegal-weed/

Quiz: Do your neighbors think you’re running a marijuana operation? (news – 2016)

High Science: Tissue Culture Cultivation Is The Future Of Growing (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/07/09/tissue-culture-cultivation/

If You Love Weed, Chances Are You’re Great In Bed (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/07/04/love-weed-great-in-bed/

What Are the Side Effects of Marijuana on the Economy? (news – 2016)

Pot Not the New Almond (news – 2016)

Number of Legal Medical Marijuana Patients (as of Mar. 1, 2016) (news – 2016)

Time for the Media to Correct Its Cannabis Lexicon (news – 2016)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/time-for-the-media-to-correct-its-cannabis-lexicon_us_57a7e586e4b0c94bd3c9d608

One in Eight U.S. Adults Say They Smoke Marijuana (news – 2016)
http://www.gallup.com/poll/194195/adults-say-smoke-marijuana.aspx?g_source=Well-Being&g_medium=lead&g_campaign=files

Gallup: More than 33 million American adults currently use marijuana (news – 2016)

Wild Bill Donovan’s Truth Drug: THC Acetate (news – 2016)

Study: Medical marijuana changes how employees use sick time (news – 2016)
Study of Fatal Car Accidents Shows Medical Marijuana May Help Curb Opioid Use (news – 2016)


This Marijuana Farmers' Market Proves That Weed Is the New Wine (news – 2016)
http://www.laweekly.com/restaurants/this-marijuana-farmers-market-proves-that-weed-is-the-new-wine-7325690

Humboldt County's Marijuana Boom Is Destroying Redwoods and Killing Rare Wildlife (news – 2016)

5 Tips for Breaking Into the 'Budding' Marijuana Industry (news – 2016)
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/279830

Philly420: Civil asset forfeiture, the other marijuana penalty (news – 2016)
http://www.philly.com/philly/news/Civil_Asset_Forfeiture_The_Other_Marijuana_Penalty.html

This is what a marijuana overdose is like (news – 2016)

DEA Targets Innocent Americans—Accessing Their Travel Data and Seizing Cash (news – 2016)
http://www.cnsnews.com/commentary/jason-snead/dea-tar

More people are smoking weed every day, 'like cigarettes', study reveals (news – 2016)
http://metro.co.uk/2016/08/15/more-people-are-smoking-weed-every-day-like-cigarettes-study-reveals-6068652/

http://www.cheatsheet.com/money-career/average-cannabis-consumer-spend.html/?ref=YF&yptr=yahoo

Legal Weed Spurs Real Estate Boom In U.S. States (news – 2016)

Damian Marley Is Converting a California Prison into a Pot Farm: Exclusive (news – 2016)

Old marijuana joint found at nuclear power plant (news – 2016)

Marijuana legalization may have an unexpected result: Drug smuggling into Mexico (news – 2016) https://www.yahoo.com/news/marijuana-legalization-may-unexpected-result-192112974.html

http://baltimore.cbslocal.com/2016/10/31/md-to-mull-over-more-lenient-pot-restrictions-for-cops/

How Life Insurance Companies View Marijuana Smokers (news – 2016)
Santa Claus speaks out against North Pole ban of marijuana sales  (news – 2016)

America's legal pot economy is forced underground  (news – 2016)

Why captains of cannabis industry don't like the “M word”  (news – 2016)

Marijuana Myths That Just Won’t Die  (news – 2016)
http://www.seattleweekly.com/food/marijuana-myths-that-just-wont-die/

Market for legal pot could pass $20 billion  (news – 2016)
http://www.hartfordbusiness.com/article/20161111/NEWS02/311119983

Your brand-name bong might be bogus, trademark lawsuits charge  (news – 2016)

How Will Small Marijuana Businesses Fare in the Wake of Proposition 64?  (news – 2016)

Virginia school suspends an 11-year-old for one year over a leaf that wasn’t marijuana  (news – 2016)

Ten Marijuana Books for the Weed Nerd in Your Life  (news – 2016)

Marijuana’s ‘trimmigrant’ labor force poses conflicts for some North Coast towns  (news – 2016)

Uruguay: 6 workers arrested for stealing state-grown pot  (news – 2016)
http://infotel.ca/newsitem/lt-uruguay-marijuana/cp1833917066#.WW2gWGenzSQ

Yes, most state employees can use marijuana off the job  (news – 2016)

Californians are already having their marijuana charges downgraded  (news – 2016)
http://www.scpr.org/programs/take-two/2016/11/16/53070/people-are-already-having-their-marijuana-convicti/

‘This is Your Brain on Drugs’ actor supports legalizing marijuana  (news – 2016)
http://kdvr.com/2016/10/21/this-is-your-brain-on-drugs-actor-supports-legalizing-marijuana/

Can Legalized Weed Sales Help Ailing Record Stores Turn Over a New Leaf?  (news – 2016)

Uruguay to have marijuana museum  (news – 2016)

Willie Nelson Reserve Marijuana Commands 50% Price Premium  (news – 2016)
Holiday food, wine and cannabis pairings

Who can work in a marijuana shop?

Punch the clock and pass the brownies

He got life without parole for pot. And he was just denied clemency.
http://www.newsday.com/opinion/he-got-life-without-parole-for-pot-and-he-was-just-denied-clemency-1.12731004 (news – 2016)

Finding marijuana residue in trash doesn’t justify search of the home for drugs, court rules

DEA Gives Cannabis Law Significant Tweak

Paraphernalia shops drop the smoke screen

5 Reasons Weed Give Us The Giggles That You Might Not Know
http://herb.co/2016/12/08/weed-give-giggles/ (news – 2016)

What a $20 Bag of Weed Looks Like in Jamaica

Marijuana should be treated like tobacco, alcohol, Obama says

Cannabis Reduces Short Term Motivation to Work For Money
http://neurosciencenews.com/psychology-cannabis-work-4958/ (news – 2016)

How The Federal Government Limits Valid Scientific Research on Cannabis Sativa

Legalized marijuana: What are the implications for worker's comp?

Marijuana: 15 Cities With the Most Pot Users

Doctors Struggle With Medical Marijuana Knowledge Gap

The Early Bird Does Not Get the Legal Weed

‘Pot fairy’ strikes Brown Avenue, again
Please, don't call it fake weed (news – 2016)

Cop Task Force Gets In The Weeds (news – 2016)
http://www.newhavenindependent.org/index.php/archives/entry/marijuana_police/

http://www.cheatsheet.com/money-career/average-cannabis-consumer-spend.html/?ref=YF&yptr=yahoo

Costs of Growing Cannabis at Home vs. Buying Bud at a Dispensary (news – 2016)

Where is weed legal? Map of U.S. marijuana laws by state (news – 2016)

Does CBD Convert to THC When Ingested? The findings from one study conclude it is possible. (news – 2016)
https://www.thcmag.com/does-cbd-convert-to-thc-when-ingested-the-findings-from-one-study-conclude-it-is-possible/

Does oral cannabidiol convert to THC, a psychoactive form of cannabinoid, in the stomach? (news – 2016)
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/releases/311150.php

Dutch Study Says Legal Cannabis Cultivation Would Boost Human Rights (news – 2016)

Cannabis for health? Reduced absenteeism in cannabis states says study (news – 2016)

We Asked a Lawyer What You Can Do if Someone Steals Your Drugs (news – 2016)

Marijuana's Role in the Pursuit of Patent Rights (news – forum re-post - 2016)


Joint operation: Indian cops blame rats for missing marijuana (news – 2017)

A pharma company that spent $500,000 trying to keep pot illegal just got DEA approval for synthetic marijuana (news – 2017)

Swiss cannabis entrepreneurs develop craving for low-potency pot (news – 2017)

Can Your Landlord Stop You From Smoking Marijuana? (news – 2017)
http://www.cheatsheet.com/money-career/can-landlord-stop-smoking-marijuana.html/
The Quality Of Government Marijuana Is So Bad It’s Hindering Research  
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/the-quality-of-government-marijuana-is-so-bad-its-hindering-research/#sthash.aZPNjSgN.dpuf

Government Marijuana Is Inferior And Moldy, Researcher Claims  

Criticism of U. of Mississippi Marijuana Quality Unfair  

World's leading marijuana expert says he has never smoked a joint  

Green Card Greetings Launches the First Greeting Card Gift Bag for Marijuana Products  

The Exhaustive List Of Everyone Who’s Died Of A Marijuana Overdose  
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/marijuana-lethal-dose_us_58f4ec07e4b0b9e9848d6297

What the Guys Who Coined '420' Think About Their Place in Marijuana History  

Fear of a White Lighter  
http://www.atlasobscura.com/articles/white-lighter-marijuana-legend-myth-folklore-superstition

This Is Why You Shouldn’t Call 911 When You’re Too High  
http://herb.co/2017/04/24/anderson-cooper-911/

Study: Nationwide medical marijuana laws would save lives - and a billion taxpayer dollars  

Here’s why you should be celebrating 4/21, not 4/20  

Marijuana decriminalized but still triggers gun felony  

Is Your Marijuana Covered By Your Insurance?  
https://www.thestreet.com/amp/story/14093895/1/is-your-marijuana-covered-by-your-insurance.html

Losing Too Many Police Recruits to Past Pot Use, Maryland Eases Its Qualifications  

Queen Victoria? 8 Historic Women Who Made Marijuana History  

Department of health warns Florida residents about medical marijuana scam  
https://www.thestreet.com/amp/story/14093895/1/is-your-marijuana-covered-by-your-insurance.html
DEA: Your teens may be hiding drugs in their graphing calculators. Or teddy bears.  
http://www.thenewstribune.com/opinion/article147360859.html

The war on marijuana is being waged on those who speak out  
http://www.philly.com/philly/health/cannabis/The-war-on-marijuana-is-being-waged-on-those-who-speak-out.html

Pro-marijuana group wants to adopt highway; PennDOT says no thanks  
http://www.pennlive.com/politics/index.ssf/2017/05/marijuana_adopt_a_highway_rule.html

Sharp Intелlos Robot Patrols Marijuana Grow Facility in Test Case Application  

Investigators warn of creative drug paraphernalia  

Marijuana isn’t attracting homeless people to Denver or Colorado, according to “best data we have”  

Marijuana convictions go up in smoke with California legalization  

Surely You Jest, Medical Pot Firm Tells New Mexico  

The DEA’s list of drug slang is hilarious and bizarre  
https://news.vice.com/story/the-deas-list-of-drug-slang-is-hilarious-and-bizarre

DEA Removes False Claims About Cannabis from Their Website  
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/dea-removes-false-claims-about-cannabis-from-their-website/

Picturing Marijuana  
http://www.yankton.net/opinion/editorials/article_5b496194-4cc1-11e7-a6a1-e36b247574c6.html

Secret Service relaxes marijuana policy in bid to swell ranks  

If You Do One Thing In 2017 For Your Health, Look After Your Endocannabinoid System  
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/mary-biles1/want-to-keep-your-body-in_b_13724782.html

Jack Herer: You know the strain, now get to know the man  

County Fairs Could Sell Marijuana Right Alongside Fried Twinkies in California  

Weed 101: Inside Temple University’s Marijuana in the Media class  

Marijuana Industry to Surpass Manufacturing in Job Creation by 2020  

Cannabis Botanists are in Short Supply

The Business of Pot: There Are More Legal Marijuana Workers Than There Are Dental Hygienists

What You Need To Know About Medical Marijuana And Gun Ownership

Marijuana Dispensaries Quell Crime, Study Finds

Colorado Gives Drug-Sniffing Police Dogs The Boot

Study: Cannabis Dispensaries Deter Crime

Five Handy Responses to Reefer Madness

UCI marijuana study finds increased crime rates following L.A. pot dispensary closures

The Cannabis World Pays Tribute to Strain Hunting Icon Franco Loja

Effort to limit pot advertising on clothing in California falls short

Homes near marijuana dispensaries worth more, report says

How to Entertain with Weed: An Etiquette Guide

American University Unveils New Degree: Marijuana Chemistry

More people were arrested last year over pot than for murder, rape, aggravated assault and robbery — combined
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/a21be8a9-406c-3767-8f95-93a176b7f21b/ss_more-people-were-arrested.html (news – 2017)

Warning of marijuana Halloween candy derided as scare tactic

We Fact-Checked a Bunch of Shitty Weed Myths
MITOCHONDRIA – they act like a cell’s digestive system taking in nutrients for energy

Mitochondria Mysteries (news – 2012)
https://www.projectcbd.org/article/cannabinoids-and-mitochondria

New Study Shows Cannabinoids Improve Efficiency Of Mitochondria And Remove Damaged Brain Cells (news – 2013)
http://www.collective-evolution.com/2013/05/30/new-study-shows-cannabinoids-improve-efficiency-of-mitochondria-and-remove-damaged-brain-cells/

Marijuana fights Alzheimer’s disease, new study indicates (news – 2014)

Marijuana Compound May Offer Treatment for Alzheimer’s Disease (news – 2014)
http://neurosciencenews.com/alzheimers-progression-thc-neuropharmacology-1274/


**MITOCHONDRIAL DISEASE**


MORNING SICKNESS - also see NAUSEA

Pregnant women turning to cannabis for morning sickness relief risk prosecution
(news - 2010)
http://michigandispensaries.us/news/pregnant-women-turning-to-cannabis-for-morning-sickness-relief-risk-prosecution

When Getting Baked Means More than Just a Bun in the Oven (news – 2010)

Marijuana for Morning Sickness? (anecdotal/news – 2010)
http://blogs.babycenter.com/mom_stories/marijuana-for-morning-sickness/

Medical Marijuana: Can Pot Help Pregnant Women With Vomiting and Nausea? (article – 2011)

Medical Marijuana For Morning Sickness? Some Doctors Think It'll Help Pregnant Women Relieve Severe Nausea (news – 2015)

Pot and Pregnancy: Marijuana for morning sickness (news – 2015)

http://www.hempyreum.org/arc/en/73457

Is Smoking Weed While Pregnant Really So Bad? (news – 2017)
https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/eyy8pn/is-smoking-weed-while-pregnant-really-so-bad-v24n7

Pot and pregnancy: Mom's Choice or Child Safety? (news – 2017)

Why More Women Are Smoking Weed While Pregnant (news – 2017)

MORTALITY RATES

Pregnant Women Smoking Pot Could Reduce Infant Mortality (news - 2010)
http://www.opposingviews.com/i/pregnant-women-smoking-pot-could-reduce-infant-mortality

Marijuana is NOT like Alcohol. Please make a note of it. Thanks. (news – 2010)
Annual Causes of Death in the United States (article – 2011)
http://drugwarfacts.org/cms/?q=node/30

Cocaine, Opiate, and Cannabinoid Infant Mortality Study (news – 2011)

Study: Marijuana Linked to Lower Mortality Rate for Patients with Psychotic Disorders (news – 2012)
http://www.alternet.org/story/155657/study%3A_marijuana_linked_to_lower_mortality_rate_for_patients_with_psychotic_disorders

Study: Marijuana Smoking Not Associated With Greater Mortality Risk Among Heart Attack Survivors (news – 2013)

Study: Imposition Of Per Se Limits For Drugs Don't Reduce Traffic Deaths (news – 2013)
http://norml.org/news/2013/01/17/study-imposition-of-per-se-limits-for-drugs-don-t-reduce-traffic-deaths

Study: Medical Marijuana Laws Lead To Decrease In Alcohol-Related Deaths (news – 2013)
http://www.opposingviews.com/i/society/study-medical-marijuana-laws-lead-decrease-alcohol-related-deaths#

Study: Recreational Marijuana Users Show No ‘Negative Health Outcomes’ (news – 2013)
http://www.leafscience.co.uk/2013/09/24/study-recreational-marijuana-users-show-negative-health-outcomes/

No detectable association between frequency of marijuana use and health or healthcare utilization (news – 2013)

Which Drugs Actually Kill Americans [Infographic]  Hint: not pot (news – 2013)

Don’t Fear the Reefer (news – 2014)

If Medical Marijuana Laws Cause A 'Surge in Drugged Driving Deaths,' Why Are Fatalities Falling? (news – 2014)

Medical marijuana laws may reduce painkiller overdoses (news – 2014)

States With Medical Marijuana Laws Have Fewer Opioid Overdose Deaths (news – 2014)

State Medical Marijuana Laws Linked to Lower Prescription Overdose Deaths (news – 2014)
In States With Medical Marijuana, Painkiller Deaths Drop by 25 Percent  (news – 2014)  

No correlation between medical marijuana legalization, crime increase: Legalization may reduce homicide, assault rates  (news – 2014)  
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/03/140326182049.htm

Medical Marijuana’s Legalization and Crime Rates  (news – 2014)  

Marijuana use associated with lower death rates in patients with traumatic brain injuries  (news – 2014)  

Studies claim medical marijuana may reduce suicide rates, traffic fatalities  (news – 2014)  

Cannabis conundrum: Evidence of harm?: Opposition to marijuana use is often rooted in arguments about the drug’s harm to children and adults, but the scientific evidence is seldom clear-cut  (article – 2015)  

Pediatrician decides: alcohol or marijuana  (news – 2015)  
http://blog.sfgate.com/smellthetruth/2015/03/16/pediatrician-decides-alcohol-or-marijuana/

7 possible deaths linked to spice  (news – 2015)  
http://www.msnnewsnow.com/story/28835152/7-possible-deaths-linked-to-spice

The laws on alcohol and marijuana are totally out of sync with the science  (news – 2015)  

Deaths triple from synthetic marijuana in US  (news – 2015)  

Doctors pioneer pot as an opioid substitute  (news – 2015)  
http://www.bostonherald.com/news_opinion/local_coverage/2015/10/doctors_pioneer_pot_as_an_opioid_substitute

Painkiller Deaths Drop by 25 Percent in States Where Medical Marijuana is Legal  (news – 2015)  

French drug trial turns disastrous, leaving 1 brain dead and 5 hospitalized  (news – 2016)  

One way to fight the opioid epidemic? Medical marijuana.  (news – 2016)  
http://www.vox.com/2016/1/20/10800248/medical-marijuana-opioids-heroin

Science/Human: Cannabis use was associated with improved outcome after bleeding in the brain  (news – 2016)  

Medical Marijuana Laws Linked to Fewer Opioid-Related Fatal Crashes
Marijuana better alternative to painkillers
http://www.technicianonline.com/sports/article_3bf18c14-910e-11e6-b5ca-9f48d5c1e2e3.html

Medical marijuana reduces use of opioid pain meds, decreases risk for some with chronic pain

Countdown to legal pot: No one will ever die from too much marijuana

Cannabis and Malaria: New Study Reveals CBD is Effective in Preventing Deaths

Can Marijuana Cause Deadly Drug Interactions?

What Colorado and other states tell us about how marijuana's big election day will affect health

Marijuana Deaths: How Many Are There?
http://herb.co/2016/01/12/many-people-died-overdosing-marijuana/

FDA Sees No General Safety Risk With FAAH Inhibitors
http://www.medpagetoday.com/neurology/generalneurology/59666?pop=0&ba=1&xid=tmd-md&hr=trendMD

Drug War is ‘Root Cause’ of Police Shooting Epidemic, says Libertarian Party Presidential Nominee Gary Johnson

Study: History of Marijuana Use Associated with Improved Short-term Outcomes in Heart attack Patients

Medical marijuana's underexplored potential for helping opioid addiction
https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2017-02/cp-mmu012617.php

Opioid Overdose Deaths Plummet In States Which Legalized Medical Marijuana

The Exhaustive List Of Everyone Who’s Died Of A Marijuana Overdose
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/marijuana-lethal-dose_us_58f4ec07e4b0b9e9848d6297
Synthetic marijuana shows lethal side effects (news – 2017)  

Study: Nationwide medical marijuana laws would save lives - and a billion taxpayer dollars (news – 2017)  

The Government's Best Weapon Against Heroin Might Be Marijuana (news – 2017)  

Science Calls Out Jeff Sessions on Medical Marijuana and the "Historic Drug Epidemic" (news – 2017)  

Study: Marijuana not linked to rise in auto fatalities (news – 2017)  

Cannabis-Friendly Trauma Patients Less Likely To Die In Hospital: Study (news – 2017)  
https://www.civilized.life/articles/cannabis-trauma-patients/

Legal marijuana is saving lives in Colorado, study finds (news – 2017)  

Army: Vaping oils blamed for 2 deaths, 60 hospitalizations (news – 2018)  

MRSA/ METHICILLIN-RESISTANT STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS

The Faces Of Medical Marijuana: An Interview With Sarah Lovering (interview - 2010)  
http://the420times.com/2010/04/the-faces-of-medical-marijuana/

Can Marijuana Combat The ‘Catastrophic’ Rise Of Drug Resistant Bacteria? (news – 2013)  
http://www.leafscience.com/2013/09/18/can-marijuana-combat-catastrophic-rise-drug-resistant-bacteria/

Terpenes May Improve Effectiveness Of Medical Marijuana (news – 2013)  

Is Cannabis the Solution to Antibiotic-Resistant Staph and Superbug Crisis? (news – 2013)  

Is Marijuana The Next Big Antibiotic? (news – 2016)  
http://herb.co/2016/01/27/marijuana-next-big-antibiotic/
Cannabinoid-based Drug Effective Against Antibiotic-resistant MRSA  (news – 2017)

MRSA and Cannabis  (news – 2017)
https://theganjageek.wordpress.com/2017/01/31/mrsa-and-cannabis/

MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS/ MS

Aging & Medical Marijuana  (booklet – undated)
http://www.safeaccessnow.org/aging_booklet

Drugs that reduce activity of ABDH6 enzyme can prevent brain damage: Study  (news – 2010)

Nature's (Legal) Cannabinoids  (news - 2010)
http://www.mapinc.org/drugnews/v10/n126/a04.html?1194

Marijuana and MS--an unfinished story.  (news - 2010)
http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Marijuana+and+MS--an+unfinished+story.-a0237205183

Weed Control Part 1: MS sufferer finds relief with medical marijuana  (anecdotal/news - 2010)

New metabolic pathway for controlling brain inflammation  (news – 2011)

Scripps Research Scientists Discover Inflammation Is Controlled Differently in Brain and Other Tissues  (news – 2011)

Smoked Cannabis Reduces Some Symptoms of Multiple Sclerosis  (news – 2012)

Marijuana Pill Relieves MS and RSD/CRPS Symptoms Plus Pain  (news – 2012)

Cannabis-based medications prove effective in relieving pain  (news – 2012)

Cannabis Effective for Easing MS Symptoms, but Not for Slowing Progression  (news – 2012)
http://www.prweb.com/releases/-medical-marijuana/-information-san-francisc/prweb9568927.htm

Study: Smoking pot may ease pain, muscle spasms in people with multiple sclerosis  (news – 2012)
Medicinal Cannabis and Painful Sensory Neuropathy  
(editorial – 2013)  
http://journalofethics.ama-assn.org/2013/05/oped1-1305.html

Sativex® rescheduled by the Home Office  
(news – 2013)  
(click “yes” if asked)  

Adequate and Well-Controlled Studies Proving Medical Efficacy of Cannabis Exist but Are Ignored by Marijuana Schedulers  
(news – 2013)  
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/sunil-kumar-aggarwal/marijuana-schedule-1_b_3071725.html

Still Believe Nature Got It Wrong? Top 10 Health Benefits of Marijuana  
(news – 2013)  
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2013/05/01/still-believe-nature-got-it-wrong-top-10-health-benefits-of-marijuana/

Research shows marijuana can be effectively used to treat multiple sclerosis  
(news – 2013)  

Medical Marijuana: Consortium of Multiple Sclerosis Centers  
(news – 2013)  

Aylsham multiple sclerosis sufferer says cannabis-based drug ‘changed my life’  
(news - 2013)  
http://www.eveningnews24.co.uk/news/aylsham_multiple_sclerosis_sufferer_says_cannabis_based_drug_changed_my_life_1_2276182

Multiple Sclerosis and Cannabis - A Conversation With Clark French  
(news – 2013)  
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/jason-reed/multiple-sclerosis-and-cannabis_b_1902151.html

Sending multiple sclerosis up in smoke  
(news – 2013)  

Chemicals in marijuana 'protect nervous system' against MS  
(news – 2013)  
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/267161.php

Report on Medical Cannabis Research History- What the Science Says  
(article – 2014)  
http://www.safeaccessnow.org/medical_cannabis_research_what_does_the_evidence_say

Study uncovers marijuana's potential to treat autoimmune diseases  
(news – 2014)  

Low-THC Medical Marijuana Bills: Leaving Most Patients Behind  
(news – 2014)  
https://www.mpp.org/low-or-no-thc-high-cbd-medical-marijuana-bills/

Iowa’s Only Two Medical Marijuana Recipients May Lose Access  
(news – 2014)  
http://www.thedailychronic.net/2014/30844/iowas-only-two-medical-marijuana-recipients-may-lose-access/

Health Benefits Of Medical Marijuana: 3 Major Ways Cannabis Helps Sick People Live Normal Lives  
(news – 2014)  

MS Spasticity: How Do Pharmaceuticals Stack Up Against Medical Marijuana?
The entourage effect: Synergistic actions of plant cannabinoids
(letter – link to PDF - 2015)
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/273330402_The_entourage_effect_Synergistic_actions_of_plant_cannabinoids

What ailments does medical marijuana help? (news – 2015)


Can Medical Marijuana Treat Multiple Sclerosis? (news – 2015)

MS patients may someday find relief in marijuana chewing gum (news – 2015)

Illinois medical marijuana applicants trending female, older (news – 2015)

Marijuana: lower cost, more choice (news – 2015)

Multiple Sclerosis: Here’s Why Cannabis Is So Effective Against MS (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/07/28/marijuana-and-ms/

AXIM bags pot discount for gum to treat multiple sclerosis (news/ad – 2016)

Massive scientific report on marijuana confirms medical benefits (news – 2017)

https://www.civilized.life/articles/the-latest-cannabis-health-report/

Retired rabbi turned medical marijuana dispensary owner says Ohio laws will change: Q&A (news – 2017)

Marijuana ‘saved my life’ (news – 2017)

Cannabinoids May Treat Oxidative Stress-Related Neurodegenerative Disorders, Says New Study (news – 2017)
**MULTIPLE SYSTEM ATROPHY**

- Cannabis treatment report

- Medical Marijuana and the Mainstream Media

- A medical marijuana patient's determined search for relief

- Medical marijuana works well for celebrity chef Kerry Simon

- In about a year, MSA will kill Tommy Fitzgerald

**MUSCLES/MUSCLE RELAXANT**

- Does hemp protein powder contain THC?

- Cannabis And Muscle Spasms

- Marijuana: the Effects On Muscular System

- Marijuana and muscle spasms

- Cannabinoids May Enhance Motor Function Recovery Following a Stroke [Study]

- Should I prescribe marijuana for my patients? Senior users weigh in

**MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY/ MD**

- Top Cannabis Strains to Relieve Muscular Dystrophy

- Myotonic Muscular Dystrophy and Medical Marijuana; A Patients Story


MYASTHENIA GRAVIS - a neuromuscular disorder that causes weakness in the skeletal muscles.


MYOCLONUS DIAPHRAGMATIC FLUTTER

Teen says marijuana has been a lifesaver (myoclonus diaphragmatic flutter) (news/ anecdotal – 2012) http://www.gazette.com/articles/seizes-134241-chaz-teen.html

‘Without marijuana, I’d probably be dead’ (news – 2012) http://www.chalkbeat.org/posts/co/2012/02/22/teen-without-marijuana-id-probably-be-dead/#.V574jqJA76g

NAIL-PATELLA SYNDROME


Iowa’s Only Two Medical Marijuana Recipients May Lose Access (news – 2014) http://www.thedailychronic.net/2014/30844/iowas-only-two-medical-marijuana-recipients-may-lose-access/


NAUSEA - also see MORNING SICKNESS, MOTION SICKNESS, RADIATION-INDUCED NAUSEA

Aging & Medical Marijuana (booklet – undated) http://www.safeaccessnow.org/aging_booklet


UEA scientists separate medical benefits of cannabis from unwanted side effects (news – 2015)
https://www.uea.ac.uk/about/-/uea-scientists-separate-medical-benefits-of-cannabis-from-unwanted-side-effects


Marijuana Is a Wonder Drug When It Comes to the Horrors of Chemo (news – 2015)

Using Medical Cannabis in an Oncology Practice (article – 2016)
http://www.cancernetwork.com/oncology-journal/using-medical-cannabis-oncology-practice

Insys Therapeutics Announces FDA Approval of Syndros™ (news – 2016)
http://syndros.com/

Weeding out the truth: Cannabis-based medications for cancer patients (news – 2016)

Massive scientific report on marijuana confirms medical benefits (news – 2017)

When marijuana is the drug that helps (news – 2017)
http://www.pantagraph.com/lifestyles/health-med-fit/when-marijuana-is-the-drug-that-helps/article_131712d7-8c46-5be7-a6a4-b0336c2be5c8.html

Grandmother with terminal cancer jailed for prescribed medical marijuana (news – 2017)
http://theweek.com/speedreads/696918/grandmother-terminal-cancer-jailed-prescribed-medical-marijuana

Here’s How Marijuana Can Kick Chemotherapy-Induced Nausea To The Curb (news – 2017)
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/heres-how-marijuana-can-stop-chemotherapy-induced-nausea/

http://www.alternet.org/drugs/mind-over-mater-over-mind-endocannabinoids-placebo-effect

Medicinal cannabis: Doctors to learn how to prescribe drug at Melbourne course (news – 2017)

Survey: A Quarter of Cancer Patients Use Legal Medical Marijuana. (news – 2017)
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/301190

**NEUROGENESIS** - the formation of new neurons
Marijuana Increases Brain Cell Formation in the Hippocampus

The Science Behind Marijuana and Neurogenesis

Scientists Discover Another Way Marijuana Helps The Brain Grow

Marijuana fights Alzheimer’s disease, new study indicates

4 Mind Blowing Ways Cannabis Can Help Your Brain

Marijuana Can Help Grow Neurons and Make a Person Smarter

Cannabinoids May Enhance Motor Function Recovery Following a Stroke [Study]

NEURONS/ BRAIN CELLS

Endocannabinoids: Going retro with DAGLα

Marijuana Time Warp

Synaptic plasticity: A new partnership

A Brain Wrought Without Omega-3

How Marijuana Impairs Memory

Marijuana cannabinoids slow brain degradation and aging, reverse dementia: here's how

What is CBC (Cannabichromene)?

Discovery Sheds New Light on Marijuana’s Anxiety Relief Effects

Marijuana's anxiety relief effects: Receptors found in emotional hub of brain
Researchers Discover How Key Protein Enhances Memory and Learning

Oxytocin Enhances Pleasure of Social Interactions by Stimulating Production of “Bliss Molecule”

Cannabinoid Receptors May Control Aversive Memories

Uncovering the Neurological Differences Between the Sexes

How The Brain Creates Marijuana-Fueled Munchies

How Medical Marijuana’s Chemicals May Protect Cells

Should I stay or should I go? On the importance of aversive memories and the endogenous cannabinoid

Mulling the Marijuana Munchies: How the Brain Flips the Hunger Switch

'Love hormone' oxytocin mimics effects of marijuana

Why weed (and other cannabinoids) gives us—I mean, you—the munchies

Brief Overview of the Endocannabinoid System

Marijuana flips appetite switch in brain

Is Anxiety Genetic?

Harvesting Benefits from Cannabinoids.

Previously Unknown Function of a Cannabinoid Receptor Identified

Suppressing Schizophrenia Symptoms Without Side Effects: Mouse Study
NEUROPATHIC PAIN

Study Claims Cannabis Reduces Chronic Pain (news - 2010)  

Study: Smoking pot may ease chronic pain (news - 2010)  

Cannabinoids inhibit and may prevent neuropathic pain in diabetes. (news - 2010)  

Cannabinoid 'Completely' Prevents Chemotherapy-Induced Neuropathy, Study Says (news – 2011)  
CBD: Marijuana Compound Has No High, But Relieves Pain

Marijuana component may ease pain from chemo therapy drugs
http://www.jpost.com/Health/Article.aspx?id=241299

Cannabidiol may help prevent paclitaxel-induced peripheral neuropathy

California pot research backs therapeutic claims
http://www.sacbee.com/2012/07/12/4625608/california-pot-research-backs.html

Marijuana Pill Relieves MS and RSD/CRPS Symptoms Plus Pain

Cannabis as Painkiller
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/08/120807101232.htm

Study: Synthetic THC Analogue Mitigates Diabetic Neuropathy, Is ‘Well Tolerated’ In Patients

New drug offers novel pain management therapy for diabetics.
http://www.thefreelibrary.com/New+drug+offers+novel+pain+management+therapy+for+diabetics.-a0306899453

Synthetic cannabinoid could treat pain in diabetes patients

Drug offers new pain management therapy for diabetics

Cannabis-based medications prove effective in relieving pain

Medicinal Cannabis and Painful Sensory Neuropathy
http://journalofethics.ama-assn.org/2013/05/oped1-1305.html

Adequate and Well-Controlled Studies Proving Medical Efficacy of Cannabis Exist but Are Ignored by Marijuana Schedulers
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/sunil-kumar-aggarwal/marijuana-schedule-1_b_3071725.html

Study: Vaporized, Low-Potency Cannabis Mitigates Neuropathic Pain
http://blog.norml.org/2013/01/03/study-vaporized-low-potency-cannabis-mitigates-neuropathic-pain/

Psychological Benefits Of Marijuana Usage
http://mentalhealthdaily.com/2013/03/05/psychological-benefits-of-marijuana-usage/

Study: Cannabis Inhaler Delivers Effective Relief To Neuropathy Patients
http://blog.norml.org/2014/08/18/study-cannabis-inhaler-delivers-effective-relief-to-neuropathy-patients/

DR ALLAN FRANKEL’S EARLY VERSION INITIAL DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION GUIDE
Medical marijuana: Hints of headway? Despite a conflicted regulatory landscape, support for medical marijuana is growing amid increasing evidence of potential benefits (Part 2 of 2) (article – 2015)

The entourage effect: Synergistic actions of plant cannabinoids (letter – link to PDF - 2015)
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/273330402_The_entourage_effect_Synergistic_actions_of_plant_cannabinoids

When Weed Is The Cure: A Doctor's Case for Medical Marijuana (interview – 2015)
http://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2015/07/14/422876973/when-weed-is-the-cure-a-doctors-case-for-medical-marijuana?utm_medium=RSS&utm_campaign=authorinterviews

Smoking Cannabis Reduces Diabetic Neuropathy Pain (news & abstract – 2015)

Cannabis Salve for Pain- Neuropathy – Yep, I had shingles. :( (news – 2015)

Cannabis alleviates peripheral neuropathic pain in diabetes (news – 2015)

Science/Human: Inhaled cannabis reduces neuropathic pain in patients with spinal cord injury (news – 2016)
http://www.cannabis-med.org/english/bulletin/ww_en_db_cannabis_artikel.php?id=482#2

How I Stopped My Phantom Limb Pain (news – 2016)
https://www.hellomd.com/health-wellness/how-i-stopped-my-phantom-limb-pain

Better With Age: How Cannabis Improves Quality Of Life (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/09/12/better-age-cannabis-improves-quality-life/

Amputee: K2 'takes away my pain' (news – 2017)
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/oz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=10850580

Should I prescribe marijuana for my patients? Senior users weigh in (news – 2017)
http://www.jweekly.com/2017/06/18/should-i-prescribe-marijuana-for-my-patients-senior-users-weigh-in/

http://www.greenbridgemed.com/neuroscience-cannabis-medicine/

Residual Limb Pain – Medical Marijuana Research Overview (news – 2017)
https://www.medicalmarijuanainc.com/residual-limb-pain-medical-marijuana-research-overview/

NEUROPROTECTION

New metabolic pathway for controlling brain inflammation (news – 2011)
Bodyguard for the Brain: Researchers Identify Mechanism That Seems to Protect Brain from Aging  

Latest Studies Imply That Cannabinoids Are Protective Against Alcohol-Induced Brain Damage  
http://blog.norml.org/2011/09/06/latest-studies-imply-that-cannabinoids-are-protective-against-alcohol-induced-brain-damage/

Researchers study neuroprotective properties in cannabis  
http://www.foxnews.com/health/2012/03/20/researchers-study-neuroprotective-properties-in-cannabis/

Low Doses of THC (Cannabis) Can Halt Brain Damage, Study Suggests  
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/05/130530132531.htm

Activation of cortical type 2 cannabinoid receptors ameliorates ischemic brain injury  
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/02/130221141140.htm

Chemicals in marijuana 'protect nervous system' against MS  
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/267161.php

Cannabis compounds may limit stroke damage  

New Research Finds Marijuana May Combat Brain Damage  
http://thejointblog.com/new-research-finds-marijuana-may-combat-brain-damage/

New Study: Cannabis May Treat Brain Damage Caused by Heavy Alcohol Consumption  
http://thejointblog.com/new-study-cannabis-may-treat-brain-damage-caused-heavy-alcohol-consumption/

Marijuana for Alzheimer’s Disease  
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/your-brain-food/201411/marijuana-alzheimer-s-disease

Marijuana fights Alzheimer’s disease, new study indicates  

Marijuana Compound May Offer Treatment for Alzheimer’s Disease  
http://neurosciencenews.com/alzheimers-progression-thc-neuropharmacology-1274/

Study: THC Reduces Methamphetamine-Induced Brain Damage  
https://www.theweedblog.com/study-thc-reduces-methamphetamine-induced-brain-damage/

Is it time to legalize marijuana in sports?  

Can cousin of marijuana plant ease NFL's concussion problem?  

Temple researchers to explore ability of compounds to protect brain against HIV infection  
Microbes, Alzheimer’s Disease, and Cannabis
http://cannabishealthindex.com/cannabinoid-research/microbes-alzheimers-disease-and-cannabis/

THC Stimulates Toxic Plaque Removal in the Brain, Blocks Inflammation, Finds Study
(news – 2016)

Cannabinoids remove plaque-forming Alzheimer's proteins from brain cells

Can Cannabis Prevent and Treat Traumatic Brain Injury?
(news – 2016)

Cannabis could treat traumatic brain injury, Israeli researchers say

Cannabinoids May Treat Oxidative Stress-Related Neurodegenerative Disorders, Says New Study

NUTRITION – GENERAL  - also see OMEGA3/ CB 1 CONNECTION, METHODS OF USE- EDIBLES

Scientists Find New Sources of Plant Cannabinoids Other than Medical Marijuana?
(news – 2010)

Poor Diet Impairs Cannabinoid Receptors (news - forum repost – 2011)

Mangoes Elevate High From Smoking Marijuana: Are They A Healthier Alternative To The 'Munchies'? (news – 2013)
http://www.medicaldaily.com/mangoes-elevate-high-smoking-marijuana-are-they-healthier-alternative-munchies-247892

Why growing numbers of pot smokers eat mango before lighting up (news – 2014)
http://www.salon.com/2014/07/11/why_growing_numbers_of_pot_smokers_eat_mango_before_lighting_up_partner/

L. Acidophilus and the CB2 Receptor (news – 2014)
https://www.sclabs.com/l-acidophilus-and-the-cb2-receptor/

Half-baked hog farm busted (news – 2014)
http://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/half-baked-hog-farm-busted

How to Stay Healthy While You're High (news – 2015)

http://www.bohemian.com/northbay/grass-fed/Content?oid=2966332
How Omega 3 Improves the Effectiveness of CBD Oil (news – 2016) https://www.highlandpharms.com/cbd-oil-effective-omega-3


Why You Should Be Eating Raw Weed (news – 2016) http://herb.co/2016/02/13/eating-raw-weed/?bt_alias=eyJ1c2VySWQiOiAiYTM4ZDI0ODctMzNmMC00NGRkLWEyOTYtNGI3ZjY1MDIyZDc3In0%3D


If You Do One Thing In 2017 For Your Health, Look After Your Endocannabinoid System (news – 2017) http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/mary-biles1/want-to-keep-your-body-in_b_13724782.html


Provocative Study Points to Humans Being Best Adapted to a High-Fat, Low-Carb Diet (news – 2017) http://www.alternet.org/drugs/going-paleo-diet-endocannabinoid-system

NUTRITION – HEMP SEED

Hemp Seeds are Full of Health (news - 2010) http://www.naturalnews.com/029729_hemp_seeds_health.html


Herbal medicine may ease constipation (news – 2013) https://www.reuters.com/article/us-herbal-constipation/herbal-medicine-may-ease-constipation-idUSTRE6AB52320101112
Chew on This: Hemp is the New Health Food (news – 2013)  
http://www.lifescript.com/food/healthy_eating_guides/dinner/articles/chew_on_this_hemp_is_the_new_health_food.aspx

All You Need to Know About Hemp Seeds (news – 2013)  

Hemp-seed muesli led to ACT drug-driving charge: Laws under fire (news – 2013)  

New Study: Putting Chickens On Hemp Diet Increases Health Of Their Eggs (news - 2013)  

Doctor Cannabis (news – 2013)  
http://forward.com/articles/188881/doctor-cannabis/

Hemp Prepares for Prime Time as Weed’s Sober Cousin (news – 2014)  

Plant-Based Foods With the Highest Omega-3 Fatty Acids (news – 2014)  

10 Birds That Love To Eat Hemp Seeds (news - 2014)  
http://www.hamiltonmediaarts.org/10-birds-that-love-to-eat-hemp-seeds/

High on the menu: cannabis spaghetti features at Italian foodfest (news – 2015)  

'Protein powder' claim required evidence in drug driving case, court rules (news – 2015)  

Hemp for a Healthy Heart? (news – 2015)  
http://blog.lifextension.com/2014/02/hemp-for-healthy-heart.html

6 Reasons Why You Should Eat Hemp Seeds (news - 2015)  
http://ecowatch.com/2015/09/18/eat-hemp-seeds/#comments

Italian Ice Cream Maker Creates Hemp Gelato (news - 2015)  

Everything You Need to Know About How to Eat Hemp Seeds (news – 2017)  
https://www.bonappetit.com/test-kitchen/ingredients/article/hemp-seeds

Why This Grain-Free, Nut-Free, Gluten-Free, Vegan Protein Needs to Be Every Fitness Buff’s Best Friend (news – 2016)  

The Benefits of Organic Hemp Milk (news - 2016)  
Hemp Industries Association Sues DEA Over Illegal Attempt to Regulate Hemp Foods as Schedule I Drugs (news – 2017)
https://thehia.org/HIAhemppressreleases/4594319?utm_source=Motion+against+DEA+Announcement&utm_campaign=HIA-Motions-DEA&utm_medium=email

DEA Attempts to Regulate Hemp Foods as Schedule I Drugs (news – 2017)
https://www.theweedblog.com/dea-regulate-hemp-foods-schedule-1-drugs/#prettyPhoto

Hemp for human consumption finally gets a green light in Australia and New Zealand (news – 2017)

Cannabis Treatment for Hypertension (news – 2017)
https://www.thcmmag.com/cannabis-treatment-for-hypertension/

Why Hemp Flour is Better Than White Bleached Flour (news – 2017)
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/why-hemp-flour-is-better-than-white-bleached-flour/

http://segra-intl.com/segrapedia/cannabis-part-1-an-introduction/

NUTRITION – HEMP SEED OIL - also see OMEGA 3/ CB1 CONNECTION

Hemp Seed Oil Vs. Flaxseed Oil (article – 2010)
http://www.ehow.com/facts_5946119_hemp-oil-vs_flaxseed-oil.html

Hemp Seed Oil Vs. Flaxseed Oil (article – 2010)

Hemp Seed Oil for Skin (news – 2010)
http://www.livestrong.com/article/340189-hemp-seed-oil-for-skin/

The Benefits of Hemp Oil on Hair (news – 2010)
http://www.livestrong.com/article/189783-the-benefits-of-hemp-oil-on-hair/

Hemp Oil Vs. Flax Oil (news – 2011)
http://www.livestrong.com/article/413750-hemp-oil-vs-flax-oil/

Cannabis Seed Oil and Essential Fatty Acids (news – 2012)

Hemp Seed Oil For Eczema – Cures From The Inside Out (news/ anecdotal – 2012)

Cannabis in Anti Aging Skin Care is Smoking Hot (news – 2014)
https://www.truthinaging.com/review/cannabis-in-anti-aging-skin-care-is-smoking-hot
Your Next Cooking Oil Could Come From Hemp
http://www.popsci.com/article/science/your-next-cooking-oil-could-come-hemp

Hempseed oil has healthy potential: study
http://news.yahoo.com/hempseed-oil-healthy-potential-study-195140602.html

How to Give Yourself a Cannabis Facial
http://www.elle.com/the-pot-issue/hemp-facial-diy

Lip balm containing pot ingredient thrown out at air base

Hemp Industries Association Sues DEA Over Illegal Attempt to Regulate Hemp Foods as Schedule I Drugs
https://thehia.org/HIAhemppressreleases/4594319?utm_source=Motion+against+DEA+Announcement&utm_campaign=HIA-Motions-DEA&utm_medium=email

DEA Attempts to Regulate Hemp Foods as Schedule 1 Drugs
https://www.theweedblog.com/dea-regulate-hemp-foods-schedule-1-drugs/#prettyPhoto

NUTRITION- HEMP SEED PROTEIN ISOLATES/ POWDERS

Benefits of Organic Hemp Protein Powder

Does hemp protein powder contain THC?

Cannabis Protein Powder VS. Whey Protein Powder

Nutritional Information of Cannabis Protein
https://www.buydutchseeds.com/blog/nutritional-information-of-cannabis-protein.html

Cannabis Protein Powder: Nothing But The Facts

NUTRITION – HIGH FAT DIET and the ENDOCANNABINOID SYSTEM

Study helps explain why fatty foods are complicit in weight gain

Body's natural marijuana-like chemicals make fatty foods hard to resist
Diet & the Endocannabinoid System

Provocative Study Points to Humans Being Best Adapted to a High-Fat, Low-Carb Diet
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/going-paleo-diet-endocannabinoid-system

**OBESITY/ ADIPOSE TISSUE**

Suicides in other trials led to early termination of trial into effects of weight loss drug rimonabant on cardiovascular outcomes (CRESCENDO study)

A Summary of Endocannabinoids and Obesity

Frequency Of Marijuana Use Associated With Lower Prevalence Of Obesity, Study Says

Smoking marijuana not linked to obesity: study

Body's natural marijuana-like chemicals make fatty foods hard to resist

'Cannabis' receptor discovery may help understanding of obesity and pain

How marijuana could help cure obesity-related diseases

How marijuana could help cure obesity-related diseases

Marijuana Slims? Why Pot Smokers Are Less Obese
http://healthland.time.com/2011/09/08/marijuana-slims-pot-smoking-linked-to-lower-body-weight/#ixzz21FEzq1Lg

Fight obesity... with marijuana?
http://theweek.com/article/index/218940/fight-obesity-with-marijuana

New Drug Could Help Maintain Long-Term Weight Loss
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/07/120726122116.htm

How Smoking Marijuana may Help Women to Fight Nasty Symptoms of Menopause?
Regular Marijuana Use is Associated With Favorable Indices to Diabetic Control, Say Investigators

Marijuana Users Have Better Blood Sugar Control

Study: Why Pot Smokers Are Skinnier

Marijuana linked to prevention of diabetes

Study: Marijuana Smokers Are Thinner And Healthier Than Non-Users

Smoking Weed Linked To Lower BMI: Why Pot Smokers Tend To Be Skinnier

Tetrahydrocannabivarin (THCV): A Cannabinoid Fighting Obesity

Key Shift in Brain That Creates Drive to Overeat Identified

Marijuana Could Be the Answer to Fighting These 3 Diseases

New study links marijuana use and low body weight among Nunavik Inuit

Schizophrenia and weight gain: A new explanation?

Cannabinoids may be responsible for weight gain associated with schizophrenia

Nunavik Inuit health study from 2004 continues to churn out info

Lady Health: Top 5 Strains to Curb Appetite

Marijuana Gains Traction In Fight Against Diabetes And Obesity

People Who Smoke Weed Are Losing Weight Because They're Not Drinking Booze
Infographic: Pot smokers are skinnier than non-users (news – 2015) http://o.canada.com/health-2/infographic-pot-smokers-are-skinnier-than-non-users


Study uses diverse sample to examine childhood weight's link to age of first substance use (news – 2016) https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160628110211.htm


Your doctor is probably more worried about your weight than your marijuana use, study finds (news – 2016) https://www.abqjournal.com/860979/your-doctor-is-probably-more-worried-about-your-weight-than-your-marijuana-use-study-finds.html


More Proof That Marijuana Keeps You Thin, Fit And Active (news – 2016) https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/more-proof-that-weed-keeps-you-thin/#sthash.2OdtF6Je.dpuf

The Odd Science Behind Marijuana And Metabolism (news – 2016) http://herb.co/2016/02/01/odd-science-behind-marijuana-metabolism/


**OBSESSIVE COMPULSIVE DISORDER/ OCD**

Making or breaking habits: The endocannabinoids can do it  

How the brain makes, and breaks, a habit  
[news – 2016](https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/05/160526185419.htm)

Habitual Behavior Pathophysiology -- The Central Role of Endocannabinoids in OCD  

CBD Oil Actually Helped With My Anxiety  
[news – 2017](http://nymag.com/thecut/2017/04/what-cannabidiol-oil-did-for-me.html)

**OLDER ADULT CANNABIS USERS**

Pot for Grandma? Middle-Aged Adults Buying Weed for Ailing Parents  
(link to PDF – 2010)  
[link to PDF – 2010](http://nymag.com/thecut/2017/04/what-cannabidiol-oil-did-for-me.html)

Older Adults' Pot Use Up  
[news - 2010](http://www.dallasnews.com/news/20100223-Older-adults-pot-use-up-7010.ece)

Medical Marijuana Raises Tough Questions for Nursing Homes  

Marijuana Use By Seniors Goes Up As Boomers Age  
[news - 2010](http://www.mapinc.org/drugnews/v10/n136/a01.html?1189)

Pot Breaks the Age Barrier  
[news - 2010](http://www.mapinc.org/drugnews/v10/n233/a01.html?1190)

Why Growing Numbers of Baby Boomers and the Elderly Are Smoking Pot  
[news – 2010](http://www.alternet.org/story/145808/why_growing_numbers_of_baby_boomers_and_the_elderly_are_smoking_pot)

125 Year Old Woman Claimed Smoking Cannabis Everyday Was Her Secret to Long Life  

Cannabis Use in Nursing Homes – An Emerging Issue  

Seniors’ Medical Pot Collective Faces Opposition in California  

Police Harass Federal Medical Marijuana Patient Elvy Musikka  
Who Benefits Most From Medical Marijuana? Senior Citizens (news – 2012)
http://www.doobons.com/blog/2012/04/18/seniors-benefit-most-from-medical-marijuana/

NORML’s Eleven Surprising Things About Marijuana That Seniors Need to Know (news – 2012)
http://blog.norml.org/2012/11/03/normls-eleven-surprising-things-about-marijuana-that-seniors-need-to-know/

Pot smoking not tied to middle-age mental decline (news – 2012)
http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/01/04/us-drugs-idUSTRE8030AE20120104

Illicit Drug Use Rising For 50+ Crowd (news – 2012)

Reefer tokin' seniors in South Florida see pain go up in smoke (news – 2012)

Silver Tour: Wall Street Journal Looks At Seniors and Medical Marijuana Use (news – 2012)

Seniors having Trouble Getting Medical Marijuana (news – 2012)

Is Marijuana Booming Among Boomers? (news – 2013)
http://www.forbes.com/sites/nextavenue/2013/05/16/is-marijuana-booming-among-boomers/

Medical marijuana helps senior sleep, contend with other problems of aging (news – 2013)
http://www.ottawacitizen.com/health/seniors/Medical+marijuana+helps+senior+sleep+contend+with+other/8439474/story.html

Cannabis for Elders: A Precarious State (news – 2013)

Marijuana use on the rise among young adults, fiftysomethings (news – 2013)

Senior Focus: Should marijuana be legalized for end of life care? (news – 2013)
http://www.stltoday.com/lifestyles/health-fit/6814b63f-d758-5500-9507-a908a5b20c01.html

Not That High (news – 2013)
http://www.slate.com/articles/health_and_science/science/2013/03/marijuana_potency_returning_smokers_want_mellower_pot_strain_s.html

Should Your Aging Parent Try Medical Marijuana? (news/ anecdotal – 2013)

Retired Flint couple sees the light on medical marijuana (news – 2014)

Dealing with age (news – 2014)
Why marijuana's moment has arrived (news – 2014)

Monterey County seniors finding pain relief in medical marijuana (news – 2014)

Cannabis May Protect The Aging Brain, Say Experts (news – 2014)
http://www.leafscience.com/2014/05/07/cannabis-may-protect-aging-brain-say-experts/

Are Baby Boomers Ready To Give MJ a Second Chance? (news – 2014)

With education, nurses can help to bridge the marijuana gap (article – 2015)


How Baby Boomers Get High (news – 2015)
http://fivethirtyeight.com/datalab/how-baby-boomers-get-high/

Substance abuse risk not greater in those using medical marijuana with prescribed opioids (news – 2015)

Gray hair goes green: Sun City marijuana clinic sees line out door (news – 2015)
http://www.ktaran/?id=22&sid=1836172

What It's Like To Smoke Pot Every Day For 50 Years (news – 2015)
https://www.yahoo.com/health/what-its-like-to-smoke-pot-every-day-for-50-years-117780070001.html

Seniors Are Seeking Out States Where Marijuana is Legal (news – 2015)
http://time.com/money/3967757/seniors-retire-marijuana-legal-states/?xid=yahoo_money

Retirees Represent Major Marijuana Market (news – 2015)
http://marijuana.heraldtribune.com/2015/08/13/retirees-represent-major-marijuana-market/

9 Ways Women And Weed Go Together Like Mary And Jane (news – 2015)

Why Doris, 73, puts cannabis in her sandwiches (news – 2015)

Illinois medical marijuana applicants trending female, older (news – 2015)

New Poll Finds Millions Would Like to "Grow Your Own" (news – 2015)

'Grandma's magic remedy:' Mexico's medical marijuana secret (news – 2015)

How Baby Boomers Get High (news – 2015)
https://fivethirtyeight.com/datalab/how-baby-boomers-get-high/
More palliative care patients should get medical marijuana: doctors

Seniors and marijuana

Seniors are filling their prescriptions -- at a pot shop

Meet Sue Taylor, the Black Grandmother Leading the Charge to Bring Marijuana to the Elderly

An elderly couple found help for a brain injury through marijuana — then police found 20 pot plants growing at their home

Reefer Madness! Medical Marijuana is Already Saving $165M Per Year for Medicare

Is It Time To Get Grandma & Grandpa Some Weed?

After medical marijuana legalized, Medicare prescriptions drop for many drugs

Middle-aged parents more likely to smoke weed than their teenaged kids

Raid! National Guard, State Police descend on 81-year-old’s property to seize single pot plant

There’s Only One Demographic That Still Thinks Marijuana Should Be Illegal

Why Pa. seniors are getting high on marijuana in record numbers

Study: Medical Marijuana Laws Associated With Greater Workforce Participation Among Older Americans

Baby boomers on dope: Recreational marijuana use is on the rise among adults over 50
Here's who buys legal weed

Aging baby boomers increasingly embrace marijuana, heavy alcohol use
(news – 2016)

Two retirees create marijuana packaging business in Colorado (news – 2016)

After medical marijuana legalized, Medicare prescriptions drop for many drugs (news – 2016)
https://www.mprnews.org/story/2016/07/07/npr-medical-marijuana

Better With Age: How Cannabis Improves Quality Of Life (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/09/12/better-age-cannabis-improves-quality-life/

Marijuana Use by Older Adults http://learnaboutmarijuanawa.org/factsheets/olderadults.htm

Illegal Patient Profiles: Spending the Golden Years with Cannabis (news – 2016)

Senior Citizens To Receive Daily Dose Of Cannabis During Retirement (news – 2017)

Use of Marijuana for Medical Purposes Among Adults in the United States (abst – 2017)

Veterans Fight for the Right to Free Marijuana (news – 2017)

Seniors Boosting Their Quality Of Life With Cannabis

When Retirement Comes With a Daily Dose of Cannabis (news – 2017)

Should you smoke weed with your grown kids? (news – 2017)

Increasing use by elders of CBD for anxiety (news – 2017)

What Marijuana Did For This Alzheimer’s Patient Will Give You Hope (news – 2017)
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/what-marijuana-did-for-this-alzheimers-patient-will-warm-your-heart/

Baby boomers taking up pot again may be surprised how much it’s changed (news – 2017)
Older Women and Medical Marijuana: A New Growth Industry (news – 2017)


The ‘Mary Kay for marijuana’ throws pot-selling parties for seniors (news – 2017)

Marijuana Infused Tea is Effective in Treating Chronic Pain, Study Finds (news – 2017)
http://www.thedailychronic.net/2017/73728/study-cannabis-infused-tea-effective-for-treating-chronic-pain/

Should I prescribe marijuana for my patients? Senior users weigh in (news – 2017)
http://www.jweekly.com/2017/06/18/should-i-prescribe-marijuana-for-my-patients-senior-users-weigh-in/

Seniors Buy Fewer Prescription Drugs In States That Have Legalized Marijuana (news – 2017)
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/states-that-have-legalized-marijuana/

Take two hits of Maui Wowie and call me in the morning: Baby boomers in the age of medical marijuana (news – 2017)

Patients fear medical marijuana card could cost them their social security benefits (news – 2017)

All About Marijuana Outreach At Retirement Communities (news – 2017)

Medical Cannabis Use is Becoming More Popular Among Senior Citizens (news – 2017)
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/medical-cannabis-use-is-becoming-more-popular-among-senior-citizens/

Why Britain's Grandmas Are Growing More Weed Than Ever (news – 2016)

**OMEGA-3/ CB1 CONNECTION** - α-Linolenic acid (ALA)- plant form, Eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA)- animal form, Docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) animal form. - without Omega 3, new CB1 receptors are made imperfectly. Scientists recommend between a “1 to 1” to a “4 parts Omega 6 to 1 part Omega 3” ratio for the best health. Our modern diet can give us up to 50 parts Omega 6 to 1 part Omega 3. Also see NUTRITION – HEMP SEED OIL, CB1 RECEPTORS.

Hemp Seed Oil Vs. Flaxseed Oil (article – 2010)

Omega 3s, Mice, and Receptors for Funny Cigarettes (news – 2011)
7 Effective Ways To Boost Your Endocannabinoid System
http://www.collective-evolution.com/2016/08/06/7-ways-to-boost-your-endocannabinoid-system/

How Omega 3 Improves the Effectiveness of CBD Oil
https://www.highlandpharms.com/cbd-oil-effective-omega-3

JUST EAT IT! THE ENDOCANNABINOID SYSTEM
https://elevatenv.com/just-eat-it-the-endocannabinoid-system/

Why You Should Be Eating Raw Weed
http://herb.co/2016/02/13/eating-raw-weed/?bt_alias=eyJ1c2VySWQiOiAiYTM4ZDI0ODctMzNmMC00NGRkLWEyOTYyNGI3ZjY1MDIyZDc3In0%3D

The Endocannabinoid System For Dummies (We’ve Made It Easy For You)
http://herb.co/2016/07/28/endocannabinoid-system-dummies/

The Benefits of Organic Hemp Milk

Is Your Low-Fat Diet Killing Your Endocannabinoid System?

Diet & the Endocannabinoid System

OMEGA-6 ENDOCANNABINOID CONNECTION - endocannabinoids are made from Omega 6, so you do need it. But it is also pro-inflammatory, so too much is not good for you. Most folks get too much. Scientists recommend between a “1 to 1” to a “4 parts Omega 6 to 1 part Omega 3” ratio for the best health. Our modern diet can give us up to 50 parts Omega 6 to 1 part Omega 3.

Hemp Seed Oil Vs. Flaxseed Oil

A Summary of Endocannabinoids and Obesity

Omega 3s, Mice, and Receptors for Funny Cigarettes

Cannabis Seed Oil and Essential Fatty Acids

All You Need to Know About Hemp Seeds

Plant-Based Foods With the Highest Omega-3 Fatty Acids

Cannabis in Anti Aging Skin Care is Smoking Hot
Italian Ice Cream Maker Creates Hemp Gelato  

Enhancing Your Endocannabinoid System with Omega-3 Fatty Acids  

How Omega 3 Improves the Effectiveness of CBD Oil  
https://www.highlandpharms.com/cbd-oil-effective-omega-3 (news – 2016)

JUST EAT IT! THE ENDOCANNABINOID SYSTEM  

Why You Should Be Eating Raw Weed  
http://herb.co/2016/02/13/eating-raw-weed/?bt_alias=eyJ1c2VySWQiOiAiYTM4ZDI0MC00NGRkLWEyMTYtZjY1MTIzNjNjODE2NiJ9 (news – 2016)

The Benefits of Organic Hemp Milk  

Is Your Low-Fat Diet Killing Your Endocannabinoid System?  

Diet & the Endocannabinoid System  

**OMEGA-9** – found in olive oil

What Are Omega-9 Fats?  

Need Omega-9 Fatty Acid?  

Your Next Cooking Oil Could Come From Hemp  

**ORGAN TRANSPLANTS**

Oregon hospitals denying life saving organ transplants to legal medical marijuana patients  

Health Tragedy: Patients Denied Life-Saving Transplants for Their "Abuse of Illicit Substances"  
The Denial of Organ Transplants to Medical Marijuana Patients (news – 2011)  

Cancer Patient Taken Off Of Liver Transplant List Because Of Medical Marijuana Use (news – 2011)  
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/12/05/norman-smith-cancer_n_1130619.html

Cedars-Sinai Denying Transplant To Medical Marijuana Patient With Inoperable Liver Cancer (news – 2011)  

Marijuana Users Being Denied Organ Transplants (news – 2013)  

California Medical Association Votes Unanimously Against Denying Organ Transplants for Medical Marijuana Patients (news – 2014)  
http://www.safeaccessnow.org/california_medical_association_votes_unanimously_against_denying_organ_transplants_for_medical_marijuana_patients

The Outrage of Medical Pot Users Denied Organ Transplants (news – 2015)  
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/can-medical-marijuana-help-organ-transplant-patients

California Legislator Introduces Bill to End Organ Transplant Denials for Medical Marijuana Patients (news – 2015)  
http://www.commondreams.org/newswire/2015/02/12/california-legislator-introduces-bill-end-organ-transplant-denials-medical

Can marijuana help transplant patients? New research says maybe (news – 2015)  

Medical Marijuana May Help Transplant Patients  

California Senate Moves To End Discrimination Against Medical Marijuana Patients Seeking Organ Transplants (news – 2015)  

New Study Proves THC Improves Organ Transplant Success (news – 2016)  
http://herb.co/2016/07/09/thc-organ-transplant/

People Using This Health Remedy Are Often Denied Organ Transplants (news – 2016)  

Study: Marijuana Use Not Associated With Adverse Outcomes In Transplant Patients (news – 2016)  

Cannabis found to be possible 'cure' for organ transplant rejection (news – 2016)  
http://www.naturalnews.com/055164_organ_transplant_rejection_cannabis_treatment.html
Medical Marijuana Keeps Sacramento Woman From Heart Transplant  

Kidney patient taken off transplant list for using medical marijuana  

A 'Catch-22' of medical marijuana and organ transplants  

OSTEOPOROSIS/ BONES and CARTILAGE  

Cannabinoids as adjunct treatment for symptoms of OI  

San Francisco Medical Marijuana Clinic Says Cannabis is Effective for Many Women’s Medical Issues  

How Smoking Marijuana may Help Women to Fight Nasty Symptoms of Menopause?  

Protection from osteoarthritis may lie in our own joints, study suggests  
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/05/140518092722.htm  

THCV: The Sports Car of Cannabinoids  
http://steephilllab.com/thcv-the-sports-car-of-cannabinoids/  

Weed: Good for the Bones?  

Study: Cannabis helps to heal bone fractures  

No bones about it: Cannabis may be used to treat fractures  

Cannabis Promotes Healthy Bone Metabolism  
https://halcyonorganics.com/cannabis-promotes-healthy-bone-metabolism/  

Chemical In Marijuana Could Build Strong Bones  
http://www.popsci.com/chemical-cannabis-could-build-strong-bones  

CBD/THC Treats Multiple Myeloma Bone Damage  
https://peoplebeatingcancer.org/cbdthc-treat-multiple-myeloma-bone-damage/  

Kalytera Therapeutics and Ramot at Tel Aviv University to Study Novel Approach to Treating Osteogenesis Imperfecta  
https://kalytera.co/news/osteogenesis-imperfecta-preclinical-study/
Grapevine girl heads west, hoping marijuana will ease her pain (news – 2016)

Cannabis for Osteoporosis Prevention (news – 2016)
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/cannabis-for-osteoporosis-prevention/

OSTEOMYELITIS

Cannabinoids as adjunct treatment for symptoms of OI (news – undated)

Cannabis May Offer Relief for Connective Tissue Disorders (news – 2014)
http://theleafonline.com/c/science/2014/05/cannabis-may-offer-relief-for-connective-tissue-disorders/

Smoking Marijuana has been a life changer but it’s killing my lungs. I am a total newbie with vaporizers but need help choosing one. (forum post – 2015)
https://www.reddit.com/r/vaporents/comments/34jo7g/smoking_marijuana_has_been_a_life_changer_but_its/

Kalytera Therapeutics and Ramot at Tel Aviv University to Study Novel Approach to Treating Osteogenesis Imperfecta (news – 2016)
https://kalytera.co/news/osteogenesis-imperfecta-preclinical-study/

OVERDOSES on CANNABINIODS *Natural cannabinoid overdoses are NEVER fatal. Overdoses on SYNTHETIC cannabinoids CAN be fatal.  • also see CANNABINOID HYPEREMESIS

Of Edibles And Overdosing (news – 2012)
http://beyondchronic.com/2012/04/edibles-and-overdosing/#comment-2799

In 1884, A Popular Science Writer Got Way Too Stoned (news – 2013)

How Much Marijuana Does It Take For Someone To Overdose? (news – 2013)

Too Much, Too Soon (news – 2013)
https://www.thcmag.com/much-soon/

Scientists Explain Why Marijuana Users Never Overdose (news – 2014)

Saturday Diary / Dumb and Dumber: getting a Mile High in Colorado (news – 2014)
Hormone shows promise at negating marijuana's high effect (news – 2014)

Active ingredient in pot sets off a feedback that reduces intoxication (news – 2014)

Don’t Harsh Our Mellow, Dude (news – 2014)
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/dont-harsh-our-mellow-dude/article6083781.ece

Why Eating A Marijuana Candy Bar Sent Maureen Dowd To Paranoia Hell (news – 2014)

MEDICAL MARIJUANA : Out of the Shadows (news – 2014)


Pot ER admissions at valley hospitals measure in teens (news – 2016)
http://www.aspendailynews.com/section/home/171064

This is what a marijuana overdose is like (news – 2016)

Want to protect children? Legalize and lock down marijuana (news – 2016)
http://www.eastvalleytribune.com/arizona/article_d2716b90-9a38-11e6-b59c-63efecf71e6d.html

Countdown to legal pot: No one will ever die from too much marijuana (news – 2016)

How Too Much Marijuana Can Cost You an Arm and a Leg (news – 2016)

Marijuana Deaths: How Many Are There? (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/01/12/marijuana-deaths-how-many-are-there/

Colorado on marijuana: ER visits, poison-control calls down even as consumption rates remain steady (news – 2017)
http://www.denverpost.com/2017/02/01/colorado-marijuana-er-visits-poison-control/

This Is Why You Shouldn’t Call 911 When You’re Too High (news – 2017)
http://herb.co/2017/04/24/anderson-cooper-911/

Does Smoking More Weed Get You Higher, Or High For Longer? (news – 2017)
http://herb.co/2017/04/24/smoking-get-higher-high-longer/

Study: Trying new marijuana products and edibles is associated with unexpected highs (news – 2017)
**OVERDOSE PREVENTION - OPIOID/OPIATE**

State Medical Marijuana Laws Linked to Lower Prescription Overdose Deaths
(news – 2014)  

Pot's a Pain for Painkillers
(news – 2014)  
http://www.northcoastjournal.com/humboldt/pots-a-pain-for-painkillers/Content?oid=2718796

States With Medical Marijuana Laws Have Fewer Opioid Overdose Deaths
(news – 2014)  

In States With Medical Marijuana, Painkiller Deaths Drop by 25 Percent
(news – 2014)  

Medical marijuana laws may reduce painkiller overdoses
(news – 2014)  

Substance abuse risk not greater in those using medical marijuana with prescribed opioids
(news – 2015)  

Doctors pioneer pot as an opioid substitute
(news – 2015)  
http://www.bostonherald.com/news_opinion/local_coverage/2015/10/doctors_pioneer_pot_as_an_opioid_substitute

One way to fight the opioid epidemic? Medical marijuana.
(news – 2016)  
http://www.vox.com/2016/1/20/10800248/medical-marijuana-opioids-heroin

(news – 2016)  

The Dangerous Side of Opioids and How Cannabis Can Tame the Beast
(news – 2016)  
http://cannabishealthindex.com/cannabinoid-research/the-dangerous-side-of-opioids-and-how-cannabis-can-tame-the-beast/

Medical marijuana reduces use of opioid pain meds, decreases risk for some with chronic pain
(news – 2016)  

Study of Fatal Car Accidents Shows Medical Marijuana May Help Curb Opioid Use
(news – 2016)  
Medical Marijuana Laws Linked to Fewer Opioid-Related Fatal Crashes

How legal weed could help end the drug overdose epidemic
(http://www.businessinsider.com/marijuana-alternative-opioid-pain-2016-11)

Medical marijuana's underexplored potential for helping opioid addiction

The Government's Best Weapon Against Heroin Might Be Marijuana

OVERVIEWS

Global Commission Drug Reports (links to full in various languages – 2011)
http://www.globalcommissionondrugs.org/Report

Introduction to the Endocannabinoid System (news – 2011)
http://norml.org/library/item/introduction-to-the-endocannabinoid-system

Report on Medical Cannabis Research History- What the Science Says
(article – 2014) http://www.safeaccessnow.org/medical_cannabis_research_what_does_the_evidence_say

Cannabis conundrum: Evidence of harm?: Opposition to marijuana use is often rooted in arguments about the drug's harm to children and adults, but the scientific evidence is seldom clear-cut

Medical marijuana: Hints of headway? Despite a conflicted regulatory landscape, support for medical marijuana is growing amid increasing evidence of potential benefits

Endocannabinoids (article – 2015)
http://emedicine.medscape.com/article/1361971-overview#showall

Marijuana Legalization and Decriminalization Overview (article – 2015)
http://criminal.findlaw.com/criminal-charges/marijuana-legalization-and-decriminalization-overview.html#shash.ynNoUJtO.dpuf

What 7 States Discovered After Spending More Than $1Million Drug Testing Welfare Recipients
(news – 2015)
http://thinkprogress.org/economy/2015/02/26/3624447/tanf-drug-testing-states/

Medical Marijuana: Benefits, Risks & State Laws
(news – 2015)

Brief Overview of the Endocannabinoid System (news – 2015)
Google reveals what people really think about weed  (news – 2016)  
http://www.businessinsider.com/weed-trends-google-2016-9/#interest-in-cannabis-is-rising-in-the-us-note-were-looking-at-all-weed-related-searches-here-as-grouped-by-google-machine-learning-1

FDA and Marijuana: Questions and Answers  (article – 2016)  
http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/PublicHealthFocus/ucm421168.htm

A Closer Look at Cannabis Testing  (report – link to PDF – 2017)  
https://www.technologynetworks.com/tn/white-papers/a-closer-look-at-cannabis-testing-288139

Massive scientific report on marijuana confirms medical benefits  (news – 2017)  

http://segra-intl.com/segrapedia/cannabis-part-1-an-introduction/

Cannabis Part 2: Cannabinoids and Endocannabinoids  (news – 2017)  

Cannabis Part 3: Cannabinoids and Mental Health  (news – 2017)  
http://segra-intl.com/segrapedia/cannabis-part-3-cannabinoids-and-mental-health/

PAIN

Aging & Medical Marijuana  (booklet – undated)  
http://www.safeaccessnow.org/aging_booklet

New Drug Kills Pain by Boosting Body's Naturally Occurring Marijuana-Like Compound  (news – 2010)  

Study: Smoking pot may ease chronic pain  (news - 2010)  

Medical marijuana may help fibromyalgia pain  (news - 2010)  

Marijuana better than pharmaceuticals at treating chronic pain, improving mood  (news - 2010)  
http://www.naturalnews.com/029662_marijuana_chronic_pain.html

Painkilling System in Brain: Too Much of a Good Thing?  (news - 2010)  

Smoking cannabis relieves chronic pain  (news – 2010)  

Studies demonstrate analgesic properties of synthetic cannabinoid  (news – 2010)  
Marijuana, Narcotics Help Patients Reduce Chronic Pain, Study Finds (news – 2011)

New Way to Boost Potency of Natural Pain Relief Chemical in Body (news – 2011)

Medical Marijuana is the New Midol? California Doc Pitch Cannabis to Fairer Sex (news – 2011)

Part of placebo effect ascribed to cannabinoids (news – 2011)

Marijuana component could ease pain from chemotherapy drugs (news – 2011)

Stuttering, Pain and Battle Fatigue Part 1 (news – 2011)

Stuttering, Pain and Battle Fatigue Part 2 (news – 2011)

New Findings on How the Brain’s Own Marijuana-Like Chemicals Suppress Pain (news – 2011)

CBD: Marijuana Compound Has No High, But Relieves Pain (news – 2011)

Patients Substitute Marijuana for Prescription Drugs (news – 2011)
http://www.green215.com/blog/patients-substitute-marijuana-prescription-drugs-internal-medicine-news

Cannabis Use in Patients with Fibromyalgia: Effect on Symptoms Relief and Health-Related Quality of Life – Source: Public Library of Science ONE, Apr 28, 2011 (news – 2011)
http://www.prohealth.com/library/showArticle.cfm?libid=16123&site=articles

Father: Medical marijuana eased pain of my cancer-battling son (news/forum repost – 2011)

Cannabinoid therapy helps provide effective analgesia for cancer patients with pain (news – 2012)

Reefer tokin' seniors in South Florida see pain go up in smoke (news – 2012)

'Cannabis' receptor discovery may help understanding of obesity and pain (news – 2012)
Cannabinoid Shown Effective as Adjuvant Analgesic for Cancer Pain (news - 2012) http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/06/120604142426.htm


Cannabis can make pain less bothering (news – 2012) http://fin.news.yahoo.com/cannabis-pain-less-bothering-065147441.html


Pot a Common Remedy to Ease Back Pain (news – 2013) http://www.medpagetoday.com/MeetingCoverage/AdditionalMeetings/42228

What is CBC (Cannabichromene)? (news – 2013) http://www.leafscience.com/2013/09/21/5-health-benefits-of-cannabichromene-cbc/

Psychological Benefits Of Marijuana Usage (news – 2013) http://mentalhealthdaily.com/2013/03/05/psychological-benefits-of-marijuana-usage/


The Comprehensive Report on the Cannabis Extract Movement and the Use of Cannabis Extracts to Treat Diseases (link to upload - 2014) http://www.slideshare.net/TheHempSolution/comprehensive-report-on-the-cannabis-extract-movement

Report on Medical Cannabis Research History- What the Science Says
Marijuana Lotion for Pain Relief: A Soothing Workday Recipe (news/recipe – 2014)

Drugs Related to Cannabis Have Pain-Relieving Potential for Osteoarthritis (news – 2014)
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/01/140107092825.htm

Synthetic cannabinoid molecule created for osteoarthritis (news – 2014)

No Relief Yet for Brutal Oral Cancer Pain, but Cannabinoids May Offer Some Hope (news – 2014)
http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/617125/?sc=rsmn

Monterey County seniors finding pain relief in medical marijuana (news – 2014)

Smoking Cannabis 'Gives Men Munchies and Women Pain Relief' (news – 2014)
http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/smoking-cannabis-gives-men-munchies-women-pain-relief-1463790

Low-THC Medical Marijuana Bills: Leaving Most Patients Behind (news – 2014)
https://www.mpp.org/low-or-no-thc-high-cbd-medical-marijuana-bills/

Medical marijuana could treat pain caused by sickle cell disease (news – 2014)

Pot's a Pain for Painkillers (news – 2014)
http://www.northcoastjournal.com/humboldt/pots-a-pain-for-painkillers/Content?oid=2718796

Tylenol’s Analgesic Effect is Mediated By Cannabinoid Receptors (news – 2014)
https://www.sclabs.com/tylenol-s-analgesic-effect-is-mediated-by-cannabinoid-receptors/

Medical Marijuana Policies Complicate Research Treating Chronic Sickle Cell Pain (news – 2014)
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2014/06/11/minnesota-medical-marijuana_n_5485383.html

Marijuana for Knee Pain and Swelling (news – 2014)
http://sportskneetherapy.com/marijuana-for-knee-pain-and-swelling/

Medical marijuana: Hints of headway? Despite a conflicted regulatory landscape, support for medical marijuana is growing amid increasing evidence of potential benefits (Part 2 of 2) (article – 2015)

Veterans Health Administration Policy on Cannabis as an Adjunct to Pain Treatment with Opiates (article – 2015)
http://journalofethics.ama-assn.org/2015/06/pfor2-1506.html

The entourage effect: Synergistic actions of plant cannabinoids (letter – link to PDF - 2015)
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/273330402_The_entourage_effect_Synergistic_actions_of_plant_cannabinoids
What ailments does medical marijuana help? (news – 2015)

10 diseases where medical marijuana could have impact (news – 2015)

Can Medical Marijuana Treat Multiple Sclerosis? (news – 2015)

Substance abuse risk not greater in those using medical marijuana with prescribed opioids (news – 2015)


UEA scientists separate medical benefits of cannabis from unwanted side effects (news – 2015)
https://www.uea.ac.uk/about/-/uea-scientists-separate-medical-benefits-of-cannabis-from-unwanted-side-effects

An alternative to medical marijuana for pain? (news – 2015)

Marijuana Is a Wonder Drug When It Comes to the Horrors of Chemo (news – 2015)

Is it time to legalize marijuana in sports? (news – 2015)

CANNABIS ISSUE COVER FEATURE: LOBEL PRIZE (news – 2015)
https://digboston.com/cannabis-issue-cover-feature-lobel-prize/

Family seeking cannabinoid spray prescription say many more could benefit (news – 2015)

Why Doris, 73, puts cannabis in her sandwiches (news – 2015)

No sign of safety risks with long-term pot use for chronic pain (news – 2015)

Doctors pioneer pot as an opioid substitute (news – 2015)
http://www.bostonherald.com/news_opinion/local_coverage/2015/10/doctors_pioneer_pot_as_an_opioid_substitute

Medical Marijuana Safe for Chronic Pain: Study (news – 2015)

No addled brain for experienced medical marijuana users: study (news – 2015)

Medical marijuana seems to help chronic pain patients, appears to be safe: study
Grapevine girl heads west, hoping marijuana will ease her pain (news – 2016)

Not Able To Get Medical Marijuana Through The VA, Veterans Struggle With Cost, Confusion (news – 2016)
http://www.wbur.org/all-things-considered/2016/02/04/veterans-medical-marijuana

More palliative care patients should get medical marijuana: doctors (news – 2016)
http://www.ctvnews.ca/health/health-headlines/more-palliative-care-patients-should-get-medical-marijuana-doctors-1.2779014

American Pain Society Offers Guidance on Medical Marijuana for Pain (news – 2016)
http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/655977/?sc=rsmn

Patients, towns want relief from state's foggy pot rules (news – 2016)

Science/Human: Inhaled cannabis reduces neuropathic pain in patients with spinal cord injury (news – 2016)
http://www.cannabis-med.org/english/bulletin/ww_en_db_cannabis_artikel.php?id=482#2

Cannabis one piece in pain management puzzle (news – 2016)

Acetaminophen or Paracetamol: Pain Relief and Precautions (news – 2016)
https://healdove.com/health-care-industry/Acetaminophen-or-Paracetamol-How-Does-it-Provide-Pain-Relief

How Cannabis Works to Control Pain and Anxiety (news – 2016)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/how-cannabis-works-to-control-pain-and-anxiety_us_57d97a73e4b0d93d17700f63

Marijuana better alternative to painkillers (news – 2016)
http://www.technicianonline.com/sports/article_3bf18c14-910e-11e6-b5ca-9f48d5c1e2c3.html

Survey: NFL players say some teammates use marijuana before they play (news – 2016)

A New Test of Pot's Potential to Replace Painkillers (news – 2016)

Minnesota doctor pushing the notion of cannabis for canines (news – 2016)

The Dangerous Side of Opioids and How Cannabis Can Tame the Beast (news – 2016)
http://cannabishealthindex.com/cannabinoid-research/the-dangerous-side-of-opioids-and-how-cannabis-can-tame-the-beast/

Cannabis and Acupuncture, the Yin and Yang of Healing Pain (an ancient connection revealed) (news – 2016)
Pot for periods? Medical marijuana marketed as monthly pain relief (news – 2016)

Cannabis Advice for the Novice Consumer (news – 2016)
https://www.hellomd.com/health-wellness/cannabis-advice-for-the-novice-consumer

Does Marijuana Help Period Cramps? (news – 2016)
https://www.theweedblog.com/marijuana-help-period-cramps/

Compound suggests pain treatment without opioid or medical marijuana side effects (news – 2016)

Medical marijuana reduces use of opioid pain meds, decreases risk for some with chronic pain (news – 2016)

Cannabis Makes up 22% of Canadian Veteran Drug Payments (news – 2016)

Could Medical Cannabis Break the Painkiller Epidemic? (news – 2016)

The three biggest questions about how marijuana affects athletic performance (news – 2016)

Better With Age: How Cannabis Improves Quality Of Life (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/09/12/better-age-cannabis-improves-quality-life/

Medicinal Cannabis on Pain and Quality of Life Outcomes in Chronic Pain (news – 2016)

Marijuana tampons might mark end of period pain (news – 2016)

Kill Your Fibromyalgia Pain with Cannabis (news – 2016)
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/kill-your-fibromyalgia-pain-with-cannabis/

Medical Cannabis in the Palliation of Malignant Wounds—A Case Report (article – 2017)
http://www.jspsjournal.com/article/S0885-3924(16)30328-1/abstract

Massive scientific report on marijuana confirms medical benefits (news – 2017)

Ex-NOPD officer, with pill addiction kicked, touts marijuana for pain treatment (news – 2017)
http://www.theadvocate.com/baton_rouge/news/politics/legislature/article_efcc7e0e-26ca-11e7-831f-e7c752eb6d1d.html

Pot or pills for pain? Most Americans approve of athletes smoking marijuana for aches, poll says (news – 2017)
A Veteran Returned Home With PTSD And Pain, So He Became A Medical Marijuana Patient (news – 2017)

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/leo-bridgewater-medical-marijuana-vets-ptsd_us_58fe630fe4b018a9ce5dd083

Miracle Plant: Can Medical Marijuana Heal Wounds? (news – 2017)


Ganja-flavored Indomie: Man would mix marijuana with instant noodles to treat ailments, Bali police not on board with that home remedy (news – 2017)


Should You Mix Turmeric And Weed For Pain Management? (news – 2017)

http://www.thealternativedaily.com/turmeric-and-weed-for-pain/

Blunt talk: Medical marijuana takes root (news – 2017)


http://www.alternet.org/drugs/mind-over-mater-over-mind-endocannabinoids-placebo-effect

Las Vegas’ latest marijuana trend: enhanced yoga (news – 2017)


Medical marijuana can help Arizona address opioid problem (news – 2017)


Bas Rutten Believes In A Future Without Pharmaceuticals Thanks To Marijuana And CBD (news – 2017)


Medicinal cannabis law change comes too late for Hamilton grandmother (news – 2017)


Verify: Do marijuana suppositories relieve severe menstrual cramps? (news – 2017)


Marijuana Infused Tea is Effective in Treating Chronic Pain, Study Finds (news – 2017)

http://www.thedailychronic.net/2017/73728/study-cannabis-infused-tea-effective-for-treating-chronic-pain/

Survey: Pain patients overwhelmingly prefer medical marijuana over opioids (news – 2017)

Senior Citizens To Receive Daily Dose Of Cannabis During Retirement (news – 2017)  

See How Medical Marijuana Helped Treat This Woman’s Trigeminal Neuralgia (news – 2017)  

http://www.healthline.com/health-news/why-are-more-seniors-using-marijuana#5

Survey: A Quarter of Cancer Patients Use Legal Medical Marijuana. (news – 2017)  
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/301190

Amputee: K2 'takes away my pain' (news – 2017)  

PANCREAS/ PANCREATITIS

How can medical marijuana help with… Chronic Pancreatitis? (news – 2015)  

Endogenous "cannabis" influences development of the fetal pancreas (news - 2015)  
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/10/151023084458.htm

PANHYPOPITUITARISM

Parents plead for medical marijuana to be legalised (news – 2014)  

No conviction for man who uses medicinal marijuana to treat his sick daughter (news – 2014)  

Utah mom in hiding, fears losing kids for treating daughter with cannabis oil (news – 2016)  

Sweet Small Remedy: A Mother’s Bitter Fight to Save Her Child (news – 2016)  
http://www.thecannabisreporter.com/sweet-small-remedy-a-mothers-bitter-fight/
EXCLUSIVE: After Big Pharma Failed, Parents Risked All to Save Daughter’s Life with Cannabis — It Worked! (news – 2016)

PARKINSON'S DISEASE

Aging & Medical Marijuana (booklet – undated)
http://www.safeaccessnow.org/aging_booklet

How One Citizen Scientist is Taking On Parkinson’s-related Nightmares – and Winning (news – undated)

New metabolic pathway for controlling brain inflammation (news – 2011)

Scripps Research Scientists Discover Inflammation Is Controlled Differently in Brain and Other Tissues (news – 2011)

Scientists find a new pharmacological target to modulate the effect of cannabinoids through their CB1 receptors (news – 2012)
http://www.ub.edu/web/ub/en/men_u_eines/noticies/2012/07/017.html

5 Marijuana Compounds That Could Help Combat Cancer, Alzheimers, Parkinsons (If Only They Were Legal) (news – 2012)
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/5-marijuana-compounds-could-help-combat-cancer-alzheimers-parkinsons-if-only-they-were-legal

Smoking Pot Eases Tremors in Parkinson's (news – 2013)
http://www.medpagetoday.com/MeetingCoverage/MDS/39933

http://www.safeaccessnow.org/medical_cannabis_research_what_does_the_evidence_say

Health Benefits Of Medical Marijuana: 3 Major Ways Cannabis Helps Sick People Live Normal Lives (news – 2014)

Cannabis May Protect The Aging Brain, Say Experts (news – 2014)
http://www.leafscience.com/2014/05/07/cannabis-may-protect-aging-brain-say-experts/

THCV: The Sports Car of Cannabinoids (news – 2014)
http://steephilllab.com/thcv-the-sports-car-of-cannabinoids/

Marijuana May Boost Brain Performance (news – 2016)
https://worldhealth.net/news/marijuana-may-boost-brain-performance/
Arizona Spends Big Bucks to Keep Serious Diseases like Parkinson’s from Qualifying for Medical-Marijuana Program (news – 2016)

Marijuana May Improve Essential Tremor and Parkinson’s (news – 2016)

Ex-Cop With Parkinson's Uses Medical Marijuana (Video) (news – 2016)
http://www.opposingviews.com/i/health/man-parkinsons-uses-medical-marijuana-video

Cannabinoids May Treat Oxidative Stress-Related Neurodegenerative Disorders, Says New Study (news – 2017)

Tell Us Your Story: Marijuana Mac & Cheese Helps Ease Alzheimer’s (news – 2017)

**PATENTS RELATED TO CANNABINOIDS**

Herbal medication for cold sores and genital herpes and preparation thereof (full – 2012)


Monsanto plans to patent genetically modified marijuana in Uruguay (news – 2014)

Emerging from shadows, pot industry tries to build brands (news – 2015)

Law coming to protect intellectual rights of ganja growers (news – 2015)

United Cannabis files utility and PCT patent applications related to unique specifications of cannabinoids (news – 2015)
https://www.bizjournals.com/prnewswire/press_releases/2015/11/02/LA45600

Marijuana's Role in the Pursuit of Patent Rights (news – forum re-post - 2016)

Want Your Marijuana Startup to Succeed? Study Patent Law (news – 2016)
https://www.wired.com/2016/11/wanna-make-weed-startup-better-patent-stash/
Cannabis Sativa, Inc. Awarded Patent for "Ecuadorean Sativa" Cannabis Plant


Some Thoughts on Marijuana Related Patents (news – 2017)  http://www.thedailychronic.net/2017/73112/some-thoughts-on-marijuana-related-patents/


PHANTOM LIMB SYNDROME - also see NEUROPATHIC PAIN


PLACEBO EFFECT

Part of placebo effect ascribed to cannabinoids (news – 2011)

Endocannabinoids Pitch In for Placebo Effect (news – 2011)

Placebos: Honest fakery (article – 2016)
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v535/n7611_supp/full/535S14a.html

http://www.alternet.org/drugs/mind-over-matter-over-mind-endocannabinoids-placebo-effect

POISONING- INSECTICIDE

How One Citizen Scientist is Taking On Parkinson’s-related Nightmares – and Winning (news – undated)

5 Pesticides Wrongfully Used in Cannabis Cultivation (news – 2016)
https://merryjane.com/health/5-pesticides-wrongfully-used-in-cannabis-cultivation

POLLS, SURVEYS and QUESTIONAIRES


Record-High 50% of Americans Favor Legalizing Marijuana Use (news – 2011)

Majority of Canadians support decriminalizing marijuana: poll (news – 2012)
Marijuana Legalization and States Rights
(news – 2012)

Identity formation, marijuana and “the self”: a study of cannabis normalization among university students
(article – 2013)

Clinical decisions. Medicinal use of marijuana--polling results.
(article – 2013)

Statistics on cannabis users skew perceptions of cannabis use
(article – 2013)

Survey: 76 percent of doctors approve of medical marijuana use
(news – 2013)

Most Docs OK With Medical Marijuana: Survey
(news – 2013)

Teen Marijuana Use Hasn't Exploded Amid Boom in Legalization Support, Drug Survey Finds
(news – 2013)

Off-the-clock pot use shouldn't be grounds for firing, poll finds
(news - 2013)

New Survey: Guys Are Bigger Potheads Than Gals
http://www.thestreet.com/story/12159561/1/guys-are-bigger-potheads-than-gals.html?cm_ven=RSSFeed
(news – 2013)

Marijuana Use Increased Over the Last Decade
http://www.pewresearch.org/daily-number/marijuana-use-increased-over-the-last-decade/
(news – 2013)

For First Time, Americans Favor Legalizing Marijuana- Support surged 10 percentage points in past year, to 58%
(news - 2013)

Synthetic Marijuana Lands Thousands of Young People in the ER, Especially Young Males
(news – 2013)

Study: Consumers Prefer Natural Cannabis Over Synthetic 'Marijuana' Herbal Products
http://norml.org/news/2013/01/10/study-consumers-prefer-natural-cannabis-over-synthetic-marijuana-herbal-products
(news – 2013)

Survey: Teens using synthetic drugs less often
http://news.yahoo.com/survey-teens-using-synthetic-drugs-less-often-050311100.html;_ylt=AwrSyCRcGbSJlJAYA1CTQrDMD
(news - 2013)

Clinical decisions. Medicinal use of marijuana--polling results.
(article – 2013)
CNN Poll: Support for legal marijuana soaring (news – 2014)
http://politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com/2014/01/06/cnn-poll-support-for-legal-marijuana-soaring/


Majority of Americans now support legal pot, poll says (news – 2014)

Poll: Marijuana legalization inevitable (news – 2014)

Surveys yet to link medical marijuana and teen drug abuse (news - 2014)

Bill O'Reilly's Marijuana Legalization Poll Completely Backfires (news – 2014)

Poll: 47% in under-40 crowd say booze worse than weed (news – 2014)

Getting High: Public Opinion on Marijuana Legalization in 4 Charts (news - 2014)
http://wallstcheatsheet.com/politics/getting-high-public-opinion-on-marijuana-legalization-in-4-charts.html/?a=viewall

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/07/15/marijuana-poll_n_5588147.html

Marijuana Smokers Are Moral And Selfless In Romantic Relationships, Survey Suggests (news – 2014)

The Number of Marijuana Dealers in the United States (news – 2014)

Legalize Medical Marijuana, Doctors Say in Survey (news – 2014)

The Most Popular Day of the Week For Buying Weed (news – 2014)
https://fivethirtyeight.com/datalab/the-most-popular-day-of-the-week-for-buying-weed/

92% of patients say medical marijuana works (chart) (news – 2014)

1 in 20 California Adults Have Used Medical Marijuana, 92 Percent Said It Helped, New Study Finds (news – 2014)

https://data.colorado.gov/Health/Medical-Marijuana-Statistics-Reported-Condition/5yqk-p422

More people think cannabis should be legal than tobacco (poll results – 2015)
http://www.studentmoneysaver.co.uk/article/more-people-think-cannabis-should-be-legal-than-tobacco/

More Americans Want to Ban Unpasteurized Milk Than Marijuana (news – 2015)
http://time.com/3676131/marijuana-pot-unpasteurized-milk/

New Poll Finds Millions Would Like to "Grow Your Own" (news – 2015)

The Marijuana Middle: Americans Ponder Legalization (news – 2015)
http://www.thirdway.org/report/the-marijuana-middle-americans-ponder-legalization

Majority of Americans now support marijuana legalization, survey shows (news – 2015)

One in three New York college students has gone to class high: study (news – 2015)
http://www.nydailynews.com/life-style/health/ny-college-kids-class-high-study-article-1.2113316

The stereotype of the college-educated pot smoker is wrong (news – 2015)
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/wonkblog/wp/2015/03/12/the-stereotype-of-the-college-educated-pot-smoker-is-wrong/?wprss=rss_business

Survey Finds Strong Majority In Support Of Marijuana Legalization And Decriminalization (news – 2015)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/03/18/support-marijuana-legalization_n_6895270.html?ncid=txtHinkusaplp00000592

63% of Republican Millennials favor marijuana legalization (news – 2015)

Marijuana's Risky Reputation Is Wafting Away (news – 2015)

6 facts about marijuana (news – 2015)
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2015/04/14/6-facts-about-marijuana/

Marijuana by the Numbers: 10 numbers about pot in Colorado that don't include 4-20 (news – 2015)

More Young People Want Cannabis To Be Legal Than Tobacco (news – 2015)
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2015/07/06/survey-states-young-people-want-cannabis-legal-over-tobacco_n_7736450.html?utm_hp_ref=uk&ir=UK

In US, 47% Say Legal Marijuana Will Make Roads Less Safe (news – 2015)
A huge new study finds that medical marijuana doesn’t “send the wrong message” to kids (news – 2015)


More Than Four in 10 Americans Say They Have Tried Marijuana (news – 2015)


Chris Christi, Newfound Drug Warrior, Is Too Late To Stop Pot (news – 2015)

http://ppv.thedailyfrontier.com/newfound-drug-warrior-is-too-late-to-stop-pot/

Why do men want to legalize pot more than women do? (news – 2015)


1 in 5 Small Businesses Would Allow Employees to Use Medical Marijuana While at Work, Study Finds - Three-Quarters of Small Businesses Do Not Require Employees to Take Drug Tests (news – 2015)


http://www.ibtimes.com/marijuana-legalization-ptsd-cannabis-can-researchers-cut-through-politics-find-1993297

What life with pot looks like in a country where it’s been basically legal for 40 years (news – 2015)


As many as seven million possible customers for legal weed in Canada as support hits new heights: Poll (news – 2015)


US Marijuana Use Has More Than Doubled in a Decade (news – 2015)


Increasing Percentages of Americans are Ready for Legal Marijuana (news – 2015)


Infographic: Pot smokers are skinnier than non-users (news – 2015)

http://o.canada.com/health-2/infographic-pot-smokers-are-skinnier-than-non-users

Legal weed having little effect on teen marijuana use, federal data shows (news – 2015)


First-of-its-kind survey ‘great opportunity for the industry to gather data directly from patients’ (news – 2015)

http://www.whig.com/article/20151222/ARTICLE/312229872
Finding the Right Strain of Medical Marijuana
(news – 2015)

Driving with a Marijuana High: How Dangerous Is It?
http://www.livescience.com/51450-driving-on-marijuana-alcohol-dangerous.html
(news – 2015)

Majority of young conservatives lean toward marijuana legalization
http://www.dailytargum.com/article/2015/03/majority-of-young-conservatives-lean-toward-marijuana-legalization
(news – 2015)

What is the scope of marijuana use in the United States?
(news – 2015)

Marijuana Legalization 2015: 58% Of US Supports Recreational Use Of Pot, Poll Finds
(news – 2015)

How Baby Boomers Get High
https://fivethirtyeight.com/datalab/how-baby-boomers-get-high/
(news – 2015)

The Spread of Legalization Explained
(card set – 2015)

COMPREHENSIVE MEDICAL MARIJUANA PATIENT STUDY
(link to PDF – 2016)
https://www.hellomd.com/medical-marijuana-patient-survey

What Does the Average Cannabis Consumer Look Like?
https://docsend.com/view/kv9hbgz
(article – 2016)

The real ‘gateway drug’ is 100% legal
(news – 2016)

Cannabis Compares Favorably to Conventional PTSD Treatments
http://www.prweb.com/releases/2016/03/prweb13244763.htm
(news – 2016)

20 Marijuana Statistics That Chronicle Its Expansion Over the Past 20 Years
(news – 2016)

Mom and dad make up 45% of medical marijuana patients
(news – 2016)

Largest ever longitudinal twin study of adolescent cannabis use finds no relationship between smoking pot and IQ decline.
(news – 2016)

Busted: France, Canada have most teen pot smokers
(news – 2016)

Poll: 3 out of 4 Ohio voters favor legalizing marijuana for medical purposes
http://www.norwalkreflector.com/Health-Care/2016/02/22/Poll-3-out-of-4-Ohio-voters-favor-legalizing-marijuana-for-medical-purposes.html?ci=stream&lp=2&p=1
(news – 2016)
Smoking cannabis DOESN'T cause clinical anxiety or depression, study finds  

Marijuana use and support for legal marijuana continue to climb  

Marijuana smokers luckier in love: Survey  

Match.com's Recent Survey Explores The Relationship Between Singles And Weed  
http://aplus.com/a/match-survey-how-weed-affects-dating-relationships

Pot users twice as likely to report multiple orgasms, Match.com finds  

Survey: Czech Republic has most young cannabis users in Europe  

Poll shows deep opposition to City of Vancouver crackdown on marijuana dispensaries  

Most medical marijuana users benefit from treatment, finds Ben-Gurion University study  

D.C. Department of Health Calls for Taxing and Regulating Marijuana  

7 in 10 Canadians support marijuana legalization: Nanos poll  
http://www.ctvnews.ca/canada/7-in-10-canadians-support-marijuana-legalization-nanos-poll-1.2968953

Poll: Two-Thirds Of Americans Say Enforcing Marijuana Laws Costs More Than It's Worth  

Number of Legal Medical Marijuana Patients (as of Mar. 1, 2016)  

One in Eight U.S. Adults Say They Smoke Marijuana  
http://www.gallup.com/poll/194195/adults-say-smoke-marijuana.aspx?g_source=Well-Being&g_medium=lead&g_campaign=tiles

Gallup: More than 33 million American adults currently use marijuana  

Middle-aged parents more likely to smoke weed than their teenaged kids
Please, don't call it fake weed (news – 2016)

New report shows Amendment 2 exceeded 60% in every congressional district, senate district and all but two house districts. (news – 2016)

CDC: More people are using marijuana, but fewer are abusing it (news – 2016)

New analysis highlights patterns of adult medical marijuana use (news – 2016)

Five new facts about medical versus recreational pot users (news – 2016)

Marijuana Use by Older Adults (news – 2016)
http://learnaboutmarijuanawa.org/factsheets/olderadults.htm

Americans like legalized pot a lot more than Girl Scout cookies (news – 2016)
http://nypost.com/2016/03/14/americans-like-legalized-pot-a-lot-more-than-girl-scout-cookies/

http://www.cheatsheet.com/money-career/average-cannabis-consumer-spend.html/?ref=YF&yptr=yahoo

Marijuana: 15 Cities With the Most Pot Users (news – 2016)
http://www.cheatsheet.com/culture/marijuana-cities-pot-users.html/?ref=YF&yptr=yahoo

College Kids Who Consume Cannabis Have Higher than Average GPAs (news – 2016)
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/college-kids-who-consume-cannabis-have-higher-than-average-gpas/

Use of Marijuana for Medical Purposes Among Adults in the United States (abst – 2017)

Colorado on marijuana: ER visits, poison-control calls down even as consumption rates remain steady (news – 2017)
http://www.denverpost.com/2017/02/01/colorado-marijuana-er-visits-poison-control/

Poll: Support for marijuana growing like a weed in Texas (news – 2017)

Synthetic Marijuana May Make You More Violent, Study Says (news – 2017)
http://www.ibtimes.com/synthetic-marijuana-may-make-you-more-violent-study-says-2507355

https://www.civilized.life/articles/new-poll-finds-more-americans-than-ever-support-cannabis-legalization/


Medical marijuana patients show ‘benefits’ (news – 2017) http://www.fergusfallsjournal.com/2017/05/medical-marijuana-patients-show-benefits/


Marijuana isn’t’ attracting homeless people to Denver or Colorado, according to “best data we have” (news – 2017) https://www.denverite.com/marijuana-attracting-homeless-denver-colorado-no-best-data-35099/


Is Smoking Marijuana The Key To Happiness? (news – 2017) https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/is-smoking-marijuana-the-key-to-happiness/


Three-quarters of Americans want Trump to respect state marijuana laws
Marijuana Consumers: Young, Well-Paid, College-Educated

Eaze Insights: The Modern Marijuana Consumer
https://www.eaze.com/blog/posts/eaze-insights-modern-marijuana-consumer

Survey: Pain patients overwhelmingly prefer medical marijuana over opioids

Medical Cannabis Use is Becoming More Popular Among Senior Citizens
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/medical-cannabis-use-is-becoming-more-popular-among-senior-citizens/

Headset Identifies Unique Factors That Affect Cannabis Sales
http://ireadculture.com/headset-identifies-unique-factors-that-affect-cannabis-sales/

Study: Nearly Half of People who Use Cannabidiol (CBD) Products Stop Taking Pharmaceuticals

Survey: A Quarter of Cancer Patients Use Legal Medical Marijuana.
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/301194

94% of Americans Support Legalizing Medical Marijuana, but Not Congress

Medical students not trained to prescribe medical marijuana

UF Health Conducts New Study On Possible Marijuana’s Medical Effects On HIV

Marijuana Poll: Military Veterans Strongly Support Legal Access
https://www.marijuanamoment.net/marijuana-poll-military-veterans-strongly-support-legal-access/

Cannabis Part 3: Cannabinoids and Mental Health

Fox News Poll: Support for legalizing marijuana hits record high

POLLUTION /ENVIRONMENT
Recycled Polyester, Organic Cotton or Hemp - Which is The Most Eco-Friendly Fiber? (news – forum repost – 2011)

Rastafari and the Environment (news – 2012)
https://caribbeanreligionuvm.wordpress.com/

Weed’s Chronic Energy Use Becomes a Concern (news – 2014)

Pot farmers are poisoning weasel relative (news – 2014)

Regulating Pot to Save the Polar Bear: Energy and Climate Impacts of the Marijuana Industry (news – 2015)

Why Governments Promote Deadly Nuclear Energy and Ban Beneficial Hemp (news - 2014)
http://www.mintpressnews.com/MyMPN/governments-promote-deadly-nuclear-energy-ban-beneficial-hemp/442/

Study: pot cultivation is hurting the environment (news – 2015)
http://www.upi.com/Science_News/2015/06/24/Study-pot-cultivation-is-hurting-the-environment/8731435178082/?spt=sec&or=sn

Farmers are planting marijuana to clean up the land contaminated by Europe's biggest steel mill (news – 2016)
http://www.businessinsider.com/italian-farmers-turning-to-hemp-2016-7

Hugo Water Test Results Not Back Yet, Order Not To Drink It Remains (news - 2016)

Hugo water safe to drink after conclusive tests show no signs of THC (news - 2016)

How can THC contaminate a water supply system? We went to find out (news – 2016)

Humboldt County's Marijuana Boom Is Destroying Redwoods and Killing Rare Wildlife (news – 2016)

Is marijuana farming hurting the environment? (news – 2016)

Will the Marijuana Industry Ever Go Green? (news – 2016)

Hemp and Heavy Metal Toxicity in Soil (news – 2016)
Cannabis coffee pods are a thing — and they're even compostable (news – 2016) http://www.mnn.com/food/beverages/blogs/cannabis-coffee-pods-compostable


Legal marijuana sales creating escalating damage to the environment (news – 2017) https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2017-02/lu-lms022117.php


PORPHYRIA

Porphyria by Colin (anecdotal – undated) http://rxmarijuana.com/shared_comments/Porphyria.htm

Porphyria by Sharon Place (anecdotal – undated) http://rxmarijuana.com/shared_comments/Porphyria2.htm


Medical marijuana a supplement for porphyria (news – 2016)
**POST-OPERATIVE PAIN**

Compound boosts marijuana-like chemical in the body to relieve pain at injury site
(news - 2010)

Marijuana for Knee Pain and Swelling
http://sportskneetherapy.com/marijuana-for-knee-pain-and-swelling/

Cannabis very effective as painkiller after a major surgery

CANNABIS ISSUE COVER FEATURE: LOBEL PRIZE
https://digboston.com/cannabis-issue-cover-feature-lobel-prize/

Post Operative Pain and Medical Marijuana
https://www.massroots.com/learn/medical-marijuana-treat-post-operative-pain

Treating Chronic Post-Operative Pain with Cannabis
http://www.midwestcompassion.org/2015/06/08/treating-chronic-post-operative-pain-with-cannabis/

Judge Orders Illinois to Add Post-Operative Chronic Pain to Medical Marijuana List
(news – 2016)

Las Vegas’ latest marijuana trend: enhanced yoga

**POST POLIO SYNDROME**

Aging & Medical Marijuana
http://www.safeacessnow.org/aging_booklet

POST POLIO SYNDROME

Medical Marijuana and Post Polio Syndrome (PPS)
https://www.marijuanadoctors.com/content/ailments/view/54?ailment=post-polio-syndrome-pps-

Medical Marijuana Coverage Still Lost in the Legal Weeds
Doctors tell lawmakers medical marijuana is effective (news – 2014)

'I know how it helps me' (news – 2015)
http://qctimes.com/lifestyles/health-med-fit/bfb4c3d1-3210-52d1-8c8e-23ac4f501835.html

Post Operative Pain and Medical Marijuana (news – 2015)
https://www.massroots.com/learn/medical-marijuana-treat-post-operative-pain

California man arrested in Texas emblematic of national conflict over medical marijuana (news – 2017)

POST-TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER/ FEAR EXTINCTION

Endocannabinoids and psychiatric disorders: the road ahead (article – 2010)

V.A. Easing Rules for Users of Medical Marijuana (news – 2010)

Cannabis and PTSD by Michael McKenna (anecdotal - 2010)

Marijuana Administration After a Traumatic Experience May Prevent Post-Traumatic Stress Symptoms, Rat Study Suggests (news – 2011)

Marijuana blocks PTSD symptoms in rats: study (news - 2011)

Stuttering, Pain and Battle Fatigue Part 1 (news – 2011)

Stuttering, Pain and Battle Fatigue Part 2 (news – 2011)

Cannabinoids may block development of PTSD symptoms after traumatic experience (news – 2011)

Brain altering drug calms fears also (news – 2012)

Israel pushing ahead in medical marijuana industry (news – 2012)
Toward Rational Pharmacotherapy for Posttraumatic Stress Disorder: Reprise

Hashing It Out In Ohio With The Martha Stewart Of Marijuana

Study: THC Increases Brain Activity In Response To Positive Stimuli

Combat veterans testify that medical pot helps with the PTSD

Brain-Imaging Study Links Cannabinoid Receptors to Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder: First Pharmaceutical Treatment for PTSD Within Reach
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/05/130514085016.htm

Researchers discover connection between CB1 receptors and PTSD

Study Links PTSD and Brain Receptors Activated by Marijuana

Marijuana May Cure PTSD

Marijuana-like compound could lead to first-ever medication for PTSD
http://www.foxnews.com/health/2013/05/14/marijuana-like-compound-could-lead-to-first-ever-medication-for-ptsd/

Poor Sleep Quality Makes It Harder To Quit Marijuana — Here’s Why

Neurotransmitters Studied as Way to Enhance PTSD Treatment

Science for stoners: Here’s how pot works
http://www.salon.com/2013/08/17/science_for_stoners_heres_how_pot_works/

Study “Substantiates” Benefits Of Cannabinoids For Post Traumatic Stress

A Cannabinoid That Looks Like THC Could Be Key To Diagnosing PTSD

Marijuana can prevent PTSD
https://in.news.yahoo.com/marijuana-prevent-ptsd-120957703.html

Marijuana research hampered by access from government and politics, scientists say

Cannabis effects on PTSD: Can smoking medical marijuana reduce symptoms?
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/05/140522104850.htm
Cannabis Prevents the Negative Behavioral and Physiological Effects PTSD (news – 2014)  
http://neurosciencenews.com/neuropharmacology-cannabinoids-ptsd-1300/

Injured Soldiers Receive Cannabinoid Gum from Adopt-A-Soldier (news – 2014)  

THCV: The Sports Car of Cannabinoids (news – 2014)  
http://steephiollab.com/thcv-the-sports-car-of-cannabinoids/

Cannabinoid Receptors May Control Aversive Memories (news & abstract - 2015)  
http://neurosciencenews.com/habenula-cb1-receptors-memory-2742/

Medical Marijuana Vapour Room Set To Serve Veterans With PTSD (news – 2015)  
http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2015/01/21/marijuana-for-trauma-vapur-room-new-brunswick_n_6512026.html?utm_hp_ref=canada-business&ir=Canada+Business

Marijuana May Hold Promise As Treatment For PTSD (news – 2015)  
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/11/22/cannabis-ptsd_n_6199254.html

The Science Behind Sanjay Gupta’s WEED 3 (news – 2015)  

Here’s What Marijuana Does to Your Stress (news – 2015)  
http://www.attn.com/stories/855/marijuana-depression-research-mental-health

Former U.S. Marine starts campaign to raise awareness of overmedication of veterans (news – 2015)  


Despite Support By Experts, Marijuana Still Unavailable To Most Veterans With PTSD (news – 2015)  

Could Pot Help Veterans With PTSD? (news – 2015)  
http://www.newsweek.com/pot-and-ptsd-358139

Finding the Right Strain of Medical Marijuana (news – 2015)  

What are Cannabinoids? (news – 2015)  
https://www.massroots.com/learn/what-are-cannabinoids

Why Aren't American Veterans Allowed to Treat Their PTSD with Medical Marijuana? (news – 2015)  

Marijuana Could Help Treat Drug Addiction and Mental Health Problems
Dr. Greg Gerdeman: Human Endocannabinoid System Awareness

(http://neurosciencenews.com/addiction-mental-health-marijuana-5536/)

Cannabis Compares Favorably to Conventional PTSD Treatments

(http://www.prweb.com/releases/2016/03/prweb13244763.htm)

Veterans are using pot to erase PTSD, despite scant research

(http://www.foxnews.com/health/2016/03/22/veterans-are-using-pot-to-erase-ptsd-despite-scant-research.html)

The stoned soldiers of Santa Cruz

(http://mashable.com/2016/04/04/veterans-cannabis-santa-cruz/#dFxkfom5akqO)

Not Able To Get Medical Marijuana Through The VA, Veterans Struggle With Cost, Confusion

(http://www.wbur.org/all-things-considered/2016/02/04/veterans-medical-marijuana)

VA docs to be able to recommend marijuana in some states

(http://www.militarytimes.com/story/veterans/2016/05/19/congress-votes-let-va-docs-recommend-marijuana-some-states/84589708/)

Veterans’ cry: ‘I found marijuana, and it saved me’


VA hospital in Phoenix blocks presentation on cannabis, PTSD

(http://crrh.org/news/Phoenix-VA-hospital-blocks-presentation-on-cannabis-and-PTSD)

Arizona Spends Big Bucks to Keep Serious Diseases like Parkinson’s from Qualifying for Medical-Marijuana Program

(http://cannabisnursesmagazine.com/arizona-spends-big-bucks-to-keep-serious-diseases-like-parkinsons-from-qualifying-for-medical-marijuana-program/)

NJ veterans fight to use medical marijuana for treatment of PTSD


For Colorado veterans, marijuana a controversial treatment


Veterans Meet in Austin to Demand Passage of an All-Inclusive Medical Marijuana Policy in Texas


Marijuana Appears to Benefit Mental Health: Study

(http://t ime.com/4573129/marijuana-cannabis-mental-health/)

Study Reveals Role of Spleen in Prolonged Anxiety After Stress

(http://neurosciencenews.com/stress-anxiety-spleen-5507/)

Cannabis Makes up 22% of Canadian Veteran Drug Payments


Illegal Patient Profiles: Using Cannabis to Tackle Migraines and PTSD
Veterans Fight for the Right to Free Marijuana

Johns Hopkins pulls out of pot-for-PTSD study

Natural cannabinoid found to play key role in anxiety
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/316682.php

A Veteran Returned Home With PTSD And Pain, So He Became A Medical Marijuana Patient
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/leo-bridgewater-medical-marijuana-vets_ptsd_us_58fe630fe4b018a0ce5dd083

Blunt talk: Medical marijuana takes root

Consequences of pot program cuts 'should be alarming,' says veteran with PTSD

What Wounded Veterans Need: Medical Marijuana

Las Vegas’ latest marijuana trend: enhanced yoga

This Firefighter Took A Doctor’s Advice To Use Medical Marijuana — Now He Could Be Fired
https://cannabisnewsworldwide.wordpress.com/2017/06/24/this-firefighter-took-a-doctors-advice-to-use-medical-marijuana-now-he-could-be-fired/

Natural chemical helps brain adapt to stress
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/03/170329140945.htm

Cannabis is an Effective Treatment for PTSD
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/cannabis-is-an-effective-treatment-for-ptsd/

New Policy Lets V.A. Docs Talk to Veterans About Medical Marijuana Use
http://reason.com/blog/2017/12/20/new-policy-lets-va-docs-talk-to-veterans

Cannabis Better Than Big Pharma Meds for PTSD?

Cannabis Strain Explorer (web page - 2012)  http://www.leafly.com/explore


How Do You Know Which Medical Marijuana Strain Is Right For You? (news – 2012)  http://www.unitedpatientsgroup.com/blog/2012/01/31/how-do-you-know-which-medical-marijuana-strain-is-right-for-you/


3 Things You Should Remember (But Probably Won't) If You Get Too High On Marijuana Edibles (news – 2014)  http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/06/04/high-on-marijuana-edibles_n_5446062.html


Marijuana gears up for production high in US labs (article – 2015)  http://www.nature.com/news/marijuana-gears-up-for-production-high-in-us-labs-1.17129
Potent joint wrapped in 24-karat gold creates a buzz

Products infused with marijuana account for about 40 percent of all sales, but are they safe?

OH’s Law Of Cannabis Edible Potency

Lab: Edibles' potency more accurate than a year ago, still needs work

Marijuana Edibles Are A Gamble For Users

Meet The Woman Making Aphrodisiac Weed

New technique could more accurately measure cannabinoid dosage in marijuana munchies

How Potent Is That Pot Brownie? Dry Ice And A Blender Might Crack The Case

What is the Best Way to Cure Cannabis Flowers?

Ebbu Announces Groundbreaking Scientific Research of "Entourage Effect"

Science/Human: Pre-treatment with CBD did not influence effects of smoked cannabis

DEA, rejecting medical use of marijuana, to deny rescheduling petition

Colorado marijuana's potency five times US average

McLean Hospital Study Finds That Medical Marijuana Use May Improve Cognitive Performance

Marijuana legalization may have an unexpected result: Drug smuggling into Mexico
Marijuana labs: Oregon pot tests safer than food
http://www.kgw.com/money/business/marijuana-labs-oregon-pot-tests-safer-than-food/341762827
(news – 2016)

Cannabis strains today much stronger than your parents’ pot
(news – 2016)

'Microdosing' is the future of marijuana
(news – 2016)

5 Strongest Strains On Earth Right Now Will Melt Your Mind
http://herb.co/2016/08/01/strongest-strains/?bt_alias=eyJ1c2VySWQiOiAiYTM4ZDI0ODctMzNmMC00NGRkLWEyOTYtNGB3YZ1MDyZDc3In0%3D
(news – 2016)

Why Is Cannabis-Infused Coconut Oil So Powerful?
http://herb.co/2016/10/19/cannabis-infused-coconut-oil/?bt_alias=eyJ1c2VySWQiOiAiYTM4ZDI0ODctMzNmMC00NGRkLWEyOTYtNGB3YZ1MDyZDc3In0%3D
(news – 2016)

Purple, Red & Green Weed: A Guide To Your Bud Colors
http://herb.co/2016/08/25/bud-colors/
(news – 2016)

The 10 Strongest Types of Marijuana
http://www.cheatsheet.com/culture/10-strongest-types-marijuana.html/
(news – 2016)

Government pot is less potent than commercial pot, questioning dozens of scientific studies
(news – 2016)

Federally produced cannabis for research does not reflect potency, diversity of legal markets
http://www.colorado.edu/today/2016/11/14/federally-produced-cannabis-research-does-not-reflect-potency-diversity-legal-markets
(news – 2016)

'Fake pot' causing zombielike effects is 85 times more potent than marijuana
(news – 2016)

Product Review: tCheck Cannabis Oil Potency Tester
http://beyondchronic.com/2016/10/product-review-tcheck-cannabis-oil-potency-tester/
(news/ad – 2016)

Marijuana Enthusiasts Are Trading In Joints For Concentrates And Microdosing
(news – 2017)

Marijuana Labels Could Mislead Kids and Consumers
(news – 2017)

Government marijuana looks nothing like the real stuff. See for yourself.
(news – 2017)

Part 2, Why Strains Have THC and CBD Limits
(news – 2017)

Part 3, How to Assess THC and CBD Levels
(news – 2017)
Swiss cannabis entrepreneurs develop craving for low-potency pot

The Quality Of Government Marijuana Is So Bad It’s Hindering Research
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/the-quality-of-government-marijuana-is-so-bad-its-hindering-research/#sthash.aZPNjSgN.dpuf

Government Marijuana Is Inferior And Moldy, Researcher Claims

Criticism of U. of Mississippi Marijuana Quality Unfair

Risk of psychosis from cannabis use lower than originally thought, say scientists

Some of the Parts: Is Marijuana’s “Entourage Effect” Scientifically Valid?

Pot brownies could lose some punch under proposed California rules

California Cannabis: The Marijuana Manufacturing Rules (Part 1)

Why Pot Feels So Much Weaker When You're On Your Period
http://www.refinery29.com/smoking-weed-period-effects

Marijuana 101: Calculating How Much THC Is In Your Homemade Edibles

Rule would increase THC levels allowed by Leni's Law
http://www.montgomeryadvertiser.com/story/news/2017/05/19/rule-would-increase-thc-levels-allowed.lenis-law/101851064/

Baby boomers taking up pot again may be surprised how much it’s changed

Why Weed Feels So Much Stronger When You Eat It
http://www.refinery29.com/edibles-weed-more-high-effects-of-marijuana

Government research-grade marijuana is not exactly fire
https://1weed.net/government-research-grade-marijuana-is-not-exactly-fire/

Why Is Weed Getting More Potent?
Pregnant Women Smoking Pot Could Reduce Infant Mortality (news - 2010)  
http://www.opposingviews.com/i/pregnant-women-smoking-pot-could-reduce-infant-mortality

Pregnant women turning to cannabis for morning sickness relief risk prosecution (news - 2010)  
http://michigandispensaries.us/news/pregnant-women-turning-to-cannabis-for-morning-sickness-relief-risk-prosecution

When Getting Baked Means More than Just a Bun in the Oven (news – 2010)  

Cocaine, Opiate, and Cannabinoid Infant Mortality Study (news – 2011)  

Endocannabinoids: A healthy diet is good for LTD (news – 2011)  

Researchers study neuroprotective properties in cannabis (news - 2012)  
http://www.foxnews.com/health/2012/03/20/researchers-study-neuroprotective-properties-in-cannabis/

Cannabis conundrum: Evidence of harm?: Opposition to marijuana use is often rooted in arguments about the drug's harm to children and adults, but the scientific evidence is seldom clear-cut (article – 2015)  

Marijuana influences visual development (news – 2015)  

The State that Turns Pregnant Women Into Felons (news – 2015)  
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/when-womb-crime-scene

Pot and Pregnancy: Marijuana for morning sickness (news – 2015)  

http://www.hempyreum.org/arc/en/73457

Study links effects of prenatal alcohol and drug exposure with placental development (news – 2016)  

Combination of marijuana and tobacco in pregnancy may compound risks (news – 2016)  
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-pregnancy-marijuana-tobacco-idUSKCNOYV2BN

Marijuana Use During Pregnancy Does Not Increase Birth Risk, Study Finds (news – 2016)  

Using Pot While Pregnant Not Tied to Birth Risks (news – 2016)  
Is It Safe to Use Cannabis During Pregnancy? (news – 2016) 
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/is-it-safe-to-use-cannabis-during-pregnancy/

Lawmakers eye stricter medical marijuana rules for welfare recipients (news – forum re-post – 2016) 

Is Smoking Weed While Pregnant Really So Bad? (news – 2017) 
https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/gyy8pm/is-smoking-weed-while-pregnant-really-so-bad-v24n7

Massive scientific report on marijuana confirms medical benefits (news – 2017) 

Pot and pregnancy: Mom's Choice or Child Safety? (news – 2017) 

Why More Women Are Smoking Weed While Pregnant (news – 2017) 

**PRURITIS/ ITCH** + - chronic itch

Marijuana and Pruritus (news – 2016) 

Cannabis as a Treatment for Psoriasis and Pruritus (news – 2016) 
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/cannabis-as-a-treatment-for-psoriasis-and-pruritus/

Pharmaceuticals containing cannabinoids may be effective against skin diseases, say researchers (news – 2017) 

Topical cannabinoids may help to treat skin diseases (news – 2017) 
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/316968.php

**PSORIASIS**

Cannabinoid Treatment for Psoriasis Symptoms (article – 2012) 

Dermatologists: Marijuana Can Improve Your Skin, But Not If You Smoke It (news – 2013) 
Psoriasis - Treated with Cannabis Oil (anecdotal – 2013)

This for That: Cannabidiol and Psoriasis (news – 2014)
http://the420times.com/2014/09/this-for-that-cannabidiol-and-psoriasis/

Cannabis can alleviate psoriasis or eczema (news – 2015)
http://420insight.com/medicinal/cannabis-can-alleviate-psoriasis/

This Is What Happens to Your Beauty on Marijuana (news – 2016)
https://www.yahoo.com/beauty/this-is-what-happens-to-1411025717600310.html

Cannabis as a Treatment for Psoriasis and Pruritus (news – 2016)
https://www.marijuanalimes.org/cannabis-as-a-treatment-for-psoriasis-and-pruritus/

Pharmaceuticals containing cannabinoids may be effective against skin diseases, say researchers (news – 2017)

Topical cannabinoids may help to treat skin diseases (news – 2017)
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/316968.php

QUALITY OF LIFE

Cannabis Use in Patients with Fibromyalgia: Effect on Symptoms Relief and Health-Related Quality of Life – Source: Public Library of Science ONE, Apr 28, 2011 (news – 2011)
http://www.prohealth.com/library/showArticle.cfm?libid=16123&site=articles

Marijuana Improves “Quality Of Life” For Patients With Inflammatory Bowel Disease (news – 2011)

Cannabis Use in Patients with Fibromyalgia: Effect on Symptoms Relief and Health-Related Quality of Life – Source: Public Library of Science ONE, Apr 28, 2011 (news – 2011)
http://www.prohealth.com/library/showArticle.cfm?libid=16123&site=articles

Psychological Benefits Of Marijuana Usage (news – 2013)
http://mentalhealthdaily.com/2013/03/05/psychological-benefits-of-marijuana-usage/

Medical Cannabis can Improve Patient Quality of Life (news – 2014)
https://news.lift.co/cannabis-quality-of-life/

Medical marijuana improves quality of life for S.J. family (news – 2015)

Better With Age: How Cannabis Improves Quality Of Life (news – 2016)
Dr. Jay Marion: medical marijuana could improve quality of life for Louisiana patients (news – 2016)

How Should Hospices Handle Legalized Medical Marijuana? (news – 2016)
http://usa.thelancet.com/blog/2016-10-19-how-should-hospices-handle-legalized-medical-marijuana

Natural Cannabinoids Gave My Cat a Better Quality of Life (news – 2016)

Medicinal Cannabis on Pain and Quality of Life Outcomes in Chronic Pain (news – 2016)

Medical cannabis could improve quality of life, executive functioning for patients (news – 2017)

Seniors Boosting Their Quality Of Life With Cannabis (news – 2017)

When Retirement Comes With a Daily Dose of Cannabis (news – 2017)

Pharmaceuticals containing cannabinoids may be effective against skin diseases, say researchers (news – 2017)

Topical cannabinoids may help to treat skin diseases (news – 2017)
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/316968.php

Cannabinoid Chewing Gum Enters Phase II Trial (news – 2017)

Consequences of pot program cuts 'should be alarming,' says veteran with PTSD (news – 2017)

Marijuana ‘saved my life’ (news – 2017)

Marijuana: safer than opioids? (news – 2017)

Medicinal cannabis law change comes too late for Hamilton grandmother (news – 2017)
BDS Analytics: Cannabis Consumers Are Happier Campers  (news – 2017)  
http://mjinews.com/bds-analytics-cannabis-consumers-happier/

Is Smoking Marijuana The Key To Happiness?  (news – 2017)  
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/is-smoking-marijuana-the-key-to-happiness/

Surviving Peritoneal Mesothelioma: Stephen Jay Gould’s Cancer Journey  
(news – 2016)  

Study contradicts negative stereotypes about marijuana consumers  (news – 2017)  

Cannabis Consumers Are Happy Campers  (news – 2017)  
http://www.bdsanalytics.com/cannabis-consumers-happy-campers/

Take two hits of Maui Wowie and call me in the morning: Baby boomers in the age of medical marijuana  (news – 2017)  

Medical Cannabis Use is Becoming More Popular Among Senior Citizens  (news – 2017)  
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/medical-cannabis-use-is-becoming-more-popular-among-senior-citizens/

QUITTING CANNABIS - also see ADDICTION, WITHDRAWAL

Cure for the Munchies? Exercise Cuts Marijuana Cravings  (news – 2011)  

Exercise can reduce cannabis use in persons who don’t want to stop  (news – 2011)  

Supplement Helps Teens Kick Pot Habit  (news – 2012)  
https://www.medpagetoday.com/psychiatry/addictions/33286

Anticonvulsant Drug Helps Marijuana Smokers Kick the Habit  (news – 2012)  
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/04/120424095651.htm

Taking Note of Over-the-Counter Remedies for Adolescents With Cannabis Dependence  (editorial – 2013)  

Poor Sleep Quality Makes It Harder To Quit Marijuana — Here’s Why  (news – 2013)  

Marijuana Tolerance Breaks” 5 Ways to Pass the Time With Ease and in Better Health  (news – 2013)  
Hormone shows promise at negating marijuana's high effect  

Active ingredient in pot sets off a feedback that reduces intoxication  
(news – 2014)  

Muting Marijuana’s High: Pot Without the Impairment  
(news – 2014)  
http://healthland.time.com/2014/01/03/muting-marijuanas-high-pot-without-the-impairment/  

Citicoline: A Useful Supplement For Medical Cannabis Patients  
(http – 2015)  
http://www.cannabiscure.info/files/citicoline.htm  

Withdrawal drug could help cannabis addicts kick the habit  
(news – 2015)  

Quitting pot? Substitute a little coffee buzz  
(news – 2015)  
http://blog.sfgate.com/smellthetruth/2015/05/11/quitting-pot-substitute-a-little-coffee-buzz/  

The role of marijuana in your coffee addiction  
(news – 2015)  
http://blog.oup.com/2015/05/marijuana-coffee-addiction/  

Drug curbs marijuana use, but with tough side effects  
(news – 2016)  

Mixing pot and tobacco increases dependence risk  
(news – 2016)  

The Easy Way To Detox From Cannabis  
(news – 2016)  
http://herb.co/2016/05/18/easy-detox-from-cannabis/  

QUITTING OTHER DRUGS  

Medical Cannabis Use Doesn't Adversely Impact Substance Abuse Treatment Outcomes, Study Says  
(news – 2010)  

Oaklanders Quitting Oxycontin with Cannabis  
(news - 2010)  
http://www.eastbayexpress.com/LegalizationNation/archives/201004/22/oaklanders- Quitting- oxycontin-with- cannabis  

Marijuana To Control Alcohol Abuse  
(news - 2010)  

Study shows direct cellular interaction between endocannabinoids and alcohol in the brain  
(news – 2010)  
Marijuana could be an “exit drug” (news - forum repost - 2010)

Study: Marijuana compound helps mitigate cocaine addiction in mice (news – 2011)

Why Medical Marijuana Laws Reduce Traffic Deaths (news - 2011)

Can marijuana curb cocaine addiction? (news – 2011)
http://www.green215.com/blog/patients-substitute-marijuana-prescription-drugs-internal-medicine-news

Patients Substitute Marijuana for Prescription Drugs (news – 2011)

Is Marijuana an 'Exit Drug'? Study Suggests Some Are Taking It as a Substitute for Prescription Drugs and Alcohol (news – 2012)
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/marijuana-exit-drug-study-suggests-some-are-taking-it-substitute-prescription-drugs-and

Hashing It Out In Ohio With The Martha Stewart Of Marijuana (interview – 2013)

From Alive to Living: Disabilities Treated with Medical Marijuana (news – 2013)
http://www.thefix.com/content/secret-%E2%80%9Csober%E2%80%9D-pot-users2030

Secret “Sober” Pot Smokers (news – 2013)

Colombia’s controversial cure for coke addicts: Give them marijuana (news – 2013)
http://www.thestar.com/news/world/2013/06/03/colombias_controversial_cure_for_coke_addicts_give_them_marijuana.html

Arguments Over the "High" of Cannabis are Half-Baked (news – 2013)
http://blog.themobilityresource.com/blog/post/cannabis-it-never-killed-anyone

Study: Cannabis Compound Reduces Cigarette Consumption In Tobacco Smokers (news – 2013)

Can Marijuana Help You Quit Cigarettes? Study Says Yes (news – 2013)
http://www.leafscience.com/2013/11/01/can-marijuana-help-quit-cigarettes-study-says-yes/

Some shocking results: A woman replaced 40 medications with raw cannabis juice… (news – 2013)
http://huttriverofnz.wordpress.com/2013/09/08/1604/

State Medical Marijuana Laws Linked to Lower Prescription Overdose Deaths (news – 2014)

Pot's a Pain for Painkillers (news – 2014)
http://www.northcoastjournal.com/humboldt/pots-a-pain-for-painkillers/Content?oid=2718796
CANNABIS ISSUE COVER FEATURE: LOBEL PRIZE

Is it time to legalize marijuana in sports?

Marijuana Might Actually be an Anti-Gateway Drug

Doctors pioneer pot as an opioid substitute

People Who Smoke Weed Are Losing Weight Because They're Not Drinking Booze

Study: Patients Substitute Cannabis For Booze, Prescription Drugs

Former U.S. Marine starts campaign to raise awareness of overmedication of veterans

Why Aren't American Veterans Allowed to Treat Their PTSD with Medical Marijuana?

Ex-Bear Jim McMahon: Medical marijuana got me off narcotic pain pills

Patients, towns want relief from state's foggy pot rules

Maine could be first state to OK medical marijuana to treat addicts

Cannabis one piece in pain management puzzle

Mixing pot and tobacco increases dependence risk

Opioid Use Decreases in States that Legalize Medical Marijuana

Big Pharma's Concerned About These Marijuana Stats

After medical marijuana legalized, Medicare prescriptions drop for many drugs
McLean Hospital Study Finds That Medical Marijuana Use May Improve Cognitive Performance

Fentanyl maker fights pot legalization

Cannabis Advice for the Novice Consumer
https://www.hellomd.com/health-wellness/cannabis-advice-for-the-novice-consumer

How I Stopped My Phantom Limb Pain
https://www.hellomd.com/health-wellness/how-i-stopped-my-phantom-limb-pain

Cannabis Makes up 22% of Canadian Veteran Drug Payments

Could Medical Cannabis Break the Painkiller Epidemic?

Medical marijuana reduces use of opioid pain meds, decreases risk for some with chronic pain

What Colorado and other states tell us about how marijuana's big election day will affect health

My Life-Changing Visit to a Cannabis Clinic
https://thebolditalic.com/my-life-changing-visit-to-a-cannabis-clinic-f14e12c1cb90

After medical marijuana legalized, Medicare prescriptions drop for many drugs
https://www.mprnews.org/story/2016/07/07/npr-medical-marijuana

Does medical marijuana reduce need for other meds?

The Dangerous Side of Opioids and How Cannabis Can Tame the Beast
http://cannabishealthindex.com/cannabinoid-research/the-dangerous-side-of-opioids-and-how-cannabis-can-tame-the-beast/

A New Test of Pot's Potential to Replace Painkillers

How legal weed could help end the drug overdose epidemic

Can marijuana ease the opioid epidemic?
Veterans Fight for the Right to Free Marijuana  

A Quarter of American Beer Drinkers Say They’re Switching to Pot  

Could marijuana be a gateway out of drug addiction?  

Opioid Overdose Deaths Plummet In States Which Legalized Medical Marijuana  

Ex-NOPD officer, with pill addiction kicked, touts marijuana for pain treatment  

Study: Nationwide medical marijuana laws would save lives - and a billion taxpayer dollars  

Pot or pills for pain? Most Americans approve of athletes smoking marijuana for aches, poll says  

Study: Opiate prescriptions lower where medical marijuana legal  

Blunt talk: Medical marijuana takes root  

Marijuana Treatment And How Smoking Weed Can Help Ease The Crack Epidemic  

The Evidence Is Overwhelming: Cannabis Is an Exit Drug for Major Addictions, Not a Gateway to New Ones  

The Government's Best Weapon Against Heroin Might Be Marijuana  

Medical marijuana used to treat heroin and cocaine addiction at Los Angeles rehab centre  

New potential for marijuana: Treating drug addiction  


Seniors Buy Fewer Prescription Drugs In States That Have Legalized Marijuana (news – 2017) https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/states-that-have-legalized-marijuana/


The Key To Treating Alcoholism With Medical Marijuana  

Medical marijuana used to treat heroin and cocaine addiction at Los Angeles rehab centre  

Why Marijuana Compounds Could Eventually Replace Anti-Anxiety Meds  

Why Are More Seniors Using Marijuana?  
http://www.healthline.com/health-news/why-are-more-seniors-using-marijuana#5  

Legal marijuana is saving lives in Colorado, study finds  

UNM study: Medical marijuana an alternative for opioids  

**RACE/ETHNICITY and CANNABIS**

Tribune analysis: Drug-sniffing dogs in traffic stops often wrong  
http://lawreport.org/ViewStory.aspx?StoryID=10816  

ACLU Targets East Texas Law Enforcement Agencies for Racial Bias in Marijuana Arrests  

If You're Black and in Love With Mary Jane, You're 3.67 Times More Likely to Be Arrested  

People of the Hemp, Part 1: Losing Land, Culture, Tradition  
https://indiancountrytodaymedianetwork.com/2014/09/26/people-hemp-part-1-losing-land-culture-tradition-157074  

People of the Hemp, Part 2: Criminalizing Traditional Teachings  

Seattle police: Homeless arrested most for pot  

NYPD Still Arresting Large Numbers Of Minorities For Low-Level Marijuana Offenses
Race Matters: Marijuana Cases Flood Court System (news – 2015)

Men, blacks most likely to get tickets for Seattle pot use (news – 2015)

More than 100 Native American Tribes Consider Growing Marijuana (news – 2015)

SD Indian tribe to begin selling recreational pot by Jan. 1 (news – 2015)

How Employee Drug Testing Targets the Poor and Minorities (news – 2015)

Whites Just 8% of New York City's Marijuana Arrests (news – 2015)

Marijuana-related summonses on the rise in NYC, East New York; minority nabs feeling the heat: report (news – 2015)

Casualties of the War on Drugs (news – 2015)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/donna-a-patterson/casualties-of-the-war-on-drugs_8374030.html


Infographic: Pot smokers are skinnier than non-users (news – 2015)
http://o.canada.com/health-2/infographic-pot-smokers-are-skinnier-than-non-users

Cory Booker on how America's criminal justice system destroys the American dream (news – 2015)
http://www.vox.com/2015/3/16/8205027/cory-booker-drug-war

Why pot legalization is also a fight for social justice (news – 2015)
http://theweek.com/articles/542678/why-pot-legalization-also-fight-social-justice

I Thought Legalizing Pot Would Be a Disaster. But It Turned Out To Be Wonderful. (news – 2015)
http://time.com/3815608/marijuana-legalization/

The growing racial divide in Virginia’s war on pot (news – 2015)

‘White females’ and other reasons the war on marijuana must end in America (news – 2015)

Weed Legalization Can’t Seem to Fix One Thing: Racial Gaps in Drug Arrests
Meet Sue Taylor, the Black Grandmother Leading the Charge to Bring Marijuana to the Elderly (news – 2016) http://jezebel.com/meet-sue-taylor-the-black-grandmother-leading-the-char-1779588324#


Marijuana Related Arrests Skyrocket In Colorado For Black And Latino Minors (news – 2016) http://www.vibe.com/2016/05/marijuana-arrests-colorado-skyrocket-black-latino/#

REPORT: More than 90% of marijuana arrests in NYC are people of color (news – 2016) http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/fnews/3435838/posts


Black drivers' cars searched more frequently on basis of drug, alcohol odor  
(News – 2016)  
http://www.columbiamissourian.com/news/black-drivers-cars-sought-more-frequently-on-basis-of-drug/article_76c6279a-b63f-11e6-9c89-0ff7ad37d769.html

He got life without parole for pot. And he was just denied clemency.  
(News – 2016)  
http://www.newsday.com/opinion/he-got-life-without-parole-for-pot-and-he-was-just-denied-clemency-1.12731004

What Colorado and other states tell us about how marijuana's big election day will affect health  
(News – 2016)  

'Remember, you're black': African-American families hesitant on marijuana legalization  
(News – 2017)  

OPINION: Minorities face much greater marijuana stigma  
(http://statehornet.com/2017/04/opinion-minorities-face-much-greater-marijuana-stigma/

The numbers behind racial disparities in marijuana arrests across Va.  
(News – 2017)  
http://wtvr.com/2017/05/15/racial-disparities-in-marijuana-arrests-seen-across-virginia/

Study: Racial Disparity In Marijuana Arrest Rates Increasing  
(News – 2017)  
http://blog.norml.org/2017/05/16/study-racial-disparity-in-marijuana-arrest-rates-increasing/

Study: Middle-aged white men marijuana use on the rise  
(News – 2017)  

States Offer Breaks To Minority Marijuana Entrepreneurs  
(News – 2017)  
http://dfw.cbslocal.com/2017/05/31/breaks-minority-marijuana-entrepreneurs/

Former Seminole chief Billie to leverage sovereign land in the legal weed game  
(News – 2017)  

Unequal & Unfair: NJ's War on Marijuana Users  
(News – 2017)  
https://www.aclu-nj.org/theissues/criminaljustice/unequal-unfair-njs-war-marijuana-users/

Despite increased social acceptance, marijuana possession arrests increase: ACLU  
(News – 2017)  

Can we talk about marijuana at church?  
(News – 2017)  
https://www.christiancentury.org/article/features/can-we-talk-about-marijuana-church

ACLU leader: Legalizing marijuana a 'racial justice issue'  
(News – 2017)  

The San Francisco DA will dismiss thousands of marijuana-related convictions, in unprecedented move  
(News – 2018)  
Republican lawmaker says marijuana should be illegal because of African American ‘genetics’  
https://thinkprogress.org/kansas-rep-marijuana-african-americans-eff0ace5d0b0/  

After legalization, black people are still arrested at higher rates for marijuana than white people  

**RADIATION THERAPY**

**Aging & Medical Marijuana**  
http://www.safeaccessnow.org/aging_booklet

**Cannabinoids Stop Radiation Therapy Oxidation**  

Cannabis extract can have dramatic effect on brain cancer, says new research  
(news – 2014)  

Cannabis Extract, Radiation Shrink Brain Tumors in Mice  
(news – 2014)  

Cannabis combined with radiotherapy can make brain cancer ‘disappear,’ study claims  
(news – 2014)  

Cannabis and Cancer, Pt. 2: The Triple Threat of THC, CBD, and Conventional Treatment on Cancer  
(article – 2015)  

Is it safe to smoke pot during chemo and radiation?  
(news – 2015)  
https://theholistichomestead.org/2015/11/05/is-it-safe-to-smoke-pot-during-chemo-and-radiation/

Effects of Marijuana in Chemotherapy or Radiotherapy  
(news – 2016)  

Cancer and Kids: Is Medical Marijuana the Answer?  
(news – 2017)  

**RADIATION SICKNESS/ CONTAMINATION**

Could hemp help nuclear clean-up in Japan?  
(news – 2011)  
http://www.cannabisculture.com/content/2011/03/15/Could-Hemp-Help-Nuclear-Clean-Japan
Hemp is Effective in Cleaning Nuclear Disasters (news - 2013)

Why Governments Promote Deadly Nuclear Energy and Ban Beneficial Hemp (news - 2014)

How Hemp Can Clean Up Radiation From Fukushima Nuclear Disaster (news – 2015)

Hemp and Heavy Metal Toxicity in Soil (news – 2016)

RECREATIONAL USE

Indian hemp and the dope fiends of Old England (article - undated)
[http://www.idmu.co.uk/indian.htm](http://www.idmu.co.uk/indian.htm)

Nixon's Vengeful War on Marijuana (news – 2011)

High Childhood IQ Linked to Subsequent Illicit Drug Use, Research Suggests (news – 2011)

Are smart kids more likely to use drugs? (news – 2011)

Former Supreme Court justice blasts minimum sentences for marijuana offenders. (article - 2012)
[http://www.cmaj.ca/content/184/8/E391](http://www.cmaj.ca/content/184/8/E391)

Marijuana Now the Most Popular Drug in the World (news – 2012)

Cannabis most widely used drug on Earth (news – 2012)

Barack Obama's marijuana smoking days with the 'Choom Gang' (news – 2012)

Marijuana Legalization and States Rights (news – 2012)

[http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/04/20/marijuana-prohibition-costs_n_3123397.html](http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/04/20/marijuana-prohibition-costs_n_3123397.html)
Study: Recreational Marijuana Users Show No ‘Negative Health Outcomes’
(news – 2013)
http://www.leafscience.com/2013/09/24/study-recreational-marijuana-users-show-negative-health-outcomes/

Marijuana Use Increased Over the Last Decade
(news – 2013)
http://www.pewresearch.org/daily-number/marijuana-use-increased-over-the-last-decade/

Sending Out Smoke Signals
(news – 2013)

3D Printing Is Getting Stoned
(news – 2013)
https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/788awy/3d-printing-is-getting-stoned-5886b6e0e47a7e45874beecd

Cannabis use among teens is on the rise in some developing countries
(news – 2013)
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/releases/269017.php

Silicon Valley's secret ingredient? Marijuana, says Bloomberg report
(news – 2013)
http://www.bizjournals.com/boston/blog/mass_roundup/2013/03/silicon-valley-marijuana-use.html

Study: Marijuana legalization doesn’t increase crime
(news – 2014)
http://www.msnbc.com/all/does-marijuana-lower-the-crime-rate

The Number of Marijuana Dealers in the United States
(news – 2014)

The Most Popular Day of the Week For Buying Weed
(news – 2014)
https://fivethirtyeight.com/datalab/the-most-popular-day-of-the-week-for-buying-weed/

What it’s like inside a recreational marijuana dispensary
(news – 2014)

Where Americans Smoke and Grow Marijuana (Maps)
(news – 2014)

Legal Pot In The U.S. May Be Undercutting Mexican Marijuana
(news – 2014)

The Great Colorado Weed Experiment
(news – 2014)

Using the Evidence to Talk about Cannabis
(article – 2015)

Don’t Harsh Our Mellow, Dude
(news – 2014)
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/dont-harsh-our-mellow-dude/article6083781.ece

Cory Booker on how America's criminal justice system destroys the American dream
(news – 2015)
http://www.vox.com/2015/3/16/8205027/cory-booker-drug-war

College Kids Now Prefer ‘Funny’ Cigarettes
(news – 2015)
Tinder-style dating app pairs marijuana users  
http://www.upi.com/Odd_News/2015/02/05/Tinder-style-dating-app-pairs-marijuana-users/1041423187017/?st_rec=1401423762960 

Is Smoking Kosher for Passover — and What About Pot?  

Colorado report describes, in detail, first year of recreational marijuana  
http://www.thecannabist.co/2015/02/27/marijuana-report-colorado-pot-med/30604/ 

Majority of young conservatives lean toward marijuana legalization  
http://www.dailytargum.com/article/2015/03/majority-of-young-conservatives-lean-toward-marijuana-legalization 

8 Tips To Hide The Smell Of Weed  
http://www.herb.co/2015/10/20/hide-the-smell-of-weed/?bt_alias=eyJ1c2VySWQiOiAiYTM4ZDI0ODctMzNmMC00NGRkLWEyOTYyNGI3ZjY1MDlyZDc3Nn%3D 

After two years, debate remains over marijuana legalization's impacts  
http://www.denverpost.com/2015/12/26/after-two-years-debate-remains-over-marijuana-legalizations-impacts/ 

Where You Can Legally Light a Joint in the Nation's Capital  

What to know before visiting your first pot shop  
http://www.mashable.com/2015/03/28/pot-shop-beginner/ 

Nebraska and Oklahoma Sue Colorado in Supreme Court Over Legal Recreational Pot  

More Than Four in 10 Americans Say They Have Tried Marijuana  

One in every 17 college students smokes marijuana on daily or near-daily basis  
http://www.news-medical.net/news/20150901/One-in-every-17-college-students-smokes-marijuana-on-daily-or-near-daily-basis.aspx 

Seniors Are Seeking Out States Where Marijuana is Legal  
http://time.com/money/3967757/seniors-retire-marijuana-legal-states/?xid=yahoo_money 

Marijuana Legalization 2015: 58% Of US Supports Recreational Use Of Pot, Poll Finds  

Merck Manual - Marijuana (Cannabis) Consumer version  

Dose of Reality: The Effect of State Marijuana Legalizations  


Oregon marijuana market growing thousands of jobs (news – 2016) http://www.usatoday.com/story/money/nation-now/2016/05/19/oregon-marijuana-jobs/84633414/


As more states legalize marijuana, adolescents' problems with pot decline (news – 2016) http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2016-05/wuso-ams052416.php


Ganja on the go - Ports to be outfitted to issue medical cards to tourists to legally purchase the weed (news – 2016) http://jamaica-gleaner.com/article/lead-stories/20160619/ganja-go-ports-be-outfitted-issue-medical-cards-tourists-legally


7 in 10 Canadians support marijuana legalization: Nanos poll (news – 2016) http://www.ctvnews.ca/canada/7-in-10-canadians-support-marijuana-legalization-nanos-poll-1.2968953

Study uses diverse sample to examine childhood weight's link to age of first substance use (news – 2016) https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160628110211.htm
Diane Dimond: Recruiting Your Child as a Narc
[https://www.noozhawk.com/article/diane_dimond_recruiting_your_child_as_a_narc](https://www.noozhawk.com/article/diane_dimond_recruiting_your_child_as_a_narc)

Average legal user spends $647 a year on marijuana

American teenagers 'are MORE likely to smoke marijuana than binge drink', new maps reveal
[http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-3719979/American-teenagers-smoke-marijuana-binge-drinks-new-maps-reveal.html#ixzz4GCZQ0Lzu](http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-3719979/American-teenagers-smoke-marijuana-binge-drinks-new-maps-reveal.html#ixzz4GCZQ0Lzu)

Cutting the Weed: Joints Have Less Marijuana Than Thought

Poll: Two-Thirds Of Americans Say Enforcing Marijuana Laws Costs More Than It's Worth

Comparing sexual experiences related to alcohol and marijuana use among adults

Serious researchers studied how sex is different when you’re high vs. when you’re drunk

One in Eight U.S. Adults Say They Smoke Marijuana

Gallup: More than 33 million American adults currently use marijuana

DEA rejects marijuana reclassification, despite states' shifting acceptance

Anti-marijuana campaign's biggest donor? Chandler pharma company

Middle-aged parents more likely to smoke weed than their teenaged kids

CDC: Young People Say Marijuana Is Becoming Less Available

Study: Medical marijuana changes how employees use sick time
Canada to press U.S. on 'ludicrous' marijuana border policy

Jamaica decriminalizes small amounts of ‘ganja’

5 Tips for Breaking Into the 'Budding' Marijuana Industry
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/279830

Nigeria: Inside Story of Abuja Elite Female Marijuana Smokers
http://allafrica.com/stories/201608190213.html

More people are smoking weed every day, ‘like cigarettes’, study reveals
http://metro.co.uk/2016/08/15/more-people-are-smoking-weed-every-day-like-cigarettes-study-reveals-6068652/

Marijuana Money: How Much Do Cannabis Consumers Spend Annually?
http://www.cheatsheet.com/money-career/average-cannabis-consumer-spend.html/?ref=YF&yptr=yahoo

Legal Weed Spurs Real Estate Boom In U.S. States

Americans have radically changed their views on weed over 25 years
http://www.businessinsider.com/americans-changing-views-on-weed-over-25-years-2016-9

Is Marijuana Addictive And A Gateway Drug? Obama’s Attorney General Explains Cause Of Opioid, Heroin Epidemic

Marijuana is not a gateway drug, admits Obama’s Attorney General

Alaska soldiers barred from events promoting marijuana

Marijuana farms could join pear orchards and vineyards as Rogue Valley mainstays

Colorado gives marijuana candy a new look to avoid confusion

Your doctor is probably more worried about your weight than your marijuana use, study finds
https://www.abqjournal.com/860979/your-doctor-is-probably-more-worried-about-your-weight-than-your-marijuana-use-study-finds.html

Goodman: Never was a good reason to outlaw marijuana
Here’s how legal pot changed Colorado and Washington

Police arrest more people for marijuana use than for all violent crimes — combined
http://m.gazette.com/police-arrest-more-people-for-marijuana-use-than-for-all-violent-crimes-combined/article/1587703

Support for marijuana legalization rises among U.S. adults: poll

There’s Only One Demographic That Still Thinks Marijuana Should Be Illegal
http://www.cheatsheet.com/culture/marijuana-legalization-survey.html/?ref=YF&yptr=yahoo

Why are more Americans in jail for marijuana use than violent crime?

No highs or lows: Marijuana use holds steady among teens, young adults

McLean Hospital Study Finds That Medical Marijuana Use May Improve Cognitive Performance

A casino magnate is spending millions to fight legal marijuana in three states

Old marijuana joint found at nuclear power plant

Study finds legalized marijuana does not affect crime or economics

Marijuana legalization may have an unexpected result: Drug smuggling into Mexico

Marijuana labs: Oregon pot tests safer than food
http://www.kgw.com/money/business/marijuana-labs-oregon-pot-tests-safer-than-food/341762827

Colorado lawmakers: Arizona anti-pot ads are inaccurate

Military weighs mellower marijuana restrictions for recruits

Strict Pot Restrictions for Applicants Is A ‘Death Sentence,’ Baltimore Comm. Says
http://baltimore.cbslocal.com/2016/10/31/md-to-null-over-more-lenient-pot-restrictions-for-cops/
Countdown to legal pot: No one will ever die from too much marijuana
(news – 2016)

How Too Much Marijuana Can Cost You an Arm and a Leg
(news – 2016)

Marijuana doctors get new business buzz from legalization in California
(news – 2016)

Opinion: Legal marijuana is affecting the beer industry’s memory
(news – 2016)

A tip sheet for workers and workplaces where marijuana is legal
(news – 2016)
http://gazette.com/article/1591346

Marijuana industry brought to a standstill by new pesticide testing regulations
(news – 2016)

OBAMA: It’s 'untenable' for government to enforce 'a patchwork of laws' on marijuana
(news – 2016)

Yes, most state employees can use marijuana off the job
(news – 2016)

In legalizing marijuana, California clears small-time criminals
(news – 2016)

The marijuana-initiative blunder that could cost California millions of dollars
(news – 2016)

Californians are already having their marijuana charges downgraded
(news – 2016)
http://www.scp.org/programs/take-two/2016/11/16/53070/people-are-already-having-their-marijuana-convicti/

Marijuana may be legal in California, but it can still get you fired
(news – 2016)

Bonfires of moldy pot
(news – 2016)

As Voters Approve Legal Pot, Bankers Remain Skeptical
(news – 2016)

Now what? A dispensary owner, a scientist, a defense expert and a city manager reflect on the new pot law
(news – 2016)

Uruguay to have marijuana museum
(news – 2016)
Willie Nelson Reserve Marijuana Commands 50% Price Premium (news – 2016)

New analysis highlights patterns of adult medical marijuana use (news – 2016)

Baby boomers on dope: Recreational marijuana use is on the rise among adults over 50 (news – 2016)
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/12/161205091216.htm

Teens with Medical Marijuana Cards Much Likelier to Say They're Addicted, but Few Teens Have Them (news – 2016)
http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/637617/?sc=rsmn

DEA: 'media attention' is making it tough to put people in jail for marijuana (news – 2016)
http://www.nola.com/articles/19800330/marijuana_pot_dea_jail.amp

Now you 'CanPay' for pot with this app (news – 2016)

Medical cannabis patients wonder about Prop. 64’s potential effects (news – 2016)
http://www.thecannifornian.com/cannabis-health/medical-cannabis-patients-wonder-prop-64s-potential-effects/

Punch the clock and pass the brownies (news – 2016)

A trade school in Colorado is training foodies and weed enthusiasts to become pot 'sommeliers' (news – 2016)

Ravalli County drug case could change school searches in Montana (news – 2016)

Smoke signals  Teen drug use is declining, according to a new national survey (news – 2016)

Here's who buys legal weed (news – 2016)

Here’s what police might do if you’re stopped with marijuana (includes guidelines letter to the Mass. State Police) (news – 2016)

Tantra THC: Using Cannabis to Make Sex Sacred (news – 2016)

Teens Now Associate ‘Smoking’ With Marijuana, Not Cigarettes (news – 2016)
Calif. city to require name, address and $141 to grow pot at home (news – 2016)

Aging baby boomers increasingly embrace marijuana, heavy alcohol use (news – 2016)

5 Reasons Weed Give Us The Giggles That You Might Not Know (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/12/08/weed-give-giggles/

What a $20 Bag of Weed Looks Like in Jamaica (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/01/26/20-bag-weed-looks-like-jamaica/

Marijuana should be treated like tobacco, alcohol, Obama says (news – 2016)

The DEA spent $73,000 to eradicate marijuana plants in Utah. It didn’t find any. (news – 2016)

Marijuana: 15 Cities With the Most Pot Users (news – 2016)
http://www.cheatsheet.com/culture/marijuana-cities-pot-users.html/?ref=YF&yptr=yahoo

The Early Bird Does Not Get The Legal Weed (news – 2016)

Google reveals what people really think about weed (news – 2016)
http://www.businessinsider.com/weed-trends-google-2016-9/#interest-in-cannabis-is-rising-in-the-us-note-were-looking-at-all-weed-related-searches-here-as-grouped-by-google-machine-learning-1

Cop Task Force Gets In The Weeds (news – 2016)
http://www.newhavenindependent.org/index.php/archives/entry/marijuana_police/

CDC: More people are using marijuana, but fewer are abusing it (news – 2016)

Five new facts about medical versus recreational pot users (news – 2016)

Cannabis Wins Big On Election Night (news – 2016)
http://beyondchronic.com/2016/11/cannabis-wins-big-on-election-night/

What Colorado and other states tell us about how marijuana's big election day will affect health (news – 2016)

4 Ways To Tell If You’ve Been Smoking Moldy Weed (news – 2016)
Finally: Researchers have figured out how much weed is in a typical joint (news – 2016)

http://www.cheatsheet.com/money-career/average-cannabis-consumer-spend.html/?ref=YF&yptr=yahoo

Dutch Study Says Legal Cannabis Cultivation Would Boost Human Rights (news – 2016)

Marijuana Is Harder Than Ever for Younger Teens to Find (news – 2016)


http://www.ctpost.com/article/North-Americans-Spent-Almost-7-Billion-on-Legal-10880439.php

Recreational marijuana: Changes could be coming (news – 2017)

NFLPA eyes 'less punitive' approach to recreational weed (news – 2017)
http://www.sportingnews.com/amp/nfl/news/nfl-marijuana-testing-policy-weed-nflpa-union-changes-demaurice-smith/1q3yk9qiy22mg1bhlho7ykt4ld

SB 301 would protect a worker's right to use marijuana off the clock (news – 2017)

Delaying Pot Smoking Better for Teens’ Brains (news – 2017)

Colorado on marijuana: ER visits, poison-control calls down even as consumption rates remain steady (news – 2017)
http://www.denverpost.com/2017/02/01/colorado-marijuana-er-visits-poison-control/

Legal marijuana sales creating escalating damage to the environment (news – 2017)
https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2017-02/lu-lms022117.php

Poll: Support for marijuana growing like a weed in Texas (news – 2017)

Marijuana Gets Its Own Congressional Caucus (news – 2017)
http://reason.com/blog/2017/02/17/marijuana-gets-its-own-congressional-cau


Pesticide Poisoning Fears Result In First Recreational Marijuana Recall In Oregon (news – 2017) https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/first-recreational-marijuana-recall-in-oregon/#sthash.mEcTvqx0.dpuf


College Students are the Most Likely First-Time Cannabis Users (news – 2017) https://www.marijuanatimes.org/college-students-are-the-most-likely-first-time-cannabis-users/

Study: First-time marijuana use in college at highest level in three decades (news – 2017)
Poll: Majority of marijuana smokers are parents, backed Clinton 2-1

Marijuana may be legal in state, but it could get you deported
http://www.record-bee.com/article/NQ/20170418/NEWS/170419848

Marijuana decriminalized but still triggers gun felony

Marijuana laws under the legal microscope
http://www.heraldcourier.com/opinion/marijuana-laws-under-the-legal-microscope/article_493913b5-b323-5e26-8777-7e60a97b32a.html

New plan to legalise and tax cannabis launches in Switzerland

Is Your Marijuana Covered By Your Insurance?
https://www.thestreet.com/amp/story/14093895/1/is-your-marijuana-covered-by-your-insurance.html

Colorado Marijuana DUIs Down One Third From 2016

Losing Too Many Police Recruits to Past Pot Use, Maryland Eases Its Qualifications

Here's Who Canadians And Americans Don't Want Using Cannabis

The morality of marijuana

Oregon's medical-only marijuana dispensaries on decline

A free lock box with your pot purchase? New state law means some stores could be handing out safes

Don’t Mail Your Mary Jane
http://www.spokesman.com/stories/2017/apr/28/dont-mail-your-mary-jane/

DEA: Your teens may be hiding drugs in their graphing calculators. Or teddy bears.
(news – 2017)
http://www.thenewstribune.com/opinion/article147360859.html

New Data Shows Medical Marijuana Consumers Far Outspend Recreational Users
(news – 2017)
http://420intel.com/articles/2017/05/05/new-data-shows-medical-marijuana-consumers-far-outspend-recreational-users

Going to college may increase risk of marijuana use
A guide on renters’ rights and the legalization of marijuana (Massachusetts)  

The US is falling behind other countries—like Canada—on marijuana  

Blunt talk: Medical marijuana takes root  

Marijuana Is Cheaper In States Where It's Legal  
http://www.motherjones.com/kevin-drum/2017/05/marijuana-cheaper-states-where-its-legal  

Study: Middle-aged white men marijuana use on the rise  
https://www.ri.org/news/study-middle-aged-white-men-marijuana-use-rise  

Investigators warn of creative drug paraphernalia  

Marijuana isn’t attracting homeless people to Denver or Colorado, according to “best data we have”  

Marijuana convictions go up in smoke with California legalization  

How High are Marijuana Taxes in Your State?  
https://taxfoundation.org/marijuana-taxes-state/  

Getting Compliant: Quick Guide to Regulations for California Cannabis Entrepreneurs  
https://www.ganjapreneur.com/california-cannabis-regulations-compliance/  

California Localities Primed for Legal Recreational Cannabis Use  

The Astounding Size of the Marijuana Economy Dwarfs 10 of America's Most Popular Food and Drink Staples  
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/americans-hungrier-marijuana-10-products-services  

No, This Marijuana Trick Won’t Make You Feel Any Higher  

Legalising marijuana will boost California's economy by $5 billion, study finds  
(news – 2017)  

Marijuana Taboo in the “Drug-Free” Nation  
https://koreaxpose.com/daemacho-marijuana-taboo-drug-free-nation/  

BDS Analytics: Cannabis Consumers Are Happier Campers  
http://mjinews.com/bds-analytics-cannabis-consumers-happier/  

Is Smoking Marijuana The Key To Happiness?  
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/is-smoking-marijuana-the-key-to-happiness/
Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein: “From a legal and scientific perspective, marijuana is an unlawful drug.”

Why are millennials dropping alcohol for marijuana?

Study contradicts negative stereotypes about marijuana consumers

Cannabis Consumers Are Happy Campers

County Fairs Could Sell Marijuana Right Alongside Fried Twinkies in California

Three-quarters of Americans want Trump to respect state marijuana laws

Study: Marijuana not linked to rise in auto fatalities

Police Searches Drop Dramatically in States that Legalized Marijuana

Trump Administration Bastardizing Progress With Medical Marijuana – America’s Lawyer

Catalonia legalises marijuana consumption, cultivation and distribution

Marijuana Consumers: Young, Well-Paid, College-Educated

Marijuana’s legalization fuels black market in other states

Everyone’s Favorite Organic and Fair Trade Soap Company is Promoting Marijuana Certification (and It’s a Huge Deal)

Colorado Employers Rethinking Drug Testing

Why pot-smoking declines — but doesn’t end — with parenthood

Teen Marijuana use falls to 20-year low, defying legalization opponents’ predictions
(news – 2017)
Washington state's marijuana law hasn't meant more use by young people, study says (news – 2017)


Cannabis-Friendly Trauma Patients Less Likely To Die In Hospital: Study (news – 2017)
https://www.civilized.life/articles/cannabis-trauma-patients/

The Sushi Blunt Will Make You Extremely Hungry (news – 2017)
https://www.civilized.life/articles/the-sushi-blunt-will-make-you-extremely-hungry/

California is trying to educate people about marijuana before recreational sales start (news – 2017)

California reportedly growing eight times as much marijuana as people are actually consuming (news – 2017)

Despite increased social acceptance, marijuana possession arrests increase: ACLU (news – 2017)

Legal marijuana is saving lives in Colorado, study finds (news – 2017)

Marijuana Doomsday Didn't Come (news – 2017)
https://www.usnews.com/opinion/economic-intelligence/articles/2017-12-19/marijuana-legalization-doomsday-didn't-come-to-colorado

Tourists roll up for Morocco's cannabis trail (news – 2017)

Medical marijuana took a bite out of alcohol sales. Recreational pot could take an even bigger one. (news – 2017)

Marijuana Ads Don’t Increase Use, Study Indicates (news – 2017)
https://www.marijuanamoment.net/marijuana-ads-dont-increase-use-study-indicates/

Convicted of a marijuana crime in California? It might go away, thanks to legal pot. (news – forum repost – 2017)
The San Francisco DA will dismiss thousands of marijuana-related convictions, in unprecedented move (news – 2018)

After legalization, black people are still arrested at higher rates for marijuana than white people (news – 2018)

**RELIGION and CANNABIS**

Marijuana in the Bible with cognate study of KNH, BSM & MKNH in the Hebrew and Aramaic Word (article – undated)

Hemp in Religion (Japan) (article - undated )

Judge Rejects Marijuana as Holy Sacrament (news – 2010)

Marijuana in the Bible (article - 2011)
https://patients4medicalmarijuana.wordpress.com/marijuana-info/marijuana-in-the-bible/

History of Cannabis in India (article – 2011)
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/the-teenage-mind/201106/history-cannabis-in-india

Comment on "Did Jesus use cannabis?" (forum post – 2011)

Crumbs of comfort: Cannabis cookies are kosher for Passover (news - 2012)

Religious Marijuana Lawsuit Gets New Life in 9th Cir. (news - 2012)

Rastafari and the Environment (news – 2012)
https://caribbeanreligionuvm.wordpress.com/

Pat Robertson: Marijuana Should Be Treated Like Alcohol (news – 2012)
http://newsfeed.time.com/2012/03/08/pat-robertson-marijuana-should-be-treated-like-alcohol/#ixzz21Bj1l1

Cannabis in the Holy Anointing Oil? "Exodus 30:23" (article – 2013)

As a Religion, Marijuana-Infused Faith Challenges the Definition of Religion (news – 2013)
Doctor Cannabis

The Official Recognition of Bob Marley’s Rastafarianism Gets Prison Inmates In Jovial Mood

Holy Cannabis: The Bible Tells Us So

'Thank God for Marijuana,' Says Episcopal Priest in 'One Love' YouTube Video

From Demon Weed To God’s Plant

The Secret History of Cannabis in Japan

Ancient Medicine Man

Jesus & Cannabis

Kosher marijuana: What would my Bubbie think?

Pot-Dispensing Rabbi: D.C. Residents Deserve Legal Access to Marijuana

David Simpson: Pot is not God's mistake for government to fix

Babylon Backs Down
http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/roads/2015/03/jamaica_is_decriminalizing_marijuana___but_rastafarians_are_still_wary_.single.html (news – 2015)

New frontier for marijuana products: kosher certification

Is Smoking Kosher for Passover — and What About Pot?

Geeky Pot Testing Pioneers Seek To Leverage Colorado's Jewish Marijuana Connection

First Church of Cannabis Files Paperwork with Indiana Secretary of State
Shiva Is A God Who Likes Marijuana — And So Do Many Of His Followers (news – 2016)  

Cannabis Chapel brings a different kind of love for 4/20 (news – 2016)  
http://www.unlvrebelyell.com/cannabis-chapel-brings-a-different-kind-of-love-for-420/

Where Gray-Haired Aunties Push Weed (news – 2016)  

Native American church is fighting for the right to use weed as a ‘sacrament’ (news – 2016)  
http://metro.co.uk/2016/02/08/native-american-church-is-fighting-for-the-right-to-use-weed-as-a-sacrament-5668623/#ixzz45mWpZKLN

Native American Church Sues Postal Service Over Seizure of ‘Sacramental’ Marijuana (news – 2016)  

Passover's OK for Weed Smoking Because of Its "Healing" Scent, Says Extremely Chill Rabbi (news – 2016)  

Marijuana: Arab Smokers, Religious Scholars Weigh In (news – 2016)  

US appeals court upholds Hawaii pot ministry convictions (news – 2016)  

Shavuot, The Bible, and Medical Marijuana (news – 2016)  
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/shavuot-the-bible-and-medical-marijuana_us_575edbf2e4b079c7cee5fc02

Cannabis Church to hold first service, combats marijuana stigma (news – 2016)  

Jamaica decriminalizes small amounts of ‘ganja’ (news – 2016)  

Damian Marley Is Converting a California Prison into a Pot Farm: Exclusive (news – 2016)  

Ancient Cannabis 'Burial Shroud' Discovered in Desert Oasis (news – 2016)  

Welcome to Pot Shabbat (news – 2016)  
http://forward.com/food/307808/pot-shabbat/

Tantra THC: Using Cannabis to Make Sex Sacred (news – 2016)  

Cannabis convict Eddy Lepp free from prison (news – 2016)  
Supreme Court rejects church's appeal over marijuana laws

Cannabis: Israel’s next big medical export?

Getting baked on Passover not just for matzah, rabbi rules

Israel takes steps to decriminalize marijuana use

Here Are 10 Types of Marijuana That Will Make You More Spiritual
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/spiritual/#sthash.wGD9bfje.dpuf

In Alabama church, marijuana is part of spiritual journey

A Gift from the Gods: The History of Cannabis and Religion

South African Court OKs Marijuana for Home Use

At Denver’s Newest Church, Marijuana Is The Holy Sacrament
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/church-of-cannabis-elevationism-religion_us_58f7bcf1e4b029063d367d0c

Here’s why you should be celebrating 4/21, not 4/20

Retired rabbi turned medical marijuana dispensary owner says Ohio laws will change:
Q&A

The morality of marijuana

International Church Of Cannabis Is Now Offering 'Weed Weddings'

How Does Islam Regard Cannabis And Marijuana Use?
https://www.civilized.life/articles/how-does-islam-regard-cannabis-use/

Jewish backstory of sexy cannabis products for women

A 10,000 Year History Of Marijuana And Spirituality
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/cannabis-and-spirituality-a-10000-year-history/

Lord of Bhang
http://theemeraldmagazine.com/2017/05/lord-of-bhang/

Kosher Marijuana Edibles Are a Sabbath Necessity for Observant Jewish Stoners
(news – 2017)
What Is Charas Cannabis Concentrate?  

Can we talk about marijuana at church?  
https://www.christiancentury.org/article/features/can-we-talk-about-marijuana-church

Italian court rules its 'okay for Rastafarians to smoke marijuana when meditating'  

**REM SLEEP BEHAVIOR DISORDER**

How One Citizen Scientist is Taking On Parkinson’s-related Nightmares – and Winning  
(news – undated)  
How One Citizen Scientist is Taking On Parkinson’s-Related Nightmares — and Winning

Study: Cannabidiol Can Control Symptoms of REM Sleep Behavior Disorder  
(news – 2014)  
https://thejointblog.com/study-cannabidiol-can-control-symptoms-rem-sleep-behavior-disorder/

**RESTLESS LEG SYNDROME**

Restless Leg Syndrome: Medical Marijuana Patients’ Say It Works  
(forum – re-post – 2012)  

Restless Leg Syndrome/Wittmaack-Ekbom’s Syndrome–Medical Marijuana Treats Symptoms  
(news – undated)  

Cannabis Cure: Restless Leg Syndrome  
http://www.weedist.com/2013/10/cannabis-cure-restless-leg-syndrome/

RESTLESS LEGS SYNDROME AND CANNABIDIOL (CBD)  
(news – 2014)  

Medical Marijuana and RLS  

Smoking Out Sleep Problems: Pot May Fight Restless Legs Syndrome  
(news – 2017)  
Restless Legs Syndrome – Medical Marijuana Research Overview

**RETINITIS PIGMENTOSA**

Synthetic Form of Active Marijuana Ingredient Preserves Vision in Rats with RP
(news – 2014)

Study Shows THC In Cannabis May Help Delay Retinal Degeneration, Vision Loss
(news – 2014)
http://www.medicaljane.com/2014/02/17/spanish-study-cannabis-may-help-delay-retinal-degeneration-vision-loss/

Marijuana May Prevent Blindness In Retinitis Pigmentosa Sufferers
(news – 2014)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/02/21/marijuana-blindness-prevent-study-retinitis-pigmentosis_n_4833183.html

Medicinal Marijuana vs Retinitis Pigmentosa and Eye Disease
(news – 2015)

Study suggests marijuana improves your night vision
(news – 2016)

**SAFETY AS A MEDICINE /DRUG**

Aging & Medical Marijuana
(booklet – undated)
http://www.safeaccessnow.org/aging_booklet

Alcohol 'Most Harmful Drug', According to Multicriteria Analysis
(news - 2010)

Annual Causes of Death in the United States
(article – 2011)
http://drugwarfacts.org/cms/?q=node/30

Is Medical Marijuana Safe for Children?
(news – 2012)

Is Marijuana an 'Exit Drug'? Study Suggests Some Are Taking It as a Substitute for Prescription Drugs and Alcohol
(news – 2012)
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/marijuana-exit-drug-study-suggests-some-are-taking-it-substitute-prescription-drugs-and

Medical marijuana users don't have protections from sub-par pot
(news – 2013)

Is Medical Marijuana Safe For Children and Adolescents?
(news - 2013)
Marijuana has no adverse effects on health, BU study suggests
http://dailyfreepress.com/2013/09/25/marijuana-has-no-adverse-effects-on-health-bu-study-suggests/

Study: Recreational Marijuana Users Show No ‘Negative Health Outcomes’
http://www.leafscience.com/2013/09/24/study-recreational-marijuana-users-show-negative-health-outcomes/

No detectable association between frequency of marijuana use and health or healthcare utilization

Alcohol or Cannabis? No Question Which Substance Poses a Greater Risk to Health
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/paul-armentano/alcohol-or-cannabis_b_3799972.html

How Much Marijuana Does It Take For Someone To Overdose?

Which Drugs Actually Kill Americans [Infographic] Hint: not pot

Scientists Explain Why Marijuana Users Never Overdose

Which is more dangerous: marijuana or alcohol?
http://www.abc15.com/dpp/news/local_news/water_cooler/which-is-more-dangerous-marijuana-or-alcohol

Poll: 47% in under-40 crowd say booze worse than weed

Why Marijuana Needs Chemical Quality Control Testing

Warning: Do Not Vaporize Edible Cannabis Oil

Scientists Know More About Marijuana as a Medicine Than Many FDA Approved Pharmaceuticals
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/scientists-know-more-about-marijuana-medicine-many-fda-approved-pharmaceuticals

Cannabis conundrum: Evidence of harm?: Opposition to marijuana use is often rooted in arguments about the drug's harm to children and adults, but the scientific evidence is seldom clear-cut

Peaceful feeling, or up in smoke? Medical marijuana in medicolegal context (article – 2015)
http://www.beyondbehindbrain.net/blog/peaceful-feeling-or-up-in-smoke-medical-marijuana-in-medicolegal-context

Cannabinoid Dose and Label Accuracy in Edible Medical Cannabis Products
Marijuana's Risky Reputation Is Wafting Away

Why Is Marijuana A Schedule I Drug?

Colorado's legal pot is potent, and a little dirty

UCLA Professor Finds Marijuana Is Safer to Smoke Than Tobacco

The laws on alcohol and marijuana are totally out of sync with the science

Medical marijuana users could help researchers define risks, benefits

No smoke, no fire: What the initial literature suggests regarding vapourized cannabis and respiratory risk

Ladies, you might want to swap the bourbon for a bong

6 facts about marijuana
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2015/04/14/6-facts-about-marijuana/

Huge New Review Shows What Medical Marijuana May (and May Not) Help

Study confirms safety of cannabis drug CBD

What is the scope of marijuana use in the United States?

The Science Of Decriminalizing Drugs

How the media used one tiny study to wildly exaggerate the threat of marijuana edibles
http://www.vox.com/2015/6/22/8826011/pot-edibles-dangerous

No sign of safety risks with longterm pot use for chronic pain

Medical Marijuana Safe for Chronic Pain: Study
Medical marijuana seems to help chronic pain patients, appears to be safe: study (news – 2015)

Canadian multicenter study examines safety of medical cannabis in the treatment of chronic pain (news – 2015)

Pharmaceutical CBD (cannabidiol) Shows Promise for Children with Severe Epilepsy (news – 2015)
https://www.aesnet.org/about_aes/press_releases/pharmaceuticalcbd2015#sthash.wL57kCVn.dpuf

French drug trial leaves one brain dead and five critically ill (news – 2015)

Products infused with marijuana account for about 40 percent of all sales, but are they safe? (news – 2015)
http://www.ncsl.org/research/civil-and-criminal-justice/edibles-for-experts-only.aspx

New marijuana industry wrestles with pesticides and safety (news – 2015)
https://apnews.com/026216951724c78aa1f610efbbce17/new-marijuana-industry-wrestles-pesticides-and-safety

New DEA Leader: ‘Pot Is Probably Not As Bad As Heroin’ (news – 2015)

Marijuana - How Safe is it Really? (article - link to PDF – 2016)
https://journals.mcmaster.ca/iScientist/article/download/1104/991

French drug trial turns disastrous, leaving 1 brain dead and 5 hospitalized (news – 2016)

Will Death in French Drug Trial Lead to Tighter Phase 1 Rules? (news – 2016)

Study: Vaporizers Deliver Safe And Reliable Doses Of Cannabinoids (news – 2016)

Which Is Worse For You – Marijuana Smoke Or Tobacco Smoke? (news – 2016)
http://www.theweeklyweedonline.com/which-is-worse-for-you-marijuana-smoke-or-tobacco-smoke/

'Creative' stoners planted seed for safer medical marijuana: study (news – 2016)

Your kid is way more likely to be poisoned by crayons than by marijuana (news – 2016)

Americans have radically changed their views on weed over 25 years (news – 2016)
http://www.businessinsider.com/americans-changing-views-on-weed-over-25-years-2016-9
Your doctor is probably more worried about your weight than your marijuana use, study finds (news – 2016)
https://www.abqjournal.com/860979/your-doctor-is-probably-more-worried-about-your-weight-than-your-marijuana-use-study-finds.html

Here’s how legal pot changed Colorado and Washington (news – 2016)

Weeding out the truth: Cannabis-based medications for cancer patients (news – 2016)

The Dangerous Side of Opioids and How Cannabis Can Tame the Beast (news – 2016)
http://cannabishealthindex.com/cannabinoid-research/the-dangerous-side-of-opioids-and-how-cannabis-can-tame-the-beast/

Discover Your Subjective Therapeutic Window: Turning Cannabis Into A Precision Medication (news – 2016)
http://cannabishealthindex.com/cannabis-safety/the-secret-about-cannabis-that-everyone-should-know/

Can Marijuana Cause Deadly Drug Interactions? (news – 2016)

Could Medical Cannabis Break the Painkiller Epidemic? (news – 2016)

Gupta: DEA’s missed opportunity on medical marijuana (news – 2016)

Time To Put ‘Skunk’ Out Of Business (news – 2016)
http://volteface.me/features/skunk-out-of-business/

Marijuana Use by Older Adults (news – 2016)
http://learnaboutmarijuanawa.org/factsheets/olderadults.htm

What Colorado and other states tell us about how marijuana's big election day will affect health (news – 2016)

FDA Sees No General Safety Risk With FAAH Inhibitors (news – 2016)
http://www.medpagetoday.com/neurology/generalneurology/59666?pop=0&kba=1&xid=tmd-md&hr=trendMD

Marijuana Side Effects: 5 Worst Complaints From Users (news – 2016)

This is what a marijuana overdose is like (news – 2016)

Marijuana Deaths: How Many Are There? (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/01/12/many-people-died-overdosing-marijuana/
A Closer Look at Cannabis Testing  (report – link to PDF – 2017)
https://www.technologynetworks.com/tn/white-papers/a-closer-look-at-cannabis-testing-288139

Colorado on marijuana: ER visits, poison-control calls down even as consumption rates remain steady  (news – 2017)
http://www.denverpost.com/2017/02/01/colorado-marijuana-er-visits-poison-control/

Marijuana Labels Could Mislead Kids and Consumers (news – 2017)

The DEA claims that synthetic THC is safer than the natural stuff in regular marijuana (news – 2017)  http://www.digitaltrends.com/cool-tech/dea-synthetic-marijuana-safer-than-weed/#ixzz4cjWy6hsb

Canadians Believe Sugar And Saturated Fat Are More Harmful Than Cannabis (news – 2017)
http://herb.co/2017/04/20/canadians-cannabis/


Inside the high-tech labs that make sure your legal marijuana is safe  (news- 2017)


Should I prescribe marijuana for my patients? Senior users weigh in  (news – 2017)
http://www.jweekly.com/2017/06/18/should-i-prescribe-marijuana-for-my-patients-senior-users-weigh-in/

World Health Organization clashes with DEA on marijuana compound, CBD  (news – 2017)

Medical Marijuana's Main Ingredient Isn't Dangerous or Addictive, World Health Organization Report Says  (news – 2017)

SAFETY - ADULTERANTS/ CONTAMINANTS


Contamination – Now we have some real evidence (news – 2010) http://ukcia.org/wordpress/?p=296


Marijuana Pesticide Contamination Becomes Health Concern As Legalization Spreads (news – 2013) http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/05/24/marijuana-pesticides-contamination_n_3328122.html


To Dab, or Not To Dab (news – 2013) http://pureanalytics.net/blog/2013/08/24/to-dab-or-not-to-dab/

Testing of Colorado marijuana for contaminants to begin this year (news – 2014) http://gazette.com/testing-of-pot-for-contaminants-to-begin-this-year/article/1536213


Hookah myth debunked: They don't filter out toxic chemicals

A first for the marijuana industry: A product liability lawsuit

Pot pesticides: What exactly are these chemicals, and why are they banned?
(news – 2015)

Eagle20 and Myclobutanil in the Context of Cannabis Cultivation and Consumption
(news - 2015)

State Regulators Weigh in on Pesticides Like Never Before

Which Pesticides Are Allowed on Marijuana?
http://www.eastbayexpress.com/LegalizationNation/archives/2016/03/15/which-pesticides-are-allowed-on-marijuana (news – 2016)

More Products on Shelves at Recreational Marijuana Stores Have Tested Positive for Sketchy Pesticides

The crazy, complicated world of “organic” weed

US researchers call for re-evaluation of microbial testing of Cannabis

Marijuana May Boost Brain Performance

Marijuana Use Rises in Iran, With Little Interference

Fake 'Organic' Pot Gardening Products Yanked From Oregon Stores

Restrictions on pot-safety testing put public at risk, scientists warn

WHY SMOKING MOLDY WEED IS BAD, BAD NEWS

Identifying Old or Bad Cannabis Past its Shelf Life

Ganja Grows Up
Marijuana labs: Oregon pot tests safer than food

Bonfires of moldy pot

Marijuana May Boost Brain Performance

Marijuana industry brought to a standstill by new pesticide testing regulations

4 Ways To Tell If You’ve Been Smoking Moldy Weed
http://herb.co/2016/12/27/smoking-moldy-weed/?bt_alias=eyJ1c2VySWQiOiAiYTM4ZDI0ODctMzNmMC00NGRkLWEyOTYtNGI3ZjY1MDIyZDc3In0%3D (news – 2016)

Hemp and Heavy Metal Toxicity in Soil

5 Pesticides Wrongfully Used in Cannabis Cultivation

Pesticide Use on Cannabis
https://www.technologynetworks.com/tu/white-papers/pesticide-use-on-cannabis-288143 (link to article – 2017)

Microbiological Safety Testing of Cannabis

UC Davis study finds mold, bacterial contaminants in medical marijuana samples

Pesticide Poisoning Fears Result In First Recreational Marijuana Recall In Oregon

‘Unclean’ Cannabis More Than a Pest for the Cannabis Industry

The Quality Of Government Marijuana Is So Bad It’s Hindering Research

Government Marijuana Is Inferior And Moldy, Researcher Claims

Criticism of U. of Mississippi Marijuana Quality Unfair

Johns Hopkins pulls out of pot-for-PTSD study

Health Canada Now Mandating Cannabis Pesticide Testing
SCHIZOPHRENIA/ MENTAL DISORDERS

Endocannabinoids and psychiatric disorders: the road ahead (article – 2010)  

Tardive Dystonia and the Use of Cannabis (letter - forum repost - 2010)  

Oral THC Reduces Aggressive Behavior In Patients With Refractory Psychosis, Study Says (news - 2010)  

Risk of suicide spurs rimonabant trial to end. (news – 2010)  
http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Risk+of+suicide+spurs+rimonabant+trial+to+end.-a0238838571

Fake Weed, Real Drug: K2 Causing Hallucinations in Teens (news – 2010)  

Marijuana Use Associated With 'Superior' Cognitive Performance In Schizophrenic Patients, Study Says (news – 2011)  

A Brain Wrought Without Omega-3 (news – 2011)  

Debunking the Myth of a Link Between Marijuana and Mental Illness (news – 2011)  
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/151776

COMT; another “wrong” result for the reefer madness hype (news – 2011)  
http://ukcia.org/wordpress/?p=924
Synthetic cannabis linked to extended psychosis

The Link Between Marijuana and Schizophrenia
http://www.time.com/time/health/article/0,8599,2005559,00.html (news – 2011)

'Cannabis' receptor discovery may help understanding of obesity and pain

Study: Marijuana Linked to Lower Mortality Rate for Patients with Psychotic Disorders
http://www.alternet.org/story/155657/study%3A_marijuana_linked_to_lower_mortality_rate_for_patients_with_psychotic_di... (news – 2012)

Marijuana Compound Treats Schizophrenia with Few Side Effects: Clinical Trial

Marijuana Compound May Beat Antipsychotics at Treating Schizophrenia

Cannabis-Induced Psychosis May Be in the Genes

High K2 use rate among psych unit patients

GABA deficits disturb endocannabinoid system

Cannabis psychosis admissions rose after drug reclassified to Class B

Harvard: Marijuana Doesn’t Cause Schizophrenia

DR ALLAN FRANKEL’S EARLY VERSION INITIAL DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION GUIDE

Is Medical Marijuana Destined to Become a Top Schizophrenia Treatment?

GW Pharmaceuticals Provides Update on Cannabinoid Pipeline

Cannabis conundrum: Evidence of harm?: Opposition to marijuana use is often rooted in arguments about the drug's harm to children and adults, but the scientific evidence is seldom clear-cut

GABA deficits disturb endocannabinoid system
Marijuana, Reconsidered: Dr. Lester Grinspoon On 45 Years Of Cannabis Science (interview – 2015)

Marijuana Could Be the Answer to Fighting These 3 Diseases (news – 2015)

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/02/150204125558.htm

Cannabinoids may be responsible for weight gain associated with schizophrenia (news – 2015)

Study finds no link between teen marijuana use, mental health issues (news – 2015)
http://www.foxnews.com/health/2015/08/04/study-finds-no-link-between-teen-marijuana-use-mental-health-issues/

Two Major Studies Blast Apart Decades of Lies About Marijuana and Teenage Brains (news – 2015)

Teen marijuana use not linked to later depression, lung cancer, other health problems, study finds (news – 2015)
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/08/150804093718.htm

Cannabis drug shows promise in treating schizophrenia (news – 2015)
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-gw-pharma-study-idUSKCN0RF1LV20150915

Brain researcher cautions against suggestions cannabis causes schizophrenia (news – 2015)

Why THC Isn't The Only Thing In Weed That Matters (news – 2015)

Debunking the Latest Pathetic Fear Smear Campaign Against Marijuana (news – 2015)
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/debunking-latest-pathetic-fear-smear-campaign-against-marijuana

Alcohol and the teen brain: There’s evidence binge drinking is dangerous for the adolescent brain — but guess what substance gets the bad rap (news – 2015)
http://www.salon.com/2015/11/30/teens_and_binge_drinking_partner/

Endogenous cannabinoids linked to weight gain in people with schizophrenia (news – 2015)

Suppressing Schizophrenia Symptoms Without Side Effects: Mouse Study (news & abst – 2016)
http://neurosciencenews.com/schizophrenia-compound-striatum-5089/

Your genes may predict how you react to smoking weed (news – 2016)
A new antipsychotic mechanism of action for cannabidiol (news – 2016)

In Peru, mothers rouse support for legalizing medical marijuana (news – 2017)

Risk of psychosis from cannabis use lower than originally thought, say scientists (news – 2017)


DEA Removes False Claims About Cannabis from Their Website (news – 2017)
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/dea-removes-false-claims-about-cannabis-from-their-website/

CBD, PPARs, and Gene Expression (news – 2017)

Cannabis ingredient holds promise as antipsychotic medicine (news – 2017)

Cannabis Part 3: Cannabinoids and Mental Health (news – 2017)
http://segra-intl.com/segrapedia/cannabis-part-3-cannabinoids-and-mental-health/

SCHINZEL-GIEDION SYNDROME - a rare congenital condition with seizures, bone and heart malformations

Pot med is life changer for tiny Sadie (news – 2015)

Medical marijuana miracle gives an infant and family a fresh start (news – 2016)

California Girl Seeking "Make-A-Wish" To Meet With Donald Trump To Advocate For Medical Marijuana (news - 2017)

Parents celebrate daughter’s latest milestone (news - 2017)
**SCLERODERMA**

Scleroderma-How Medical Marijuana Can Help Symptoms (news – undated)

Scleroderma and Marijuana (anecdotal – 2012)

Cannabis May Offer Relief for Connective Tissue Disorders (news – 2014)
http://theleafonline.com/c/science/2014/05/cannabis-may-offer-relief-for-connective-tissue-disorders/

Corbus Pharmaceuticals’ Investigational Scleroderma Drug Takes Novel Approach To Treating Inflammation (news – 2016)

Endocannabinoid Shows Promise in Systemic Sclerosis Study (news – 2016)

**SEPTIC SHOCK/ SEPSIS**

Targeting the Endocannabinoid System to Treat Sepsis (review – 2013)
http://www.signavitae.com/2013/05/targeting-the-endocannabinoid-system-to-treat-sepsis/

Study Finds Cannabis Protects Against Sepsis (news – 2013)
http://thejointblog.com/study-finds-cannabis-proTECTs-sepsis/

**SHINGLES**

Medical marijuana for shingles (news – undated)
http://www.thetruthaboutshingles.com/2013/02/smoking-pot-no-help-for-shingles.html

Cannabis Salve for Pain- Neuropathy – Yep, I had shingles. :( (news – 2015)

Cannabis and Shingles (news – 2015)
http://www.naturesalternativepdx.com/cannabis-and-shingles/

Shingles: A Reactivation of the Chicken Pox Infection Can You Treat Shingles with Cannabis? (news – 2015)

A Patients Guide for Using Medical Marijuana for Shingles (news – 2016)
http://www.unitedpatientsgroup.com/PatientsRoom-Shingles-Documents

Treat your shingles with marijuana (news – 2016)
SICKLE CELL DISEASE

Should You Use Marijuana for Sickle Cell?  
http://sicklecellwarriors.com/should-you-use-marijuana-for-sickle-cell/  
(news – undated)

Cannabinoids Offer Novel Treatment for Pain in Sickle Cell Disease, Study Suggests  
(news - 2010)

UM researcher identifies novel treatment for pain in sickle cell disease  
(news – 2010)

Medical Marijuana Policies Complicate Research Treating Chronic Sickle Cell Pain  
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/06/11/minnesota-medical-marijuana_n_5485383.html  
(news – 2014)

Medical marijuana could treat pain caused by sickle cell disease  
(news – 2014)

Vaporized medical marijuana study given green light  
http://abc7news.com/health/vaporized-medical-marijuana-study-given-green-light/261437/  
(news – 2014)

Medical Marijuana Could Help Treat Sickle Cell Disease  
(news – 2014)

The Science Behind Sanjay Gupta’s WEED 3  
(news – 2015)

Should You Use Marijuana for Sickle Cell?  
http://sicklecellwarriors.com/should-you-use-marijuana-for-sickle-cell/  
(news – 2015)

How Can Cannabis Help People with Sickle Cell Anemia?  
(news – 2016)

Medical Marijuana Changed My Life With Sickle Cell  
https://coloradoleafleytours.com/marijuana-legalization/medical-marijuana-sickle-cell/  
(news – 2016)

Medical Marijuana Can Help Sufferers Of Sickle Cell Anemia  
(news – 2017)

Cannabis For Managing Pain Caused By Sickle Cell Disease  
https://cannabis.net/blog/medical/cannabis-for-managing-pain-caused-by-sickle-cell-disease  
(news – 2017)
**SJOGREN’S SYNDROME** - an immune system disorder causing pervasive dry eyes and dry mouth.

- Treating Sjogren’s Syndrome with Cannabis (news – 2015)  

- Sjogren’s Syndrome – Medical Marijuana Research Overview (news – 2015)  

- CASE REPORT ON SJOGREN’S SYNDROME AND CANNABIDIOL (news – 2015)  

- Medical Marijuana/Cannabidiol (CBD) for Sjogren’s Syndrome (news – 2016)  

- Sjogren’s Syndrome and Medical Marijuana (news – 2017)  

**SLEEP APNEA**

- Medical Marijuana and Sleep Apnea (news – undated)  
  [https://www.marijuanadoctors.com/content/ailments/view/103/sleep-apnea](https://www.marijuanadoctors.com/content/ailments/view/103/sleep-apnea)

- Can cannabinoid drug used for nausea in chemotherapy relieve sleep apnea? (news – 2012)  

- Science/Human: THC reduces sleep apnoea in small clinical study (news – 2013)  

- Can Marijuana Treat Sleep Apnea? (news – 2013)  
  [http://www.leafscience.com/2013/02/16/can-marijuana-treat-sleep-apnea/](http://www.leafscience.com/2013/02/16/can-marijuana-treat-sleep-apnea/)

- 5 Ways Marijuana Affects Your Sleep (news – 2013)  

- Using Medical Marijuana For Sleep Apnea (news – 2014)  
  [https://www.massroots.com/learn/medical-marijuana-sleep-apnea](https://www.massroots.com/learn/medical-marijuana-sleep-apnea)

- 3 Types of Weed That Will Help Treat Your Sleep Apnea (news – 2014)  

- Sleep Apnea (news – 2015)  
  [http://norml.org/library/items/sleep-apnea](http://norml.org/library/items/sleep-apnea)

- Can Cannabis-Based Medicine Cure Sleep Apnea? (news – 2016)  
Everything You Need To Know About Marijuana And Sleep Apnea  (news – 2017)

5 Best Marijuana Strains for Sleep Apnea  (news – 2017)

SLEEP MODULATION

How One Citizen Scientist is Taking On Parkinson’s-related Nightmares — and Winning  (news – undated)

Study: Smoking pot may ease chronic pain  (news - 2010)

Neuromodulators for pain management in rheumatoid arthritis  (abst/summary – 2012)

How Smoking Marijuana may Help Women to Fight Nasty Symptoms of Menopause?  (news – 2012)

Hashing It Out In Ohio With The Martha Stewart Of Marijuana  (interview – 2013)

Federal Government Reports Marijuana Effective in Combatting Certain Cancers Reports ADSI  (news – 2013)

Medical marijuana helps senior sleep, contend with other problems of aging  (news – 2013)

Poor Sleep Quality Makes It Harder To Quit Marijuana — Here’s Why  (news – 2013)

Medical Marijuana: Consortium of Multiple Sclerosis Centers  (news – 2013)

Too little sleep may trigger the 'munchies' by raising levels of an appetite-controlling molecule  (news – 2013)

5 Ways Marijuana Affects Your Sleep  (news – 2013)
Smoking Pot Eases Tremors in Parkinson's (news – 2013)
http://www.medpagetoday.com/MeetingCoverage/MDS/39933

Psychological Benefits Of Marijuana Usage (news – 2013)
http://mentalhealthdaily.com/2013/03/15/psychological-benefits-of-marijuana-usage/

DR ALLAN FRANKEL’S EARLY VERSION INITIAL DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION GUIDE (news – 2014)

Can Medical Marijuana Treat Multiple Sclerosis? (news – 2015)

Finding the Right Strain of Medical Marijuana (news – 2015)

5 Prescription Drugs That Could Literally Replaced by Marijuana (news – 2015)
http://blogs.naturalnews.com/5-prescription-drugs-literally-replaced-marijuana/

Skimping on sleep may activate the 'munchies' (news – 2016)

Sleep and 2-AG (news – 2016)
http://www.beondthc.com/21065-2/

Raid! National Guard, State Police descend on 81-year-old’s property to seize single pot plant (news – 2016)
http://www.gazettenet.com/MarijuanaRaid-HG-100116-5074664

Exercise Can Still Increase Hunger Even in Sleep Deprivation (news – 2016)

For Colorado veterans, marijuana a controversial treatment (news – 2016)

Minnesota doctor pushing the notion of cannabis for canines (news – 2016)

Marijuana May Improve Cognitive Function (news – 2016)

Multiple Sclerosis: Here’s Why Cannabis Is So Effective Against MS (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/07/28/marijuana-and-ms/

Does Cannabis Use Impact Your Sleep? (news – 2016)
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/does-cannabis-use-impact-your-sleep/

Better With Age: How Cannabis Improves Quality Of Life (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/09/12/better-age-cannabis-improves-quality-life/

My Life-Changing Visit to a Cannabis Clinic (news – 2016)
https://thebolditalic.com/my-life-changing-visit-to-a-cannabis-clinic-f14e12c1cb90

What Are Some of the Best Cannabis Strains for Treating Insomnia?
SMELL / ODOR DETECTION

Drug Raids Based on "Smelling" Marijuana  
(http://www.opposingviews.com/i/society/crime/drug-raids-based-smelling-marijuana)  
(news – 2011)

In 1981 STASH cologne for men attracted women as well as police and their dogs  
(news – 2013)

Pot smell isn't cause to arrest everyone in a car  
(news - 2013)

The Truth About Marijuana Smoke: A Smelly Study  
(http://www.airfilters.com/blog/the-truth-about-marijuana-smoke-a-smelly-study/)  
(news/ad – 2013)

Mechanism elucidated: How smell perception influences food intake  
(http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/02/140210114550.htm)  
(news – 2014)

The brain mechanism connecting the sense of smell with appetite is discovered  
(news – 2014)

Why so munchy? Cannabis shown to ramp up sense of smell  
(https://www.newscientist.com/article/dn25018-why-so-munchy-cannabis-shown-to-ramp-up-sense-of-smell/)  
(news – 2014)

Mystery of 'the munchies' revealed: Cannabis use heightens sense of smell and taste  
(http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2555839/Mystery-munchies-revealed-Cannabis-use-heightens-sense-smell-taste.html#ixzz4phMwtrN)  
(news – 2014)

Ruling: Smell of marijuana can't be only basis for searches  
(news – 2017)

Should I prescribe marijuana for my patients? Senior users weigh in  
(http://www.jweekly.com/2017/06/18/should-i-prescribe-marijuana-for-my-patients-senior-users-weigh-in)  
(news – 2017)

Increasing use by elders of CBD for anxiety  
(news – 2017)

5 Positive Takeaways From The Groundbreaking Health Report On Cannabis  
(https://www.civilized.life/articles/the-latest-cannabis-health-report/)  
(news – 2017)

Here Are 10 Types Of Marijuana You Can Take That Will Help With Insomnia  
(news – 2017)

Israeli And American Companies Create Marijuana Inhaler For Sleep  
(http://forward.com/fast-forward/366463/israeli-and-american-companies-create-marijuana-inhaler-for-sleep)  
(news – 2017)

Pot smell isn't cause to arrest everyone in a car  
(news – 2013)

Drug Raids Based on "Smelling" Marijuana  
(http://www.opposingviews.com/i/society/crime/drug-raids-based-smelling-marijuana)  
(news – 2011)

In 1981 STASH cologne for men attracted women as well as police and their dogs  
(news – 2013)

Pot smell isn't cause to arrest everyone in a car  
(news - 2013)

The Truth About Marijuana Smoke: A Smelly Study  
(http://www.airfilters.com/blog/the-truth-about-marijuana-smoke-a-smelly-study/)  
(news/ad – 2013)

Mechanism elucidated: How smell perception influences food intake  
(http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/02/140210114550.htm)  
(news – 2014)

The brain mechanism connecting the sense of smell with appetite is discovered  
(news – 2014)

Why so munchy? Cannabis shown to ramp up sense of smell  
(https://www.newscientist.com/article/dn25018-why-so-munchy-cannabis-shown-to-ramp-up-sense-of-smell/)  
(news – 2014)

Mystery of 'the munchies' revealed: Cannabis use heightens sense of smell and taste  
(http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2555839/Mystery-munchies-revealed-Cannabis-use-heightens-sense-smell-taste.html#ixzz4phMwtrN)  
(news – 2014)

Ruling: Smell of marijuana can't be only basis for searches  
(news – 2017)
Does marijuana smell bad? An Oregon court issues ruling on 'olfactory assault'
(news – 2015)

8 Tips To Hide The Smell Of Weed
(news – 2015)
http://herb.co/2015/10/20/hide-the-smell-of-weed/?bt_alias=eyJ1c2VySWQiOiAiYTM4ZDI0dC00NGRlLWEyOTYtNGI3ZjY1MDIyZDc3In0%3D

Supreme Court: Holding Motorists To Wait For Drug Dog Is Unconstitutional
(news – 2015)

Passover's OK for Weed Smoking Because of Its "Healing" Scent, Says Extremely Chill Rabbi
(news – 2016)

Why Is Pot So Stinky?
(news – 2016)

5 Unbeatable Ways You Can Get Rid Of The Smell Of Smoke
(news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/06/21/smoke-out-spray/

Black drivers' cars searched more frequently on basis of drug, alcohol odor
(news – 2016)

Beginner's Guide: Finding the Right Marijuana Vaporizer
(news – 2016)
https://www.hellomd.com/health-wellness/beginner-s-guide-finding-the-right-marijuana-vaporizer

Lyons: Officers are cheating at a pointless game
(news – 2016)
http://www.heraldtribune.com/article/20160224/article/160229818

Weed 101: Colorado Agriculture Agency Shares Pot Know-How
(news – 2017)

O, Cannabis! How to Taste the Nuances of Marijuana Like a Pro
(news – 2017)
http://valleyadvocate.com/2017/03/27/how-to-taste-marijuana-like-a-pro/

Colorado Gives Drug-Sniffing Police Dogs The Boot
(news – 2017)

Vape pens: The highs and lows of weed vaporizers
(news – 2017)

Time perception with weed vs alcohol.....another huge difference between the two
(news – 2017)
SMOKED CANNABIS AS A MEDICATION – also see METHODS OF USE- SMOKING

Canadian Ophthalmological Society policy statement on the medical use of marijuana for glaucoma. (article - 2010)
http://www.canadianjournalofophthalmology.ca/article/S0008-4182%2810%2980129-2/abstract

Cannabis Inhalation Associated With Spontaneous Tumor Regression (news - 2010)

Study: Smoking pot may ease chronic pain (news - 2010)

Smoking cannabis relieves chronic pain (news – 2010)
http://www.independent.co.uk/lifestyle/health-and-families/smoking-cannabis-relieves-chronic-pain-2067287.html

Smoked cannabis reduces chronic pain (news – 2010)
http://phys.org/news20360294.html

Marijuana better than pharmaceuticals at treating chronic pain, improving mood (news - 2010)
http://www.naturalnews.com/029662_marijuana_chronic_pain.html

Smoked Marijuana IS Medicine: Feds Still Distributing Rolled Joints (news – 2011)
http://www.tokeofthetown.com/2011/12/smoked_marijuana_is_medicine_feds_still_distributi.php

Inhaled Cannabis Beneficial For Fibromyalgia Patients, Study Says (news – 2011)
http://norml.org/news/2011/05/19/inhaled-cannabis-beneficial-for-fibromyalgia-patients-study-says

Cannabis Use in Patients with Fibromyalgia: Effect on Symptoms Relief and Health-Related Quality of Life – Source: Public Library of Science ONE, Apr 28, 2011 (news – 2011)
http://www.prohealth.com/library/showArticle.cfm?libid=16123&site=articles

Smoked Cannabis Reduces Some Symptoms of Multiple Sclerosis (news – 2012)

How Smoking Marijuana may Help Women to Fight Nasty Symptoms of Menopause? (news – 2012)

Study: Smoking pot may ease pain, muscle spasms in people with multiple sclerosis (news – 2012)

Medical Marijuana Coverage Still Lost in the Legal Weeds (article – 2013)

Medicinal Cannabis and Painful Sensory Neuropathy (editorial – 2013)
http://journalofethics.ama-assn.org/2013/05/oped1-1305.html

From Alive to Living: Disabilities Treated with Medical Marijuana (news – 2013)
Study claims marijuana tied to lower bladder cancer risk


Smoking Pot Eases Tremors in Parkinson's

http://www.medpagetoday.com/MeetingCoverage/MDS/39933

Smoking Weed Linked To Lower BMI: Why Pot Smokers Tend To Be Skinnier


The Truth About Marijuana Smoke: A Smelly Study


How Smoking Marijuana Might Be The Best Way To Prevent Alzheimer’s Disease


Inhaled Cannabis May Keep Brain Cancer in Remission


Pot Smokers Show Less Inflammation


Marijuana use associated with lower death rates in patients with traumatic brain injuries


Marijuana In A Pill? Why Patients Might Be Better Off Smoking It

http://www.leafscience.com/2014/01/19/marijuana-pill-patients-might-better-smoking/

Marijuana may slow spread of HIV

http://www.upi.com/blog/2014/02/19/Marijuana-may-slow-spread-of-HIV/4561392843139/

Smoking Cannabis 'Gives Men Munchies and Women Pain Relief'

http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/smoking-cannabis-gives-men-munchies-women-pain-relief-1463790

Cannabis effects on PTSD: Can smoking medical marijuana reduce symptoms?

(http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/how-medical-marijuana-s-chemicals-may-protect-cells/)

Smoking Cannabis Reduces Diabetic Neuropathy Pain


Substance abuse risk not greater in those using medical marijuana with prescribed opioids


How Medical Marijuana’s Chemicals May Protect Cells

http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/how-medical-marijuana-s-chemicals-may-protect-cells/

Whole-Plant Cannabis Use Associated with Decreased Likelihood of Developing Bladder Cancer

No addled brain for experienced medical marijuana users: study (news – 2015)

'I know how it helps me' (news – 2015)
http://qctimes.com/lifestyles/health-med-fit/bfb4c3d1-3210-52d1-8c8e-23ae4501835.html

Study: Smoking Marijuana Associated With 50% Lower Chance Of Developing Metabolic Syndrome (news – 2015)

Select Marijuana Users Could Be 45% Less Likely to Develop This Type of Cancer (news/ ad – 2015)

Marijuana May Help Treat, Prevent Migraines, Study Says (news – 2016)

Ex-Bear Jim McMahon: Medical marijuana got me off narcotic pain pills (news – 2016)

Should You Smoke Marijuana After a Workout? Weed May Help You Recover, Perform Better (news – 2016)

Can cousin of marijuana plant ease NFL's concussion problem? (news – 2016)

Passover's OK for Weed Smoking Because of Its "Healing" Scent, Says Extremely Chill Rabbi (news – 2016)

Science/Human: Cannabis showed beneficial effects in bipolar disorder in clinical study (news – 2016)
http://www.cannabis-med.org/english/bulletin/ww_en_db_cannabis_artikel.php?id=482#1

Most medical marijuana users benefit from treatment, finds Ben-Gurion University study (news – 2016)

Science/Human: Pre-treatment with CBD did not influence effects of smoked cannabis (news – 2016)

Cannabis Counters Migraines (new old news) (news – 2016)
http://www.beyondthc.com/cannabis-counters-migraines-another-news-flash/

Medicinal Cannabis on Pain and Quality of Life Outcomes in Chronic Pain (news – 2016)

Survey: NFL players say some teammates use marijuana before they play
Swiss cannabis entrepreneurs develop craving for low-potency pot (news – 2017)

Veterans Fight for the Right to Free Marijuana (news – 2017)

Here’s How Marijuana Can Kick Chemotherapy-Induced Nausea To The Curb (news – 2017)
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/heres-how-marijuana-can-stop-chemotherapy-induced-nausea/

Smoking Out Sleep Problems: Pot May Fight Restless Legs Syndrome (news – 2017)

Cannabis Treatment for Hypertension (news – 2017)
https://www.thcmag.com/cannabis-treatment-for-hypertension/

**SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT/ BEHAVIOR**

Are Stoners Really Dumb, or Do They Just Think They Are? (news – 2010)
http://healthland.time.com/2010/11/18/are-stoners-really-dumb-or-do-they-just-think-they-are/

The Kids Are All Right, Even if Their Parents Grow Pot (news – forum repost – 2011)
https://www.medicalmarijuana.com/the-kids-are-all-right-even-if-their-parents-grow-pot/

On Creativity, Marijuana and "a Butterfly Effect in Thought" (news – 2011)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jason-silva/on-creativity-marijuana-a-b_900701.html

Cannabinoid 2 receptors regulate impulsive behavior (news – 2012)

Does Cannabis Boost Creativity? (news – 2012)
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2012/03/14/does-cannabis-boost-creativity/

Cannabis and Creativity (news – 2012)
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/psychology-masala/201204/cannabis-and-creativity

The Science Behind Cannabis and Creativity (news – 2012)

Identity formation, marijuana and “the self”: a study of cannabis normalization among university students (article – 2013)

This bud’s for you: Marijuana identified as a buffer against loneliness, study suggests (news – 2013)
'Fragile X Syndrome' Researchers Boost Social Skills in Mice (news – 2013)

Why "Just Say No" Doesn't Work (news – 2013)


Marijuana Unlikely To Cause Violence, Study Finds (news – 2013)


Swiss Study Reveals Cannabis Users Are More Health Literate Than Non-Users (news – 2013)
http://www.opposingviews.com/i/society/swiss-study-reveals-cannabis-users-are-more-health-literate-non-users

Marijuana Smokers Are Moral And Selfless In Romantic Relationships, Survey Suggests (news – 2014)

Marijuana Use Results in Less Domestic Violence (news – 2014)

10 percent of Americans admit to illicit drug use (news – 2014)

Research compares consequences of teen alcohol and marijuana use (news – 2014)

After California decriminalized marijuana, teen arrest, overdose and dropout rates fell (news – 2014)

Pot Is the New Normal (news – 2014)
http://time.com/3514137/marijuana-legalization-colorado-new-normal/

Harvard Potheads: Then and Now (news – 2014)
http://www.thecrimson.com/flyby/article/2014/9/12/harvard-potheads-then-and-now/

Cato Paper Highlights Marijuana Legalization’s Ho-Hum Impact in Colorado (news - 2014)

Scientists Discover Gene For Happiness — And It’s Related To Marijuana (news – 2014)
Marijuana linked to ‘happiness gene’
http://greendoctornetwork.com/study-marijuana-linked-to-happiness-gene/

Cannabis, Creativity, & The Cortex
http://neuwritesd.org/2014/01/16/cannabis-creativity-the-cortex/

Oxytocin Enhances Pleasure of Social Interactions by Stimulating Production of “Bliss Molecule”
http://neurosciencenews.com/oxytocin-anandamide-2926/

Pediatrician decides: alcohol or marijuana
http://blog.sfgate.com/smellthetruth/2015/03/16/pediatrician-decides-alcohol-or-marijuana/

An Open Letter to Those Who Oppose Cannabis Clothes
http://www.ladybud.com/2015/05/19/an-open-letter-to-those-who-oppose-cannabis-clothes/

Getting high in senior year: NYU study examines reasons for smoking pot

Retired Cop: I Never Encountered A Person ‘Acting Out Under The Influence Of Marijuana’
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/05/12/texas-marijuana-ad_p_7261626.html

Medicinal marijuana: Patients battle stigma and misunderstanding
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/08/150828113011.htm

Is Smoking Weed the Secret to a Successful Relationship?
http://ecosalon.com/is-smoking-weed-the-secret-to-a-successful-relationship/

Feeling very happy? It's in your genes
http://www.aol.co.uk/news/2016/01/15/feeling-very-happy-its-in-your-genes/

Marijuana smokers luckier in love: Survey

Match.com's Recent Survey Explores The Relationship Between Singles And Weed
http://aplus.com/a/match-survey-how-weed-affects-dating-relationships

As more states legalize marijuana, adolescents' problems with pot decline

Seeing Green: Pot Changes Brain's Response to Money

Study: Cannabis Exposure Diminishes Feelings Of Aggression

Study: Medical marijuana changes how employees use sick time

Nigeria: Inside Story of Abuja Elite Female Marijuana Smokers
http://allafrica.com/stories/201608190213.html
Study finds legalized marijuana does not affect crime or economics (news – 2016)

Is Cannabis the Key to Unlocking Creativity? (news – 2016)
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/is-cannabis-the-key-to-unlocking-creativity/

DEA: 'media attention' is making it tough to put people in jail for marijuana (news – 2016)
http://www.nola.com/articles/19800330/marijuana_pot_dea_jail.amp

College Kids Who Consume Cannabis Have Higher than Average GPAs (news – 2016)
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/college-kids-who-consume-cannabis-have-higher-than-average-gpas/

5 Reasons Weed Give Us The Giggles That You Might Not Know (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/12/08/weed-give-giggles/

Cannabis Reduces Short Term Motivation to Work For Money (news – 2016)
http://neurosciencenews.com/psychology-cannabis-work-4958/

Dutch Study Says Legal Cannabis Cultivation Would Boost Human Rights (news – 2016)

10 Types Of Marijuana That Will Make You Feel More Peaceful (news – 2017)
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/10-types-of-marijuana-that-will-make-you-feel-more-peaceful/#sthash.aZd1GnMh.dpuf

Here Are 10 Types of Marijuana That Will Make You More Spiritual (news – 2017)
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/spiritual/#sthash.wGD9bfje.dpuf

Should you smoke weed with your grown kids? (news – 2017)

BDS Analytics: Cannabis Consumers Are Happier Campers (news – 2017)
http://mjinews.com/bds-analytics-cannabis-consumers-happier/

Is Smoking Marijuana The Key To Happiness? (news – 2017)
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/is-smoking-marijuana-the-key-to-happiness/

Study contradicts negative stereotypes about marijuana consumers (news – 2017)

Marijuana Consumers: Young, Well-Paid, College-Educated (news – 2017)

https://www.eaze.com/blog/posts/eaze-insights-modern-marijuana-consumer

Regular marijuana users have more sex, study says (news – 2017)

Is Pot Good For Your Sex Life? The Truth About Being High and Horny (news – 2017)
https://www.menshealth.com/sex-women/marijuana-good-for-sex-life
SOCIAL MEDIA/ INTERNET

Pot Prices Go Viral: Crowdsourcing the Drug Deal? (news – 2010)

FBI director: Zero tolerance pot policy kills our ability to hire cyber war programmers. Updated (news - 2014)
http://www.dailykos.com/story/2014/05/21/1301070/-FBI-director-Zero-tolerance-pot-policy-kills-our-ability-to-hire-cyber-war-programmers

The Internet’s First Transaction Was For A Bag Of Marijuana (news – 2015)
http://www.theweedblog.com/the-internets-first-transaction-was-for-a-bag-of-marijuana/

Pro-Marijuana ‘Tweets’ Are Sky-High on Twitter (news – 2015)
http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/628717/?sc=c22,66

Free, online resource introduced for patients and healthcare professionals in Canada (news – 2015)

Tinder-style dating app pairs marijuana users (news – 2015)
http://www.upi.com/Odd_News/2015/02/05/Tinder-style-dating-app-pairs-marijuana-users/1041423187017/?st_rec=1401423762960

Apple decides marijuana app belongs in the App Store after all (news – 2015)
http://www.engadget.com/2015/02/14/massroots-back-in-the-app-store/?ncid=rss_truncated

No more high scores: ESL bans pot use during e-sports tournaments (news – 2015)
http://arstechnica.com/gaming/2015/08/no-more-high-scores-esl-bans-pot-use-during-esports-tournaments/

Americans are searching for weed more than ever, according to Google (news – 2016)
http://www.businessinsider.com/americans-google-marijuana-2016-9

DEA: ‘media attention’ is making it tough to put people in jail for marijuana (news – 2016)
http://www.nola.com/articles/19800330/marijuana_pot_dea_jail.amp

Now you 'CanPay' for pot with this app (news – 2016)

Google reveals what people really think about weed (news – 2016)
http://www.businessinsider.com/weed-trends-google-2016-9/#interest-in-cannabis-is-rising-in-the-us-note-were-looking-at-all-weed-related-searches-here-as-grouped-by-google-machine-learning-1

Cannabist surpasses High Times in unique visitors for first time, Denver Post digital growth continues (news – 2016)
Viral Internet post prompts question: Does D.A.R.E. no longer consider marijuana a gateway drug?  
(news – 2016)

Facebook cracks down on marijuana firms with dozens of accounts shut down  
(news – 2016)

Rule would bar use of telemedicine for marijuana  
(http://www.news4jax.com/health/rule-would-bar-use-of-telemedicine-for-marijuana)  
(news – 2016)

Marijuana may be legal in state, but it could get you deported  
(http://www.record-bee.com/article/NQ/20170418/NEWS/170419848)  
(news – 2017)

DEA Removes False Claims About Cannabis from Their Website  
(https://www.marijuanatimes.org/dea-removes-false-claims-about-cannabis-from-their-website/)  
(news – 2017)

Weed 101: Inside Temple University’s Marijuana in the Media class  
(news – 2017)

SPASTICITY

Aging & Medical Marijuana  
(https://www.safeaccessnow.org/aging_booklet)  
(booklet – undated)

Medical Marijuana and Skeletal Muscular Spasticity  
(https://www.marijuanadoctors.com/content/ailments/view/120/skeletal-muscular-spasticity)

Medical Marijuana and Spasticity  
(news – 2011)

Smoked Cannabis Reduces Some Symptoms of Multiple Sclerosis  
(news – 2012)

Cannabis as Painkiller  
(http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/08/120807101232.htm)  
(news – 2012)

Study: Smoking pot may ease pain, muscle spasms in people with multiple sclerosis  
(news – 2012)

From Alive to Living: Disabilities Treated with Medical Marijuana  
(news – 2013)

MS Spasticity: How Do Pharmaceuticals Stack Up Against Medical Marijuana?  
(http://www.healthline.com/health-news/how-do-ms-pharmaceuticals-stack-up-to-medical-marijuana-111014#1)  
(news - 2014)

Can Medical Marijuana Treat Multiple Sclerosis? (news – 2015)

Spasticity – Medical Marijuana Research Overview
http://www.medicalmarijuanainc.com/spasms-medical-marijuana-research/

Multiple Sclerosis: Here’s Why Cannabis Is So Effective Against MS (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/07/28/marijuana-and-ms/

Spasticity & Medical Marijuana (news – 2016)
https://420evaluationsonline.com/health-and-news-marijuana/spasticity

SPINAL CORD INJURY

Aging & Medical Marijuana (booklet – undated)
http://www.safeaccessnow.org/aging_booklet

Medicinal Cannabis and Painful Sensory Neuropathy (editorial – 2013)
http://journalofethics.ama-assn.org/2013/05/oped1-1305.html

From Alive to Living: Disabilities Treated with Medical Marijuana (news – 2013)

http://www.safeaccessnow.org/medical_cannabis_research_what_does_the_evidence_say

Illinois medical marijuana applicants trending female, older (news – 2015)

Science/Human: Inhaled cannabis reduces neuropathic pain in patients with spinal cord injury (news – 2016)
http://www.cannabis-med.org/english/bulletin/ww_en_db_cannabis_artikel.php?id=482#2

SPLEEN

Study Reveals Role of Spleen in Prolonged Anxiety After Stress (news – 2016)
SPORTS - also see EXERCISE

Broncos Linebacker Failed Two Drug Tests By Providing 'Non-Human Urine'
(news – 2012)

Olympics FYI: Why Is Cannabis Considered a Performance-Enhancing Drug?
(news – 2012)

Athletes and Pot: Legalized marijuana in a league of its own
(news – 2013)

Rules change on Olympic marijuana testing
(news – 2013)

UFC Raises Marijuana Testing Threshold
(news – 2013)
http://www.theweedblog.com/ufc-raises-marijuana-testing-threshold/

Marijuana Bowl: Leading Up To Football's Biggest Game, The NFL May Want to Consider Legalizing Weed As Way To Treat Concussions
(news – 2014)

CHART: College Lacrosse Athletes Are More Likely To Use Marijuana Than Any Other Sport
(news – 2014)

Marijuana for Knee Pain and Swelling
(news – 2014)
http://sportskneetherapy.com/marijuana-for-knee-pain-and-swelling/

Marijuana's Surprising Effects On Athletic Performance
(news – 2015)

CANNABIS ISSUE COVER FEATURE: LOBEL PRIZE
https://digboston.com/cannabis-issue-cover-feature-lobel-prize/
(news – 2015)

Is it time to legalize marijuana in sports?
(news – 2015)

Schools employ many different ways to test for drugs
(news – 2015)
http://www.abqjournal.com/625738/sports/schools-employ-many-different-ways-to-test-for-drugs.html

These ‘420 Games’ Athletes Want to Change the Perception of Weed
(news – 2015)
http://time.com/3999710/weed-athletes-run/

How the High Times Bonghitters Became the Yankees of New York Media Softball
(news – 2015)
No more high scores: ESL bans pot use during e-sports tournaments (news – 2015)
http://arstechnica.com/gaming/2015/08/no-more-high-scores-esl-bans-pot-use-during-esports-tournaments/

Ex-Bear Jim McMahon: Medical marijuana got me off narcotic pain pills (news – 2016)

Should You Smoke Marijuana After a Workout? Weed May Help You Recover, Perform Better (news – 2016)

Can cousin of marijuana plant ease NFL's concussion problem? (news – 2016)

These famous athletes are advocating for marijuana as a workout tool (news – 2016)
https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/wellness/these-famous-athletes-are-advocating-for-marijuana-as-a-workout-tool/2016/03/01/3bf18c14-910e-11e6-b5ca-9f48d5e1e2e3_story.html

A runner who calls himself the 'world's fastest stoner' once passed a drug test 36 hours after smoking marijuana (news – 2016)

Skateboarding at the 2020 Olympics may have one big problem: Weed (news – 2016)

Marijuana better alternative to painkillers (news – 2016)
http://www.technicianonline.com/sports/article_3bf18c14-910e-11e6-b5ca-9f48d5e1e2e3.html

Survey: NFL players say some teammates use marijuana before they play (news – 2016)

NFL player using marijuana for Crohn's disease may press league over drug policy (news – 2016)

The Grass Is Looking Greener (news – 2016)

Why Chauncey Billups was totally cool with NBA teammates smoking weed before games (news – 2016)
http://www.thecannabist.co/2016/12/13/chauncey-billups-teammates-smoking-marijuana/69273/


NFLPA eyes 'less punitive' approach to recreational weed (news – 2017)
http://www.sportingnews.com/amp/nfl/news/nfl-marijuana-testing-policy-weed-nflpa-union-changes-demaurice-smith/1qy9qiv22mg1bhiho7vkt4ld
25 Pro Athletes Who Loved Marijuana

Here’s 10 Types of Marijuana For Planning Extreme Outdoor Activities
(news – 2017)
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/10-types-of-marijuana-good-for-extreme-outdoor-activities/#sthash.rs91Az3B.dpuf

Formula Drift Racer Is First Pro Driver Sponsored By Cannabis

NFL team docs booed DEA official at 2011 presentation

Pot or pills for pain? Most Americans approve of athletes smoking marijuana for aches, poll says

Time for marijuana to get legalised in sports? UFC fighters, bodybuilders, NFL athletes approve

Bas Rutten Believes In A Future Without Pharmaceuticals Thanks To Marijuana And CBD

Marijuana company to sponsor race car driven by grandson of Dale Earnhardt

Formula Drift Racer Is First Pro Driver Sponsored By Cannabis

“Big John” McCarthy: Research cannabis for athletes and sports injuries

STEM CELLS

New Study: Cannabis May Grow Stem Cells, Repair Brain After Injury
(news – 2013)

Cannabinoids (Marijuana) A Stem Cell Stimulator!! (news – 2016)
http://stemcellorthopedic.com/cannabinoids-marijuana-stem-cell-stimulator/
**STIFF-PERSON SYNDROME / HYPEREKPLEXIA DISEASE**

Science/Human: Cannabis effective in a patient with stiff person syndrome  
(news – 2012)  

Stiff Person Syndrome  
(needs registration)  
(news – 2012)  
http://www.inspire.com/groups/rare-disease/discussion/stiff-person-syndrome-18/

The torture of Stiff Person Syndrome  
(news – 2015)  

Medicinal cannabis: Towradgi's Ben Oakley supports tabling of new laws  
(news – 2016)  

Medical Cannabis serves as an orphan drug for: Tourette Syndrome, Dravet Syndrome, Stiff Person Syndrome, Achalasia and Idiopathic Intracranial Hypertension  
(news – 2016)  

Marijuana ‘saved my life’  
(news – 2017)  

Medicinal cannabis supplier raided: Ben Oakley among hundreds affected  
(news – 2017)  
https://www.cannabisclubaustralia.com/single-post/2017/01/06/Medicinal-cannabis-supplier-raided-Ben-Oakley-among-hundreds-affected

---

**STORAGE of CANNABIS**

Storing Medical Cannabis  
(news – undated)  
http://www.shopharborside.com/learn/storing-medical-cannabis.html

Marijuana Seed Storage  
(news – undated)  

Does Weed Go Bad? (1)  
(news – undated)  
http://redeyesonline.net/does-weed-go-bad/

Marijuana Seed Storage Tips  
(news – 2011)  
http://marijuanagrowershq.com/marijuana-seed-storage-tips/

How Do You Store Your Marijuana?  
(news – 2012)  
https://www.theweedblog.com/how-do-you-store-your-marijuana/

Keep Your Marijuana Fresh With This Long-Term Storage Option  
(news/ad – 2012)  
http://www.weedlist.com/2012/07/keep-your-marijuana-fresh-with-this-long-term-storage-option/
The Best (and Worst) Ways to Store Your Weed

Identifying Old or Bad Cannabis Past its Shelf Life

Does Weed Go Bad? (2)

Proper Medical Cannabis Storage

What is the Shelf Life of Cannabis?

Cannabis Pro-Tips: 8 Ways To Properly Store Marijuana For Freshness

Concentrate Shelf Life: How Long Does Cannabis Oil Last?

What Happens to Marijuana After Five Years of Storage?

Give Your Cannabis the Boost it Needs

New Drying Technology being introduced to Canadian Cannabis Producers
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/2c094aec-75ab-32f5-8b1d-de85b399b3d/ss_new-drying-technology-being.html

**STRAIN INFORMATION**

Cannabis Strains That Help With Phantom Limb Pain
https://www.leafly.com/explore/conditions-phantom-limb-pain (chart – undated)

The Best Strains For Growing Monster Marijuana Plants

Top Cannabis Strains to Relieve Bell’s Palsy
https://cannasos.com/strains/conditions/bells-palsy (news – undated)

Yes, different strains do matter, sort of

What Medical Marijuana strain is best for your condition, Sativa or Indica?
Which Medical Marijuana Strains Are The Best For Fibromyalgia?  
(news – 2012)

How Do You Know Which Medical Marijuana Strain Is Right For You?  
[http://www.unitedpatientsgroup.com/blog/2012/01/31/how-do-you-know-which-medical-marijuana-strain-is-right-for-you/](http://www.unitedpatientsgroup.com/blog/2012/01/31/how-do-you-know-which-medical-marijuana-strain-is-right-for-you/)  
(news – 2012)

Development Of Marijuana Varieties To Produce Pharmaceuticals  
(news – 2012)

Cannabis Strain Explorer  
[http://www.leafly.com/explore](http://www.leafly.com/explore)  
(web page - 2012)

Not That High  
[http://www.slate.com/articles/health_and_science/science/2013/03/marijuana_potency_returning_smokers_want_mellower_pot_strain_s.html](http://www.slate.com/articles/health_and_science/science/2013/03/marijuana_potency_returning_smokers_want_mellower_pot_strain_s.html)  
(news – 2013)

CBD strains from Europe Grown Out in California  
(news – 2013)

Top Five Marijuana Strains For PMS  
(news – 2013)

A few of our favorite strains: 25 ranked reviews from our critics  
(news – 2014)

Federal marijuana bill would legalize some cannabis strains  
(news – 2014)

Best Buds: The Top 12 Strains of 2014  
(news – 2014)

DNA Genetic’ L.A. Confidential strain used on childhood autism  
(news – 2014)

THCV: The Sports Car of Cannabinoids  
(news – 2014)

Strain Fingerprint™ Launch: Leafly Partnership  
(news – 2014)

Super Silver Sour Diesel Haze (marijuana review)  
(news – 2014)

3 Types of Weed That Will Help Treat Your Sleep Apnea  
(news – 2014)

Monsanto Creates First Genetically Modified Strain of Marijuana  
(news - 2015)
Where Do Marijuana Strain Names Come From? Origins of Sour Diesel, OG Kush and More

Top 10 Sativa Strains
http://herb.co/2016/02/14/top-10-sativa-strains/ (news – 2016)

Top 10 Cannabis Indica Strains
http://herb.co/2016/02/07/top-10-cannabis-indica-strains/ (news – 2016)

Cannabis vs. Lupus
http://herb.co/2016/05/15/cannabis-vs-lupus/ (news – 2016)

Cannabis strains today much stronger than your parents’ pot

5 Strains You Should Try If You Suffer From Anxiety

Grow Your Own Medicine: Strain Advice from Industry Professional Edward Clarizio

The Odd Science Behind Marijuana And Metabolism
http://herb.co/2016/02/01/odd-science-behind-marijuana-metabolism/ (news – 2016)

Multiple Sclerosis: Here’s Why Cannabis Is So Effective Against MS

What Makes Each Marijuana Strain Unique?

Cannabis Sativa, Inc. Awarded Patent for "Ecuadorian Sativa" Cannabis Plant

Cannabis: Israel’s next big medical export?

Time To Put ‘Skunk’ Out Of Business
http://volteface.me/features/skunk-out-of-business/ (news – 2016)

5 Strongest Strains On Earth Right Now Will Melt Your Mind
http://herb.co/2016/08/01/strongest-strains/?bt_alias=eyJ1c2VySWQiOiAiYTM4ZDI0ODctMzNmMC00NGRkLWEyOTYtNGI3ZjY1MDc3In0%3D (news – 2016)

Goodbye 2016! Say HIGH To 2017 With These 10 Epic Strains

Purple, Red & Green Weed: A Guide To Your Bud Colors

The 10 Strongest Types of Marijuana
(新闻 – 2016)
What Are Some of the Best Cannabis Strains for Treating Insomnia?
(2016)
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/what-are-some-of-the-best-cannabis-strains-for-treating-insomnia/

Like Fine Wine, Pot Smoking Destinations Will Promote Appellations
(2017)

Why Colorado Tokers Love White 99

CBD can protect marijuana users from getting too stoned. Here’s how
(2017)

Part 4, Predicting Strain Effects From THC and CBD Levels

10 Types Of Marijuana That Will Make You Feel More Peaceful
(2017)
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/10-types-of-marijuana-that-will-make-you-feel-more-peaceful/#sthash.aZd1GnMh.dpuf

10 Types of Marijuana That'll Make You More Optimistic
(2017)
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/10-types-of-marijuana-that'll-make-you-more-optimistic/#sthash.Dn5m1bN9.dpuf

10 Types Of Marijuana That Will Help Suppress Your Appetite
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/10-types-of-marijuana-that'll-help-you-suppress-your-appetite/

10 Types Of Marijuana That Can Increase Your Appetite
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/10-types-of-marijuana-good-for-extreme-outdoor-activities/

Here’s 10 Types of Marijuana For Planning Extreme Outdoor Activities
(2017)
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/10-types-of-marijuana-good-for-extreme-outdoor-activities/

Here Are 10 Types Of Marijuana You Can Take That Will Help With Insomnia
(2017)

Here Are 10 Types Of Marijuana That Can Relieve Your Migraines
(2017)
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/heres-the-strains-thatll-relieve-your-migraines/

Here Are 10 Types of Marijuana That Will Make You More Spiritual
(2017)
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/spiritual/

What Gives Marijuana Strains Their Flavors?
(2017)

This Wonderful New Weed Strain Helps Women Have Orgasms

Marijuana Flavor Genes Identified
http://www.genengnews.com/gen-news-highlights/marijuana-flavor-genes-identified/81254111

What Is “Tropical Cannabis” And Why Is It So Rare?
(2017)
http://herb.co/2017/03/31/tropical-cannabis/
O, Cannabis! How to Taste the Nuances of Marijuana Like a Pro  
http://valleyadvocate.com/2017/03/27/how-to-taste-marijuana-like-a-pro/  

What Do California Wine Grapes and California Marijuana Have in Common?  

Inside the high-tech labs that make sure your legal marijuana is safe  

6 Sexy Weed Strains That Will Make You Better In Bed  

Chemdawg Marijuana Strain Review  

Toby Keith’s Favorite Marijuana Strain  

10 Types of Marijuana That Can Make You Feel Rejuvenated  
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/10-types-of-marijuana-thatll-make-you-feel-rejuvenated/  

How different types of marijuana affect your orgasms  
http://www.salon.com/2017/07/07/how-different-types-of-marijuana-affect-your-orgasms_partner/  

New Cannabis Strain Designed to Help Women Orgasm  
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/new-cannabis-strain-designed-to-help-women-orgasm/  

What is Cannabis Ruderalis?  
http://www.leafscience.com/2017/05/07/what-is-cannabis-ruderalis/  

Baby boomers taking up pot again may be surprised how much it’s changed  

Cannabis Anthocyanins: A Closer Look at the Color Purple in Cannabis  

The Cannabis World Pays Tribute to Strain Hunting Icon Franco Loja  
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/the-cannabis-world-pays-tribute-to-strain-hunting-icon-franco-loja/  

The Best Cannabis Strains for Lupus  
https://cannabis.net/blog/medical/the-best-cannabis-strains-for-lupus  

5 Best Marijuana Strains for Sleep Apnea  
https://www.marijuanabreak.com/best-marijuana-strains-sleep-apnea/  

Gorilla Glue adhesives company reaches settlement with cannabis business  
http://www.thecannabist.co/2017/10/04/gorilla-glue-marijuana-strains-lawsuit-settlement/89321/
STRESS - also see ANXIETY, POST TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER

Receptors triggered by pot may lessen hit from chronic stress (news – 2010)

New Findings on How the Brain’s Own Marijuana-Like Chemicals Suppress Pain (news – 2011)

Why resolutions about taking up physical activity are hard to keep. (news – 2013)
http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Why+resolutions+about+taking+up+physical+activity+are+hard+to+keep..a0313904638

Marijuana's anxiety relief effects: Receptors found in emotional hub of brain (news – 2014)
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/03/140306142803.htm

Health Benefits Of Medical Marijuana: 3 Major Ways Cannabis Helps Sick People Live Normal Lives (news – 2014)

4 Mind Blowing Ways Cannabis Can Help Your Brain (news – 2014)
https://www.medicaljane.com/2014/12/14/4-mind-blowing-ways-marijuana-can-help-your-brain/

Marijuana Is Effective In Treating Depression -- Latest Study (news – 2015)
http://au.ibtimes.com/marijuana-effective-treating-depression-latest-study-1419071

Here's What Marijuana Does to Your Stress (news – 2015)
http://www.attn.com/stories/855/marijuana-depression-research-mental-health

Is Anxiety Genetic? (news – 2015)
http://www.quickanddirtytips.com/education/science/is-anxiety-genetic

This Is What Happens to Your Beauty on Marijuana (news – 2016)
https://www.yahoo.com/beauty/this-is-what-happens-to-1411025717600310.html

Exercise Can Still Increase Hunger Even in Sleep Deprivation (news – 2016)

Marijuana Dependence Influenced by Genes, Childhood Sexual Abuse (news – 2016)
http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/643766/?sc=rsmn

Study Reveals Role of Spleen in Prolonged Anxiety After Stress (news – 2016)

Better With Age: How Cannabis Improves Quality Of Life (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/09/12/better-age-cannabis-improves-quality-life/

Stress Kills, But Cannabis Can Help (news – 2016)
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/stress-kills-but-cannabis-can-help/

Natural cannabinoid found to play key role in anxiety (news – 2017)
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/316682.php
STROKE - also see PERINATAL HYPOXIC-ISCHEMIC INJURY

“A Marijuana Bud a Day Keeps the Stroke Away”
http://www.tokeofthetown.com/2012/04/a_marijuana_bud_a_day_keeps_the_stroke_away.php
(news – 2012)

Activation of cortical type 2 cannabinoid receptors ameliorates ischemic brain injury
(news – 2013) http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/02/130221141140.htm

Cannabinoid Trans-Caryophyllene Protects Brain Cells From Ischemia
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/256799.php
(news – 2013)

Cannabis compounds may limit stroke damage
(news – 2013)

Smoking "spice" associated with stroke in healthy, young adults
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/releases/269132.php
(news – 2013)

Medical Marijuana and Stroke
http://www.leafscience.com/2013/04/18/medical-marijuana-stroke/
(news – 2014)

Study: Cannabis May Help Reduce Brain Damage Caused By Ischemic Strokes

Does Cannabis Help Stroke Victims?
https://www.massroots.com/learn/does-cannabis-help-stroke-victims
(news – 2015)

Uncertainties remain about link between marijuana and stroke risk
(news – 2015)

Science/Human: Cannabis use was associated with improved outcome after bleeding in the brain
(news – 2016)

Cannabinoids May Enhance Motor Function Recovery Following a Stroke [Study]

Cannabinoids May Treat Oxidative Stress-Related Neurodegenerative Disorders, Says New Study
CBD Treatment for Ischemic Stroke? (news – 2017)
http://everythingmedicalmarijuana.com/2017/02/08/cbd-treatment-for-ischemic-stroke/

**STUTTERING**

Marihuana and Stuttering (anecdotal – undated)
http://rxmarijuana.com/shared_comments/stuttering.htm

Stuttering, Pain and Battle Fatigue Part 1 (news – 2011)

Stuttering, Pain and Battle Fatigue Part 2 (news – 2011)
http://salem-news.com/articles/february082011/stuttering-2-p1r.php

Stop Stuttering with Medical Marijuana (news – 2014)
http://www.canabud.ca/blog/item/stop-stuttering-with-medical-marijuana

A better speech with cannabis (news – 2016)
http://www.medicalmarijuanablog.com/benefits/better-speech-cannabis.html

**SUICIDE**

Marijuana use unlikely to boost suicide risk (news – 2010)
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-marijuana-suicide-s-idUSTRE60E3CB20100115

Suicides in other trials led to early termination of trial into effects of weight loss drug rimonabant on cardiovascular outcomes (CRESCENDO study) (news – 2010)

Risk of suicide spurs rimonabant trial to end. (news – 2010)

Marijuana Can Help Prevent Suicide, Study Suggests (news – 2013)

Medical Marijuana May Prevent Suicides, Study Finds (news – 2013)

Medical Marijuana Cuts Suicide Rates By 10% In Years Following Legalization (news – 2014)
http://www.medicaldaily.com/medical-marijuana-cuts-suicide-rates-10-years-following-legalization-268472

After California decriminalized marijuana, teen arrest, overdose and dropout rates fell (news – 2014)
Legalizing Medical Marijuana May Lead To Fewer Suicides (news – 2014)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/02/04/marijuana-legalization-suicide_n_4726390.html

Studies claim medical marijuana may reduce suicide rates, traffic fatalities (news – 2014)

Dose of Reality: The Effect of State Marijuana Legalizations (report – 2016)

Veterans’ cry: ‘I found marijuana, and it saved me’ (news – 2016)

Medical marijuana status incidental to busted veterans (news – 2017)

A Veteran Returned Home With PTSD And Pain, So He Became A Medical Marijuana Patient (news – 2017)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/leo-bridgewater-medical-marijuana-vets-ptsd_us_58fe630fe4b018a9ce5dd083

Cannabis is an Effective Treatment for PTSD (news – 2017)
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/cannabis-is-an-effective-treatment-for-ptsd/

**SYSTEMIC MASTOCYTOSIS** - a rare genetic disorder of causing too many mast cells

Systemic mastocytosis and medical marijuana (case report- undated)
http://cannabisclinicians.org/view-all-case-reports/entry/645/

**TASTE** - also see APPETITE

Endocannabinoid Modulation Of Tongue Sweet Taste Receptors May Help Control Feeding Behavior (news – 2010)
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/releases/174683.php

Sweet taste and (AAT)12 repeat in the cannabinoid receptor gene in obese females (letter – 2011)

Ingredient in cannabis restores taste for cancer patients (news – 2011)

Study helps explain why fatty foods are complicit in weight gain (news - 2011)
Cannabis Ingredient Can Help Cancer Patients Regain Their Appetites and Sense of Taste, Study Finds
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2011/02/110222192830.htm

Mystery of 'the munchies' revealed: Cannabis use heightens sense of smell and taste
(news – 2014)
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2555839/Mystery-munchies-revealed-Cannabis-use-heightens-sense-smell-taste.html#ixzz4phaMwlrN

Why smoking pot makes food taste so delicious
(news – 2016)

O, Cannabis! How to Taste the Nuances of Marijuana Like a Pro
(news – 2017)
http://valleyadvocate.com/2017/03/27/how-to-taste-marijuana-like-a-pro/

TAXONOMY/ GENETICS OF CANNABIS

Non-psychoactive cannabis to be unveiled at Annual National Clinical Conference on Cannabis Therapeutics
(news - 2010)

The cannabis genome: How hemp got high
(news – 2011)

Genome of Marijuana Sequenced and Published
(news – 2011)

“Skunk” is not “genetically engineered”
(news – 2011)
http://ukcia.org/wordpress/?p=697

Medicinal Genomics Sequences the Cannabis Genome to Assemble the Largest Known Gene Collection of this Therapeutic Plant.
(news – 2011)
http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Medicinal+Genomics+Sequences+the+Cannabis+Genome+to+Assemble+the-...a0264585240

Cannabis Genome Uncloaked: Commentary on the Scientific Implications
(article – 2012)
http://www.icrs.co/content/Cannabis_Genome_Uncloaked.pdf

Researchers identify cannabinoid-making pathway
(news – 2012)

Development Of Marijuana Varieties To Produce Pharmaceuticals
(news – 2012)
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/releases/247908.php

What You Need to Know about Growing CBD-rich Cannabis from Seed
(news/ad – 2012)
http://pureanalytics.net/blog/2012/03/12/what-you-need-to-know-about-growing-cbd-rich-cannabis-from-seed/
Scientists Make Breakthrough In Genetic Screening For Cannabis  (news – 2014)  http://www.leafscience.com/2014/03/06/scientists-make-breakthrough-genetic-screening-cannabis/


Biohackers Are Engineering Yeast to Make THC  (news - 2014)  http://motherboard.vice.com/read/biohackers-are-engineering-yeast-to-make-thc


Science Seeks to Unlock Marijuana’s Secrets  (needs subscription)  (news – 2015)  http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/2015/06/marijuana/sides-text


You can’t tell a pot from the label  (news – 2015)  http://thechronicleherald.ca/metro/1308503-you-can%E2%80%99t-tell-a-pot-from-the-label?from=most_read&most_read=1308503&most_read_ref=%2Fnews

Is marijuana a single species?: While you’re searching for the perfect high, scientists go deeper
http://www.salon.com/2015/09/28/is_marijuana_a_single_species_while_youre_searching_for_the_perfect_high_science_deeper_partner/

It's a ____ ! The Oregonian's marijuana seedlings' gender revealed. What should we name them? (Pot Grow Diary | Day 24)
http://www.oregonlive.com/marijuana/index.ssf/2015/07/its_a__________________the_oregonians_mari.html

Marijuana's Mad Scientist Is Changing the Weed Game

How Cannabis Strain Genetics Influence the THC:CBD Ratio

Part 2, Why Strains Have THC and CBD Limits

Part 3, How to Assess THC and CBD Levels

Part 4, Predicting Strain Effects From THC and CBD Levels

Why That Maui Wowie Doesn’t Hit You The Same Way Every Time

Marijuana Flavor Genes Identified
http://www.genengnews.com/gen-news-highlights/marijuana-flavor-genes-identified/81254111

What is Cannabis Ruderalis?
http://www.leafscience.com/2017/05/07/what-is-cannabis-ruderalis/

Cannabis Botanists are in Short Supply
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/cannabis-botanists-are-in-short-supply/

TEETH/ DENTISTRY

Medical Marijuana and Bruxism
https://www.marijuanadoctors.com/content/ailments/view/17/bruxism

Cottonmouth and gingivitis: marijuana use and our health

A new kind of dental high-giene: cannabis toothpaste

Study says long-term pot use causes poor gum health – but not much else
(news – 2016)
This Is What Happens to Your Beauty on Marijuana (news – 2016)
https://www.yahoo.com/beauty/this-is-what-happens-to-1411025717600310.html

Marijuana Use Linked to Increased Gum Disease Risk (news – 2016)
https://www.perio.org/consumer/marijuana-use

The impact of marijuana use on oral health (news – 2017)
http://exclusive.multibriefs.com/content/the-impact-of-marijuana-use-on-oral-health/oral-dental-healthcare

https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/dry-mouth-more-than-a-laughing-matter/#sthash.Snc2OrMA.dpuf

Marijuana May Make Your Gums Go to Pot (news – 2017)

THYROID FUNCTION

Graves’ disease – Cannabis for Symptom Relief (news – undated)

Marijuana and Hashimoto’s Encephalopathy (news – undated)
http://www.rxmarijuana.com/Hashimotos_Encephalopathy.htm

Chronic cannabis abuse, delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol and thyroid function. (letter – 2013)

Medical Marijuana and Thyroiditis (news – 2013)
https://www.marijuanadoctors.com/content/ailments/view/66?ailment=thyroiditis

Reefer Madness, or a Promising Treatment for Thyroid Disease? (news – 2014)
http://hypothyroidmom.com/ref-reefer-madness-or-a-promising-treatment-for-thyroid-disease/

The Many Ways Cannabis Might Treat Thyroid Disease (news – 2016)
https://www.mmjdoctoronline.com/health-news/the-many-ways-cannabis-might-treat-thyroid-disease

TIETZE’S SYNDROME – an inflammation of the chest cartilage

Tietze’s Syndrome (news – undated)
https://www.medicalmarijuana.com/medical-marijuana-treatments-cannabis-uses/tietze%2527s-syndrome/

Medical Marijuana and Tietze's Syndrome (news – undated)
https://www.marijuanadoctors.com/content/ailments/view/137/tietze-s-syndrome
How can medical marijuana help with… Tietze's Syndrome? (news – 2014)  

TIME PERCEPTION

Delta-9-Tetrahydrocannabinol Disruption of Time Perception and of Self-Timed Actions (letter – 2010)  

Marijuana Time Warp  

High time  

Marijuana and the slowdown of time perception  

Marijuana Vs. Cocaine Effects On The Brain: How Each Drug Alters Perception Of Time In Rats  

How Does Smoking Weed Mess With Your Time Perception?  
https://www.greenrushdaily.com/smoking-weed-time-perception/

Why Does Cannabis Slow Down Our Time Perception?  

Time perception with weed vs alcohol.....another huge difference between the two  

TOBACCO and CANNABIS/ NICOTINE

Differences Between Smoking Cigarettes & Marijuana  

Marijuana Smoke Not as Damaging as Tobacco, Says Study  

Long-Term Cannabis Use Is Associated With Better Health Than Long-Term Tobacco use  
http://hempedification.blogspot.com/2013_04_01_archive.html
Cannabis ‘doesn’t lower IQ or school grades’ – but smoking tobacco does (news – 2016)

http://metro.co.uk/2016/01/12/cannabis-doesnt-lower- iq-or-school-grades-but-smoking-tobacco-does-5617875/#ixzz3xf2XAnDW

Which Is Worse For You – Marijuana Smoke Or Tobacco Smoke? (news – 2016)

http://www.theweeklyweedonline.com/which-is-worse-for-you-marijuana-smoke-or-tobacco-smoke/

Combination of marijuana and tobacco in pregnancy may compound risks (news – 2016)

http://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-pregnancy-marijuana-tobacco-idUSKCN0YV2BN

Mixing pot and tobacco increases dependence risk (news – 2016)


Using Pot While Pregnant Not Tied to Birth Risks (news – 2016)


Is marijuana a gateway drug? Scientific research says no (news – 2016)

http://www.devilslakejournal.com/news/20161103/is-marijuana-gateway-drug-scientific-research-says-no

Teens Now Associate ‘Smoking’ With Marijuana, Not Cigarettes (news – 2016)


Spliffs Are Poison, Destroy Lungs (news – 2016)

https://www.greenrushdaily.com/2016/01/12/spliffs-poison-destroy-lungs/

The Shocking Differences Between Cannabis and Tobacco Smoke (news – 2016)

https://www.greenrushdaily.com/2016/01/10/differences-cannabis-tobacco-smoke/


Risk of psychosis from cannabis use lower than originally thought, say scientists (news – 2017)


Most Americans support medical marijuana, believe it's less dangerous than alcohol, tobacco and opioids (news – 2017)


No, This Marijuana Trick Won’t Make You Feel Any Higher (news – 2017)


Big Tobacco Is About To Pivot To Big Marijuana (XLP) (news – 2017)

https://etfdailynews.com/2017/06/30/big-tobacco-is-about-to-pivot-to-big-marijuana-xlp/

No Marijuana Pics On Stamps, Postal Service Says, But Alcohol And Tobacco OK (news – 2017)

https://www.marijuanamoment.net/no-marijuana-pics-stamps-postal-service-says-alcohol-tobacco-ok/
**TOLERANCE**

http://www.weedist.com/2012/07/marijuana-tolerance-break/

Marijuana Tolerance Breaks” 5 Ways to Pass the Time With Ease and in Better Health (news – 2013)  

Estrogen increases cannabis sensitivity (news – 2014)  

Females Build Up Tolerance To Marijuana Faster Than Males, Study Finds (news – 2014)  
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/09/10/females-tolerance-marijuana_n_5784022.html

http://www.theweedblog.com/what-is-a-marijuana-tolerance-break-and-should-you-take-one/

Medical pot doesn’t lead to impaired driving (news – 2015)  
http://www.abqjournal.com/524770/opinion/medical-pot-doesnt-lead-to-impaired-driving.html


Don’t Hold Your Breath for a Marijuana “Breathalyzer” Test (news – 2016)  
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/don-t-hold-your-breath-for-a-marijuana-breathalyzer-test/

https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/microdosing-marijuana-doctors-say/#sthash.XOh83Hlf.dpuf

Pot brownies could lose some punch under proposed California rules (news – 2017)  

**TOURETTE'S SYNDROME**

Science: Cannabis effective in the treatment of TOURETTE Syndrome and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) (news – 2010)  

A New Use for Medical Marijuana? (news – 2010)  

Cannabinoids improve driving ability in a Tourette's patient. (news – 2011)  

Still Believe Nature Got It Wrong? Top 10 Health Benefits of Marijuana (news – 2013)  
What ailments does medical marijuana help? (news – 2015)

Medical Cannabis serves as an orphan drug for: Tourette Syndrome, Dravet Syndrome, Stiff Person Syndrome, Achalasia and Idiopathic Intracranial Hypertension (news – 2016)

Tourette syndrome: Finally, something to shout about (news – 2017)

Study Finds Cannabis is Effective for Treating Tourette’s Patients (news – 2017)
https://www.marijanatimes.org/study-finds-cannabis-effective-for-treating-tourettes-patients/

**TRICHOTILLOMANIA** - compulsive hair pulling – also see OBSESSIVE-COMPULSIVE DISORDER

Science: THC effective in trichotillomania symptoms in a pilot study (news – 2011)

I Have Trichotillomania (anecdotal – 2012)
http://www.experienceproject.com/stories/Have-Trichotillomania/2673008

Medical Marijuana and Trichotillomania (news – 2013)
https://www.marijuanadoctors.com/content/ailments/view/138?ailment=trichotillomania

**TRIGEMINAL PAIN / TRIGEMINAL NERVE/ TIC DOULOUREUX**

Tic Douloureux – Cannabis (news – undated)
https://www.medicalmarijuana.com/medical-marijuana-treatments-cannabis-uses/tic-douloureux-cannabis/

Marijuana and the Treatment of Trigeminal Neuralgia (news – undated)
http://www.rxmarijuana.com/trigeminal_neuralgia.htm

Cannabinoids for Trigeminal Neuralgia: Relief from the Fire Ants in a Feather’s Touch (news – 2013)
http://www.whynotnews.net/cannabinoids-for-trigeminal-neuralgia-relief-from-the-fire-ants-in-a-feathers-touch/

Study: Cannabis Effectively Treats Neuropathic Pain (news – 2014)
https://unitedpatientsgroup.com/blog/2014/03/13/study-cannabis-effectively-treats-neuropathic-pain

Marijuana for Trigeminal Neuralgia (anecdotal – 2015)
http://ireport.cnn.com/docs/DOC-1234999
Using Marijuana to Overcome Face Pain (news – 2016)
https://www.peoplespharmacy.com/2016/10/10/using-marijuana-to-overcome-face-pain/

CBD oil and Trigeminal Neuralgia (news – 2016)

See How Medical Marijuana Helped Treat This Woman’s Trigeminal Neuralgia (news – 2017)

**TUBEROUS SCLEROSIS** - a genetic disease causing non-malignant tumors in the brain and other organs, and retardation - also see AUTISM, EPILEPSY

Marijuana, autism, and failure: a true story (news – 2010)
http://www.alexneedshelp.com/marijuana-autism-and-failure-a-true-story#.VOBDOC74Y5w

‘It’s the one medicine we have seen work’: Oregon parents use medical marijuana to help severely autistic son (news – 2013)

Perth mum uses hemp oil medicinal cannabis to treat daughter with rare disease (news – 2015)

GW Pharmaceuticals Initiates Phase 3 Pivotal Study in Tuberous Sclerosis Complex (news – 2016)

Open trial suggests therapeutic efficacy of cannabidiol against drug-resistant epilepsy in tuberous sclerosis complex (news – 2016)

GW Pharma’s cannabis drug gets orphan drug status (news/ad – 2016)

Family hopes marijuana compound will stop child’s seizures (news – 2017)
https://www.worldcannabis.net/family-hopes-marijuana-compound-will-stop-childs-seizures/

**VETERINARY USE/ ANIMALS**
BIRDS

Michel Rouyer, French Farmer, Fined After Feeding Ducks Marijuana (news - 2010)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/11/22/michel-rouyer-french-farm_n_786973.html#comments

New Study: Putting Chickens On Hemp Diet Increases Health Of Their Eggs (news - 2013)

10 Birds That Love To Eat Hemp Seeds (news - 2014)
http://www.hamiltonmediaarts.org/10-birds-that-love-to-eat-hemp-seeds/

Feed The Birds Hempseed – an interview with Finn Hemingway (news - 2014)

CATS

Cats and Marijuana… What You Need to Know! (news/ad – undated)
https://blog.pawedin.com/cats/cats-and-marijuana/

How CBD Oil Changed Everything for a Dying Cat (news – 2015)

Can Medical Marijuana Help Cats? (news – 2015)

Medical Marijuana for Cats (news – 2015)
https://www.petcha.com/medical-marijuana-for-cats/

Natural Cannabinoids Gave My Cat a Better Quality of Life (news – 2016)

DEER

Deer And Marijuana Plants (news – 2012)
http://www.ilovegrowingmarijuana.com/marijuana-pests-deer/


Deer devour hemp crops at southern Oregon farm (news – 2015)

How Deer munched 960 Hemp plants in one sitting (news – 2015)
DOGS

Seattle company to market medical marijuana patch to control pain in dogs, horses (news – 2011)

Report: Drug-Sniffing Dogs Are Wrong More Often Than Right (news – 2011)

Vets see more dogs snarfing humans’ medical pot (news – 2011)
http://www.durangoherald.com/article/20111218/NEWS01/712189903/Vets-see-more-dogs-snarfing-humans%E2%80%99s-medical-pot

Tribune analysis: Drug-sniffing dogs in traffic stops often wrong (news – 2011)
http://lawreport.org/ViewStory.aspx?StoryID=10816

Toxicities from Illicit and Abused Drugs (dogs) (article – 2012)
http://www.merckmanuals.com/vet/toxicology/toxicities_from_human_drugs/toxicities_from_illicit_and_abused_drugs.html

Do You Think Medical Marijuana Should Be Legalized for Dogs? (news – 2013)
http://www.dogster.com/lifestyle/medical-marijuana-for-dogs

Do Dogs Get Runner's High? (news – 2013)


Medical Marijuana for Dogs? Vet Says it Could Help Some Pets Cope with Pain and Serious Illness (news – 2013)

What will happen to Oregon's pot-detecting K-9s when marijuana becomes legal? (news – 2015)

Pot for Pets: Marijuana Cookies for Ailing Dogs Hit Market (news – 2015)

How Medical Marijuana Saved A Dog’s Life (news – 2015)

http://www.buzzfeed.com/alexlee/politicians-claim-the-drug-dogs-dont-work#.cjR4eIN5e

Pot detecting drug dogs post legalization They will still have a job to do (news – 2015)
http://article.wn.com/view/2015/06/05/Pot_detecting_drug_dogs_post_legalization_They_will_still_have_a_job_to_do
Berkeley pet owners claim pot-based dog treats cure pets of ailments (news – 2015)  

Could medical marijuana help your dog? (news – 2015)  

British drug sniffing dogs are great at finding sausages, but not drugs (news – 2016)  

Supreme Court: Holding Motorists To Wait For Drug Dog Is Unconstitutional (news – 2015)  


Case of the munchies: Ag department cracks down on hemp-filled dog treats (news – 2016)  

Pot, dogs and fireworks: Is doggie 'pot' the answer to calming dogs this Fourth of July? (news – 2016)  

Minnesota doctor pushing the notion of cannabis for canines (news – 2016)  

Pets on Pot: Cannabis for animals takes off in California (news – 2016)  
http://www.pasadenastarnews.com/general-news/20161123/pets-on-pot-cannabis-for-animals-takes-off-in-california

Pet owners try cannabis edibles, tinctures to ease animal anxiety, arthritis and more (news – 2016)  

Guard Dogs Abandoned By Migrant Marijuana Workers Run Wild In North Coast Hills (news - 2017)  

In Colorado, a Dog Alert Is Not Sufficient for Traffic Search, Appellate Court Rules (news – 2017)  

**FISH**

Scientists Gave Fish Marijuana to See if It Would Make Them Relax
(news – 2017)
https://www.hakaimagazine.com/article-short/scientists-gave-fish-marijuana-see-if-it-would-make-them-relax

**INSECTS/ SPIDERS**

How Does Weed Smoke Affect Flies? (news – 2012)
https://www.reddit.com/r/askscience/comments/u5cug/how_does_weed_smoke_affect_flies/

What Does Marijuana Do to Spiders? (news – 2013)

Honey bees might be trained to replace drug-sniffing dogs (news – 2015)

Man Trains Bees to Make Honey From Marijuana (news – 2016)
http://countercurrentnews.com/2016/03/man-trains-bees-to-make-honey-from-herb/

Bees and Cannabis (news – 2016)
http://www.beeculture.com/bees-and-cannabis/

**OTHER MAMMALS**

Seattle company to market medical marijuana patch to control pain in dogs, horses
(news – 2011)

London Zoo: No runner’s high for ferrets (news – 2013)

'Stoner Mice' Eat Marijuana Evidence At Kansas Police Storage Facility (news – 2013)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/01/25/stoner-mice-eat-marijuana-n_2552594.html

Marijuana waste helps turn pot-eating pigs into tasty pork roast (news – 2013)
http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/05/20/us-usa-marijuana-pigs-idUSBRE94J0PL20130520

Half-baked hog farm busted (news – 2014)
http://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/half-baked-hog-farm-busted

Pot farmers are poisoning weasel relative (news – 2014)

http://www.bohemian.com/northbay/grass-fed/Content?oid=2966332
Joint operation: Indian cops blame rats for missing marijuana (news – 2017)

RABBITS

Drugs plot raid reveals old woman feeding rabbits with cannabis (news – 2011)
http://www.thelocal.de/20110625/35889

How much marijuana can you feed a rabbit? (news – 2015)

Canna-Bunny - A Facebook page impersonating Fox News published an odd, fabricated claim about a carnivorous "pot rabbit plague." (news – 2015)
http://www.snopes.com/millions-flee-texas-pot-rabbit-plague/

DEA warns of stoned rabbits if Utah passes medical marijuana (news – 2015)

From Stoned Bunnies to Cannabis-Based Pet Care: What's the Effect of Pot on Animals? (news – 2015)

Marijuana and Rabbits (news – 2016)
http://rabbit.org/marijuana-and-rabbits/

REPTILES

Man who smoked pot with chameleon is cleared of animal cruelty (news – 2015)

SHEEP

Stoned sheep cause mayhem after eating marijuana plants (news – 2016)

'Stoned' sheep go on 'psychotic rampage' after eating cannabis plants dumped in Welsh village (news – 2016)
VARIOUS ANIMALS

People Using Medical Marijuana for Their Pets

25 Odd Facts About Marijuana

Nevada Law Would Make 'Pot for Pets' Legal

Warning Letters and Test Results
http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/PublicHealthFocus/ucm435591.htm (news – 2015)

Vet says pet pot could fix one of most common owner complaints

Nevada Marijuana: SB 372 Is About More Than Cats and Dogs

FDA and Marijuana: Questions and Answers
http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/PublicHealthFocus/ucm421168.htm (article – 2016)

Humboldt County’s Marijuana Boom Is Destroying Redwoods and Killing Rare Wildlife

Grass Fed - Should livestock eat cannabis?

VIOLENCE / AGGRESSION

Oral THC Reduces Aggressive Behavior In Patients With Refractory Psychosis, Study Says

Study On Pot Shops Has A Twist

Marijuana Unlikely To Cause Violence, Study Finds

Marijuana Arrests Now Exceed Arrests For Violent Crime

Psychological Benefits Of Marijuana Usage (news – 2013) http://mentalhealthdaily.com/2013/03/05/psychological-benefits-of-marijuana-use/


Legalising Marijuana 'Reduces Murder and Assault Rates' (news - 2014) http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/legalising-marijuana-reduces-murder-assault-rates-embargo-till-9-pm-please-publish-10-pm-1441949

No correlation between medical marijuana legalization, crime increase: Legalization may reduce homicide, assault rates (news – 2014) http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/03/140326182049.htm


When police brutality is declared 'a victory': JR Ball (news – 2016) http://www.nola.com/opinions/baton-rouge/index.ssf/2016/03/baton_rouge_police_brutality.html


VISION - also see GLAUCOMA, RETINITIS PIGMENTOSA

Marijuana May Prevent Blindness In Retinitis Pigmentosa Sufferers (news – 2014)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/02/21/marijuana-blindness-prevent-study-retinitis-pigmentosis_n_4833183.html

Study Shows THC In Cannabis May Help Delay Retinal Degeneration, Vision Loss (news – 2014)
http://www.medicaljane.com/2014/02/17/spanish-study-cannabis-may-help-delay-retinal-degeneration-vision-loss/

Marijuana’s role in optometry and beyond (article – 2015)

Marijuana influences visual development (news – 2015)

Babies Exposed to Cannabis in the Womb Have Better Vision by Age 4, Finds New Study (news – 2015)
http://thejointblog.com/babies-exposed-to-cannabis-in-the-womb-have-better-vision-by-age-4-finds-new-study/

Researchers show how cannabinoids affect vision (news – 2016)

Researchers find new role for cannabinoids in vision (news – 2016)

Study suggests marijuana improves your night vision (news – 2016)

Multiple Sclerosis: Here’s Why Cannabis Is So Effective Against MS (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/07/28/marijuana-and-ms/

A THANKFUL MYASTHENIA GRAVIS PATIENT (news – 2016)
http://www.greenbridgemed.com/thankful-myasthenia-gravis-patient/

A New Role For Cannabinoids in Vision (news / abst – 2016)
http://neurosciencenews.com/vision-cannabinoids-neuroscience-4906/

https://www.marijuanatimes.org/does-cannabis-enhance-night-vision/

InMed Announces Positive Pre-Clinical Data on an Ocular Hydrogel Formulation using a Biosynthesized Cannabinoid (news – 2017)
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/143739f3-72aa-334d-94b1-bf831c3e90bb/ss_inmed-announces-positive.html

WAR ON DRUGS / LEGALIZATION
VICTOR LICATA: A RUSH TO JUDGEMENT  
http://reefermadnessmuseum.org/VictorLIcata/Chap00_Index.htm

Aging & Medical Marijuana  
http://www.safeaccessnow.org/aging_booklet

Drug War Victims  
http://www.drugwarrant.com/articles/drug-war-victim/

THE LEGEND OF THE HOT TAMALE PEDDLER: What the Newspapers were saying:  

Medical Marijuana - Medical Organizations Endorsing Marijuana  
http://www.perkel.com/politics/issues/endorse.htm

The Budgetary Impact of Ending Drug Prohibition  

The State of Clinical Cannabis Research in the United States  
http://cms.herbalgram.org/herbalgram/issue85/article3485.html?ts=1468715296&signature=a485072466786218574b7813654eb818

No Medical Marijuana Limits: California Supreme Court  

Marijuana: Retired Cops, Judges and Lawyers Push to Legalize  

Just Say ‘No’ to Drug Tests — Then Bargain  
http://labornotes.org/2010/02/just-say-no-drug-tests-then-bargain

APA: Drug Test Results Often Flawed  
http://www.medpagetoday.com/MeetingCoverage/APA/20253

Has the Most Common Marijuana Test Resulted in Tens of Thousands of Wrongful Convictions?  
http://www.alternet.org/investigations/147613/has_the_most_common_marijuana_test_resulted_in_tens_of_thousands_of_wrongful_convictions/?page=entire

Smoked Marijuana IS Medicine: Feds Still Distributing Rolled Joints  
http://www.tokeofthetown.com/2011/12/smoked_marijuana_is_medicine_feds_still_distributing.php

Police Harass Federal Medical Marijuana Patient Elvy Musikka  

Tribune analysis: Drug-sniffing dogs in traffic stops often wrong  
http://lawreport.org/ViewStory.aspx?StoryID=10816

THC blood test: Pot critic William Breathes nearly 3 times over proposed limit when sober  
Seniors’ Medical Pot Collective Faces Opposition in California

Nixon's Vengeful War on Marijuana

Marijuana Grew Like Weeds in 1950s Brooklyn

Drug Raids Based on "Smelling" Marijuana

Report: Drug-Sniffing Dogs Are Wrong More Often Than Right

THC driving limits could cause more innocent people to spend months in jail, attorney says

Study On Pot Shops Has A Twist

Marijuana Advocates Sue Feds After DEA Rejects Weed as Medicine

Scientific Journal: Cannabis’ “Schedule I Classification Is Not Tenable”
http://blog.norml.org/2012/07/02/scientific-journal-cannabis-schedule-i-classification-is-not-tenable/

Former Supreme Court justice blasts minimum sentences for marijuana offenders.
(article - 2012)
http://www.cmai.ca/content/184/8/E391

Go to Trial: Crash the Justice System

Important Facts About Marijuana Legalization
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/07/12/facts-about-marijuana-legalization_n_1660361.html

Mexican Drug Smugglers Are Launching Pot Into The U.S. With A Huge Pneumatic Cannon

Cannabis most widely used drug on Earth

Strange Reason for Baby's Positive Pot Test Found

Ten worst sentences for marijuana-related crimes
http://www.salon.com/2012/10/29/ten_worst_sentences_for_marijuana_related_crimes/

Cannabis psychosis admissions rose after drug reclassified to Class B (news – 2013) http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/sifting-the-evidence/2013/jul/18/cannabis-psychosis-uk-class-c


A Colorado marijuana guide: 64 answers to commonly asked questions (news – 2013) http://www.denverpost.com/2013/12/31/a-colorado-marijuana-guide-64-answers-to-commonly-asked-questions/


Pot-Smoking Quadriplegic’s Firing Shows Haze Over Rules (news- forum re-post- 2013) https://www.shroomery.org/forums/showflat.php/Number/19099570


Medical Marijuana in the UK: As a doctor, should I be able to prescribe cannabis to my patients? (article – 2014) http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/medical-marijuana-in-the-uk-as-a-doctor-should-i-be-able-to-prescribe-cannabis-to-my-patients-9791583.html


Medical marijuana: 4 experts on benefits vs. risks (article – 2014) https://www.elsevier.com/connect/medical-marijuana-4-experts-on-benefits-vs-risks


Hemp growing going legit after decades-long ban

Can Legalizing Marijuana Help Appalachia?
https://www.mainstreet.com/article/can-legalizing-marijuana-help-appalachia

The federal catch-22 of cannabis and banking

Obama Confused About Power to Reschedule Pot, Advocates Say

A Marijuana Economy Primer: Reefer Briefer

Marijuana Legalization Progress: Members of Congress Call on President Obama to Use His Authority to Reclassify Marijuana

Marijuana’s rising acceptance comes after many failures. Is it now legalization’s time?
(news – 2014)
http://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/marijuanas-rising-acceptance-comes-after-many-failures-is-it-now-legalizations-time/2014/02/22/2292a2c88d2-11e3-80ac-63a8ba7f0472_story.html?wprss=rss_local

America's Best Cities for Stoners

'I’m Going To Prison For Working At A Pot Shop That Was Legal In My State'
(news – 2014)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/03/03/robert-duncan-marijuana-n_4877072.html?ncid=txtlnkusaolp00000592

Like, wow: Police chief is hoaxed on pot perils
(news – 2014)

State Accidentally Releases Confidential Law Enforcement Info To Marijuana Activist
(news – 2014)

Is marijuana the future of Big Tobacco?

If You're Black and in Love With Mary Jane, You're 3.67 Times More Likely to Be Arrested

Federal red tape ties up marijuana research
http://www.nature.com/news/federal-red-tape-ties-up-marijuana-research-1.14926

Legalising Marijuana 'Reduces Murder and Assault Rates'
http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/legalising-marijuana-reduces-murder-assault-rates-embargo-till-9-pm-please-publish-10-pm-1441949
Non-psychoactive CBD oil made from marijuana plants poised to be game-changer (news - 2014)

Grand Closing: America’s Pot Farmers Are Putting Mexican Cartels Out of Business (news – 2014)

[Infographic] Marijuana’s Effect on Denver Tourism; Hotel Searches Up 25% in 3 Months & 73% During 4/20 Weekend (news – 2014)

Where you’re most likely to get arrested for marijuana and DUI, in 2 maps (news – 2014)

Doing the Math on the Drug War (news – 2014)
https://www.mainstreet.com/article/doing-math-drug-war

Study: Students better off saying 'no' to pot jobs (news – 2014)


Mississippi, home to federal government’s official stash of marijuana (news – 2014)

Changing pot laws prompt child-endangerment review (news – 2014)

The Impact of Recreational Marijuana Use on a Denver Neighborhood (news – 2014)
https://www.mainstreet.com/article/impact-recreational-marijuana-use-denver-neighborhood

Let’s Clarify the State Laws on Cannabis: Who’s in, Who’s Out? (news - 2014)
http://www.unitedpatientsgroup.com/blog/2014/07/10/which-states-have-legal-marijuana-heres-the-latest/

Getting High: Public Opinion on Marijuana Legalization in 4 Charts (news - 2014)
http://wallstcheatsheet.com/politics/getting-high-public-opinion-on-marijuana-legalization-in-4-charts.html/?a=viewall

5 things to know about drug laws, prison sentences (news - 2014)

Seattle police: Homeless arrested most for pot (news - 2014)

How legalizing marijuana on Indian reservations could end the prohibition on pot (news – 2014)

Repeal Prohibition, Again (news – 2014)
Medical Marijuana Legalization: Pro-Pot Laws Do Not Lead To More Drug Use Among Teens, Study Finds

National Marijuana Legalization: How Much Tax Revenue Could It Bring In?

The White House is spending billions to combat drugs. But drug use keeps rising.
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Medical Marijuana's Legalization and Crime Rates
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The Secret History of Cannabis in Japan
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Politicians’ prescriptions for marijuana defy doctors and data (news – 2014)
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Medical Marijuana Dispensaries and Their Effect on Crime (news – 2014)
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http://thejoinblog.com/cannabis-is-increasingly-legal-employers-need-to-stop-screening-for-it/
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The economic case for legalising cannabis  
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The Science Of Decriminalizing Drugs (news – 2015)  
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Drug warriors are still crying 'reefer madness.' The facts don't support them (news – 2015)  
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How the Justice Department seems to have misled Congress on medical marijuana  
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Casualties of the War on Drugs
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The growing racial divide in Virginia’s war on pot
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Prohibition Is the Real "Gateway Drug"  
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Illinois medical pot users erroneously told to give up guns  
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'Grandma's magic remedy:' Mexico's medical marijuana secret  

Colombia Supreme Court: Cultivating Up To 20 Marijuana Plants Is Not A Crime  

Growing Medical Weed Is NOT a Crime, California Appeals Court Rules  
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Why legalizing weed is unlikely to turn your kid into a pothead
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UN attempt to decriminalise drugs foiled

Supreme Court: Holding Motorists To Wait For Drug Dog Is Unconstitutional

Government restrictions, lack of funding slow progress on medical marijuana research

DEA Chief Wrong on Medical Marijuana

Brookings Report Decries the Federal Government’s ‘War on Medical Marijuana Research’
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http://qz.com/560496/marijuana-growers-in-the-us-are-using-up-6-billion-a-year-in-electricity/

The Unexpected History of Ganja
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Pity the Poor Stormtroopers: Baby Bou-Bou Ambushed Them (Updated, May 21)
http://freedominourtime.blogspot.com/2015/05/pity-poor-stormtroopers-baby-bou-bou.html

Majority of young conservatives lean toward marijuana legalization
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Nevada Law Would Make 'Pot for Pets' Legal
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White House Lifts Restriction on Medical Marijuana
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The high life
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The Spread of Legalization Explained
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NIDA Drug Supply Program
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FDA and Marijuana: Questions and Answers
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"Nuns" fight to keep their marijuana-based business in California

Physicians want robust studies on medical marijuana use
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http://www.militarytimes.com/story/veterans/2016/05/19/congress-votes-let-va-docs-recommend-marijuana-some-states/84589708/

Mountain Town News: Yes to cannabis jerky, but still many worries (news – 2016)

Meet Sue Taylor, the Black Grandmother Leading the Charge to Bring Marijuana to the Elderly (news – 2016)

Guy growing cannabis illegally is now a multi-millionaire and paying his taxes (news – 2016)
http://metro.co.uk/2016/05/22/guy-growing-cannabis-illegally-is-now-a-multi-millionaire-and-paying-his-taxes-5898100/#ixzz49PsHUFIX

Marijuana tax in Louisiana could add $128 million in revenue, report says (news – 2016)
http://www.nola.com/politics/index.ssf/2016/05/marijuana_tax_in_louisiana_cou.html

As more states legalize marijuana, adolescents' problems with pot decline (news – 2016)

Nasdaq just dealt a huge blow to the cannabis industry (news – 2016)

State Department: The DEA Has Been Lying About Research Pot (news – 2016)

Drug Test All of Us (news – 2016)

Oregon issues guidelines on marijuana 'gifting' and giveaways (news – 2016)
http://www.oregonlive.com/marijuana/index.ssf/2016/05/oregon_issues_rules_on_marijuana.html

Federal marijuana smuggling is declining in the era of legal weed (news – 2016)

This Gym Wants You to Get High While You Work Out (news – 2016)
http://time.com/4349628/marijuana-pot-gym-california/

The FDA Is Cracking Down On CBD Oil (news – 2016)

Case of the munchies: Ag department cracks down on hemp-filled dog treats (news – 2016)

Sun Life first insurer to stop treating pot users as smokers as marijuana increasingly accepted as a medicine (Canada) (news – 2016)
http://www.bullfax.com/?q=node-sun-life-first-insurer-stop-treating-pot-users-smokers-
REPORT: More than 90% of marijuana arrests in NYC are people of color (news – 2016) http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/3435838/posts


Ganja on the go - Ports to be outfitted to issue medical cards to tourists to legally purchase the weed (news – 2016) http://jamaica-gleaner.com/article/lead-stories/20160619/ganja-go-ports-be-outfitted-issue-medical-cards-tourists-legally


The government spent $18 million destroying marijuana plants last year
Cannaphobia: What’s Up With Fear of Marijuana

Marijuana Use Rises in Iran, With Little Interference

What the merger of recreational, medical pot means

Patients, towns want relief from state's foggy pot rules

Federal agency won't include pot in annual crop statistics

D.C. Department of Health Calls for Taxing and Regulating Marijuana

Can I stop my employee from smoking weed on the job?

Ghana is 3rd consumer of marijuana globally - Report

7 in 10 Canadians support marijuana legalization: Nanos poll

Hmong Community in Siskiyou County told not to vote or face felony prosecution

More Hmong Siskiyou County residents allege harassment; say many afraid to vote

Marijuana campaign tactic: Buy American, not Mexican

The Latest: California lawmakers OK water for pot growers

Pharmacists open to medical marijuana

Jamaica to sell cannabis to tourists at airports
http://metro.co.uk/2016/07/02/jamaica-to-sell-cannabis-to-tourists-at-airports-5981263/#ixzz4DP7S4c9U (news – 2016)
Many Bay Area women choosing careers in cannabis industry  
(news – 2016)

The Sweet Spot  
http://www.northcoastjournal.com/humboldt/the-sweet-spot/Content?oid=3836973  
(news – 2016)

An elderly couple found help for a brain injury through marijuana — then police found 20 pot plants growing at their home  
(news – 2016)

Ganja break - Fewer children in custody since decriminalisation of the weed  
(news – 2016)

Police in South Dakota use catheters, force to collect urine samples  
(news – 2016)

Diane Dimond: Recruiting Your Child as a Narc  
https://www.noozhawk.com/article/diane_dimond_recruiting_your_child_as_a_narc  
(news – 2016)

Publix Billionaire Donates $800,000 to Fight Medical Marijuana in Florida  
(news – 2016)

Reefer Madness! Medical Marijuana is Already Saving $165M Per Year for Medicare  
http://www.cannabisculture.com/content/2016/07/20/reefer-madness-medical-marijuana-is-already-saving-165m-per-year-for-medicare  
(news – 2016)

Drug War is ‘Root Cause’ of Police Shooting Epidemic, says Libertarian Party Presidential Nominee Gary Johnson  
(news – 2016)

Hugo Water Test Results Not Back Yet, Order Not To Drink It Remains  
(news - 2016)

Hugo water safe to drink after conclusive tests show no signs of THC  
(news - 2016)

How can THC contaminate a water supply system? We went to find out  
(news – 2016)

Marijuana-munching cops fired after being caught on tape  
(news – 2016)

Japan’s First Lady Ushers In New Era of Hemp Acceptance by Purchasing Elixinol CBD Hemp Oil Product  
https://www.noozhawk.com/article/diane_dimond_recruiting_your_child_as_a_narc  
(news – 2016)
Quiz: Do your neighbors think you’re running a marijuana operation? (news – 2016)


Epic Cop Fail: Burning Illegal Weed Got This Town High (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/07/06/cops-burning-illegal-weed/

What Are the Side Effects of Marijuana on the Economy? (news – 2016)

One striking chart shows why pharma companies are fighting legal marijuana (news – 2016)

Time for the Media to Correct Its Cannabis Lexicon (news – 2016)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/time-for-the-media-to-correct-its-cannabis-lexicon_us_57a7e586e4b0c94bd3c9d608

Big alcohol is working to undermine marijuana legalization, Wikileaks confirms (news – 2016)

VA hospital in Phoenix blocks presentation on cannabis, PTSD (news – 2016)

Lawmakers Press President Obama to Deschedule Cannabis (news – 2016)

Arizona Spends Big Bucks to Keep Serious Diseases like Parkinson’s from Qualifying for Medical-Marijuana Program (news – 2016)

State Department Says DEA Is Wrong on Marijuana Monopoly (news – 2016)

Gallup: More than 33 million American adults currently use marijuana (news – 2016)

Marijuana Prohibition in Japan —Made in USA (news – 2016)
http://www.beyondthee.com/22063-2/

DEA, rejecting medical use of marijuana, to deny rescheduling petition (news – 2016)
http://www.denverpost.com/2016/08/10/dea-reduce-medical-marijuana-research-restrictions/

DEA rejects marijuana reclassification, despite states' shifting acceptance (news – 2016)

Anti-marijuana campaign's biggest donor? Chandler pharma company (news – 2016)
Canada to press U.S. on 'ludicrous' marijuana border policy

Jamaica decriminalizes small amounts of 'ganja'

This Marijuana Farmers' Market Proves That Weed Is the New Wine

Philly420: Civil asset forfeiture, the other marijuana penalty
http://www.philly.com/philly/news/Civil_Asset_Forfeiture_The_Other_Marijuana_Penalty.html

DEA’s pot designation is very definition of ‘Reefer Madness’
http://www.hawaiitribune-herald.com/commentary/their-views/dea-s-pot-designation-very-definition-reefer-madness

Blacks Locked Out Of Legal Marijuana Industry In Maryland & Many Other States

DEA Targets Innocent Americans—Accessing Their Travel Data and Seizing Cash

Legal Weed Spurs Real Estate Boom In U.S. States

U.S. prosecutors dealt setback in medical marijuana cases

Inconsistent strains: Medicinal users struggle with Sacramento region’s patchwork marijuana laws
https://www.newsreview.com/sacramento/inconsistent-strains-medical-users-struggle/content?oid=21780756

Medical Marijuana Laws Linked to Fewer Opioid-Related Fatal Crashes
http://www.insurancejournal.com/?p=426980

Poll: 61 percent of Coloradans say legal pot has had positive impact on economy

Alaska soldiers barred from events promoting marijuana

Marijuana farms could join pear orchards and vineyards as Rogue Valley mainstays

Can I sell cannabis clones to home growers after Alaska’s legalization date?
http://www.adn.com/highly-informed/article/can-i-sell-cannabis-clones-home-growers-after-alaskas-legalization-date/2015/02/07/
Do Not Resist: new film shows how US police have become an occupying army (news – 2016)

Patients may soon be able to use pot at Marin hospital (news – 2016)

Colorado gives marijuana candy a new look to avoid confusion (news – 2016)

Damian Marley Is Converting a California Prison into a Pot Farm: Exclusive (news – 2016)

Raid! National Guard, State Police descend on 81-year-old’s property to seize single pot plant (news – 2016)
http://www.gazettenet.com/MarijuanaRaid-HG-100116-5074664

Goodman: Never was a good reason to outlaw marijuana (news – 2016)

Here’s how legal pot changed Colorado and Washington (news – 2016)

Police arrest more people for marijuana use than for all violent crimes — combined (news – 2016)
http://m.gazette.com/police-arrest-more-people-for-marijuana-use-than-for-all-violent-crimes-combined/article/1587703

Support for marijuana legalization rises among U.S. adults: poll (news – 2016)

Ganja Grows Up (news – 2016)
http://www.bendsource.com/bend/ganja-grows-up/Content?oid=2762480

There’s Only One Demographic That Still Thinks Marijuana Should Be Illegal (news – 2016)
http://www.cheatsheet.com/culture/marijuana-legalization-survey.html/?ref=YF&yptr=yahoo

Why are more Americans in jail for marijuana use than violent crime? (news – 2016)

Albania destroys marijuana fields to clean up its image (news – 2016)

Who Opposes Cannabis Legalization? Just follow the money! (news – 2016)

Marijuana Legalization: Israeli Pharmacies To Start Selling Medical Cannabis (news – 2016)

No highs or lows: Marijuana use holds steady among teens, young adults
Unreliable and Unchallenged (news – 2016)
https://www.propublica.org/article/unreliable-and-unchallenged

Want to protect children? Legalize and lock down marijuana (news – 2016)
http://www.eastvalleytribune.com/arizona/article_d2716b90-9a38-11e6-b59c-63efecf71e6d.html

Santa Ana to pay marijuana dispensary $100,000 after video appears to back police harassment claims (news – 2016)

FACT CHECK: Are VA doctors prohibited from recommending medical marijuana? (news – 2016)

A casino magnate is spending millions to fight legal marijuana in three states (news – 2016)

Medical Marijuana Not a Lure for Kids: Study (news – 2016)

Marijuana butter eased her child's symptoms. Then her kids were taken away from her. (news – 2016)

Marijuana legalization may have an unexpected result: Drug smuggling into Mexico (news – 2016)

Fentanyl maker fights pot legalization (news – 2016)

Colorado lawmakers: Arizona anti-pot ads are inaccurate (news – 2016)

Military weighs milder marijuana restrictions for recruits (news – 2016)

Feds drop effort to shut down Berkeley marijuana dispensary (news – 2016)

Woman loses job after doctor tells employer about marijuana use, lawsuit says (news – 2016)

http://baltimore.cbslocal.com/2016/10/31/md-to-null-over-more-lenient-pot-restrictions-for-cops/

Father Arrested for Using Cannabis Oil on Daughter With Stage 4 Neuroblastoma (news – 2016)
http://realfarmacy.com/father-arrested-using-cannabis-oil-daughter-stage-4-neuroblastoma/

Girl, 3, who was given cannabis oil by her father, loses cancer battle (news – 2016)
Marijuana's Role in the Pursuit of Patent Rights  (news – forum re-post - 2016)

Marijuana supporters go to battle against prosecutors with 'reefer madness'  
(news – 2016)  https://thinkprogress.org/reefer-madness-2016-18c88e986819 encontrar_1x5re73y9

Survey: NFL players say some teammates use marijuana before they play  

The Science behind the DEA's Long War on Marijuana  
(news – 2016)
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/the-science-behind-the-dea-s-long-war-on-marijuana/

Legalizing Cannabis: Prison Food Provider Donates To Keep Marijuana Illegal In Arizona  

DES Director E-Mails Anti-Prop 205 Campaign Propaganda to Entire Staff  

Marijuana Legalization: Why Aren't More Black People Involved In The Cannabis Industry?  

Santa Claus speaks out against North Pole ban of marijuana sales  

Pot Smokers Owe Last Night's Historic Ballot Wins to This Man  

America's legal pot economy is forced underground  

Why captains of cannabis industry don't like the “M word  

Market for legal pot could pass $20 billion  
(news – 2016)  http://www.hartfordbusiness.com/article/20161111/NEWS02/311119983

A new era for cannabis extracts in California  

What does Weed think of legal weed?  

Marijuana legalization: Just because motorist looks stoned doesn't mean they're impaired, Mass. judge says  
Veterans Meet in Austin to Demand Passage of an All-Inclusive Medical Marijuana Policy in Texas

University of Nebraska-Lincoln launches hemp research

Countdown to legal pot: No one will ever die from too much marijuana

Where Marijuana Is the Doctor’s Orders, Will Insurers Pay?

Marijuana doctors get new business buzz from legalization in California

How Will Small Marijuana Businesses Fare in the Wake of Proposition 64?

Virginia school suspends an 11-year-old for one year over a leaf that wasn’t marijuana
https://newsexaminer.net/education/virginia-school-suspends-an-11-year-old-for-one-year-over-a-leaf-that-wasnt-marijuana/

Opinion: Legal marijuana is affecting the beer industry’s memory

A tip sheet for workers and workplaces where marijuana is legal
http://gazette.com/article/1591346

Some employers nod to medical marijuana while at work
http://www.businessinsurance.com/article/20151014/NEWS08/151019928?template=printart

Marijuana industry brought to a standstill by new pesticide testing regulations

OBAMA: It’s 'untenable' for government to enforce 'a patchwork of laws' on marijuana

Marijuana’s ‘trimmigrant’ labor force poses conflicts for some North Coast towns

Marijuana spending passes that of spirits

Uruguay: 6 workers arrested for stealing state-grown pot
http://infotel.ca/newsitem/lt-uruguay-marijuana/cp1833917066#.WW2gWGenzSQ
Yes, most state employees can use marijuana off the job (news – 2016)

The man behind the marijuana ban for all the wrong reasons (news – 2016)

In legalizing marijuana, California clears small-time criminals (news – 2016)

Drug testing at work: Cannabis creates new digital divide (news – 2016)

After vote, uneven approach emerges in pot law enforcement (news – 2016)

The marijuana-initiative blunder that could cost California millions of dollars (news – 2016)

Californians are already having their marijuana charges downgraded (news – 2016)
http://www.scp.org/programs/take-two/2016/11/16/53070/people-are-already-having-their-marijuana-convictions-downgraded/

Marijuana may be legal in California, but it can still get you fired (news – 2016)

Irish Government passes medicinal cannabis bill without vote (news – 2016)

Now what? A dispensary owner, a scientist, a defense expert and a city manager reflect on the new pot law (news – 2016)

UK certifies marijuana molecule CBD as medicine (news – 2016)

‘This is Your Brain on Drugs’ actor supports legalizing marijuana (news – 2016)
http://kdvr.com/2016/10/21/this-is-your-brain-on-drugs-actor-supports-legalizing-marijuana/

In remote Indian village, cannabis is its only livelihood (news – 2016)
http://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/in-remote-indian-village-cannabis-is-its-only-livelihood/

Will the Marijuana Industry Ever Go Green? (news – 2016)

Black drivers’ cars searched more frequently on basis of drug, alcohol odor (news – 2016)
http://www.columbiamissourian.com/news/black-drivers-cars-searched-more-frequently-on-basis-of-drug/article_76c6279a-b63f-11e6-9c89-0f77ad37d769.html

Can Legalized Weed Sales Help Ailing Record Stores Turn Over a New Leaf? (news – 2016)

Uruguay to have marijuana museum (news – 2016)


DEA: 'media attention' is making it tough to put people in jail for marijuana (news – 2016) http://www.nola.com/articles/19800330/marijuana_pot_dea_jail.amp


UGA expert available to discuss DEA decision on reclassifying marijuana (news – 2016) http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/658962


Medical cannabis patients wonder about Prop. 64’s potential effects (news – 2016) http://www.thecannifornian.com/cannabis-health/medical-cannabis-patients-wonder-prop-64s-potential-effects/


He got life without parole for pot. And he was just denied clemency. (news – 2016) http://www.newsday.com/opinion/he-got-life-without-parole-for-pot-and-he-was-just-denied-clemency-1.12731004

Medical marijuana users sue to cut costs

Finding marijuana residue in trash doesn’t justify search of the home for drugs, court rules

DEA Gives Cannabis Law Significant Tweak

Hemp growers may try to block federal ban on marijuana extracts

Here's who buys legal weed

Here’s what police might do if you’re stopped with marijuana
(includes guidelines letter to the Mass. State Police)

Paraphernalia shops drop the smoke screen
https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2016/12/14/paraphernalia-shops-drop-smoke-screen/PrQgvhT4fBOoX18OoXJlzM/story.html

Even in legal weed states, parents who consume pot can still lose custody of their kids

Calif. city to require name, address and $141 to grow pot at home

States with medical marijuana laws have lower traffic fatality rates, study reports

Marijuana should be treated like tobacco, alcohol, Obama says

5 Reasons the DEA’s Marijuana Ruling Is Absurd and Indefensible

Court: Medical marijuana law trumps law on transporting pot

How The Federal Government Limits Valid Scientific Research on Cannabis Sativa
http://neurosciencenews.com/cannabis-research-government-4562/

International Law Expert On Support For Marijuana Legalization: 'Common Sense Is Prevailing'
The DEA spent $73,000 to eradicate marijuana plants in Utah. It didn’t find any. (news – 2016)

CBD, Now A Schedule 1 Drug (news – 2016)
https://steemit.com/life/@gavicrate/cbd-scheduled-1-drug

Hemp growers may try to block federal ban on marijuana extracts (news – 2016)

Pot’s legal in California. So why are people still getting busted in Yosemite? (news – 2016)

Survey: Two-thirds of cops say marijuana laws should be relaxed (news – 2016)

Marijuana: 15 Cities With the Most Pot Users (news – 2016)
http://www.cheatsheet.com/culture/marijuana-cities-pot-users.html/?ref=YF&yptr=yahoo

DEA Refuses to Change Classification of Marijuana as Dangerous Drug With No Medical Use (news – 2016)

Doctors Struggle With Medical Marijuana Knowledge Gap (news – 2016)

Weed Bill Legalizing Growth Gains Momentum in Dutch Parliament (news – 2016)

‘Pot fairy’ strikes Brown Avenue, again (news – 2016)
http://www.athensnews.com/news/local/pot-fairy-strikes-brown-avenue-again/article_8c60c6e8-859b-11e6-bdf6-3fca2b52f4b.html

Did the Industrial Value of Hemp Spark Cannabis Prohibition? (news – 2016)

New report shows Amendment 2 exceeded 60% in every congressional district, senate district and all but two house districts. (news – 2016)

DEA Says Rescheduling Cannabis is a Complicated Task (news – 2016)
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/dea-says-rescheduling-cannabis-is-a-complicated-task/

Legal Advice for Cannabis Startups: First, Invest. Then, Stay out of Jail. (news – 2016)

Cannabis: Israel’s next big medical export? (news – 2016)
Israel: The Epicenter of Cannabis Research and Innovation

Could Medical Cannabis Break the Painkiller Epidemic?

New Medical Marijuana Policy Is a Catch-22, Researchers Say

Cop Task Force Gets In The Weeds

Gupta: DEA’s missed opportunity on medical marijuana

This Correlation Between Legal Medical Marijuana States and Traffic Fatalities Is Shocking

Federal Courts Say Plates from a Legal Cannabis State are Not Grounds for Search and Stop

Cannabis Wins Big On Election Night

What Colorado and other states tell us about how marijuana's big election day will affect health

AAA Study Finds Cannabis DUI Laws Not Factually Based

How Should Hospices Handle Legalized Medical Marijuana?

Study finds legalized marijuana does not affect crime or economics

Where is weed legal? Map of U.S. marijuana laws by state

After medical marijuana legalized, Medicare prescriptions drop for many drugs

Legalizing Weed: 5 Key Points Made in US Government Film 'Hemp for Victory'

‘I don’t know it as cannabis, I know it as African tobacco weed’
U.S. Drug Czar Admits the Government has Blocked Cannabis Research  
(news – 2016)  
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/u-s-drug-czar-admits-the-government-has-blocked-cannabis-research/

Federally produced cannabis for research does not reflect potency, diversity of legal markets  
(news – 2016)  
http://www.colorado.edu/today/2016/11/14/federally-produced-cannabis-research-does-not-refect-potency-diversity-legal-markets

NYPD Commissioner Hilariously Blames Cannabis Use for Violence in the City  
(news – 2016)  

Dutch Study Says Legal Cannabis Cultivation Would Boost Human Rights  
(news – 2016)  

Marijuana Is Harder Than Ever for Younger Teens to Find  
(news – 2016)  

Judge Orders Illinois to Add Post-Operative Chronic Pain to Medical Marijuana List  
(news – 2016)  

We Asked a Lawyer What You Can Do if Someone Steals Your Drugs  
(news – 2016)  

Cannabis for health? Reduced absenteeism in cannabis states says study  
(news – 2016)  

Lawmakers eye stricter medical marijuana rules for welfare recipients  
(news – forum re-post - 2016)  

Medical marijuana legalization sparks business interests  
(news – forum re-post - 2016)  

Tetra Bio-Pharma Looks to Make Cannabis Affordable -- CFN Media  
(news/ad – 2016)  

Medical Cannabis for Pain: Anecdote or Evidence  
(article – 2017)  

Cannabis Guidelines  
(article – 2017)  
https://cjon.ons.org/cjon/21/4/cannabis-guidelines

A Closer Look at Cannabis Testing  
(report – link to PDF – 2017)  
https://www.technologynetworks.com/tn/white-papers/a-closer-look-at-cannabis-testing-288139
German lawmakers green-light medical cannabis use

Brazil issues first license for sale of a cannabis-based drug

Like Fine Wine, Pot Smoking Destinations Will Promote Appellations

Finally, state gives medical marijuana licensees green light to cultivate
(news – 2017)

Recreational marijuana: Changes could be coming

NFLPA eyes 'less punitive' approach to recreational weed

Marijuana Legalization Around The World: Who’s Next?

SB 301 would protect a worker’s right to use marijuana off the clock
(news – 2017)

Israel takes steps to decriminalize marijuana use

Va. bills would end license suspension for marijuana possession

I made my son cannabis cookies. They changed his life.

California looks to build $7 billion legal pot economy

Senate bill would remove possesion by ingestion charge for marijuana

Colorado governor, once opposed, is softening his stance on legal pot

People in Latin America are starting to turn against outlawing marijuana

Legal marijuana sales creating escalating damage to the environment
Poll: Support for marijuana growing like a weed in Texas (news – 2017)

Government has apparently dropped 'gateway' theory, marijuana critics should too (news – 2017)

Marijuana Gets Its Own Congressional Caucus (news – 2017)
http://reason.com/blog/2017/02/17/marijuana-gets-its-own-congressional-cau

Weed 101: Colorado Agriculture Agency Shares Pot Know-How (news – 2017)

Italy's military 'narcos' cook up cannabis cures (news – 2017)

Are cities' new marijuana laws about safety, or blocking Proposition 64? (news – 2017)

Can Your Landlord Stop You From Smoking Marijuana? (news – 2017)
http://www.cheatsheet.com/money-career/can-landlord-stop-smoking-marijuana.html/

Colorado marijuana leader says dismantling of industry would cause a recession (news – 2017)

“You just killed the weed man”: Adventures in buying (legal) pot (news – 2017)

Medical marijuana status incidental to busted veterans (news – 2017)


In Peru, mothers rouse support for legalizing medical marijuana (news – 2017)

Marijuana growers get agricultural discount on utility bills (news – 2017)

Marijuana In Israel Gets A Push From The Right (news – 2017)

Medical marijuana access in SA a 'farce' (news – 2017)
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-03-03/medical-marijuana-access-in-sa-a-farce/8323288

Government marijuana looks nothing like the real stuff. See for yourself. (news – 2017)
Marijuana could hold the key to treating Alzheimer's but drug laws stand in the way, say scientists

Titles, statuses of all medical marijuana bills

After decades fighting drugs, Colombia joins marijuana trade

Here’s the latest data on the federal war on drugs

Joint operation: Indian cops blame rats for missing marijuana

A pharma company that spent $500,000 trying to keep pot illegal just got DEA approval for synthetic marijuana

A New Marijuana Medicine Gets DEA Scheduling, but It's Not All Good News

World's first marijuana gym is in (where else?) California

The Quality Of Government Marijuana Is So Bad It’s Hindering Research
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/the-quality-of-government-marijuana-is-so-bad-its-hindering-research/#sthash.aZPNjSgN.dpuf

Government Marijuana Is Inferior And Moldy, Researcher Claims

Criticism of U. of Mississippi Marijuana Quality Unfair

New Poll Finds More Americans Than Ever Support Legalization Of Cannabis
https://www.civilized.life/articles/new-poll-finds-more-americans-than-ever-support-cannabis-legalization/

Cannabis Makes People Violent, According To The New Attorney General
http://herb.co/2017/02/28/sessions-war-weed-statement/

Jeff Sessions What Would A Federal Marijuana Crackdown Look Like?
http://blog.norml.org/category/jeff-sessions/

DEA Attempts to Regulate Hemp Foods as Schedule 1 Drugs
https://www.theweedblog.com/dea-regulate-hemp-foods-schedule-1-drugs/#prettyPhoto

Hemp Industries Association Sues DEA Over Illegal Attempt to Regulate Hemp Foods as Schedule I Drugs
Risk of psychosis from cannabis use lower than originally thought, say scientists


"Medical marijuana refugee" Laurie Gaddis uses cannabis to treat her skin cancer

Study: Nationwide medical marijuana laws would save lives - and a billion taxpayer dollars  

Poll: Majority of marijuana smokers are parents, backed Clinton 2-1  

Marijuana may be legal in state, but it could get you deported  
http://www.record-bee.com/article/NQ/20170418/NEWS/170419848

Don’t delay medi-ganja  
http://jamaica-gleaner.com/article/letters/20170425/dont-delay-medi-ganja

Vireo Health's marijuana smuggling scandal  

Marijuana decriminalized but still triggers gun felony  

Marijuana laws under the legal microscope  
http://www.heraldcourier.com/opinion/marijuana-laws-under-the-legal-microscope/article_493913b5-b323-5e26-8777-7e6f0a97b32a.html

New plan to legalise and tax cannabis launches in Switzerland  

West Virginia Becomes 29th State To Allow Medical Marijuana  
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/west-virginia-becomes-29th-state-to-allow-medical-marijuana/#sthash.jy32NrQt.dpuf

Study: Opiate prescriptions lower where medical marijuana legal  
http://www.fox5ny.com/story/249835482-

Is Your Marijuana Covered By Your Insurance?  
https://www.thestreet.com/amp/story/14093895/1/is-your-marijuana-covered-by-your-insurance.html

New Jersey Man (Kind of) Wins Medical Marijuana Insurance Coverage  

What Do California Wine Grapes and California Marijuana Have in Common?  
(news – 2017)  

Don’t Believe Oklahoma’s Meaningless CBD Stunt  
https://cannabisnow.com/dont-believe-oklahomas-meaningless-cbd-stunt/

Colorado Marijuana DUIs Down One Third From 2016  

Losing Too Many Police Recruits to Past Pot Use, Maryland Eases Its Qualifications  
(news – 2017)  

CanPay Brings Tech Alternative to Cash-Based Marijuana Industry  
(news – 2017)  
http://www.westword.com/marijuana/canpay-is-a-tech-solution-for-the-cash-based-marijuana-industry-8904161
Time for marijuana to get legalised in sports? UFC fighters, bodybuilders, NFL athletes approve
  (news – 2017)
  http://www.ibtimes.co.in/time-marijuana-get-legalised-sports-ufc-fighters-bodybuilders-nfl-athletes-approve-723944

Medical marijuana in the workplace still a 'gray' area for Valley employees
  (news – 2017)

Why I’m Growing Weed: The absurdity of Georgia’s medical marijuana law
  (news – 2017)

OPINION: Minorities face much greater marijuana stigma
  (news – 2017)

DoD members liable for use, possession of marijuana
  (news – 2017)

Can a worker be fired for using medical cannabis?
  (news – 2017)
  http://www.metro.us/boston/can-a-worker-be-fired-for-using-medical-marijuana/zsJqcp---o1586JKrKFi/

'Budtender' says marijuana dispensary bosses left him high and dry after raid
  (news – 2017)

Ganja-flavored Indomie: Man would mix marijuana with instant noodles to treat ailments, Bali police not on board with that home remedy
  (news – 2017)

New federal bill would allow banking for marijuana businesses
  (news – 2017)

The morality of marijuana
  (news – 2017)

Department of health warns Florida residents about medical marijuana scam
  (news – 2017)

A free lock box with your pot purchase? New state law means some stores could be handing out safes
  (news – 2017)

Don’t Mail Your Mary Jane
  (news – 2017)
  http://www.spokesman.com/stories/2017/apr/28/dont-mail-your-mary-jane/

DEA: Your teens may be hiding drugs in their graphing calculators. Or teddy bears.
  (news – 2017)
  http://www.thenewstribune.com/opinion/article147360859.html

Justice Department Says People in Marijuana Business Can't Use Bankruptcy
Conservative

This Louisiana judge explained why the drug war isn’t fiscally conservative

West Virginia Enacts Medical Marijuana Law

Hemp for human consumption finally gets a green light in Australia and New Zealand

The war on marijuana is being waged on those who speak out

Missing marijuana: Weed disappearing from licensed dispensaries, not all cheaters get caught

Grandmother with terminal cancer jailed for prescribed medical marijuana

Pro-marijuana group wants to adopt highway; PennDOT says no thanks

Pot brownies could lose some punch under proposed California rules

Congress Gives Jeff Sessions $0 To Go After Medical Marijuana Laws

A guide on renters’ rights and the legalization of marijuana (Massachusetts)

The US is falling behind other countries—like Canada—on marijuana

Ruling overturns law banning medical marijuana on campuses

Florida's Medical Marijuana Patients Are Totally Screwed Now

California Cannabis: The Marijuana Manufacturing Rules (Part 1)

This Louisiana judge explained why the drug war isn’t fiscally conservative
'The Drug Whisperer': Ga. officer's mystery drug arrests

'I'm on death row already': Sick Arkansans in limbo as they wait for medical marijuana

Blunt talk: Medical marijuana takes root

The numbers behind racial disparities in marijuana arrests across Va.
http://wtvr.com/2017/05/15/racial-disparities-in-marijuana-arrests-seen-across-virginia/

Study: Racial Disparity In Marijuana Arrest Rates Increasing
http://blog.norml.org/2017/05/16/study-racial-disparity-in-marijuana-arrest-rates-increasing/

Consequences of pot program cuts 'should be alarming,' says veteran with PTSD

Governor signs 12 marijuana bills, more on his desk

Patent Wars Surprisingly Reach The Cannabis Industry: How Do You Register A Plant?
(news – 2017)

Israel Eases Restrictions on Medical Marijuana Use and Possession
http://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/1.789202

The Government's Best Weapon Against Heroin Might Be Marijuana

Oregon Legislature Compliance Rules Killing Medical Marijuana

Marijuana isn’t attracting homeless people to Denver or Colorado, according to “best data we have”

Marijuana convictions go up in smoke with California legalization

Chileans grow own medical marijuana as weed ban loosens
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-chile-marijuana-idUSKBN18I24N

Medical Marijuana User Wrongly Denied Internship, R.I. Judge Rules
https://www.bna.com/medical-marijuana-user-n73014451375/

The DEA says ‘marijuana is not medicine’ — reality says otherwise

How High are Marijuana Taxes in Your State?
https://taxfoundation.org/marijuana-taxes-state/

New Medical Marijuana Patients in Georgia with no Medical Marijuana
California Localities Primed for Legal Recreational Cannabis Use  

Surely You Jest, Medical Pot Firm Tells New Mexico  

Vail, Beaver Creek hotel concierge services are assisting guests with marijuana-related questions — from where to get it to where to smoke it  

Medical marijuana patients turn to the courts to roll back home grow regulations  

Cops can destroy seized marijuana, even if you're growing it legally  
https://www.csindy.com/coloradosprings/cops-can-destroy-seized-marijuana-even-if-you're-growing-it-legally/Content?oid=5856850

Former Seminole chief Billie to leverage sovereign land in the legal weed game  

No uptick in pot arrests since legalization  

The DEA’s list of drug slang is hilarious and bizarre  
https://news.vice.com/story/the-deas-list-of-drug-slang-is-hilarious-and-bizarre

Suit targets Fontana's marijuana restrictions  

This Firefighter Took A Doctor’s Advice To Use Medical Marijuana — Now He Could Be Fired  
https://cannabisnewsworldwide.wordpress.com/2017/06/24/this-firefighter-took-a-doctors-advice-to-use-medical-marijuana-now-he-could-be-fired/

Getting Compliant: Quick Guide to Regulations for California Cannabis Entrepreneurs  
https://www.ganjapreneur.com/california-cannabis-regulations-compliance/

Medicinal cannabis law change comes too late for Hamilton grandmother  

Science and FDA Say Cannabis Is Medicine but DEA Insists It Isn't  
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/295164

The Astounding Size of the Marijuana Economy Dwarfs 10 of America's Most Popular Food and Drink Staples  
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/americans-hungrier-marijuana-10-products-services
Secret Service relaxes marijuana policy in bid to swell ranks

Legalising marijuana will boost California's economy by $5 billion, study finds

Marijuana Taboo in the “Drug-Free” Nation
https://koreaexpose.com/daemacho-marijuana-taboo-drug-free-nation/

Anderson: Medical marijuana late in life — as patients come closer to death

Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein: “From a legal and scientific perspective, marijuana is an unlawful drug.”
http://www.thecannabist.co/2017/06/13/rod-rosenstein-marijuana-unlawful-schedule-i/81433/

Science Calls Out Jeff Sessions on Medical Marijuana and the "Historic Drug Epidemic"

DEA Removes False Claims About Cannabis from Their Website
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/dea-removes-false-claims-about-cannabis-from-their-website/

Lawsuit challenges Kentucky’s ban on using marijuana for medical purposes

When can you drive with weed in your car? A consumer guide to California marijuana laws arrests

Organic Weed? Marijuana Growers Go Green

Unequal & Unfair: NJ’s War on Marijuana Users
https://www.aclu-nj.org/theissues/criminaljustice/unequal-unfair-njs-war-marijuana-users/

Air Fresheners as Probable Cause? A New Jersey Lawyer Talks Garden State Cannabis Arrests

Case of ISU vs. NORML reheard, ISU loses again
http://www.iowastatedaily.com/news/article_74564b1a-5212-11e7-a593-0b4d9927782b.html

How Swiss Marijuana Reform Will Lead To Full Legalization In Europe
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/swiss-marijuana-reform-will-lead-full-legalization-europe/#sthash.mMUx8luZ.dpuf

County Fairs Could Sell Marijuana Right Alongside Fried Twinkies in California

Three-quarters of Americans want Trump to respect state marijuana laws
Mexico Legalizes Medical Marijuana

Part 1, What Is a Medical Marijuana Card?

Part 2, State-By-State MMJ Qualifying Conditions

Part 3, Which States Accept Out-of-State MMJ Cards?

Part 4, Home Cannabis Cultivation & Possession Laws by State

T-Shirts and Hats Used to Advertise Pot Products Could Be Banned

Hawaii comp insurer cancels policies for medical marijuana dispensaries

Police Searches Drop Dramatically in States that Legalized Marijuana

Trump Administration Bastardizing Progress With Medical Marijuana – America’s Lawyer

Big Tobacco Is About To Pivot To Big Marijuana (XLP)

Catalonia legalises marijuana consumption, cultivation and distribution

Patients fear medical marijuana card could cost them their social security benefits

Column: How cannabis patents could pave the way for future lawsuits

The Business of Pot: There Are More Legal Marijuana Workers Than There Are Dental Hygienists

How Has Legalization Really Impacted the Rate of Car Crashes?

What You Need To Know About Medical Marijuana And Gun Ownership
In Colorado, a Dog Alert Is Not Sufficient for Traffic Search, Appellate Court Rules (news – 2017)

Marijuana's legalization fuels black market in other states (news – 2017)

Jeff Sessions Praises Failed D.A.R.E. Program (news – 2017)

Poland Legalizes Medical Marijuana (news – 2017)

A veteran pot farmer mourns the passing of a more paranoid, more profitable way of life (news – 2017)
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/b01cb1c8-048a-37e3-a906-1f6bef5f71bc/ss_a-veteran-pot-farmer-mourns.html


Cannabis Cigarettes Can Soon Be Purchased At These Supermarkets (Switzerland) (news – 2017)
https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/cannabis-cigarettes-can-soon-be-purchased-at-these-supermarkets/

Everyone’s Favorite Organic and Fair Trade Soap Company is Promoting Marijuana Certification (and It's a Huge Deal) (news – 2017)

Five Handy Responses to Reefer Madness (news – 2017)
http://theleafonline.com/c/activism/2015/07/five-handly-responses-reefer-madness/?muuid=9d522039XXX9ba2XXX4356XXXa328XXX04a72a94e463

Massachusetts court rules for woman fired for medical marijuana use (news – 2017)
https://www.reuters.com/article/massachusetts-marijuana-idUSL1N1K80Y8

Colorado Employers Rethinking Drug Testing (news – 2017)
http://www.npr.org/2017/07/08/536125097/colorado-employers-rethinking-drug-testing

Puerto Rico enacts medicinal marijuana law (news – 2017)

Medicinal cannabis supplier raided: Ben Oakley among hundreds affected (news – 2017)
https://www.cannabisclubaustralia.com/single-post/2017/01/06/Medicinal-cannabis-supplier-raid-Ben-Oakley-among-hundreds-affected

Death of the Cannabis Industry Could Lead to a Recession (news – 2017)

Teen Marijuana use falls to 20-year low, defying legalization opponents’ predictions (news – 2017)
Washington state’s marijuana law hasn't meant more use by young people, study says (news – 2017)  
http://www.sentinelsource.com/mcclatchy/washington-state-s-marijuana-law-hasn-t-meant-more-use/article_8301b673-188c-57bd-9081-40611e00ef41.html


Peruvian congress approves legalization of medicinal pot (news – 2017)  
http://www.wabe.org/aclu-sues-cobb-police-department-over-dui-marijuana-arrests

ACLU Sues Cobb Police Department Over DUI Marijuana Arrests  (news – 2017)  

More people were arrested last year over pot than for murder, rape, aggravated assault and robbery — combined  (news – 2017)  
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/a21be8a9-406c-3767-8f95-93a176b7f21b/ss_more-people-were-arrested.html

Can Uruguay's historic marijuana experiment succeed?  (news – 2017)  
http://stream.aljazeera.com/story/201709230034-0025513

94% of Americans Support Legalizing Medical Marijuana, but Not Congress  (news – 2017)  

Gorilla Glue adhesives company reaches settlement with cannabis business  (news – 2017)  
http://www.thecannabist.co.co/2017/10/04/gorilla-glue-marijuana-strains-lawsuit-settlement/89321/

Warning of marijuana Halloween candy derided as scare tactic  (news – 2017)  

Peruvian congress approves legalization of medicinal pot  (news – 2017)  

Despite increased social acceptance, marijuana possession arrests increase: ACLU  (news – 2017)  
We Fact-Checked a Bunch of Shitty Weed Myths (news – 2017)  

A Brief, Paranoid History of Anti-Weed PSAs (news – 2017)  


Medical students not trained to prescribe medical marijuana (news – 2017)  

Fundraiser for burned marijuana farms shut down (news – 2017)  

Marijuana Legalization and Impact on the Workplace (news – 2017)  

Town Swaps Chocolate for Marijuana and Sees Revival of Fortunes (news – 2017)  
http://fortune.com/2017/12/30/chocolate-marijuana-ontario/

Italian court rules its 'okay for Rastafarians to smoke marijuana when meditating' (news – 2017)  

World Health Organization clashes with DEA on marijuana compound, CBD (news – 2017)  

No Marijuana Pics On Stamps, Postal Service Says, But Alcohol And Tobacco OK (news – 2017)  
https://www.marijuanamoment.net/no-marijuana-pics-stamps-postal-service-says-alcohol-tobacco-ok/

Marijuana Doomsday Didn't Come (news – 2017)  
https://www.usnews.com/opinion/economic-intelligence/articles/2017-12-19/marijuana-legalization-doomsday-didnt-come-to-colorado

Medical Marijuana's Main Ingredient Isn't Dangerous or Addictive, World Health Organization Report Says (news – 2017)  

Into the Weeds (news – 2017)  

ACLU leader: Legalizing marijuana a 'racial justice issue' (news – 2017)  

Here’s a new cross-border weed smuggling strategy: ziplining (news – 2017)  

Feds Clarify: Medical Marijuana Isn’t An Excuse In Drug Testing (news – 2017)  
https://www.marijuanamoment.net/feds-clarify-medical-marijuana-isnt-excuse-drug-testing/
Marijuana Poll: Military Veterans Strongly Support Legal Access

Marijuana Regulation: Impact on Health, Safety, Economy

Op Ed: RMHIDTA's Marijuana Reports Are Nothing But Propaganda

Is Smoking Weed While Pregnant Really So Bad?

Can marijuana rescue coal country?

The San Francisco DA will dismiss thousands of marijuana-related convictions, in unprecedented move

After legalization, black people are still arrested at higher rates for marijuana than white people
Lies, damned lies, and statistics about marijuana legalization (news – 2018)

Uruguay Legalized Marijuana and the Crime Rate Has Plummetted (news – 2018)
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/308557

Fox News Poll: Support for legalizing marijuana hits record high (news – 2018)

WITHDRAWAL SYNDROME

Marijuana is NOT like Alcohol. Please make a note of it. Thanks. (news – 2010)

Anticonvulsant Drug Helps Marijuana Smokers Kick the Habit (news – 2012)
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/04/120424095651.htm

4 Myths About Marijuana Addiction (news – 2013)
http://www.leafscience.com/2013/11/28/4-myths-marijuana-addiction/

'Legal high' users turn to real thing (news – 2013)

Don’t Fear the Reefer (news – 2014)

Estrogen increases cannabis sensitivity (news – 2014)

Females Build Up Tolerance To Marijuana Faster Than Males, Study Finds (news – 2014)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/09/10/females-tolerance-marijuana_5784022.html

Withdrawal drug could help cannabis addicts kick the habit (news – 2015)

The Easy Way To Detox From Cannabis (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/05/18/easy-detox-from-cannabis/

Marijuana 'prehab' to treat opioid addiction (news – 2017)

WOUNDS/INJURIES
New Drug Kills Pain by Boosting Body's Naturally Occurring Marijuana-Like Compound


Compound boosts marijuana-like chemical in the body to relieve pain at injury site


Study: Smoking pot may ease chronic pain


No bones about it: Cannabis may be used to treat fractures


Brief Overview of the Endocannabinoid System

http://www.medicaljane.com/2015/02/28/a-brief-overview-of-the-endocannabinoid-system/

Medical Cannabis in the Palliation of Malignant Wounds—A Case Report

http://www.jpsmjournal.com/article/S0885-3924(16)30328-1/abstract

Miracle Plant: Can Medical Marijuana Heal Wounds?


Medicinal cannabis: Doctors to learn how to prescribe drug at Melbourne course


“Big John” McCarthy: Research cannabis for athletes and sports injuries

http://www.unclecliffy.com/big-john-mccarthy-research-cannabis-for-athletes-and-sports-injuries/
THE ENDOCANNABINOID SYSTEM
NEWS ARTICLES 2010 - 2018

**ABHD6/ α/β-hydrolase domain 6** + - breaks down 2-AG

Drugs that reduce activity of ABDH6 enzyme can prevent brain damage: Study (news – 2010)

Levels And Efficacy Of A Marijuana-Like Substance In The Brain Controlled By Newly Discovered Mechanism (news – 2010)

Novel drug target linked to insulin secretion and type 2 diabetes treatment (news – 2014)

**2-AG / 2-ARACHIDONOYLGLYCEROL** + - the most abundant endocannabinoid, a CB 1 agonist, broken down by MAGL

A model of endocannabinoid 2-AG-mediated depolarization-induced suppression of inhibition (article – 2010)
[http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/pdf/1471-2202-11-S1-P189.pdf](http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/pdf/1471-2202-11-S1-P189.pdf)

2-Arachidonoylglycerol (article – 2010)

Endocannabinoids: Going retro with DAGLα (article – 2010)

Receptors triggered by pot may lessen hit from chronic stress (news – 2010)

Painkilling System in Brain: Too Much of a Good Thing? (news - 2010)

Drugs that reduce activity of ABDH6 enzyme can prevent brain damage: Study (news – 2010)

Newly discovered mechanism controls levels and efficacy of a marijuana-like substance in the brain (news – 2010)

A Summary of Endocannabinoids and Obesity (news – 2011)
Endocannabinoids: A healthy diet is good for LTD (news – 2011)

New metabolic pathway for controlling brain inflammation (news – 2011)

Scripps Research Scientists Discover Inflammation Is Controlled Differently in Brain and Other Tissues (news – 2011)

Boosting natural marijuana-like brain chemicals treats fragile X syndrome symptoms (news – 2011)
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/09/120925121349.htm

Marijuana cannabinoids found to help combat autism (news – 2012)

Marijuana Compound Treats Schizophrenia with Few Side Effects: Clinical Trial (news – 2012)
http://healthland.time.com/2012/05/30/marijuana-compound-treats-schizophrenia-with-few-side-effects-clinical-trial/

New inhibitors of elusive enzymes promise to be valuable scientific tools (news – 2012)

Marijuana-like brain chemicals could be key to treating fragile X syndrome (news – 2012)
http://www.empowher.com/wellness/content/marijuana-brain-chemicals-could-be-key-treating-fragile-x-syndrome?page=0,2

Those Pungent Smells Oozing Out of Marijuana Buds Are Actually Giving You Clues About What Their Effects Will Be Like (news – 2012)

How the Endocannabinoid 2-AG May Reduce Symptoms of ‘Fragile X’ Autism (news – 2012)

Too little sleep may trigger the 'munchies' by raising levels of an appetite-controlling molecule (news – 2013)
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/06/130617110935.htm

New inhibitors of elusive enzymes promise to be valuable scientific tools (news – 2013)

Study: Cannabinoids Offer Treatment For Severe Lung Disease (news – 2013)

Cannabinoid Science 101: What is 2-AG? (news - 2014)

Activating cannabinoid brain receptors could replace marijuana for anxiety treatment
Marijuana for Alzheimer’s Disease
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/your-brain-food/201411/marijuana-alzheimer-s-disease

Natural ‘high’ could avoid chronic marijuana use, Vanderbilt study finds
http://news.vanderbilt.edu/2014/12/natural-high-could-avoid-chronic-marijuana-use-vanderbilt-study-finds/

Brief Overview of the Endocannabinoid System
http://www.medicaljane.com/2015/02/28/a-brief-overview-of-the-endocannabinoid-system/

What Is Clinical Endocannabinoid Deficiency?
https://sensiseeds.com/en/blog/what-is-clinical-endocannabinoid-deficiency/

 Suppressing Schizophrenia Symptoms Without Side Effects: Mouse Study
(http://neurosciencenews.com/schizophrenia-compound-striatum-5089/)

Treating Depression in Alcoholics
http://neurosciencenews.com/alcoholism-depression-psychology-3541/

Decreasing Nicotine Consumption by Flipping a Molecular ‘Switch’
(http://neurosciencenews.com/nicotine-consumption-genetics-3425/)

Skimpping on sleep may activate the ‘munchies’

Nutmeg Keeps Endocannabinoids Happening
http://www.beyondthc.com/nutmeg-boosts-endocannabinoid-levels/

Sleep and 2-AG
(http://www.beyondthc.com/21065-2/)

Exercise Can Still Increase Hunger Even in Sleep Deprivation

Marijuana Dependence Influenced by Genes, Childhood Sexual Abuse
(http://www.newswire.com/articles/view/643766/?sc=rsmn)

From Pot to FAAH: Exploiting the Endocannabinoid System
https://www.medpagetoday.com/neurology/generalneurology/56011

Dr. Ethan Russo explains Clinical Endocannabinoid Deficiency

Natural cannabinoid found to play key role in anxiety
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/316682.php

Cannabis could treat traumatic brain injury, Israeli researchers say

The Endocannabinoid System: A Beginner’s Guide
Natural chemical helps brain adapt to stress (news – 2017)
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/03/170329140945.htm

This Cannabis Compound Can Treat Brain Injury (news – 2017)

ANANDAMIDE / AEA / N–ARACHIDONOYLETHANOLAMINE NAE 22:4 +* – CB 1 & 2 agonist

Is a Chocolate High Possible? (news - undated)

What Gourmet Food Ingredient Contains a “Bliss Molecule” Similar to THC in Cannabis? (news – undated)

Compound boosts marijuana-like chemical in the body to relieve pain at injury site (news - 2010)

Chocolate: The Good, the Bad and the Angry (news - 2010)

Nutritional Facts on Raw Cacao Beans (news – 2010)

Receptors triggered by pot may lessen hit from chronic stress (news – 2010)

Increasing the body's (but not brain's) cannabinoids dulls pain (news – 2010)

Painkilling System in Brain: Too Much of a Good Thing? (news - 2010)

New Drug Kills Pain by Boosting Body's Naturally Occurring Marijuana-Like Compound (news – 2010)

Research Reaps Reefer Madness (news – 2010)

Cannabinoids: every body likes them, some bodies need them (news – 2010)
https://patients4medicalmarijuana.wordpress.com/2010/03/13/cannabinoids-every-body-likes-them-some-bodies-need-them/

Endocannabinoids: A healthy diet is good for LTD (news – 2011)
Marijuana Compound Treats Multiple Health Issues

New Way to Boost Potency of Natural Pain Relief Chemical in Body

A Summary of Endocannabinoids and Obesity

Marijuana Compound Treats Schizophrenia with Few Side Effects: Clinical Trial

Cannabinoids for the Treatment of Neuropathic Pain (needs free registration)

It hurts so good: the runner’s high

London Zoo: No runner’s high for ferrets

Brain-Imaging Study Links Cannabinoid Receptors to Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder: First Pharmaceutical Treatment for PTSD Within Reach
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/05/130514085016.htm (news – 2013)

Researchers discover connection between CB1 receptors and PTSD

High on Health: Cannabinoids in the Food Supply

Marijuana-like compound could lead to first-ever medication for PTSD
http://www.foxnews.com/health/2013/05/14/marijuana-like-compound-could-lead-to-first-ever-medication-for-ptsd/ (news – 2013)

Anandamide May Serve Anticancer Role In Skin Cancer

A Cannabinoid That Looks Like THC Could Be Key To Diagnosing PTSD

Anandamide can increase intracellular ca2+ concentration

MEDICAL MARIJUANA : Out of the Shadows

Truffles contain “bliss” molecule
Truffles Have a THC-like Substance in Them (news – 2014)
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/truffles-have-the-substance-them-180953705/#8a7rVPC5Q52ovxJl.99

Runner’s high linked to cannabinoid receptors in mice (news & abstract – 2015)

Oxytocin Enhances Pleasure of Social Interactions by Stimulating Production of “Bliss Molecule” (news & abstract – 2015)
http://neurosciencenews.com/oxytocin-anandamide-2926/

Brief Overview of the Endocannabinoid System (news – 2015)
http://www.medicaljane.com/2015/02/a-brief-overview-of-the-endocannabinoid-system/

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/02/150204125558.htm

Cannabinoids may be responsible for weight gain associated with schizophrenia (news – 2015)

Uncovering the Neurological Differences Between the Sexes (news – 2015)
http://neurosciencenews.com/sex-differences-hippocampus-2421/

‘Love hormone’ oxytocin mimics effects of marijuana (news – 2015)
https://in.news.yahoo.com/love-hormone-oxytocin-mimics-effects-marijuana-074404829.html

Is Smoking Weed the Secret to a Successful Relationship? (news – 2015)
http://ecosalon.com/is-smoking-weed-the-secret-to-a-successful-relationship/

New options for treating autism (news – 2015)

https://sensiseeds.com/en/blog/what-is-clinical-endocannabinoid-deficiency/

Is Anxiety Genetic? (news – 2015)
http://www.quickanddirtytips.com/education/science/is-anxiety-genetic

Understanding Cannabinoid Receptors: Why Cannabis Affects Humans (news – 2015)
https://www.massroots.com/learn/what-are-cannabinoid-receptors

The Outsourcing of American Marijuana Research (news – 2015)

Research Team Finds How CBD, a Component in Marijuana, Works Within Cells (news – 2016)
http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/629638/

Nutmeg Keeps Endocannabinoids Happening (news – 2016)
http://www.beyondthc.com/nutmeg-boosts-enocannabinoid-levels/

A new antipsychotic mechanism of action for cannabidiol (news – 2016)
Microbes, Alzheimer’s Disease, and Cannabis  
http://cannabishealthindex.com/cannabinoid-research/microbes-alzheimers-disease-and-cannabis/  
(news – 2016)

THC: Everything You Need To Know About Delta9-Tetrahydrocannabinol  
http://herb.co/2016/07/24/what-is-thc

Cannabis and Acupuncture, the Yin and Yang of Healing Pain (an ancient connection revealed)  
(news – 2016)

Dr. Ethan Russo: Endocannabinoid Nutrition  
https://www.ganjapreneur.com/ethan-russo-endocannabinoid-nutrition/  
(news – 2016)

The Trouble With Truffles  
(news – 2016)

Dr. Ethan Russo explains Clinical Endocannabinoid Deficiency  
(news – 2016)

The Endocannabinoid System For Dummies (We’ve Made It Easy For You)  
http://herb.co/2016/07/28/endocannabinoid-system-dummies/  
(news – 2016)

The Odd Science Behind Marijuana And Metabolism  
http://herb.co/2016/02/01/odd-science-behind-marijuana-metabolism/  
(news – 2016)

What Is the Endocannabinoid System and What Is Its Role?  
(news – 2016)

Meet Lumir Hanus, Who Discovered the First Endocannabinoid  
(news – 2016)

Cannabis Can Help Treat Anorexia by Increasing Appetite  
https://www.marijuananatimes.org/cannabis-can-help-treat-anorexia-by-increasing-appetite/  
(news – 2016)

Active ingredients in both hot peppers and cannabis calm the gut's immune system  
(news – 2017)

Chili peppers, marijuana may reduce gut inflammation  
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/317128.php  
(news – 2017)

To Calm the Gut, Look to Weed and Hot Peppers  
(news – 2017)

The Endocannabinoid System: A Beginner’s Guide  
(news – 2017)

Cannabis Treatment for Hypertension  
https://www.thcmag.com/cannabis-treatment-for-hypertension/  
(news – 2017)

Cannabis is an Effective Treatment for PTSD  
https://www.marijuananatimes.org/cannabis-is-an-effective-treatment-for-ptsd/  
(news – 2017)
**CBR - CB1 CANNABINOID RECEPTOR** - activated by THC, Anandamide, synthetics, activating CB1 receptors in the brain causes the “high”

Study shows direct cellular interaction between endocannabinoids and alcohol in the brain

Cannabidiol (CBD) as an Anti-Arrhythmic – the Role of the CB1 Receptors

Increasing the body's (but not brain's) cannabinoids dulls pain

Fake Weed, Real Drug: K2 Causing Hallucinations in Teens

Cannabinoid-1 Receptor Protects The Brain From Aging
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/releases/230948.php

Part of placebo effect ascribed to cannabinoids

Introduction to the Endocannabinoid System
http://norml.org/library/item/introduction-to-the-endocannabinoid-system

Endocannabinoids: A healthy diet is good for LTD

Bodyguard for the Brain: Researchers Identify Mechanism That Seems to Protect Brain from Aging

What An Expectant Mother Eats Affects Children’s Psychology in Later Life

Do Deficits in Brain Cannabinoids Contribute to Eating Disorders?

Endocannabinoids Pitch In for Placebo Effect

THC for Huntington’s Disease? CB1 receptors important for more than drug use
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/all-about-addiction/201102/thc-hunttings-disease-cb1-receptors-important-more-drug-use
Scientists find a new pharmacological target to modulate the effect of cannabinoids through their CB1 receptors (news – 2012) http://www.ub.edu/web/ub/en/menu_eines/noticies/2012/07/017.html


It hurts so good: the runner’s high (news – 2012) http://blogs.scientificamerican.com/scicurious-brain/2012/03/12/it-hurts-so-good-the-runners-high/


Why resolutions about taking up physical activity are hard to keep. (news – 2013) http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Why+resolutions+about+taking+up+physical+activity+are+hard+to+keep.-a0313904638

Key Shift in Brain That Creates Drive to Overeat Identified (news – 2013) http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/04/130429154214.htm

Brain-Imaging Study Links Cannabinoid Receptors to Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder: First Pharmaceutical Treatment for PTSD Within Reach (news – 2013) http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/05/130514085016.htm


Marijuana-like compound could lead to first-ever medication for PTSD (news – 2013) http://www.foxnews.com/health/2013/05/14/marijuana-like-compound-could-lead-to-first-ever-medication-for-ptsd/


A Cannabinoid That Looks Like THC Could Be Key To Diagnosing PTSD  
(http://www.popsci.com/science/article/2013-05/biomarker-could-diagnose-ptsd)  

Hormone shows promise at negating marijuana's high effect  
(http://www.cbsnews.com/news/hormone-shows-promise-at-negating-marijuana-high-effect/)  

Active ingredient in pot sets off a feedback that reduces intoxication  
(http://arstechnica.com/science/2014/01/active-ingredient-in-pot-sets-off-a-feedback-that-reduces-intoxication/)  

Discovery Sheds New Light on Marijuana’s Anxiety Relief Effects  
(http://neurosciencenews.com/cannabinoid-receptors-amygdala-anxiety-833/)  

Muting Marijuana’s High: Pot Without the Impairment  
(http://healthland.time.com/2014/01/03/muting-marijuana-high-pot-without-the-impairment/)  

Mechanism elucidated: How smell perception influences food intake  
(http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/02/140210114550.htm)  

Cannabis Prevents the Negative Behavioral and Physiological Effects PTSD  
(http://neurosciencenews.com/neuropharmacology-cannabinoids-ptsd-1300/)  

Marijuana can prevent PTSD  
(http://in.news.yahoo.com/marijuana-prevent-ptsd-120957703.html)  

MEDICAL MARIJUANA : Out of the Shadows  

Why so munchy? Cannabis shown to ramp up sense of smell  
(http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn25018-why-so-munchy-cannabis-shown-to-ramp-up-sense-of-smell/)  

Study: THC Reduces Methamphetamine-Induced Brain Damage  
(http://www.theweedblog.com/study-thc-reduces-methamphetamine-induced-brain-damage/)  

Scientists Discover Gene For Happiness — And It’s Related To Marijuana  
(http://www.leafscience.com/2014/04/14/scientists-discover-gene-happiness-related-marijuana/)  

Marijuana linked to ‘happiness gene’  
(http://greendoctornetwork.com/study-marijuana-linked-to-happiness-gene/)  

Cannabinoid Hyperemesis Syndrome? Bring on the Hot Sauce  
(http://journals.lww.com/em-news/blog/BreakingNews/Pages/post.aspx?PostId=183)  

Cannabinoid Receptors May Control Aversive Memories  
(http://neurosciencenews.com/habenula-cb1-receptors-memory-2742/)  

Runner's high linked to cannabinoid receptors in mice  

Oxytocin Enhances Pleasure of Social Interactions by Stimulating Production of “Bliss Molecule”  
(http://neurosciencenews.com/2015-08-13/runner-high-linked-cannabinoid-receptors.html)
Making or breaking habits: The endocannabinoids can do it (news – 2016)

How the brain makes, and breaks, a habit (news – 2016)
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/05/160526185419.htm

Researchers show how cannabinoids affect vision (news – 2016)

Researchers find new role for cannabinoids in vision (news – 2016)

ShanghaiTech Scientists Resolve the Structure of the Human "Marijuana Receptor" (news – 2016)

Structure of primary cannabinoid receptor is revealed (news – 2016)

Scientists Closer to Understanding Why Weed Gets Us High (news – 2016)

Microbes, Alzheimer’s Disease, and Cannabis (news – 2016)
http://cannabishealthindex.com/cannabinoid-research/microbes-alzheimers-disease-and-cannabis/

CBD Science: How Cannabinoids Work at the Cellular Level to Keep You Healthy (news – 2016)
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/cbd-science-mitochondria-mysteries-homeostasis-renewal-endocannabinoid-system

Dr. Ethan Russo: Endocannabinoid Nutrition (news – 2016)
https://www.ganjapreneur.com/ethan-russo-endocannabinoid-nutrition/

Compound suggests pain treatment without opioid or medical marijuana side effects (news – 2016)

The Odd Science Behind Marijuana And Metabolism (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/02/01/odd-science-behind-marijuana-metabolism/

Cannabinoid receptors regulate memory processes by modulating mitochondrial energy metabolism (news – 2016)

What Impacts the Endocannabinoid System Besides Cannabis? (news – 2016)

A New Role For Cannabinoids in Vision (news / abst – 2016)
http://neurosciencenews.com/2016-08-role-cannabinoids-vision.html

High Times: Taking A Look at the Marijuana Receptor (news / abst – 2016)
http://neurosciencenews.com/2016-08-role-cannabinoids-vision.html
Highest Resolution Model of Brain Receptor Behind Marijuana’s High Created (news / abst – 2016) http://neurosciencenews.com/cb1-high-resolution-model-5539/


Natural cannabinoid found to play key role in anxiety (news – 2017) http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/316682.php


Dosing THCA: Less is more (news – 2017) http://www.alternet.org/drugs/dosing-thca-less-more


Cannabis is an Effective Treatment for PTSD (news – 2017) https://www.marijuanatimes.org/cannabis-is-an-effective-treatment-for-ptsd/


Cannabinoid CB1 - CB2 CANNABINOID RECEPTOR +* - no "high", activated by THC, Anandamide, 2-AG

Fake Weed, Real Drug: K2 Causing Hallucinations in Teens (news – 2010)  

Severity of acute cystitis may be cut with cannabinoid agonist (news – 2011)  

Introduction to the Endocannabinoid System (news – 2011)  
http://norml.org/library/item/introduction-to-the-endocannabinoid-system

Cannabinoid Receptor Stimulator Reverses Symptoms of Alzheimer's Disease in Animal Model (news – 2012)  
http://www.biotechdaily.com/?option=com_article&Itemid=294742494

Cannabinoid drugs can directly inhibit HIV in late-stage AIDS (news – 2012)  

Marijuana-Like Chemicals Inhibit Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) in Late-State AIDS (news – 2012)  
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/03/120320195252.htm

Cannabinoid 2 receptors regulate impulsive behavior (news – 2012)  

Researchers investigating potential drug for treatement of Alzheimer's disease (news – 2012)  

Scientists find a new pharmacological target to modulate the effect of cannabinoids through their CB1 receptors (news – 2012)  

Novel compounds to activate cannabinoid receptors in immune system wins award for young Hebrew University researcher (news – 2012)  
http://www.huji.ac.il/cgi-bin/dovrut/dovrut_search_eng.pl?mesge133966745705872560

Study: cannabis compound might have use as an HIV drug (news – 2013)  

Synthetic Derivatives of THC May Weaken HIV-1 Infection to Enhance Antiviral Therapies (news – 2013)  
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/04/130430131530.htm

Activation of cortical type 2 cannabinoid receptors ameliorates ischemic brain injury (news – 2013)  
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/02/130221141140.htm

Temple scientists weaken HIV infection in immune cells using synthetic agents (news – 2013)  

Cannabinoid Trans-Caryophyllene Protects Brain Cells From Ischemia (news – 2013)  
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/256799.php
Compounds That Stimulate The Cannabinoid Type 2 Receptor In White Blood Cells Can Weaken HIV-1 Infection  

Beta-Caryophyllene: The Dietary Cannabinoid That Could Make Synthetics Irrelevant  

Study: Marijuana May Reduce Risk of Erectile Dysfunction  
http://www.leafscience.com/2013/12/09/study-marijuana-may-reduce-risk-erectile-dysfunction/

UEA research reveals how cannabis compound could slow tumour growth  
https://www.uea.ac.uk/about/media-room/press-release-archive/-/asset_publisher/a2jEGMiFHPhv/content/new-research-reveals-how-cannabinoid-compound-could-slow-tumour-growth

Could Cannabis Treat Rheumatoid Arthritis? New Study Says It May  
http://www.theweedblog.com/could-cannabis-treat-rheumatoid-arthritis-new-study-says-it-may/

Synthetic cannabinoid molecule created for osteoarthritis  

Drugs Related to Cannabis Have Pain-Relieving Potential for Osteoarthritis  
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/01/140107092825.htm

How marijuana shrinks cancerous tumours  
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/marijuana-shrinks-cancerous-tumours-122611456.html

Protection from osteoarthritis may lie in our own joints, study suggests  
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/05/140518092722.htm

New Research Shows How Marijuana Compound Can Reduce Tumor Growth In Cancer Patients  
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/07/16/marijuana-tumors_n_5588639.html

Study: Cannabis Plays A Key Role In Pancreatic Cancer Treatment  

L. Acidophilus and the CB2 Receptor  
https://www.sclabs.com/l-acidophilus-and-the-cb2-receptor/

Cannabinoid Receptors  
https://www.news-medical.net/health/Cannabinoid-Receptors.aspx

Cannabis and Cancer, Pt. 3: How THC and CBD Work on Cancer Cells  
(article – 2015)  

Runner's high linked to cannabinoid receptors in mice  
(news & abstract – 2015)  

How Medical Marijuana’s Chemicals May Protect Cells  
(news – 2015)
Brief Overview of the Endocannabinoid System

Study: Cannabinoid Use in the Treatment of Osteoarthritis Pain

An alternative to medical marijuana for pain?

Common cholesterol drug stimulates the same receptors as marijuana

Synthetic cannabis compounds used to tackle diabetes linked kidney failure

Understanding Cannabinoid Receptors: Why Cannabis Affects Humans

What are Cannabinoids?

Previously Unknown Function of a Cannabinoid Receptor Identified

Suppressing Schizophrenia Symptoms Without Side Effects: Mouse Study

Temple researchers to explore ability of compounds to protect brain against HIV infection

Ebbu Announces Groundbreaking Scientific Research of "Entourage Effect"

Study shows cannabinoid type 2 receptor plays vital role in signal processing of the brain

Microbes, Alzheimer’s Disease, and Cannabis

Foot Nail Fungus is Stubborn, Ugly, and Pernicious

Cannabinoids May Enhance Motor Function Recovery Following a Stroke [Study]
Dr. Ethan Russo: Endocannabinoid Nutrition
https://www.ganjapreneur.com/ethan-russo-endocannabinoid-nutrition/
(news – 2016)

Cannabis for Osteoporosis Prevention
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/cannabis-for-osteoporosis-prevention/
(news – 2016)

Endocannabinoid Shows Promise in Systemic Sclerosis Study
(news – 2016)

What Is the Endocannabinoid System and What Is Its Role?
(news – 2016)

A CB2 Activating Cannabinoid is the new potential weapon against horrific parasites
http://cannabishealthindex.com/cannabinoid-research/a-cb2-activating-cannabinoid-is-the-new-potential-weapon-against-horrific-parasites/
(news – 2016)

Cannabis as a Treatment for Inflammatory Bowel Disease
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/cannabis-as-a-treatment-for-inflammatory-bowel-disease/
(news – 2016)

Studies Suggest Cannabis Can Counter the Progression of Atherosclerosis
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/studies-suggest-cannabis-can-counter-the-progression-of-atherosclerosis/
(news – 2016)

Marijuana and Autism: New research is unlocking cannabis' potential as an autism treatment
(news – 2017)

Cannabis could treat traumatic brain injury, Israeli researchers say
(news – 2017)

Weed Power: Milk Thistle, Liver Disease and the Endocannabinoid System
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/weed-power-milk-thistle-liver-disease-endocannabinoid-system
(news – 2017)

Diet & the Endocannabinoid System
(news – 2017)

Cannabis Part 2: Cannabinoids and Endocannabinoids
(news – 2017)

CBR- GPR-18
Putative Cannabinoid Receptors: GPR18, GPR55, & GPR119
(news – 2014)

Cannabinoid Receptor Activates Spermatozoa
http://neurosciencenews.com/spermatozoa-cannabinoid-receptors-4935/
(news – 2016)
CBR - GPR55/ CB3 CANNABINOID RECEPTOR +*
Activated by l-α-lyosphosphatidylinositol (LPI), and to a lesser extent possibly by THC, CBD,O-1602, PEA, 2-AG, Anandamide, Virodhamine

UEA research reveals how cannabis compound could slow tumour growth
(news – 2014)
https://www.uea.ac.uk/about/media-room/press-release-archive/-/asset_publisher/a2jEGMiFHPhv/content/new-research-reveals-how-cannabis-compound-could-slow-tumour-growth

How marijuana shrinks cancerous tumours
(news – 2014)
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/marijuana-shrinks-cancerous-tumours-122611456.html

New Research Shows How Marijuana Compound Can Reduce Tumor Growth In Cancer Patients
(news – 2014)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/07/16/marijuana-tumors_n_5588639.html

Putative Cannabinoid Receptors: GPR18, GPR55, & GPR119
(news – 2014)

Cannabis and Cancer, Pt. 3: How THC and CBD Work on Cancer Cells
(article – 2015)

CBR - GPR-119

Putative Cannabinoid Receptors: GPR18, GPR55, & GPR119
(news – 2014)

CBR - PPARs

CBD, PPARs, and Gene Expression
(news – 2017)

CBR- TRPV-1/ TRANSIENT RECEPTOR POTENTIAL VANILLOID TYPE 1 CHANNEL

Cannabinoid Hyperemesis Syndrome? Bring on the Hot Sauce
(article – 2015)
http://journals.lww.com/em-news/blog/BreakingNews/Pages/post.aspx?PostID=183


Chili peppers, marijuana may reduce gut inflammation  (news – 2017)  http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/317128.php  


**CBR- TRPV-2/ TRANSIENT RECEPTOR POTENTIAL VANILLOID TYPE 2 CHANNEL**


3D Structure of Protein That Guides the Immune System Uncovered  (news & abst – 2016)  http://neurosciencenews.com/trpv2-ion-channel-immune-system-3448/  

**DAGL/DIACYLGLYCEROL LIPASE** + – an enzyme involved in making endocannabinoids


Decreasing Nicotine Consumption by Flipping a Molecular ‘Switch’  (news & abst – 2016)  http://neurosciencenews.com/nicotine-consumption-genetics-3425/  

**ENDOCANNABINOID**s +*- also see ANANDAMIDE, 2-AG, NADA, NAGly, OEA, PEA, VIRODHAMINE


Endocannabinoids: A healthy diet is good for LTD

Endocannabinoid Signaling In Dietary Restriction And Lifespan Extension

Study helps explain why fatty foods are complicit in weight gain

Eating Disorders Tied to Absence of Brain Cannabinoids

Do Deficits in Brain Cannabinoids Contribute to Eating Disorders?

New Findings on How the Brain’s Own Marijuana-Like Chemicals Suppress Pain

Body's natural marijuana-like chemicals make fatty foods hard to resist

Introduction to the Endocannabinoid System
(news – 2011) http://norml.org/library/item/introduction-to-the-endocannabinoid-system

Scientists find a new pharmacological target to modulate the effect of cannabinoids through their CB1 receptors

Brain altering drug calms fears also

Cannabinoids, like those found in marijuana, occur naturally in human breast milk

High on Health: Cannabinoids in the Food Supply

'Fragile X Syndrome' Researchers Boost Social Skills in Mice

Cannabis compounds may limit stroke damage

Potential new way to treat anxiety

Discovery Sheds New Light on Marijuana’s Anxiety Relief Effects

Marijuana's anxiety relief effects: Receptors found in emotional hub of brain (news – 2014) http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/03/140306142803.htm


Your Runner’s High Is Similar to a Pot High (news – 2015) http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2015/10/09/your-runners-high-is-similar-to-a-pot-high.html?ref=yfp


Making or breaking habits: The endocannabinoids can do it (news – 2016)  

How the brain makes, and breaks, a habit (news – 2016)  
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/05/160526185419.htm

Exercise Can Still Increase Hunger Even in Sleep Deprivation (news – 2016)  

The Endocannabinoid System For Dummies (We’ve Made It Easy For You) (news – 2016)  
http://herb.co/2016/07/28/endocannabinoid-system-dummies/


Habitual Behavior Pathophysiology -- The Central Role of Endocannabinoids in OCD (news – 2016)  

Marijuana/Fibromyalgia – The Data Pile Up (news – 2016)  


Cannabis Part 2: Cannabinoids and Endocannabinoids (news – 2017)  

---

**ENDOCANNABINOID SYSTEM 4.**

Endocannabinoids and psychiatric disorders: the road ahead (article – 2010)  

Levels And Efficacy Of A Marijuana-Like Substance In The Brain Controlled By Newly Discovered Mechanism (news – 2010)  
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/releases/197171.php

http://www.alternet.org/health/146151/not_feeling_well_perhaps_you%27re_%27marijuana_deficient%27/

Cannabinoids: every body likes them, some bodies need them (news – 2010)  
https://patients4medicalmarijuana.wordpress.com/2010/03/13/cannabinoids-every-body-likes-them-some-bodies-need-them/

Omega-3 deficiency disrupts cannabinoid receptor function in brain (news – 2011)  
http://cannabisculture.hanf.ws/2012/06/26/omega-3-deficiency-disrupts-cannabinoid-receptor-function-in-brain/

A Brain Wrought Without Omega-3 (news – 2011)  

Introduction to the Endocannabinoid System (news – 2011)
Marijuana Compound Treats Multiple Health Issues (news – 2011)
http://www.foxnews.com/health/2010/03/10/cannabis-deficient/

A Summary of Endocannabinoids and Obesity (news – 2011)

Research provides new clues to understand link between deficits of AGPO-3, depression (news – 2011)

What An Expectant Mother Eats Affects Children’s Psychology in Later Life (news – 2011)

Omega 3s, Mice, and Receptors for Funny Cigarettes (news – 2011)

Poor Diet Impairs Cannabinoid Receptors (news - forum repost – 2011)

How Weed Can Protect Us From Cancer and Alzheimer’s (book excerpt – 2012)
http://www.alternet.org/story/156269/how_weed_can_protect_us_from_cancer_and_alzheimer%27s

Cannabinoid 2 receptors regulate impulsive behavior (news – 2012)

'Runner's High' may have played role in evolutionary history of humans (news – 2012)
http://in.news.yahoo.com/runners-high-may-played-role-evolutionary-history-humans-105030765.html

Amyrin and the endocannabinoid system (news – 2012)
http://gertschgroup.com/blog/post/2188293/amyrin-and-the-endocannabinoid-system

Medical Marijuana And The Body’s Cannabinoid System (news – 2012)

Study: THC Increases Brain Activity In Response To Positive Stimuli (news – 2013)

Key Shift in Brain That Creates Drive to Overeat Identified (news – 2013)
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/04/130429154214.htm

A Link Between Autism and Cannabinoids (news - 2013)

London Zoo: No runner’s high for ferrets (news – 2013)

Do Dogs Get Runner's High? (news – 2013)

GABA deficits disturb endocannabinoid system (news – 2013)
Stoners beware: Exercising might lead to a positive drug test (news – 2013)

One Toke, Many Hits: Exercise Could Trigger Additional High for Marijuana Users (news – 2013)
http://healthland.time.com/2013/09/17/one-toke-many-hits-exercise-could-trigger-additional-high-for-marijuana-users/

Science for potheads: Why they love to get high (news – 2013)
http://www.salon.com/2013/09/08/science_for_potheads_why_they_love_to_get_high/

Marijuana cannabinoids slow brain degradation and aging, reverse dementia: here’s how (news – 2013)
http://www.naturalnews.com/040456_marijuana_cannabinoids_dementia.html

Science for stoners: Here’s how pot works (news – 2013)
http://www.salon.com/2013/08/17/science_for_stoners_heres_how_pot_works/

Study: Memory Benefits Of Exercise Tied To Cannabinoid System (news – 2013)

A Cannabinoid That Looks Like THC Could Be Key To Diagnosing PTSD (news – 2013)

http://www.safeaccessnow.org/medical_cannabis_research_what_does_the_evidence_say

The Common Link Between Breast Milk, Cannabis and Tea (news – 2014)

Protection from osteoarthritis may lie in our own joints, study suggests (news – 2014)
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/05/140518092722.htm

Mechanism elucidated: How smell perception influences food intake (news – 2014)
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/02/140210114550.htm

Discovery Sheds New Light on Marijuana’s Anxiety Relief Effects (news – 2014)
http://neurosciencenews.com/cannabinoid-receptors-amygdala-anxiety-833/

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/07/16/marijuana-tumors_n_5588639.html

Researchers Discover How Key Protein Enhances Memory and Learning (news – 2014)
http://neurosciencenews.com/fabp5-protein-memory-learning-1013/

Leaky Gut Syndrome: Cannabinoids and the Endocannabinoid System (ECS) as a therapeutic target (news – 2014)
Cannabinoid Receptors (news – 2014)
https://www.news-medical.net/health/Cannabinoid-Receptors.aspx

Endocannabinoids (article – 2015)
http://emedicine.medscape.com/article/1361971-overview#showall

https://www.medicaljane.com/2015/06/17/is-the-endocannabinoid-system-involved-in-the-progression-of-asd/

With education, nurses can help to bridge the marijuana gap (article – 2015)

Cannabinoid Hyperemesis Syndrome? Bring on the Hot Sauce (article – 2015)
http://journals.lww.com/em-news/blog/BreakingNews/Pages/post.aspx?PostID=183

Oxytocin Enhances Pleasure of Social Interactions by Stimulating Production of “Bliss Molecule” (news & abstract – 2015)
http://neurosciencenews.com/oxytocin-anandamide-2926/

How Medical Marijuana’s Chemicals May Protect Cells (news – 2015)
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/how-medical-marijuana-s-chemicals-may-protect-cells/

Cholesterol Drug Might Work Better than Medical Marijuana (news – 2015)
http://www.popsci.com/cholesterol-drug-targets-same-receptors-marijuana

Common cholesterol drug stimulates the same receptors as marijuana (news – 2015)

New research sheds light on molecular architecture of receptors linked to many brain diseases (news – 2015)

'Love hormone' oxytocin mimics effects of marijuana (news – 2015)
https://in.news.yahoo.com/love-hormone-oxytocin-mimics-effects-marijuana-074404829.html

Brief Overview of the Endocannabinoid System (news – 2015)
http://www.medicaljane.com/2015/02/28/a-brief-overview-of-the-endocannabinoid-system/

https://sensiseeds.com/en/blog/what-is-clinical-endocannabinoid-deficiency/

Understanding Cannabinoid Receptors: Why Cannabis Affects Humans (news – 2015)
https://www.massroots.com/learn/what-are-cannabinoid-receptors

The Outsourcing of American Marijuana Research (news – 2015)

Endogenous cannabinoids linked to weight gain in people with schizophrenia (news – 2015)
Enhancing Your Endocannabinoid System with Omega-3 Fatty Acids (news - 2015)
http://herb.co/2015/03/23/enhancing-your-endocannabinoid-system-with-omega-3-fatty-acids/

What are Cannabinoids? (news – 2015)
https://www.massroots.com/learn/what-are-cannabinoids

Ethan Russo: Endocannabinoid Deficiency & Medical Cannabis (news – 2015)
https://www.ganjapreneur.com/ethan-russo-endocannabinoid-deficiency-medical-cannabis/

Homing In on the Source of Runner's High (news – 2015)

Previously Unknown Function of a Cannabinoid Receptor Identified (news & abst – 2016)
http://neurosciencenews.com/cb2-cannabinoid-receptor-hippocampus-4147/

Placebos: Honest fakery (article – 2016)
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v535/n7611_supp/full/535S14a.html

Dr. Greg Gerdeman: Human Endocannabinoid System Awareness (interview – 2016)

In Defense of Working Out While High (news – 2016)

Temple researchers to explore ability of compounds to protect brain against HIV infection (news – 2016)

Botched French Drug Trial Followed Rules But Lacked 'Common Sense' (news – 2016)
http://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2016/05/03/475867184/botched-french-drug-trial-followed-rules-but-lacked-common-sense

Study shows cannabinoid type 2 receptor plays vital role in signal processing of the brain (news – 2016)

How Cannabis Works to Control Pain and Anxiety (news – 2016)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/how-cannabis-works-to-control-pain-and-anxiety_us_57d97a73e4b0d93d17700f63

Does Marijuana Hold the Cure for Alzheimer's Disease? (news – 2016)

ShanghaiTech Scientists Resolve the Structure of the Human "Marijuana Receptor" (news – 2016)

Exercise Can Still Increase Hunger Even in Sleep Deprivation (news – 2016)

Scientists Closer to Understanding Why Weed Gets Us High (news – 2016)
Microbes, Alzheimer’s Disease, and Cannabis

Cannabis and Acupuncture, the Yin and Yang of Healing Pain (an ancient connection revealed)

How does cannabis get users “high”? Science explains.

Marijuana Dependence Influenced by Genes, Childhood Sexual Abuse

CBD Science: How Cannabinoids Work at the Cellular Level to Keep You Healthy

Boost Your Endocannabinoid System With Omega-3 Fatty Acids
http://herb.co/2016/08/02/omega-3-fatty-acids/ (news - 2016)

7 Effective Ways To Boost Your Endocannabinoid System
http://www.collective-evolution.com/2016/08/06/7-ways-to-boost-your-endocannabinoid-system/ (news - 2016)

How Omega 3 Improves the Effectiveness of CBD Oil
https://www.highlandpharms.com/cbd-oil-effective-omega-3 (news – 2016)

Why smoking pot makes food taste so delicious

I’m Just Mad About Saffron & Other Spices that Activate the Endocannabinoid System

Natural Ways to Activate the Endocannabinoid System Without Marijuana

Dr. Ethan Russo: Endocannabinoid Nutrition

JUST EAT IT! THE ENDOCANNABINOID SYSTEM

Dr. Ethan Russo explains Clinical Endocannabinoid Deficiency

The Endocannabinoid System For Dummies (We’ve Made It Easy For You)

What Is the Endocannabinoid System and What Is Its Role?

THC: Everything You Need To Know About Delta9-Tetrahydrocannabinol
Marijuana, Cannabinoids and Homeostasis: A Balancing Act

Cannabis as a Treatment for Psoriasis and Pruritus
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/cannabis-as-a-treatment-for-psoriasis-and-pruritus/

From Pot to FAAH: Exploiting the Endocannabinoid System
https://www.medpagetoday.com/neurology/generalneurology/56011

Cannabis as a Treatment for Inflammatory Bowel Disease
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/cannabis-as-a-treatment-for-inflammatory-bowel-disease/

Cannabis Can Help Treat Anorexia by Increasing Appetite
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/cannabis-can-help-treat-anorexia-by-increasing-appetite/

Is Your Low-Fat Diet Killing Your Endocannabinoid System?

What Impacts the Endocannabinoid System Besides Cannabis?
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/what-impacts-the-endocannabinoid-system-besides-cannabis/

World's leading marijuana expert says he has never smoked a joint

Marijuana and Autism: New research is unlocking cannabis' potential as an autism treatment
https://mic.com/articles/175221/marijuana-and-autism-new-research-is-unlocking-cannabis-potential-as-an-autism-treatment#uMXmXhRy9

When Weed Makes You Projectile Vomit

Cannabis could treat traumatic brain injury. Israeli researchers say

The Endocannabinoid System: A Beginner’s Guide

7 Fascinating Facts About The Endocannabinoid System You Probably Didn’t Know
(news – 2017)
http://www.collective-evolution.com/2017/05/13/7-fascinating-facts-endocannabinoid-system/

What Is The Endocannabinoid System?
https://www.civilized.life/articles/what-is-the-endocannabinoid-system/

Science: Marijuana Can Reverse The Aging Process In Humans

Natural cannabinoid found to play key role in anxiety
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/316682.php
If You Do One Thing In 2017 For Your Health, Look After Your Endocannabinoid System

Marijuana May Boost, Rather Than Dull, the Elderly Brain

Why Some People Can't Handle Their Weed

Diet & the Endocannabinoid System

Study: Cannabinoids Attenuate Hyperactivity and Weight Loss in Anorexia

Cannabis is an Effective Treatment for PTSD

Epigenetic Control of Endocannabinoid Function

Cannabis Part 2: Cannabinoids and Endocannabinoids

ENTOURAGE EFFECT – ENDOCANNABINOIDS +*

Those Pungent Smells Oozing Out of Marijuana Buds Are Actually Giving You Clues About What Their Effects Will Be Like

Medical Marijuana: The Entourage Effect

Why CBD Is Not Enough: The Entourage Effect

The Entourage Effect: Why Whole Cannabis Is Better

What are Cannabinoids?

Ebbu Announces Groundbreaking Scientific Research of "Entourage Effect"
FAAH/ FATTY ACID AMIDE HYDROLASE + breaks down anandamide

New Drug Kills Pain by Boosting Body's Naturally Occurring Marijuana-Like Compound
(news – 2010)

New Way to Boost Potency of Natural Pain Relief Chemical in Body
(news – 2011)

Endocannabinoids
http://emedicine.medscape.com/article/1361971-overview#showall
(article – 2015)

Brief Overview of the Endocannabinoid System
http://www.medicaljane.com/2015/02/28/a-brief-overview-of-the-endocannabinoid-system/
(news – 2015)

What Is Clinical Endocannabinoid Deficiency?
https://sensiseeds.com/en/blog/what-is-clinical-endocannabinoid-deficiency/
(news – 2015)

Is Anxiety Genetic?
http://www.quickanddirtytips.com/education/science/is-anxiety-genetic
(news – 2015)

French drug trial leaves one brain dead and five critically ill
(news – 2016)

Feeling very happy? It's in your genes
http://www.aol.co.uk/news/2016/01/15/feeling-very-happy-its-in-your-genes/
(news – 2016)

French drug trial turns disastrous, leaving 1 brain dead and 5 hospitalized
(news – 2016)

Botched French Drug Trial Followed Rules But Lacked 'Common Sense'
http://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2016/05/03/475867184/botched-french-drug-trial-followed-rules-but-lacked-common-sense
(news – 2016)

Research Team Finds How CBD, a Component in Marijuana, Works Within Cells
http://www.newwise.com/articles/view/629638/
(news – 2016)

Nutmeg Keeps Endocannabinoids Happening
http://www.beyondthc.com/nutmeg-boosts-endocannabinoid-levels/
(news – 2016)

Microbes, Alzheimer’s Disease, and Cannabis
http://cannabishealthindex.com/cannabinoid-research/microbes-alzheimers-disease-and-cannabis/
(news – 2016)

Dr. Ethan Russo: Endocannabinoid Nutrition
https://www.ganjapreneur.com/ethan-russo-endocannabinoid-nutrition/
(news – 2016)

FDA Sees No General Safety Risk With FAAH Inhibitors
http://www.medpagetoday.com/neurology/generalneurology/59666/?pop=0&ba=1&xid=tmdd&hr=trendMD
(news – 2016)
FABP / FATTY ACID BINDING PROTEINS – they deliver cannabinoids to FAAH for destruction

Researchers Discover How Key Protein Enhances Memory and Learning

Research Team Finds How CBD, a Component in Marijuana, Works Within Cells

MAGL/ MGL/ MONOACYLGLYCEROL LIPASE + - breaks down 2-AG

Scripps Research Scientists Discover Inflammation Is Controlled Differently in Brain and Other Tissues

Marijuana for Alzheimer’s Disease

Brief Overview of the Endocannabinoid System

What Is Clinical Endocannabinoid Deficiency?

Suppressing Schizophrenia Symptoms Without Side Effects: Mouse Study

Treating Depression in Alcoholics

Marijuana Dependence Influenced by Genes, Childhood Sexual Abuse (news – 2016) http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/643766/?sc=rsmn


**OEA /OLEOYLETHANOLAMIDE +** - an anandamide analog, GPR 119 and PPAR-α agonist


**OMEGA-3/ CB1 CONNECTION +** α-Linolenic acid (ALA)- plant form, Eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA)-animal form, Docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) animal forms. - without Omega 3, new CB1 receptors are made imperfectly. Scientists recommend between a “1 to 1” to a “4 parts Omega 6 to 1 part Omega 3” ratio for the best health. Our modern diet can give us up to 50 parts Omega 6 to 1 part Omega 3. Also see NUTRITION – HEMP SEED OIL, CBR- CB1 RECEPTORS.

Omega 3s, Mice, and Receptors for Funny Cigarettes (news – 2011) http://evolutionarypsychiatry.blogspot.com/2011/04/omega-3s-mice-and-receptors-for-funny.html


Omega-3 deficiency disrupts cannabinoid receptor function in brain (news – 2011) http://cannabisculture.hanf.ws/2012/06/26/omega-3-deficiency-disrupts-cannabinoid-receptor-function-in-brain/


A Brain Wrought Without Omega-3

Research provides new clues to understand link between deficits of AGPO-3, depression

Deficiency of Dietary Omega-3 May Explain Depressive Behaviors

Poor Diet Impairs Cannabinoid Receptors

All You Need to Know About Hemp Seeds

Plant-Based Foods With the Highest Omega-3 Fatty Acids

Hemp for a Healthy Heart?

Endogenous "cannabis" influences development of the fetal pancreas

Enhancing Your Endocannabinoid System with Omega-3 Fatty Acids

How Omega 3 Improves the Effectiveness of CBD Oil

Boost Your Endocannabinoid System With Omega-3 Fatty Acids

7 Effective Ways To Boost Your Endocannabinoid System

The Benefits of Organic Hemp Milk

Is Your Low-Fat Diet Killing Your Endocannabinoid System?

Diet & the Endocannabinoid System

CBD, PPARs, and Gene Expression
**OMEGA-6 / ENDOCANNABINOID CONNECTION** + - some endocannabinoids are made from Omega 6, you need it, but it is also pro-inflammatory, so too much is not good for you. Most folks get too much.

- A Summary of Endocannabinoids and Obesity

- Omega 3s, Mice, and Receptors for Funny Cigarettes

- All You Need to Know About Hemp Seeds

- Plant-Based Foods With the Highest Omega-3 Fatty Acids

- Brief Overview of the Endocannabinoid System

- Enhancing Your Endocannabinoid System with Omega-3 Fatty Acids

- How Omega 3 Improves the Effectiveness of CBD Oil

- The Benefits of Organic Hemp Milk

- Diet & the Endocannabinoid System

**OMEGA-9** - found in olive oil

- What Are Omega-9 Fats?

- Need Omega-9 Fatty Acid?

- Your Next Cooking Oil Could Come From Hemp

**PEA – PALMITOYLETHANOLAMIDE** + - CB 2, GPR55 & GPR119 agonist, limits FAAH

- Chocolate: The Good, the Bad and the Angry
How to use Palmitoylethanolamide (PEA) in CRPS? (news – 2013)

CBD, PPARs, and Gene Expression (news – 2017)

PLACEBO EFFECT

Endocannabinoids Pitch In for Placebo Effect (news – 2011)

Part of placebo effect ascribed to cannabinoids (news – 2011)
ENDOCANNABINOID SYSTEM GENETICS

NEWS ARTICLES 2010 - 2018

(There are so few news articles on ECS genetics, that I have just lumped them all together.)

COMT; another “wrong” result for the reefer madness hype (news – 2011) http://ukcia.wordpress/?p=924


Why resolutions about taking up physical activity are hard to keep. (news – 2013) http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Why+resolutions+about+taking+up+physical+activity+are+hard+to+keep.-a0313904638


Protection from osteoarthritis may lie in our own joints, study suggests (news – 2014) https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/05/140518092722.htm


Feeling very happy? It’s in your genes (news – 2016) http://www.aol.co.uk/news/2016/01/15/feeling-very-happy-its-in-your-genes/

Your genes may predict how you react to smoking weed (news – 2016) http://mashable.com/2016/03/09/genes-predict-how-you-get-high/#15VQcjKFPqfE


How the brain makes, and breaks, a habit (news – 2016) https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/05/160526185419.htm

Marijuana Dependence Influenced by Genes, Childhood Sexual Abuse (news – 2016) http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/643766/?sc=rsmn


Marijuana linked to ‘happiness gene’ (news – 2014) http://greendoctornetwork.com/study-marijuana-linked-to-happiness-gene/


Republican lawmaker says marijuana should be illegal because of African American ‘genetics’ (news – 2018) https://thinkprogress.org/kansas-rep-marijuana-african-americans-eff0ace5f0b0/
AMYRINS + – phytochemicals that inhibit the breakdown of 2-AG,

Amyrin and the endocannabinoid system (news – 2012)
http://gertschgroup.com/blog/entry/3188293/amyrin-and-the-endocannabinoid-system

ANTHOCYANINS/ ANTHOCYADINS + – plant pigments, moderately activate CB1 & CB2 receptors


Purple, Red & Green Weed: A Guide To Your Bud Colors (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/08/25/bud-colors/

http://www.westword.com/marijuana/marijuana-colors-have-meaning-beyond-a-strains-strength-9140194


BETA-CARYOPHYLLENE/ (E)-BCP +* – CB2 agonist found in many plants, also see TRANS-CARYOPHYLLENE

Cannabinoid and Terpenoid Reference Guide (undated)

Terpenes, Terpenoids and Cannabis (news – 2010)
https://berkeleypatientscare.com/terpenes-terpenoids-and-cannabis/
Terpenoids, ‘minor’ cannabinoids contribute to ‘entourage effect’ of cannabis-based medicines (news – 2011)

Tailoring Your High: Compounds in Cannabis, Properties and Boiling Points (chart – 2012)
http://www.weedist.com/2012/07/tailoring-high-compounds-in-cannabis-properties-boiling-points/

Those Pungent Smells Oozing Out of Marijuana Buds Are Actually Giving You Clues About What Their Effects Will Be Like (news – 2012)

Getting the Flax Straight about Cannabidiol (news – forum repost – 2012)

Activation of cortical type 2 cannabinoid receptors ameliorates ischemic brain injury (news – 2013)
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/02/130221141140.htm

Beta-Caryophyllene: The Dietary Cannabinoid That Could Make Synthetics Irrelevant (news – 2013)

Cannabinoid and Terpene Info (chart – 2015)
http://skunkpharmresearch.com/cannabinoid-info/

The Rise Of Tailor-Made Highs (news – 2016)
https://article.wn.com/view/2015/09/25/The_Rise_Of_TailorMade_Highs/

Foot Nail Fungus is Stubborn, Ugly, and Pernicious (news – 2016)

JUST EAT IT! THE ENDOCANNABINOID SYSTEM (news – 2016)
https://elevatenv.com/just-eat-it-the-endocannabinoid-system/

Do You Know Your Optimum Vaping Temperature? (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/08/18/optimum-vaping-temperature

Beyond Aroma: Terpenes in Cannabis (news – 2016)
https://www.sclabs.com/beyond-aroma-terpenes-in-cannabis/


Marijuana Flavor Genes Identified (news – 2017)
http://www.genengnews.com/gen-news-highlights/marijuana-flavor-genes-identified/81254111


Diet & the Endocannabinoid System (news – 2017)
**BLACK PEPPER** -- contains BETA-CARYOPHYLLENE and other TERPINES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The surprising everyday ingredient that can reduce pot paranoia</td>
<td>(2014)</td>
<td><a href="http://www.salon.com/2014/08/21/the_surprising_everyday_ingredient_that_can_reduce_pot_paranoia_partner/">http://www.salon.com/2014/08/21/the_surprising_everyday_ingredient_that_can_reduce_pot_paranoia_partner/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I’m Just Mad About Saffron &amp; Other Spices that Activate the Endocannabinoid System</td>
<td>(2016)</td>
<td><a href="https://www.projectcbd.org/article/im-just-mad-about-saffron">https://www.projectcbd.org/article/im-just-mad-about-saffron</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CANNABINOIDS IN OTHER PLANTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Did you know that other plants produce cannabinoids too?</td>
<td>(2015)</td>
<td><a href="https://sensiseeds.com/en/blog/did-you-know-that-other-plants-produce-cannabinoids-too/#comment-9001311">https://sensiseeds.com/en/blog/did-you-know-that-other-plants-produce-cannabinoids-too/#comment-9001311</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CANNABINOIDs from TRANSGENIC (GMO) ORGANISMS

InMed Announces Positive Pre-Clinical Data on an Ocular Hydrogel Formulation using a Biosynthesized Cannabinoid  (news – 2017)
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/143739f3-72aa-334d-94b1-bf831c3e90bb/ss_inmed-announces-positive.html

CANNADOR + – a cannabis extract in pill form

Medical Marijuana: Consortium of Multiple Sclerosis Centers  (news – 2013)

Cannabis very effective as painkiller after a major surgery  (news – 2014)

CANNFLAVIN-A/ CANNFLAVIN-B + - non-cannabinoid compounds from cannabis

Tailoring Your High: Compounds in Cannabis, Properties and Boiling Points  (chart – 2012)
http://www.weedist.com/2012/07/tailoring-high-compounds-in-cannabis-properties-boiling-points/

Cannabinoid and Terpene Info  (chart – 2015)
http://skunkpharmresearch.com/cannabinoid-info/

CARYOPHYLLENE OXIDE - activates CB2 receptors

A CB2 Activating Cannabinoid is the new potential weapon against horrific parasites  (news – 2016)
http://cannabishealthindex.com/cannabinoid-research/a-cb2-activating-cannabinoid-is-the-new-potential-weapon-against-horrific-parasites/

Promising Treatment for Chagas Disease: Caryophyllene Oxide (a cannabinoid-based preparation)  (news – 2016)

Synergistic Effect of Lupenone and Caryophyllene Oxide against Trypanosoma cruzi
CBC/ CANNABICHROMENE ++ - phytocannabinoid, unknown receptor

Cannabis Science Reports: National Cancer Institute Updates Confirm Successful Cancer Treatments with Medical Cannabis. (news - 2011)
http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Cannabis+Science+Reports%3a+National+Cancer+Institute+Updates+Confirm...-a0252875363

Tailoring Your High: Compounds in Cannabis, Properties and Boiling Points (chart – 2012)
http://www.weedist.com/2012/07/tailoring-high-compounds-in-cannabis-properties-boiling-points/

Those Pungent Smells Oozing Out of Marijuana Buds Are Actually Giving You Clues About What Their Effects Will Be Like (news – 2012)

5 Marijuana Compounds That Could Help Combat Cancer, Alzheimers, Parkinsons (If Only They Were Legal) (news – 2012)
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/5-marijuana-compounds-could-help-combat-cancer-alzheimers-parkinsons-if-only-they-were-legal

What is CBC (Cannabichromene)? (news – 2013)
http://www.leafscience.com/2013/09/21/5-health-benefits-of-cannabichromene-cbc/

Cannabinoid Breakdown (news – 2014)
http://www.bloomwellbend.com/cannabinoid-breakdown/

Cannabis Chemistry 101 (news – 2014)
http://www.greencultured.co/cannabis-chemistry-101/

Cannabinoids (article – 2015)
http://steephill.com/science/cannabinoids

Cannabinoid and Terpene Info (chart – 2015)
http://skunkpharmresearch.com/cannabinoid-info/

Do You Know Your Optimum Vaping Temperature? (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/08/18/optimum-vaping-temperature

CBGA - The Precursor To All Cannabinoids (news – 2016)
http://www.potbot.com/blog/cbga-the-precursor-to-all-cannabinoids/
CBD/ CANNABIDIOL/ GWP- 42003  +* agonist of the 5-HT1A receptor, antagonist of CB1 and CB2, GPR – 55 and GPR- 18, helps prevent the breakdown of anandamide

Aging & Medical Marijuana
http://www.safeaccessnow.org/aging_booklet

How One Citizen Scientist is Taking On Parkinson’s-related Nightmares – and Winning
http://www.safeaccessnow.org/aging_booklet

Endocannabinoids and psychiatric disorders: the road ahead

Cannabidiol researchers discover the switch to turn off aggressive breast cancer gene

Non-psychoactive cannabis to be unveiled at Annual National Clinical Conference on Cannabis Therapeutics

Prescription Marijuana Without "Intoxicating" Effect in Research Stage

Key ingredient staves off marijuana memory loss

Science: Cannabidiol enhances the anti-cancer effects of THC on human brain cancer cells
http://www.cannabis-med.org/english/bulletin/ww_en_db_cannabis_artikel.php?id=313#3

Pot Compound Mitigates Diabetic Cardiomyopathy

Cannabinoids inhibit and may prevent neuropathic pain in diabetes.

Lab Notes: Pot Has Benefits for Diabetic Hearts
http://www.medpagetoday.com/LabNotes/LabNotes/23853

New Analysis Says Cannabis Breeders Should Grow for Safety As Well As Potency
Cannabidiol (CBD) as an Anti-Arrhythmic – the Role of the CB1 Receptors  

Old Hippie’s Definitive Guide To CBD  

Cannabis could be used to treat epilepsy  

Marijuana Extract Might Help Prevent Chemotherapy-Related Nerve Pain  

Marijuana component could ease pain from chemotherapy drugs  

Another Study Confirms Anti-Cancer Effects of THC and CBD  

Cannabinoid 'Completely' Prevents Chemotherapy-Induced Neuropathy, Study Says  

Marijuana Compound Induces Cell Death In Hard-To-Treat Brain Cancer  

Marijuana component may ease pain from chemotherapy drugs  
http://www.jpost.com/Health/Article.aspx?id=241299  

Pot Compound Exerts Anticonvulsant Effects In Animal Models Of Epilepsy  

CBD: Marijuana Compound Has No High, But Relieves Pain  

New research provides hope for those with epilepsy  

Cannabis Compound Induces Death Of Cells Associated With Liver Fibrosis  

CBD Tops The Chart  
http://www.beyondthc.com/cbd-tops-the-chart/  

Cannabidiol may help prevent paclitaxel-induced peripheral neuropathy  
San Francisco Medical Marijuana Clinic Says Cannabis is Effective for Many Women’s Medical Issues (news – 2011)  

Cannabinoids Therapeutic Effects on ATHEROSCLEROSIS, Medical Cannabis 
Marijuana Research Cannabidiol THC (news – 2011)  

Marijuana Compound Improves Brain And Liver Function In Animal Model Of Hepatic Encephalopathy (news – 2011)  

Tailoring Your High: Compounds in Cannabis, Properties and Boiling Points (chart – 2012)  
http://www.weedist.com/2012/07/tailoring-high-compounds-in-cannabis-properties-boiling-points/

Would some cannabinoids ameliorate symptoms of autism? (news - 2012)  

Marijuana Compound May Beat Antipsychotics at Treating Schizophrenia (news – 2012)  

http://bigbudsmag.com/medical-marijuana-a-cure-for-autism/

How marijuana could help cure obesity-related diseases (news – 2012)  

How marijuana could help cure obesity-related diseases (news – 2012)  

Study: Cannabis Use Associated With Decreased Prevalence Of Diabetes (news – 2012)  

Researchers study neuroprotective properties in cannabis (news - 2012)  
http://www.foxnews.com/health/2012/03/20/researchers-study-neuroprotective-properties-in-cannabis/

How Medical Marijuana Is Giving a Six-Year-Old Boy New Life (news – 2012)  
http://thinkprogress.org/justice/2012/09/18/854811/how-medical-marijuana-is-giving-a-six-year-old-boy-new-life/?mobile=nc

Marijuana compound could stop aggressive cancer metastasis (news - 2012)  

Marijuana And Cancer: Scientists Find Cannabis Compound Stops Metastasis In Aggressive Cancers (news – 2012)  

Cannabis For Infant's Brain Tumor, Doctor Calls Child "A Miracle Baby" (news – 2012)
Getting the Flax Straight about Cannabidiol (news – forum repost – 2012)

Simple Method: Isolating & Extracting INDIVIDUAL Cannabinoids... from BadKittySmiles (forum post – 2012)

Study: Cannabis Compound Reduces Cigarette Consumption In Tobacco Smokers (news – 2013)

Terpenes May Improve Effectiveness Of Medical Marijuana (news – 2013)

High on Health: Cannabinoids in the Food Supply (news – 2013)
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2013/04/25/high-on-health-cbd-in-the-food-supply/

Fighting Cancer: Another Study Reveals the Cannabis and Cancer Link (news – 2013)
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2012/10/05/fighting-cancer-another-study-reveals-the-cannabis-and-cancer-link/

Charlotte’s Web Of Suffering: Six-Year-Old Colorado Girl With Dravet Syndrome Finds Relief From Marijuana High In CBD (news – 2013)

Toronto family hopes for access to controversial treatment to cure baby’s rare epilepsy (news – 2013)

Cannabis may help reverse dementia: study (news – 2013)

Mother Investigated After Opting For Marijuana Over Chemotherapy (news – 2013)

Sending multiple sclerosis up in smoke (news – 2013)

Chemicals in marijuana ‘protect nervous system’ against MS (news – 2013)
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/267161.php

Families migrate to Colorado for marijuana miracle (news – 2013)

Comes Now Epidiolex (FDA approves IND studies of CBD) (news – 2013)

Cannabis-Based Epilepsy Drug Approved For Clinical Trials (news – 2013)

Can Marijuana Help You Quit Cigarettes? Study Says Yes (news – 2013)
http://www.leafscience.com/2013/11/01/can-marijuana-help-quit-cigarettes-study-says-yes/
Study shows non-hallucinogenic cannabinoids are effective anti-cancer drugs (news – 2013)
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/10/131014094105.htm

New Study Proves Cannabinoids Have Cancer Fighting Properties (news – 2013)
http://www.opposingviews.com/i/society/drug-law/new-study-proves-cannabinoids-have-cancer-fighting-properties

Marijuana Extract Holds Promise as Diabetes Treatment (news – 2013)

CBD strains from Europe Grown Out in California (news – 2013)

High levels of THC in Australian cannabis (news – 2013)

New Research Finds Marijuana May Combat Brain Damage (news – 2013)
http://thejointblog.com/new-research-finds-marijuana-may-combat-brain-damage/

New Study: Cannabis May Treat Brain Damage Caused by Heavy Alcohol Consumption (news – 2013)
http://thejointblog.com/new-study-cannabis-may-treat-brain-damage-caused-heavy-alcohol-consumption/

Can Marijuana and Cialis really kill myeloma cells? (news – 2013)

Cannabidiol Can Kill Multiple Myeloma Cells (news – 2013)
http://thejointblog.com/cannabidiol-can-kill-multiple-myeloma-cells/

http://www.safeaccessnow.org/medical_cannabis_research_what_does_the_evidence_say

Physicians, Medical Marijuana, and the Law (article – 2014)

Non-psychoactive CBD oil made from marijuana plants poised to be game-changer (news - 2014)

This Family Had To Fire Their Doctor To Get Medical Marijuana For Their Son (news – 2014)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/03/25/epilepsy-medical-marijuana_n_5022008.html

Retired Flint couple sees the light on medical marijuana (news – 2014)

New Study: Cannabis May Protect Liver From Alcohol Related Damage (news – 2014)
https://thejointblog.com/new-study-cannabis-may-protect-liver-alcohol-related-damage/

Marijuana tested as treatment for children with epilepsy (news – 2014)


Health Benefits Of Medical Marijuana: 3 Major Ways Cannabis Helps Sick People Live Normal Lives (news – 2014)

MEDICAL MARIJUANA : Out of the Shadows (news – 2014)

This for That: Cannabidiol and Psoriasis (news – 2014)
http://the420times.com/2014/09/this-for-that-cannabidiol-and-psoriasis/

Alzheimer’s Caused By Loss of Cannabinoids, Study Shows (news – 2014)

Cannabis May Protect The Aging Brain, Say Experts (news – 2014)
http://www.leafscience.com/2014/05/07/cannabis-may-protect-aging-brain-say-experts/

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/07/16/marijuana-tumors_n_5588639.html

Injured Soldiers Receive Cannabinoid Gum from Adopt-A-Soldier (news – 2014)

Cannabidiol (CBD) May Increase Lung Cancer’s Susceptibility To Specialized Killer Cells (news – 2014)

What are Cannabinoids? (news – 2014)
http://www.news-medical.net/health/What-are-Cannabinoids.aspx

Study: Cannabidiol Can Control Symptoms of REM Sleep Behavior Disorder (news – 2014)
https://thejointblog.com/study-cannabidiol-can-control-symptoms-rem-sleep-behavior-disorder/

RESTLESS LEGS SYNDROME AND CANNABIDIOL (CBD) (news – 2014)

Reefer Madness, or a Promising Treatment for Thyroid Disease? (news – 2014)
http://hypothyroidmom.com/refer-madness-or-a-promising-treatment-for-thyroid-disease/

GW Pharmaceuticals Provides Update on Cannabinoid Pipeline (news/ad – 2014)
http://ir.gwpharm.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=833085

Cannabis, Medical Science, and Fundamental Human Rights, With Dr. Ethan Russo (article – 2015)

Cannabinoids (article – 2015)
http://steephill.com/science/cannabinoids

Cannabis and Cancer, Pt. 1: Can Cannabis Kill Cancer? (article – 2015)


Cannabinoid and Terpene Info (chart – 2015) http://skunkpharmresearch.com/cannabinoid-info/


Marijuana Could Be the Answer to Fighting These 3 Diseases (news – 2015) http://www.fool.com/investing/general/2015/01/10/marijuana-could-be-the-answer-to-fighting-these-3.aspx


Controversial Cannabis Treatment Helps 9-Year-Old Boy Speak His First Words
Warning Letters and Test Results
http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/PublicHealthFocus/ucm435591.htm

New Study Shows Marijuana May Help Fight Cancer

Medical Marijuana Is Often Less Potent Than Advertised
http://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2015/06/23/416791647/medical-marijuana-is-often-less-potent-than-advertised

One family's medical-marijuana story

Study: Cannabis helps to heal bone fractures

No bones about it: Cannabis may be used to treat fractures

Study: Cannabidiol (CBD) as an Effective Asthma Treatment
http://www.medicaljane.com/2015/06/17/research-suggests-cannabis-is-an-effective-asthma-treatment/

Bipolar man's illness leads to acquittal on marijuana possession charge

Could Marijuana Chemical Help Ease Epilepsy?

Newly Risen From Yeast: THC

Cannabis drug shows promise in treating schizophrenia
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-gw-pharma-study-idUSKCN0RF1LY20150915

Marijuana: lower cost, more choice

Why THC Isn't The Only Thing In Weed That Matters

New Minnesota marijuana strain more potent, could cut costs

DEA eases requirements for natural cannabis-derived drug research
http://www.trust.org/item/20151223171611-xsa6u/

Finding the Right Strain of Medical Marijuana
Pharmaceutical CBD (cannabidiol) Shows Promise for Children with Severe Epilepsy (news – 2015) 
https://www.aesnet.org/about_aes/press_releases/pharmaceuticalcbd2015#sthash.wL57kCVn.dpuf

Dabbing for Health: CBD Dabs Have Instant Relief (news – 2015) 
http://sfevergreen.com/dabbing-for-health/

What are Cannabinoids? (news – 2015) 
https://www.massroots.com/learn/what-are-cannabinoids

Marijuana Derivative Reduces Seizures in People With Treatment Resistant Epilepsy (news – 2015) 
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/12/151223221532.htm

Medical Marijuana Liquid Could Help Treat Severe Epilepsy in Children (news – 2015) 

Studies Show Cannabinoids May Help Fight Triple-Negative Breast Cancer (news – 2015) 
https://www.medicaljane.com/2015/02/28/studies-suggest-cannabinoids-may-fight-certain-forms-of-breast-cancer

Lupus and Medical Marijuana (news – 2015) 

Single Compound vs. Whole Plant CBD (news – 2015) 

Chemical In Marijuana Could Build Strong Bones (news – 2015) 
http://www.popsci.com/chemical-cannabis-could-build-strong-bones

Hemp Oil Giving Iowa Woman Her Life Back (news – 2015) 
http://whotv.com/2015/02/09/hemp-oil-giving-iowa-woman-her-life-back/

Using high CBD cannabis oil to reduce tumor growth (news – 2015) 

CBD/THC Treats Multiple Myeloma Bone Damage (news – 2015) 
https://peoplebeatingcancer.org/cbdthc-treat-multiple-myeloma-bone-damage/

13-Year-Old Chico Ryder is Kickin’ Cancer with Cannabis Oil (news – 2015) 

The ID-1 Gene, Aggressive Cancers, and a Cannabinoid in Marijuana (news – 2015) 
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/id-1-gene-aggressive-cancers-cannabinoid-marijuana-cholewa

The U.S. Government’s Department of Health Finally Admits That Marijuana Kills Cancer (news- forum repost - 2015) 

FDA and Marijuana: Questions and Answers (article – 2016) 
http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/PublicHealthFocus/ucm421168.htm
Using Medical Marijuana to Stop Childhood Seizures (news & abstract – 2016)

Dr. Greg Gerdeman: Human Endocannabinoid System Awareness (interview – 2016)

"Nuns" fight to keep their marijuana-based business in California (news – 2016)

Can Cannabis Treat Epileptic Seizures? (news – 2016)
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/can-cannabis-treat-epileptic-seizures/

KILL BILL: LAW ENFORCEMENT CRACKS DOWN ON MEDICAL CANNABIS OILS (news – 2016)

Buffington: I’m Growing Marijuana (news – 2016)

Buffington: Medical Marijuana, Part 2 (news – 2016)

Preliminary Results of Uab’s Cbd Oil Studies Show Promise (news – 2016)
http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/649217/?sc=rsmn

Cannabis Compares Favorably to Conventional PTSD Treatments (news – 2016)
http://www.prweb.com/releases/2016/03/prweb13244763.htm

Research Team Finds How CBD, a Component in Marijuana, Works Within Cells (news – 2016)
http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/629638/

Kalytera Therapeutics and Ramot at Tel Aviv University to Study Novel Approach to Treating Osteogenesis Imperfecta (news – 2016)
https://kalytera.co/news/osteogenesis-imperfecta-preclinical-study/

Cannabis and Cannabinoid Research Publishes Data Demonstrating the Degradation of Cannabidiol to Psychoactive Cannabinoids when Exposed to Simulated Gastric Fluid (news – 2016)

The FDA Is Cracking Down On CBD Oil (news – 2016)

'No-Buzz' Medical Pot Laws Prove Problematic for Patients, Lawmakers (news – 2016)

Cannabidiol for mast cell activation and histamine intolerance? (news – 2016)

Case of the munchies : Ag department cracks down on hemp-filled dog treats


Marijuana derivative CBD may help with hard-to-treat epilepsy (news – 2016) http://www.technicianonline.com/sports/article_3bf18c14-910e-11e6-b5ca-9648d5c1e2e3.html

Cannabis and Malaria: New Study Reveals CBD is Effective in Preventing Deaths
Pet owners try cannabis edibles, tinctures to ease animal anxiety, arthritis and more (news – 2016)

DEA Gives Cannabis Law Significant Tweak (news – 2016)

CBD Science: How Cannabinoids Work at the Cellular Level to Keep You Healthy (news – 2016)
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/cbd-science-mitochondria-mysteries-homeostasis-renewal-endocannabinoid-system

How Omega 3 Improves the Effectiveness of CBD Oil (news – 2016)
https://www.highlandpharms.com/cbd-oil-effective-omega-3

Hemp growers may try to block federal ban on marijuana extracts (news – 2016)

5 Reasons the DEA’s Marijuana Ruling Is Absurd and Indefensible (news – 2016)

5 Strains You Should Try If You Suffer From Anxiety (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/07/07/anxiety-strains/?bt

CBD, Now A Schedule 1 Drug (news – 2016)
https://steemit.com/life/@gavicrane/cbd-schedual-1-drug

Doctored marijuana gives relief to boy whose parents found no other way to help him (news – 2016)

Time To Put ‘Skunk’ Out Of Business (news – 2016)
http://volteface.me/features/skunk-out-of-business/

Cannabis for Osteoporosis Prevention (news – 2016)
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/cannabis-for-osteoporosis-prevention/

Do You Know Your Optimum Vaping Temperature? (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/08/18/optimum-vaping-temperature

The Endocannabinoid System For Dummies (We’ve Made It Easy For You) (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/07/28/endocannabinoid-system-dummies/

The Odd Science Behind Marijuana And Metabolism (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/02/01/odd-science-behind-marijuana-metabolism/

Does CBD Convert to THC When Ingested? The findings from one study conclude it is possible. (news – 2016)
https://www.thcmag.com/does-cbd-convert-to-thc-when-ingested-the-findings-from-one-study-conclude-it-is-possible/

Does oral cannabidiol convert to THC, a psychoactive form of cannabinoid, in the stomach? (news – 2016)
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/releases/311150.php
CBGA - The Precursor To All Cannabinoids

From Pot to FAAH: Exploiting the Endocannabinoid System

Gut Check: Does CBD change to THC in the stomach?

ANOTHER MYASTHENIA GRAVIS PATIENT TREATED WITH THC, THC-ACID AND CBD

A New Study Hopes to Determine if Cannabis Could be a Treatment for Concussions
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/a-new-study-hopes-to-determine-if-cannabis-could-be-a-treatment-for-concussions/ (news – 2016)

Studies Suggest Cannabis Can Counter the Progression of Atherosclerosis

Father Arrested for Using Cannabis Oil on Daughter With Stage 4 Neuroblastoma
http://realfarmacy.com/father-arrested-using-cannabis-oil-daughter-stage-4-neuroblastoma/ (news – 2016)

Girl, 3, who was given cannabis oil by her father, loses cancer battle

Study: Cannabinoids Limit Neuroblastoma Cell Proliferation

The Value of Cannabidiol (CBD) in the Fight on Mitochondrial Disease

CBD oil and Trigeminal Neuralgia

Open trial suggests therapeutic efficacy of cannabidiol against drug-resistant epilepsy in tuberous sclerosis complex

Can Cannabis Prevent and Treat Traumatic Brain Injury?

GW Pharma’s cannabis drug gets orphan drug status

3 Tips To Getting The Correct CBD Dosage
http://herb.co/2016/12/05/correct-cbd-dosage/ (news/ad – 2016)


Marijuana and Autism: New research is unlocking cannabis' potential as an autism treatment (news – 2017)


Cannabis Cigarettes Can Soon Be Purchased At These Supermarkets (Switzerland) (news – 2017) https://thefreshtoast.com/cannabis/cannabis-cigarettes-can-soon-be-purchased-at-these-supermarkets/


Family hopes marijuana compound will stop child’s seizures (news – 2017) https://www.worldcannabis.net/family-hopes-marijuana-compound-will-stop-childs-seizures/


To save her daughter, this mom became a medical marijuana pioneer (news – 2017) http://www.salon.com/2017/09/03/to-save-her-daughter-this-mom-became-a-medical-marijuana-pioneer_partner/


CBD, PPARs, and Gene Expression  
(news – 2017)

World Health Organization clashes with DEA on marijuana compound, CBD  
(news – 2017)

Cannabis ingredient holds promise as antipsychotic medicine  
(news – 2017)

Is CBD Oil Allowed on Planes? Here's What You Need to Know About Traveling With It  
(news – 2017)

CBD Treatment for Ischemic Stroke?  
http://everythingmedicalmarijuana.com/2017/02/08/cbd-treatment-for-ischemic-stroke/  
(news – 2017)

Study: Nearly 70% of online CBD marijuana extracts are mislabeled  
https://arstechnica.com/science/2017/11/study-nearly-70-of-online-cbd-marijuana-extracts-tested-were-mislabeled/  
(news – 2017)

Cannabis Part 2: Cannabinoids and Endocannabinoids  
(news – 2017)

The Entourage Effect – Cannabinoids, Terpenes, and CO2 Extraction  
https://thatsnatural.info/2017/03/25/the-entourage-effect-cannabinoids-terpenes-and-co2-extraction/  
(news/ad – 2017)

CBDA/ CANNABIDIOLIC ACID 4* - precursor to Cannabidiol

Acidic versus Activated Cannabinoids- Tips on How to Choose the Therapy Regimen that is Right for You  
http://pureanalytics.net/blog/2012/05/09/acidic-versus-activated-cannabinoids-tips-on-how-to-choose-the-therapy-regimen-that-is-right-for-you/  
(news – 2012)

Cannabinoid Breakdown  
http://www.bloomwellbend.com/cannabinoid-breakdown/  
(news – 2014)

Cannabinoids  
(article – 2015)  
http://steephill.com/science/cannabinoids

What Happens to CBD in the Body?  
(news – 2016)

Why You Should Be Eating Raw Weed  
http://herb.co/2016/02/13/eating-raw-weed/?bt_alias=eyJ1c2VySWQiOiAiYTM4ZDI0ODctMzNmMC00NGRkLWEyOTYtNGI3ZjY1MDIyZDc3In0%3D  
(news – 2016)

CBGA - The Precursor To All Cannabinoids  
http://www.potbot.com/blog/cbga-the-precursor-to-all-cannabinoids/  
(news – 2016)

How Cannabis Strain Genetics Influence the THC:CBD Ratio  
(news – 2017)
CBDV/ CANNABIDIVARIN/ GWP42006 + – unknown receptor

Science/UK: Antiepileptic efficacy of cannabidivarin will be tested in clinical studies

Cannabis Anti-Convulsant Shakes up Epilepsy Treatment

New cannabis discovery could lead to better treatments for epilepsy

Cannabis-Derived Drug Shows Promise in Treating Type 2 Diabetes

New Study: Cannabinoids Protect the Brain and Heart From Injury

GW Pharmaceuticals Provides Update on Cannabinoid Pipeline

CBDV: Cannabidivarin Cannabinoid Profile

What are Cannabinoids?
CBG/ CANNABIGEROL +* - CB2 agonist, inhibits the reuptake of endocannabinoids

CBG - THE MOTHER OF ALL CANNABINOIDS (news - undated)

Tailoring Your High: Compounds in Cannabis, Properties and Boiling Points (chart – 2012)
[Chart](http://www.weedist.com/2012/07/tailoring-high-compounds-in-cannabis-properties-boiling-points/)

5 Marijuana Compounds That Could Help Combat Cancer, Alzheimers, Parkinsons (If Only They Were Legal) (news – 2012)
[News](http://www.alternet.org/drugs/5-marijuana-compounds-could-help-combat-cancer-alzheimers-parkinsons-if-only-they-were-legal)

Study shows non-hallucinogenic cannabinoids are effective anti-cancer drugs (news – 2013)
[News](https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/10/131014094105.htm)

Terpenes May Improve Effectiveness Of Medical Marijuana (news – 2013)

New Study Proves Cannabinoids Have Cancer Fighting Properties (news – 2013)
[News](http://www.opposingviews.com/i/society/drug-law/new-study-proves-cannabinoids-have-cancer-fighting-properties)

Cannabinoid Breakdown (news – 2014)
[News](http://www.bloomwellbend.com/cannabinoid-breakdown/)

Cannabis Chemistry 101 (news – 2014)
[News](http://www.greencultured.co/cannabis-chemistry-101/)

Cannabinoids (article – 2015)
[Article](http://steephill.com/science/cannabinoids)

What are Cannabinoids? (news – 2015)
[News](https://www.massroots.com/learn/what-are-cannabinoids)

Cannabigerol (CBG): The Traffic Cop of Cannabinoids (news – 2015)
[News](https://www.massroots.com/learn/what-is-cbg-cannabigerol)

Cannabinoid and Terpene Info (chart – 2015)
[Chart](http://skunkpharmresearch.com/cannabinoid-info/)

Dr. Ethan Russo: Endocannabinoid Nutrition (news – 2016)
[News](https://www.ganjapreneur.com/ethan-russo-endocannabinoid-nutrition)

Do You Know Your Optimum Vaping Temperature? (news – 2016)
[News](http://herb.co/2016/08/18/optimum-vaping-temperature)
CBGA / CANNABIGEROLIC ACID + - precursor of cannabigerol

Those Pungent Smells Oozing Out of Marijuana Buds Are Actually Giving You Clues About What Their Effects Will Be Like (news – 2012)  

Cannabinoid Breakdown (news – 2014)  
http://www.bloomwellbend.com/cannabinoid-breakdown/

Cannabinoids (article – 2015)  
http://steephill.com/science/cannabinoids

Dr. Ethan Russo: Endocannabinoid Nutrition (news – 2016)  
https://www.ganjapreneur.com/ethan-russo-endocannabinoid-nutrition/

CBGA - The Precursor To All Cannabinoids (news – 2016)  
http://www.potbot.com/blog/cbga-the-precursor-to-all-cannabinoids/

How Cannabis Strain Genetics Influence the THC:CBD Ratio (news – 2017)  

Part 2, Why Strains Have THC and CBD Limits (news – 2017)  

Part 3, How to Assess THC and CBD Levels (news – 2017)  

Part 4, Predicting Strain Effects From THC and CBD Levels (news – 2017)  

CBN/ CANNABINOL + - CB2 agonist, weak CB1 agonist

Tailoring Your High: Compounds in Cannabis, Properties and Boiling Points (chart – 2012)  
http://www.weedist.com/2012/07/tailoring-high-compounds-in-cannabis-properties-boiling-points/

5 Marijuana Compounds That Could Help Combat Cancer, Alzheimers, Parkinsons (If Only They Were Legal) (news – 2012)  
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/5-marijuana-compounds-could-help-combat-cancer-alzheimers-parkinsons-if-only-they-were-legal

Cannabinoid Breakdown (news – 2014)  
http://www.bloomwellbend.com/cannabinoid-breakdown/

Cannabis Chemistry 101 (news – 2014)  
http://www.greencultured.co/cannabis-chemistry-101/

Cannabinoids (article – 2015)  
http://steephill.com/science/cannabinoids
Cannabinoid and Terpene Info (chart – 2015)
http://skunkpharmresearch.com/cannabinoid-info/

What are Cannabinoids? (news – 2015)
https://www.massroots.com/learn/what-are-cannabinoids

Cannabis and Malaria: New Study Reveals CBD is Effective in Preventing Deaths (news – 2016)

Lesser-Known Cannabinoids: CBN (news – 2016)
http://www.bloomwellbend.com/cannabinoid-cbn/

Do You Know Your Optimum Vaping Temperature? (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/08/18/optimum-vaping-temperature

What is Cannabinol (CBN)? (news – 2017)
https://www.civilized.life/articles/cannabinol-cbn/

**CHOCOLATE +** - contains a tiny amount of Anandamide and also compounds that block its breakdown

Is a Chocolate High Possible? (news - undated)

Nutritional Facts on Raw Cacao Beans (news – 2010)

Chocolate: The Good, the Bad and the Angry (news - 2010)

Migraines, Marijuana, and Chocolate (article – 2011)

Marijuana Is Less Addictive Than Chocolate (news - 2014)
https://www.mainstreet.com/article/marijuana-less-addictive-chocolate

Check Out These Non-Marijuana Plants That Contain Cannabinoids (news – 2016)
http://herb.co/2016/03/29/non-marijuana-plants-contain-cannabinoids/

Dr. Ethan Russo: Endocannabinoid Nutrition (news – 2016)
https://www.ganjapreneur.com/ethan-russo-endocannabinoid-nutrition/

9 Plants That Contain Therapeutic Cannabinoids (news – 2017)
**CURCUMIN / TURMERIC** - a CB1 antagonist in turmeric

Medical marijuana has potential as Alzheimer’s treatment, study says (news – 2016)  

I’m Just Mad About Saffron & Other Spices that Activate the Endocannabinoid System (news – 2016)  
https://www.projectcbd.org/article/im-just-mad-about-saffron

Natural Ways to Activate the Endocannabinoid System Without Marijuana (news – 2016)  
https://www.merryjane.com/health/how-to-activate-endocannabinoid-system-without-marijuana

Should You Mix Turmeric And Weed For Pain Management? (news – 2017)  
http://www.thealternativedaily.com/turmeric-and-weed-for-pain/

**ECHINACEA** - activates the CB1 receptors and prevents the break-down of Anandamide

Check Out These Non-Marijuana Plants That Contain Cannabinoids (news – 2016)  
http://herb.co/2016/03/29/non-marijuana-plants-contain-cannabinoids/

Dr. Ethan Russo: Endocannabinoid Nutrition (news – 2016)  
https://www.ganjapreneur.com/ethan-russo-endocannabinoid-nutrition/

Dr. Ethan Russo explains Clinical Endocannabinoid Deficiency (news – 2016)  

9 Plants That Contain Therapeutic Cannabinoids (news – 2017)  

**ELECTRIC DAISY**

9 Plants That Contain Therapeutic Cannabinoids (news – 2017)  

**ELIXINOL** – a legal hemp-derived CBD extract
Elixinol - Frequently Asked Questions (ad – undated)
http://elixinol.eu/faq/

Perth mum uses hemp oil medicinal cannabis to treat daughter with rare disease (news – 2015)

Japan’s First Lady Ushers In New Era of Hemp Acceptance by Purchasing Elixinol CBD Hemp Oil Product (news – 2016)

ENTOURAGE EFFECT – PHYTOCANNABINOIDS +

Terpenoids, ‘minor’ cannabinoids contribute to ‘entourage effect’ of cannabis-based medicines (news – 2011)

Cannabis entourage effect (news – 2011)
http://www.westcoastleaf.net/?p=3711

Those Pungent Smells Oozing Out of Marijuana Buds Are Actually Giving You Clues About What Their Effects Will Be Like (news – 2012)

How THC and CBD Work Together (news – 2012)
http://pureanalytics.net/blog/2012/02/19/how-thc-and-cbd-work-together/

Not That High (news – 2013)
http://www.slate.com/articles/health_and_science/science/2013/03/marijuana_potency_returning_smokers_want_mellower_pot_strain.html

DR ALLAN FRANKEL’S EARLY VERSION INITIAL DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION GUIDE (news – 2014)

Medical marijuana and 'the entourage effect' (news – 2014)

Low-THC Medical Marijuana Bills: Leaving Most Patients Behind (news – 2014)
https://www.mpp.org/low-or-no-thc-high-cbd-medical-marijuana-bills/

Medical Marijuana: Much More Than Just THC and CBD (news – 2014)
http://www.medicaljane.com/2014/05/14/thc-cbd-and-more-the-entourage-effect-of-whole-plant-cannabis-medicine/

The surprising everyday ingredient that can reduce pot paranoia (news – 2014)
http://www.salon.com/2014/08/21/the_surprising_everyday_ingredient_that_can_reduce_pot_paranoia_partner/
Terpenes
http://steephill.com/science/terpenes

The entourage effect: Synergistic actions of plant cannabinoids
(letter – link to PDF - 2015)
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/273330402_The_entourage_effect_Synergistic_actions_of_plant_cannabinoids

Single Compound vs. Whole Plant CBD

'No-Buzz' Medical Pot Laws Prove Problematic for Patients, Lawmakers
(news – 2016)

Health care refugees: Family flees Florida to save daughter's life
(news – 2016)

Health care refugees: Medical marijuana and new hope

The Best Recipe for Maximizing the Medical Effects of Marijuana
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/entourage-effect-best-recipe-maximizing-marijuana

Some of the Parts: Is Marijuana’s “Entourage Effect” Scientifically Valid?
(news – 2017)

CBD, Cannabis and Breast Cancer
https://www.constancetherapeutics.com/learn-more/cbd-cannabis-and-breast-cancer

The Entourage Effect and Terpenes
https://infinitecbd.com/the-entourage-effect-and-terpenes/

Cannabis Part 2: Cannabinoids and Endocannabinoids

The Entourage Effect – Cannabinoids, Terpenes, and CO2 Extraction

**EPIDIOLEX** - a CBD-based extract used for epilepsy

Epidiolex - GW Pharmaceuticals
(drug development page – 2013)
http://www.gwpharm.com/Epidiolex.aspx

Comes Now Epidiolex (FDA approves IND studies of CBD)
(news – 2013)

Cannabis-Based Epilepsy Drug Approved For Clinical Trials
(news – 2013)
UCSF-led study gathers data on safety, tolerability of purified cannabinoid for children with epilepsy (news – 2014)

Federal marijuana bill would legalize some cannabis strains (news – 2014)

A cannabis-based drug is showing 'promise' in children with severe epilepsy (news – 2014)

Cannabis, Medical Science, and Fundamental Human Rights, With Dr. Ethan Russo (article – 2015)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/sunilkumaraggarwal/cannabis-science-and-fund_b_8334384.html

Marijuana Could Be the Answer to Fighting These 3 Diseases (news – 2015)

Special Report: Georgia's medical marijuana treatment trials underway (news – 2015)
http://www.41nbc.com/2015/02/05/special-report-georgia-s-medical-marijuana-treatment-trials-underway/

Study confirms safety of cannabis drug CBD (news – 2015)

Big Pharma-Produced Cannabis Is Likely Coming to the U.S. (news - 2015)

Could Marijuana Chemical Help Ease Epilepsy? (news – 2015)

Preliminary Results of Uab’s Cbd Oil Studies Show Promise (news – 2016)
http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/649217/?sc=rsmn

2 years after CBD oils legalized in NC: How they work for the child the law is named for (news – 2016)

GW Pharmaceuticals Initiates Phase 3 Pivotal Study in Tuberous Sclerosis Complex (news – 2016)

Marijuana derivative CBD may help with hard-to-treat epilepsy (news – 2016)
http://www.upi.com/Health_News/2016/12/06/Marijuana-derivative-CBD-may-help-with-hard-to-treat-epilepsy/2141481059229/?spt=shb&or=10

GW Pharma's cannabis drug gets orphan drug status (news/ad – 2016)

Cannabis-based medicine may cut seizures in half for those with tough-to-treat epilepsy (news – 2017)
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/04/170418161907.htm
Medical Marijuana for Seizures (news – 2017)  
https://www.projectcbd.org/article/medical-marijuana-seizures-sulak-saneto-goldstein

World Health Organization clashes with DEA on marijuana compound, CBD (news – 2017)  

**FLAVONOIDS +**

Tailoring Your High: Compounds in Cannabis, Properties and Boiling Points  
(chart – 2012)  
http://www.weedist.com/2012/07/tailoring-high-compounds-in-cannabis-properties-boiling-points/

The Cannflavins Unique to Cannabis  

JUST EAT IT! THE ENDOCANNABINOID SYSTEM  

Purple, Red & Green Weed: A Guide To Your Bud Colors  

Some of the Parts: Is Marijuana’s “Entourage Effect” Scientifically Valid?  
(news – 2017)  

**HELICHRYSUM**

9 Plants That Contain Therapeutic Cannabinoids  

**IDRASIL** – a natural, phytocannabinoid pill, available only in California so far

New Cannabis Pill On Track for 2012 Debut  

Cannabis Effective for Easing MS Symptoms, but Not for Slowing Progression  
(news – 2012)  
http://www.prweb.com/releases/-medical-marijuana-information-san-francisc/prweb9568927.htm

European Medical Marijuana product Sativex is challenged by North America’s New Cannabis Pill Idrasil, Says Doobons (news/ad- 2012)
Weaker Hemp Derivatives Can’t Compare to Full-Spectrum Marijuana Pills
(news/ad - 2012)

Is O.C. man’s pot pill a pie-in-the-sky idea?
(news – 2013)
http://www.ocregister.com/articles/pot-317525-sky-idea.html

Orange County Manufacturer Leads the Nation in Medical Cannabis Innovation
(news/ad - 2014)
http://www.prweb.com/releases/2014/05/prweb11880009.htm

**KAVA**

9 Plants That Contain Therapeutic Cannabinoids
(news – 2017)

What Impacts the Endocannabinoid System Besides Cannabis?
(news – 2016)
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/what-impacts-the-endocannabinoid-system-besides-cannabis/

**LIVERWORT**

9 Plants That Contain Therapeutic Cannabinoids
(news – 2017)

**MILK THISTLE** – contains Silymarin that activates CB2 receptors, but blocks CB1 receptors

Weed Power: Milk Thistle, Liver Disease and the Endocannabinoid System
(news – 2017)
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/weed-power-milk-thistle-liver-disease-endocannabinoid-system

**NUTMEG**

Nutmeg Keeps Endocannabinoids Happening
(news – 2016)
http://www.beyondthe.com/nutmeg-boosts-endocannabinoid-levels/
I’m Just Mad About Saffron & Other Spices that Activate the Endocannabinoid System

Natural Ways to Activate the Endocannabinoid System Without Marijuana

Nutmeg and …The Endocannabinoid System? (news – 2017)
https://cornerstonecollective.com/nutmeg-endocannabinoid-system/

PHYTOCANNABINOIDS/ PLANT EXTRACTS +*

Cannabinoid and Terpenoid Reference Guide (undated)

Scientists Find New Sources of Plant Cannabinoids Other than Medical Marijuana? (news – 2010)

Nature’s (Legal) Cannabinoids (news - 2010)
http://www.mapinc.org/drugnews/v10/n126/a04.html?1194

Natural Herbs That Increase Serotonin (news – 2011)

Introduction to the Endocannabinoid System (news – 2011)
http://norml.org/library/item/introduction-to-the-endocannabinoid-system

CBD Tops The Chart (news - 2011)
http://www.beyondthc.com/cbd-tops-the-chart/

Marijuana (Cannabis sativa) Mayo Clinic (news – 2011)
http://www.mayoclinic.com/health/marijuana/NS_patient-marijuana/DSECTION=evidence

Those Pungent Smells Oozing Out of Marijuana Buds Are Actually Giving You Clues About What Their Effects Will Be Like (news – 2012)

Weaker Hemp Derivatives Can’t Compare to Full-Spectrum Marijuana Pills (news/ad- 2012)
http://www.prweb.com/releases/marijuanapills/cannabispill/prweb10099535.htm

American Herbal Pharmacopoeia releases cannabis monograph legitimizing herb as botanical medicine (news – 2013)
http://www.naturalnews.com/043288_cannabis_botanical_medicine_American_Herbal_Pharmacopoeia.html

Study shows non-hallucinogenic cannabinoids are effective anti-cancer drugs
New Study Proves Cannabinoids Have Cancer Fighting Properties

High on Health: Cannabinoids in the Food Supply

Cannabis fractions: Separating cannabinoids from terpenoids

Cannabis compounds may limit stroke damage

Medical Marijuana: Much More Than Just THC and CBD

Medical Marijuana: The Entourage Effect

Why CBD Is Not Enough: The Entourage Effect

The Entourage Effect: Why Whole Cannabis Is Better

Cannabis Science: Finding The Optimal Therapeutic Ratio Of THC And CBD

Study: Cannabis Inhaler Delivers Effective Relief To Neuropathy Patients

2,500-Year-Old ‘Siberian Princess’ Corpse Shows Breast Cancer, Medicinal Pot Use

Cannabinoid Breakdown

Cannabis Chemistry 101

DR ALLAN FRANKEL’S EARLY VERSION INITIAL DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION GUIDE

MEDICAL MARIJUANA : Out of the Shadows
Cannabis Extract, Radiation Shrink Brain Tumors in Mice  

Cannabis extract can have dramatic effect on brain cancer, says new research  

What are Cannabinoids?  
http://www.news-medical.net/health/What-are-Cannabinoids.aspx

The entourage effect: Synergistic actions of plant cannabinoids  
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/273330402_The_entourage_effect_Synergistic_actions_of_plant_cannabinoids

Whole-Plant Cannabis Use Associated with Decreased Likelihood of Developing Bladder Cancer  

'Grandma's magic remedy:' Mexico's medical marijuana secret  

Single Compound vs. Whole Plant CBD  

Cannabinoid and Terpene Info  
http://skunkpharmresearch.com/cannabinoid-info/

Harvesting Benefits from Cannabinoids.  
http://www.cell.com/cell/fulltext/S0092-8674(16)31675-0

Medical marijuana has potential as Alzheimer’s treatment, study says  

DEA Gives Cannabis Law Significant Tweak  

Dr. Ethan Russo explains Clinical Endocannabinoid Deficiency  

Phytocannabinoids  
http://www.news-medical.net/health/Phytocannabinoids.aspx

Natural Cannabinoids Gave My Cat a Better Quality of Life  

CBGA - The Precursor To All Cannabinoids  
http://www.potbot.com/blog/cbga-the-precursor-to-all-cannabinoids/

Tetra Bio-Pharma Looks to Make Cannabis Affordable -- CFN Media  
**RHODODENDRON**

9 Plants That Contain Therapeutic Cannabinoids  

**SAFFRON**

I’m Just Mad About Saffron & Other Spices that Activate the Endocannabinoid System  
(news – 2016)  

Natural Ways to Activate the Endocannabinoid System Without Marijuana  
(news – 2016)  

**SATIVEX / NABIXIMOLS**  - a THC/CBD cannabis extract oral spray, legal in the UK, but not the USA

Cannabis is used for first time in hospitals to relieve pain of terminal cancer patients  
(news – 2011)  

Neuromodulators for pain management in rheumatoid arthritis  
(abst/summary – 2012)  

Cannabinoid formulation benefits opioid-refractory pain  
(news – 2012)  

Cannabinoid Shown Effective as Adjuvant Analgesic for Cancer Pain  
(news - 2012)  
[http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/06/120604142426.htm](http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/06/120604142426.htm)

Pot-based prescription drug looks for FDA OK  
(news - 2012)  

Cannabinoid therapy helps provide effective analgesia for cancer patients with pain  
(news – 2012)  

Marijuana Mouth Spray: Will It Be Abused?  
(news – 2012)  

Can medical marijuana help rheumatoid arthritis?  
(news – 2012)  
[http://www.health.com/health/condition-article/0,,20499017,00.html](http://www.health.com/health/condition-article/0,,20499017,00.html)

Home Office Moves Sativex To Schedule 4 – Now In Effect  
(news – 2013)
Sativex® rescheduled by the Home Office (click “yes” if asked) (news – 2013)


Adequate and Well-Controlled Studies Proving Medical Efficacy of Cannabis Exist but Are Ignored by Marijuana Schedulers (news – 2013)

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/sunil-kumar-aggarwal/marijuana-schedule-1_b_3071725.html


Medical Marijuana: Consortium of Multiple Sclerosis Centers (news – 2013)


Aylsham multiple sclerosis sufferer says cannabis-based drug ‘changed my life’ (news - 2013)

http://www.eveningnews24.co.uk/news/aylsham_multiple_sclerosis_sufferer_says_cannabis_based_drug_changed_my_life_1_2276152

Medical Marijuana in the UK: As a doctor, should I be able to prescribe cannabis to my patients? (article – 2014)

http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/medical-marijuana-in-the-uk-as-a-doctor-should-i-be-able-to-prescribe-cannabis-to-my-patients-9791583.html


No Relief Yet for Brutal Oral Cancer Pain, but Cannabinoids May Offer Some Hope (news – 2014)

http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/617125/?sc=rsmn

Cannabis Science: Finding The Optimal Therapeutic Ratio Of THC And CBD (news – 2014)


Cannabis May Protect The Aging Brain, Say Experts (news – 2014)

http://www.leafscience.com/2014/05/07/cannabis-may-protect-aging-brain-say-experts/

3 Prescription Drugs You Didn't Know Come From Marijuana (news – 2014)

http://www.fool.com/investing/general/2014/03/16/3-prescription-drugs-you-didnt-know-come-from-mari.aspx

MS Spasticity: How Do Pharmaceuticals Stack Up Against Medical Marijuana? (news - 2014)

http://www.healthline.com/health-news/how-do-ms-pharmaceuticals-stack-up-to-medical-marijuana-111014#1

Cannabis, Medical Science, and Fundamental Human Rights, With Dr. Ethan Russo (article – 2015)


Marijuana gears up for production high in US labs (article – 2015)

http://www.nature.com/news/marijuana-gears-up-for-production-high-in-us-labs-1.17129
The entourage effect: Synergistic actions of plant cannabinoids (letter – link to PDF - 2015)
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/273330402_The_entourage_effect_Synergistic_actions_of_plant_cannabinoids

Marijuana, Reconsidered: Dr. Lester Grinspoon On 45 Years Of Cannabis Science (interview – 2015)

How Medical Marijuana’s Chemicals May Protect Cells (news – 2015)
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/how-medical-marijuana-s-chemicals-may-protect-cells/

Family seeking cannabinoid spray prescription say many more could benefit (news – 2015)

Brazil issues first license for sale of a cannabis-based drug (news – 2017)


The US is falling behind other countries—like Canada—on marijuana (news – 2017)

**TEA-** *(Camellia sinensis (L.)) +* – weakly activates CB1 and CB2 receptors

GREEN TEA CAN FIGHT CANCER (news/ad – undated)

The Common Link Between Breast Milk, Cannabis and Tea (news – 2014)

**TERPINOIDS/ TERPENES** +* - they help cannabinoids work better, also see Beta Carophyllene

Cannabinoid and Terpenoid Reference Guide (undated)

Terpenes and the "Entourage Effect" (news – undated)
https://www.projectcbd.org/terpenes-and-entourage-effect

Yes, different strains do matter, sort of (news – undated)
http://www.hailmaryjane.com/different-strains-do-matter/

Terpenes, Terpenoids and Cannabis (news – 2010)
Terpenoids, ‘minor’ cannabinoids contribute to ‘entourage effect’ of cannabis-based medicines

Those Pungent Smells Oozing Out of Marijuana Buds Are Actually Giving You Clues About What Their Effects Will Be Like

Mangoes Elevate High From Smoking Marijuana: Are They A Healthier Alternative To The 'Munchies’?

High on Health: Cannabinoids in the Food Supply

Terpene Isolation Could Be The Future Of Cannabis

Not That High

Cannabis fractions: Separating cannabinoids from terpenoids

Terpenes May Improve Effectiveness Of Medical Marijuana

The Same Compounds Behind Marijuana's Distinctive Stinky Smells Give Clues About the Kinds of High You'll Experience

Medical Marijuana: Much More Than Just THC and CBD

Cannabis Science: Finding The Optimal Therapeutic Ratio Of THC And CBD

How Black Pepper relieves Cannabis Anxiety

HolyWater, Live Resin, and The Future Of Terpene-Rich Cannabis Concentrates

The surprising everyday ingredient that can reduce pot paranoia

https://berkeleypatientscare.com/terpenes-terpenoids-and-cannabis/


http://www.alternet.org/drugs/same-compounds-behind-marijuana-difficult-smells-give-clues-about-kinds-high-youll

http://www.medicaldaily.com/mangoes-elevate-high-smoking-marijuana-are-they-healthier-alternative-munchies-247892

http://www.medicaljane.com/2013/10/30/terpene-isolation-could-be-the-future-of-cannabis/


http://cannabisdigest.ca/black-pepper-relieves-cannabis-anxiety/

http://www.salon.com/2014/08/21/the_surprising_everyday_ingredient_that_can_reduce_pot_paranoia_partner/
DNA Genetic’ L.A. Confidential strain used on childhood autism (news – 2014)  
http://blog.sfgate.com/smellthetruth/2014/10/30/dna-genetics-l-a-confidential-strain-used-on-childhood-autism/

Cannabis Chemistry 101 (news – 2014)  
http://www.greencultured.co/cannabis-chemistry-101/

Why growing numbers of pot smokers eat mango before lighting up (news – 2014)  
http://www.salon.com/2014/07/11/why_growing_numbers_of_pot_smokers_eat_mango_before_lighting_up_partner/

DR ALLAN FRANKEL’S EARLY VERSION INITIAL DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION GUIDE (news – 2014)  

MEDICAL MARIJUANA : Out of the Shadows (news – 2014)  

Terpenes: The Flavors of Cannabis Aromatherapy (news – 2014)  

The entourage effect: Synergistic actions of plant cannabinoids (letter – link to PDF - 2015)  
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/273330402_The_entourage_effect_Synergistic_actions_of_plant_cannabinoids

Terpenes (article – 2015)  
http://steephill.com/science/terpenes

Cannabinoid and Terpene Info (chart – 2015)  
http://skunkpharmresearch.com/cannabinoid-info/


https://www.massroots.com/learn/why-marijuana-edibles-effects-vary

The Rise Of Tailor-Made Highs (news – 2016)  
https://article.wn.com/view/2015/09/25/The_Rise_Of_TailorMade_Highs/

What Are Terpenes and What Is Their Effect? (news – 2016)  
https://www.hellomd.com/health-wellness/what-are-terpenes-and-what-is-their-effect

Why You Should Be Eating Raw Weed (news – 2016)  
http://herb.co/2016/02/13/eating-raw-weed/?bt_alias=eyJ1c2VySWQiOiAiYTM4ZDI0ODctMzNmMC00NGRkLWEyOTYtNGI3ZjY1MDkzZDc3In0%3D

Ebbu Announces Groundbreaking Scientific Research of "Entourage Effect" (news – 2016)  

Ganja Grows Up (news – 2016)  
http://www.bendsource.com/bend/ganja-grows-up/Content?oid=2762480
The Entourage Effect and Terpenes (news – 2017)  
https://infinitecbd.com/the-entourage-effect-and-terpenes/

The Entourage Effect – Cannabinoids, Terpenes, and CO2 Extraction (news/ad – 2017)  
https://thatsnatural.info/2017/03/25/the-entourage-effect-cannabinoids-terpenes-and-co2-extraction/

**THC/ TETRAHYDROCANNABINOL** +* CB1 & 2 agonist

Aging & Medical Marijuana (booklet – undated)  
http://www.safeaccessnow.org/aging_booklet

How One Citizen Scientist is Taking On Parkinson’s-related Nightmares – and Winning (news – undated)  
How One Citizen Scientist is Taking On Parkinson’s-Related Nightmares — and Winning

Endocannabinoids and psychiatric disorders: the road ahead (article – 2010)  

Delta-9-Tetrahydrocannabinol Disruption of Time Perception and of Self-Timed Actions (letter – 2010)  

Key ingredient staves off marijuana memory loss (news - 2010)  

Marijuana May Extend Life Expectancy Of Lou Gehrig's Disease Patients, Study Says (news - 2010)  
http://blog.norml.org/2010/05/19/marijuana-may-extend-life-expectancy-of-lou-gehrig%E2%80%99s-disease-patients-study-says/


Study: Smoking pot may ease chronic pain (news - 2010)  

Science: Cannabidiol enhances the anti-cancer effects of THC on human brain cancer cells (news – 2010)  
http://www.cannabis-med.org/english/bulletin/ww_en_db_cannabis_artikel.php?id=313#3

Science: Cannabis effective in the treatment of TOURETTE Syndrome and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) (news – 2010)  

A New Use for Medical Marijuana? (news – 2010)  

Ingredient in cannabis restores taste for cancer patients (news – 2011)  
Marijuana Compound Treats Multiple Health Issues (news – 2011)
http://www.foxnews.com/health/2010/03/10/cannabis-deficient/

Another Study Confirms Anti-Cancer Effects of THC and CBD (news – 2011)
http://mamamojournal.blogspot.com/search?q=Another+Study+Confirms+Anti-Cancer+Effects+of+THC+and+CBD

Marijuana Compound Induces Cell Death In Hard-To-Treat Brain Cancer (news – 2011)

THC driving limits could cause more innocent people to spend months in jail, attorney says (news – 2011)

Cannabinoids Therapeutic Effects on ATHEROSCLEROSIS, Medical Cannabis Marijuana Research Cannabidiol THC (news – 2011)

THC for Huntington's Disease? CB1 receptors important for more than drug use (news – 2011)
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/all-about-addiction/201102/thc-huntingtons-disease-cb1-receptors-important-more-drug-use

Tailoring Your High: Compounds in Cannabis, Properties and Boiling Points (chart – 2012)
http://www.weedist.com/2012/07/tailoring-high-compounds-in-cannabis-properties-boiling-points/

Researchers study neuroprotective properties in cannabis (news - 2012)
http://www.foxnews.com/health/2012/03/20/researchers-study-neuroprotective-properties-in-cannabis/

Can medical marijuana help rheumatoid arthritis? (news – 2012)
http://www.health.com/health/condition-article/0,,20499017,00.html

Marijuana Compound Found Superior To Drugs For Alzheimer's (news – 2012)
http://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/marijuana-compound-found-superior-drugs-alzheimers

How THC and CBD Work Together (news – 2012)
http://pureanalytics.net/blog/2012/02/19/how-thc-and-cbd-work-together/

How Marijuana Impairs Memory (news – 2012)

Acidic versus Activated Cannabinoids- Tips on How to Choose the Therapy Regimen that is Right for You (news – 2012)
http://pureanalytics.net/blog/2012/05/09/acidic-versus-activated-cannabinoids-tips-on-how-to-choose-the-therapy-regimen-that-is-right-for-you/

Would some cannabinoids ameliorate symptoms of autism? (news - 2012)

Mitochondria Mysteries (news – 2012)
https://www.projectcbd.org/article/cannabinoids-and-mitochondria
Simple Method: Isolating & Extracting INDIVIDUAL Cannabinoids... from BadKittySmiles (forum post – 2012)

Chronic cannabis abuse, delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol and thyroid function. (letter – 2013)

Medicinal Cannabis and Painful Sensory Neuropathy (editorial – 2013)
http://journalofethics.ama-assn.org/2013/05/oped1-1305.html

Study: THC Increases Brain Activity In Response To Positive Stimuli (news – 2013)

Science/Human: THC reduces sleep apnoea in small clinical study (news – 2013)

New Study Finds THC Kills Stomach Cancer Cells (news – 2013)
http://thejointblog.com/new-study-finds-thc-may-treat-stomach-cancer/

Study: cannabis compound might have use as an HIV drug (news – 2013)

Low Doses of THC (Cannabis) Can Halt Brain Damage, Study Suggests (news – 2013)
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/05/130530132531.htm

THC Can Prevent Brain Damage – Study (news – 2013)
http://www.science20.com/news_articles/thc_can_prevent_brain_damage_study-113512

Sending multiple sclerosis up in smoke (news – 2013)

Preventing marijuana-induced memory problems with over-the-counter painkillers (news – 2013)

Scientists Have Found A Way To Make Marijuana Un-Fun (news – 2013)
http://www.popsci.com/article/science/scientists-have-found-way-make-marijuana-un-fun

In Mice Anti-Inflammatories Ameliorate Medical Marijuana's Memory Mishaps (news – 2013)

Poor Sleep Quality Makes It Harder To Quit Marijuana — Here’s Why (news – 2013)

Neurotransmitters Studied as Way to Enhance PTSD Treatment (news – 2013)

New Study: THC May Treat Inflammatory Diseases and Cancer By Altering Genes (news – 2013)
Not That High
http://www.slate.com/articles/health_and_science/science/2013/03/marijuana_potency_returning_smokers_want_mellower_pot_strain.html

Chemicals in marijuana 'protect nervous system' against MS
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/267161.php

High levels of THC in Australian cannabis

New Research Finds Marijuana May Combat Brain Damage
http://thejointblog.com/new-research-finds-marijuana-may-combat-brain-damage/

Marijuana's Memory Paradox
http://ehealthforum.com/health/interesting-t164409.html

Report on Medical Cannabis Research History- What the Science Says
(article – 2014) http://www.safeaccessnow.org/medical_cannabis_research_what_does_the_evidence_say

Who Discovered THC? Setting the Record Straight
http://cannabisdigest.ca/discovered-thc-setting-record-straight/

Active ingredient in pot sets off a feedback that reduces intoxication

Cannabinoid Breakdown
http://www.bloomwellbend.com/cannabinoid-breakdown/

Cannabis Chemistry 101
http://www.greencultured.co/cannabis-chemistry-101/

Retired Flint couple sees the light on medical marijuana

Cannabis extract can have dramatic effect on brain cancer, says new research

Cannabis Extract, Radiation Shrink Brain Tumors in Mice

Cannabis Science: Finding The Optimal Therapeutic Ratio Of THC And CBD

Biohackers Are Engineering Yeast to Make THC
http://motherboard.vice.com/read/biohackers-are-engineering-yeast-to-make-thc

Study uncovers marijuana's potential to treat autoimmune diseases

Medical Marijuana: Much More Than Just THC and CBD
(news – 2014)
How marijuana shrinks cancerous tumours
https://uk.news.yahoo.com/marijuana-shrinks-cancerous-tumours-122611456.html

Marijuana Compound May Offer Treatment for Alzheimer’s Disease
http://neurosciencenews.com/alzheimers-progression-thc-neuropharmacology-1274/

Study: Cannabis Inhaler Delivers Effective Relief To Neuropathy Patients
(news - 2014)
http://blog.norml.org/2014/08/18/study-cannabis-inhaler-delivers-effective-relief-to-neuropathy-patients/

Low-THC Medical Marijuana Bills: Leaving Most Patients Behind
https://www.mpp.org/low-or-no-thc-high-cbd-medical-marijuana-bills/

Calculating THC dosage for weed-infused recipes

Marijuana Drastically Shrinks Aggressive Form Of Brain Cancer, New Study Finds

Marijuana compound may halt Alzheimer's disease – study

Why Marijuana Needs Chemical Quality Control Testing

DR ALLAN FRANKEL’S EARLY VERSION INITIAL DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION GUIDE

MEDICAL MARIJUANA : Out of the Shadows

Alzheimer’s Caused By Loss of Cannabinoids, Study Shows

Cannabis May Protect The Aging Brain, Say Experts
http://www.leafscience.com/2014/05/07/cannabis-may-protect-aging-brain-say-experts/

New Research Shows How Marijuana Compound Can Reduce Tumor Growth In Cancer Patients
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/07/16/marijuana-tumors_n_5588639.html

Why growing numbers of pot smokers eat mango before lighting up
http://www.salon.com/2014/07/11/why_growing_numbers_of_pot_smokers_eat_mango_before_lighting_up_partner/

Why so munchy? Cannabis shown to ramp up sense of smell
Cannabidiol (CBD) May Increase Lung Cancer’s Susceptibility To Specialized Killer Cells  

Study: Cannabis Plays A Key Role In Pancreatic Cancer Treatment  

What are Cannabinoids?  
http://www.news-medical.net/health/What-are-Cannabinoids.aspx

Mystery of 'the munchies' revealed: Cannabis use heightens sense of smell and taste  
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2555839/Mystery-munchies-revealed-Cannabis-use-heightens-sense-smell-taste.html#ixzz4phaMwlrN

Mystery of 'the munchies' revealed: Cannabis use heightens sense of smell and taste  
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2555839/Mystery-munchies-revealed-Cannabis-use-heightens-sense-smell-taste.html#ixzz4phaMwlrN

Cannabis, Medical Science, and Fundamental Human Rights, With Dr. Ethan Russo  

The entourage effect: Synergistic actions of plant cannabinoids  
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/273330402_The_entourage_effect_Synergistic_actions_of_plant_cannabinoids

Potency 101  
http://greenstyleconsulting.com/potency-101/

Cannabinoid and Terpene Info  
http://skunkpharmresearch.com/cannabinoid-info/

When Weed Is The Cure: A Doctor's Case for Medical Marijuana  
http://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2015/07/14/422876973/when-weed-is-the-cure-a-doctors-case-for-medical-marijuana?utm_medium=RSS&utm_campaign=authorinterviews

Cannabis and Cancer, Pt. 1: Can Cannabis Kill Cancer?  

Cannabis and Cancer, Pt. 2: The Triple Threat of THC, CBD, and Conventional Treatment on Cancer  

Cannabis and Cancer, Pt. 3: How THC and CBD Work on Cancer Cells  

Why THC Isn't The Only Thing In Weed That Matters  

How Medical Marijuana’s Chemicals May Protect Cells  
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/how-medical-marijuana-s-chemicals-may-protect-cells/
Marijuana Is Effective In Treating Depression -- Latest Study
http://au.ibtimes.com/marijuana-effective-treating-depression-latest-study-1419071
(news – 2015)

Cannabis: World-renowned researchers discuss a new frontier in therapeutics
(news – 2015)

The Science Behind Sanjay Gupta’s WEED 3
(news – 2015)

An alternative to medical marijuana for pain?
(news – 2015)

New Study Shows Marijuana May Help Fight Cancer
(news – 2015)

UEA scientists separate medical benefits of cannabis from unwanted side effects
https://www.uea.ac.uk/about/-/uea-scientists-separate-medical-benefits-of-cannabis-from-unwanted-side-effects
(news – 2015)

Medical Marijuana Is Often Less Potent Than Advertised
http://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2015/06/23/416791647/medical-marijuana-is-often-less-potent-than-advertised
(news – 2015)

At 82, he's the world's most eminent pot scientist
http://hemphealthytoday.blogspot.com/2013/08/at-82-hes-worlds-most-eminent-pot.html
(news – 2015)

Granola bars contain hemp seeds, Army warns
(news – 2015)

Can marijuana help transplant patients? New research says maybe
(news – 2015)

Newly Risen From Yeast: THC
(news – 2015)

Is marijuana a single species?: While you’re searching for the perfect high, scientists go deeper
http://www.salon.com/2015/09/28/is_marijuana_a_single_species_while_youre_searching_for_the_perfect_high_scientists_go_deeper_partner/
(news – 2015)

Cannabis reduces tumor growth in study
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/279571.php
(news - 2015)

Finding the Right Strain of Medical Marijuana
(news – 2015)

Marijuana: lower cost, more choice
(news – 2015)

What are Cannabinoids?
https://www.massroots.com/learn/what-are-cannabinoids
(news – 2015)

The THC Levels in Marijuana Edibles Are Totally Unreliable
(news – 2015)
CBD/THC Treats Multiple Myeloma Bone Damage (news – 2015)
https://peoplebeatingcancer.org/cbithc-treat-multiple-myeloma-bone-damage/

13-Year-Old Chico Ryder is Kickin’ Cancer with Cannabis Oil (news – 2015)

How Herpes is Affected by THC, as Explained by Dr. Rasmussen (news – 2015)
http://medicalmarijuana.co.uk/how-to-treat-herpes-with-thc-as-explained-by-a-doctor/

The U.S. Government’s Department of Health Finally Admits That Marijuana Kills Cancer (news- forum repost - 2015)

Harvesting Benefits from Cannabinoids. (article – 2016)
http://www.cell.com/cell/fulltext/S0092-8674(16)31675-0

Using Medical Marijuana to Stop Childhood Seizures (news & abstract – 2016)

In Defense of Working Out While High (news – 2016)

Research Team Finds How CBD, a Component in Marijuana, Works Within Cells (news – 2016)
http://www.newswise.com/articles/view/629638/


Cannabis and Cannabinoid Research Publishes Data Demonstrating the Degradation of Cannabidiol to Psychoactive Cannabinoids when Exposed to Simulated Gastric Fluid (news – 2016)

Scientists Want the Smoke to Clear on Medical Marijuana Research (news – 2016)

'No-Buzz' Medical Pot Laws Prove Problematic for Patients, Lawmakers (news – 2016)

Ebbu Announces Groundbreaking Scientific Research of "Entourage Effect" (news – 2016)

Science/Human: Pre-treatment with CBD did not influence effects of smoked cannabis (news – 2016)

Medical marijuana has potential as Alzheimer’s treatment, study says (news – 2016)
New Study Proves THC Improves Organ Transplant Success

All In The Mind #5: Cannabis And Bipolar Disorder

Ganja Grows Up

McLean Hospital Study Finds That Medical Marijuana Use May Improve Cognitive Performance

Health care refugees: Family flees Florida to save daughter's life

Health care refugees: Medical marijuana and new hope

Good News for Burn Victims and New Organ Recipients

How does cannabis get users “high”? Science explains.

Cannabis strains today much stronger than your parents’ pot

CBD Science: How Cannabinoids Work at the Cellular Level to Keep You Healthy

Marijuana May Improve Essential Tremor and Parkinson’s

THC: Everything You Need To Know About Delta9-Tetrahydrocannabinol
http://herb.co/2016/07/24/what-is-thc (news – 2016)

Why smoking pot makes food taste so delicious

THC Stimulates Toxic Plaque Removal in the Brain, Blocks Inflammation, Finds Study

Time To Put ‘Skunk’ Out Of Business
http://volteface.me/features/skunk-out-of-business/ (news – 2016)

Do You Know Your Optimum Vaping Temperature?
http://herb.co/2016/08/18/optimum-vaping-temperature (news – 2016)
The Odd Science Behind Marijuana And Metabolism
https://news herb.co/2016/02/01/odd-science-behind-marijuana-metabolism/

The Endocannabinoid System For Dummies (We’ve Made It Easy For You)
https://news herb.co/2016/07/28/endocannabinoid-system-dummies/

Does CBD Convert to THC When Ingested? The findings from one study conclude it is possible.
https://www.thcmag.com/does-cbd-convert-to-thc-when-ingested-the-findings-from-one-study-conclude-it-is-possible/

Does oral cannabidiol convert to THC, a psychoactive form of cannabinoid, in the stomach?
https://medicalnewstoday.com/releases/311150.php

CBGA - The Precursor To All Cannabinoids
https://www.potbot.com/blog/cbga-the-precursor-to-all-cannabinoids/

From Pot to FAAH: Exploiting the Endocannabinoid System
https://medpagetoday.com/neurology/generalneurology/56011

Cannabinoids remove plaque-forming Alzheimer's proteins from brain cells
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160629095609.htm

Gut Check: Does CBD change to THC in the stomach?

ANOTHER MYASTHENIA GRAVIS PATIENT TREATED WITH THC, THC-ACID AND CBD

Cannabis Can Help Treat Anorexia by Increasing Appetite
https://marijuanatimes.org/cannabis-can-help-treat-anorexia-by-increasing-appetite/

Cannabis Can Treat Herpes Virus Infection
https://marijuanatimes.org/cannabis-can-treat-herpes-virus-infection/

Studies Suggest Cannabis Can Counter the Progression of Atherosclerosis
https://marijuanatimes.org/studies-suggest-cannabis-can-counter-the-progression-of-atherosclerosis/

Marijuana vs. Hemp: What's the Difference?

Can Cannabis Prevent and Treat Traumatic Brain Injury?

High Times: Taking A Look at the Marijuana Receptor
https://neurosciencenews.com/thc-cannabinoid-receptor-5316/

Highest Resolution Model of Brain Receptor Behind Marijuana’s High Created
https://neurosciencenews.com/cb1-high-resolution-model-5539/
How Cannabis Strain Genetics Influence the THC:CBD Ratio
(news – 2017)

Part 2, Why Strains Have THC and CBD Limits
(news – 2017)

Part 3, How to Assess THC and CBD Levels
(news – 2017)

Part 4, Predicting Strain Effects From THC and CBD Levels
(news – 2017)

THC-A Crystalline: The World’s Strongest Hash With 99.99% THC
http://herb.co/2017/03/29/thc-a-crystalline/?bt_alias=eyJ1c2VySWQiOiAiMCJ9
(news – 2017)

Pharmaceuticals containing cannabinoids may be effective against skin diseases, say researchers
(news – 2017)

Topical cannabinoids may help to treat skin diseases
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/316968.php
(news – 2017)

Natural cannabinoid found to play key role in anxiety
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/316682.php
(news – 2017)

Some of the Parts: Is Marijuana’s “Entourage Effect” Scientifically Valid?
(news – 2017)

Does Smoking More Weed Get You Higher, Or High For Longer?
http://herb.co/2017/04/24/smoking-get-higher-high-longer/
(news – 2017)

Pot brownies could lose some punch under proposed California rules
(news – 2017)

Can Marijuana Restore Memory? New Study Shows Cannabis Can Reverse Cognitive Decline in Mice
(news – 2017)

Mice’s aging brains reset to youthful state by cannabinoid
(news – 2017)

Marijuana 101: Calculating How Much THC Is In Your Homemade Edibles
(news – 2017)

Rule would increase THC levels allowed by Leni’s Law
(news – 2017)

Mind Over Matter Over Mind: Cannabinoids and the Placebo Effect
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/mind-over-matter-over-mind-endocannabinoids-placebo-effect
(news – 2017)

Undeniable Evidence: Cannabis, Alzheimer’s and Dementia
https://unitedpatientsgroup.com/blog/2017/03/15/undeniable-evidence-cannabis-alzheimer-s-and-dementia/
(news – 2017)
Why Weed Feels So Much Stronger When You Eat It

Cannabinoids and chemotherapy in combination kill cancer cells

Cannabinoids used in combination with chemotherapy found to be effective in killing leukemia cells

Medical Marijuana for Seizures

Science: Marijuana Can Reverse The Aging Process In Humans

Marijuana May Boost, Rather Than Dull, the Elderly Brain

CBD:THC Ratio – What Does the Ratio Mean? (Infographic)

What Are THC, CBD, and Other Cannabis-Derived Transdermal Patches?

Cannabis Treatment for Hypertension

HORMONALLY SENSITIVE BREAST CANCER & THC

How Medical Marijuana Could Help John McCain With Glioblastoma

Study: THC May Help Prevent HIV from Becoming AIDS

Study: Cannabinoids Attenuate Hyperactivity and Weight Loss in Anorexia

Positive Effects of Medical Marijuana on Alzheimer’s Prevention

CBD, Cannabis and Breast Cancer

A new target for marijuana

Cannabis Part 2: Cannabinoids and Endocannabinoids
**THC ACID/THCA** + - non-psychoactive precursor of THC, a TRPM8 antagonist, and inhibits MAGL

Scientists Make Breakthrough In Genetic Screening For Cannabis
http://www.leafscience.com/2014/03/06/scientists-make-breakthrough-genetic-screening-cannabis/

Potency 101
http://greenstyleconsulting.com/potency-101/

What are Cannabinoids?
https://www.massroots.com/learn/what-are-cannabinoids

'No-Buzz' Medical Pot Laws Prove Problematic for Patients, Lawmakers

Why You Should Be Eating Raw Weed
http://herb.co/2016/02/13/eating-raw-weed/?bt_alias=eyJ1c2VySWQiOiAiYTM4ZDI0ODctMzNmMC00NGRkLWEyOTYtNjI1ZjY1MDIyZDc3In0%3D

CBGA - The Precursor To All Cannabinoids
http://www.potbot.com/blog/cbga-the-precursor-to-all-cannabinoids/

ANOTHER MYASTHENIA GRAVIS PATIENT TREATED WITH THC, THC-ACID AND CBD

How Cannabis Strain Genetics Influence the THC:CBD Ratio

Part 2, Why Strains Have THC and CBD Limits

Part 3, How to Assess THC and CBD Levels

Part 4, Predicting Strain Effects From THC and CBD Levels

THC-A Crystalline: The World’s Strongest Hash With 99.99% THC
http://herb.co/2017/03/29/thc-a-crystalline/?bt_alias=eyJ1c2VySWQIoHiMCI6QkE=

Dosing THCA: Less is more
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/dosing-thca-less-more

Medical Marijuana for Seizures
https://www.projectcbd.org/article/marijuana-seizures-sulak-saneto-goldstein
5 Reasons Why You Need To Start Eating Raw Cannabis

Cannabis Part 2: Cannabinoids and Endocannabinoids

THCV/TETRAHYDROCANNABIVARIN/ GWP- 42004, CB1 & CB2 antagonist

New research provides hope for those with epilepsy

Cannabis could be used to treat epilepsy

Pot Compound Exerts Anticonvulsant Effects In Animal Models Of Epilepsy

Tailoring Your High: Compounds in Cannabis, Properties and Boiling Points

How marijuana could help cure obesity-related diseases

Those Pungent Smells Oozing Out of Marijuana Buds Are Actually Giving You Clues About What Their Effects Will Be Like

How marijuana could help cure obesity-related diseases

5 Marijuana Compounds That Could Help Combat Cancer, Alzheimers, Parkinsons (If Only They Were Legal)
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/5-marijuana-compounds-could-help-combat-cancer-alzheimers-parkinsons-if-only-they-were-legal (news – 2012)

Encouraging anti-diabetic results for new cannabinoid drug

Tetrahydrocannabivarin (THCV): A Cannabinoid Fighting Obesity

Cannabinoid Breakdown

THCV: The Sports Car of Cannabinoids

GW Pharmaceuticals Provides Update on Cannabinoid Pipeline
Cannabinoid and Terpene Info
http://skunkpharmresearch.com/cannabinoid-info/

Cannabis: World-renowned researchers discuss a new frontier in therapeutics
(news – 2015)

Lady Health: Top 5 Strains to Curb Appetite
http://www.ladybud.com/2015/05/12/lady-health-top-5-strains-to-curb-appetite/

What are Cannabinoids?
https://www.massroots.com/learn/what-are-cannabinoids

What Is “Tropical Cannabis” And Why Is It So Rare?
http://herb.co/2017/03/31/tropical-cannabis/

Weed Power: Milk Thistle, Liver Disease and the Endocannabinoid System

**TRANS-CARYOPHYLLENE** – CB 2 agonist
Activation of cortical type 2 cannabinoid receptors ameliorates ischemic brain injury
(news – 2013) http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/02/130221141140.htm

Cannabinoid Trans-Caryophyllene Protects Brain Cells From Ischemia

**TRUFFLES**

What Gourmet Food Ingredient Contains a “Bliss Molecule” Similar to THC in Cannabis?

Anandamide can increase intracellular ca2+ concentration

Truffles Have a THC-like Substance in Them

The Trouble With Truffles

9 Plants That Contain Therapeutic Cannabinoids
SYNTHETICS and COMPOUNDS THAT AFFECT the ECS

NEWS ARTICLES to 2018

(Because of the limited number of early articles, there are no date restrictions in this section.)

ACEA/ARACHIDONYL-2'-CHLOROETHYLAMIDE - CB1 agonist

Study: Cannabis Agonists Produce Anti-Cancer Effects In Human Liver Cancer Cells (news – 2012)

Anti-Cancer Effects In Human Liver Cancer Cells Produced By Cannabis Agonists (news – 2012)
http://www.imarijuana.com/tag/cannabinoid-agonists

ACETAMINOPHEN/ PARACETAMOL/ TYLENOL – changes into AM-404, which stops anandamide break-down

Tylenol’s Analgesic Effect is Mediated By Cannabinoid Receptors (news – 2014)
https://www.sclabs.com/tylenol-s-analgesic-effect-is-mediated-by-cannabinoid-receptors/

Acetaminophen or Paracetamol: Pain Relief and Precautions (news – 2016)
https://healdove.com/health-care-industry/Acetaminophen-or-Paracetamol-How-Does-it-Provide-Pain-Relief

ADELMIDROL – a PEA analogue

Adelmidrol: a new ALIAmide for chronic inflammation (news – 2012)

Adelmidrol: a novel glia modulator (news – 2015)

AJULEMIC ACID/ AjA/ IP-751/ HU-239/ CT-3 - analog of Δ8-THC-11-oic acid, mechanism of action not established, also see JBT-101


**AM-111/ D-JNKI-1/ XG- 102** – blocks the MAPK-JNK signal pathway


**AM-251** – GPR 55 agonist, CB1 antagonist/ inverse agonist


**AM-404** – cannabinoid transport inhibitor, made in the body from acetaminophen- See ACETAMINOPHEN

Aging & Medical Marijuana (booklet – undated) http://www.safeaccessnow.org/aging_booklet
Easing anxiety with anandamide  (news – 2004)

Talking Tylenol… yes, more cannabinoid analgesia  (news – 2008)
https://juniorprof.wordpress.com/2008/05/16/talking-tylenol-yes-more-cannabinoid-analgesia/

**AM-630** – CB2 inverse agonist

Cannabinoid Trans-Caryophyllene Protects Brain Cells From Ischemia  (news – 2013)
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/256799.php

Activation of cortical type 2 cannabinoid receptors ameliorates ischemic brain injury
(news – 2013)  
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/02/130221141140.htm

**AM-1172** - anandamide transport inhibitor

New molecule may be basis for drugs that battle overeating and drug dependency
(news – 2004)  
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2004/05/040517072118.htm

Easing anxiety with anandamide  (news – 2004)

**AM-1241** - CB 2 agonist

New Compound That Acts On Peripheral Receptors May Be Promising Treatment For Some Nerve Pain
(news - 2003)  

**AM-1346** - CB1 agonist

Synthetic Cannabinoid May Aid Fertility In Smokers  (news - 2006)
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/58063.php

Marijuana-like Chemical Can Restore Sperm Function Lost to Tobacco Abuse
(news - 2006)  
http://www.rxpgnews.com/specialtopics/article_5093.shtml
Cannabis-based boost for smokers' suffering sperm
(news – forum re-post - 2006)

Scientist Discovers New Molecule to Treat Chronic Pain
(news - 2008)
http://www.northeastern.edu/news/2008/08/makryannisnewmolecule/

**AM-1710** – CB2 agonist

An alternative to medical marijuana for pain?
(news – 2015)

**AM-6538** - a strong antagonist of CB1 receptors that “freezes” them for easier study

Harvesting Benefits from Cannabinoids.
(article – 2016)
http://www.cell.com/cell/fulltext/S0092-8674(16)31675-0

ShanghaiTech Scientists Resolve the Structure of the Human "Marijuana Receptor"
(news – 2016)

Structure of primary cannabinoid receptor is revealed
(news – 2016)

**BIA 10-2474 / BIOTRIAL** - a failed FAAH inhibitor, caused severe brain damage and death.

French drug trial leaves one brain dead and five critically ill
(news – 2015)

French drug trial turns disastrous, leaving 1 brain dead and 5 hospitalized
(news – 2016)

Researchers question design of fatal French clinical trial
(news – 2016)
http://www.nature.com/news/researchers-question-design-of-fatal-french-clinical-trial-1.19221

Will Death in French Drug Trial Lead to Tighter Phase 1 Rules?
(news – 2016)

Animal Test Details Emerge in French Drug Trial Death
(news – 2016)
High Doses Of Experimental Drug Implicated In Botched French Study
(news – 2016)

Botched French Drug Trial Followed Rules But Lacked 'Common Sense'
(news – 2016)
http://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2016/05/03/475867184/botched-french-drug-trial-followed-rules-but-lacked-common-sense

A Clinical Disaster in France
(news – 2016)
http://blogs.sciencemag.org/pipeline/archives/2016/01/15/a-clinical-disaster-in-france

French company bungled clinical trial that led to a death and illness, report says
(news – 2016)

What we know so far about the clinical trial disaster in France
(news – 2016)
http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2016/01/what-we-know-so-far-about-clinical-trial-disaster-france

More details emerge on fateful French drug trial
(news – 2016)
http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2016/01/more-details-emerge-fateful-french-drug-trial

France tightens rules in wake of fatal clinical trial
(news – 2016)

FDA Sees No General Safety Risk With FAAH Inhibitors
(news – 2016)
http://www.medpagetoday.com/neurology/generalneurology/59666?pop=0&ba=1&xid=tmd-md&hr=trendMD

From Pot to FAAH: Exploiting the Endocannabinoid System
(news – 2016)
https://www.medpagetoday.com/neurology/generalneurology/56011

**CANNABINOR** - CB2 agonist

Pharmos Initiates Phase I Trial of CB2-Selective Drug Candidate Cannabinor
(news – 2005)

Cannabinoid Receptor Agonist Significantly Reduces Post-Operative Pain, Study Says
(news – 2007)

**CB–65** - CB 2 agonist

Study: Cannabis Agonists Produce Anti-Cancer Effects In Human Liver Cancer Cells
Anti-Cancer Effects In Human Liver Cancer Cells Produced By Cannabis Agonists  

http://www.imarijuana.com/tag/cannabinoid-agonists

**CP-47,497** - CB1 & CB2 agonist

A Synthetic Solution for a Legal 4:20  

**THIS ISN'T YOUR MOTHER'S SPICE**  
http://www.mapinc.org/drugnews/v10/n497/a07.html?1173

Now, There's a Test for That -- Norchem's "Fake Marijuana" Test Reveals Significantly Increased Abuse of Spice/K2  

Chemicals Used in "Spice" and "K2" Type Products Now Under Federal Control and Regulation  
http://www.dea.gov/pubs/pressrel/pr030111.html

Outlawing 'Legal Highs:' Can Emergency Bans Hinder Drug Development?  

Getting up to speed with the public health and regulatory challenges posed by new psychoactive substances in the information age  

**CP-55,940** - CB1, CB2 & GPR-55 agonist

Endocannabinoids -- The Brain's Cannabis -- Demonstrate Novel Modes Of Action To Stress  

Study: Cannabinoids Attenuate Hyperactivity and Weight Loss in Anorexia  
'Fake pot' causing zombielike effects is 85 times more potent than marijuana

HU-210 - CB 1 & CB 2 agonist, over 100 times stronger than THC

Cannabinoids spell relief in colon inflammation (news – 2004)
http://www.mpg.de/496761/pressRelease20040506?filter_order=1

Is cannabis good for your brain? (news - 2005)

Study Shows Marijuana Promotes Neuron Growth (news - 2005)
http://english.ohmynews.com/articleview/article_view.asp?menuid=10400&no=253377&rel_no=1

Marijuana May Grow Neurons in the Brain (news - 2005)
http://www.medpagetoday.com/Psychiatry/AnxietyStress/1934

Surprising Brain Effects From Pot-Like Drug (news – 2005)

Marijuana might cause new cell growth in the brain (news – 2005)
http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn8155

A Cooling Effect From Cannabis? (news - 2005)
http://www.beyonddhc.com/the-cooling-effect-of-cannabis/

Now, There's a Test for That -- Norchem's "Fake Marijuana" Test Reveals Significantly Increased Abuse of Spice/K2 (news - 2010)

Getting up to speed with the public health and regulatory challenges posed by new psychoactive substances in the information age (editorial – 2013)
HU-211 / DEXANABINOL / DEXANABINONE / SINNABIDOL / ETS-2101 / PA 50211 /
PRS 211007 - CB 2 agonist

Scientists Develop Prototype Drug To Prevent Osteoporosis Based On Cannabinoids Produced By Body
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2006/01/060104232013.htm
(news - 2006)

Cannabis-like compound prevents bone loss
(news - 2006)

Latest Studies Imply That Cannabinoids Are Protective Against Alcohol-Induced Brain Damage
http://blog.norml.org/2011/09/06/latest-studies-imply-that-cannabinoids-are-protective-against-alcohol-induced-brain-damage/
(news – 2011)

Marijuana might cause new cell growth in the brain
(news – 2012)

Clinical trial evaluates synthetic cannabinoid as brain cancer treatment
https://health.ucsd.edu/news/releases/Pages/2012-09-25-cannabinoids-may-treat-brain-cancer.aspx
(news – 2012)

Cannabinoid May Treat Brain Cancer
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/09/120925142557.htm
(news – 2012)

e-Therapeutics announces continuation of ETS2101 phase I trial in brain cancer
(news – 2014)

HU-308 - CB2 agonist

Activation of CB2 receptor attenuates bone loss in osteoporosis
(news - 2006)

Endocannabinoids, cannabinoid receptors and inflammatory stress: an interview with Dr. Pál Pacher
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/summary?doi=10.1.1.510.3426
(link to PDF - interview - 2007)

Protection from osteoarthritis may lie in our own joints, study suggests
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/05/140518092722.htm
(news – 2014)

HU-320 – chemically related to CBD, mechanism of action not established

A novel synthetic, nonpsychoactive cannabinoid acid (HU-320) with antiinflammatory properties in murine collagen-induced arthritis
(full – 2004)
HU-910/ LISINOPRIL – a CB2 agonist

Cannabis could treat traumatic brain injury, Israeli researchers say (news – 2017)

HU-914 – a CB2 agonist

Cannabis could treat traumatic brain injury, Israeli researchers say (news – 2017)

IBUPROFEN – blocks the breakdown of anandamide (which is what actually relieves your pain)

Scripps Research Scientists Discover Inflammation Is Controlled Differently in Brain and Other Tissues (news – 2011)

Preventing marijuana-induced memory problems with over-the-counter painkillers (news – 2013)

What ailments does medical marijuana help? (news – 2015)

J-147 – a CB1 antagonist derived from curcumin

Medical marijuana has potential as Alzheimer’s treatment, study says (news – 2016)

Cannabinoids remove plaque-forming Alzheimer’s proteins from brain cells (news – 2016)
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/06/160629095609.htm

JBT-101/ RESUNAB
Corbus Pharmaceuticals’ Investigational Scleroderma Drug Takes Novel Approach To Treating Inflammation  
[news – 2016](http://sclerodermanews.com/2015/03/16/corbus-pharmaceuticals-investigational-scleroderma-drug-takes-novel-approach-treating-inflammation/)

Endocannabinoid Shows Promise in Systemic Sclerosis Study  

**JD-5037** - CB1 agonist with limited brain penetration

New Drug Could Help Maintain Long-Term Weight Loss  
[news – 2012](http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/07/120726122116.htm)

**JWH-015** – CB2 & GPR-55 agonist, mildly activates CB1 receptors

Now, There's a Test for That -- Norchem's "Fake Marijuana" Test Reveals Significantly Increased Abuse of Spice/K2  

Latest blood test detects 12 popular synthetic cannabinoids in "fake pot".  
(news – 2011)  

Chemicals Used in "Spice" and "K2" Type Products Now Under Federal Control and Regulation  
(news – 2011)  

**JWH-018/ “BONZAI” / BLACK MAMBA** – CB1 agonist, 5 times stronger than THC, can be fatal

A Synthetic Solution for a Legal 4:20  

Synthetic cannabis mimic found in herbal incense  

FAQ: K2, Spice Gold, and Herbal 'Incense'  

THIS ISN'T YOUR MOTHER'S SPICE  
[news - 2010](http://www.mapinc.org/drugnews/v10/n497/a07.html?1173)
Fake Weed, Real Drug: K2 Causing Hallucinations in Teens  

Outlawing ‘Legal Highs’: Can Emergency Bans Hinder Drug Development?  

Latest blood test detects 12 popular synthetic cannabinoids in "fake pot".  

'Fake Marijuana' May Trigger Heart Trouble in Teens  

Synthetic cannabis  
http://tidsskriftet.no/article/2896636/en_GB  

Clemson University professor created synthetic marijuana for abuse research  

Wyoming kidney failure outbreak linked to designer 'blueberry spice' drug, aka 'legal marijuana'  

Blueberry “spice” in Wyoming linked to cases of renal failure  
http://www.thepoisonreview.com/2012/03/03/blueberry-spice-in-wyoming-linked-to-cases-of-renal-failure/  

New health concerns about 'fake pot' in US  

Tachycardia followed by bradycardia after smoking the synthetic cannabinoid “K9”  

Getting up to speed with the public health and regulatory challenges posed by new psychoactive substances in the information age  

Cannabinoids Found to Reduce 90% of Skin Cancer in Just 20 Weeks, According to New Study  

Japanese Study Shows Cannabinoids Inhibit Tumor Growth  
https://www.medicaljane.com/2013/07/27/study-shows-cannabinoids-inhibit-tumor-growth/  

How this chemist unwittingly helped spawn the synthetic drug industry  
**JWH-073** - CB1 & CB2 agonist

Now, There's a Test for That -- Norchem's "Fake Marijuana" Test Reveals Significantly Increased Abuse of Spice/K2  

Outlawing 'Legal Highs:' Can Emergency Bans Hinder Drug Development?  
(news – 2011)  

Latest blood test detects 12 popular synthetic cannabinoids in "fake pot".  
(news – 2011)  

Fake Marijuana' May Trigger Heart Trouble in Teens  
(news – 2011)  

Chemicals Used in "Spice" and "K2" Type Products Now Under Federal Control and Regulation  
(news – 2011)  
(http://www.dea.gov/pubs/pressrel/pr030111.html)

NMS Labs & Cerilliant Announce Identification Of Major Metabolite Of The Synthetic Cannabinoid JWH-073  
(news – 2011)  
(http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/releases/226597.php)

Clemson University professor created synthetic marijuana for abuse research  
(news – 2012)  

Tachycardia followed by bradycardia after smoking the synthetic cannabinoid “K9”  
(news – 2012)  
(http://www.thepoisonreview.com/2012/05/22/tachycardia-followed-by-bradycardia-after-smoking-the-synthetic-cannabinoid-k9/)

How this chemist unwittingly helped spawn the synthetic drug industry  
(news – 2015)  

**JWH-100 / AM -678** - CB1 agonist

Chemicals Used in "Spice" and "K2" Type Products Now Under Federal Control and Regulation  
(news – 2011)  
(http://www.dea.gov/pubs/pressrel/pr030111.html)

**JWH-122** – CB1 agonist


**JWH-133**/ 3-(1 1 -dimethylbutyl)- 1-deoxy- 8-THC - CB2 agonist


**JWH-200** - CB1 agonist


**JWH-210** – CB1 agonist

Cannabinoïdes Found to Reduce 90% of Skin Cancer in Just 20 Weeks, According to New Study
(http://thejointblog.com/cannabinoids-found-to-reduce-90-of-skin-cancer-in-just-20-weeks-according-to-new-study/)

Study: Cannabinoids Offer Treatment For Severe Lung Disease
(http://www.leafscience.com/2013/11/21/study-cannabinoids-offer-treatment-severe-lung-disease/)

Japanese Study Shows Cannabinoïdes Inhibit Tumor Growth
(http://www.medicaljane.com/2013/07/27/study-shows-cannabinoids-inhibit-tumor-growth/)

**JZL-184** – blocks the breakdown of 2-AG

Understanding the Effects of Endogenous Cannabinoïdes

**KN38-7271**/**BAY38-7271** – CB1 & CB2 agonist

Breakthrough in treatment of Traumatic Brain Injury: KeyNeurotek's clinical study reaches primary endpoint and shows significant increase in survival

**MAB-CHMINACA**

Authorities may know common link between synthetic pot illnesses nationwide

**MARINOL/ DRONABINOL** - a synthetic THC, a CB1 & CB2 agonist, Schedule III

Cannabinoids
(http://www.chemie.de/lexikon/e/Cannabinoids/)
Aging & Medical Marijuana
http://www.safeaccessnow.org/aging_booklet

Cannabis, Coca, & Poppy: Nature’s Addictive Plants - Cannabis
http://www.deamuseum.org/ccp/cannabis/history.html

CANNABIS AND MARINOL IN THE TREATMENT OF MIGRAINE HEADACHE
(abst - undated)
http://www.druglibrary.net/schaffer/hemp/migrn2.htm

Marinol vs. Marijuana: Politics, Science, and Popular Culture

The Science of Marijuana

Ganja medicine in Jamaica
http://www.cannabisculture.com/content/2000/01/16/59

Healing Haze?
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article.cfm?id=healing-haze

Marinol Death Sentence: Oregon Man Denied Liver Transplant Because of Prescription - He's Not the Only One
http://stopthedrugwar.org/chronicle-old/299/notransplant.shtml

MARINOL® (Dronabinol) Capsules
http://www.fda.gov/ohrms/dockets/docket5/05N0479/05N0479-emc0004-04.pdf

Marijuana Research
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/marijuana-research/

Dronabinol can't replace medical marijuana

Testimony of Terry Jacobs to FDA - why he prefers for medical marijuana to Marinol (testimony – forum repost - 2005)

New Synthetic Delta-9-THC Inhaler Offers Safe, Rapid Delivery
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/22937.php

Cannabis Chemicals May Alleviate Post-Eating Stomach Cramps

Big Pharma's Strange Holy Grail: Cannabis Without Euphoria?
http://www.mapinc.org/drugnews/v06.n899.a05.html

ACG: Cannabinoid Activator Mellows Out Colon
(news – forum re-post - 2006)


Medical use of cannabinoids does not cause an increase in serious adverse health effects (news - 2008) http://www.cannabis-med.org/english/bulletin/ww_en_db_cannabis_artikel.php?id=272


The FDA has written documentation that patients can overdose on Marinol and that it can be lethal (news – forum repost - 2009) http://www.420magazine.com/as forums/marinol/173318-fda-has-written-documentation-patients-can-overdose-marinol.html


What Are Prescription Drugs That Are a Substitute for Marijuana? (news – 2011) http://www.livestrong.com/article/137065-what-are-prescription-drugs-that-are-substitute-marijuana/#ixzz21Ia1dVQG


Medicinal Cannabis and Painful Sensory Neuropathy (editorial – 2013)
http://journalofethics.ama-assn.org/2013/05/oped1-1305.html

Medical Marijuana: Consortium of Multiple Sclerosis Centers (news – 2013)

Maine Mom Fights Son’s Autistic Episodes With Marinol (news – 2013)

Pharmaceutical Cannabis Produces Similar High, Study Finds (news – 2013)
http://www.leafscience.com/2013/12/04/pharmaceutical-cannabis-produces-similar-high-study-finds/

Science/Human: THC reduces sleep apnoea in small clinical study (news – 2013)

http://www.safeaccessnow.org/medical_cannabis_research_what_does_the_evidence_say

Marijuana In A Pill? Why Patients Might Be Better Off Smoking It (news – 2014)
http://www.leafscience.com/2014/01/19/marijuana-pill-patients-might-better-smoking/

Marijuana Saved My Life: An Abbreviated Dope Diary (news – 2014)

3 Prescription Drugs You Didn't Know Come From Marijuana (news – 2014)
http://www.fool.com/investing/general/2014/03/16/3-prescription-drugs-you-didnt-know-come-from-mari.aspx

Health Benefits Of Medical Marijuana: 3 Major Ways Cannabis Helps Sick People Live Normal Lives (news – 2014)

New Study Suggests THC Can Treat Non-Cardiac Chest Pain (news – 2014)
http://thejointblog.com/new-study-suggests-thc-can-treat-non-cardiac-chest-pain/

Novel way for treating non-cardiac chest pain due to esophageal hypersensitivity (news – 2014)

Marijuana Is a Wonder Drug When It Comes to the Horrors of Chemo (news – 2015)


Marijuana flips appetite switch in brain (news – 2015)

Using Medical Cannabis in an Oncology Practice (article – 2016)
http://www.cancernetwork.com/oncology-journal/using-medical-cannabis-oncology-practice#sthash.CT8lR9n.uWvEhfSG.dpuf
FDA OKs Cannabis-Based Ovarian Cancer Treatment  (news – 2016)

The Science behind the DEA’s Long War on Marijuana  (news – 2016)
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/the-science-behind-the-dea-s-long-war-on-marijuana/

Weeding out the truth: Cannabis-based medications for cancer patients  (news – 2016)

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK65875/

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/some-of-the-parts-is-mariajuana-s-entourage-effect-scientifically-valid/

Grandmother with terminal cancer jailed for prescribed medical marijuana  (news – 2017)
http://theweek.com/speedreads/696918/grandmother-terminal-cancer-jailed-prescribed-medical-marijuana


**MDA-7** – strong CB2 agonist

Cannabinoid Receptor Stimulator Reverses Symptoms of Alzheimer’s Disease in Animal Model  (news – 2012)
http://www.biotechdaily.com/?option=com_article&Itemid=294742494

Researchers investigating potential drug for treatment of Alzheimer’s disease  (news – 2012)

**MDA-19** – strong CB2 agonist

Studies demonstrate analgesic properties of synthetic cannabinoid  (news – 2010)
**NABILONE/CESAMET** - a synthetic THC, CB1 & CB2 agonist, Schedule II

The Science of Marijuana

Nabilone Could Treat Chorea and Irritability in Huntington’s Disease

A Look At FDA-OK’d ‘Marijuana’ Drug
http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2006/05/18/health/webmd/main1632561.shtml

2nd synthetic marijuana drug OK’d for chemo effects

Cesamet, THC and chemotherapy

Cesamet (nabilone) capsule

Cannabinoids for postoperative pain.
http://anesthesiology.pubs.asahq.org/article.aspx?articleid=1931347&resultClick=3

Synthetic Cannabis for Fibromyalgia Pain?

Nabilone for the treatment of paraneoplastic night sweats: a report of four cases

Science: Nabilone effective in the treatment of night sweats of four patients with advanced cancer

Marijuana-Based Drug Reduces Fibromyalgia Pain, Study Suggests
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2008/02/080217214547.htm

Marijuana Derivative Called Effective in Fibromyalgia
(news – forum re-post - 2008)

CESAMET® CII (nabilone) Capsules For Oral Administration
(archived drug label - 2010)

What Are Prescription Drugs That Are a Substitute for Marijuana?
http://www.livestrong.com/article/137065-what-are-prescription-drugs-that-are-substitute-marijuana/#ixzz21lalDVG

Study: Synthetic THC Analogue Mitigates Diabetic Neuropathy, Is ‘Well Tolerated’ In Patients
New drug offers novel pain management therapy for diabetics. (news - 2012)  
http://www.thefreelibrary.com/New+drug+offers+novel+pain+management+therapy+for+diabetics.-a0306899453

Synthetic cannabinoid could treat pain in diabetes patients (news – 2012) 

Drug offers new pain management therapy for diabetics (news – 2012)  

Can medical marijuana help rheumatoid arthritis? (news – 2012)  
http://www.health.com/health/condition-article/0,,20499017,00.html

The Fibromyalgia Drugs Your Doctor (Probably) Knows Nothing About (news – 2013)  
http://www.prohealth.com/library/showArticle.cfm?libid=18225&site=articles

Nabilone (Cesamet) For Fibromyalgia and Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (news – 2013)  
http://www.healthrising.org/drugs-for-fibromyalgia/nabilone-cesamet-fibromyalgia-chronic-fatigue-syndrome/

http://www.safeaccessnow.org/medical_cannabis_research_what_does_the_evidence_say

Marijuana In A Pill? Why Patients Might Be Better Off Smoking It (news – 2014)  
http://www.leafscience.com/2014/01/19/marijuana-pill-patients-might-better-smoking/

3 Prescription Drugs You Didn't Know Come From Marijuana (news – 2014)  
http://www.fool.com/investing/general/2014/03/16/3-prescription-drugs-you-didnt-know-come-from-mari.aspx

Health Benefits Of Medical Marijuana: 3 Major Ways Cannabis Helps Sick People Live Normal Lives (news – 2014)  

Marijuana Is a Wonder Drug When It Comes to the Horrors of Chemo (news – 2015)  

Using Medical Cannabis in an Oncology Practice (article – 2016)  
http://www.cancernetwork.com/oncology-journal/using-medical-cannabis-oncology-practice#sthash.CJT8iR9n.uWvEhfSG.dpuf

Can Cannabis-Based Medicine Cure Sleep Apnea? (news – 2016)  

Weeding out the truth: Cannabis-based medications for cancer patients (news – 2016)  

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK65875/
**RIMONABANT/ ACOMPLIA/ SR141716/ SR1** — a CB1 & CB2 antagonist, GPR-55 agonist, a failed weight loss drug and sort of an “anti-THC”.

Big Pharma's Strange Holy Grail: Cannabis Without Euphoria? (news - 2006)
http://www.mapinc.org/drugnews/v06.n899.a05.html

European watchdog warns about dangers of Acomplia (news - 2007)

Three Long-Term Diet Pills Show Poor Performance, Study Suggests (news - 2007)

FDA Advisory Panel Rejects Obesity Drug (news - 2007)
http://firstwatch.jwatch.org/cgi/content/full/2007/615/2?maxtoshow=&hits=80&RESULTFORMAT=&fulltext=cannabinoid&searchid=1&FIRSTINDEX=2800&resourcetype=HWCIT

Risk of psychiatric side effects is approximately doubled in patients taking Acomplia (news - 2008)

Caution Urged With New Anti-Obesity Drug In Kids (news - 2008)
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2008/05/080507133326.htm

Weeding out the highs of medical marijuana (news – 2008)
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2008/07/080714192555.htm

Suicides in other trials led to early termination of trial into effects of weight loss drug rimonabant on cardiovascular outcomes (CRESCENDO study) (news – 2010)

Risk of suicide spurs rimonabant trial to end. (news – 2010)
http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Risk+of+suicide+spurs+rimonabant+trial+to+end.-a0238838571

Experimental obesity drug avoids brain effects that troubled predecessors (news – 2010)
http://phys.org/news197905295.html

Smoking marijuana not linked to obesity: study (news – 2011)

Part of placebo effect ascribed to cannabinoids (news – 2011)

Endocannabinoids Pitch In for Placebo Effect (news – 2011)

To Be or Not To Be—Obese (full – 2012)
http://endo.endojournals.org/content/152/10/3592.long

How Weed Can Protect Us From Cancer and Alzheimer's (book excerpt – 2012)
http://www.alternet.org/story/156269/howweedcanprotectusfromcancerandalzheimers
New therapy for fragile X chromosome syndrome discovered
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/04/130410082413.htm

Marijuana may help blood sugar control, study says
http://www.philly.com/philly/health/diabetes/Marijuana_may_help_blood_sugar_control_study_says.html

Why so munchy? Cannabis shown to ramp up sense of smell

Marijuana flips appetite switch in brain

Harvesting Benefits from Cannabinoids.
http://www.cell.com/cell/fulltext/S0092-8674(16)31675-0

Mind Over Matter Over Mind: Cannabinoids and the Placebo Effect
http://www.alternet.org/drugs/mind-over-mater-over-mind-endocannabinoids-placebo-effect

Cannabis Treatment for Hypertension
https://www.thcmag.com/cannabis-treatment-for-hypertension/

Ro 61-8048 – blocks the THC “high”

Scientists Have Found A Way To Make Marijuana Un-Fun
http://www.popsci.com/article/science/scientists-have-found-way-make-marijuana-un-fun

“SPICE”/ SCRAs - various synthetic cannabinoid mixtures - also see the AM, HU, JWH, and CP series, some have caused fatalities, unlike natural cannabis

A Synthetic Solution for a Legal 4:20

Synthetic cannabis mimic found in herbal incense

Fake Weed, Real Drug: K2 Causing Hallucinations in Teens

Now, There's a Test for That -- Norchem's "Fake Marijuana" Test Reveals Significantly Increased Abuse of Spice/K2

FAQ: K2, Spice Gold, and Herbal 'Incense'
Inhaled Incense “K2” May Cause Heart Damage (news – forum re-post– 2010)  


1 in 9 high school seniors using synthetic marijuana (news – 2011)  

Fake Marijuana’ May Trigger Heart Trouble in Teens (news – 2011)  

Texas teens had heart attacks after smoking K2 (news – 2011)  

Chemicals Used in "Spice" and "K2" Type Products Now Under Federal Control and Regulation (news – 2011)  
http://www.dea.gov/pubs/pressrel/pr030111.html

Latest blood test detects 12 popular synthetic cannabinoids in "fake pot". (news – 2011)  

Synthetic cannabis linked to extended psychosis (news – 2011)  

Synthetic cannabis (article – 2012)  
http://tidsskriftet.no/article/2896636/en_GB

'Hammer Head' 'incense' blamed for seizure of youth in Le Roy (news – 2012)  

Synthetic marijuana linked to 11,406 of 4.9M drug-related ED visits in 2010 (news – 2012)  

Clemson University professor created synthetic marijuana for abuse research (news – 2012)  

Why K2 is Pimps’ Choice for Controlling Young Sex Workers (news – 2012)  

Outbreak of kidney failure in Wyoming linked to "Spice" (news – 2012)  
http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/03/03/us-spice-illness-wyoming-idUSTRE82204T20120303

'Spice'-y Party Drugs Can Lead to the ED (news – 2012)  

Wyoming kidney failure outbreak linked to designer 'blueberry spice' drug, aka 'legal marijuana' (news – 2012)  

Blueberry “spice” in Wyoming linked to cases of renal failure (news – 2012)  
http://www.thepoisonreview.com/2012/03/03/blueberry-spice-in-wyoming-linked-to-cases-of-renal-failure/
New health concerns about 'fake pot' in US

Tachycardia followed by bradycardia after smoking the synthetic cannabinoid “K9”

Synthetic marijuana sent more than 11,400 people to ER in 2010

Synthetic cannabinoid use in New Zealand: a recent rebound

With Labs Pumping Out Legal Highs, China Is the New Front in the Global Drug War

Teen narrowly escapes death after smoking synthetic marijuana

Synthetic Marijuana Dangerous for Kidneys
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/02/130208124553.htm

Study: Consumers Prefer Natural Cannabis Over Synthetic 'Marijuana' Herbal Products
http://norml.org/news/2013/01/10/study-consumers-prefer-natural-cannabis-over-synthetic-marijuana-herbal-products

Synthetic Marijuana Harms Kidneys of 16 Users, CDC Reports

Synthetic cannabis: how it's made, what's in it

Death link to synthetic cannabis
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=10882473&ref=rss

Synthetic drugs carry risk of kidney damage

High K2 use rate among psych unit patients

'Legal high' users turn to real thing

Survey: Teens using synthetic drugs less often
http://news.yahoo.com/survey-teens-using-synthetic-drugs-less-often-050311100.html;_ylt=AwrSyCRcGbJSljYA1CTQtDMD

Synthetic Marijuana Added to Defense Department Drug Testing

Smoking "spice" associated with stroke in healthy, young adults
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/releases/269132.php
Synthetic Marijuana Lands Thousands of Young People in the ER, Especially Young Males (news – 2013)

Synthetic Drug Use Skyrocketing, Targeting Young Users (news – 2014)

Study identifies teens at-risk for synthetic marijuana use (news – 2015)
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/03/150302091659.htm

Synthetic pot linked to kidney injury (news – 2015)

7 possible deaths linked to spice (news – 2015)
http://www.msnnewsnow.com/story/28851527/7-possible-deaths-linked-to-spice

Synthetic ‘marijuana’ isn’t pot, isn’t safe (news – 2015)

Calls to Poison Control Centers Linked to Synthetic Marijuana Spike 229%, CDC Says (news – 2015)

Synthetic drugs: evidence that they can cause cancer (news – 2015)
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/04/150416083746.htm

A stunning number of new ‘legal high’ drugs are being discovered (news – 2015)
http://www.businessinsider.com/new-legal-high-drugs-are-being-discovered-2015-6#ixzz3gHaeROGT

Deaths triple from synthetic marijuana in US (news – 2015)

How this chemist unwittingly helped spawn the synthetic drug industry (news – 2015)

Thousands Hospitalized This Year Due to Fake Weed (news – 2015)
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/thousands-hospitalized-this-year-due-to-fake-weed/

Study identifies teens at-risk for synthetic marijuana use (news – 2015)
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/03/150302091659.htm

High Times: Taking A Look at the Marijuana Receptor (news / abst – 2016)
http://neurosciencenews.com/thc-cannabinoid-receptor-5316/

San Diego City Council unanimously approves ban on 'spice' (news – 2016)

Scientists Closer to Understanding Why Weed Gets Us High (news – 2016)

'Fake pot' causing zombielike effects is 85 times more potent than marijuana
Please, don't call it fake weed

How Cannabis Prohibition Created a More Dangerous Alternative
https://www.marijuanatimes.org/how-cannabis-prohibition-created-a-more-dangerous-alternative/

Zombie weed: Don't let the name fool you, police say, this is serious
http://www.gazettextra.com/20170128/zombie_weed_dont_let_the_name_fool_you_police_say_this_is_serious

Synthetic Marijuana May Make You More Violent, Study Says
http://www.ibtimes.com/synthetic-marijuana-may-make-you-more-violent-study-says-2507355

Synthetic marijuana shows lethal side effects

Genetic factors may contribute to adverse effects produced by synthetic cannabinoids
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/04/170424141359.htm

Genetic factors may increase person’s risk for adverse effects of synthetic cannabinoids

The DEA claims that synthetic THC is safer than the natural stuff in regular marijuana

SPICE / SCRAs in OILS
Army: Vaping oils blamed for 2 deaths, 60 hospitalizations

SYNDROS - an orally administered liquid formulation of dronabinol (synthetic THC), Schedule II
INSYS is Targeting a $700 Million Market With Syndros
https://marketexclusive.com/insys

What is Syndros?
http://syndros.com/
A pharma company that spent $500,000 trying to keep pot illegal just got DEA approval for synthetic marijuana


Schedules of Controlled Substances: Placement of FDA-Approved Products of Oral Solutions Containing Dronabinol [(-)-delta-9-trans-tetrahydrocannabinol (delta-9-THC)] in Schedule II


A New Marijuana Medicine Gets DEA Scheduling, but It's Not All Good News


Some of the Parts: Is Marijuana’s “Entourage Effect” Scientifically Valid?


**TAK- 875 / FASIGLIFAM** - GPR- 40 agonist

Takeda moves potential first-in-class diabetes drug into phase III


Takeda pipeline hit by fasiglifam failure

http://www.pmlive.com/pharma_news/takeda_pipeline_hit_by_fasiglifam_failure_530941

**TM-38837** - a mostly peripherally restricted CB1 antagonist

Experimental obesity drug avoids brain effects that troubled predecessors

http://phys.org/news197905295.html

**TRICOR/ FENOFIBRATE** - works by activating CB2 receptors, also a partial CB1 agonist

Common cholesterol drug stimulates the same receptors as marijuana

URB-597 / KDS-4103 - slows cannabinoid destruction in the body, not the brain.

Marijuana's Distant Relative May Be The Next Prozac; Chemical Reduces Anxiety Using Novel Nerve System In Body

Blocking the destruction of endocannabinoids

Marijuana-Like Brain Chemicals Work As Antidepressant

Parkinsons' Helped By Marijuana-Like Chemicals In Brain

Enhancing Activity Of Marijuana-Like Chemicals In Brain Helps Treat Parkinson's Symptoms In Mice

Potential First-in-Class Compound, Reveals New Approach to the Treatment of Pain (D3)

A new drug that kills pain like marijuana, without getting you stoned

Potential Pain Medication Targets Peripheral Nerves

Uncovering the Neurological Differences Between the Sexes

URB-937 - slows cannabinoid destruction

New Drug Kills Pain by Boosting Body's Naturally Occurring Marijuana-Like Compound

Compound boosts marijuana-like chemical in the body to relieve pain at injury site

Research Reaps Reefer Madness
VCE-004.8 - a semi-synthetic CB2 activator

Dupuytren’s Contracture and Cannabis

WIN-55,212-2 - CB1 & CB2 agonist, stronger than THC, but usually acts in a similar fashion

Marijuana-like compounds may aid array of debilitating conditions ranging from Parkinson’s to pain

Cannabinoids, in combination with (NSAIDS), produce a synergistic analgesic effect
(news - 2006)

Synthetic form of THC is an effective anti-depressant at low doses

Cannabis: Potent Anti-Depressant In Low Doses, Worsens Depression At High Doses
(news - 2007)

Could Marijuana Substance Help Prevent Or Delay Memory Impairment In The Aging Brain?

Marijuana may be good for the aging brain

Marijuana reduces memory impairment

Pot Shrinks Tumors; Government Knew in ’74

Marijuana's Memory Paradox

How this chemist unwittingly helped spawn the synthetic drug industry

Marijuana may help delay Alzheimer’s symptoms
A

**Acetylcholine** – a common neurotransmitter

**Achalasia** - a disease of the esophagus, a failure of smooth muscle fibers to relax

**Acute** - sharp or severe in effect; intense

**Adenosine** - a compound that makes you tired

**Adipose tissue** - fat

**Adipocyte** – a fat cell

**Adjunct** – a medication used in conjunction with another to help it work better

**Adjuvant** - a substance that acts to prolong, or enhance antigen-specific immune response.

**2-AG** - A “messenger chemical” made by your body – similar to THC

**Afferent** - conveying impulses toward the central nervous system/brain

**Agonist** – a chemical that activates a receptor

**Allodynia** - pain due to a stimulus which does not normally cause pain, (ie- a light touch)

**Allosteric** - works through a “back door” mechanism, not the usual binding site

**Amygdala** – an area of the brain that plays a key role in the processing of emotions
Analgesic – pain relieving

Analogue – a synthetic version

Anandamide/ AEA - a “messenger chemical” made by your body – similar to THC

Anaplasia – normal cells de-evolving and degrading into cancer cells

Anapyrexia - body temp dropping below normal

Angiogenesis - making new blood vessels, often to feed a tumor

Anorectic - Pertaining to anorexia, a lack of appetite

Antagonist – a chemical that blocks the action of an agonist

Antigen - a substance which causes an immune response

Anti-nociception - pain relieving

Anxiolytic – calming, anti-anxiety

Apoptosis - a process that leads to the normally programed death of a cell.

Aqueous humor – the liquid between the colored iris and the clear cornea of your eye

Arachidonic acid - an Omega 6

Astrocytes – Glial cells that link the vascular system to its neighboring neurons

Ataxia - lack of muscle coordination during movements like walking, or picking up objects

Atherogenesis – the formation of arterial plaques, as in atherosclerosis

Autapse - a synapse formed by the axon of a neuron on its own dendrites

Autocatalysis – when a single chemical reaction happens
**Autocrine** – when a cell secretes a compound that binds to receptors on the same type of cell.

**Autopathic** - relating to the structure and characteristics of diseased organism. Idiopathic.

**Autophagy** – the cell self-destructs, literally “eats itself”

**B**

**Baroreflex** – the way your body uses your heart rate to control blood pressure

**Beta amyloid plaque / β-amyloid/ Aβ** – the stuff that gums up your brain in Alzheimer’s

**Biphasic** – different results for different doses, THC stops or causes nausea depending on dose

**Bronchodilator** – opens up the lungs

**C**

**Cachexia** – severe wasting away due to illness

**Cannabinoids** – they activate CB receptors and are made in your body, cannabis or labs.

**Cannabinomimetic** – acts like a cannabinoid

**Capacitation**- chemical changes in a sperm that let it fertilize an egg.

**Carcinoma** - cancer
**Caveolae** - little caves or pits in the cell membrane that trap fluids

**CCK** – an intestinal hormone that tell you that you are full and satisfied

**Cell oncosis** – the cells fill with water and calcium, their proteins denature, and they die.

**Central nervous system/CNS** - the brain and spinal cord

**Chemotaxis** - the movement of a cell or bacteria toward, or from a stimulus (food or a poison)

**Cholestasis** - a condition where bile cannot flow from the liver to the duodenum

**Cholinergics** - drugs that inhibit, enhance, or mimic the action of acetylcholine

**Chondrocytes** - the only kind of cells found in healthy cartilage

**Chronic** – long term

**Cirrhosis** – scarring (usually) of the liver, impairing function

**Clastrum** - a thin, irregular, sheet of neurons attached to the bottom of the brain’s neocortex

**Cogeners** - related chemicals

**Colocalize** - to occur together in the same cell.

**Corticolimbic circuits** - brain circuits that control cognitive and emotional behavioral processes.

**COX-2** - a key enzyme that oxidizes Anandamide

**Cross tolerance** – tolerance to a drug causes tolerance to another, similar, drug

**Cryofixed** - frozen with liquid nitrogen for electron microscopic examination

**Cutaneous** – pertaining to the skin

**Cypin** - A protein that regulates neuron branching
Cytotoxic – poisonous to living cells

D

Demyelinating diseases - diseases in which the myelin on nerves is destroyed, as in MS

Dimer - a molecule composed of two identical, simpler molecules.

Docosahexaenoic Acid (DHA) - an Omega 3

Dopamine - a neurotransmitter that helps control the brain's reward and pleasure centers

Dose-dependent manner – the more they got, the more effectively it worked

Downregulation – a decrease in number

Dysautonomic Syndrome - an umbrella term used to describe (POTS), multiple system atrophy, autonomic failure, and autonomic neuropathy.

Dysgeusia - a distortion of the sense of taste

Dysregulation – malfunctioning, out of kilter

E

Efferosytosis- the removal of dead or dying cells
**Eicosanoids** – a group of bioactive compounds that include the endocannabinoids

**Eicosapentaenoic Acid (EPA)** – an Omega 3

**Emesis** - vomiting

**Endocannabinoid** – a chemical messenger made by your body - anandamide and 2-AG

**Endocannabinoid System/ ECS** – a system of chemical receptors on and between your cells

**Endogenous** – made in your own body, opposite of exogeneous

**Epidermal** – pertaining to the skin

**Epigenetic**- genes being turned on, or off, by chemical reactions, but with no change to the DNA

**Epithelial cells** – cells lining of your gut and surfaces of structures throughout the body

**Excitotoxic**- when nerve cells are damaged or killed by over-stimulation

**Exogenous** - from outside the body, opposite of endogenous

**Extracellular** – outside of the cells

**FAAH/ Fatty acid amide hydrolase** – an enzyme that breaks down anandamide

**Fascia** - connective tissues

**Follicule** - sac or cavity having excretory, secretory, or protective function: a hair follicle,
GABA Glycine - it keeps nerves from firing too often

Ganglia/ ganglion – a bunch of nerves outside the CNS, or some gray matter bits in the brain

Gene expression- the body reads a gene’s info and translates it into a product (protein, etc)

Gene isoforms – different kinds of mRNAs that are produced from the same site.

Genotype - all the genetic traits of an organism, both visible and hidden

Glial cells – they form myelin, and provide support and protection for neurons

Glomerulus - a kidney cell involved in the first stages of filtering blood

Glutamate- a compound that many nerves use to “talk to each other”

Gut microbiota - microorganisms that live in the digestive tract

H

Haploid – having half the number of chromosomes of a normal cell, as in sperm and eggs.

Hebbian theory - a neuroscience theory about the adaptation of brain neurons during learning.

Hemp – Cannabis sativa, usually referring to strains with a low level of THC
Hemoptysis – coughing up blood

Hematopoiesis – the making of new blood cells in bone marrow

Haematopoietic Stem Cells/ HSC – bone marrow stem cells that can give rise to blood cells

Hemopressin - a hemoglobin fragment that dilates blood vessels using nitric oxide

Hemostasis- the process of blood clotting

Hepatic – pertaining to the liver

Heterologous - from one species to another

Heteromer – a group containing 2 or more different types of things.

Hippocampus – part of the brain, controls mood and memory.

Homologous - having the same or a similar relation, as in relative position or structure

Homeostasis - your body keeping everything in balance and working right

Hydrolysis - breaking down a compound using enzymes

Hyper- over, above, extreme

Hyperalgesia – severe pain

Hypercapnia - too much CO2 in the blood

Hyperemesis – severe vomiting

Hyperemic - an abnormally large amount of blood accumulating in any part of the body.

Hyperphagic – over-eating

Hyperthermia – a fever
Hyperplasia - an increase in the number of normal cells in a tissue or an organ

Hypo- under, or below

Hypocretin (aka orexin) - a neuropeptide that regulates arousal, wakefulness, and appetite

Hypokinesia - A condition characterized by decreased bodily movement.

Hypophagic – under-eating

Hypothermia – lowered body temperature

Hypoxaemia - low oxygen levels in blood

Hypoxia – not getting enough oxygen

I

Ictal - refers to a physiologic state or event such as a seizure, stroke, or headache.

Ictus - an epileptic seizure, or alternatively, a stroke

Idiopathic - of unknown cause

Incretins - metabolic hormones that stimulate a decrease in blood glucose. Incretins are released after eating.

Indica - short plants, broad leaves, solid buds; “heavy” body high, good pain relief, some CBD

Inflammasome - immune system receptors and sensors that regulate inflammation

In silico – done on a computer
**In vivo** – in a live animal

**In vitro** – in a test tube

**Infarction** – damage from a lack of blood due to a blood vessel blockage

**Intraocular** – inside the eye

**Intrathecal injection** - injected under the arachnoid membrane of the brain or spinal cord

**Intrauterine** – inside the uterus

**Inverse agonist** - binds to a receptor like an agonist, but causes the opposite effect

**Involution** - the shrinking or return of an organ to a former size, as in a post-pregnancy uterus

**Ischemia** – damage from lack of blood to an area

**J**

**Jejunum** - the middle section of the small intestine in most higher animals

**K**

**Koro** - a fear that one’s genitals are retracting and will disappear, “genital retraction syndrome”
**L**

**Lactating** - producing breast milk, nursing

**Leptin** – a hormone that turns on hunger

**leukocytospermia** – too many white blood cells in the semen causing serious fertility problems.

**Leukotrienes** - compounds that promote asthma and allergic reactions

**Ligand** - a chemical that binds to a receptor- THC is a ligand of CB1 and CB2 receptors

**Linoleic acid** (LA) - is a polyunsaturated omega-6 fatty acid

**Lipids** – fats and oils

**Lysis** - the destruction or decomposition of a cell

**M**

**Macrophages** - specialized cells that attack foreign substances, disease germs and cancer cells

**MAGL** - an enzyme that breaks down 2-AG

**MAPK-JNK signal pathway** - the way the receptor’s message gets into the nucleus’ DNA
Meiosis - cell division that results in a sex cell (sperm or egg).

Messenger RNA (mRNA) - a group of RNA molecules that take genetic information from DNA to the ribosome.

Metabolites – what’s left over after your body breaks down a compound

Metastasis – spreading through the body

Microglial cells – they destroy germs and remove dying cells, but can “go crazy”, doing damage

Microphage - a white blood cell capable of ingesting bacteria, etc.

MicroRNA - short, single-stranded RNA molecules that regulate gene expression

Micturation – urination, peeing

Mitosis - one cell divides into 2 identical “carbon copies” of itself.

Modulate – control or regulate something

Monocytes- big white blood cells that can change into macrophages or dendritic cells.

Murine - mouse

Mydriasis - a disorder in which the pupil of the eye dilates abnormally, and stays dilated

Myelin – a protective covering on the axion part of a nerve cell

Myocardial – pertaining to the heart muscle

Myopericarditis - Inflammation of the heart wall and the sac around it, the pericardium
Nanomolar – a very tiny amount
Necrotic – dead or dying
Nephritis – an inflammation of the kidneys
Nephro – referring to the kidneys
Neurogenesis – new brain cells are being formed
Neurological soft signs/ (NSS) - Minor problems in coordination, complex motor tasks, and integrative functions
Neuroma - a growth or tumor of nerve tissue. Neuromas tend to be benign (non-cancerous).
Neuropathic Pain – pain due to nerve injury
Neuropeptide – compounds used by neurons to “talk” with each other
Neurophatogenic - causing disease of nervous system
Neuroprotective – protects nerves and brain cells
Neurotransmitter - a chemical messenger that carries messages between neurons and other cells
Neutrophil – the most common type of white blood cell
Nocebo- a harmless substance that creates harmful effects in a patient. Opposite of placebo.
Nociceptive –experiencing pain from a stimulus such as heat or tissue damage
Nociceptor – pain nerve
Non-canonical - not conforming to the general rule

Nonpsychoactive – won’t get you high

Nonpsychotropic – won’t get you high

Nootropic drug - a mind enhancing drug

Nucleus Accumbens – part of the brain involved in reward/addiction

O

Obtundation- less than fully alert, an altered level of consciousness

Occluded – blocked up, as in an occluded artery

Ocular – referring to the eye

Olfactory – pertaining to smell, odor detection

Oligodendrocytes - cells that make the myelin sheath that protects CNS nerves

Oocyte – a female germ cell/egg

Orexin (aka hypocretin)- a neuropeptide that regulates arousal, wakefulness, and appetite

Oromucosal – pertaining to the lining inside of the mouth

Ortholog- the same gene in different species doing the same job, traceable to a common ancestor
**Osteoblast** – a cell that makes new bone

**Osteoclast** - cell that eats away and breaks down bone causing bone resorption

**Oviduct** - a tube that connects the ovary to the uterus

---

**P**

**Placentation** - the process of forming a placenta

**Palliative** - health care focused on relieving and preventing suffering

**Partial agonist** - doesn’t activate receptor fully, may “hog” receptors, blocking full agonists

**Pathogenesis** - the origin and development of a disease

**Peptide** – string a bunch of peptides together, and you get a protein

**Periaqueductal gray** – the brain’s the primary control center for reducing pain

**Peripheral nervous system (PNS)** - the nerves and ganglia outside of the brain and spinal cord

**Peritoneal** – pertaining to the peritoneum that lines the walls of the abdominal cavity

**Phagocyte** - a “clean-up crew” cell that “eats” harmful foreign particles, bacteria, and dead cells

**Phagocytosis** - When a phagocyte “eats” a bacteria or other object by engulfing it

**Phenotype**- the genetic traits that you can see

**Phytocannabinoid** – a cannabinoid produced by a plant – THC and CBD are examples
**Phyto** - referring to plants

**Phytochemical** – a compound produced by a plant

**Pleiotropic**- producing many effects, especially when referring to genes

**Podocyte** – a kidney cell that filters blood

**Polymorphism** – having more than one form, different phenotypes in genes

**Porcine** – pertaining to pigs

**Prions** – they cause Mad Cow Disease

**Prostacyclins** - prostanoids that are active in the resolution phase of inflammation.

**Prostanoids** - a group of eicosanoids consisting of the prostaglandins, the thromboxanes, and the prostacyclins.

**Prostaglandins** - prostanoids that mediate inflammatory and anaphylactic reactions

**Proteolysis** - the breakdown of proteins into smaller polypeptides or amino acids

**Proteotoxicity** - toxicity caused by proteins, usually by misfolded proteins

**Pruritus** – chronic itchiness

**Psychoactive** – will get you high

**Psychotropic** – will get you high

**Pterygium /Surfer’s Eye** -a growth on the eye that can occur in people who are in the sun a lot

**Pulmonary** – pertaining to the lungs
**Receptors** - These receive the chemical messages and send them into our cells.

**Redox** - (reduction–oxidation reaction) is a chemical reaction where oxidation states of atoms are changed. If an electron is stripped away it is said to have been “oxidized”. If an electron is added it is said to have been “reduced”.

**Refractory** - non-reversible

**Refractory pain** - pain not responding to the usual treatments, stubborn pain

**Renal** - pertaining to the kidneys

**Reperfusion damage** - damage caused when blood returns to an area

**Reuptake** - reabsorption of a substance by the cells that originally produced it

**Rhabdomyolysis** - the rapid destruction of skeletal muscle.

**RNA** - ribonucleic acid, a long, single-stranded chain of cells that processes protein

**ROS/ Reactive Oxygen Species** - production of this can cause a cancer cell to self-destruct.

**Ruderalis** – small, short-season, autoflowering strains, potency varies
**S**

**Sativa** – tall plant, long skinny leaves, slow maturing; a mental/ party high, occasional paranoia

**Sclerosis** - a stiffening of an organ with connective tissue

**Sebaceous glands** - oil glands in the skin

**Seronegative** - testing negative for a disease

**Seropositive** - testing positive for a disease

**SiRNA** - used to inactivate or “silence” a gene to validate the gene’s function

**Spermatogenesis** - the process of making sperm

**Substance P** - it sends pain info through the spinal cord

**Synapse** - a structure that lets a neuron pass an electrical or chemical signal to another neuron

**Systemic mastocytosis** - a systemic mast cell disease (SMCD) resulting the building up of too many mast cells

**T**

**Teratologic** – causing birth defects

**Terpinoids** – gives cannabis its odor, may help cannabinoids to enter cells more easily

**Thiophilic** - having an affinity with ligands that contain sulphur

**Thrombocytopenia** – a loss of platelets in the blood
**Thromboxanes** - prostanoids that mediate the vasoconstriction reaction

**Transgenic** – genetically modified, a GMO

**Trichome** – in cannabis, it usually refers to tiny mushroom-shaped structures that hold THC

**Trigeminal nerve** – responsible for sensation in the face, and biting and chewing

---

**U**

**Ubiquitination**: The "kiss of death" for proteins. The protein is inactivated by ubiquitin.

**Ubiquitin** – a regulatory protein that inactivates other proteins

**Upregulation** – increase in number

**Uveitis** - infection of the middle layer of the eye involving the iris, ciliary body and/or choroid.

---

**V**

**Vascular** – referring to blood vessels

**Vasodilator** – expands the blood vessels

**Vasoconstrictor** – contracts the blood vessels

**Vasopressin** – constricts blood vessels and is an anti-diuretic
Ventral tegmental area – works with the nucleus accumbens in reward and addiction

Vesicants = compounds that cause blistering

Visceral - pertaining to internal organs, guts

W

X

Xenograft - transplanting living cells, tissues or organs from one species into another

Xerostomia - dry mouth resulting from reduced or absent saliva flow.

Y

Z

zeitgeber: something (such as the occurrence of light or dark) that sets, or re-sets, circadian rhythm